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FOREWORD

In the Foreword to the first volume of this translation,

and again in that to the second, the translator expressed his

intention to give, with this third and final volume, a detailed

study of the composition of the whole of the Mahdvastu.

It is now seen, however, that such a study could not be

contained within the limits of a foreword. A long article, or

even a whole volume, would be needed to do anything like

justice to the subject. Partial analysis, confined to the more

prominent or extensive passages, would not suffice to give a

fair conception of the manner and process of the composition
of the whole text. The traditions which have gone to the

making of the Mahdvastu are so numerous and so varied

that a comparative study of them must needs make use not

only of Pali texts, canonical and commentarial, but also of

other Buddhist Sanskrit works, not to speak of Tibetan and
Chinese.

Here, therefore, the translator must confine himself to a

few general remarks, forgoing even the quotation of parallel
or relevant texts which, in a full study, would be indis-

pensable to the argument. These remarks may consequently
seem to be based too much on impressions, but the translator

is convinced, even from the little progress he has already
made with his full critical and comparative study, that these

general remarks give a fair idea of the conclusions to which
such a study will lead. Besides, he may justly claim that

any mere impressions he may seem to indulge in derive a

certain degree of validity from the simple fact that they are

the result of a long and close acquaintance with the text of

the Mahdvastu.

Some scholars have spoken of an author of our text, others

of its redactor or redactors, but a more accurate description
of its creation would be gained by imagining a community
of monks, over a more or less long period of time, busily

engaged, out of motives of piety, in gathering traditions of

the Buddha's life and teaching from all sources accessible to

them. Prose versions and metrical versions, and sometimes

ix
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more than one of each, are often given of one and the same

episode, and we can reasonably assume that these are from

various traditions that came to the compilers' notice at different

times and from different sources. The narrative, indeed,

would often be more coherent if many of these additional

versions had been left out. They are not always introduced

in the right place. When a narrative is given in mixed prose
and verse it sometimes happens that the metrical version

overlaps the prose, while at other times, on the contrary, it

leaves a gap in the narrative. The addition of a single

metrical version to the prose is perfectly natural. For when
the two come together the metrical version may be seen to

have been added because it was recognised as being more

original, and, therefore, it serves as confirmation of the story

as related in the prose. Anomalous forms are often, if not

generally, common to prose and verse, which is proof that

the verse tradition was present to the mind, if not actually

in the hands, of the redactor of the prose paraphrase.
It sometimes happens, again, that a repetitive metrical

version is not given in full. Parts are left out, and the con-

text can only be understood by reference to the fuller prose

version. But this does not necessarily mean that the latter

is the earlier or original form of the tradition. Rather it

may be taken to imply that the narrator, perhaps out of

boredom, leaves out details which are assumed to be already

known to the listener or reader.

Where the narrative is given in mixed prose and verse, the

metrical version is inserted by way of confirmation of each

stage of the story. It all looks very much as if the speaker
or writer were paraphrasing in prose a story which he knew
in an earlier verse form, and here and there sought to refresh

his memory and keep his narrative straight by quoting the

verse, which is often introduced with some such formula as

tatredamiti ucyate, "here this is said." The explanatory note

on this expression given on page 15 of the first volume is

quoted by E. Waldschmidt on page 6 of his edition of the

Mahdvaddnasutra,^ with reference to the similar view ex-

pressed by E. Windisch in his Buddha's Geburt.^ After

* Abhandl. d. deutsch. Akad. d. Wissenschaften. Klasse fiir Sprachen,
Litteratur u. Kunst. Jhg. 1952, nr. 2.

*
Pp. 100, 102.
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pointing out that this theory does not hold true of the

Mahavaddna, where, he says, the verses give the impression
of being secondary or derivative, he adds, in a footnote on

the same page,
"
beim Mahavastu Hegt der Fall komplizierter.

Hier gibt es in der Tat Verse, die sich als sehr altertiimlicher

erweisen. Daneben stehen in dieser Zusammenwiirfelung
von Uberlieferungsgut sehr verschiedenen Alters viele ausge-

sprochenen junge Verspartien."
The case is different, of course, when more than one metrical

version follows the prose, just as it is when various prose
sutras on the same episodes are given successively in whole

or in part. These are but examples of what was described

in the Foreword to the second volume^ as the proclivity of

the compilers of the Mahavastu to include in this canonical

work of their sect every possible piece of tradition which
bore on their subject. A good example of this proclivity

may be seen in the present volume where as many as four

versions are given of the tradition relating the Buddha's
hesitation to preach the doctrine. ^ Each of the last three

traditions is introduced by the formula etthametam sruyati,
"

this also is heard here or on this matter," and if the use in

them of the connective particles atha khalu^ be taken as a

criterion, these traditions are all of them early rather than

late. Similarly, three traditions of the temptation by Mara
are given,* each beginning in the conventional form with the

description of the occasion, and ending with the words
itthametam srilyati.

Repeated editing did, as is only to be expected, produce
some changes in the text, and in introducing these changes
the editors were sometimes guilty of anachronisms. For

example, in the dialogue between Gotama and his father,^

the former is made to say that he does not miss the adulation

of the court, for he is celebrated instead in Discourse and

Exposition, Suttanta and Veyydkarana. Now these were two
of the nine divisions of the completed corpus of Buddhist

1 p. ix.
*
Pp.302 ff. Page references, unless otherwise stated, are to the present

volume of the translation, where the corresponding pages of the text will
be found numbered.

' See p. xiii below.
*
Pp. 417 ff-

* P. 120.
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scriptures, which obviously was not in existence at -the time.

On the other hand, it may be interesting to note that the

Mahdvastu nowhere exphcitly mentions the Tripitaka.
The compilers of the Mahdvastu had, indeed, at one time

and another a plethora of traditions to draw upon. When
they thought, mistakenly or otherwise, that a narrative in

the tradition they were following was not clear or full enough,

they would have recourse to another tradition and insert an

extract from it. Such an example of an interpolated passage
can be seen in the bracketed part of the Gangapala Jataka,^

which, incidentally, is nearer the Pali version of the story.

Another passage bracketed for the same reason is found on

page 302. The interpolation here actually does not form a

complete sentence, but is interesting in itself as being clearly

derived from a version nearer that of the Pali Vinaya than

the rest of the narrative.

Another instance of the intermingling of traditions is found

in the story of the conversion of ^reniya Bimbisara.^ The
introduction to the story is peculiar to the Mahdvastu

;
subse-

quently there is close verbal parallelism with the version in

the Mahdvagga. But long before the end there is inter-

polated an episode from some other tradition, which seems,

however, to be cut short, and the story resumes, with some

variations, a parallel course with that in the Pali text.

Examples could be multiplied. Here only one more can

be given. After the account of the ordination of the Thirty
Monks is finished,^ our text begins a story about another

group of Thirty Monks. But it does no more than begin it,

and passes straight on to the ordination at the end. Evidently
there is here a summary of the story as handed down in another

tradition. There can be little doubt also that the story
which follows it, that of PGrna and his twenty-nine com-

panions, forms yet another tradition of the same theme.

The theory that there are two main strata, each distin-

guished by its own peculiar style, in the composition of the

Mahdvastu, first propounded and developed by Hermann

Oldenberg,* has received a large measure of acceptance from

other scholars. It is now too well known to need a detailed

" P. i8q.
* P. 439-

" P- 373-
* Studien zum Mahdvastu. (Nachrichten von d. k. Gesellschaft d. Wissen-

schaften zu Gottingen. Philol.—Hist. Klasse, 19 12).
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account of it here. Briefly put, the theory is that the older

style is characterised by the use of the connective particles

atha khalu ; while the newer style uses dani instead. The
earlier style, further, is marked by having its sentences

formed with finite verbs, among them a copious supply of

aorist tenses. The later style, on the contrary, shows a

distinct fondness for nominal construction with participles

or participial adjectives supplying the place of finite verbs.

These distinguishing criteria have been applied to a fairly

large number of passages, but by no means to the whole

text, of the Mahdvastu. In the passages which have been

subjected to examination on these lines, it has been generally
assumed that the distinction in language and style is accom-

panied by a distinction in the nature of the subject-matter.

That is to say, the earlier style is taken to be confined to

passages which are more primordially canonical than those

in the later style. The former passages generally deal with

matters of doctrine, or at least with the historical or legendary
occasions when the doctrine was formulated or preached.
The later style is more particularly found in passages which

are assumed to be accretions to the original tradition. A
very characteristic example of accretion is said to be revealed

in those passages of the Mahdvastu which purport to give the

earlier histories of the lives of disciples or adherents who,
in the assumed original tradition, appear on the scene only
when they first meet the Buddha. Oldenberg, for example,
instances the two versions, in the Mahdvastu and Mahdvagga
respectively, of the story of Yasoda. The former adds to

the Pali narrative an account of Yasoda's former life, his

birth and his upbringing, and this addition is marked by the

characteristic features of the later style. Yet, we may note

the sentence te ddni dhamsu in this so-called accretion, where

if the expression te ddni is late, the verb dhamsu has every
claim to be called early. According to Edgerton^ this verbal

^ Grammar, p. 165. It has been the translator's great misfortune that
Prof. FrankUn Edgerton's truly monumental work, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit
Grammar and Dictionary, was not available throughout. About two-thirds
of the last volume had already been completed when Edgerton's work
appeared. But before the translation was sent to the printer, the whole
of it was revised, so that the linguistic and lexicographical difficulties

could be examined anew with the aid of his Grammar and Dictionary. The
help which the translator has derived from these two books can be judged
by the frequency with which Edgerton's name, or sometimes, for brevity's
sake, only the title of his Dictionary, appears in the footnotes.
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form, though common in the Mahdvastu, is not found in other

Buddhist Sanskrit texts, and he concludes accordingly that
"

it was discarded early in the history of our dialect."

Finally, this later style, called by Oldenberg style A, is

taken to be marked by a fondness for elaboration, indulgence
in detail, fantastic exaggeration of numbers and multiplication
of marvels and miracles.

The results which have been reached by the method of

criticism here sketchily outlined are, no doubt, suggestive
and instructive, and, perhaps, should be accepted as estab-

lished for the passages which have been put under examina-

tion. But it may be doubted whether, in the face of the

variety and diversity of the traditions which are collected to

form the Mahdvastu, one criterion alone is sufficient to distin-

guish the late from the early. Even in the passages which

have actually been analysed a considerable intermingling of

the two assumed styles has often to be dealt with, and

attempts made to account for it. To the earlier style, which

Oldenberg called style B, a subsidiary style, B^, has had to

be added. This subsidiary style is apparently to be regarded
as style A affected by reminiscences of style B. In other

words, the redactor or compiler of a certain episode may
have known it or heard it in the language of style B, but,

for some reason or other, wished to preserve it for his school

or for posterity in the newer style A. But, according to the

theory, he could not entirely shake himself free from the

influence of the older style, so that now and again he un-

wittingly falls into its ways and adopts its phraseology. A
very cursory examination of our text, however, would seem

to indicate that the matter is not so simple as that. For,

even if we limit our criterion to the use of atha khalu on the

one hand and of ddni on the other, we are still face to face

with such a frequent and intricate intermingUng of styles

that it would seem impossible for a critic with even the

highest degree of analytic acumen to distinguish them.

This diversity of styles in the Mahdvastu is matched by a

dialectal diversity in its language. There have been many
theories about the identity of the Middle Indie dialect on

which Buddhist Sanskrit was based, just as there have been

about the identity of the language in which the Buddha
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preached his doctrine. But if we are right in holding that

the Mahdvastu is a compilation of traditions from various

sources, need we look in it for a single homogeneous language
or dialect ? The retailers of these various traditions could

pass them on in their own vernacular and still be understood

by their listeners in any part of the India in which Buddhism

grew up. If the northern Buddhists increasingly in course of

time tended to replace dialectal variations with normal

Sanskrit forms, that was not due to their failure to under-

stand or recite the traditions in their original form, but simply
to the prestige of the classical language. It is nowadays

generally admitted that Buddhism from the very start was

preached in a variety of dialects. For thus only could the

new faith be disseminated. Proof of this is found in the

Pali Canon. In the Cullavagga (5.33) we read of certain

brahmans complaining to the Buddha that the monks were

using the vulgar language or dialects, whereas they them-

selves used, or wished to use, Vedic or Sanskrit. The Buddha's

reply is thus translated by Edgerton '^
" You are not to put

the Buddha's words into Vedic
;
who does so would commit

sin. I authorize you, monks, to learn the Buddha's words

each in his own language ". Edgerton goes on to add,
"
Buddhaghosa and some moderns (notably Geiger) would

take the last clause to mean,
'

in the Buddha's own dialect.'

But Chinese versions make it abundantly clear that the

correct interpretation is
'

each in his own dialect.' The net

result seems to me to show, not only that the Buddha authorized

and commanded the recitation of his teachings in local dialects

everywhere, but also that from the very start there were

clearly perceptible differences in the speech of different

members of the Buddhist Order, which showed in their ways
of reciting the sacred texts." And, it may be added, once

given the Buddha legend, different communities, self-con-

tained as they were, with their own vernaculars and with

little inter-communication, would tend to develop the legend
each in its own way, a way most likely in accord with, or

influenced by, the forms of belief already prevailing among
them. Hence, sooner or later, arose a crop of variant traditions.

* Grammar, p. i.
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Not all scholars interpret the Cullavagga passage just cited

in the same way. E. J. Thomas/ for example, gives it a

different interpretation. According to him, what the brah-

mans wished the Buddha to do was to authorise a standard

versification of the texts to facilitate the memorising of them.

But the brahmans' expressed complaint was that monks of

various clans were corrupting the texts by repeating them in

their own grammar {nirutti), that is to say, using the gram-
matical forms of their respective dialects.

But whatever be the correct interpretation of this passage,

the very fact of the brahmans' complaint undoubtedly shows

that even in the Buddha's lifetime his doctrine and the legends

about him were already current in dialects which were more

or less different from the dialect in which they had been

first proclaimed. This is the conclusion which Edgerton
himself has reached.^ He does not agree with H, Liiders

and Hian-lin Dschi, who would make Old Ardha-Magadhi
the language of the original Buddhist Canon, or even the

language of the Buddha himself. He is definitely in favour

of the contrary opinion of S. Levi and Lin Li-Kouang, who
maintain that the Buddhist teaching and traditions were

from the very beginning related in a variety of dialects.

Edgerton goes further and says that Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit,

as he calls the language of the Mahdvastu and other Buddhist

Sanskrit texts, was never spoken as a vernacular dialect.

But, with all due respect to a scholar of his eminence, it is

difficult to see what grounds he has for maintaining that a

language which was thus never spoken can
" have existed

for centuries as a religious language
" and that it

"
seems to

have become the prevalent language used by north-Indian

Buddhists." This apparently implies that there was a set

policy among these Buddhists to frame or concoct a purely

conventional language in which to preserve their various

canons. It is evident, of course, and only natural that the

language of these various texts did, with the passage of time,

come to approximate more and more to a certain degree of

uniformity. But that uniformity should rather, apart, that

is, from what was due to late Sanskritising, be understood

^ The Life of Buddha, p. 254.
2 Grammar, pp. 2 ff.
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as the result of several centuries of re-telling and re-writing

the traditions, in the course of which there would be a pro-

gressive abandonment of dialectal differences. Besides, as

has been already pointed out, even were all the dialects

preserved in their pristine purity, they were never so distinct

or disparate that they could not coalesce to form the language
of a single work.

When we thus relate the diversity of the traditional sources

from which the Mahdvastu was compiled to the diversity of

dialects in its language, it is not suggested that the dialect

of any one particular tradition can be distinguished and

isolated, at least readily and certainly. In the first place
there was evidently an admixture of dialects at the very

beginning. The missionary might not know the language of

his converts well enough to translate his message into it with

perfection, though there never was more than a dialectal

difference between the speech of the two. Secondly, it

cannot be assumed that all the Prakrit or Middle Indie dia-

lects of the Buddha's time have left records or traces behind

them, and difficulties of vocabulary or grammatical forms

may sometimes be due to our ignorance of a lost dialect to

which they belonged. There are in the Mahdvastu, for

example, many words and forms which are not found else-

where, and so cannot be assigned to any particular dialect

which is otherwise known. The number of such words and
forms which are met with in the Mahdvastu is peculiarly
and strikingly large. They cannot all belong to any one

dialect or language, for they are not uniformly distributed

throughout the text, as should be expected were the work

composed in a single homogeneous language. Too many of

them are found isolated in one or another particular narrative.

Instances of this are the names of some of the articles men-
tioned in the prose version of the story of Kusa as having
been made by that skilled and versatile craftsman.^ In

the two long lists of trades and occupations given in the

present volume,
^ not only are many of the names of them

absolutely unknown, but also only a few of them are identical

with those found in similar passages elsewhere, for example,
in the Milindapanha.^ Corruption of the original form of

1 Vol. 2, p. 414 ff.
2
Pp. Ill ff., 443 /.

3 p. 331.
B
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these words is not sufficient to account for the complete

obscurity of their meaning. They must have had meaning
somewhere and have been everyday words in the vernacular

of the community which developed and preserved this parti-

cular form of the story. It may, of course, be argued that

there was no other occasion in the Mahdvastu caUing for the

use of these words. But why are they not found elsewhere,

except for the reason that we have no remains of the dialect

to which they were native ? It cannot be supposed that the

articles and trades referred to were confined within the limits

of a single community, any more than it can be supposed
that the construction of a chariot varied essentially in different

parts of India. And yet in the Manjari Jataka we find two
unidentified component parts of a chariot described by the

entirely unknown and unparalleled terms manest and kupsara.
The same consideration applies to the names of musical

instruments which are so frequently mentioned in our text,

but several of which cannot be now identified. Here again
the distribution of strange terms is not uniform. For example,
in the incident where Dipamkara wakes up to find the women
of his harem asleep and, some of them, clasping various

musical instruments,
^ the names of these are well-known and

fairly easily identifiable. But in the corresponding incident

in the life of Gotama is found a much longer list of instru-

ments. Some of these are readily identifiable, others less so,

while the few remaining ones are totally strange. This

episode was part of the stereotyped tradition of the Buddha's

home hfe, but it looks as though the form of the tradition

relating to Gotama which was incorporated in the Mahdvastu

was peculiar to a community with its own particular dialect.

Passing from the names of concrete things to abstract terms,

we may notice the unique vydkutsand,
"
disgust ", which is

unknown outside the Mahdvastu, and even there is found

only twice, namely in the story of Sreniya Bimbisara and

in what may be termed its corollary.
^ The latter story, by

the way, also contains occurrences of the very rare word

pari,
"
vessel ", found only here in the Mahdvastu, and related

by Edgerton' to Ardha-Magadhi pdri.

1 Vol. 1, p. 183.
«
Pp. 441, 452.

» B.H.S.D.
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These examples are taken at random from among the more
obvious. A minute search could no doubt multiply them

indefinitely. The conclusion which, it is here suggested,

may be drawn from these lexicographical peculiarities, would

seem to be reinforced by a consideration of grammatical
forms which are unknown outside the Mahdvastu. Like the

strange words which we have found isolated in particular

narratives, these grammatical forms, too, are often found

similarly isolated. It cannot, for example, be mere accident,

nor due to the compilers' whim, that most of the examples
of the anomalous ending matha for the first person plural of

the verb should be found grouped together in the metrical

version of the Kusa Jataka.^ It may reasonably be sug-

gested that the metrical version, also, came from a community
with its own proper dialect, whether the same community
whence came the prose version, or not, may possibly be a

question to which close linguistic study might provide an

answer.

In phonology, again, we seem to have the same interesting
and suggestive phenomena. For instance in the third volume
of our text are found several examples of the use of the

consonant
" d "

as a hiatus-bridger, all, with one exception,

grouped together on page 54. It looks very much as if the

tradition of the ordination of Maha-Ka^yapa, which is here

related, was either composed in a dialect using this mode of

linking words, or at least was at some time or other subjected
to the influence of such a dialect.

Finally, there is ground for suggesting that the distinction

presented by ddni passages on the one hand and atha khalu

passages on the other, is not necessarily a distinction between
later and earher styles. We cannot know for certain that

these two contrasting styles, in so far as they can be isolated,

were not a matter of dialectical differences. It seems to be
established that the use of finite verbs which normally went
with the use of atha khalu as a connective particle, was not

maintained to the same extent in all the dialects of which
we have record. For all that can be known some dialects

may have abandoned the use of finite verbs entirely at the

same time that others were still using them. It may be————
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indeed, that the use of the nominal construction and the

connective particle ddni was a mark of less culturally advanced

communities. Such a construction would certainly come
much more naturally to an untutored narrator than a con-

struction requiring acquaintance with a complete system of

verbal conjugation.
In the same way, it need not be supposed that the fondness

for the fantastic, the miraculous and the supernatural, which

is taken to be characteristic of the style using ddni and the

nominal construction, is necessarily a sign of a late tradition.

The area in which Buddhism arose does not seem at the time

to have felt much of the influence of Brahmanism. In any
case, the first converts to the new faith, even though they
were brahmans, would be well-acquainted with, even believers

in, a rich and luxuriant mythology based upon an extensive

polytheism or polydemonism. The world around them was

peopled with all kinds of supernatural beings capable of

working all kinds of marvels and magic. The Buddha him-

self never seems to have gone out of his way to deny the

existence of these beings, but rather adopted them into his

scheme of things. Supernatural or magical events were

therefore a matter of everyday belief and experience to those

who heard the Buddha and his disciples, and who later went

about retailing his doctrine and cultivating the traditions

about him. The development of doctrine itself, of course,

was controlled and stabiHsed by the Sangha or Order. But

no authority could limit the growth of apocryphal stories

whether among the monks or among the laity. And it has

to be remembered that the Mahdvastu is primarily a collection

of stories. Although it is said to be the Vinaya of its school

or sect, the doctrinal part could be assumed to be well known

enough to be taken for granted and left out, except in so far

as the stories themselves might illustrate it. Besides, not all

the converts would be chiefly interested in the finer points of

Buddhist philosophy and ethics. A large proportion of

them, as is the way of uneducated religious converts every-

where, would be more interested in edifying tales and fables,

and in correlating what they could of the Buddha legend

with the mythology already known to them. For they
must already have had their own legends or folk-tales which
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they could adapt more or less fully to the new faith. Much
of the poetry in the Mahdvastu has all the air of being tradi-

tional ballads originally quite independent of Buddhism,

The verses of good-luck
—we may even describe them as

protective spells
—which the Buddha is made to recite to

the merchants Trapusa and Bhallika^ have little or nothing
in them that is peculiarly Buddhistic. The metrical Sara-

bhanga Jataka,^ again, has much in it which leads one to

think that it was of non-Buddhist origin ;
it is so full of

commendation of the gentler and more tender feelings which

make for social comfort and the pleasure of living. It is

also old-fashioned enough to prefer the once popular name of

Indra to that of Sakra, his Buddhist supplanter. The story
of Elapatra^ is another good example of the intrusion of an

old fairy-tale into the legend of the Buddha. Finally, how

many of the hundreds of Buddhas who are enumerated

in the Mahdvastu may not have been originally minor local

deities ? These Buddhas are not necessarily the product of

a dogma developed late in the history of Buddhism. At

least, much of the language in which they are enumerated

and eulogised looks to be as old as that of any part of our

text. The belief in other or former Buddhas must have

existed long before it was officially recognised by certain

edicts of King Asoka, some three centuries after the death

of Gotama.
It is but natural, of course, that the Buddha legend would

be embellished and elaborated in the course of time. But
the fact remains that even the earliest recorders of the tradi-

tion had the same wealth of legendary or mythological parallels

to draw upon as the later. Once the knowledge of the

Buddha passed beyond the circle of his intimate friends and

acquaintances, such was the force of his personality and the

grandeur of his moral character, that ordinary men and
women could conceive of him only in terms of the divine.

And as soon as that happened there would be no bounds to

the play of the mythopoeic fancy of those who had heard of

him. If extravagant legends are not so frequent and elaborate

in the earliest body of canonical texts that have come down
1
Pp. 293 ff.

«
Pp. 362 ff.

»
Pp. 381 ff.
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to us, as in the Mahdvastu, that may well be due to editing
and pruning by the Theravadin editors. Even so the differ-

ence between the Pali texts and the Mahdvastu in this respect
is one of degree only, not of kind.

As the very great importance of Edgerton's work for the

study of Buddhist Sanskrit has been referred to, it may not

be impertinent, in conclusion, to touch on the question
whether the new light thrown by him on so many difficulties,

affects in any way the correctness of the translation presented
in the first two volumes of this work. The translator is glad
to say, that as far as he has been able to discover, no part
of his translation calls for any serious correction. Although,
before Edgerton's Grammar became available, the grammatical
rationale of many forms may have been obscure, the context

in the large majority of cases made the construction of the

sentences as a whole self-evident. When this was not the

case, comparison with parallel versions in other texts helped

out, even if it were only by suggesting emendation of an

inexplicable form with a more explicable one. All these

doubtful forms should, perhaps, have been discussed in the

footnotes. But, as was pointed out in the Foreword to the

first volume, Senart, the editor of the text, had himself contri-

buted long notes on most of these anomalous forms, and there

was at the time of translating the first two volumes no reliable

work to hand which could be used to test the validity of

Senart's explanations. No useful purpose would be served

by merely repeating what he had said. If criticism of Senart's

explanations and emendations could be made, as it was on

occasion, it was only on the score of the requirements of the

context, and often with the support of parallel passages from

other texts. Later on, the translator hopes, as part of a

critical work on the Mahdvastu, to study his translation in

detail, and, where necessary, to revise it, with the help of

Edgerton's dictionary and grammar.
Meanwhile, it is gratifying to record one or two instances

where an emendation proposed by the translator has been

found subsequently to be confirmed by Edgerton. On page 86

of the second volume a footnote calls attention to the need

of emending Senart's text, svayam va me pravdreya into tvayd
ca me pravdreyd, an emendation which was not only called
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for by the context, but also brought the text of the Mahdvastu

into accord with the parallel Pali passage, Jataka, 3. 284.

This emendation is exactly that proposed by Edgerton in his

Grammar,^ as is also that of the difficult prattam in the same

line into yam ca. Again, on page 89 of the same volume

there is a footnote on the word anantapdni, which Senart

in his notes renders
"
des etres vivants sans nombre." The

note in the translation, however, suggests that a sense more

appropriate to the context would be obtained by reading for

pdnl, "beings", the word pdna,^ "drink" or "water".

In his Dictionary {s.v) Edgerton makes what is practically

the same suggestion, although he is able to improve on it by
adducing, instead of the Sanskrit pdnlya, the Ardha-Magadhi

pdni, likewise meaning
"
water ",

The translator was also glad to see that the explanation
which he offered in the second volume^ of the strange word

hastokta, which is unknown outside the Mahdvastu, is practi-

cally the same as that which Edgerton gives in his Dictionary.

After so much has been said to show the translator's appre-
ciation of the value and helpfulness of Edgerton's work, it

may appear as rash presumption to dare criticise his inter-

pretation of one or two passages. It may well be that a

scholar mining a text like the Mahdvastu for linguistic

examples is in danger at times of overlooking the demands of

the context and of concentrating overmuch on particular

forms and philological principles. It would certainly appear
that in one case, at least, Edgerton has been misled by his

philological ardour and acumen. In the metrical version of

the Campaka Jataka* the Naga king's daughter, in reply
to a question about her identity, answers Ndgakanydham
bhadrante avict iha dgatd. In the translation^ this has been

rendered,
"

Sir, I am a Naga maiden come hither on a quest."
But avlcl is a difficult word, and a footnote attempts to

explain it as being compounded of avi, a participial form,

1
§20.13.

*
Inadvertently for the fuller form pdnlya. Here it may be pointed out

that the word pdna which in vol. 2, p. 20 and on p. 433 of the present volume
has been taken as a Sanskrit word for

"
trader ", is explained by Edgerton

as an Ardha-Magadhi word meaning
"
a candala or untouchable ". An

intensive search would, no doubt, reveal other instances where Middle Indie
words should replace words which in the translation have been taken to
be Sanskrit.

3 P. 66. * Vol. 2, p. 181 (text).
• P. 175.
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though otherwise unknown, from av, "to desire ", and cl
"
something

"
or

"
anything ". Alternatively, the suggestion

is made, on the basis of one MS. reading acini, that the correct

reading might be arthini,
"
seeking ", and a comparison is

made with the corresponding Pali passage^ which reads

aUhen{a) amhi idhdgatd,
"

I am come hither with a purpose."
The context certainly requires some such sense to the ex-

pression, Edgerton,^ however, translates,
"

I am a Naga
girl, bless you, come hither from the nether world." That is,

he takes avicl{d) as an ablative case of avid, the name of

one of the hells. This would make the Naga king, Campaka,
and his daughter, dwell in Avici, a hell of torment and terror

for the wicked. This is not only improbable in itself, but

against what we are expressly told, both in the prose and
metrical versions of the story, namely, that they dwelt in

Ka^i, where their home had aU the wealth and splendour of

an abode of the devas.

Another instance where, perhaps, we may suspect that

Edgerton has not paid due attention to the text is referred

to in a footnote on page 15 of the present volume. In a

paragraph of his Grammar,^ in which he gives examples of

gerunds based on present passive stems, he quotes from

our text,* Ydvad . . , antarpurikdhi antahpuram praveslya

knddpanako hhavisyati. We are not concerned here with the

grammatical point which is the subject of the paragraph,
but with Edgerton's translation of the passage. He trans-

lates,
"
until he [i.e. Ku§a) having been brought into the

harem by the harem woman, became [lit. should become)
their playfellow." But ydvad here is better explained as an

adverb meaning "as far as ". The four words, rdjiio priyo
ti kritvd, which immediately follow ydvad are omitted in

Edgerton's quotation. Kritvd with the preceding ti means
"
quoting ", so that ydvad can be easily explained, as usually

in such contexts, as meaning
"
as far as ". The point is that

the story of Ku^a's various occupations as related in the

previous volume is here abridged to give only the first, that

of garland-maker, and the last, that of cook in the royal

^
/• 4-459.

* Grammar, §io, 67.
^
§35i7-

« P. 16.
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kitchen. Then the events following are assumed to be known
as far as the denouement of Kusa's becoming dear to the king.

The future bhavisyati fits in better with the interpretation

here suggested. Edgerton, as is seen, has to render it by
the past,

" became ", adding in parenthesis,
"

lit. should

become."

One other instance may be given where Edgerton's pre-

occupation with philological problems may have led him a

little astray. When the Buddha is contemplating the ques-

tion as to how former Buddhas took their food, he asks

himself hhdjanapratigrdhakd utdho pdnipratigrdhakd.^

Edgerton
2 takes pdni here to be the Ardha-Magadhi word

for
"
water ", which has already been referred to, and he

renders
"
did they take a bowl (of food) or water ?

"
But,

apart from the need of a parenthesis in such a rendering,

the context would be much better fitted by our taking pdni
in its Sanskrit sense of "hand". For then we have the two

natural alternatives of eating food from a bowl or directly

with the hands without the use of any receptacle. The

story is here concerned with how the Four Great Kings came
to provide the Buddha with a bowl. There is no allusion

as to what it was to contain.

These instances of agreement and of disagreement with

Edgerton are few enough, and may appear trivial in them-

selves. But the translator hopes that they may be taken

as an indication that he was throughout aware of the linguistic

difficulties of the Mahdvastu, and that he took every care to

be faithful to the text. To his knowledge, no difficulty,

whether of vocabulary or of grammar has been ignored or

slurred over. Nothing has been put in his translation which

was not warranted by the text, and nothing has been left

out on the score of difficulty and obscurity.

A word or two about the Index is necessary. It was

thought advisable to group several classes of topics under

general headings, as
"
animals,"

"
entertainers ",

"
musical

instruments ",
"
trades and occupations ", and so on. The

reason for this is obvious. The Mahdvastu only mentions

these topics in passing ;
there is no discussion of them. But

^ Vol. 3, p. 304 (text).
* Grammar, §22.4.
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arranged under group-headings they may provide some

guidance to the researcher into the natural and economic

history of India. It is presumed, of course, that the re-

searcher will not stop short with the translation. He must

go back to the text himself. For the interpretation of many
of the several terms in the various group-headings is very
doubtful, even where they are found translated, and, as has

been seen, many others are so obscure as to defy any attempt
to render them into English. The exact definition of these

awaits further research.

It is pleasant to realise that the translation of the Mahdvastu

has, after many years of arduous toil, been at last completed.
Some there have been who doubted that the text as a whole

was worthy of a full-scale translation, possibly implying

thereby that it was mainly material for a study of language,

history, folk-tales and other accessory subjects. But how-
ever useful it may be for students of such subjects, the

Mahdvastu must be regarded primarily as a religious work.

It is true that it is not a religious classic, though we do well

to remember that it is a very near relation of the great reli-

gious books of India. It is fully worthy to rank among the

other sacred books which have been made accessible to

English readers in the Sacred Books of the East and in the

Series in which it now appears complete.
Once again, it is a pleasure, and a duty, to put on record

the translator's gratitude to Miss LB. Horner for her never-

failing help. What the work owes to her is to a large extent

evident to anyone who looks at the footnotes. When it is

added that she revised the whole manuscript, made most

valuable corrections and improvements in it, read all the

proofs, and was throughout always ready to give generously
of her great learning whenever the translator wrote to pose
his difficulties to her, the degree of his indebtedness will be

still more fully realised.

Another helper, alas, has not lived to see the completion
of the work. In the Foreword to the first volume the trans-

lator paid tribute to the patience of his wife. Some years
have passed since then, but throughout them all, to see her

husband devote his leisure hours to this work, to encourage
and inspire him to complete it, and to

rejoice
in its progress
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had become a real part of her Ufe. It is some consolation to

remember that she was spared long enough to see the first

proofs of this final volume. Whatever has been achieved

in this work, she has a large share in it.

J. J. Jones.
A herystwyth,

July, 1956.





The Ku^a Jataka^

(1) In Benares there was a king named Iksvdku. He was

mighty, glorious and triumphant. But no son had been horn

to him.

Then the happy thought occurred to him :
" What if I

were to let out the women of my harem three times a fort-

night ?
"

And so the king, in order to have a descendant, let out the

women of his harem on the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth

days of the fortnight.
^

The women in great excitement and decked out in all their

finery, hut timid as fawns, went about from door to door.

Some chattered as they sought to allure, others laughed,

and others ran about chasing all kinds of men.

All were excited, all were bewildered. And King
Iksvdku's city, too, was bewildered by these mistresses of
the king.

. . .
^ "

Let the brahman come to me early and late.

"
Let me know at once whether he is a mendicant, whether

he is a mendicant a gift to whom will bring great reward."

Thereupon'^ ^akra, lord of Trdyastrimsa^ reflected (2) that

the deed the king wished done had been suggested by the

household priest.^

He made himself into an old man, bent double'' and leaning

on his staff. With shaking limbs he came to the king's door.

To the servitor who carried messages the brahman sfiid,
" Announce me at once. I wish to see the king."

The servitor reported this to the king, saying,
" A brahman

who wishes to see the king has come to your majesty."

^ An abridged version, mostly metrical, of the Jataka with which Vol. 2

closed. The abridgement is clumsily done, and often the story can only
be understood by reference to the other version.

2 Three of the four uposatha {uposadha) or
"
sacred

"
day^, the fourth

being the first of the month.
' A lacuna, covering apparently several lines, in which a brahman, but

not at first, as in Vol. 2, disguised as an old man, comes to the king's court,
and orders are given by the king that he be admitted.

I.e., after learning of the king's goodness of heart.
« See Vol. 1, p. 25, n 2.
• See Vol. 2, p. 378.
'
Reading bhugna for bhagna.
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"
Hail to you, great Brahman," [said the king,Y

" You
are welcome. What do you want, what do you seek, what

do you need, what can I give to you ?
"

[The brahman replied :]

"
Iksvdku, I have heard the people here say that the

king, lord of men, is letting out the women of his harem
thrice a fortnight,

" On the fourteenth, fifteenth and eighth days, for that the

chief of men is desirous of a son. So have I heard it said.

"And now, having heard this rumour, with my senses

thrilled and exhilarated, I have come^ hither seeking a

woman. So do you honour me."

The king said :

"
Here, chamberlain, go at once and quickly^ show him

the women. Oblige'^ him to-day with whatever woman is to

his liking."

He was led by the chamberlain into the women's quarters,
where the chief queen at the time was named Alindd.

(3) The brahman said :

"
Let her be mine, she who stands yonder so proudly and

with faultless limbs, but wets her cheeks with tears."

A hunchbacked woman ^ said :

"
Old man, do you wish to amuse yourself with young

damsels ? No young damsel would touch you even with

her hand.
"
Old man, do you wish to amuse yourself with young

damsels ? No young damsel would touch you even with her

foot.

^ There would seem to be a lacuna here also, covering the king's instruc-
tions to the servant and the leading in of the brahman.

*
Gaccheyam, pot. in aor. sense. Perhaps, however, the pot. is rather

to be explained here with reference to the arising of the intention or wish
to go, at the moment he heard the rumour. The force of the pot. could
then be rendered in English by the insertion of

"
I thought that

"
(I would go).

At the same time iha,
"
here ", transforms the intended or potential going

into an accomplished
"
coming ", which brings us back again to the pot. =aor.

equation.
' Lahum, BSk. and Pali ; a v.l. is laghum.
*
Anugrahe, imper. according to the first conjugation.

* A personal attendant of the queen's. See Vol. 2.
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" You are foul and wrinkled, pale of face ; your house

is evil-smelling like the jujube flower. You stink like a

goat. Begone, I have naught to do with you."

The king said :

"
I shall give you sustenance, wealth and riches or a fair

village. Be content with this.^ What will you do^ with

Alindd ?
"

The brahman replied :

"
I am faint from coughing ; repeatedly I swoon, and I

wet my bed. But she will help me on to my feet.
" Do you, hunchbacked dame, hold your tongue, and go

on grinding face-powder.^ I'll make myself dear to Alindd,

never you mind.

(4)
" Do you, hunchbacked dame, hold your tongue, and

go on twining'^ your garlands.^ I'll make myself dear to

Alindd, never you mind."

The king said :

"
//, brahman, you wish to eat bread in the king's

palace, you can enjoy this now. What will you do with

Alindd ?
"

The brahman repUed :

"
Lord, let not King Iksvdku repent of his proffered gift.

If, after offering^ a boon, you then regret it, I'll go and tell

men that you do not give what you have offered."

The king said :

"
No, brahman, I do not repent. So be satisfied again.

All these women, with Alindd, shall wait on you.
" But I give you this low-caste hunchbacked woman for

^ Tameva bhunjahi. It would seem better to read tdm—,

"
her ", and

make the allusion to be to another hunchbacked woman whom the king,
in the other version, had offered the brahman, and part of whose reply is

given in the verses immediately preceding, tacked on to the words of another
hunchbacked woman.

* Kahisi, int. of kri.
* The hunchback first mentioned, whose duty this was.
* Gilhasi. See Vol. 2, p. 380 n. 1. Cf. B.H.S.D.
* Another attendant of the queen's, who had this as her task.
*
Pravdrayati, BSk., Pali pavdreti.
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you to make love to. Or let her be your servant. Take her

wherever you wish."

The hunchbacked woman said :

"
I'll kill myself by eating poison if my lord gives me

to him. Or I'll secretly Mil this bent and aged man."

The brahman said :

"
I'll be at enmity with all hunchbacked women that

cumber the earth, just because this low-caste hunchback

wishes to kill me."

(5) The king said :

" We here, brahman, are just towards all living beings.

Do not then go on reproaching and upraiding me.
"

brahman, an old man as good as dead, a decrepit

man, though he wear the garb of a teacher—these are as

disgusting to the world as an angry black snake."

The brahman said :

"
It is not fitting,^ Iksvdku, that I do not get this boon,

for, after offering me the choice of a woman you repent of

your offer.
"

I'll go and tell people that you are a king who makes

offers and then repents of them, a king who offered me the

choice of a woman and then broke his promise."^

The king said :

"
No, brahman, I do not go back on my promise. So,

pray,^ be a young man again. All these women, with

Alindd, shall wait upon you.
'^

^
Asampratam na. This compound of sdmprata does not seem to be met

with elsewhere, but the sense of the simple form is suitable here, "It is

not fitting that we (I) do not get the boon "
asampratam na . . . yam

vayam no labhdmatha. Possibly, however, we should read dsaprdptd na,
'we have not obtained our hope in that' {yam). The verb labhdmatha
has the anomalous ending tha added to the 1st pi. ending -ma. It is note-

worthy that so many of the Mhvu. examples of this anomaly should be found
bunched together in this metrical version of the Kusa story, the others being
ramdmatha (p. 6), labhdmatha and dsdmatha (p. 9), jlvdmatha and bhavematha
(p. 1 1) and anupasyematha (p. 23). For a discussion of this form see Edgerton,
Gram. § 26.8-10.

*
Mithydkarosi ydcandm, see Vol. 2, p. 381 n. 2.

' No, ethic dative.
* There is, of course, no hint here that the king knew that the aged

appearance of the brahman was a disguise. It is but an ironic comment
on the disparity of ages between him and Alinda.
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"
Take your joy with her, good brahman, as much as

you wish. Spread your couch and lie on it, she will be

at your service."

The brahman took by the hand the weeping and sobbing

lady with the fine hips and slender waist, and went away
from the king's doors. And when they had left the royal

precincts he built a hut in an enclosure.

(6) Sakra said :

"
Clothe yourself in fine array, lady, come, let us take

our joy. Turn your face to me and gratify me ; do not

turn your face away. Gratify me with passion. For if I

am gratified it will mean a boon for you.
"
Gratify me smilingly ; for if I am gratified it will

mean a boon for you. Come, lady, gratify me ; for if I

am gratified it will mean a boon for you.
"
Bestir yourself and be not weary, Alindd; thus shall I be

honoured. And when you go to the king you can bid him

to be glad that I had my way."

Then Sakra doffed his disguise as a brahman and stood up
in his own form, illuminating all quarters with his radiance.

When Alinda looked the change had taken place. She was

offered a boon by Sakra. She chose the boon of a son, saying,
"
Give me the boon of a son."

Sakra said :

"
/ am $akra, lord of the devas, sovereign of Trdyastrimsa.

Fair lady, choose a boon, whatever your heart is set on.

The queen replied :

"
May $akra, the sovereign of Trdyastrirnsa, grant me a

boon. I beg the boon of a son. Grant me this boon,

$akra."

Sakra said :

"
If you, Alindd, had been well-disposed to me and had

gratified me, the son you ask for would prove to be well-born,

a joy to the realm.

G
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" A son would be horn^ to you who would he strong as

a lion, powerful, radiant with beauty, (7) a well-born son,

a joy to the realm.
" But as it is,^ he will he ugly, though worthy to sit on

the throne.^ He will be wise and a vanquisher of other

realms. His name will be Kusa."

Sakra gave the queen a medicinal pill.*
"
Grind this piU,"

said he,
"
and taste it on the tip of your tongue. Then you

will have a son." The queen tied up the medicinal pill

in a corner of her robe and came to the palace. And when
she arrived she told the king all about it, saying,

"
It was

Sakra, lord of the devas, in the disguise of a brahman, who
came here. I served him well, and he gave me this medicinal

pill, telling me to grind it and taste it on the tip of my tongue,
and then I should have a son."

The king said :

" You have a look of content and you regard me with a

smile. Surely such a blissful mien betokens the greatest good

fortune."

The queen said :

"
Sire, Indra^ has given me a son, who will be powerful,

worthy to sit on the throne,^ strong and a vanquisher of
other realms."

^ The text has utpadyisyati, int., but the context requires that it be taken
in a potential sense, analogous to utpadye in the preceding stanza. The
anomaly can only be explained by the supposition that our text here is a
bad adaptation of a version which did not fit in with the Mhvu. form of the

story. Cf. following note.
*

I.e., since you were not well-disposed. These words have to be inserted
in the translation in order to make clear the difference between the hand-
some son, whom the queen missed through not being well-disposed, and
the ugly son she actually got. This is clearly an adaptation of another

version, as found in J.b. 281, where 6akra promises the queen two sons,
the one wise but ugly, the other handsome but a fool.

*
Reading simhdsapltha,

" whose seat is a throne," for simhdsupida of

the text. Cf. Vol. 2, p. 384, n. 2. The MSS. both here and below have
the variant supltha. Senart is forced to render the text doubtfully

"
assez

fort pour etrangler un lion." Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) cannot say more than
that the meaning must be

"
strong or the like."

*
Gu4ikd, Sk. gutika. Pah gulikd.

'
I.e., 6akra.

* See n. above.
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The king in anger
^ said :

" Take her by the throat, put her away, you subjects of

mine, for she has scorned my command. I have no wish

to see her."

He then broke up the pill and distributed it among those

four hundred and ninety-nine queens,
^ and said,

"
She shall

not have any of it, because her son would be ugly."

Alinda asked where the pill had been ground. They said

to her,
" On the millstone ^

yonder." Then she wetted the

stone with water, and tasted a tiny portion of the pill (8) on

a blade of kusa grass. Thus all the five hundred queens
conceived, and after an interval of nine or ten months they
were delivered and five himdred young princes were bom.
When Iksvaku passed away Kusa succeeded to the throne.

Then Ku^a spoke to his mother and his counsellors, saying,
"
Bring me a wife to be my chief queen." His mother said

to him,
" Who will give you, ugly as you are, a beautiful

wife ? I will get you an ugly wife."

[Kusa said :]

"
Mother, ifyou bring me an ugly wife,^ I tell you I will

not touch her even with my hand.
"
Mother, if you bring me an ugly wife, I tell you I will

not touch her evsn with my foot."

Alinda said :

"
My son, pleasant is the dwelling together of two whose

features are like. When both have a like appearance one

does not reproach the other.

1 The anger of the king is inexplicable in the present context, for he had
not been told (as he was in the version in Vol. 2), that the queen's son was
destined to be ugly, which would be a proof that she had not succeeded
in winning ^akra's favour.

* See Vol. 2, but not mentioned before in this version.
' Text has nisiddyam from nisidd (?sic) for nisadd, Pali = Sk. drisad.

Cf. Vol. 2, p. 385 n. 3. See also B.H.S.D.
*
Bhdrydram, ace. sg. of bhdryd. On the earlier occurrences of this form

in the MSS., Vol. 1, pp. 129, 233, 234, Senart has invariably emended it

into bhdrydm. Here, however, and on the next page, he has retained it,

and when it occurs again at p. 295 he comments in a note that he should
have retained it throughout, though he cannot account for this

"
bizarre"

form. Now, the explanation offered by Edgerton, Gram. § 9.25, can be
adduced, namely that

"
it is clearly an analogical creation, using the y-stem

ending of bhdrtri,
' husband ', ace. sg. bhdrtdram, and of svasri,

'

sister
'

ace. sg. svasdram."
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" A beautiful woman scorns a mate ivhom she sees to he

ugly. It is better for you, my son, to have an ugly wife
since you are ugly yourself."

The king replied :

"
/ have never heard nor seen that kings are unfortunate,

or that a prince amuses'^ himself with ugly women.
"
/ am a king, noble, triumphant, mighty, wealthy, and

powerful. I say this because women are fond of sub-

stantial things.
"
Beautifully arrayed women are brought from other

kingdoms, who have been purchased with wealth and whose

fathers' homes are far away.

(9)
"
So bring me as wife the daughter of the king of the

Madrakas^ who is named Prajdpati,^ and who is accom-

plished and perfect in all good conduct."

Her mother-in-law* told the girl,
"

It is our rule in Iksvaku's

court that a wife may not see her husband until after twelve

years." And so no lights burned in their bed-chamber.

Sudarsana said to King Kusa :

"
This royal palace is rich, an unfailing mine of precious

stones. And yet we get no light either by night or day.
"
Neither by night nor by day do we see each other, but

we sit unseen by, and hidden from, each other.
"
Here we^ dwell in the thick and blinding darkness.

Meseems, this is a union of the blind."

The king said :

"
I do not know the reason for it nor why it should be so.

Go to my mother and ask her. She will explain it to you."

^
'Reading paricdreti {Pa]x = 'BS'k. paricdrayati) ior pravicdreti.

2 See Vol. 2, p. 393, n. 5.
* Called Sudarsana below, as also in the version in Vol. 2. In the Pali /.

she is named Pabhavatl.
* The story of how PrajapatI was brought to Benares, and how she and

Kusa did not see each other by day because of the latter's ugliness, is left

out here. See the version in Vol. 2. Literally here
"
the girl was spoken

to by her mother-in-law," kanya svasruya uktd, where svasruya is oblique
(instr.) case of svasru.

^ Mo, here obviously 1st pers. pi., and so in first line on next page. See
Vol. 2, p. 51. n. 1. Cf. Edgerton, Gram. § 20.40.
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And she, when the night was passing into day, bowed at

her mother-in-law's feet and said to her :

"
This royal palace is rich, an unfailing mine of precious

stones. And yet we get no light by night or by day.
"
Neither by night nor by day do we see each other. We

sit here unseen by, and hidden from, each other.

(10)
"
Here we dwell in the thick, blinding darkness.

Meseems this is a union of the blind."

Her mother-in-law said to her :

" When I shall see a twelve-year old son of yours,

Prajdpati, then shall you see each other. Such was my
prayer to the devas."

Sudar^ana replied :

"
Evil was the prayer you made to the devas, madam,

that we should not see our union for such a long time."

A vehement desire to see her husband came over the queen,
and she appealed to her mother-in-law. Her mother-in-law

answered her, saying,
"
My daughter, to-morrow the king is

showing himself to the people. Look on him then."^

Alinda dressed up Kusadruma^ like the king and made him
sit on the throne. Kusa himself held the sunshade, while the

princes, counsellors, townspeople and countrymen took their

respective seats. When Sudarsana saw the king and the

whole assembly, she rejoiced. But when she saw the sunshade-

bearer, the sight repelled her. Sudarsana said to her mother-

in-law,^ "The king is splendid, the princes are splendid, the

whole assembly is splendid, but the sunshade-bearer is a

repulsive sight. The glory of this royal assembly is marred

by him. If this sunshade-bearer were not in view, this royal

^ The text here is suve te darsanam dattam pasydhi,
"
a view has been

granted you to-morrow. See him (then)." This, however, looks hke a
careless repetition of the text in Vol. 2, p. 446, suve te rajdnam kusam
darsayisydmi . . . janasya darsanam ca dattam,

"
I will show King Kusa

to-morrow, for a view of him has been granted to the people." There,
is, therefore, no place for te in our text, and it seems to be a needless

conjecture of Senart's for nam,
" him ", of the MSS., i.e. (though the order

of words is strange),
"
see him to-morrow, a view has been granted (to the

people)."
2 Ku^a's brother. See Vol. 2.
2
^vasruyam. For this form of the ace. of svasru, see Edgerton, Gram.

§ 12.21.
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assembly would be splendid." Her motber-in-law replied,
"
My daughter, do not speak so, for you do not know the

high-mindedness of this sunshade-bearer. He is high-

minded, (11) strong, virtuous and wealthy, and it is through
his might that we all enjoy prosperity,"

Then Sudar^ana as she lay in bed said to the king :

"
Could you not now, my lord, find in all the world some

other man to he your sunshade-hearer ? So shameless and

tnsolent^ is this one that you have."

The king said :

"
Fair lady, what matters his outward form ? He is

powerful, and he pleases me because I have regard to his

power.
^

"
Fair lady, what matters his outward form ? He is

wealthy, and he pleases me becaur.e I have regard to his

wealth.
"
Fair lady, what matters his outward form ? He is

courageous, and he pleases me because I have regard to his

courage.
"
Fair lady, what matters his outward form ? He is

virtuous, and he pleases me because I have regard to his

virtue.
"
Fair lady, what matters his outward form ? His voice

is loud.^ It is through his power that we all live.

" He is my good friend, an esteemed comrade, and as

dear as life to me. If I lost him, neither you nor I could

live."

Now it happened that the queen and all the women of the

court went out to see the lotus pool. Itie king in simple garb*

^
Anotrapa. See Vol. 1, p. 87, n. 1.

*
Literally,

"
because I consider that he is powerful," mahdbalo ti kritvana.

* Mahdsvara, unless we should read mahesvara,
"
a great lord ". The

latter would fit in better with the next sentence.
*
Prakrityaiva, see Vol. 2, p. 448, ff, where he had been advised by his

mother so to dress and disguise himself and sit down in the pool. Edgerton
{B.H.S.D. s.v. pratikritya) would read pratikrityaiva(m) ,

"
in advance ",

in all these passages. As he points out this is actually the reading of the
MSS. at 2. 448, 449, and 3. 11, 12. If he is right, allusion to a disguise is

made only at 2. 449 and 451, in the words prdkritakena vesena
"
in simple

garb ". In the other passages KuSa is merely bidden to be at the various

places
"
in advance "

of Sudar^ana. This, however, seems to detract from
the drama of the story.
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had gone down into the pool and was sitting there. When the

queen went down into the pool, he seized her, and she thought

(12) that she had been seized by a water-demon.^ The women
released her by throwing showers of blossoms^ at the king.

The king said^:

" You went, queen, to the park to look at the lotus-pool.

But you have brought me no lotuses, and so, my dear, you
do not love me."

The queen replied :

"
Yes, my lord, I did go to the park to bathe in the lotus

pool. But I saw a demon there and I collapsed in a sudden

swoon.
" Now he who holds your sunshade and he who was there

in the lotus grove were, I should think, born of the same'^

woman. For their features were alike."

On another occasion the queen, with the women of the

court, went out to see the mango grove. Now the king, in

simple garb, had also gone to the mango grove and was stand-

ing there. As the queen was strolling about she was seized

by him. The queen thought that she had been seized by a

demon of the forest. ° The women released her by throwing
showers of blossoms^ at the king.

In the bed-chamber (that night) the king said to the queen :

" You went, queen, to see the flourishing mango grove.

But you have brought me no mangoes, and so, my dear,

you do not love me."

The queen replied :

"
Yes, my lord, I did go to see the flourishing mango

^ Udakardksasa.
2
Literally

"
by means of showers of blossoms ", reading puspavristihi

for puspavristi pi of the text. Cf. the episode in Vol. 2, p. 452 (text) where
the women strewed the king with

"
handfuls of flowers," puspamustlhi.

Perhaps,
°must ihi is the right reading here too.

'
I.e., that night, after Alinda had come home.

*
Literally,

"
one ", ekind, instr. of eka. See Edgerton [Gram. §21. 14),

who, however, does not admit that the form can be fem., and he translates
"
begotten by one (man) from a woman ", ekind striyo (so read for striyd

of Senart's text) jdtd.
* Vanardksasa.
*
Reading puspavristihi for puspavristi pi. See n 2.
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grove. But I saw a demon^ there and I collapsed in a

sudden swoon.

(13)
" Now he who holds your sunshade, he who was in

the lotus grove and he who was in the mango grove, were,

I should think, born of the same woman."

Once the elephant stable was on fire. The king girded up
his loins and rescued the elephants. With a knife he cut

their halters and then threw the roof down.^

The king, having the power of Ndrayana,
^ in his strength

seized the burning* elephants and threw them out and

rescued them from the blaze. ^

The women of the court sang the praises of the king.
"
Behold," said they,

"
the prowess of the king." A certain

hunchbacked woman also sang the praises of the king, saying :

" He who sits on the throne^ is strong, splendid, resourceful

and great. Like the moon in the sky he illumines all

around him.
"
With the red eyes of a partridge he is resplendent like

Kdmadeva. The valiant, strength-endued king has rescued

the elephants."

The king said :

"
This hunchback who praises the king is a good dame.

I will give you four garments of Benares cloth."

The daughter of the king of the Madrakas was pained

^ Pisdca.
2

I.e., in order to get the elephants out. In the fuller version in Vol. 2

(p. 458, text), he threw away the sides of the building also.
'
Ndrdyanasanghatano. For Narayana, see Vol. 2, p. 287, n. 4, but here

he is alluded to in virtue of his mythical or proverbial strength. Sanghatano
would seem to have some relation to sanghdta in the Pali expression Ndrd-

yanasanghdtabala,
"
the name given to a certain measure of physical strength

"

(D.P.N.). It is now seen that Edgerton, B.H.S.D., takes it as a synonym
of sthdman "

strength ", comparing LV. 229 where, he says Mahdndrdyana-
sanghatakdni should be read, with LV. 234, Ndrdyanasthdmavan. He
adds that the Tibetan uses the word for

"
hardness ",

"
firmness

"
to render

sanghatanaka. See also B.H.S.D. s.v. Narayana.
*
Reading diptakdm for diptakd.

^
Reading ddghdnmoksitdm for hastdnmoksitd. Cf. Vol. 2, p. 458 agni-

ddghdto mocitd. In this paissage both mocita and moksita are indifferently
used.

•
Reading simhdsapltha, with two MSS., for simhdsupl^a of the text.

Cf. p. 6, « 3.

' *
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when she saw the king, and grieved that such a man as

this should he her husband.

(14) The daughter of the king of the Madrakas said :

"
Will no one cut off with a sharp knife the tongue of this

chattering hunchbacked woman who praises tJte king ?
"

The hunchbacked woman said :

"
Kings can hold out the threat of prison or of death.

So I tell his praises to safeguard my life."

The queen
^ said :

"
I do not see, nor shall I see, what good there is for me

in life. I shall go away this very day ere the breath of

life deserts me."

And the angry queen, daughter of the king of the Madrakas,

accompanied by a hunchbacked woman, rode away in a

carriage to the home of her kinsfolk.

Ku^a's mother, in sorrow for her son, collapsed to the

ground like the broken stalk of a palm-tree.

Like a stalk of the sdl^ tree cut off by an axe, she fell to

the ground overcome by sorrow for her son.

The king, unhappy and grieving after his wife, decided to

go in search of her. His unhappy mother spoke to King
Kusa in verse :

"
Behold the harm I have done through my ill-luck. For

it was I who sought after her ;' she is a king's daughter,
and she came here from five hundred yojanas away.

^
I.e., Sudarsana.

2 See Vol. 1, p. 54, n. 2.
3 Senart's restoration of the text here cannot be right. As he gives it,

it reads aho mama mandabhagydye artho paryahrito kule, which could only-
mean,

"
behold the good of unlucky me which has been inflicted on the

family." The corresponding passage in Vol. 2 (p. 460) has aho manda-
bhagydye anartham.. Two MSS. here, too, have anartho (masc. or nom. for
neut. or ace). Parydhrito, though it is the reading of one MS, can only
stand if it is given the very doubtful sense of

"
inflicted ". It seems better

to substitute paryesitd, the word which begins the sentence following the

expression just quoted from Vol. 2. Kule is Senart's conjecture for kail
or kallm of the MSS. But the latter is for kali,

"
ill-luck ", and is clearly

a gloss, explanatory of mandabhdgyd, which has found its way into the
text to the exclusion of another word, probably mayd. The restoration

suggested, and followed in the translation, is, therefore, aho mama manda-
bhagydye {a)nartho paryesitd mayd {paryesitd fem. in agreement with sd

implied), or, alternatively, paryesito agreeing with anartho,
" a profitless

thing did I seek."
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"
There the country people feed on barley meal and are

always clothed in blankets. Coarse is their food and coarse

their behaviour. How will you fare on your way ?
"

(15) The king replied :

"
By dance and song and music and play, or by a hundred

tricks of jugglery, by these various means I'll win me a

livelihood."

The king established his brother Kusadruma on the throne

and said to his counsellors,

"
After I have saluted my mother and respectfully taken

leave of her I shall take my lute and set out for the north."

He came to a house in a certain village in the land of the

Madrakas, where an old woman gave him lodging.^ On
that day he was welcomed in the village because of his play-

ing on the lute. He was given plenty of solid and soft food,

a large milk-bowP of solid food, a large water-jug^ of soft

food, together with a pot of curds and various condiments.

The old woman thought to herself :

" He will have one meal

here, and in the morning he will go away, so that there will

be enough food for me for two months." But King Kusa,

chatting the while with the old woman, ate the food in the

milk-bowl in one or two mouthfuls.* And the large jug-full

of gruel which was enough for eight or nine meals of rice-

grueP was all eaten, as well as the condiments and the dish

of curds.

The old woman lost all hope, and she cried out :

"
Help ! help !^ Come in. A destructive demon"^ in

human form is within my house ind is going to eat me up."

^
Pratisaya, which, as Senart says, is for pratisraya. So also B.H.S.D

*
Gopiiaka, see Vol. 2, p. 412, n. 1.

" A receptacle for solid food ".

(B.H.S.D.)
^
Alinda, cf. alinda. Vol. 2, p. 412, n. 2. "A receptacle for soft food."

(B.H.S.D., where Edgerton cites the AMg. alinda).
*
Ekadukdye = ekadvikdye.

*
Literally,

" was the cooking of eight or nine rice-gruels," astdndm
vd navdndm vd tandula-odandndm pdko.

*
Avidha, avidha.' See Vol. 1, p. 251, n. 2.

' PUdca.
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Ku^a said :

"All can live in the village, even ihose who are ugly.

Mother,^ I'll stay here one night, and to-morrow I'll go."

(16) After staying there one night he went on to Kanyakubja^
where he joined^ a master garland-maker. When he had

become a skilled craftsman he went to the king's kitchen.

The king, too, was pleased and so on up to^ he was dear

to the king. The women introduced him into the harem,

saying,
"
he will become our plaything." The women of the

harem and the other daughters of King Mahendraka rode on

his back. But Sudarsana avoided him and refused^ to be

carried by him.

[Sudarsana said :]

"Now what am I to do, or why should I he hlamzd?^

He frightens me when he looks at me, as though he were a

demon'' of the sea.
" What am I to do, or why should I he hlamed ? I fear

him when he looks at me, as a straying deer fears the

huntsman.

"Without sustenance^ as you are, return and hurry night

and day along the way you came. Go, Kuia, to your own

kingdom. I Jtave no wish for an ugly man."

^ Ambika.
* The home of Sudarsana. See Vol. 2, p. 393, n. 3.
3 Alllna. See Vol. 2, p. 45, n. 1.

*
Literally,

"
quoting here as far as he was dear to the king, yavad rdjno

priyo ti kritvd. I.e., the story is abbreviated because it has already been
told in Vol. 2. Edgerton, Gram. §35. 17, seems to have mistaken the force

of ydvad here. He takes it as an adverbial conjunction,
"
until ", intro-

ducing the main verb bhavisyati,
"
until he became (lit. should become)

the plaything ". But the words rajno priyo ti kritvd cannot be fitted into
this rendering, which, accordingly, is not consonant with the context.

5
Literally

" was not pleased by him carrying her," iena vdhiyamdnena
asdtd (Pali = Sk. asdtd).

*
Garahdmyaham. See Vol. 2, p. 427, n. 5.

' Rdksasa.
*
Anurjaka, from urj,

"
food,"

"
vigour," etc. The parallel passage in

/. (5. 293) has anujja-hhUtena. Anujja there, however, is taken both by
the ancient commentator and the modern translator as being for an-ujju,"
not upright,"

"
not fair," {i.e. with citta understood), a sense which is

not appropriate to the Mhvu. text. But it would not be impossible, in

spite of what the commentator says, to take the anujju (v.l. anujja) of /.
as being from an-urj (not an-ujju =

riju), and so render the line anujja-
bhUtena (for anujju°) haram mahantam by

"
the burden is too great for one

who is without sustenance." It might be argued, indeed, that this gives
better sense than "it is not right that you should bear this burden."

(/. trans.).
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The king said :

" You love me well, dark lady of the fine hips and

slender waist, and because of my love for you I shall not

yearn for my great kingdom.
"
I will not go away, deep-bosomed lady, though I

know^ what land I came from. I roam the world like one

distraught. I am mad with love, lady of the fawn-like

gentle eyes."

[The queen said
:]

" You are out ofyour mind, since you desire one who does

not desire you. king, you are in love with one who
loves you not. That is not the mark of a wise man."

(17) Kusa said :

" When a man wins the lady dear to him, whether she

loves him or loves him not, men acclaim his success. He
who fails is a sorry fellow."^

The queen said :

" You can gratify even a thousand women in one night,

but in loving one woman only you incur great misery."

The king said :

"
/ know none of that misery . glorious, lovely lady, in

chaste living accomplished, you will be my wife."

The queen said :

"
Talk not of my chastity ; let wicked suffering^ be yours.

You will make love elsewhere to a lioness or a jackal."

Ku§a said :

"
Talk not so,'^ lady of the fine hips and slender waist.

Even recluses, I see,'' win bright renown by their chaste

living.

1
Omitting na, as in Vol. 2, p. 481 (text). See Vol. 2, p. 428, n. 2.

2 Cf. /. 5. 295.
* Agham te bhotu pdpakam. For agham, see Vol. 1, p. 35, n. 1. But the

corresponding passage in Vol. 2, p. 482 (text) has ayam te bhavatu (for
bhavati ?) pdpakam.

"
this (chastity) is worth nothing to you."

* Md avaca, where avaca is aor. 2 sg. of vacati. For the form, which
can also be used as 3 sg., see Edgerton, Gram. §32. 113. The use of the

augmented aor. with md is, of course, anomalous, though often found in

our text.
® Me, ethic dat. Cf. the pi. vayam (oblique case) in the corresponding

stanza in Vol. 2, p. 482 (text). See Vol. 2, p. 429, n. 1.
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"
For, lady, they shine in this world by virtue of their

well-spent lives, and are reborn in heaven, in Tridasa,^
where they enjoy the pleasures of sense."

"
This I tell you, lady of the fine hips and slender waist—no other man is your lord save Kusa of the lion-voice."

The queen said :

"
// what the prophets say be true, you can cut me in

seven pieces ere I become your wife."^

(18) The king said :

"
/ have no wish to cut you up, lady of the fine hips

and slender waist. Whole as you are will you become my
wife.

" A great realm is mine, rich in horses and in men, where

gifts are endless and clothing and food are abundant.

"Yet here am I now come having abandoned^ throne and
realm. Because of my love for you I care not for all that

kingdom."

The queen said :

"You might as well dig a hole in the rock with the wood

of the karnikara tree,*^ or catch the wind in a net, as

desire one who does not desire you.
"
Why do you love unloved ? . . .^ Go back to your

kingdom, Kuia. Why do you weary yourself ?
"

The king said :

"
This is no weariness for me, it is but living a chaste life.

Somewhere or other, fair lady, you will be my wife."

The queen said :

"
Let this chaste life of yours be regarded as worthless.

Somewhere else you will woo a lioness or a jackal, or even

an ass."

1 See Vol. 1, p. 124, n. 2.
« See Vol. 2, p. 429, n. 3.
'
Chorayitvd. See Vol. 2, p. 429, n. 4. For the various BSk. senses of

this verb see B.H.S.D.
*
Reading karnikdrasya darund for karnikdrena karnikdm. See Vol. 2,

p. 430, n. I.
* Lacuna.
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Then Kusa, the son of a king, heroic, invincible in combat,
this Kusa who was noble and wise,'^ spoke these words.

(19)
"
/// go away, lady of the fine hips and slender

waist, I will first bind you with fetters. What would your
people do then ?

"

The queen said :

"You must not sin against the dharma^ which you once

upheld. Bearing that dharma in mind will you wish to

hind me?"

The king said :

"
/ have the power, sovereign lady,^ to bind you and

make you go wher'er I will. What can your father do ?
"
I can if I like gratify a thousand women in one night.

But you are my choice, sovereign lady of the gleaming
teeth."

The queen said :

"
I know, your majesty, that you are strong and valiant.

But you are ugly and hideous too. You are repulsive,

though you are a mighty lord.
" You are thick-lipped, thick-headed, fat and pot-bellied.

I have no wish to see you. So do not weary yourself.
"
These high walls,

^ these lofty towers and copings, and
these warriors on elephants^ will stop you.

"
These fight with swords, axes, arrows and well-sharpened

knives, and they shall seize you,^ king."

(20) Then King Mahendraka reproached his daughter/

^
Arudhaprajna. See Vol. 2, p. 430, n. 2.

*
Reading tarn na dharmam aparddhyam for tarn eva, etc. Cf. Vol. 2,

p. 430, «. 3.

'

'
Or,

' O Prajapatl.'
* The text introduces this stanza with the words devl aha,

"
the queen

said," but they are omitted as unnecessary in translation ; for the queen
was already speaking.

^
Reading the pi. ye vd vahanti, as in Vol. 2, p. 484 (text) for the sg. yo

vd vahati.
*
Reading lahheyu, as in Vol. 2, p. 484 (text) for labheyam. Senart is not

correct in assigning these words to Kusa, and prajdpati here does not refer

to Sudarsana, but is an honorific title for the king.
' A reference to Vol. 2 will show how much of the story has been omitted

here.
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saying,
"
Why did you come here abandoning^ such a

king of whom rival kings are afraid ? Here am I besieged by
seven kings because of you. And now I will cut you up into

seven pieces and give a piece to each of the seven kings."

Then the king's daughter, frightened, sobbing and weep-

ing, with the tears filling her eyes, spoke these words :

"
If, mother,^ these nobles from afar slay me, then collect

my bones and burn them.
" And when you have burnt them, erect a shrined And

when you have erected the shine you will plant there a

karnikara tree.
" Then when it breaks out into blossom in the spring,

when winter is gone, you will remember*^ me, my mother,

and say
'

such beauty was my daughter's '."

Sudarsand then stood up and said,
" Kusa is a king's

son, skilled in battle, and noble and wise, and I must acquaint
him with the situation^

" When he- has given battle to these kings, bound them

and cut them to pieces, then there will be peace."

(21) Then she, the noble and glorious lady, trembling in

all her frame, thus spoke to the king's son :

"
I truly admit it to you, mighty prince and lord of

men, if I at any time did give you offence.^

Kusa said :

"
/, too, admit it to you, sovereign lady with the gleaming

^
Reading chorayitva (see Vol. 2, p. 429, n. 4.) for choditvd. One MS.

has chodayitvd.
*
Reading ambe for amba, for these words are addressed to her mother,

not to her father. Cf. the version in Vol. 2, p. 486 (text). And so, too,
ambe is found in the next stanza but one.

3 Eluka. See Vol. 2, p. 432, n. 3. Now see B.H.S.D.
*
Smareydsi. Opt. 2 sg. See Edgerton, Gram. § 29. 37.

*
Literally, "he is to be acquainted," samdddpya, so interpreted by

Senart, but the text of the whole passage is doubtful. Perhaps, the more
usual sense,

"
he is to be incited," is better.

'
Reading aparddhyam dcareyam for aparddhye dcare va, and kaddcid for

kocid. Senart admits that the text of the second line as printed is wholly
unintelligible, not so much in itself but in view of the repetition immediately
below. But the emendation proposed here would seem to give some sem-
blance of coherence to the context, especially as it makes it fit in with the
sense of the next stanza, where Kusa takes up the words of Sudarsana and
applies them to his own case. It is just this repetition of the phraseology
in Kusa's reply that makes Senart so doubtful of the text of this line and of
his rendering of it,

"
si quelqu'un lui faisait tort, le roi (son p6re) ne man-

querait pas d'intervenir."
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teeth, if I at any time did give you still greater offence.'^

Then Prajdpatl's mother, sobbing and weeping, with her

eyes full of tears spoke these words :

"
Is he a musician, or trader, or a pukkasa P^ In what

royal court was he born ? What is his especial skill P "^

Sudarsana replied to her mother :

" He is no musician, nor a candala/ nor yet a pukkasa.
He is the son of King Iksvdku, and you think that he is a

slave.
"
Rich is this nobleman's court, full of the cries of peacock

and curlew accompanied by the strains of music, and you
think that he is a slave.

"
Rich is this nobleman's court, gleaming white as a shell,

the resort of throngs of women, and you think that he is a

slave.
"
Rich is this nobleman's court, furnished with vessels of

gold and teeming with women, and you think that he is a

slave.

(22)
" He has sixty thousand cities, his kingdom is

prosperous and peaceful. Rich is this nobleman's court,

and you think that he is a slave.
" He has sixty thousand elephants arrayed in trappings

and housings of gold. With their long tusks, these mighty
beasts issue forth,

"
Ridden by village chiefs who are armed with swords

and lances. Rich is this nobleman's court, and you think

that he is a slave.
" He has sixty thousand chariots, moving with a merry

sound, decorated, with well-fastened fellies of iron, and

covered with leopard's skin ;
"
They are ridden by village chiefs armed with bows and

clothed in armour. Rich is this nobleman's court, and you
think that he is a slave.

^
Supplying aparddhyam, of which there is a reminiscence in some of the

MSS., with dcareyam.
* "

Epithet of a degraded mixed caste . . . the offspring of a Ni-shada

by a ^iidra female." (M.W.)
^ Kim (a)sya kurvantato mukham. Cf. kritamukha,

"
skilled ".

* " The generic name for a man of the lowest and most despised of the
mixed tribes, born from a ^iidra father and Brahman mother." [M.W.)
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" He has sixty thousand horses, the best of thoroughbred

steeds, with girths of gold and bejewelled bits,
"
Ridden by village chiefs with whips in their hands and

clothed in armour. Rich is this nobleman's court, and you
think that he is a slave.

"
Twenty thousand brdhmans always eat at the king's

table, and day and night they are ever honoured and esteemed.

Rich is this nobleman's court, and you think that he is a

slave.
"
Five hundred princes, who have a mother and a father,^

dwell there. Rich is this nobleman's court, and you think

that he is a slave."

Then the king heard from the queen that their son-in-law

had come, and that ne was in the women's apartment. He
was alarmed, since the kings were a menace without, and now
there was this menace within. For he wondered what Kusa
would do.

(23) [To the queen he said :]

"
Why do you talk so, like one mad and demented ?

What is Kusa like ? Why should I not^ have a look at him?"

The queen said :

"
My lord, he who is within the house is a king's son.

He has left his own home and come hither."

When the king heard these words he was alarmed and

disturbed in mind. Then quite^ pleasantly and agreeably
he respectfully saluted Kusa, and said to him :

"
Forgive us, your majesty, forgive us, valiant man. We

did not know, lion-voiced one, that you had come hither.
"
Forgive us, your majesty , forgive us, vahant man. We

did not know, lion-voiced one, that you had come hither.
"
Forgive us, your majesty, forgive us, great warrior.

We did not know, sweet-voiced one, that you had come

hither."

^
I.e., were legitimate.

* The text has kasmadanupasyematha. The need to insert na,
"
not,"

is obvious, unless we read for kasmad,
"
why," tasmad,

"
therefore," and

render
"
therefore let us have a look." For the suf&x -tha, see p. 4, n. 1.

^ Ekdmsa. Cf. Pali ekamsa.
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Then the king again reproached his daughter, saying,
"
My

son-in-law has been here a long time, but you did not tell me."

Kusa was immediately anointed with oil worth a hundred

pieces and with oil worth a thousand pieces.^ He was bathed,
rubbed with royal ointments, clothed in royal raiment,

crowned with a diadem of pearls, and entertained^ with

music on the five musical instruments.^

Kusa said to his father-in-law :

' '

Let the ears of all the elephants and horses you have

he stopped,'^ lest your own army he shattered^ when it hears

my lion-roar.
"
Quickly yoke the horses, with golden pennons flying,"

(24) And, followed hy King Mahendraka, he went out of
the palace.

The hero, the lord of hattle, roared his lion-roar, and when
he had done so, the nobles were captiired

He took these seven nobles prisoner and brought them to

his father-in-law. And those kings said,
" What do we do ?

"

Kusa replied, "Go to my father-in-law, fall at his^ feet and
haiP him." They therefore fell at the feet of King Mahendraka
and hailed him as victor. The king of the Madrakas said,
" What do I do ?

" Kusa replied,
" You will do as I bid you."

His father-in-law said,
"

I will do so."

[Kusa said] "You have (seven) daughters, dower them
with a thousand pieces of gold^ and give a daughter to each

king. Let these be your sons-in-law. Then you will live in

comfort and without fear." And King Mahendraka dowered

his daughters with a thousand pieces of gold and gave them
to the kings. By this alliance made with gold he secured

^
Satapdka and sahasrapdka. See Vol. 2, p. 435, n. 1.

*
Upasthihiyati. a hybrid pass. form. Cf . Pali upatthlyati and upatthahlyati.

3 See Vol. 1, p. 135, n. 2.
* Vol. 2, p. 489 says

"
with wax," madhusikthakena.

*
Bhajisyati, fut-pass. of bhanj. Vol. 2, p. 289 has bhajjisyati, and in

both instances one MS. reads bhanjisyati.
* Text has pddehi only (instr. for loc, as often in BSk.),

"
at (his) feet."

This can hardly be taken with the verb alliyatha
"
resort with your feet,"

for in the next sentence we have padehi . . . rdjno abhigatd,
" when they

were come (and fallen) at the king's feet."
' Vriddhim karotha. In the next line we have the form vuddhi.
® Suvarnasahasramanditdm kritva. Cf. Vol. 2, p. 436. n. 1.
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sons and grandsons.
^ Then they left for their own kingdoms.

When the seven kings had gone Ku^ addressed his father-

in-law, saying, "I, too, will go away." The king of the

Madrakas said,
"
Sudarsana, my daughter, this courageous

king, who is heroic and far-seeing, a son of Iksvaku, mighty
and well-born, is worthy of your affectionate and reverent

service. For but now have I, my retinue and all my country
been rescued by him from danger." "So be it," said his

daughter in obedience to her father's words.

Then King Mahendraka out of his great regard for them

gave his son-in-law ^ and daughter a rich gift of precious

stones, and, providing them with an escort of an army of the

four arms,^ he sent them on their way.

King Kusa sojourned in a country that was to his liking.*

There he went down^ to a lotus-pond to bathe. (25) And as

he bathed he saw his reflection. When he saw his ugly and

repulsive reflection he was troubled in mind.
"
This then,"

said he,
"

is why the daughter of King Mahendraka despised
me. I shall destroy myself." But Sakra, lord of the devas,
observed** that Kusa, the Bodhisattva, was meaning to do

away with himself because of his ugliness. He therefore gave
him a single rope of pearls with the jyotirasa jewel in it,' saying,
"
Tie this on you,® then there will not be your equal for beauty

in all Jambudvlpa.^ Whenever you wish to recover your for-

mer appearance, then hide^° this jewel with your hand."

^ The Sanskrit is curiously succinct, suvarnasandhlva putrapautrd,
"
thus

sons and grandsons were (the result of) the golden alliance." Cf. Vol. 2,

p. 436, n. 2.
*
Jdtnatuka, Sk. jdmdtrika, Pali jdmdtar.

'
Caturangabala. See Vol. 2, p. 5, n. 6.

* Yathecchite janapade for yarthechite (sic) j.° of the text.
« Okasta. See Vol. 1, p. 188, n. 6.
*
Samanvdhrita, BSk., Pali samanndharati.

' The text has jyotirasa-ekdvalikdm (so reading for °valikd) manirainam.
In the version in Vol. 2 (p. 492 text), when the jyotirasa is first mentioned
it is described as being in the centre of the rope of pearls. When mentioned
subsequently it is described as ekdvalikd jyotirasamaniratanam, where the
two terms are in opposition,

"
a single rope of pearls (with) the jyotirasa

jewel (in it)." See Vol. 2, p. 438, n. 2. Although the arrangement of the
terms is different here, the present context and the sequel require the same
rendering as that given in Vol. 2, p. 438.

* " On your head ", in Vol. 2.
» See Vol. 1, p. 7, n. 2.
^*

Literally,
"
you are to cover it," pidhiyaydsi, caus. to Sk. {a)pidhd, Pah

pr. pass, pithlyati. It is now seen that Edgerton, Gram. §29. 37 prefers with one
MS. the reading pithiyeydsi, opt. 2 sg., a causative from a pass, stem,

"
you

are to cause to be covered," ibid. §38. 12.
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Then wearing this jewel Kusa, divinely beautiful, came to

the entrance to the royal quarters, but he was stopped^ by
the door-keeper from going in. He said,

"
I am Kusa."

The door-keeper replied,
"

It would be a good thing were

Ku^a like you." King Kusa then hid the jewel with his hand,

and his complexion and form became again as they had been

before. When the door-keeper saw this he fell on his face.

Ku^a then went in into the queen's presence. The queen
said to him,

" Do not trample on the palace floor. Why have

you come in ?
" He said,

"
I am Kusa." The queen said,

" Would that King Kusa had such beauty." The king then

hid the jewel with his hand, and he appeared as he used to

be. The queen said,
" Take your hand away from the jewel."

The king did so, and his appearance became celestial once more.

Kusa explained,
"

I was intending to destroy myself, when

Sakra gave me the jewel named jyotirasa."

When the four hundred and ninety-nine princes, the coun-

sellors and the officers of the army heard that King Ku^a had

come, they all rose up to meet him. They beheld King Kusa
mounted on a beautiful elephant, shining like the sun and

coming with a large host of the four arms. But they did not

recognise him. (26) When, however, the king hid the jewel

with his hand, he appeared as he was before, and then they
all fell down before him. And so in great pomp King Kusa

with Queen Sudarsana entered the inner apartment.

Thus do the affairs of the virtuous man turn out well, as

in the case of King Kusa who was reunited with his wife

and his kinsfolk.

The Exalted One, the Master, calling to mind a former
abode and a former life,

related this jataka to his monks.

Telling^ them^ what the skandhas, the dhatus, the ayatanas
and the meaning of the atman were, the Exalted One explained

the matter thus :

^
Reading vdrito for vdri of the text.

^
Literally,

"
These are the skandhas, etc." i.e., respectively,

"
sensory-

elements,"
"
bodily or physical elements,"

"
elements of sense perception,"

and "self" or "soul." The formula as here given differs slightly from
its expression, elsewhere, e.g.. Vol. 2, p. 93 (text), where, in the second
line instead of atmano 'rtham ca,

" and the meaning of the atman," we have
dtmdnam adhikritya,

" with reference to the dtman."
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" When ofyore I abode in one ofmy recurrent lives which

have no beginning or end,^ then was I Kuia and Yasodhard

was Sudarsand.

Maya was then my mother, Mahdndma^ was Mahendraka,
and Mara was a certain king."

Thus, freed from fever, fear and grief, did he recount

his birth to the monks, his former faring up and down
without end and full of suffering.

The monks asked the Exalted One, "As a maturing of

what karma was King Kusa so ugly, hideous and repulsive ?
"

The Exalted One replied :

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Kampilla
in the province of Pancala,^ there were a man and wife who
were young and beautiful, and devoted to each other. He
had provided a home which was worthy* of such a wife and
free from trouble.

(27) Now when Buddhas do not arise, Pratyekabuddhas^ arise

in the world, who are splendid in their silence and (lonely) like

a rhinoceros,^ They learn to tame and calm their own selves

and then pass entirely away.
The wife had some food ready cooked, A Pratyekabuddha

came in to ask for alms. He was young and handsome, and

charming in deportment. Devas and men have faith in

charming men, and when the wife saw the Pratyekabuddha
she experienced a feeling of joy. She gave him a bowl-full

of alms.

The master of the house came in and saw the Pratyeka-
buddha and the wife together in the house. His suspicions
were aroused, because the mendicant was youthful, and so

he feared that he had looked at his wife. He spoke roughly
to his wife, saying,

" Have you entertained this man before,

as I see you are now giving him food ?
"

She replied,
"
All

evil in him has been quelled. He is a mendicant of great

^
Anavardgra' See Vol. 1, p. 29, n. 4.

^ A 6akyan king, son of Amritodana, elder brother of Anuruddha, and
cousin of the Buddha. See Vol.' 1, p. 298, and D.P.N.

' For both names see Vol. 1, p. 235, n. 4.
*

Literally
" Uke to," sddrisa.

" See Vol. 1, p. 40, n 3.

'

« See Vol. 1, p. 260. n. 1.
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gifts. To-day is the first time he has been in this house, and
I gave him alms because of his charm."

Then the Pratyekabuddha, understanding the wicked

thought that had occurred to ttie man, in the kindness of his

heart flew out of the house and through the air like a king of

swans. And when the man saw the Pratyekabuddha

flying through the air, a serene faith arose in him that he was
a seer of great parts. He asked pardon of his wife, and made
a vow, saying, "In another life^ you wiU be my wife, and in

another realm you will be in the power of no other man
;

you will belong to none but me."

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion the man
in the city of Kampilla who, because of jealousy of his wife

and through his evil-mindedness, calumniated ^ the Pratyeka-

buddha, was somebody else. It was Kusa who at that time

and on that occasion was that man in the city of Kampilla.
You may think that his wife was somebody else. But she

was Sudarsana, the daughter of King Mahendra. It was as

the maturing of that karma, monks, that King Kusa came to

be ugly.

Here ends the Kusa Jataka.

THE JATAKA OF THE BULL

(28) The monks said to the Exalted One, "How, Lord,

was it that wicked Mara followed closely on the heels ^ of the

Exalted One when he was living his austere life, desiring and

seeking a chance to tempt* him, but had to retire unsuccessful

^ Anye jdti, where anye is for anyasmim, and jdti a stem form used as loc.

So Senart. Edgerton, Gram. §10. 68, 69 adduces other examples of such
a BSk. loc, but at §10. 189 he explains yari as ace. pi. in an adverbial sense.

The former explanation seems to be decidedly simpler.
2
Abhydciksita, Pali abbhdcikkhati. Cf. dciksati, Vol. 1, p. 44 (text),

where Senart says that the form is to be referred directly to the weakened
stem ciks, Pali cikk, Magadhi cikhk, and not to the Sk. caks. The Pali

form, however, is to be regarded as an intensive derivation from khyd (see

P.E.D.). See also B.H.S.D. s.v. dciksati.
8 Pristhimena pristhimam. Cf. Pali pitthito pitthito, "right on one's

heels (back)."
* Avatdra, BSk., PaU otdra. See Vol. 2, p. 228, n. 4. Both in this sense

only in the Mara myth {P.E.D.). See B.H.S.D. for BSk. references.
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without finding one ?
" The Exalted One said,

"
There was

another occasion, also, when he followed closely on my heels,

desiring and seeking a chance to tempt me, but had to retire

unsuccessful, without finding one." The monks asked the

Exalted One, "Was there another occasion. Lord?" The
Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, there was a bull, a
lord of cattle, following a herd of cows. Now the organs of

that bull were drooping and inert. With his organs thus

drooping he was closely^ pursuing the herd of cows.

In a woodland tract in that place there dwelt a jackal,
named Girika, and this jackal espied the bull as he followed

the herd of cows with his organs drooping and inert. So he

pursued him closely for many years.
Now there was another jackal of the same age as he, and

when he saw Girika closely pursuing the bull, he addressed

him in verses :

"
For how many years, Girika, have you been pursuing

the lord of the herd ? Time and again you have slunk off,

and you are full of fear at the sight of him.
"
Those organs, though they droop, are strong, and though

inert are ivell-set. They will not fall off, so without a prey
will you remain.

"
I, too, have pursued him for fifteen years. Inert

though his organs are they are well-set. There is no fear

of their falling off."^

(29) The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that

you will think that at that time and on that occasion that

bull was somebody else. But I was that bull. The jackal
named Girika was Mara. Then, also, desiring and seeking a

chance to tempt me, he had to retire unsuccessful, without

finding one."

Here ends the Jataka of the BuU.^

^ Pristhimena pristhimam. See n. 3, p. 26.
* The Sk. is remarkably close to the English idiom her^, ndsti sdnatjt

patatdm bhayam.
3 Not in /.
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THE JATAKA OF THE MONKEY (l)

The monks said to the Exalted One,
" How was it. Lord,

that wicked Mara was unable to get a chance to tempt the

Exalted One ?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
That was not

the first time that wicked Mara was unable to get a chance to

tempt me. There was another occasion also." The monks
asked,

" Was there another occasion, Lord ?
"

The Exalted

One replied,
"
Yes, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in a high region of the

Himalayas a monkey had charge of a large troop of monkeys.
Now in that part of the Himalayas there was a large pool of

water, where the herd frequently went down to drink^ water.

But in that lake there dwelt a water demon. ^ Whatever deer,

bird, monkey or man went down to the lake to drink was

pulled^ into the water by the demon.

It happened that that herd of monkeys v/ent down to the

lake to drink. The demon being in the water observed the

monkeys, but they did not see him, and he pulled in one of

them. And in the same way each time that the herd of

monkeys went down to the lake to drink water the demon
unobserved saw them and pulled in one of them. Then the

lord of the herd missed the monkeys who had been pulled in,

and he said to himself,
" Where are those monkeys ? I am

afraid they have strayed somewhere." He looked all around,

but did not see them. And the sagacious lord of the herd

(30) observed the tracks made by the monkeys at the place
wnere they went down to the lake to drink water, both as

they went and as they came. He saw that the tracks of

those going down were more numerous than the tracks of

those coming up. Understanding came to him, and he said,
"
They have been pulled in by the water demon. That is

why I do not see them. There must be no more drinking
water direct by the mouth."

Since, therefore, he saw that they were being pulled into

^
Payaka. Formations in -ka often have the force of an infinitive of

purpose.
^ Rdksasa.
8
Oka'd^hati. See Vol. 2, p. 72, «.l. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) prefers MS.

reading kaitati.
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the lake by the water demon, he gave orders to the monkeys,

saying,
" Go and gather the tops of reeds^ from the reed-

thicket, and drink water by means of them." So they went,^

and each plucked from the thicket a very long reed-top, so

that they could drink water from a distance, and the water

demon could not pull them in. And when they did go to the

lake to drink, they went down taking their reeds with them,

and, staying at a distance from it, they drank water through
the reeds. The water demon was no longer able to pull in

a single monkey.

The tracks of one going down are seen, hut not those of

his coming up. Water must he drunk through a reed. The

watchful has no cause for alarm.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that he who was the lord of the monkeys at that

time and on that occasion, was somebody else. I was he.

And he who was the water demon was Mara. Tnen, too,

was he unable to get a chance to tempt me.

Here ends the Jataka of the Monkey.
^

THE JATAKA OF THE MONKEY (2)

(31) The monks said to the Exalted One,
" How did the

Exalted One by the imique wisdom conferred by* the supreme

perfect enlightenment escape from the domination of Mara ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks, that was not the only

time that, by my unique wisdom, I safely escaped from the

domination of Mara. There was another time, also, when,

being in the form of a monkey, I escaped from Mara's domina-

tion and put my feet on his head."^

The monks asked, "Was there another time. Lord?" The
Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

^ Nala,
" a species of reed, Amphidonax Karka, eight to twelve feet

high" {M.W.)
2
Gacchiya, gerund, forming with tehi a locative absolute.

3 Fausboll no. 20.
*

Literally,
"
of ".

* Murdhe, loc. sg. of an -a stem of murdhan. Cf. Pali, and see Edgerton,
Gram. §17. 15, where, however, this example is not cited.
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Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the Himalayas there

was a monkey in charge of a large herd of monkeys. Now
in the last month of summer the monkey, being thirsty after

eating fruits of various kinds, came with the herd to a lake

to drink water. This lake had precipitous banks and there

was no means of going down to it nor of coming up^ from it.

The chief of the herd in his thirst for water walked all around

the lake searching for a way in. While doing this he broke

through a fence of stones and fell into the water.

Now in that lake there was a serpent's hole, where a large

serpent lived. Living where it did, it got its supply of food

with little difficulty.
2 For it would devour whatever beast

or bird or monkey came down to the lake to drink. The

serpent saw the chief of the monkeys falling into the water,

and stretched out its neck from the den ready to seize him.

The serpent addressed the monkey in verse :

"
Here comes a prey again, a forest-roaming monkey,

who comes wishing to drink water at the entrance to my den

in the hank."

The lord of the monkeys failed to get any support on which

to rest his feet (32) and thus get out of the water and reach

dry land. He said to himself,
"

If the serpent turns its neck

away, I'll put my feet on its head, and so gain dry ground."

Then he addressed the serpent in a verse :

"
/ am not your prey. Do you not see the crowd^ that

you should threaten me particularly in the verse which you
have just recited P

"

The serpent turned its neck in the direction in which the

lord of the monkeys had pointed out the other monkeys, so

that it might see them. And no sooner had the serpent

turned its neck away than the lord of the monkeys set his

feet on its head, and thus safely stepped out of the water on

to dry land. The serpent wondered at the unique intelligence

of the monkey.
"
This monkey," it said,

"
had no foothold

iiere in the lake where he could put his feet, and so step out

^ Natthitum {sic), obviously an error for na-utthitum or -utthdtum.
»
Alpakisarena. See Vol. 2, p. 206, n. 2. Cf. B.H.S.D.

•
Prithu,

"
the numerous or many (others)." Cf. Pali puthu.
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of the water on to dry land. So lie pointed out to me the

other monkeys, and thus made me avert my face and turn my
neck in the direction of those monkeys. And, with his unique

inteUigence, he put his feet on my head and stepped out to

dry land."

The serpent addressed the lord of the monkeys in verse :

" You have quickly and speedily spoilt my plan, for
when you saw me turning away, you proved yourself bold

and valiant.
" He who has these four qualities, energy, intelligence,

mindfulness and wisdom, as you, lord of the monkeys, have,

can avert ill."

It may be again, monks, that you will think that at that

time and on that occasion (33) the lord of the monkeys in

the Himalayas was somebody else. But it w^as I who at

that time and on that occasion was the lord of the monkeys.
You may think that the serpent in the lake there was somebody
else. You must not think so. And why ? Wicked Mara
here, monks, at that time and on that occasion was the serpent

dwelling! \^ ^j^g lake. Then also by my unique intelligence
did I succeed in putting my feet on his head and step out of

the water on to dry land. And on this other occasion did I,

by my unique inteUigence, escape from the domination of Mara.

Here ends the Jataka of the Monkey.
2

THE PUNYAVANTA JATAKA

The monks said to the Exalted One, "Behold, Lord, how
thou speakest in praise of merits." The Exalted One replied,"
This is not the first time that I have spoken in praise of

merits. I did so on another occasion also." The monks
asked,

"
Lord, was there another occasion ?

" The Exalted
One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

^
Naivdsika, BSk., Pali nevdsika. See B.H.S.D. for BSk. examples.

^ Fausboll. no. 57.
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Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Benares,

in the province of Ka^i, a king named Afijanaka^ was ruling.

He was meritorious and mighty ;
he treated his people well,

had the virtue of charity and generosity, was powerful and

wealthy, and had a large army. His kingdom was pros-

perous, rich, well-supplied with food and well-peopled with

happy subjects.

Now that king had a son, a young prince named Punyavanta,
who at all times spoke in praise of merits. Of the same age
as this young prince were four sons of counsellors. One
counsellor's son was named Viryavanta, who always spoke in

praise of energy, holding that it was the supreme thing in the

world. The second was named Silpavanta, who always spoke
in praise of the arts, holding that they were the supreme

things in the world. The third was named Riipavanta, who

always spoke in praise of beauty, holding that it was the

supreme thing in the world. The fourth was named Prajna-

vanta, who always spoke in praise of wisdom, holding that it

was the supreme thing in the world.

The young prince Punyavanta spoke to them, sa5dng,
"
There is nothing equal to merits. Merit is the supreme

thing in the world. (34) If you cannot understand this, let

us go to another kingdom, and there find out who of us excels,

the meritorious one, the energetic one, the artistic one, the

beautiful one, or the wise one."

They thus left Benares and went to the city of KampiUa,
so that, as they said, they should find out^ who of them
excelled. Now it happened that they went out of KampiUa
to bathe in the Ganges. And in the stream of the river

Ganges they saw a large trunk of a tree being carried down.^

The other counsellors' sons and Punyavanta, the king's son,

said to the counsellor's son Viryavanta,
"
Now, here, O Virya-

vanta, you must exercise* your energy on the trunk of a tree,

and see if^ you can pull out^ that tree-trunk which is being

^ Not alluded to elsewhere.
*

Literally,
"
until (so that) we learn," ydvat jndsyama.

*
Oruhyantam, pres. part. pass.

*
Literally,

"
display ", darsayitavya.

' Yam. Cf. Pali, yam te sakka . . . arogam kdtum, tarn karohi {V. 1,

276).
*
Oka^dhiium-. See p. 28, n. 3.
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carried down by the river Ganges." Then Viryavanta,

exerting his great strength and power, pulled out the huge
tree-trunk to dry land. The others looked at it and saw it

was the precious sandal-wood tree. Viryavanta, the coun-

sellor's son, sold it to perfume-makers for one hundred thou-

sand puranas,
^ and he brought the hundred thousand puranas

and gave them to his companions. He addressed them in a

verse :

" Men praise energy in the world ; there is nothing

superior to it in the world. See how by means of my energy
I have gathered this store of wealth."

They said then,
" We have seen the fruit of energy. Let

us now see the fruit of Silpavanta's art."

Silpavanta took his lute and left his companions. He

played the lute along with other counsellors' sons and mer-

chants' sons skilled in the lute. A great crowd of people

gathered. All those in the city of Kampilla who were con-

versant with the music of the lute (35) gathered together
when they heard the music. They vied with one another in

playing the lute in competition with the counsellor's son.

But none could beat that counsellor's son ; Silpavanta
excelled them all in playing the lute.

Now it happened that while Silpavanta was playing his lute,

one of the strings was broken. But it continued to produce
the same music as before. A second string was broken, but

the same music was forthcoming. A third string was broken,

but the same music was forthcoming. And so one by one

six strings were broken, and one alone was left.^ But even

from this one string the same music was forthcoming. All

the bystanders were astonished at the lute-playing of Silpavanta,

the counsellor's son. He won as a reward a large quantit}?' of

gold.^ He brought the gold and gave it to his companions,

saying,
" Here is the fruit of my art." Then he addressed

his companions in a verse :

1 See Vol. 1, p. 188. n. 9.
2 This lute, then, had seven strings.
' Prabhutam hiranyasuvarnam dcchado ca labdho, where hiranyasuvarnam

and acchada must be in opposition. For acchada in the sense of
" reward "

see p. 36, n. 2.
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" Men praise art in the world ; there is nothing superior

to it in the world. By skill with the lute I have gathered a

store of wealth."

They replied,
" We have seen the fruit of the art of Silpavanta,

the counsellor's son. Let us now see the fruit of Rupavanta's

beauty."
Then Riipavanta, the counsellor's son, left his companions

and went down to a stall in the market. As he was going
round the stall a leading courtesan caught sight of him and
saw that he was charming, comely, stately, with the most

perfect beauty of complexion. (36) And as soon as she saw

him she fell deeply in love with him. She sent her servant

to him, saying,
"
Approach that man and speak to him in

my name." So the servant called to him and said,
"

Sir,

a lady wishes to see you."
And he went with the servant to the leading courtesan's

house. She greeted the counsellor's son, saying,
"
Welcome,

sir, here is a home for you, an incomparable, fine dwelling-

place.^ Indulge with me in the five sensual pleasures, and

divert, enjoy and amuse yourself."

The leading courtesan made him sit down on her couch,

and what with one thing and another be began to covet her

wealth. 2 He was taken to the bathroom, was given an

unguent with perfumed oil, bathed with exquisite bathing

powders, anointed with exquisite ointments, and arrayed in

line garments of silk. When he came in again with the

leading courtesan, costly food was laid before him. Then

as he sat with her he said,
" Yonder in my own house sit my

four companions. You must summon them and give them a

quantity of your wealth so that they do not kill you." As

soon as she heard these words she set before him a hundred

thousand pieces, and said, "Give these to your companions."
Then he summoned his companions. And they came to the

leading courtesan's house, where they saw Riipavanta, the

counsellor's son, sitting in the arms of a great lady, a leading

Vyasanam, sic for vasanam.
*

Literally,
"
in many ways he was allured by her wealth," bahuprakdram

arthena lobhito."
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courtesan. When Rupavanta saw his companions, he addressed

them in a verse :

" Men praise beauty in the world ; there is nothing

superior to it in the world. I have won a store of wealth

in a courtesan's arms."

" Take these pieces," said he,
" and spend them." They

took them and went to their own lodging.
^

(37) The companions said ," Now have we seen the fruit of

the beauty of Riipavanta, the counsellor's son. We must

now see the fruit of Prajiiavanta's wisdom."

Prajfiavanta then left his lodging and went down to a stall

in the market-place. There he saw a merchant's son wrangliag
with a leading courtesan in the midst of a large crowd. The
merchant's son was saying to her,

" Come and entertain me^

to-night, and I will give you a hundred thousand pieces."

The leading courtesan replied,
"

Sir, I have no time to-night,

I have been hired bj^^ another. To-night I shall entertain him,

and to-morrow^ I will come to you, sir." So she went and

entertained the other man that night.

The merchant's son for his part had an impure dream of the

leading courtesan as he lay in bed.* In his dream he diverted,

enjoyed and amused himself with the courtesan the whole

night long to his heart's content. And she, after diverting,

enjoying and amusing herself with the other man all night

long, in the morning went to the merchant's son, saying,
"
Here I am come to entertain you, sir." The merchant's son

^ Ohdra = avahara. So interpreted by Senart. Cf. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.),
who compares AMg. oharai,

"
establish,"

"
settle."

*
Agaccha mama . . . upasthdpanakdri . According to Senart kdri is a

sort of infinitive denoting
"
purpose

" with a verb of motion, giving to the

preceding substantive the force of the infinitive or future participle. Immedi-
ately below occurs the form upasthdpanakdrikd, where the suffix- (i)Aa still

further enforces the idea of purpose. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) rightly prefers
the form upasthdna, which is a v.l. of the MS. The causal stem is out of

place here.
* ^uve. Cf. Pali sve and suve. Sk. svas.

*
Literally,

"
lay being impure with the leading courtesan," agraganikdm

sanklyanto sayito." Sanklyanto is pr. part, of sanklyait Pali and BSk.,,

pass, of sankirati. The use of the pass pr. part, with the ace. here is noteworthy.
Edgerton [B.H.S.D.) does not agree with this. He translates,

" went to
bed thinking about that courtesan." And he goes on to say,

"
If our form

is right, I can only understand it as a MIndic passive to Skt. caus. sankayati," makes concerned
"

; it would then mean,
"
being made concerned with."

There is a v.l. sakridanto '. read samkridanto
"
amusing himself (in thoughts ?)"
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replied,
"

I diverted, enjoyed and amused myself with you
in my dream to my heart's content the whole night long.

Go away, I do not want you." She said,
"

If, sir, you diverted,

enjoyed and amused yourself with me in your dream to your
heart's content the whole night long, you should give me a

hundred thousand pieces." The merchant's son said,
"
Seeing

that you lay with another man the whole night, why should I

give you one hundred thousand pieces ?
"

She replied,
"
Sir, you

said yourself that you diverted, enjoyed and amused yourself

with me in your dream to your heart's content the whole

night long, you should therefore pay me the fee of a hundred

thousand pieces." And hence rose the dispute between them,
and though a great crowd (38) had gathered, none of them
was able to settle the dispute.

Standing there was Prajfiavanta, the counsellor's son. The

townspeople of Kampilla appealed to him, saying,
"
Young man,

what seems to you the proper thing ?
^ Should this leading

courtesan be given the hundred thousand pieces by the mer-

chant's son, or should she not ?
"

Prajfiavanta replied,
" The

fee should be paid by the merchant's son to the leading courtesan

in just the same fashion as he consorted with her." They said

to him,
"
Explain then, young man, how it should be paid."

Prajfiavanta ordered that a large mirror and a hundred thou-

sand pieces should be brought. He told the merchant's son,
" Take the box containing the hundred thousand pieces and

set it in front of the mirror." He then said,
"
Come, lady,

take this reflection of the box containing the hundred thousand

pieces which is in the mirror. That is your fee."

The crowd roared their approval of the solution found by

Prajfiavanta the counsellor's son, and they presented^ him

with a large amount of gold. He gave the gold to his com-

panions, and addressed them in a verse :

" Men praise wisdom in the world ; there is nothing

^
Pratibhdyati = pratibhdti, in the sense of videtur,

"
seems good." Ci

Vol. 2, p. 278. n. 6.
'^

Acchddayanti. This must be the sense of this verb here. Senart com-

pares the use of dcchdda in the sense of
"
retribution,"

"
recompense," see

P- 33' ^- 3- The same use of the verb is found elsewhere in BSk., e.g.,

dcchddayati jlvitena
"
to keep alive," Av. §. 1. 300, Divy. 136. This meaning

may be compared with the figurative use of acchddeti in Pali, namely,
"
to

envelope,"
"
to fill." See B.H.S.D. s.v. dchdda.
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superior to it in the world. By my thoughtful imsdom I

have gathered a store of wealth."

The counsellors' sons then said,
" We have now seen the

power of the energy of Viryavanta the counsellor's son, the

power of the art of Silpavanta, the power of the beauty of

Rupavanta, and the power of the wisdom of Prajiiavanta.

Now we shall see the powder of the merit of Prince Punyavanta."

Punyavanta, the king's son, left his companions (39) and

made his way to a royal palace. And he settled near that

royal palace. He was seen by a certain counsellor's son.

As soon as this counsellor's son saw Punyavanta the king's

son, he conceived an affection for him. He invited him to

eat with him, took him to his home and led him to his gym-
nasium.^ After he had taken exercise he was bathed and

anointed and taken in to eat. And there, along with the

counsellor's son, the king's son was that day served with

exquisite and regal food and drink. The counsellor's son took

him up to the royal coach-house and made him lie down.^ He
was seen by the daughter of King Brahmadatta,^ and she

thought to herself,
"
This is the counsellor's son who has come."

Then in the late evening she hurried out of the palace, entered

the coach-house, and climbed into the carriage where Punya-
vanta the king's son was lying. She was certain that in a

little while he would wake up.
"
Then," said she,

"
he will

take his pleasure with me." But the prince having eaten

and drunk well slept peacefully, while the king's daughter

being distracted* by thoughts of love kept on saying,
"
Pre-

sently he will wake up, in a moment he will wake up." But
overcome by the excessive influence of the night she fell asleep.

At daybreak she came down from the carriage, entered the

palace and was seen by some counsellors. These thought to

themselves,
"
Here is the king's daughter coming down from

1
Vydyamasdla.

* The text is very succinct here, so much so as to be syntactically in-

coherent. It reads amatyaputro . . . ydnasdlamabhiruhdpayitvd saydyito.
The object of the causal gerund is not expressed and grammatically saydyito,
causal pass. part, of il = saydpito, agrees with the subject, whence it might
seem that it was the counsellor's son who was made to lie down. But the
context demands that it refer to rdjaputro, understood.

* None of the historical kings of this name is alluded to here.
*
Reading, as Senart is incUned to suggest, khidyamdnd for vidyamdnd

of the text.
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the coach-house after a sleepless night and entering the palace.
Can it be that she has been sitting in a carriage with some
man ?

"

Now while they were thinking thus, Prince Punyavanta
came down from his carriage. The counsellors thought.
" Where is this man from ? He has been sitting with King
Brahmadatta's daughter in the coach-house." They seized

him and led him before King Brahmadatta.
" Your majesty,"

said they,
"
this man has lain with your daughter in the

coach-house." The king asked,
" How was this ?

" The

prince replied,
" Your majesty, a certain counsellor's son

invited me to his house and gave me to eat (40) and drink.

When it was late I was dismissed, and I left for my lodging.

But, because of the lateness of the hour, he made me go up^
to the coach-house and lie down after my eating and drinking.
There was no other person there."

The king's daughter was then asked,
" How was this ?

"

She told King Brahmadatty the true state of affairs, saying,
"

It was just as this man says, and not otherwise."

King Brahmadatta was pleased with Prince Punyavanta.
He saw that he was a gracious, handsome, intelligent and

upstanding young man. And he thought to himself,
"
This

can be no ordinary person ; he must belong to a great family."
Then he asked him,

"
Young man, whence are you ?

"
The

prince answered,
"

I am from Benares, and the son of Anjana,

king of Kasi."

Immediately on seeing Prince Punyavanta, Brahmadatta,

king of Kampilla, had conceived an affection for him as for

a son, for the king had no son of his own. So he dowered^ his

daughter with a thousand pieces of gold, and with great royal

pomp and magnificence and in the presence of all the people
he gave her to Prince Punyavanta and established him on the

throne. To his counsellors and the people of town and

country he said,
" He has become my son, so that he may be

king. For I am old."

Then when Prince Punyavanta had gained a kingdom, he

summoned his companions and addressed them in a verse :

^
Abhiruhitvd, radical stem for causal.

*
Maif4ita.

"
adorned,"

"
decorated." Cf. p. 22, n. 8.
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Men praise merit in the world ; there is nothing superior

to it in the world. By my merits I have won''- a kingdom
and a king's daughter.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion the coun-

sellor's son named Viryanta was somebody else. But you
must not think so. And why? Sronakotivimsa^ here, monks,
at that time and on that occasion was Viryavanta the coun-

sellor's son. You may think that at that time and on that

occasion Silpavanta the counsellor's son was somebody else.

(41) You must not think so. And why ? Rastrapala^ here,

monks, at that time and on that occasion was Silpavanta the

counsellor's son. You may think that at that time and on

that occasion Rupavanta the counsellor's son was somebody
else. You must not think so. And why ? The elder Sun-

darananda here, monks, at that time and on that occasion

was Rupavanta the counsellor's son. You may think that

at that time and on that occasion Prajfiavanta the counsellor's

son was somebody else. You must not think so. And why ?

Tn.e elder Sariputra here, monks, at that time and on that

occasion was Prajfiavanta the counsellor's son. You may
think that at that time and on that occasion the son of Afijana,

king of Kasi, named Punyavanta, was somebody else. You
must not think so. And why ? I, monks, at that time and
on that occasion was the son of Afijana, king of Kasi, named

Punyavanta, Then, too, did I speak in praise of merit,

just as I do now."

Here ends the Punyavanta Jataka.*

THE VIJITAVIN JATAKA

"
And, monks, that was not the only time that I spoke in

praise of merits, I did so on another occasion also." The

1 The text has dgaid,
" have come (to me)," but, as Senart remarks, it

would be quite feasible to read dhrita as in the other verses of this tale.
" Pali Sona Kolivisa, a disciple of the Buddha.
' Pali Raithapala, a disciple of the Buddha.
* Not in Fausboll.
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monks asked, "Lord, was there another occasion?" The
Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in Mithila^ there

reigned a king named Vijitavin. He was meritorious and

majestic. He treated his subjects kindly and had the virtue

of liberality and generosity. There was nothing which he

would refuse to give to recluses, brahmans, the poor and the

beggars. Whoever wanted an elephant, he gave him one.

"Whoever wanted a horse, he gave him one. Whoever wanted

a chariot, he gave him one. Whoever wanted a conveyance
of any kind, he gave him one. Whoever wanted a woman,
he gave him one decked out in every finery. Whoever

wanted (42) female slaves, he gave him them. Whoever
wanted male slaves, he gave him them.^ Whoever wanted

clothes, he gave him them. Whoever wanted any kind of

vessels, he gave him them. Whoever wanted cows, he gave
him them. Whoever wanted oxen, he gave him them.

Whoever wanted gold, he gave him it. Whoever wanted

money,
^ he gave him it. Whoever wanted silver, he gave

him it. Whatever anyone wanted, he gave him it. There

was nothing which he would refuse to give. And he did not

grow to be otherwise. But he exulted in his liberality and

charity, and he did not regret his gifts afterwards, but was

full of joy and gladness.

Now as he went on giving excessive largesses his treasuries

failed. The treasurers, chief ministers, princes, counsellors,

townsmen, countrymen and the mass of the people came

together, and he was banished from his kingdom. He settled

in a large forest grove in the Himalayas. When he came

there he laid out a hermitage and made himself a dwelling

by building a hut of grass and leaves. He lived there in the

hermitage by gathering roots, leaves, flowers, and fruits of

various kinds. But first he fed the other seers* and only

1 See Vol. 1, p. 239. n. 2.
2 The text repeats the first substantive in each sentence. Here the

repetition is ddsdni, ace. pi. with neut. ending. Cf. brdhmandni, Vol. 1,

309 (text). See Edgerton, Gram. §8. 98, for other examples of this anomaly.
^ Suvarna, used in juxtaposition to hiranya, would seem to denote money

or a gold piece. Cf. M. 3. 175 ; /. 1. 341.
*

Basini, neuter. For other examples of neut. ending in nom. ace. pi.

of i- stems, see Edgerton. Gram. §10. 160. Examples which have hitherto

occurred in the Mhvu. may conceivably be explained as due to change
of gender, as the substantives concerned are names of lifeless things.
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afterwards took food himself. So eager was he at all times

to observe the dharma.

But Sakra, lord of the devas, wishing to make trial of the

king, came to the grove in all his celestial beauty. Hovering
in the air he sought to dissuade the king of Videha^ from his

liberality.
" Your majesty," said he,

"
such giving is not

approved by wise men, but they always condemn it. He
who gives charity becomes unhappy even in this world, and

when he leaves the world of men he is reborn in the hells.

Just as your majesty has been banished from his kingdom
because of his liberality and is now even in this world bereft

of his kingdom and afflicted with ill, so in the world beyond,

too, through the influence of this liberality he will be reborn

in the hells. If you do not believe me, your majesty, that (43)

you will be reborn in the hells for having given charity in

this world, I will give you visual proof as to where munificent

and liberal donors are reborn."

Sakra then conjured up^ a great hell, afire, ablaze and aflame.

There many thousand beings were seen in torment^ and

crying out in fearful tones.* Sakra said to the king,
" Your

majesty, go to these crying people and ask them through
what karma they were reborn there."

The king thus asked those denizens of hell,
" What wicked

deeds did you commit when you were human beings that you
should now be crjdng out in feariul tones and suffering such

torments in hell ?
" And the phantom^ beings replied,

" Your

majesty, in the world of men we were^ generous givers of

charity. We showered handsome, liberal and lavish' gifts

on recluses, brahmans, the poor and the beggars. And now,
because of that, here are we, having passed away from the

world of men, reborn in the hells."

1 See Vol. 1, p. 239, n. 2.
* Nirmita from nir-md. See Vol. 1, p. 141, n. 2.
*
Sampaccamdnd,

"
being roasted," pres. part, of -paccati, Pali for BSk.

-pacyate, pass, of pacati.
* Bhlsmasvaram. Senart's admittedly doubtful conjecture for ahlsvaram

or ahasvara. The latter, however, would seem to make quite good sense,
"
sound of woe." Edgerton (B.H.S.D.), however, pointing out that the

MSS. here and on p. 45 almost unanimously read ahrisvara, leaves the
word unexplained. Aha may have existed in BSk. as it did in Pali as a
form of Sk. ahaha, aho. (See B.H.S.D. s.v.).

* " The conjured-up beings," nirmita.
* Note the form dsi. See Edgerton, Gram. §32. 20.
'
Literally

"
scattered," vistlrva.
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The king said,
"
Friends, this is not as you aver. There

is no cause nor reason that a generous giver should be reborn

in the hells for having given charity. But when generous

givers of charity have made a gift, as a result of that gift they
are reborn in heaven after they die. There they enjoy divers

celestial joys. And having enjoyed celestial joys among the

devas, when their time is up they pass away from the world of

the devas, and are reborn in the world of men among wealthy
families. And, O Kausika,^ when these mendicants leave me,
rewarded and satisfied, I have a sublime feeling of joy and

gladness. And they too are glad. Even if I shall be reborn

in hell for it, I shall persist in giving charity."

Sakra, lord of the devas, having thus tested the king of

Videha, was pleased with the result.
" Your majesty,"

said he,
"
your intention is splendid and sublime. (44) I came

hither but to test you."
When Sakra, lord of the devas, had so spoken, he dis-

appeared from the forest grove and returned to his home in

Trayastrim^a.
Now ia the kingdom of Mithila, from the time that^ the

king had been banished, no rain had fallen. It became short

of food, and it was oppressed by robbers and enemies. So the

princes, counsellors, treasurers, ministers, citizens and the

country folk went to the forest grove and craved pardon of

the king of Videha. With great royal pomp and splendour
he was restored to Mithila. And from that time the kingdom
had abundance of food once more.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be, again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion the king of

Videha in Mithila, named Vijitavin, was somebody else.

But you must not think so. And why ? I, monks, at that

time and on that occasion was the king of Videha in Mithila,

named Vijitavin. Then, too, did I speak in praise of merits,

just as I now do."

There^ was a king, Vijitavin, ruler of Mithila in Videha.

1
Epithet of 6akra = Indra. See Vol. 2, p. 60, n. 10.

*
Yadupdddya . . . tadupddaya.

* The same story in verse.
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He was famed far and wide for his charity, being open-

handed, generous and liberal.

Elephants and horses, chariots and carriages, richly

adorned women, silver and gold, not one of these would he

refuse to give.

Full of joy and gladness, he knew inward happiness.

When he gave he was elated and did not regret it.

When he saw a recluse, a brahman, a poor man or a

beggar, he regaled him with food and drink, with clothing,

bed and couch.

His treasurers and ministers, princes and counsellors,

citizens and the whole people banded together and banished^

him from his throne.

(45) And after he had been banished he came to a forest

grove. There he laid out a hermitage and made it his home.

There in the forest grove he would gather fruits of various

kinds. But first he would satisfy the needs of other seers,

and then partake himself.

$akra in his celestial splendour approached the king,

and hovering in the air, thus spoke to him.
" Wise men do not commend charity, but always censure it.

For this excessive charity ofyours you have been banished

from your kingdom.
" A noble though you are, you have suffered misfortune

even in this isjorld and have been deprived of your throne.

And when you pass to the other world you will go^ to hell.
"
If you do not believe me as to where the generous man

goes, I will show you the bourne of the charitable."

And $akra conjured up^ a blazing, fiery hell, and showed

him many thousands of beings in torment.^

Then he said,
" Your majesty, ask these burning creatures

yourself why they are come to misfortune and suffer^ grievous
woes.

^
Vipravdsayet, opt. (3 sg.) used in aor. sense, as frequently in Mhvu.

* Gansi, v.l. gamsi, fut. of gam. Cf. Edgerton, Gram. §31. 29.
^ Nirmini, aor. of nir-md. See above p. 41, n. 2.
* Paccamdndni. See above, p. 41, n. 3.
* Vedatha, either a strange Prakrit use of 2nd for 3rd pi., or this part

of the sentence suddenly turns into oratio recta. Its use in the very next
sentence, however, would seem to show that the former alternative is the
true one.
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"
Fearftilly they cry as they suffer their grievous woes.

So ask them what wickedness they did^ in their former lives."

They replied,
"

king, when we were among men, we were^ generous

givers. And now, having dispensed great charity we

suffer^ this woe."

(46) The king said,

"
That is not the reason. There is no reasonableness in

the supposition that^ he who is generous should, when he

passes away, go to an evil bourne.
" For generous people, when they pass away from the

world of men, go to heaven. There they enjoy the heavenly
bliss which they themselves have created.

"
It is desire [that brings]^ suffering in the hells, immense

like the ocean^ . . . '7 cannot bear seeing a beggar.
"
Let this be my delight, thousand-eyed one, that I

go on giving and impart counsel the while,
^ and that he

who comes to me will go away replenished, content, satisfied

and glad.
"
There shall be no gift that I will not give.^ Day by

day^^ I shall bestow abundance and satisfaction. I shall

be a refuge, [likey^ the tree of heaven'^- laden with leaves

and fruit.

^ Akare, aor., 3rd sg. for pi.
^ vayam dsi. Cf vayam dsl in the prose version (p. 41, n. 6). The verbal

forms in this story, and especially in the metrical version, are paralleled in

Ardhamagadhi and Apabhramsa. According to Prof. F. Edgerton the
dialect on which Buddhist Sanskrit was based was closely related to these
two dialects. (See his article in Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, Vol. 8,

pp. 501 ff.) The use of dsl {dsi) just referred to is mentioned on p. 504 of

this article. See also his Gram., §32.20.
^ Anubhoma = anuhhavamas. Cf. Pali, homa. This is not cited by

Edgerton, Gram., p. 224.
* Yatra for yat, a very unusual application of the former.
* Lacuna in the text.
* Text has analparUpam Idrisam followed by a lacuna. This lacuna

has been tentatively filled by supplying samudrdya from the reading sana-
tnudre of one MS. However, idrisam samudrdya is a form of expression
which is rather unusual in our text.

' Another lacuna.
* This is Senart's interpretation of the obscure girdm viydharanto.
' Dadeha, for dade (opt. 1 sg.) 'ha (= aha, BSk. for aham). See Edgerton,

Gram., §20. 7.
^^ Aharaham.
^^ Lacuna.
^*

Kalpavriksa, see Vol. 1, p. 118, n. \.
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"
My heart is not wroth with a beggar, and when I have

given I do not grieve and repent. I do not promise what I

cannot bestow, and whatever I promise I immediately

provide."

(47) "In an instant the wish of my heart was fulfilled

and he^ was truly vanquished by me,
" For seven days I sat cross-legged and at ease. Then

I stood up, a sage immoveable as a rock.
" On the seventh day I went forth as a saviour and

preached the word, a mighty seer instructing all the worlds.^

"
Blessed is the fruit of merits ; the wish of the meri-

torious prospers. Speedily does he attain perfect peace,

utter release."

Here ends the Jataka of Vijitavin, the king of Videha.

THE ORDINATION OF MAHA-KA^YAPA*

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Exalted One's

pupil, the venerable Ananda, was touring Magadha, accom-

panied by a large crowd of five hundred monks. He made
for Rajagriha in Magadha, and when he had reached it he

stayed there in the Bamboo Grove at Kalandakanivapa.^
Now just then thirty of those who had resided with® the

venerable Ananda renounced his teaching, and having thus

^ There is an obvious lacuna here. Equally obvious is the fact that
the next two stanzas are misplaced. They would be more apposite on

page 33 of text.
2 Sc. Mara.
^

Literally
"
the thousands of the world elements," lokadhdtusahasrdni.

* With this account of the ordination of Maha-Kasyapa, cf. 5. 2. 2i7 ff.

^ See vol. I, p. 2IO, n. 3.
* Sdrdhamviharikd,

"
living with "

Pali saddhivihdrika, or—vihdrin. The
BSk. sdrdham, cf. ^^^.$.2,139, seems to be a formation independent of the
Pali saddhim, which in form = Vedic sadhrlm,

'

towards one aim ', but in

meaning = Vedic sadhryak,
'

together
'

(P.E.D.) Miss I. B. Homer calls

the translator's attention to the difference between an antevdsin, a pupil of
an dcariya, and a saddhivihdrika, or pupil of an upajjhdya, and refers to

F.i.46ff. for an account of the latter 's duties.
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betrayed their frailty they reverted to low things^ in the

pursuit of sensual pleasures.
^ The venerable Maha-Kasyapa

heard this.^

Then the venerable Maha-Kasyapa went to the venerable

Ananda, and, having exchanged* cordial greetings^ with him,
sat down to one side. And as he thus sat down to one side

the venerable Maha-Kasyapa said to Ananda.
"

I should

like to question the venerable Ananda on a certain matter,^ (48)

if be give me leave^ to set forth the question."
When this had been said, the venerable Ananda replied to

the venerable Maha-Kasyapa, saying,
" O venerable Maha-

Kasyapa, ask what you will, and when I have heard your

question I shall answer it." Then^ the venerable Maha-

Kasyapa said to the venerable Ananda,
"
What, think you,

were the several advantages which the Tathagata, Arhan
and perfect Buddha saw in prohibiting disciples from eating
in a crowd and prescribing that they should eat in groups of

three ?i° The venerable Ananda replied to the venerable Maha-

Kasyapa and said,
"

I would come from far away, O venerable

Maha-Kasyapa, to put a question to you on this very topic.

Well would it be if the venerable Maha-Kasyapa made his

interpretation clear."

The venerable Maha-Kasyapa replied to the venerable

Ananda, and said,
"
The Tathagata, Arhan and perfect

Buddha sawtwo^^ advantages when he prohibited his disciples

^
Hindyavartanti.

2 Kdmehi, looks like a gloss, and does not appear in the corresponding
passage at 5.2.217.

^ The text repeats the whole statement of the facts.
*

Vltisdyayati, for the usual BSk. vyatisdrayati, Pali vltisdreti. See P.E.D.
and B.H.S.D.

* Sammodaniyam kathdm sammodayitvd sdrdyaniydm kaihdm. For

sdrdyanlya see vol. i, p. 253, n.4. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) accepts Kern's view,
as quoted in P.E.D., that BSk. samranjana {—jan'iya) is the true original form.

* Pradesa, corresponding to Pali desa, e.g. D.1.^1. The only example of

this use of the word given by Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) is one from the Karmavi-

bhanga, where L6vi translates it by
" une question particuliere."

' Sacet (saced) BSk., Pali sace.
* Cf. V. 4. 344, where a nun who asked questions of a monk without asking

for leave is adjudged guilty of a pdcittiya offence. The translator owes this

reference to Miss I. B. Horner.
* Evamukte. In the rest of this narrative this expression is either omitted

in translation or rendered by
"
then ".

^•*
i.e. at the houses of laymen. See F.3.251 and 4.71 ff. for rules about

"
eating in a group ", (ganabhojana) and I .B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 3. p. 306,31 1.

^* 5.2.218 specifies them as three.
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from eating in a crowd and prescribed that they eat in groups
of three. What two ? It conduces to the protection, safe-

guarding and comfort^ of famiUes, and to the breaking up of

cliques of wicked men, stopping them from banding together
out of greed and from causing dispute, wrangHng, squabbHng,

quarreUing, contention and mischief in the Sangha. It was
because he saw these two advantages, O venerable Ananda,
that the Tathagata, Arhan and perfect Buddha prohibited his

disciples from eating in a crowd, and prescribed that they eat

in groups of three. And here are you, O venerable Ananda,

going the rounds of families,
^ with this young, fresh and

tender party, troops of fellow-students in the Brahma-life,
^

newly ordained monks, theras, and those of middle status,*

who have no guard on the doors of their senses, who know no
moderation in food, who are ever unused to the exercise of

vigilance^ and are irresponsible. It seems to me that you
are like one destroying the harvest.^ You are but a youngster;

you do not know moderation."'

Then the venerable Ananda said to the venerable Maha-

Kasyapa,
"
Though, (49) O venerable Maha-Kasyapa, there

^ Phdsuvihdra, Pali id. The P.E.D. leaves the etymology of phdsu doubtful,
but refers to Trenckner's suggestion that it is connected with Vedic prasu,"
enjoying ", etc. The meaning is certain, as shown by the combination

yathdsukham yathaphdsu zX Mhvu. 3.169. The suggestion in P.E.D. , follow-

ing Pischel, that the synonymous phdsuka represents a Sk. *sparsuka (which
would be a derivation from spris in same meaning as phassa

"
lovely ")

is strengthened by the BSk. form sparsavihdratd at Mhvu. 1.323. But the
latter form would seem to imply that the primary form is phdsu simply and
not phdsuka as the P.E.D. (and Pischel) suggest. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.)
remarks that none of the proposed etymologies is really convincing. Miss
I. B. Horner ,in a letter to the translator, suggests that there is here, as also in
the injunction against eating in large groups, an allusion to the vexatious
practice of the schismatic Devadatta and his friends who imposed on people's
charity.

^
Literally

"
among families ", kulesu. The repetition has kulehi, instr.

for loc.
^
Sabrahmacdrisu, in apposition to imdye parsaye.

* For this division of monks see D.1.7S and S.2.220. 7.1.47,187,290 ;

2.16, 212, has only two divisions, navd or navakd and therd. As the present
passage shows, the division was not necessarily one of age. The navas were
monks of less than five years standing, those of middle status monks of between
five and ten years' standing, and theras those of above ten. I. B. Horner, Bk.
of Disc, 4. p. i4i, n. 2; Cf. F.i. 103 {Bk. of Disc. 4. p. 133.)

^
Jdgarikd, BSk., Vali jdgariyd.

*
^asyaghdtam viya manye karonto. Cf. S. 2.218.

'
Literally

"
this youngster does not know ", nayam kumdrako . . . djndsi

(an aor. form which according to Edgerton, Gram. §32,48 is a derivation from
Sk. djnasit rather than originally Prakrit.)
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are grey hairs growing on my head, you yet think that you
should speak to me as to a youngster."^ A second and a

third time did the venerable Maha-Ka§yapa say to the vener-

able Ananda,
" And here are you, O venerable Ananda,

going the rounds of famiUes with this party who have no

guard on the doors of their senses, who know no moderation

in food, who are ever unused to vigilance and are irresponsible.

It seems to me you are like one destroying the harvest. You
are but a youngster ; you do not know moderation. "^ And a

second and a third time did the venerable Ananda reply to

the venerable Maha-Ka§yapa,
"
Though there are grey hairs

growing on my head, yet the venerable Maha-Kasyapa
thinks that he should thrice speak to me as to a youngster."
Now on that occasion the nun Sthiilananda-^ was standing

not far from the venerable Ananda, and she said to the vener-

able Maha-Ka^yapa,
"
Why does the venerable Maha-Ka§yapa,

who formerly belonged to another sect, think it fit thrice to

speak as to a youngster to the venerable Ananda, the sage of

Videha,* the Exalted One's servitor, the Exalted One's attend-

ant, the recipient of the right rules^ direct from the Exalted

One's mouth ?
" Then the venerable Maha-Kas^^apa said to

the venerable Ananda,
"
This sister here, O venerable Ananda,

spoke out of thoughtlessness and conceit when she asked

that question."^ The venerable Ananda said to the venerable

^
Literally,

"
I am to be addressed with childish talk ", kumdravddena

samudacariiavya ".
* Na cdham kumarako . . . djndsit, corresponding to ndyam kumdrako . . .

djndsi on the previous page. Senart presumably regards aham here as the

equivalent of ayam, though this particular example is not referred to in his

note on the examples of this usage in the Mhvu. (vol. i, /J.417J. Edgerton,
Gram., §21.80, remarks that

" some of Senart's cases for the alleged aham =

ayam are unconvincing."
8 Pali ThuUananda. See D.P.N. S.2.215, 219 mentions two nuns who

championed Ananda against Kasyapa. The first is called Thullatissa and
the second ThuUananda, though both names are given as Fat Tissa in K.S.

2.146, 148. See the full index of references to ThuUananda in I. B. Horner,
Bk. of Disc. 3, whence it would appear that this nun was persistently guilty
of offences against the rules of the Order, and is even

" shown in association

with the schismatic monks headed by Devadatta." [Ibid, p. xii.)
* Vaideha muni, PaU Vedeha muni, 5.2. 216 f., Mhvs. 3. 36, Ap. 7. In

PaU, however, there was a popular etymology connecting vedeha with vedeti,

"to know", (see DA. i. 139). Hence translation at KS. 2. 145, "the
wise sage." See also KS. i. 321. For Videha see Vol. i, p. 239, n. 2.

* Dharmd. Possibly an allusion to the eight garudhammd "important
rules," for nuns, received by Ananda from Gotama. See e.g. A. 4. 276;
V. 2. 255, 4. 51.

^
Literally

"
speaks," followed by a repetition of her whole question.
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Maha-Kasyapa,
"
Forgive me, O venerable Maha-Kasyapa,

for I am foolish, womanish,^ witless, and lacking in common-
sense. "^ A second and a third time did the venerable Maha-

Kasyapa say to the venerable Ananda,
"
This sister here, (50)

venerable Ananda, spoke out of thoughtlessness and conceit

when she asked that question." And a (second and a) third

time did the venerable Ananda say to the venerable Maha-

Kasyapa,
"
Forgive me, O venerable Maha-KaSyapa, for I

am foolish, womanish, witless, and lacking in common sense."

Then the venerable Maha-Kasyapa said to the venerable

Ananda,
"

I am not aware, O venerable Ananda, that, when
1 first embraced the religious life, I acknowledged^ any master

outside of and other than this Exalted One, Tathagata,
Arhan, and perfect Buddha. When, O venerable Ananda, I*

first embraced the religious life, I thought to myself,
' Home

life is cramped, full of defilements.^ The life of religion is in

the open air.^ It is not possible while dwelling in the midst

of home life to live the completely bright,' blameless, pure,
the entirely clean Brahma-life. Let me now then leave

home and take up the homeless life of religion.' So then,

O venerable Ananda, I left my sumptuous^ home, renounced

my eighty cartloads of gold, my five hundred bondsmen,

my five hundred bondswomen, my five hundred head of cattle,

my five hundred fields and villages, my nine hundred and

ninety-nine ploughs, goodly and shiny ploughshares made at

Kapila,^ And, taking my one patched^" cotton cloak with me, I

^
Mdtrigrdma.

*
Aksetrajna,

"
not knowing one's field." Cf. Pali akhettaniiu, A. 3. 384 ;

4.418 (applied to a cow).
^

Literally,
"
pointed out to another apart ", vyavadisitum.

* Mahyam, gen. with pravrajitasya as genitive absolute.
*

Literally,
"
the abode of defilements ", rajasdmdvasa, where rajas could

equally well be taken in its literal sense of
"
dust

"
or

"
dirt ". For the

expression cf. D.1.63, 250; 5.2.219; 5-250; DA.1.1^0 (where rajas is

given its figurative sense.)
*

Literally,
"

is the open air ", abhyavakdsarn pravrajyd, Pali abbhokdso
pabbajjd. See P.E.D. for references. Some, e.g. K.S. 2.148, render rather

loosely,
"

free as air is life out of the world ". BSk. references in B.H.S.D.
'
Reading sankhalikhita for samlikhita. See vol. 2. /'.114, «.3. According

to B.H.S.D. this latter adj. or part, corresponding to the Pali subst. sallekha
is not found in Sk. or Pali, though an AMg. equivalent form, samlihiya, is

theregiven, but without an example of its usage. In this stereotyped formula
an adjective denoting

"
perfection

"
or

"
brightness

"
seems more in place

than one stressing the
"
austerity

"
of the brahma-life.

*
Alukha, see vol. 2, p. 63, n.i.

*
i.e. Kapilavastu. See vol. i, p. i, n.6.

1"
Pilotika, BSk., t\sevf)xeiQpilotikd, as in Pali. MIndic. iorplotika, see B.H.S.D.
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wandered out in quest of^ whatever arhans there might be

in the world.

"Now at that time, O venerable Ananda, there was no other

arhan anywhere in the world but this Exalted One and

perfect Buddha. And, O venerable Ananda, when I had
thus taken up the life of a wanderer, at the end of a full year's
time I beheld the Exalted One in Rajagriha at the Bahupu-
traka shrine. ^ And when I saw him there came to me the

unambiguous^ awareness that I was looking on the perfect

Buddha, on the Exalted One, who was all-knowing, all-

seeing, and possessed of absolute perfect knowledge.

(51)
"
Then, O venerable Ananda, I approached the Exalted

One, bowed my head at his feet and stood to one side. And
as I thus stood to one side, I said to the Exalted One,

'

Lord,
thou art my Master ;

I am thy disciple, O Sugata.' When
I had thus spoken, O venerable Ananda, the Exalted One
said to me,

' Even so, O Kasyapa, 1 am your Master
; you

are my disciple. If a man should accept a disciple in com-

plete possession of his mind,* and then, though he was not

perfectly enlightened, should claim to be so
; though not all-

knowing, should claim to be so
; though not all-seeing, should

claim to be so
; though he was limited in knowledge and

insight, should claim to have absolute knowledge and insight,

his head would be split in seven. ^ As for me, O Kasyapa,
I claim to be perfecth'^ enhghtened, because I am so

;
I claim

to be all-knowing, because I am so ;
I claim to be all-seeing,

because I am so
;

1 claim to have absolute knowledge and

insight, because I have them. Again, O Kasyapa, I preach
the dharma to my disciples out of my special knowledge,*
not out of ignorance. I preach to m}^ disciples the dharma that

is well-grounded,' not the dharma that is groundless.^ I

^
Literally,

"
towcurds ", uddisya in prepositional usage, here with a gen.

Pali uddissa has the ace.
* On the road from Rajagriha to Nalanda. See D.P.N.
'
Advaya.

*
Sarvacetosamanvagata , or, as KS. 2. 148, renders,

"
with his will thus

fully made up."
" See vol. 2, ^.23, 429, 432.
*
Abhijnaya.

' Saniddnam. Cf. M. 2. 9, where the Corny. {MA. 3. 241), explains the word

by sappaccaya . . . sahetuka. 'conditioned, having a cause.'
* Aniddnam.
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preach to my disciples the dharma that is reasoned/
not the dharma that is unreasoned.^ Therefore, O Kasyapa,
as I am one who preaches the dharma to his disciples out of

his special knowledge, not out of ignorance ; who preaches
to his disciples the dharma that is well-grounded, not the

dharma that is groundless ; who preaches to his disciples the

dharma that is reasoned, not the dharma that is unreasoned,
I say that you should be given exhortation^ and instruc-

tion. Therefore you must train yourself in this respect, O
Kasyapa. You will say (52)

'

Shall I not then^ abide restrained

by the restraint of the disciplinary rules,
^
pasturing in the

field of good conduct,^ discerning the peril of the minutest

faults.'' Shall I not adopt and practise the moral precepts,

and, pure in deed of act, speech and thought, live a life of

complete purity ?
'

"
So you must train yourself, O Kasyapa. Therefore you

must train yourself in this respect, O Kasyapa. You will

say,
'

Shall I not then live with the doors of my six senses

well-guarded,^ mindful of care, mindful of kindness,^ abiding
in steadfastness, discerning danger,

1° wise as to the way out,^^

^
Saprdtihdrya. For this sense of the word see C.P.D. where its converse

appdtihdrya, is given as meaning 'without argument', or better, perhaps,
'without reasoned argument.' Cf. appdtihirakata, 'witless', unreliable', at
D.I. 193, 239.

*
Aprdtihdrya.

' Ovdda, Pali ; BSk., avavdda.
* Kimtu aham. The "

direct speech
"

is further marked in some of the
clauses by

"
ti ". Below, also, we have kinti aham.

* Prdtimoksa, Pali pdtimokkha, a set of rules governing the external conduct
of monks who assembled on the uposatha days to recite them. Later they
seem to have done so on the ist and 15th day only. These rules form the real

subject-matter of the SuUavibhanga in the Vinaya-Pitaka. For a discussion
of the various theories as to the etymological meaning of the term pdH-
mokkha, see I. B. Horner : Bk. of Disc, i, pp. xxi f., where it is made plain
that the usage shows a derivation either from pati-muncati "tohind," (P.E.D.)
or from pati- muc, "to fasten or bind on (as armour)

"
(E. J. Thomas : History

of Buddhist Thought, p. 15, n. i). Both derivations yield the sense of "obliga-
tory ". B.H.S.D. refers to the etymology in Winternitz, History of Indian
Literature, 2.22.

*
Acdragocarasampanna, Pali dcdragocara, simply.

'
Anumdtresvdvadyesu bhayadarsdvl.

* With the whole of this passage, cf. jD. i. 70 ; M. 1. 180, 268 ; Kvu.
424-6, 463-4 ; Miln. 367 ; A si. 400. It does not, however, occur in the
account of Kasyapa's ordination in S.

*
Nidhydpana BSk., Pali nijjhdpana.

1" Adtnava BSk. and Pali
^^ Nih saranah prdjna, which should be taken as a compound word, cf.

Pali nissaranapanna (
=n.—dassin.)
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and endued with an unsullied heart ? When I see an object
with my eye I shall not make it an object of thought^ nor give
attention to its details. ^ Inasmuch as when I live unre-

strained as to the faculty of sight, covetousness,^ discontent

and several other sinful and wrong states overflow* the heart,

I will undertake to restrain myself from these and take care

against them, and display restraint with regard to the faculty
of sight.' Thus must you train yourself, O Kas3'apa. You
will say,

' When I hear sounds with my ears, smell scents

with my nose, taste flavours with my tongue, touch tangible

things with mj'' body, and cognise mental objects with my
mind,^ 1 shall abide without making them the object of thought
or occupying myself with their details. Inasmuch as when
I abide unrestrained as to the faculty of mind,^ covetousness,

discontent and several other sinful and wrong states overflow

the heart. I will undertake to restrain myself from these

and guard the faculty of mind and abide restrained as to

the faculty of mind.' Thus, O Kasyapa, must you train

yourself. Therefore, O Kasyapa, you must train yourself

in this respect : you v/ill say,
" Have I not then the comfort-

ing' application of mindfulness with regard to the body,^
that the body which I shall give up is not one that is perman-

ently assembled.'^ Thus, O Kasyapa, must you train

yourself. Therefore, O Ka^3^apa, you must train yourself in

1 Na nimittagrahin, Pali nimittaggdhin,
"
not accepting a phenomenon ",

i.e., by implication, not being enticed or entranced by outward appearances.
2 Na anuvyanjanagrdhin, (Pali-ggdhin) . On those two expressions see a

note by T. W. Rhys Davies in Dial, i, p. 80.
^
Abhidhyd, Pah abhijjhd, more usually in Sk. abhidhydna.

*
Reading anvdsravensu: (from anu-d-sru), to correspond with the Pali

anvdssaveyam (v.l. anvasaveyyum) at D. i. 70, instead of the text anuprdvensu :

which Senart is forced to explain as a Prakrit form for anuprdpensu
"
take

hold of ". It is now seen that Edgerton also (Gram.% 2. 30) takes the v as
BSk. for p.

* Manasd dharmdm vijiidya.
*
Reading manindriyena for the strange bhavendriyena of the text. No

indriya or faculty of bhava
"
coming to be "

is mentioned elsewhere, while the

summing up at the end of the sentence has the usual expression for the sixth

faculty, viz, manindriya.
'
Sukhasahagata,

"
accompanied by ease."

*
Kdyagatd smriti, Pali hdyagatd sati, one of the four smriiyupasthdnas

(Pali satippatthdna) or
"
applications or a raising of mindfulness ", namely

with regard to the body, feelings, mind and phenomena generally. See
P.E.D. and B.H.S.D. for Pali and BSk. references respectively.

* Satatasamitam kdyam na jahisydmiti.
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this respect. You will say,
' ShaU I not then achieve ^ all

the good states there are, for the sake of taming and controlling

the self, and for the sake of utter release? '^ Thus must you
train yourself, O Kasyapa. Therefore you must train your-
self in this respect, O Kasyapa. (53) You will say,

' ShaU I

not find in the four assemblies^ exceeding great love and

respect, modesty and scrupulousness,* and ready opportunity
for development

'

:^ Thus, O Kasyapa, must you train your-
self. Therefore you must train yourself, in this respect, O
Kasyapa. You wiU say,

' ShaU I not then abide with a

discernment of^ the uprising and of the cessation of the five

skandhas on which existence thrives ? I shall discern that

this is material form, this is the uprising of material form, this

is the cessation of material form
;

this is feeling, this is the

uprising of feeling, this is the cessation of feeling ;
this is

perception, this is the uprising of perception, this is the cessa-

tion of perception ;
these are the samskdras,'' this is the

uprising of the samskdras, this is the cessation of the

samskdras
;

this is consciousness, this is the uprising of con-

sciousness, this is the cessation of consciousness.' Thus, O
Kasyapa, must you train jT^ourself."

"
So, O venerable Ananda, when I bad been given this

exhortation by the Exalted One, for eight days I was a pro-
bationer^ student, and on the ninth day I attained^ perfect

knowledge.^"
" And when, O venerable Ananda, he had given me this

^
Paryapunisyam, cf. Pali pariydpundti, BSk. paryavapnoti {Divy. 613).

See B.H.S.D. for other BSk. examples.
2 Cf. D. 3. 61 ; A. 3. 46 ; M. i. 45 ; A. 2. 68.
^ See vol. 2, p.44 1, n. 4.
*
Apatrapya, elsewhere in BSk. apatrdpya, Pali ottappa. See vol. i, p. 87,

n. I and vol. 2. p. 324, n. 8.
*

Literally,
"
ready development ", bhdvand pratyupasthitd. The latter

word is BSk. corresponding to Pali paccupatihifa.
*

Literally,
"
in ", pancasu updddnaskandhesu. I.e. the five skandhas

(Pali khandhd, see vol. i. p. 58, n. 3.)
"
or elements of sensory existence",

named in the next sentence, form the updddna
"
that (material) substratum

by means of which an active process is kept alive or going", {P.E.D.), as fuel

is the updddna of fire. Here, by implication, the process is that of existence.
The term is discussed at F. i. 10 ; S. 3. 47. 86-88, I27f.

^ Pali sankhdrd. See vol. i, p. 99, n. i.
^
Sakaraniya, Pali id.,

"
one who has still something to do (in order to

attain perfection)
" P.E.D. Cf. D. 2. 143 ; Thag. 1045 ; Miln. 138.

'
Ardgayati. See vol. 2. p. 259, n. 7. See also B.H.S.D.

^^
Ajfid, sc. of an arhan.
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exhortation, the Exalted One rose up from his seat and
walked away. And I, O venerable Ananda, followed close

on the heels^ of the Exalted One. And as I did so, this

thought occurred to me :

'

Behold, the Exalted One will

turn aside from the roadway and lean against the trunk of

some tree. I shall spread out my patched
^ cotton under-robe

for the Exalted One.' And, O venerable Ananda, the

Exalted One, aware that I had such a thought, stepped aside

from the roadway and stood leaning against the trunk of a

tree. I then spread out^ my patched cotton under-robe for

the Exalted One, and he sat down on the seat thus prepared
for him. When he had sat down, O venerable Ananda, the

Exalted One spoke and said,
'

Friendly (54) indeed,* O
Kasyapa, is this patched cotton under-robe

;
it is soft, of

good texture,
5

exquisite,^ delicate, light, well-made, fine,

splendid and comfortable.' And I, O venerable Ananda, ,

said to the Exalted One,
'

Well-won gain would it be for me,

Lord, if the Exalted One were to accept this patched cotton

under-robe of nine.'
" Then the Exalted One said to me,

' Do you wish, O
Kasyapa, in return'' to wear in the presence of the Tathagata
this under-robe of mine that is made of hempen rags^ ?

'

And I, O venerable Ananda, replied to the Exalted One,
'

Well-won gain would it be for me. Lord, if the Exalted One

were to give me his under-robe tiiat is made of hempen rags.'

The Exalted One, O venerable Ananda, gave me his under-

robe made of hempen rags and I accepted it from him.
" Now if, O venerable Ananda, men of right speech were

to say that a disciple received from his Master, the Exalted

One, an under-robe of hempen rags, those men of right speech

^ Pristhimena pristhimam. See p. 3, n. 26.
* Pilotika.
'
Prajndpayet, opt. (i sg.) in aor. sense.

*
Khudayam. Khu is for khalu, the

" d "
being an adventitious

"
hiatus-

bridger ", and Senart calls attention to the presence of this letter here and in

the adjectives following, mridukadayam, etc.., as being a peculiar feature of

the passage. See Edgerton, Gram., §4. 64.
* Masina.
* Sukhuma, BSk. and Pali, Sk. suksma.
' Punar.
*

Literally,
"
under-robe of hempen rags from the dust-heap ", sdndndm

pdmsukuldndm sanghdti. Pdmsukula,
"
rag from the dust-heap", is a stock

epithet of the" monk's irobe. See V. i. 58 ; M. i. 78 ; S. 2. 202, 221 ; etc.
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would be saying what is a fact. And why ? T, O venerable

Ananda, am a disciple who received an under-robe of hempen

rags from the Master. And when, O venerable Ananda,

men of right speech should say that the Exalted One has a

genuine^ son, (55) born of the dharma, created by the dharma,

an heir as to the dharma, not an heir as to the flesh,
^ these

men of right speech would be saying what is a fact. And

why ? I, O venerable Ananda, am a genuine son of the

Exalted One, bom of the dharma, created by the dharma,
an heir as to the dharma, not an heir as to the flesh.

" He who could imagine that my three knowledges,^ my
six superknowledges* and my mastery of the powers^ could

be hidden away, could just as well imagine that a sixty years

old elephant could be hidden by a palm-leaf.^ He who could

imagine that I could hide away my three knowledges, my six

superknowledges and my master}^ of the powers, could just

as well imagine that the flow of the Ganges river could be

checked by a handful of dust. He who could imagine that

my three knowledges, my six superknowledges and my mastery
of the powers could be hidden away, could just as weU imagine
that the wind could be imprisoned in a net. Hewho could imagine
that my three knowledges, my six superknowledges and my
mastery of the powers could be hidden away, could just as well

magine that the five-finger mark' could be imprinted on the air.

^ Orasa mukhata jata. Orasa = Sk. aurasa,
"
belonging to one's own

breast ". Cf. 5. 2. 221.
*
Amisaddydda. Cf. M. 1. 12.

' Tisro vidyd. Most likely the three knowledges referred to here are the
three vijjds often mentioned together in Pali texts (e.g. M. i. 22.), namely,
pubhe-nivds'-anussatindna, cut'-upapatti-ndna, and dsavdnam-khaya-ndna, that

is,
"
knowledge of the memory of former lives, of passing away and coming to

be, and of the decay of the dsavas." These represented the last three stages
in the achievement of the third and final sampadd, prdjna-{pannd-) sampadd.
See also D. 3. 220, 275 ; A. 2. 165 ; Vism. 202. They are set antithetically
to the brahmanic three knowledges, i.e., the three Vedas, at D. i. 100, and
A. I. 163. See P.E.D. for further references. Cf. vol. i. p. 201, n. i.

*
Abhijnd. These are usually enumerated as five in the Mhvu. See vol.

I, p. 84, n. 3.
^ See vol. I, p. 43, n.2.
' Reading tdlapatrikdye for balasaktikdye of the text, to correspond with

Pali tdlapattikdye of the parallel passages at 5. 2. 217 and 222. The text

reading forces Senart to give chdditavyam a sense other than its usual one,
from chad,

"
to cover ", and to see in it

" une orthographe pracritisante
"

of the Pali chaddeti,
"
to vomit ", here

"
to throw". But a much better

sense is got here by retaining the primitive sense of chad and emending
balasaktikdye as above.

' See vol. I, p. 223, n. 5.
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" And now, venerable Ananda, whosoever of these five

hundred monks harbours doubt or mistrust of me, let him
ask a question, and I, in answering the question, shall roar

a veritable lion's roar."

Then those five hundred monks said to the venerable Maha-

Ka^yapa,
"
Whosoever, O venerable Maha-Ka^yapa, har-

bours doubt or mistrust, let him ask a question. And we
shall honour you, and henceforth our obedience will be

greater and better than before." The venerable Maha-

Ka^yapa then instructed, roused, gladdened and thrilled the

monks with a discourse on dharma. He then rose from his

seat and departed.
The venerable Maha-Kasyapa had not been long gone when

he kept his look turned all the time on the nun Sthulananda,

turning his whole body round to do so as an elephant does,i

hoping that he could reconcile her heart. Though in doing so

he turned right round,
^

(56) the nun Sthulananda remained

unreconciled. The depraved nun Sthulananda uncovered

herself before the venerable Maha-Kasyapa, and immediately
she died. And as she had hardened* her heart against the

venerable Maha-Kasyapa, she was reborn in one of the great
hells. Such is the tradition.

Here ends the sutra of the ordination of Maha-Kasyapa.

THE CONVERSION OF SARIPUTRA AND MAUDGALYAYANA^

Half a yojana from Rajagriha there was a village named

Nalandagramaka,^ which was flourishing, rich and prosperous.

^
Literally,

"
looked with an elephant-look ", ndgavalokitena avaloketi. Cf.

M. I. 137 ; Divy. 208.
* The text here is somewhat obscure. Senart prints iakatacakramatra

prithivl anuparivartte. But it would seem better from the point of view of

syntax to read—mdtram prithivlm{a.cc.), with the MSS. This would give the
literal translation

"
he went over ground the size of a cart-wheel," i.e. he

turned right round. In any case, we can not conceive here any allusion to the

constellation RohinI {sakata, see below p. 208, text) and the rotation of the

earth.
* Vivaram

(
= ? vivaranam) adasi.

*
Aghateti cittam. Cf. Pali.

' Cf. the account in V. i. sgff.
* " The commentators say that Upatissa was the name of his (Sariputra's)

village and that he was the eldest son of the chief family in the village, but other

accounts give his village as Nalaka." {D.P.N.)
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In it there dwelt a brahman, who was the owner of great

halls and was opulent, rich and wealthy, possessing an abund-

ance of varied property, money, treasuries, granaries, gold,

silver, means of luxury, elephants, horses, bulls, cows and

goats, female and male slaves, and servants. This brahman

had a brahman wife, named Sari,^ who was gracious and

beautiful. The brahman! Sari had seven sons, named

Dharma, [Sudharma],^ Upadharma, Satadharma, Sahasra-

dharma, Tisj^a, and Upatisya.^ Six of them were established.

The seventh and youngest, Upatisya, was as yet unestablished*

and was a student of the Vedic mantras at the house of a guru.
Half a yojana from Rajagriha was a village named Kolita-

gramaka, which was flourishing, rich and prosperous. In it

there dwelt a brahman, who was the owner of great halls

and was opulent, rich and wealthy, possessing an abundance

of money, treasuries and granaries, gold, silver, means of

luxury, elephants, horses, bulls, cows and goats, female and

male slaves, and servants. He was of the clan of Maud-

galyayana. He had a son named Kolita,^ who was gracious,

comely, clever, skilful and intelligent. He, too, was studying
the Vedic mantras at the house of the guru where Upatisya
and some five hundred other brahman youths were stud3dng.

(57) Kolita and Upatisya were ahead of all the others in

mastering the Vedic mantras. They gave attention and
obedience to their teacher, paid him his fees, and provided
him with a sunshade, shoes, a staff, a water-pot^ and a

hempen cloak. These two were friends, being fond of and
devoted to each other. Upatisya used to go from Nalanda

to Kolitagramaka to visit Kolita, and Kolita would go from

Kolita to Nalandagramaka to visit Upatisya.
Now at Rajagriha there was annually' held a festival called

^ In DhA. 2. 84, 188, we are told that Vangata was ^ariputra's father and
Rupasari his mother.

* Omitted from text. Senart suppUes this name from Beal : Romantic
Legend, p. 324.

* DhA. 2. 188, gives ^ariputra three younger brothers, Cunda, Upasena,
and Revata (afterwards called Khadiravaniya), and three sisters, Cala,

Upacala and Sisupacala. See D.P.N.
* Anivistaka. So. in brahmanism.
*

I.e., after the village.
* Kamandalukha, BSk. (?). Pali and Sk. kamandalu.
' Samasamam. Cf. DhA. i. 89, where the festival is described as being

anusamvaccharam. It is also said to be held
" from time to time ", kaldnu-

kalam, see D.P.N.
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the Mourtain-top Assembly/ at which there were five hundred

religious observances. For these five hundred religious

observances there were five hundred parks, and all the five

hundred parks were crowded with several thousands of people.
There were hundreds of shows, hundreds of choruses, several

hundreds of dancers, actors, athletes, wrestlers and minstrels,

dimharas,^ valanjakas, and drummers.

Then the two rich brahmans' sons, Upatisya and Kolita, in

chariots drawn by four horses yoked together by the neck,

and attended by thousands of servants went to see the

Mountain-top Assembly. The two were men who had merit

and the root of goodness ;
who had excellent safeguard^ in

the service they had rendered to former perfect Buddhas, to

^
Giriyagrasatnaja, Pali Giraggasamajja. At Av$. 2. 24, the Sanskrit form

of the name is Girivaggusamdgama. For references to this festival see Dial.

I. 7 ; VT. 3. 71 ; I. B. Horner : Bk of Disc, 2. 333 ; D.P.N. , and P.E.D.
The Mhvu. is alone in defining the festival as consisting "of five hundred
religious observances "(pancdndm taposatdnam) . There does not seem to be
much doubt about the reading, but the exact sense of this definition is obscure.
Senart leaves it unexplained. The same phrase occurs in the next sentence in

the instrumental case, pancahi tapokatehi, which can only be interpreted as an
instrumental (for locative) absolute "during these 500 religious observances."
Such an adverbial expression of time however, does not fit in well in a substan-
tival sentence like "there were parks", so that this second occurrence of the

phrase does not help at all in clearing up the obscurity. At the same time, it

must be borne in mind that, however much the festival had been secularised

at the time of our texts, and become practically a pleasure fair, there can be no
doubt that its original nature was religious. While the orthodox Buddhist
monks were prohibited from attending it (7. 2. 107, 4. 267), recalcitrants like

the Chabbaggiyas and the Sattarasavaggiyas were clearly active participants

(D.P.N.) This, too, may explain why on p. 58 (text) ^ariputra dubs the

participants mMnisa (see note there.) Edgerton (B./Z.S.JD. s.v.Tapoda) makes
the very interesting suggestion that for tapo- we should read tapoda-, and
understand the allusion to be to the hot-water lake called Tapoda (Pali TapodS)
just outside Rajagriha below the Vebhara mountain (see D.P.N.) This would
make pancahi tapodaiaiehi give what is perhaps a reasonable sense, "At these
five hundred warm springs there were five hundred parks." But the genitive

expression pancdndm tapodakatdndm remains as difl&cult of explanation as the

original one in Senart's text. The only translation possible, "The festival

called Mountain-top Gathering, of five hundred warm springs," (so Edgerton)
is far from intelligible. Besides we nowhere hear of five hundred springs here,
but only of one lake.

* Some kind of entertainer (B.H.S.D.), and so, presumably is valaHjaka,
but this latter word, which seems to occur only here, is not given in any
dictionary. Possibly the compound 4i**^baravalanjaka should be analysed
differently.

•
Reading varaparlttdgra for parlttagriha. As Senart says, paritta is the

equivalent of Pa.\i paritta {pari-trd)
"
protection ",

"
safeguard ",

"
protective

charm ", etc. For the sentiment of. /. i. 396, paccehabuddhehi parittam
kardpeti,

" makes them find a safeguard through the Paccekabuddhas ".

See also B.H.S.D.
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Pratyekabuddhas^ and to great disciples ; who had scattered the

seed of true service^
; who had broken the bonds that tied

them to rebirth, and who, through their attainment of Aryan
states, were for that cause and reason living in their last

existence. While the two were looking on at the Mountain-

top Assembly, the basic condition of things was revealed to

them in virtue of their long-standing root of goodness. For
when ^ariputra saw that great crowd of people there arose

in him the awareness of the impermanence of things.
"
In

a hundred years," thought he,
"

all this crowd will have
ceased to exist because of their impermanence." In Maud-

galyayana, too, when he saw that crowd laughing uproariously
and throwing about their wreaths of ivory, (58) there arose

the idea of the skeleton.^

Then Maudgalyayana, seeing Sariputra's downcast counten-

ance said.

Entrancing strains of lyre and notes of song issue from
the crystalline bathing pool.

'^

Enchanting and sweet sounds

are heard. So be in love with life ; why be downcast of
countenance.^

This is a time for gladness, not for sorrow. It is a time

for delight ; so do not breed discontent.^ Hark to the

chorus that is like to a chorus of the Apsarases, and be glad
with this rejoicing throng of men.

But the young Sariputra replied to the young
Maudgalyayana,

^ See vol. I. p. 40, n. 3. In the Mhvu. the indirect object is here expressed
by the locative.

'
? Uptasafyddhikdrd, upta being from vap,

"
to sow ".

*
Asthisamjnd, cf. Pali atthisannd, Thag. i8, and atthikasannd, S. 5.

129 ; A. 2. ij ; Dhs. 264 See B.H.S.D. for BSk. references, which, however,
do not include the present one.

*
Tripuskarasphotikasdryamdnd. Sphotika is difi&cult. It has been

assumed here that it is for sphdtika,
" made of crystal ", with reference either

to the material of certain parts of the pool, e.g., the stairs, or to the
"

crystal-
clear

"
water. Edgerton (B.H.5.D.),however, s.v. tripuskara, gives the whole

compound a different interpretation. He takes tripuskara in its meaning of
drum (with triple drum-skin, cf. 2. 201, text), but leaves sphotika unex-
plained, only querying whether it means "

rattle
"

or is the name of some
unknown musical instrument. The compound, however, is clearly an adjec-
tive qualifying tantrtsvaragUaghosd,

"
strains of lute and sounds of song

"

and it is hardly proper to speak of these as emanating from or being emitted by
any kind of drum.

' The text aratirn jandhi requires the insertion of a negative, or the omission
of the negative prefix a in aratim.
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These are the ways of passion and ivantonness. In life

and its affairs what satisfaction is there either for the foolish

or the wise ?

Ere long all these poor devotees^ who indulge in sensual

pleasures will have to leave tJieir bodies unsatisfied, and die.

And their end will be ashes.

So it is, Maudgalyayana, that the awareness of these

things delights me not, and I have no joy therein. It is

profound reflection exercised in my mind that gives me joy.^

It is time to live by dharma. For men and Kinnaras,
Suras and A suras, will, though they live, if they have coveted

the joys of the senses, go to destruction unsatisfied.

The devas envy him who joyfully resorts to physical
sechision in the forest even at the time of his life when he

could indulge in sensual excess.^ (59) For the hard life he

has taken up is that which is lived by the gods.*

The man who is equable in joys and sorrows, in pros-

perity and adversity, the man whom soothsayers speak
well of, such a man would I, the son of $drT, become.

Then the young Sariputra said to the young Maudgalyayana,
"
The rehgious life appeals to me, and I shall embrace it."

Maudgalyayana replied,
" What you desire that do I, too,

desire. I also shall take to the religious life," and he added.

The way desired by you seems good^ to me also. It

would be better to die with you than to live without you.

Now at that time in the city of Rajagriha, in the Wander-
ers' Retreat, there dwelt a Wanderer' named Saiijayin

^ Munisd, if the text is correct, can only be for muniid, pi. of the adj.
muniia (from munis), here used as a substantive probably with a pejorative
force, hence "

poor ".
* The text is obscure here. It reads, vipula pratimd caiva bhdvitd matiyd.

The translation above assumes, possibly without warrant, a figurative use of

pratimd.
" a (material) image or reflection ", in the sense of

" a mental
reflection". Senart sees in it an allusion to the upamds or "similitudes" e.g.,
vol. 2. pp. ii7ff., and he translates :

" Mais la grande comparaison (que
m'inspire ce spectacle) m6dit6e en esprit, c'est li ce qui me charme."

*
Literally,

"
having come to the time for intoxication ", madakdlopagaia.

* Marurirna.
*

Rocati, Pali only (?) in this sense. Sk. rocate ; BSk. rucyati, ruccati.
*
Parivrdjaka, Pali, paribbdjaka.
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Vairatiputra/ with a company of fifty Wanderers. So the young

Sariputra and Maudgalyayana went to the Wanderers' Retreat

and embraced the reh'gious hfe in the company of the Wanderer

Saiijayin Vairatlputra. Sariputra mastered all the rules of

the Wanderers after being a Wanderer for a week, and Maud-

galyayana did so in a fortnight. But then they said,
"
This

is not the dhaiTna of the way out which, for him who practises

it, conduces to the cessation of ill. So let us go separate

ways and let us seek the well-preached discipline of the

dharma that conduces to the cessation of ill. That one of us^

who first (hears ^) the well-preached discipline of the dharma
is to preach it to the other. Then we shall together take up
the religious life in the discipline of the Aryan dharma." Then,

having recited the rules of the Wanderers, they entered Raja-

griha, Sariputra by one road and Maudgalyayana by another.

(60) Mow at that time the Exalted One having stayed as

long as he wanted to in the park Yastivana,* which was on the

Antaragiri^ hill, went to the Bamboo Grove* and stayed there

in the Squirrels' Feeding-place' with a great company of thirteen

and a half hundred monks. Then the venerable Upasena^ dressed

himself betimes, and taking his bowl and robe went on his

alms-round in the city of Rajagriha. And Sariputra from a

distance saw the venerable Upasena coming, courteous in his

manner of approaching and taking his leave, of looking
forward and around, of extending and withdrawing his hand,
and of carrying his cloak, bowl and robe.^ He was like a

^ F. I. 39 and DhA. i. 89, call him simply Sanjaya. Elsewhere in Pali
texts he is called Sanjaya-Belatthiputta, being, as Buddhaghosa {DA. i. 144)
says, the son of Belattha. Divy. 143, 145 calls him Saf.jayin Vairattiputra.
He was "

one of the six famous heretical teachers of the Buddha's day. He
was a great sceptic, his teaching being the evasion of problems and the

suspension of judgment." (D.P.N.)
" Mam, gen. pi. ! Only in the Mkvu. See Edgerton (Gram. §20. 58), who,

however, doubts the correctness of Senart's restoration of the text in some of
the passages which show this form.

' Lacuna ; the translation is supplied from the context.
* Called Latthivana and Latthivanuyydna in Pali. It is called Yastlvana,

as here, in Chinese. See Beal, p. 145. (D.P.N.)
* Or Antagiri, near Rajagriha. Neither form in Pali (B.H.S.D.)
* Venuvana. See vol. i. p. 210, n. 4.
'
Kalandakanivapa. Ibid. w. 3.

* In the Pitakas ^ariputra was converted by Assaji, not by Upasena.
See D.P.N.

* In vol. I, p. 250 this and the rest is the description of the demeanour of a
Pratyekabuddha. It is, in fact, the stock description of the calm demeanour of a
self-controlled and self-possessed ascetic or monk. Cf. e.g. F. 1.39 and £». 1.70.
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Naga. He had accomplished his task. His faculties were

turned inwards ; his mind was not turned outwards. He
was unwavering as one who had achieved harmony with the

dharma. He did not look before him farther than a plough's

length. And Sariputra, "seeing him", kept his mind exceeding
calm.

"
Lovely," said he,

"
is the deportment of this religious

man. What if I were now to approach him ?
"

Then the Wanderer ^ariputra went up to the venerable

Upasena, and having exchanged cordial and courteous greet-

ings with him stood to one side. And as the Wanderer

Sariputra thus stood to one side, he said to the venerable

Upasena,
"

Sir, are you a Master or a disciple ?
"

The vener-

able Upasena replied to the Wanderer Sariputra,
"
Venerable

sir, I am a disciple." The venerable Wanderer Sariputra
asked the venerable Upasena,

"
What, sir, is your master's

doctrine ? What does he preach ? How does he teach dharma
to his disciples ? What kind of exhortation and instruction

does he generally employ among his disciples ?
"
The venerable

Upasena replied to the Wanderer Sariputra,
"

I have but

little learning, venerable sir. I can only formulate the

general sense of his teaching.
"^ But the Wanderer Sariputra

said to the venerable Upasena,

/ am concerned with the sense, what matters the letter ?

For he who teaches^ the sense knows the sense, and seeks

to do good thereby.

(61) We, too, for many a day have home such a profitless

burden of words and text,^ and ere this have been many a

time deceived.^

The venerable Upasena said to the Wanderer Sariputra,
"
The Master enjoins renunciation by illustrating* the arising

of things from a cause." And thereupon as he stood on

that spot of earth, the Wanderer Sariputra attained the

faultless, flawless, pure dharma-insight into things.

Then Sariputra, the Wanderer, having attained the dharma,

given up false belief, overcome doubt, rid himself of perplex-

ity, upright, gentle and supple of heart, prone and inclined

* Arthamdlram kalpeyam. Cf. V. i. 40, samkhitlena attham vakkhatni.

Grantha, Pali gantha, only late in the sense of book.
* VaUcita purvam vancita.
* Upaddya,

" with reference to."
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to nirvana/ asked the venerable Upasena, "Where is the

Master staying ?
" The venerable Upasena answered the

Wanderer Sariputra and said,
" The Master is in the Squirrels'

Feeding-place in the Bamboo Grove." And when he had thus

spoken the venerable Upasena went on his ahns-round in the

city of Rajagriha.
The Wanderer Sariputra went to the Wanderer Maudgalya-

yana. And Maudgal^^ayana saw Sariputra when he was still

some way off, with a countenance like the lotus and his senses

serene. And seeing him thus he said to the Wanderer

Sariputra,
"
Friend ^ariputra, your countenance is pure

and clear, and your senses serene. Have you, O venerable

Sariputra, found the immortal and the Way that leads to

the immortal ? Your countenance is that of a religious man, 2

clear like the blossoming lotus. Serene and calm are your
senses. Where did you obtain the immortal whereby there

has been shed over you this two-fold shining and bright blaze

of radiance ?
"

(62) When this had been said, the Wanderer Sariputra said to

Maudgalyayana,
"
Yes, O venerable Maudgalyayana, I have

found the immortal and the Way that leads to the immortal."

A Light of the World is arisen, one of the glorious Buddhas

of whom we are taught that they appear as rarely as the

flower of the glomerous fig-tree.^

The Wanderer Maudgalyayana asked the Wanderer Sariputra,
"O venerable Sariputra, what does the Master teach and
what does he preach ?

" The Wanderer Sariputra answered

and said.

The Tathdgata has proclaimed the cause and also the

cessation of all the things that proceed from a cause. This

is the Great Recluse's doctrine.'^

Thereupon the Wanderer Maudgalyayana, as he stood on

^
Nirvdnapravana nirvdnaprdgbhdra.

*
Reading pravrdjitasya,

"
of one who has gone forth ", for the prdvritasya

of the text, a reading which naturally forces Senart to wonder what the point
is of mentioning that Sariputra was "

clothed ". The emendation cannot,
however, be regarded as certain. A MS. variant is vrittajya.

* The construction here is difficult : Yo so . . . buddhd utpadyanti . . .

uipanno lokapradyoto, where singular and plural are in apposition. For this

comparison of the rarity of Buddhas to the rarity of the blossoming of this

fig-tree, see vol. i, p. 190, n. 1.

* Identical with couplet at V. i. 40.
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that spot of earth, attained the faultless, flawless, pure

dharma-insight into things. Having attained the dharma,
he gave up false beliefs, overcame doubt, rid himself of per-

plexity, became exultant in mind and heart, gentle and

supple of heart, immersed in thoughts of nirvana, prone
and inclined to nirvana.

Then the Wanderer Maudgalyayana asked the Wanderer

Sariputra,
"
Where, O venerable Sariputra, is the Master

staying?" Sariputra replied, "Venerable friend, the Master is

staying in the Squirrels' Feeding-place in the Bamboo Grove, with

a large company of thirteen and a half hundred monks. Let

us go and tell our master Saiijayin that we are going to live

the religious life under the Exalted One in the Bamboo Grove."

Then the Wanderer Maudgalyayana (63) said to the Wanderer

Sariputra,
" Do you go, venerable Sariputra, to the Bamboo

Grove. What have we^ to do with Saiijayin and his corrupt
belief ?

"
But Sariputra said,

" Not so, O venerable Maud-

galyayana, Sanjayin has done us a great service since it is

through him^ that we gave up the life of householders,"

So they went to the Wanderers' Retreat and said to

Safijajdn,
" We are going to live the religious life under the

exalted Great Recluse." The Wanderer Saiijayin replied to

the Wanderers Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, saying,
" Do

not, my friends, go and live the religious life under Gotama.

Here I have five hundred monks, so do you share with me
the superintendence of them."^ They replied, "No, for we
are going to live the religious life under the exalted Great

Recluse. The discipline of the dharma has been well preached

by the Exalted One, revealed* and stripped of its swathings."^

1
Literally,

" what is there to us (of us = mam gen. pi.) in the sight of

(or in seeing) Sanjayin," kim mam Samjayina . . . dri^tena.
* Yam agamya, Pali agamma. See Vol. i, p. 198, w. 2.

'
Literally,

"
be half the superintendents of ", ardhaparihdrd. Parihdra

is the substantive corresponding to pariharati in the Pali and BSk. sense of
"
to take care of ", etc. Cf. V. i. 42, sabbevatayo imam ganatfipariharissdma.

See B.H.S.D. for BSk. references.
* The text has vivritodaya, that is, vivrita-udaya, where udaya is inexpli-

cable and probably a mistake, unless we are to understand that the dharma
is said to be

"
arising revealed ". The corresponding stock passage in Pali,

however, has vivata only.
*
Reading chinnapilotiko for chinnd piloHkd of the text. Cf. chinnapilotiko

dhammo. M. 1. 141 and S. 2. 28. The translation of the expression is that

given by Mrs. Rhys Davids at the latter place (
= KS. 2. 24.). For pilotika

see p. 49 n. 10.
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We have had enough of disbelief in the Beneficent One."^

When they had thus informed Saiijayin, they left the

Wanderers' Retreat and made for the Bamboo Grove. And
the five hundred Wanderers went along with the Wandereis

Sariputra and Maudgalyayana. Saiijayin said to ^ariputra,
"
Upatisya^ leaves me, and takes with him not one only of

these, nor two, nor three nor even four, but the whole five

hundred."

At the Bamboo Grove the Exalted One gave instructions

to his monks, sa3nng,
" Make seats ready. Here are the

Wanderers Sariputra and Maudgalyayana coming, with a

company of five hundred Wanderers, to live the religious life

under the Tathagata. They will be my chief pair of disciples,

a goodly pair, the one eminent for his wisdom and the other

for his magic power."
The Wanderer Sariputra, when he was still some way off,

saw the Exalted One (64) in the Bamboo Grove moving
about, honoured and attended by a great crowd, teaching
the dharma which is lovely at the beginning, in the middle,
and at the end, good in sense and expression, absolutely

perfect, pure, clean, holy and illuminating. He was en-

dowed with the thirty-two marks of excellence and his person
was radiant with the eighty minor characteristics. He was
endowed with the eighteen special attributes^ of a Buddha,

strong with the ten powers of a Tathagata, and assured on
the four grounds of assurance. His faculties and mind
were controlled, and he had attained the perfection of supreme
self-control and calm. He was like a Naga. He had accom-

plished his task. His faculties were turned inwards
; his

mind was not turned outwards, being well-established, in

conformity with the dharma, and upright. He looked before

him no farther than a plough's length. He was like a Naga
with his faculties guarded and subdued. He was like a pool

^

Alamarthikasya aprasddena. Arthika is an epithet of the Buddha
at Vol. 2 p. 284 text (see Vol. 2, p. 267, trans.) Edgerton {B.H.S.D.), after

pointing out that this usage seems to be unknown in Pali, says that the
word perhaps means "

in possession of,"
"
having attained his aim." But

it may equally well mean "
one who brings what is good or profitable,"

hence "
beneficent."

*
I.e., Sariputra, see p. 57.

' Avenikd huddhadharmd. See Vol. 1, p. 33, n. 4.
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of water, clear, pure and serene. He stood like a bejewelled
sacrificial post ;

like the shining golden bimba^
; like a flame

of fire, ablaze with glory ; like another rising sun, unclouded^

and invincible. Released by insight, he was surrounded by
those who were released^

; self-controlled, he was surrounded

by those who were self-controlled
; having crossed, he was

surrounded by those who had crossed
; having reached the

shore beyond, he was surrounded by those who had reached

the shore beyond ; having gained firm ground, he was sur-

rounded by those who had gained firm ground ; having won

peace, he was surrounded by those who had won peace ;
a

recluse, he was surrounded by recluses
; being beyond evil,

he was surrounded by those who were beyond evil
;
a brahman,

he was surroimded by brahmans ;
a learned man,* he was

surrounded by learned men ; having bathed, he was sur-

rounded by those who had bathed ; being beyond the states

of sin, he was surrounded by those who were beyond the

states of sin.

Then the Wanderers Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, accom-

panied by the five hundred, approached the Exalted One,
and having bowed their heads at his feet stood to one side.

And as he thus stood to one side the Wanderer Sariputra
said to the Exalted One,

These have dwelt in the water of the ocean, in mountain

cave, in glade and wood. A long time have they surely

dwelt among false sectarians, through lack of sight of thee,

Sage.
But now have they turned from the wrong ways and

have crossed over in faith to thy way, great Caravan-

leader. They have traversed the thicket of rebirth, and

now, strong and wise and passionless, they are no longer

moved by lust.

The Wanderers Sariputra and Maudgalyayana said to the

Exalted One,
"
Let the Exalted One admit us as recluses.^ (65)

^ The red fruit of Momordica monadelpha, a species of amaranth.
*

Literally,
"
unmixed," asecanaka from a and sic

"
to pour." At Vol. i,

p. 194 the MSS. vary between asecanaka and asecanaka. See M.W. on
l>oth forms. The latter is the Pali and BSk. form.

'
Muktaparivdra. With this passage compare D. 3. 54 ; M. i. 235, 280.

*
^rotriya, cf. PaU sottiya and soithiya.

'
Pravrdjetu mam.
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Let the Sugata ordain us." Then the Exalted One, with the

formula of
"
Come, monks," ordained^ the Wanderers Sari-

putra and Maudgalyayana and the five hundred other

Wanderers.
"
Come, monks," said he,

"
live the religious

life under the Tathagata." And when the formula of
"
Come,

monks " had been pronounced over them, every mark of a

Wanderer, every badge,
^
every emblem, and every sign dis-

appeared from all of them. They were seen to have the three

robes, sumbhaka^ bowls, their hair in its natural state, and

their deportment established, all just like those of monks
who had been ordained a hundred years. Such was the

admission and ordination of the venerable ^ariputra and

Maudgalyayana and the five hundred Wanderers accom-

panying them.

Then the venerable Sariputra asked the Exalted One,
" When we say that a thing manifests itself, what is it that

is manifested?* When we say a thing endures, what is it

that endures ?
^ When we say a thing is broken up, what is

1-

Literally
"
addressed them with the (formula of)

"
come, monks,"

ehibhiksukaye ahhdse.
*

?Gupta, cf. grihigupH, Vol. 2. p. 234 (p. 221, n. 4 of trans., where the

rendering
"
safeguard

"
is perhaps too vague). Gupti is the better reading.

"Sign" is also offered as a better (though still very doubtful) rendering of

kalpa, instead of
"
usage

"
as in Vol. 2.

^ In this stereotyped passage sumbhaka appears as an adjective qualifying
patra, and once (Vol. 3, p. 459) even as a substantive synonymous with it.

Though its etymology and exact meaning are unknown, the persistence
with which it occurs in this formula shows that it cannot be regarded as
a mistake for kumhhaka, as was done in Vol. 2 of this translation. Yet it

is strange that it is not found outside the Mhvu. See Edgerton's discussion
in B.H.S.D.

*
Literally,

" What making itself known is made known ?
" Kim . . .

prajnapentam (so reading iox-to) prajnapeti ? The causal verb prajnapeti
(Pali pannapeti) and its participle are here used in a neuter or middle sense.

The "
being manifested," of course, is only another aspect of

"
being known."

Cf. the definition of pannati at Cpd. 4, where it is said that it is
"
either

(i) that which makes known {pannapeti) or (2) that which is made known.'
"
Being manifested

"
further implies

"
being designated." See, e.g.,

S. 3. loi, where the four great elements are said to be the cause of the

designation of the body-group in just the same way as they are in this

passage said to be the cause of the
"
being manifested." {Ko no khu bhante

hetu ko paccayo rUpakkhandhassa panndpandya . . . cattdro kho bhikkhu
mahabhatd hetu cattdro mahdhhiitd paccayo rUpakkhandhassa panndpandya.)
Senart, however, prefers to see in prajnapeti here a figurative use of its

application in the phrase dsanam prajnapeti,
"
to set out a seat," and he

translates,
'"

qu'est ce qui a de I'etendue ?
" But the Buddhists expressed

the idea of extension by a totally different word, prithivl, pathav'i, see, e.g.,

Cpd. 155. See B.H.S.D. for BSk references.
*

Literally,
" what standing, stands ?

" kim tisthamdnam tisthati.
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that which is broken up ? When we say a thing is reconstituted,

what is it that is reconstituted ?
"^

The Exalted One replied to the venerable Sariputra,
"

It

is the four elements,
2
Sariputra. When we say that things

are manifested, we mean that the four elements are mani-

fested.^ When we say that things endure,* we mean that

the four elements endure. When we say that things are

broken up, we mean that the four elements are broken up.
When we say that things are reconstituted, we mean that

the four elements are reconstituted."^

Next the venerable Sariputra asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, from what cause* is a thing bom ?' From what cause

does a thing endure ? From what cause is it broken up ?

From what cause is it reconstituted ?
"

The Exalted One

replied to the venerable Sariputra,
" From what cause,

Sariputra, is a thing bom ? It is because of ignorance, craving
and karma

; that is why, Sariputra, a thing is bom. Why
does it endure ? It endures because of the karma of life* and
of the sustenance it gets.^ Why, ^ariputra, is it broken up ?

It is broken up because of the decay of life, of karma and

^ Patisandhentam patisandheti, causal in neuter or middle sense. Also

pratisamdadhdti, Pali patisamdahati,
"
connects (with a new body)

" B.H.S.D.
* Catvdro dhatavas. Here dhdtavas corresponds to the tnahabhuta of the

passage cited in n. 4. p. 67. The latter seems to be the Pali term mostly
used in this connection, but at M.\. 185 we have an interchange of the
two expressions in the same passage. Cf. Dhs. trsl. p. ig8, n.

^ The text is more concise here, catvdro Sdriputra dhdtavas prajnapentd
prajiiapenti,

"
the four elements, ^iriputra, are made manifest when they

are manifested." And so for the other replies.
*
Or,

"
are standing

"
tisthamdndvo. With apparently this sole exception

Senart emends all the MSS. forms having nom.-acc. in -dvo into dyo, a better

authenticated BSk. inflexion, until he comes to p. 149 of this volume, when
he expresses regret at having done so. For the form see Edgerton, Gram.

§9- 93-
* This exposition is referred to as the Dhatukammatthdna at DhA. i. 96.
*
Kimpratyayd, abl. for -dt.

'
Jdyati. This question is omitted in the text, obviously by an over-

sight, for Senart comments on it in his notes, using this form of the verb.

In the repetition, he prints jdyati
"

is bom ",
"

is produced ". It is to be
noted that, if Senart's text is correct, a departure has been made from the

run of the argument. The first of the questions at issue was as to the nature
or cause of

"
manifestation

"
or

"
being known." There is much to be

said, therefore, for reading jndyati
"

is known "
instead of jdyati, and

rendering
"
from what cause is a thing known," i.e.

"
manifested," with

the implication that the
"
production

"
of a thing is synonymous with the

"
manifestation

"
of it.

* Aytiltkarma.
*
Ahdrapratyayd. Cf. S. 3. 59, dhdrasamudayd rilpasamudayo

" from
the arising of food, is the arising of body."
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because of the deprivation of sustenance. Why, ^ariputra,

is it reconstituted ? It is reconstituted through the non-

ehmination of ignorance and because of subjection to craving,

and so it has a maturing karma. ^
(66) That is why, Sariputra,

a thing is reconstituted. From what cause, ^ariputra, is a '

thing not reconstituted ? It is because of the ehmination of

ignorance, because of the ending of craving ; there is here no

karma and no maturing of it. It is from this cause, Sariputra,

that there is no reconstitution.

"When the eye, an inward dyatana,^ is unimpaired, then

form, an outward dyatana, becomes clear to the eye,^ As a

result of this there is produced an accession of what is pleasing

and delicious,^ joy, ease and satisfaction, and the faculties

are gratified. But, Sariputra, the states which causaUy

produce the joy, ease and satisfaction and gratify the faculties,

being causally begotten, developed, perfected and experienced,

and causally arisen, are not the self nor belonging to the self
;

but are void of self and of anjrthing belonging to the self.

And so, somewhere or other, there arises karma and the

maturing of karma, and cause and the states that are produced
from a cause. It is the same with regard to hearing, smell

taste, body and mind, Sariputra. When the inward dyatana
is imimpaired, the objects which are the outward dyatanas
become clear to the mind. As a result of this there is produced
an accession of what is pleasing and delicious, joy, ease and

satisfaction, and the faculties are gratified. But, Sariputra,

the states which causally produce this joy, ease and

^ Karmam easya bhavati pakvam.
" Caksus . . . ddhyatmikamdyatanam, where the two expressions are in

apposition, just as bdhiram dyatanam is in apposition to rupa in the next
clause. Ayatana is usually rendered

"
sphere

"
(of perception), but no

English word fully exhausts its connotation. See Mrs. Rhys Davids'
remarks at Cpd. 183, 256. As is suggested by the present passage, the
word denotes at one and the same time the activity or function of both
the percipient and the perceived in a single act of perception. Miss I. B.
Horner calls the translator's attention to the remarks of Nyanatiloka in his

Buddhist Dictionary (1950), p. 23, where he says "the visible object {rUpd-
yatana) is in Vbh. (p. 70 ff.) described as

'

that phenomenon whch is built

up of the four elements {mahdbhUta) and appears as colour, etc' That,
namely, which is seen by the visual perception, i.e. by the so-called eye-
consciousness [cakkhu-vinndna) , are colours and differences of light, but no
tri-dimensional bodily things." Cf. Dhs. §617.

* Caksusah dbhdsamdgatam bhavati,
" becomes what has come to (be)

a light (appearance) of (for) the eye."
*
Mandpdsecanasamutthdnakam tasya tato niddnam utpadyati.
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satisfaction and gratify the faculties, being causally begotten,

developed, perfected and experienced, and causally arisen,

are not the self nor belonging to the self
; they are void of

self and of anything belonging to the self. And thus, some-

where or other, there arises karma, the maturing of karma,

cause, and the states that are produced from a cause."

Thus spoke the Exalted One. And while this exposition
was being given, (67) the hearts of Sariputra, Maudgalyayana
and the himdreds of monks with them were completely rid

of the dsravas. Seven days after being ordained the venerable

Maha-Maudgalyayana attained power and control over

magic and realised the four branches of logical analysis,^

while a fortnight after he had been a monk and ordained the

venerable Sariputra attained control over the superknowledges^
and realised the four branches of logical analysis. And the

venerable Maha-Maudgalyayana had not been a monk and
ordained for long before he realised the three knowledges:*
the deva eye,^ recollection of former lives, and the decay of

the dsravas. Such is the tradition.

Here is to be supplied^ the Sfdra^ of the Wanderer

Dirghanakha.

The Five Hundred Merchants

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold, Lord, how

the venerable Sariputra and Maudgalyayana and the five

hundred monks with them were led by the Exalted One

away from the pitiless heretical ways of the Wanderer Saii-

jayin, and saved from the ocean, the jungle, the wilderness

• Pratisamvida also -vid, -vida, BSk., Pali patisambhida. According to
P.E.D. "

the BSk. form is a new formation resting on a confusion between
bhid and vid, favoured by the use and meaning of the latter root in Pali

patisamvidita." The term is discussed at Kvu. trsl., 377-382.
•
Abhijnd. See Vol. i, p. 84, «. 3 ; p. 201, n. 2.

•
Vidya. See p. 55 n. 3.

• See Vol. 1, p. 53 ; p. 125, n. i.
' Or,

"
inserted ". kartavyam.

• The siitra is not given here, however. A version of it is given in Af. i.

497 ff- According to D.P.N. Dirghanakha was a nephew of ^riputra,
but Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) points out that no source for this statement is

given, and he goes on to say that according to Av. 2. 186 and M.S.V. 4. 22»

Dirghanakha was an uncle of ^ariputra.
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of the round, without beginning or end/ of birth, death and

old age." The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks," said he,

"
this is not the first time that I did so.^ On another occasion

they were saved by me from the terrible island of the Sirens^

at a time when they had fallen into their hands, I led them

safely across the great ocean and set them down in Jambud-

vipa." The monks asked,
" Was there another occasion.

Lord?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, five hundred merchants

left Jambudvipa and set sail on the great sea in an ocean-

going vessel to seek for wealth. When their vessel reached

mid-ocean (68) it was wrecked by a monstrous fish. And
when their vessel was broken up they prayed to various

devas, each one to the deva he believed in. Some called on

Siva, others on Vaisravana, others on Skanda, others on

Varuna, others on Yama, others on Kuvera, others on Sakra,

others on Brahma and others on Disa,* all crying, "May we

escape alive from this great ocean."

Now when their vessel broke up they leapt into the sea,

taking with them floats of various kinds, some taking jars,

others planks and others rafts made of the bottle-gourd.^

Others clung to the body of a comrade who had been drowned.

For the sea does not harbour a dead body for long," but soon

throws it up on the mainland or on an island, and they would
thus reach that mainland or that island along with the corpse.

The merchants who thus floated on the sea were thrown

by the wind on to the island of the Sirens. And on that island

of the Sirens they saw thousands of trees of various kinds.

^
Anavardgra, Pali anamatagga. See P.E.D., C.P.D. and B.H.S.D.

* The text repeats the whole statement.
*
Rdksasls, i.e. female Rdksasas, see Vol. i, p. 73, n. 5. The "

Siren
"

of Greek mythology is not an exact counterpart, but the use of the term
here is perhaps justified by the mise en scene, and at the same time obviates
the constant repetition of a Sanskrit word in italics.

* Wife of Rudra. The other gods invoked are invoked by sailors in a
like predicament at Vol. i, p. 200.

*
Literally,

"
a row (or series) of bottle-gourds ", alabusreni. Aldbu

(variously spelt alambu, aldmbu, dldmbu, in the MSS.) is the Lagenaria
Vulgaris Ser. Sreni has here the ace. sg. form sreniyam (MS. sreniyam).
For other examples of this form see Edgerton Gram. §10. 63. The text
has the sg. for each of the three terms.

*
Literally

"
does not live with," sdrdham samvasati. For the idea, see

V. 2. 237.
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In "whatever part of the island they were brought^ ashore by
the wind, they saw hundreds of women strolling about, who
were lovely and beautiful, dressed in gay attire, decked out

with ornaments and wearing earrings of gems and jewels.

Some were like young brides, others like women who had

recently been delivered, and others like middle-aged women—
but really they were so many hundreds of Sirens in human
form. They seized every one of the merchants who had

escaped from the sea. "Welcome," said they, "noble sons

of nobles. You wiU be husbands to us who are without

husbands, lords to us who are without lords and consorts to

us who are without consorts. For our own masters fell into

misfortune and destruction when their ship was wrecked on

the great ocean. Surely the sea was gracious to us when it

brought you to this island," They raised up the merchants

by their shoulders, rescued them from the sea and set them
on dry land. Then (69) they cheered them up, saying,
"
Noble friends, do not fret nor worry.

^ You have come to

a rich island, with an unending supply of precious stones,

abounding in food and drink, flowers and fruits, perfumes,

garlands and ointments, garments, rugs and cloaks. Here

with us, noble friends, amuse, delight and enjoy yourselves,

drinkingmead and partaking of joys with no thought of trouble."

The merchants replied,
"
Let us be for a while that we may

shake off our sorrow."

Then all the five hundred merchants' went away from the

women, and when they had done so they wept, grieved and

lamented,
" O mother," cried they,

" O father, O son, brother,

O sister, O bright Jambudvipa with its gardens !

" When

they had thus wept, grieved and lamented, they comforted

one another and joined the women, each his own one.* They
went with the women along a magnificent road of fresh

verdant grass, without reeds, thorns or litter, without potsherds

*
Allipiyanti. See Vol. 2, p. 419, n. See also B.H.S.D.

•
Paritasyati, BSk. = Pali paritassati

" which in form clearly = Sk.

paritrisyati, but is frequently confused with (Pali) tasali (trasati)," P.E.D.
Cf. B.H.S.D.

• No account is taken of the fact that some had been drowned.
* Svakasvakdni strlyo alllnd. For the BSk. use of neut. adj. with fern,

noun, see Edgerton, Gram. §6. 61. (But it seems to accord better with
the syntax and with the sense to take strlyo as ace. pi., dependent on alltnd,"
resorted to ", than nom., as Edgerton does).
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or gravel, dustless, even and flat, and came to a forest glade
filled with all sorts of flowers and fruits. At all seasons^ and

times of the year there were in that forest glade flowers of

divers kinds that were fragrant and sweet-scented. At all

seasons and times of the year there were in that forest glade
divers leaves for making powders

^ which were of good smell

and taste, like the honey of the bee. There were lovely

lotus-pools of pleasant water, echoing with the cries of swans

and ducks and covered with lotuses of all kinds. When they

emerged from this grove they caught sight of the dwellings

of the Sirens, which were lofty, imposing and gleaming white

like frost. They had glittering turrets with casements and

windows^ and star-shaped and crescent decorations. To
their gaze the city of the Sirens was like the abode of Vais-

ravana.*

Thus the Sirens took the merchants, one each, to their

homes that were like mansions of devas. (70) In these dwell-

ings the merchants saw well-appointed couches with woollen

rugs of downy fleece,^ spreads of pure white cloth and red

cushions at both ends. The couches were of gold, silver

and ivory. They saw delightful nooks in a grove of A^oka^

trees which were laden with flowers and fruits, pleasant

g5nnnasia,' and various kinds of exquisite food, drink and

refreshments.

The merchants were made to sit on fine bejewelled seats,

and had their hair and beards trimmed by barbers. Thus

they were made ready to exercise in the gymnasia and bathe

in the baths. When they had been washed, massaged and
anointed they were smeared with the red ointment of the

fragrant dark sandal-wood. They were then clothed in

sumptuous garments, and decorated with fine garlands and

bouquets. Costly and exquisite meals were set before them;
solid and soft foods

; various kinds of condiments of the

1 Utuka, BSk. and Pali. Not noticed in B.H.S.D.
*
Literally 'powdered leaves', or 'powder of leaves', patracurna.

'
Simhapanjaragavaksa. See Vol. 2, p. 33, n. 3.

* I.e. Kuvera, god of wealth.
*
Lomasagonika. Gonika is for Sk. and BSk. gotiika or gonaka, Pali

gonaka.
*
Jonesia Asoka.

7
Vyayamasdla.
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best flavours, whether sugary, salt, sweet, acid, pungent or

astringent ;^ various kinds of meat, namely, the flesh of

boars, fishes, pheasants, quails, Idbakas,^ francolin partridges,'
and antelopes. The Sirens enteriiained the merchants with

various dances, songs, and musical instruments. Some

played on labours and drums,* on sindhavas,^ cymbals,

guitars,* lutes, nakulas,"^ sughosas,^ bhdndakas,^ and flutes,

while others sang sweetly.
When the Sirens saw that they had cheered up the merchants,

they showed them their large stores of precious stones. They
prepared for the gentlemen a choice, excellent and comfortable

couch. ^°
"Enjoy yourselves here, noble friends, in this

island of precious stones (71) like sons of devas in Nandana.
But you must not be careless and go along the way that lies

south of the city."

But, monks, he who was the leader of the five hundred
merchants was clever and shrewd. And he asked himself,
"

I wonder why these women forbid us to go along the way
to the south of the city. What now if I were to find out

what there is to the south of the city or how things are there?"

Then when the leader found the women were asleep or too

drunk to be watchful, he took a sword, left the city and went

along the road to the south. And on his way he came within

sight of a habitation of a frightful aspect in a clear space,
and heard the sound of the wailing of many men. Following
the direction of this sound he saw a stronghold of iron en-

circled by walls of copper. Looking for the gate of this

stronghold he went round it, keeping it to his right. He
failed to find the gate, but he could still hear the sound of

* For these six flavours see Vol. 2, p. 478 (text) and cf. Miln. 56. Here,
however, instead of anibla

(
= Pah atnbila) as the first flavour, we have

khanda ?
"
sugary ".

* A kind of quail.
*
Kapinjala.

*
Alinga, see Vol. 2, p. 155, n. 12.

'
? musical instruments from Sindh.

*
?

"
Eleven-stringed instruments," ekddasika.

' See Vol. 2, p. 154, n. 6.
* See Vol. I, p. 183, n. 3.
* Unknown, but cf. bhdn^a 'any musical instrument', {M.W.)"
Aryaputranatfi vayam ca pranitam . . . dsanatn prajndpensuh. In this

sentence vayam is inexplicable. Svakdndm (< svaka = svaya in BSk.)
would give good sense, viz.,

"
they prepared seats for the men each for

her own man."
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many men crying out,
" O mother, O father, O son, O brother,

O sister, Jambudvlpa and its fair gardens."
He went round the stronghold, and on the north side of it

he saw a tall acacia^ tree growing close against the wall. He
climbed the acacia tree and within the stronghold he saw

hundreds of famished ^ men. Their hair, nails and beards

were long, their clothes filthy and ragged, and their skin and
flesh shrivelled by the hot winds. They were dark and

dirty, their hair was unkempt, and they were suffering the

pangs of hunger and thirst. With their nails they were

digging the ground for water. When they rose up from the

ground they fell back again from weakness.

When they heard a noise among the branches and leaves of

the acacia tree they all rose up and stretched out their joined
hands.

" O noble sir," cried they,
"
Whether you are a

deva, a Naga, a Kinnara, a Gandharva, a Yaksa or a Kum-
bhanda, we turn to you for refuge. Release us wretched

ones from our bondage that we may once more (72) live in

our^ land and be reunited with our friends and kinsfolk."

The leader of the merchants, perched in the acacia tree,

wept and said to the merchants within,*
"

I am no deva,

nor Naga, Kinnara, Gandharva, nor ^akra nor Brahma, nor

the great king Virudhaka.^ But my friends and I are from

Jambudvipa. In pursuit of wealth we went down to the

great sea in a ship, but we were wrecked. We hundreds of

merchants were rescued by these women. Then they diverted,

delighted and amused themselves with us. As long as we
do not offend them they will wish us no harm."

The merchants within replied,
" We too, sir, left Jam-

budvipa and went down to the great sea in a ship in pursuit
of wealth. But when we were in mid-ocean our ship was
wrecked. We^ five hundred merchants were rescued by

^ 3irlsa.
^
Sopavasika (= sa-upa-v.). So Senart. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.), how-

ever, would read svasopavdsika
" which may mean devoted to sighs, subject

to sighs, or else fasting from (barely able to get) the breath of life."
^ Mam, gen. pi.
* It has not yet been explained that the captives were former merchants.

The word "
within "

is supplied in translation to distinguish the two lots.
* See Vol. I, p. 200, n. 3.
* Mam. Nom. pi. But this is Senart's emendation of me of the MSS.

Edgerton {Gram. §20. 41) says that if emendation is necessary, that into
mo would be more plausible.
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these women, who diverted, dehghted and amused themselves

with us,^ as they have now been doing with you. When
your ship was wrecked and you were thrown by the wind on
to the island, you were seen by the Sirens. Of our five

hundred merchants two hundred and fifty,
^ and those the

younger ones among us, were devoured.* And we, the

remaining two hundred and fifty, were thrown into this

gloomy^ stronghold. Friend, these women are not human,

they are Sirens."

When the leader of the merchants, perched on the acacia

tree, heard these words of the merchants imprisoned within

the gloomy stronghold, he became frightened, terrified and

agitated. Stretching out his joined hands he implored them,

saying,
"
Tell me, what means is there whereby I may escape

in safety from these Sirens?" They answered and said
" When the moon is full in the month Karttika,^ the king of

horses named Kesin,^ who feeds on fragrant grain of rice

which grows on untilled and unsown ground and is dustless

and huskless, comes hither from the land of Uttarakuru to

the island of the Sirens. And when he arrives he cries out

three times in a human voice, sa5mig,
'

WTio is there here who
wishes to cross the great ocean ? I will take him across in

safety.' Turn for refuge (73) to that king of horses. He
will take you away from the island of the Sirens across the

sea. One of the five hundred merchants should cling to the

mane of the king of horses, others to his several limbs, others

cling to these one after the other, and others cling to his

broad back, and he will bring all, whether it be a hundred or

a thousand, in due course to Jambudvipa. This is the means

of escaping from the island of the Sirens and of reaching

Jambudvipa in safety. There is no other."

The leader of the merchants said to the imprisoned merchants,
" Do you also all come. Let us all go to Jambudvipa. Leap

^ Asmdkam, gen. with sardham, for the instr.
•
Ad4hdliyd . . . iatd, i.e. "the third hundred less half." Cf. Pali

a44hatiyd. Senart says that the MSS. here favours the form as he prints it.

•
Khdyita, BSk. and PaU, a twin form of khddita.

• Or "
coppery ", tdmra.

• October-November.
•

I.e.,
"
the maned one." Cf. Keiin, the name of Indra's and Agni's

horses.
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over the walls of the stronghold, or else dig beneath^ them."

But they answered and said,
" You do not know what the

stronghold of the Sirens is like. We cannot leap out of it.

But do you^ escape if you want to. Thus there will be deliver-

ance for you. But if you are thrown into this gloomy strong-

hold, there will be no deliverance. Go in peace to your own
land. In a certain city there you will find our fathers'

people. Greet them for us and bid them^ give charity and

perform deeds of merit. Bid them live in Jambudvlpa,
even if it be by going begging round the houses with a potsherd
for an almsbowl,^ and not cross the sea again where such

disasters as these may befall them. Or bid them seek a living

by sending others to do the work,^ and not think of going
down to the sea where such disasters as these may befall them."

He replied,
"

I myself will now go before the Siren, whom
I left asleep,^ wakes up and finds that I have come here."

The leader of the merchants climbed down from the acacia

tree, while the merchants within cried out, "Alas ! alas !"

We shall be devoured by the Sirens. We have looked upon
a fellow-man for the last time."

After the leader of the merchants had climbed down from

the acacia tree, he returned by the way he had come and

lay down on the bed provided by the Sirens. And as he lay
there he reflected,

" How (74) shall I let these merchants

know of this matter as I myself saw and heard it,^ without

the Sirens getting to know, and how can this plan of mine
be urged upon them ?^ For if I tell these five hundred

1 Hesthato, BSk., Pali hetthato.
2 Tumhe. Cf. Vol. 2, p. 168, n. i.

3
Literally

"
you are to say to them "

iesdm vaktavyam.
*
Khandakapala.

"
Literally, "making (= using) the service of another" parasya pres-

yakarmam kritva. Cf. Pali pessakamma.
" Me raksasl sayitd,

"
my Siren lying down ", or, perhaps, it would be

better to take me as an ethic dative.
' Avidha, avidha, see Vol. i, p. 251, n. 2.
* Yathd me svayam dristo ca sruto ca, where the two participles are masc.

although referring to the neuter {etat) kdryam.
* Eso ca tujyo kdryo, where kdrya is again masc. Tujya is the gerundive

of tuj
"
to impel ", etc. But it may be doubted whether the text here

is quite correct. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) doubtfully prefers here the v.l.

caiuryo = ? Sk. cdturya, "cleverness," "stratagem," "trick". But it

is not necessary to assume, as he does s.v. tujyo, that Senart regarded that
form as a 2nd pers. pron. The context would hardly admit such an inter-

pretation.
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merchants about the king of horses before he arrives, then

one or other of them, being drunk or careless, will tell the

Sirens. Then we shall have cause to be sorry and shall fall

into misfortune and disaster. Wise men are agreed that no
matter to whom a secret is revealed it is hard to find one

loyal enough to keep it. Let me then keep this secret to

myself until the day of the full moon^ in the month of Karttika.

Then when the king of horses has actually come to the island

of the Sirens, I shall tell them of the danger we are in."

So he kept the secret within his heart, and did not reveal

it to anybody until the full moon of the month Karttika.

And when the full moon rose the king of horses arrived at

the island of the Sirens. Then did their leader speak to the

merchants, saying,
"
To-day do not indulge in drink and food,

in song and music with the women. There is a certain matter

about which you, my friends, must hear from me. Yonder is

a hidden spot. Do you all gather there when the women have

gone to bed."

And when the women had gone to bed all the hundreds of

merchants gathered in that hidden place and questioned
their leader.

"
Tell us, leader," said they,

" what it is

that you have seen or heard." The leader explained the

whole situation to the merchants, saying, "It occurred to me
to ask myself why the women shoiild keep us away from the

way south of the city. So when my woman was lying fast

asleep,
2 1 with great eagerness took a sword and went out

by the road south of the city. There I saw a stronghold as

of copper which had no gate, for I saw none, but I heard

the noise of wailing of a crowd of people. Then keeping the

stronghold on my right (75) I went round to the north side

of it, and there saw a tall acacia tree. I climbed the tree

and looked down into the stronghold. There I saw many
hundreds of merchants. They were lean and emaciated,^

^ Kaumudl caturmasi, cf. Pali komudi caturmasinl. V. i. 155, 176 f. ;

D. I. 47.
*
Sahasopinlye sayitaye. According to Senart sopina is an intermediate

form between the Pali soppa and supina.
' Dhamanisantata. Cf. Pali dhamanisanthata,

"
strewn with veins

"

(santharati
—

samstri). The P.E.D. cites Weber, Bhagavati, p. 289 for

Jain Sk. dhamanisantata, and compares Lai. Vist. 226. Kern, Toev. s.v.

considers that the right reading in Pali also should be santata [sam-tan—"
to stretch or cover over ").
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their skin and flesh shrivelled by the wind and heat. They
were dark and their hair unkempt. They dug the ground
with their nails to look for water, and they suffered pangs of

hunger and thirst. Several hundred skeletons lay round about

scattered in all directions. Merchants from this and that city
were all gathered together there. I was told by those mer-

chants that those who lived there were survivors of those who
had been devoured by the Sirens. The others, two hundred
and fifty of them, had been devoured. These women, there-

fore, are not human beings, but Sirens. If we do not make
an effort to return to our own country, all of us, too, will

fall into misfortune and destruction at the hands of these

Sirens. It you wish for deliverance from the hands of this

crowd of Sirens and to go in safety to Jambudvipa, there is

Kesin, the king of horses, from the land of Uttarakuru, who
feeds on fragrant grain ot rice which grows on unfilled and

unploughed soil and is without powder and husk. He comes
here to the island of the Sirens when the moon is full in the

month of Karttika. He stands on the seashore on the northern

side of the island of the Sirens, and shouts
' Who is for the

shore beyond the sea ?
'^ So let us draw near to the king of

horses. He will take us in safety to our own land."

The five hundred merchants then went with their leader to

the northern side of the city of the Sirens. There they saw

Kesin, the king of horses, standing on the sea-shore and

stretching out his neck and shouting,
' Who is for the shore

beyond the sea ?
'

The five hundred merchants went up to

Kesin, the king of horses, and said to him,
" O greatly com-

passionate one, we come to your refuge Do you cross and
take us with you."^

(76) The king of horses gave instructions to the merchants,

saying,
" When I go hence from the island of the Sirens, I

shall take you^ with me, neigh^ three times and fly through
the air. Then the Sirens who have borne you boys or girls

will come and bring them along. They will pitch many a

^
Literally,

" who is he that goes to the beyond
"

? ko pdragdmlti.
^

Literally,
" make us cross

" asmdkam tdrehi, where asmdkam, is gen.
for ace. See Edgerton, Gram. §20. 48.

^ Yusmdkam grihitvd, gen. for ace. Ibid. §20. 50.
*
Hlsitvd, for hesiivd. See B.H.S.D.
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pitiful tale^ and say,
'

Noble friends, do not forsake us at

the bidding of another. Do not leave this pleasant and rich

isle with its plentiful supply of precious stones,' But you
must not then pay any heed to the words of the Sirens, For

he who will heed their words and become full of yearning
and say

'

There is my wife, there my son, there my daughter,'

will again fall into the power of the Sirens and drop off my
back to the ground. But he who will not heed the words of

the Sirens nor say
'

There is my wife, there my son, there my
daughter,' nor have any yearning, will go in safety to Jam-

budvlpa clinging to my mane,"

Thus, monks, Ke^in, the king of horses, after giving these

instructions to the merchants, neighed three times and flew

through the air carrying them all with him. When the

Sirens heard the neighing^ of Ke^in, the king of horses, they
came bringing their sons and daughters. They cried out,
" Noble friends, do not forsake us at the bidding of another.

Do not leave this pleasant and rich isle with its plentiful

supply of precious stones." And, monks, those of the mer-

chants who were filled with yearning at the sight of the

Sirens, fell from the horse's back to the ground. Those who
did not look back with yearning safely escaped from the island

of the Sirens to Jambudvipa.
It may be again, monks, that you will think that at that

time and on that occasion, Ke^in, the king of horses, was

somebody else. But you must not think so. And why ?

I, monks, at that (77) time and on that occasion was Ke^in,

the king of horses. It may be again, monks, that you will

think that at that time and on that occasion those five hundred

merchants were some others. But you must not think so. And

why ? These monks here at that time and on that occasion

were those five hundred merchants. Then did I rescue them

from the pitiless land of the Sirens, carried them in safety across

the ocean and set them down in Jambudvipa. And now, too,

have I turned them from the pitiless ways of wrong belief and

led them across from the wilderness and jungle of the round,

that is without beginning or end, of birth, old age and death.

»
Literally

"
They will talk many pitiful things," bahuni karunakarupani

pralapisyanti.
«
Hifaria. See B.H.S.D.
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Arouse your emotion, stir up your hearts, and listen with

rapt attention and with devotion in your hearts.^

With glad hearts listen to the tale of a former life of the

Exalted One, a tale that is hound up with the truth of dharma,

and will thrill those who believe.

Now at that time I was the king of horses, and being

possessed of pity, I led across in safety a company of

merchants from the sea-girt isle of the Sirens.

At that time that company of merchants had gone down

to the sea and reached an island^ which was rich in precious

stones, surrounded by the tossing waves. ^

But their vessel was wrecked on the sea by a monster fish,

which swiftly dashed against it with the speed of^ a Garuda^

with the wind in his wings.
There amid the waste of waters they cried out with

anguished voices, calling upon the devas, each one upon
the deva he believed in.

Some called on $iva, others on Vaisravana, others on

Skanda, others on Yama and others on Kuvera. Others

again called on thousand-eyed VirHdhaka, and yet others

on Disd.

(78) They seized the gear, which they had on board for
other uses, and plunged into the stream of the salt sea.

Some seized rafts made of the bottle-gourd, others planks
made of the silk-cotton tree,^ others wheels,'' and others

hales of cotton.

Others killed their fellows, that, hanging on to their bodies,

they might save their own lives. For the salt sea cannot

long abide a dead body.
When they had for that night floated on the salt sea wave,

they caught sight of lovely trees growing on a strand.

^ A metrical version of the same tale.
*
Understanding dvlpam with the adj. bahuratnavantam.

'
Urmitarangamdla, where mala is taken as the compositional form of

mala,
" wreath ". It would not be impossible, however, to equate it with

Pali mala in the possible, though doubtful, sense of
" foam "

or
"

froth,"
"

(amid) the foam of the tossing waves." See P.E.D.
*
Literally

"
like ", va, so reading for ca.

* See Vol. I, p. 165, n. 2.
*
Simball, Bombak heptaphyllum.

'
Vrittim, for the vritim of the text. Should it be ghatim,

"
jar ", as

in the prose version ?
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And as they neared the strand they could see hundreds

of women, like unto consorts of the devas, wearing crimson

garments.
Some looked like maidens, others were radiant like newly

wedded brides. On their hair were fine garlands and bands.

Their heads dazzled with earrings of fdmbunada gold.

With their golden-brown eyes, they made a fine array on

the sea-shore.^

They plunged into the sea, singing a plaintive sweet strain,
"
Noble friends," said they, "do ye at once become the

lords of those who are without lords.
" For we awell here m a wood without husbands or

kinsmen. Surely the sea was gracious to us when it brought

you to our shore."^

They seized the men by their shoulders, each woman
"

her man, and rescued them from the sea. (79) By every

means they sought to cheer the men, saying to each,
"
Good

ffiend, you must not despond.
"
Good friends, live with us women; do not despair as

do men who have left their dear kinsmen, their friends,

their fathers and sons.
"
Enjoy yourselves with us,^ and though you are but men

you will be like a crowd of devas in Nandana, drinking
sweet wine of honey, and tasting the fair joys of this isle."

But with their eyes full of tears the men, standing near

the ocean wave, replied to the women and said,
"
Pray

wait a short while that we may throw off our grief."

The merchants withdrew a short way and gathered together

for comfort. They wept and cried like men suffering

bereavement.
"

mother," they wailed,
"

father, sons, my
delightful land, Jambudvipa with its lovely and pleasant

parks.
"
Happy are they who can foregather with their kith and

kin, though it be to dwell with them but for one night, and

then die.

^
Saripatitira, where sari is for Sk. sarit or for sara (Pali).

•
Literally

"
by whom you were brought," yena vo dnita, where vo is

for yuyam. See Edgerton, Gram. §20. 44.
• Asmehi, instr., cf. Pah amhehi.
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" How can we, whose minds were set on doing our tasks,

live in the forlorn centre of the salt sea with no sorrow in

our hearts ?
"

When they had thus wept and cried and comforted one

another, they went to the women's delightful abodes.

Walking over ground on which the green grass grew,

and which was free of stones, grit, gravel and dust, and

level and even, they came to a grove.

It was a grove of various trees, asoka/ atimukta,^

campaka,^ priyangu* and sal trees, (80) tilakas,^ vakulas,^

and kulavakas,' and hushes of punnagas^ and talisas.^

There were flowering kariras/° too, kulatthas/^ kara-

mardas/2 and the creeper jivaka.^^ There were tender

creepers of double jasmine,"^^ trumpet-flowers,^^ karenus^^

and kavaras.^'

Aloe-wood trees,
'^^

karls/^ double jasmine and Arabian

jasmine,
^^ and priyangu, gorgeous among the bushes of

swaying varsika^^ and Arabian jasmine with their

intoxicating fragrance.

The grove was gay with sal trees ^^ and palmyra trees,^^ full

of campakas and aflame with red and yellow asoka trees.

^ See p. 73 n. 6.
* See Vol. I, p. 205, n. 4.
*

Ibid., p. 172, n. 4.
* Panicum Italicum.
* See Vol. 2, p. 58, n. 7.
* Mimusops Elengi.
' Pali and Sk. kuravaka, = the red amaranth
' Unidentified. P.E.D. queries if the name is dialectical.
* See Vol. 2, p. 99, n. 5.
^^ " A thorny plant, described as growing in deserts and fed upon by

camels, Capparis Aphylla
"

{M.W.).
^^ " A kind of pulse. Dolichos Uniflorus

"
{M.W.).

12 Unidentified.
^' "Name of several plants = Terminalia Tomentosa, Coccinia Grandis."

{M.W.).
^* Navamalikd. See P.E.D. s.v. mdlikd.

"
Jasminum Sambac "

{M.W.)
^^ Patalaka, Bignonia suaveolens [M.W.).
^*

Pterospermum acerifolium {M.W.).
^' " The aquatic plant Vallisneria

"
{M.W.).

^* Varsakadhdtu ? = varsaka simply for varsika,
"
Agallochum

"
{M.W.).

It may, however, be a form of the BSk. varsika (see Vol. 2, pp. 105, 112)
a name of a variety of Jasminum Sambac, Pali vassikd or vassika.

^* Unidentified.
20 Mallikd.

"
Cf Epic Sk. mallikd, Halayudha 2. 51.

'^

{P.E.D.).
*^ Vdrsikamallika. See notes 18 and 20.
** Sdrehi for sdlehi.
*' Tdrehi for tdlehi.
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It was gay and delightful tenth mango trees, karnikaras,
^

kuravakas,2 tilakas, and vakulas. And to crown all the

Suydmas^ graced the fair grove with their presence.

There were flowers and the iron-wood tree,*- the bhavya,^
the palevata/ the holy fig-tree,"^ the elephant tree,^ t)ie hog-

plum tree,
^ and fine thickets of the seven-leaved mucilinda. ^"

There were campaka trees crowned with leaves, and
hushes of flowering fragrant mango,

^'^ with various other

flowering trees alive with the hum of honey-making bees.

There were the vilvara^^ tree, the coco-nut, the plantain,
^^

the bread-fruit, the palm, the date-tree, the lime, the citron;

at no season were they not seen.

The walnut, the tamala/* the plantain, the kim^uka,^^
the vine, the bhavya, and the pomegranate

—at no season

were they not seen.

Some bent under the weight of their crowns of flowers,

others bore ripe fruit, and others were languishing. (81) And
others were never seen otherwise than thickly branched.

These and other flowers were seen blossoming on the fair

trees at all seasons ; at no time were they not seen.

In the fair grove were lotus-pools with gentlyflowing water

echoing to the songs of swans and cranes. Others were covered

with blue and red and white lotuses—a delight to the eye.

Then some Sirens, beautiful in their dark robes and

1 See Vol. I, p. 1 86, n. 2.
* See p. 83 n. 7.
3 I.e. devas in the company of Suyama, chief of the Y5ma devas, but the

allusion to them here is obscure.
*
Nagavriksa.

' See Vol. I, p. 205, n. 2.

*
Ibid., n. 3 (where read embryopteris for embryopheris) .

'
Pippala so M.W., who also gives pippali = long pepper, Piper Longum.

Perhaps it is meant here as the equivalent of Pali pippala (for the usual

pipphali, Sk. pippali),
"
pepper-tree

"
(See P.E.D.).

*
Kapittha, or

"
wood-apple tree ", Feronia Elephantum (M.W.).

*
Reading dmrataka (Spondias mangifera) for mrotaka, of the text,

which latter word is unknown to the dictionaries. One MS. does begin
the line with amra. Cf. dmra,

"
mango ", Mangifera Indica.

" See Vol. 2, p. 58, n. 6.
^^ Sahakara, so P.E.D. citing KhA. 53.
^'

? = vilva or bilva (Pali billa), the tree Aegle Marmelos or Bengal
quince, also called Bel. {P.E.D. and M.W.).

^' Moca "
Moringa pterygosperma ; probably the plantain tree, Musa

sapientum
"

{M.W.)." See Vol. I, p. 168, n. 6.
^' Butea frondosa {M.W.).
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lovely in their tight-fitting bodices, rose up^ from the water,

and made the merchants forget^ their long-standing grief.

And then among the rows of trees they graced the blossom-

covered lotus-pools, and still more made the merchants forget

their grief and the loss of their ship.

Emerging from the fair grove the merchants caught sight

of the abodes of the Sirens, glistening like frost, like unto

the abodes of the Suras thronged by Apsarases.
Polished^ and chased within, like Vdsava's'^ abode in

heaven, the abodes of the Sirens reared up to the sky.

With its glittering turrets, its casements and windows,

its star-shaped and crescent ornaments, the city of the Sirens

looked like a superior fair stronghold.

When the merchants had entered they sat down on roomy

couches, and after they had had their nails, hair and beards

trimmed, they were provided with a bath.

After their bath they were dressed in splendid clothes, and

served withfood thatwas seasoned withflavoursand condiments.

(82) There was plentiful meat, the flesh of boars, flsh,

buffaloes, young goats and sheep, cock peacocks, pheasants,

quails, labakas/ francolin partridges, and cranes.

Those Sirens who were skilled thereat played on labours

and drums,
^ on instruments from Sindh'' and cymbals, the

guitar, the lute, the vallakigunaka and vallakitula,^ the

nakula,^ the seven-stringed Indian lute,^^ the horn'^'^ and

the flute. Others sweetly sung.

^
Reading, with two MSS., samuddhritd, for samudvrittd,

"
swollen

"

[sc. with water) which Senart prefers, but which forces him to the assumption
that the past part., though grammatically agreeing with keci (for kdci) is

in sense a qualification of the garments the women wore. But samuddhritd
seems much more natural and simple, especially when it is remembered
that these women were really Rdksasls, who are thus represented as coming
out of their natural element.

^
Literally,

"
destroyed

"
ndsayanii.

3
Literally

"
rubbed," ghatta for ghattita, past part, of ghatt.

* I.e. Indra.
* See p. 74 n. 2.
®
Alinga, see p. 74 n. 4.

' Saindhavd. Though this word might here be taken as adjective qualifying,"
labours and drums," the analogy of the prose passage above (p. 70 text),

where it is given as the name of a special instrument, sindhavavddya, suggests
that here, too, the word is a substantive.

*
Evidently the names of two kinds of Indian lute [vallaki).

* See Vol. 2, p. 154, n. 6. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) equates AMg. naula.
^^ Parivddinl.
^^

? Gomukhl, cf. gomukha.
H
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When the Sirens saw that the merchants were cheered up,

they showed them theirfair parks, their rich stores of precious

stones, and their wealth of beds, couches and food.
"
Here, then," said they, "you and we can take our joys

like the hosts of devas in Nandana. But you must not be

careless and go along the way to the south."

Now he who was the leader of the merchants was a wise,

clever and shrewd man. And when he was seated apart by

himself, he reflected and wondered why they forbade them

to go along that road.
" What if I were to go," said he,

"
when this Siren is

fast asleep, and take a sword and go along^ the road to the

south of the city."

So when she was fast asleep, he took a sword and went

out along the road to the south of the city.

And as he went along this road he heard a shouting afar

off. Following in the direction of the noise he came within

sight of a stronghold built as though of copper.

He came up to it and went all round it in search of a

gate, but could see none. (83) Still he could hear the sound

of many men coming from it.

"
mother," they were crying,

"
father, sons,

delightful native land, fambudvtpa with its parks.
"
Happy are they who can foregather with their kith and

kin, and live with them were it but for one night, and then die.
"
Is it possible that because we followed our calling we

shall come to perish in this forlorn island in the middle of

the salt flood of ocean ?
"

As he listened to these lamentations the wise and shrewd

merchant espied a tall acacia tree to the north of the stronghold.

He climbed the tree, and then he could see within tlie

stronghold hundreds of men who had been without food for

months,^ and whose nails, hair and beards were long.

Their bodies were emaciated,
^ their skin andflesh shrivelled

^
Upanayeham, explained by Senart as optative of upa-eti. The form

upeti is found three lines lower down. Edgerton, Gram. §4. 67, however,

says that the use of m as a
"
hiatus-bridger

"
is questionable, and he is not

convinced that Senart's explanation is correct.
*
Mdsopavdsika. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) would prefer to read here, as

on p. 71 (text), ivdsopavasika. See p. 75 «. 2.
' Dhamanisantata, see p. 78 n. 3.
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by the wind and heat. Their clothes were rotting rags ;

they were tortured by thirst and their hair was unkempt.
Some of them in search of water would scratch the earth

with their nails. And when they ivould stand up, they fell

down. When they fell they would wallow'^ on the ground.
And as he sat safely perched in the tree he had climbed,

he could see many skulls thrown about and scattered in all

directions.

When the men within saw the leaves of the acacia tree

suddenly bend down, they all stretched out their joined hands

towards the fair tree.
" Who are you, noble sir," cried they,

"
are you a deva,

a Ndga, a Garuda, a Guhyaka, a Suvarna^ (84) or hundred-

eyed VirUdhaka, or a Yaksa ?
"
Deliver us who are in sore distress, have pity on us,

valiant man. Let these men who are still alive be restored

to their land and their fond relations."

The merchant in the acacia tree, with his eyes full of

tears, replied,
"
Good friend, I am no deva, nor Ndga,

nor Garuda, nor Guhyaka, nor Suvarna. Nor am I

thousand-eyed VirUdhaka, nor yet a Yc^ksa.
"
I and my friends, good sirs, went down to the sea in

quest of wealth. But we were ship-wrecked, and here we

are after being rescued by women.
"
They treat^ us right well,*" as mothers trzat their

obedient sons. For the women are kind^ to us^ and wish

us no harm."

Dismayed at the words they had heard the merchants

1 Reading vicestanii for vivestanti. So Edgerton {B.H.S.D.), who calls

attention to Senart's remarks in his introduction to Vol. i, p. xii, on the

confusion of c and v in the MSS.
^ For Suparna, see Vol. i, p. 165, n. 2.
*

? Prativartanti, here (?)
"
to take to," cf. B.R.

"
Jmd. (ace) 3U Theil

werden." But Senart admits that his text is far from certain.
*
Samyag.

^ Reading priya for priyam.
* Mo, gen. pi. But the text of the whole line is doubtful. As printed

it reads Yam priyam mo mdnusiyo na td icchanti vipriyam. Senart assumed
the lacuna of a whole verse immediately preceding, but was not so confident
about this when he came to write his notes. The corresponding prose
passage (p. 72, text) has sdnam ca yam apriyam na karoma td cdsmdkam

vipriyam necchanti. Though one MS. begins the verse in much the same
way as the prose it continues so differently as to make any restoration on
the lines of the prose impossible.
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within said,
"
We, too, are men who left Jambudvipa and

went down to the sea.
"
We, too, were wrecked, and here are we, too, after being

rescued by the women. They treated us, too, right well,

just as they did you,^ my friends.
"
There were five hundred of us merchants who were

rescued by them. Here are now bid two hundred and fifty ;

the rest have been devoured.^

Those of us^ who were sons, yowig and soft-voiced, liave

been devoured by these voracious women, my friend.
"
These, my friend, are not women, they are dread Sirens,

heartless and armed with knives, Sirens in human guise."

(85) Then still more distressed did the merchant become,

and he bethought him to ask what way of escape there migJU

be from the island of the Sirens.
"
Come, friends," said he,

"
tell me how we can win

deliverance, and how we can escape in safety from this

fatal horror."

And they, out of their kindliness and pity, told him of

how they had seen and heard that there was an escape from
the island of the Sirens.

"In the month of Kdrttikd", said they, "when the moon

is full, there will come hither the horse Valdha,* the swift

and lovely-maned horse, the best of horses,
"
With well-proportioned glossy limbs, clean and fragrant,

full-grown, strong, speedy with the speed of the wind,

coursing through the air.
"
Raven-black his head, lotus-blue his eyes ; he is sprung

from the race of Valdhaka. His body is white like the

summit of Himalaya, and his neigh is like the roar of

thunder or of drum.
" When he has fed on grain of rice that is without husk

or dust and grows spontaneously, he stands on the sea-shore

to the northern side of the island of the Sirens.
"
Lifting up his head the king of horses speaks these words,

* Yu?mdkan, genitive, object of prativartensu.

Khdyita. See p. 76 n. 3.
' Mam, gen. pi., ye pi matfi putrakd.
* One of the four horses of Vi^nu. The prose version calls the horse

Keiin.
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' Who of you would go to the shore beyond the salt flood of
ocean ?

" ' Whom shall I take away to safety? Who, I pray,
will say to me "

May your promise prosper" P'^ Do you^

go to him for refuge and he will take you in safety to the

shore beyond."
The leader of the merchants said,

"
Come, my friends,

do you, too, repair to this horse of renown. Leap out of
this iron stronghold, this gloomy fortress of the Sirens.

(86) Or else dig beneath it and escape to safety."

"Ah, friend," said they, "you do not knoiv that this

coppery fort of the Sirens is too high to leap over^ and too

firmly founded* to dig beneath it.

"
Friend, there is no deliverance hence for us, who are

tied to karma. It was by the karma of our own deeds that

we were dragged away from Jambudvtpa.
" Our own hearts were Yama's messengers to send us to

Yamxi's realm. Do ye go, then, without any dallying to

your homes.

"And there bid our kinsfolk do acts of charity, my friends.

Bid them think no more of going down to the sea.
"
So long as one lives with one's own people, begging

round the houses with a potsherd for an almsbowl is better

than this misery.
"As long as one lives with one's own people, having to

obey^ the bidding, orders and commands of another is

better than this misery."
"

Well, my friends," said the merchant,
"
I will go before

she who is asleep wakes up, and comes here and craftily

learns what we men intend doing."

^
Literally,

"
whose [will be the words] let my word prosper," kasya

mama ridhyatu vacanam.
" Tava "

for
" mama " would be simpler and

less involved, as at page 88.
a Fo = yuyam. Cf. p. 82 n. 2.
^

Literally,
"

is large (or high) when one leaps"—langhayante pi varddhati.
*
Aslyati, from a -{• si (— si). Cf. PaU dslyati, and see P.E.D., which

prefers this derivation to Trenckner's a + syd, and cites Miln. 75, where
it is said of the lotus udake dslyati,

"
is supported in the water." Edgerton

(B.H.S.D.) explains it as 3rd sg. pass, impersonal of ds,
"
to sit ".

*
Literally

"
not objecting to,"

"
not refusing," reading ghattentasya

for ghatentasya, as Senart in his notes suggests, though he is doubtful if the
verb can have this sense. But see P.E.D., where the figurative sense of

ghatteti (Sk. ghattayati) is given as
"
to oflEend, mock, object to."
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And when he was coming down from the tree there were

cries of
"
Alas ! alas !

"^
They bethought them of their

native land and were pierced by the shaft of sorrow.

The leader of the merchants on alighting returned the way
he had come. He ivent in and found the others lying fast

asleep on their beds.

There he began to ponder as to how he could tell the

merchants (87) the true position of affairs without the

crafty women knowing.
" For wise men do not commend him who reveals a

secret. Drunken and careless men will talk of it, and the

telling will be regretted.
"
Like a drop of oil^ a secret revealed is blazoned abroad^

" Hard to find are those men who will keep a secret

whether it is good or bad. So let me then keep my secret

until the moon is full.
"
Then I will tell them after the famous horse has come,

when the occasion has come and it is the month I know of."

To his fellow-merchants he said,
" You must not be

negligent. You must be moderate inyour eating and drinking
with the women."

At the close of that day when the women had fallen fast

asleep, all the merchants went to that hidden spot.*

And when they had gathered there the merchants questioned

{their leader), saying,
"

Tell us, friend, of this thing that

you have seen and heard."

Kindly and compassionately he told them of what he had

seen and heard, and of the way of escape from the island

of the Sirens.

Then the merchants declared that all the women were a

gang of Sirens . . .^

^ Avidha. See Vol. i, p. 251, n. 2.
• Sc, when lit.

Reading, on the basis of two MSS. tailasya va bindu vikaiati guhyatfi
prakdiitam for the text tailasya viya bindu ca vikaiati prakasitd. The second

p&da has too long a lacuna to admit of restoration.
* The metrical version here and elsewhere assumes a knowledge of details

which it has not itself given.
' A lacuna covering most of the final p&da of this verse and part

ci the next.
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[The leader said^],
"
The king of horses standing on the

sea-shore speaks these words : (88)
' Who of you would go

to the shore beyond the salt flood of ocean ?
" ' Whom shall I take to safety ? Who will say to me,

"
May your promise prosper P

" ' We will go to that refuge.

He will take us in safety to the shore beyond.
"

When they had heard their leader's words all the merchants

gathered'^ together on the northern shore.

Coming there they saw not far away the king of horses

standing on the shore to the north of the island of the Sirens.

Lifting up his head the king of horses spoke these words :

" Who of you will go to the shore beyond the salt flood of

ocean ? Whom shall I take to safety ? Who will say to me,
'

Let your promise prosper
'

?
"

When the merchants heard the words of the king of horses,

they stretched forth their joined hands and replied,
" We all come to your refuge, benefactor of the world.

Take us to the shore beyond. May your promise prosper."^
The king of horses then said,

" Now take hold of my tail.

I shall be flying away at great speed. But you must bear

this in mind.
"
// it occurs to any of you to say,

'

This is my wife,

this my son, or this my daughter,' you will again fall into

the power of the Sirens.^
"
But if it occurs to you to say,

'

This is not my wife,

this is not my son, or this is not my daughter,' you will go
in safety to the shore beyond."

(89) When the best of horses had thus instructed the

merchants, in pity and compassion he said,
"
Come, friends, well is it with you, merchants, good

fortune be yours. I shall lead you across, away from this

pitiless, fearful, horrible place."

^
Literally,

"
went," agamu (v.l. agamo), aor. 3 pi. See Edgerton, Gram.

§32. 112.
* Tava vacanam ridhyatu. See p. 89 n. i.
^
Reading rdksaslvasamesyatha for the text avasavasamesyatha. Cf. prose

version raksaslnam vasam dgatd. Although there does not seem to be any
MS. warrant for this emendation, some such change is necessary, for the
text reading gives a very obscure sense,

"
you will go to what is beyond

your power." Some uses of avasa, indeed, would give a quite inappropriate
sense, e.g. avaiangama,

"
not submitting to another's will."
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And carrying the merchants with him he speeded over the

earth in the ways of the birds, in the unsupporting air,

swiftly flying with heavenly wings in the path of the wind.

Hosts of devas, Ddnavas,^ Bhujangas,^ Yaksas and

Rdk^asas in their domains waved their garments, and

shouted, "All hail. Great Being.^
"
Without a doubt, thou wilt become ere long a Master,

a light of the world. Thou wilt lead all men* across to the

shore beyond the ocean of old age and death."

Those of the merchants who thought,
"
Here is my wife,

here my son or here my daughter," were shaken off the

horse's back and thrown to earth.

Those who did not think, "Here is my wife, here my son or

here my daughters," were led across in safety to the shore

beyond.
. . .

^ and so they arrived in fambudmpa.

They who will not believe the words of the king of dharma

will go to destruction, like the merchants who were destroyed

by the Sirens.

But they who will believe the words of the king of dharma

will go in safety, like the merchants who werz saved by Valdha.

The Exalted One, the Master, calling to mind aformer life, a

former birth, related this Jataka in the presence of his monks.

With an exposition of the skandhas, the dhatus, the

ayatanas (90) and the atman/ the Exalted One explained
the meaning of it.

"
When," said he, "I lived of yore in one of my lives

in the round of rebirth that has no beginning nor end, then

was I Valdha, the lovely horse, the best of steeds. And

Sanjayin was thett one of the five hundred merchants."

Thus rid of old age, of fear, and griefless, he related to

the concourse of his monks this story of a former life of his,

his infinite sufferings, his faring up and down in the past.

^ See Vol. I, p. 55, n. 3.
• A generic name for snakes or serpents.
»
Anticipating the identification of Ke&ia (or VaULha) as a former incarna-

tion of the Buddha.
•
Jagad,

"
the world of life."

' Lacuna.
• Cf. Vol. 2, p. 90.
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Here ends the Jataka of the Five Hundred Monks led by

$driputra and Maudgalydyana, who were cast on the

island of the Sirens.

The Buddha's Visit to Kapilavastu

Then the Wanderer Sanjayin Vairatiputra made an announce-

ment in a square in the city of Rajagriha, in the place for

proclamations.^
Gotama the recluse has come to Girivraja^ of the Mdga-

dhans, leading all the followers of Sanjayin with him.

Whom will he lead now, I wonder ?

The monks reported this to the Exalted One and he replied.

It is by means of the true dharma that the great heroes,

the Tathdgatas, lead people. Who that understands will

carp at those who are led by the dharma ?^

When the Exalted One, perfectly enlightened, had realised

the end he had set out to reach, he stayed in Rajagriha, a

Teacher of devas and men. And the Sakyan men and women
of Kapilavastu heard that the Exalted One, having set rolling

the excellent wheel of dharma, was staying in Rajagriha and

leading a life of service to devas and men. (91) The Sakyans
of Kapilavastu approached King Suddhodana and said to

him,
" Your majesty, the Exalted One, having awakened to

the supreme perfect enlightenment and set rolling the

excellent wheel of dharma, is staying in Rajagriha and leading
a life of service to devas and men. Well would it be, your

majesty, to send a messenger to the Exalted One. He has

shown compassion to devas and men. Well would it be if

he showed compassion to his own people." King Suddhodana

replied,
"
So be it. Let a message be sent to him."

The Sakyans then reflected,
" Who will be a fitting and

^ Srdvana {^ravand-) mukhesu, properly
"
entrances (to places) for pro-

clamations
"

(
= making people hear), but the Tibetan rendering of the

expression ignores the word mukha. See Edgerton {B.H.S.D.).
2 Pali Giribbaja, name of the old capital on the hills, which was superseded

by the new city Rajagriha built by Bimbisara at the foot of the hills. See
D.P.N.

* The Pali version of these two stanzas is found at V. i. 43.
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proper messenger to send to the Exalted One ?
" And they

said to Suddhodana,
" Your majesty, Chandaka here was

the Exalted One's attendant when he was a young prince,

and his comrade when he left home. Udayin, too, the priest's

son, was the young comrade of the Exalted One when he

was a young prince, and played at making mud-pies with him.^

Let these two be sent."^

These two were then summoned. "
Go, Chandaka and

Kalodayin," they were told,
"
to Rajagriha, into the presence

of the Exalted One. Greet him and say to him,
'

The Exalted

One has shown compassion to devas and men. Well would

it be if the Exalted One showed compassion to his own people.'

And whatever the Exalted One tell you, that do."

And they in obedience to King $uddhodana left the city of

Kapilavastu and in due course reached the Squirrels' Feeding-

place in the Bamboo Grove in Rajagriha. They approached the

Exalted One, bowed their heads at his feet and stood

to one side. The Exalted One said to them,
" Chandaka

and Kalodayin, why have you^ come ?
"

They replied and

said,
" We would conduct the Exalted One to Kapilavastu."

And the Exalted One in that circumstance, on that occasion,

at that opportunity and at that moment uttered these verses

on dharma.*

Whose triumph does not wane,^ whose triumph Mdra^

cannot overcome,'' the Buddha whose range is infinite, who

knows no wordly way,^ along what way will you lead him ?

1 Sahapamiukrldanaka "playing in the mud with." Pali sahapatfisukUita
and pamsuvagdraka, a common expression for

"
youthful playmate."

* This visit of Chandaka and Udayin (or Kalodayin) to the Exalted One
has already been related in Vol. 2, p. 221 (trans.), where it wais introduced

to provide the niddna or occasion of the $iriprabha Jdtaka. Udayin was
called Kalodayin (Pali Kaludayi), because of his slightly dark colour.

* Fo = yuyam. See p. 82 n. 2.
* The two stanzas following as given in the Pah Dhammapada (179-80).

read,
Yassa jitam ndvajlyati jitamassa na yati koci loke tarn Buddham ananta-

gocaram apadatn kena padena nessatha ?

Yassa jdlinl visaitikd tanhd n'atthi kuhinci netave tarn Buddhatfi ananta-

gocaram apadam kena padena nessatha ?
* Reading either jiyali. Pah pass, of ji "to conquer" for jlvati of the

text, or jiryati
"
to grow old,"

"
decay ". The Pali jlyali can represent

either. See also Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
* Here called by one of his epithets, Antaka, see Vol. 2, p. 269, n. 7.
'
Jindti, BSk. and Pali for jayati. See Edgerton, Gram. p. 213.

"
Apada, see P.E.D. and B.H.S.D.
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(92) Who has destroyed the snare, craving, that it can no

longer lead him anywhere, the Buddha of infinite range who

knows no wordly way, along what way will you lead him ?

The Exalted One then asked them,
"
Chandaka and Kalo-

dayin, will you take up the religious life ?
" And though

they were not eager to do so, yet since they had been in-

structed by King ^uddhodana to do whatever the Exalted

One told them, and although they did not see there any

yellow robes or a barber to cut their hair and shave off their

beards, they reverently and against their will said to the

Exalted One,
" We will take up the religious life."

Then the Exalted One pronounced over them the formula

of
"
Come, monks," saying,

"
Monks Chandaka and Kalo-

dayin come, and live the brahma-life under the Tathagata,"
And when the formula of

"
Come, monks " had been pro-

nounced over them every mark of a layman, every badge,

every emblem and every sign disappeared from their persons.

A suit of three robes appeared, and a sumbhaka^ bowl
; their

hair assumed its natural state, and their deportment was

established, all just like those of monks who had been ordained

a hundred years. Such was the admission of the venerable

Chandaka and Kalodayin into the religious life, their ordination

and their becoming monks.

From the time that he had left home, from the time that

he had attained the supreme perfect enlightenment, a period
of seven years, the Exalted One had not known his native

place, had not sat down with his face turned towards it even^

for as long as it takes a man to breathe in and out once.

At the end of those seven years near relations of his among
the Sakyans of Kapilavastu who had passed away from

their human state and had, as a maturing of good karma,

been reborn in the world of devas, implored the Exalted One,

saying,
" The Exalted One has taken compa'^sion on devas and

men. Well would it be if the Exalted One took compassion
on his own people. It is time for the Exalted One to take

compassion on his own people." The Exalted One silently

intimated his assent to those devas. And they, understanding
^ See p. 67 n. 3.
* Antamasato. Cf. Pali antamaso, BSk. antasah, e.g. i. 104 (text). See

also 1.7; 2. 15. See B.H.S.D. for BSk. examples.
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the silent assent of the Exalted One, (93) in joy and elation

bowed their heads at his feet, saluted him from the right
and forthwith vanished.

The Exalted One then arranged his seat so that he faced his

native place. And the venerable Udayin, understanding the sign

thus given by the Exalted One, thought,
"
Since the Exalted

One has arranged his seat to face Kapilavastu, he is eager to

take compassion on it." Then he appealed to the Exalted One.^

Do ye now listen with rapt attention how, with bent knees

and bowed head Kaloddyin implored the infinite One, the

peerless Conqueror who needs no guide.

Now have the crimson trees. Lord, shed their mantle of
old leaves to make ready for fruit,

^
They are radiant as

though they were aflame. The season, great Hero, is rich

with the promise of succulent fruit.
^

The delightful groves are all in bloom and breathe sweet

odours all around. Shedding their flowers the trees clothe

themselves with fruit.
'^ It is time, Master, to go hence.

It IS not too cold nor too hot ; but it will be^ seasonably

pleasant for thee on thy way. Let the Koliyans and the

Sdkyans behold thy face as stars behold Rohini.^

(94) Then the Exalted One described to the venerable

Sariputra the journey of the exalted Sikhin.'

It was a sublime sight, ^driputra, long ago ere this to

see the world-leader $ikhin going on his journey.^

^ The prose ends abruptly here, to let the story be carried on by a verse

passage which, after the opening stanza of exhortation to listen, is practically
identical with Thag. 527-9. Cf. for some parts /. i. 87. See Mrs. Rhys
Davids, Psalms of the Brethren, and the notes there.

*
Literally

"
searching for fruit

"
phalesinas. After this word the text

has a lacuna, but the line is restored as chadanarn viprahaya, after Thag. 527.
*

Literally
"
partakes of sap or juice," bhagl rasdndm.

* Phalam ddiyanti. The Mhvu. here differs considerably from Thag.,
which has phalam dsasdna,

"
yearning for fruit."

»
Bhaveya. But Thag. 529 has a substantive, bhavante, here.

* Rohinimiva tarakdni. But Thag. has Rohitiiyam tarantam,
"
crossing

the Rohini," where instead of the constellation of that name we have the
river Rohini, which flowed through the land of the 6akyans and Koliyans,
and is now the Rowai in Rohwaini. See D.P.N. The variation between
the two texts here is a good example of the vagaries of oral tradition. As
compared with Thag., KalodSyin's appeal is here cut short.

' The twentieth of the twenty-four Buddhas.
*

Literally,
"

it was a subhme thing when, etc." uddram . . . cdrikdm

pratipannasya Sikhisya lokandyake, which is a strange amalgamation of

loc. and gen. absolutes. The same anomaly is maintained throughout the

many repetitions of this phrase in the sequel. See Edgerton, Gram. §7. 12.
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To whatever village or town the Leader came, everywhere
there would he found plenty of water''- that was considered

most excellent.

To whatever village or town the Leader came, everywhere
in all directions a pleasant park would greet him.

To whatever village or town the Leader came, trees covered

with flowers all over their branches and trunks'^ exhaled

their fragrance in all directions.

Whatever tree the Leader stood beneath produced radiant

blossoms—it was a tree beyond compare.
Whatever tree the Leader stood beneath produced ripe

fruit in all its parts.

Trees and flowers and fruits that are of this world^ were

seen in the way of the journey of $ikhin, the Leader of the

world.

Trees and flowers and fruits that are not of this world^

were seen in the way of the journey of $ikhin, the Leader

of the world.

Then did the earth with the sea and the mountains quake
when $ikhin, the Leader of the world, went on his journey.
Devas scattered flowers of the coral-tree when $ikhin, the

Leader of the world, went on his journey, and^ flowers of the

great coral-tree, of the karkarava,
**

(95) of the great kar-

karava, of the rocamana,' of the great rocamana, of the

^
Sopanlya,

"
perh. for saupdnlya or supdniya,

"
plenty of good water."

(Edgerton, B.H.S.D.). In view of the other natural phenomena which
are related as attending Sikhin's presence, this interpretation is decidedly-

superior to that of Senart, who suggests that sopanlya is a corruption of

some form like posadheya, and that the allusion is to a gathering of people
to make their eight vows (astdngasammitam) on a fast day ! For the use of

astdnga in the sense of
"
perfect,"

"
excellent," etc., see Vol. 2, p. 280, n. 6,

and, with especial reference to water. Vol. 2, p. 332, n. i. See also B.H.S.D.
The translation assumes that sammitam should be emended into sammatam.
So MSS.

*
Sthdnusvdpuspitd, "blossoming on their branches and /or trunks."

Senart, however, is inclined to emend into sthdnasya
"

(the trees) of the

place," on the analogy of p. 98, 1. 7 (text). But the text reading is more
in keeping with the tone of the verse. Miss I. B. Horner reminds the trans-

lator that parasite flowers, such as orchids, appear to blossom on the trunks
of tropical trees.

'
Mdnusyaka.

*
Amdnusyaka.

* For the next page and a half the text consists of a repetition of the

preceding stanza, with a different object of the verb in each case, and with
the synonymous caramdnasya for pratipannasya in the later stanzas.

' See Vol. I, p. 221, n. i.
' See Vol. I, p. 186, n. 3.
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manjusaka,^ of the great manjusaka, of the bhisma.^ of the

great bhisma, of the samantagandha,' of the great samanta-

gandha, and of the parijata* ; flowers of gold, silver and

(96) precious stones ; powder of sandal-wood, of aloe-wood,

of kesara/ of tamala* leaves and of celestial gems.
Thousands of kotis of musical instruments were played

in the sky when Sikhin, the Leader of the world, went on

his journey.
Unbeaten drums roared in the sky when $ikhin, the

Leader of the world, went on his journey. Devas standing

in the air waved their garments.'' Ndga kings, Suparnas
and human beings approached; those numerous beautiful

and glorious Yaksas followed the journey of 3ikhin, the

Leader of the world. Eighty-six thousana laymen gathered

together and followed the journey of 3ikhin, the Leader of

the world. (97) Neither hunger nor thirst nor watvt was

spoken of when 3ikhin, the Leader of the world, went on

his journey, nor heat, nor cold, nor gadflies, nor gnats.

And when he had made his journey and instructed many
men, he passed away, a perfect Buddha, a seer rid of rebirth.

Then the venerable Sariputra rose up from his seat, arranged
his robe over one shoulder, knelt with his right knee on the

ground, and, holding out his joined hands, said to the Exalted

One,
"
Lord, thou art the equal of the exalted Sikhin in

morality, in wisdom, in the powers,® in the assurances,® and

in the attributes of a Buddha. ^^ Such too will be thy journey

as was that of the exalted Sikhin. The Exalted One will go

on his journey for the welfare and happiness of men, out of

compassion for the world, for the good of the great multitude,

for the welfare and happiness of devas and men."

^ See Vol. 2, p. 156, n. 5.
• See Vol. I, p. 186, «. 4.
» Ibid.
• See Vol. I, p. 221, n. 2.
• See Vol. I, p. 32, n. 3.
• See Vol. I, p. 168, M. 6.
' The text repeats the temporal clause in each of these sentences.
• I.e. the ten powers, baldni, of a Tathagata. See Vol. 1, p. 126.
•
VaUdradya, Pali vesdrajja. These assurances were enumerated as

four. See Vol. 1, p. 33, n. 6.
" Buddhadharmd. either attributes in general or the eighteen distinctive

attributes—dve^iikd buddhadharmd. See vol. i, p. 33, n. 4.
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Then arranging his robe over one shoulder and holding

out his joined hands, $driputra besought the T.ithdgata to

make his journey.
"

It is time that the Exalted One, too, should now set out

on his journey, a Master taking compassion on men.
"
Those who have made the dharma grow and are in their

last incarnation are supplicated to avail themselves of the

opportimity to take compassion on men."

[The Buddha replied]
"
After fasting half a month (98) /

shall set out on my journey to bestow compassion on men."

And so, having completed his fortnight's fast, the Master

set out on his journey to bestow compassion on men.

To whatever village or town Gotama came, everywhere men

completely sound in health came tomeet himfrom all directions.

To whatever village or town Gotama came, the trees of

the place^ blossomed forth and breathed their fragrance in

all directions.

Whatever tree Gotama stood beneath put forth its flowers
and bent under their weight-, a tree beyond compare.

Whatever tree Gotama stood beneath put forth ripe fruit

in all its parts.

Trees and flowers and fruits that are of this world were

seen as the Leader of the world went on his journey.^
Trees and flowers and fruits that are not of this world

were seen as the Leader of the world went on his journey.
Then did the earth with the sea and the mountains quake

when the Leader of the world had set out and was going on

his journey.'^

^
Sthdnasya. See p. 97 n. 2.

* Onamitvd. But the parallel passage above, p. 94 (text) has obhdsitvd.
* There is a slight variation here from the parallel passage, p. 94 (text),

which reads cdrikdyatandni drisyensu. Cdrikd-dyatandni has been taken
to mean "

the area or the ways covered by his journey ", its case being
accusative, object of carante. The present passage has cdrikdn tdni drisyensu,
where the pronoun tdni merely resumes the substantive subjects of the verb,
cdrikdn being accusative object of carante.

* This temporal clause, which is repeated as the last line in each stanza
for the rest of the passage, but is omitted in translation, has a peculiar
construction : cdrikdrn pratipannasya carante lokandyake (with caramdnasya
for pratipannasya in the later stanzas). The anomalous concord of prati-
pannasya with ndyake has already been met with (see p. 96 n. 8). In the

present passage, unless carante, too, is taken as being for gen. sing, we are
left with a clause containing half of a "genitive absolute" and the whole
of a "

locative absolute ", both referable to the same subject.
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Devas scattered flowers of the coral-tree, of the great coral-

tree, of the karkarava, (99) of the great karkarava, of the

rocamana, of the great rocamana, of the manjusaka, of
the great manjusa, of the bhlsma, of the great bhl§ma,

of the samantagandha, of the great samantagandha, and

of the parijata. They scattered flowers of gold, of silver,

(100) and of precious stones. They scattered powder of

sandal-wood, of aloe-wood, of ke^ara, of tamala leaves, and

of celestial gems. Thousands of kotis of musical instru-

ments played in the sky, and unbeaten drums roared in tJte

air. Devas standing in the sky waved their garments.

Ndga kings, Suparnas and men approached; those numerous

beautiful and glorious Yaksas and those numerous, beautiful
and glorious devas followed (101) as the Leader of the world

went on his journey, and three thousand powerful, beautiful
and glorious devas, eighty-six thousand brdhmans who had

gathered, and eighty-six thousand laymen.
Neither hunger nor thirst nor want was spoken of when

the Leader of the world was going on his journey, nor heat

nor cold nor gadflies nor gnats.

And when he had completed his journey and converted

many people, the Saviour of the world came to Kapilavastu

of the $dkyans.
There the Exalted One stayed in the Banyan Grove ^ with

his company of eighteen hundred disciples. And King
^uddhodana heard that the Exalted One was touring among
the Ko^alas^ with a company of eighteen hundred monks,
and had come to the city of the Kosalas and was staying
there in the Banyan Grove.

Then all the ^akyan men and women of Kapilavastu,

eager to see the Exalted One, yoked their own carriages,

saying,
" We are going to see the Exalted One." But King

^uddhodana heard that the $akyan men and women were

^
Nyagrodharama.

" A grove near Kapilavatthu where a residence
was provided for the Buddha when he visited the city in the first year after

his Enlightenment {MA. i. 289). It belonged to a Sakyan named Nigrodha,
who gave it to the Order "

(D.P.N.)
* The inhabitants of Kosala, to the north-west of Magadha. In the

6th century B.C., the Sakyan territory of Kapilavastu was subject to Kosala.
See D.P.N, for references. Though the Banyan Grove, therefore, was
near Kapilavastu, the Mhvu. speaks of it as being in Kosalan territory
and near its capital 6ravastl (Savatthi).
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yoking their carriages and saying
" We are going to the

Banyan Grove (102) to see the Exalted One." So he caused

a proclamation to be made in Kapilavastu ordering,
" No

one is to go to the Exalted One before me. It is along with

me that all of you must go to the Banyan Grove to see the

Exalted One."

King ^uddhodana, then, with all the women of his court,

with Yasodhara at their head, with the princes and coun-

sellors, with his ^akyan attendants, his archers, charioteers

and horsemen, and with the town councillors^ led by their

president, in great royal pomp and magnificence set out

from the city of Kapilavastu to see the Exalted One. Now
as King ^uddhodana was coming out of the city of Kapilavastu
in a chariot drawn by four horses and attended by an escort

of ^akyans on his way to the Banyan Grove to see the Exalted

One, a company of monks entered to beg for alms. King
Suddhodana saw them, and he asked his counsellors,

"
Ho,

counsellors, what manner of Wanderers are these ?
" The

counsellors answered and said,
"

Sire, these are the attendants

of the prince." And, on seeing the monks who had left

home to become seers, Uruvilvakasyapa, Nadikasyapa,

Gayakasyapa,2 gariputra and Maudgalyayana with their

company, that they were lean of body, mortified by austerities,

shaven, and holding bowls in their hands, he became troubled

of countenance. He said,
"

If my son had not left home he

would have been a universal king over the four continents,

triumphant, righteous, a king of dharma, possessing the

seven royal treasures, with an escort of a thousand kings,

and having the whole earth as his domain. Send this company
away. I have no wish to see it."

The counsellors, therefore, said to the monks,
" The king

does not wish to see you. Turn back." So they turned back

^
Reading naigemehi

" townsmen ", with one MS., for the nigamehi," towns ", of the text. The translation follows a suggestion of Miss I. B.
Horner's. See her Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 379, and n. 6, where she cites VA. 11 14
which defines neganta at V.i. 268, as kutumbikagana,

"
a group of leading

men." It is at least obvious that some special class of townsmen is alluded to.
* Three brothers known in the Pali texts as

"
Tebhatika Jatilas," the

three brother
"
matted-hair ascetics." Uruvilvakasyapa lived at Uruvilva

(see vol. 2, p. 119) on the banks of the Nairanjana with five hundred disciples.
Further down the river lived his two brothers, with three hundred and
two hundred disciples respectively. The three were converted by the
Buddha and attained Arahantship. See I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 32 ff.
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and came to the Banyan Grove.
"
Lord," said they,

"
King

^uddhodana has no wish to see us. For when he caught

sight of us he turned us back."^ The Exalted One replied,
"
There will then be enough food here for the whole company

of monks."

But Uruvilvakasyapa said (103) to the Exalted One,
"
Lord, I will go and make King ^uddhodana change his

mind."'' But the Exalted One would not consent. In the

same way Nadlka^yapa, Gayaka^yapa, Upasena^ and all the

powerful* monks implored the Exalted One, saying,
"
Let us

go. Lord, to placate King ^uddhodana so that he will come
to the Exalted One." But the Exalted One would not

consent to their doing so.

Then the venerable Maha-Maudgalyayana considered within

himself,
" What monk is it that the Exalted One can be

desirous should go and placate King ^uddhodana ?
" And

by means of his deva-eye, which excelled the human eye in

clearness, Maha-Maudgalyayana perceived that the Exalted

One was thinking of the monk Kalodajdn,^ and that it was he

who should go and placate King ^uddhodana. Perceiving
this he went to the venerable Kalodayin and said to him,
" O Udayin, good fortune is yours and well-gained, since it

is you that the Exalted One desires should go and placate

King Suddhodana. There are other monks senior to you,
who have asked to go, but without success. So do you go,

venerable Udayin, and placate King ^uddhodana."

When this had been said, the venerable Udayin replied to

the venerable Maha-Maudgalyayana,
"

Difficult is it, O vener-

able Maha-Maudgalyayana, to approach kings, who are

anointed nobles enjoying security in their empire." Just as,

O venerable Maha-Maudgalyayana, it is difficult for a man
to approach a great burning pile of fire, so is it difficult to

* ? Pratinivartiio, for pratinivarteti.

Literally,
"
turn him back," nivartemi.

* Most likely the Upasena who is referred to p. 431 (text) as the nephew
of the three Ka^yapas just mentioned. It is not clear whether he is to
be identified with the Upasena who was the teacher of ^ariputra (above
p. 61). See D.P.N.

* Mahaddhika for maharddhika ; of. Pali mahiddhika. One MS. has
maharddhika.

' See above p. 94.
*
Janapadasthdmaviryaprdpta. Cf. Pali janapadatthdvariya, D. i. 88;

2. 16 ; Sn. p. 106. See vol. i, p. 293, n. 5.
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approach kings who are anointed nobles enjoying security

in their empire. Just as, venerable Maha-Maudgalyayana,
it is difficult to approach a sixty-year old elephant, so is it

difficult to approach kings who are anointed nobles enjoying

security in their empire. Just as, O venerable Maha-Maud-

galyayana, it is difficult for a man to approach a lion, king
of beasts, fanged, powerful and maned, a lord of animals (104),

so is it difficult to approach kings who are anointed nobles

enjoying security in their empire. Just as, venerable Maha-

Maudgalyayana, it is difficult for a man to approach a leopard
taut of body^ and menacing of mien,^ so is it difficult to

approach kings who are anointed nobles enjoying security
in their empire and are leopards among men."

Then the Exalted One addressed the venerable Kalodayin
in verse :

Listen to me, good Uddyin, you who are supreme among
those who repose in the perfection of merit. You will

easily placate the noble king, the joy of the Sdkyan clan.

For no other monk is there who can win over the king's
heart. By no one else but you, Uddyin, who have shared

the life of the Exalted One, can it be done.

Once upon a time, Uddyin, long ago, there was a lord of

earth, named Satyavardhana, and renowned far and wide,

a protector of the world.

He was righteous, a king of dharma, honoured by kotis of

nayutas of men. He ruled this sea-girt earth in righteousness.

This king had a son named Matisdra, who paid heed to the

Buddhas of old, sustained^ by and intent on a host of merits.

Perceiving the viciousness of sensual pleasures, caring for
none of the joys of sense, and having planted* the root of
virtue, he found no delight at home, but in solitude.

(105) To him Satyavardhana said,
"
My son, enjoy the

exquisite quality of sensual pleasures here in your home
that is like the abode of Vaisravana,

^ like the abode of the

immortals."

^ ? Or "
gathered to spring ". Literally,

" with body clinging together ",

olinakaya.
*
Or,

"
heavy, haughty of look ", gurudariana.

'
Paricarita,

"
served by ", p. part, of BSk. paricdrayati, Pali paricdreti.

*
Orupta. See vol. 2, p. 295, n. 3. Cf. B.H.S.D.

'
Epithet of Kuvera, god of wealth. See vol. i, p. 200, n. 3.
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Matisdra holding out his joined hands replied,
' '

king, these

are not the things that are good in the eyes ofan intelligent man.
"
They are what a foolish man is capable of, for they are

known to he under the control of passion . . .
^

"
Why should a man who has eyes to see take the wrong

path under the guidance of a blind man ? Why should a

man who has arrived to time envy him who is still abroad^

without a shelter?
"
Why should a man who has been set free take the roact

back to prison^ at the bidding of one who is still in bondage ?

Why should a wise man hanker after the company of one

who is on the wrong road ?
" You seem to me, king, to be a blind man carried

away and long since lost. You are being carried away by
the flood of sensual desires, while I abhor them."

And so Matisdra, with the full knowledge of his powerful

father, went forth from his home, a prince renouncing
without regret his kingdom and his pleasures.

As a snake sheds its withered slough, as a man spews a

gathering of phlegm, so did he cast aside his kingdom, the

whole sea-girt earth. For he had perceived the viciousness

of sensual delights.

Surmounting the sphere of sensual pleasures. Prince

Matisdra indulged in divine meditation'^ that he might
reach the state of Brahmd.^

^ Lacuna.
*

Literally,
"

is still riding," vuhyantasya, gen. sg. of pres. part, of vuhyati,
BSk. = Pali, Sk. uhyate. For the form, see Edgerton, Gram., § 2. 52.

Immediately below we have vuhyasi, 2nd sg. pres. indie.
' This is the translation of Senart's restored text. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.

s.v. kdrdhva) prefers to follow the MSS. more closely and read bandhasya
katharn mukto vacanena kdrdhvam abhikrameya, which he translates,

"
how,

having been freed from a bond by a word, would one enter into what is

called a prison (viz. sensual life) ?
" But Senart's text seems to fit the

context better. A freed man who listens to the bidding of one still in

captivity to return to it, is on a par with the man who suffers himself to be
led by a blind man, and with the man on the right road who goes and follows

another on the wrong one.
* Or " Brahma states ", brahmavihdrd,

"
exercises in meditation to

produce the four concepts or spiritual attitudes of love, compassion, cheerful

sympathy and equanimity
"

(maitrd karund muditd upek?d). See P.E.D.
for references. Kern, S.B.E. xxi, p. 140, n. 3, says of them,

"
Otherwise

they are termed appamafind in Pali ; they are identical with the four
bhdvanas or exercises to develop benevolence, compassion, cheerful sym-
pathy and equanimity," and he refers to Yogaidstra 1. 33.

" Brahmatva.
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When the prince had thus taken to the religious life,

out of devotion to him the son of the household priest, named

Somadatta, went forth from home after Matisdra.

(106) Now when the prince left home to take up the

religious life, his father took it hard, hut Somadatta's going
as well appeased the king.

Why should you think, Uddyin, that Matisdra at that

time was somebody else ? It was I who at that time cared

nought for the pleasures of sense.

Why should you think, Uddyin, that Satyavardhana
was somebody else ? King $uddhodana here at that time

was he.

Why should you think, Uddyin, that the devoted Somadatta

was somebody else ? You were he who then appeased him
who was named Satyamaha.'^

Therefore do you now placate King ^uddhodana. Great

profit^ will there he when the lord of earth is placated.
There will he, young sir, an endless store of blessings for

devas and men when the noble king is placated. So haste

to reconcile him.

By this time the lord of the ^dkyans is sorely stricken

in mind and disturbed of thought. He stands dejected like

an elephant which has fallen over a mountain cliff.

Like a strong man in the grip of a demon'^ that saps his

strength,* he, supreme lord of the earth though he is, no

longer knows either his own self nor his son.

Through thinking of loss of sovereignty and reflecting on

sovereignty ,
he does that which displeases me. So quickly

go and appease him.

King ^uddhodana turned back from the gates of Kapilavastu
with, all (107) his ^akyan retinue and came and stood in his

reception-hall.^ There King ^uddhodana addressed the

^akyan men and women, saying,
"
The prince has deprived

himself of the lordship of this great domain and taken up
the religious life. If the prince had not taken up the religious

^ I.e. Satyavardhana.
*
Samudaya. Possibly, there is a play on the name Udayin.

' Raksasa.
*
Ojahara. Cf. vol. i, p. 208, n. 3.

' Darsanasdla
"
hall for seeing or visiting."
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life, he would be a universal king over the four continents,

triumphant, righteous, a king of dharma, possessing the

seven treasures. For those seven treasures would be his,

namely, the treasure of the wheel, of the elephant, of the

horse, of the jewel, of the woman, of the householder and of

the counsellor. He would have a full thousand sons, brave,

courageous, handsome, vanquishers of their foes. He would

reign and exercise his sway over these four great sea-girt

continents without turmoil or trouble, without rod or weapon,
without violence, but with justice. He would be attended

by thousands of kings. This imiversal rule would mean

power
^ for us here. But now that the prince has taken up

the religious life we have been deprived of the lordship of

this mighty realm."

Then the venerable Udayin flew up in the air from the

Banyan Grove and came and stood in the air at the height
of a palm-tree in front of ^uddhodana and his retinue of

^akyan escort. And King ^uddhodana saw the venerable

Udayin standing in the air at the height of a palm-tree, and,

seeing him, he was thrilled, gladdened and pleased. He rose

up from his seat, arranged his robe over one shoulder, and

stretching out his joined hands towards the venerable Udayin
he addressed him in verse:

" Whence do you come garbed in a robe of red? On
what mission have you come hither ? And what, Udayin, do

you desire here ? Rare is the sight of those who have their

vows fulfilled."

[Udayin replied .•]

(108)
" monarch of this realm, good fortune and glory

is yours, since your son is the Peerless One among men.

With his splendour he irradiates the whole world as the

rising thousand-rayed sun the earth.

Then the elder Udayin, as he stood in the air at the height
of a palm-tree, recounted the many noble qualities of the

Buddha. And King ^uddhodana on hearing was pleased,

and he spoke to the $akyan men and women sa5dng,
"
Just

as, O sons and daughters of Vasistha,^ we have in the flush

* Hastokta. See vol. 2, p. 66, n. 3. This is the explanation also given
by Edgerton (B.H.S.D.).

• See vol. I, p. 32, «. 2.
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of dawn a foregoing sign of the rising sun, so we have in

Udayin, the dispeller of doubt, the disciple of the Sugata."

[Udayin said
:]

A new Buddha^ with vision of the ultimate good has at

last appeared in the clan of the ^dkyans. As I placated

Satyamaha so [may I now placate ^uddhodana.]
^ In hope

is the field tilled and the seed sown.^ In hope merchants

sail the sea in quest of wealth.^ And now may that which

I hope for as I stand here be realised.

Again and again men briskly sow the seed. Again and

again the lord of devas sends the rain. Again and again
the sown field ripens, and again and again the husbandmen

reap their harvest.

(109) Again and again beggars approach ; again and

again true men give them charity. Again and again the

true men who have given go to their place in heaven.

Rare is the Sterling Man^; he is not born everywhere. But
wherever the Hero is born, his clan is happy and prosperous .

The Hero is clean^ back through seven generations'^ in

whatever family the vastly Wise One is born. A deva of
devas he guides the ^dkyans like a father ; for from you is

born the seer Satyandma.^

Verily Suddhodana is the Conqueror's father, and
likewise is Maya the Buddha's mother. She who bore

the Bodhisattva in her womb, now, after the dissolutiou

of her body, rejoices in heaven.

She, the Buddha's mother, rejoices in the five strands of

^
Literally,

" A son of Buddha," Buddhasya puira.
* There is a lacuna here, but the context would seem to require a phrase

to this effect.
*

Vapyate, BSk., = Pali vappate, vappati, Sk. upyate.
* Cf. vol. 2, p. 56. These verses are identical with Thag. vv. 529 flf.,

where they are a continuation of a verse passage the first part of which
has already been reproduced p. 96 above. The first three stanzas are also
found at 5. i. 174.

*
Ajanya. See p. 118. n. 6. Here, of course, an epithet of the Buddha.

' Punati. Thag. 533 has puneti, which P.E.D. explains as
"
cans. f.

puna ? or = punati ? "to experience (over and over) again ", but Kem
Toev. s.v. takes it as = punati, and Mrs. Rhys Davids translates

"
lifts to

lustrous purity ". Thag A. II. 225 gives puneti — sodheti. The only variant in
the MSS. of the Mhvu. seems to be pureti.

' For the idea that traceable descent from a common ancestor through
seven generations constitutes a family, cf. Thag. 533 and D. 1.113.

* Or " who bears a true name." Cf. Pali Saccanama as epithet of the
Buddha aX A. 3. 346 ; 4. 285, 289 ; PvA. 231 ; Thag. 533.
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sensual pleasures,^ in desirable delights, exceeding eager
and attended by hosts of Apsarases.

The father is pleased^ with his son, the Buddha, the

invincible, the mighty^ peerless scion of Angtrasa,'^ and
he exults. $dkyan Gotama, rightly art thou nobly born.^

The king said :

"
Does he with whom you live as a recluse, monk, live

the brahma-life in faith ? (110) Is he not afraid ? Does
he not know what fear is, but is content in his solitude

at the foot of the tree ?
"

Udayin replied :

"
king, he with whom I live as a recluse lives the brahma-

life in faith. He is not afraid nor knows what fear is,

but is content in his solitude at the foot of the tree.
"
How, ^dkyan, can you say that the Conqueror is

afraid as he lives all alone, a diligent Seer, unmoved by
censure or by praise, like a lion undisturbed by alarms,
like the wind that can not be enmeshed in a net, a Leader

himself not to be led by others ?
"

[The king said
:]

"
Since you know my son whose wisdom is unequalled,

and whose father I say I am, and since you are a son to

him, so are you a son to me. Eat then, monk, and then

take your alms-bowl.
"
We, too, will go to see the Buddha, whose excellence is

unsurpassed, who has passed beyond doubt. From what

you say about my son, O monk, the Choicest of beings has

appeared in the world."

Having eaten thefood as it was proper to do, pure, exquisite

and sweetly-flavoured food, (111) the monk took his alms-

bowl, and set out and came to where the Conqueror who
knows no leader, was.

^ See vol. 2, p. 113, n. 2.

There is considerable variation between the Mhvu. and Thag. in the
last stanza, the variation centering in the two words prita pita of the former
text as against pitu pita of the latter.

•
Tayin. See Vol. 2, p. 318, n. 2.

•
Although the Commentaries propose various explanations of this

term, the likelihood is that it is a mere patronymic, for the Gautamas be-

longed to the Angirasa tribe. See D.P.N, for references.
• But contrast the text of Thag. 536, and see n.
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And when he had reached that place he held out the alms-

howl to the Conqueror. Bowing at his feet he said to the

Tathdgata,
"
Thy people are coming to see thee.

" When the king heard of all thy virtues, he thrice

called out,
'

Well won is my good fortune and infinite,

since now that a Conqueror dwells in this universe of three-

thousand worlds, I shall have intercourse with the Leader.
" The blossoming trees in their garb of flowers are the

haunt of flocks of twittering birds. So, too, my heart is

glad and blooming, since I have heard that my son is

endowed with all good qualities.'
"

Then King ^uddhodana spoke to one of his royal counsellors.
"
My counsellor," said he,

"
Prince Sarvarthasiddha^ has

awakened to the supreme perfect enlightenment. He has

set rolling the noble wheel of dharma, and has reached the

wood near Kapilavastu. So we will go out to meet my son,

Prince Sarvarthasiddha. Have a proclamation made, then,

in the city of Kapilavastu, bidding all ^akyans, brahmans

and laymen, all musicians,
^ all guildsmen and all craftsmen

to come with me to meet Sarvarthasiddha."
"
So be it,

your majesty," said he.

And the royal counsellor in obedience to Suddhodana at

once caused a proclamation to be made at the cross-roads

and market places in the city of Kapilavastu in these words

(112)
" Good people, Prince Sarvarthasiddha has awakened

to the supreme perfect enlightenment and has come to the

wood near Kapilavastu. Therefore you all must go with

King ^uddhodana to meet the Exalted One.

There has come to the clan of the ^dkyans he who will

he its protection. He has attained his desire ; his heart is

rid of craving ;^ his asravas^ are decayed, and his passion

gone. He is all-seeing. After twelve years we shall

hehold him in his infinite wisdom.

When he has heard the joyous sound of drums in the

kingdom of the 3dkyans, and the music played by the host

1 See vol. 2, p. 23.
* Gdndharvikd,

"
followers or disciples of the Gandharvas ", for whose

musical abilities see D.P.N. Cf. vol. 2, p. 49, n.3.
^

Trisabhdva,
"
state of craving

"
; trisa is for irisd or trisnd.

* See vol. I, p. 49, n. 2.
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of devas in Lumhinl,^ he who declared
'

I will become a

Buddha in the world,' will come, making true his word

and dispelling the darkness.

He who took seven strides here in Lumhint, he by whom
the seven jewels of the bodhyangas^ were understood, he

who roared a lion's roar,
'

I am foremost in the world,'

will come and break those who speak against him.

He who has done away with all rebirth, he in whom

every source of becoming is dried up, he in whom the creepers

of craving and the font of ill are dried up, will come and

give release from bondage in the world."

When the ^akyan men and women of Kapilavastu heard

this proclamation, they quickly gathered at the palace gate

(113), including princes, counsellors, army officers, brahmans
wdth the household priest at their head,^ and the community
of tradesmen with their president at their head.* All the

musicians 5 were there, namely, jugglers," court bards,'

actors,® dancers,' athletes,^" wrestlers, tambourine-

^ See vol. I, p. 78, n. i.

* See vol. 2, p. 142, n. 3.
'
Purohitapramukha brdhtnand.

*
Sresthipramukho vaniggrdmo. The former word is not to be confused

with srenipramukha,
"
head of a guild," which is practically synonymous

with sresthi by itself. For grdma, literally
"

village
"

in the meaning of

a community of tradesmen or craftsmen, cf. the
"

village of smiths" in

vol. 2, pp. 80 ff. There would seem to be a double organisation of pro-
fessions and trades, namely into communities {grdma) and into guilds

(ireni). The number of these latter is given as eighteen, see below, p. 114
and cf. Mrs. Rhys Davids : Cambridge History of India, i, pp. 206-7,
and references there given.

* Gandharvikd. See p. 109, n. 2.
• Cakrika, cf. Sk. cakrin, "a kind of juggler or tumbler who exhibits tricks

with a discus or a wheel (?)
" M.W. So, doubtfully, B.H.S.D.

'
Vaitdlika,

"
a bard whose duty it is to awaken a chief or prince at

dawn with music and song." M.W. The Pali form is vetdlika [Milr^. 331;

/. 6. 277),
" a certain office or occupation at court connected with music

or entertainment, a bard." P.E.D. At /. 6. 277 it is explained as vetdld

utthapake, where the P.E.D. suggests that for vetdld we may read vettdya,

i.e.,
"
Those whose duty it is by vetdla or vetta to make people rise." This

explanation seems to tally with Buddhaghosa's explanation of the name
of the corresponding profession, vetdla, at D. i. 6, as being ghanatdla,

"cymbal-beating" {DA. i. 84), to which he adds mantena mala-sarir
'

utthdpanarn ti eke,
" some take it to mean raising the dead by magic charms."

According to the P.E.D. the word is of dialectical origin.
"
Perhaps to

be read vetdlika
"

(B.H.S.D.).
• Nata, and explained at VA. 931 as

"
those who play (or dance, n^enti)

a pantomime" (ndtakam). Seel. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 3, p. 298, n. 2.
• Nartaka, cf. Pali ndtaka, V. 4. 285, Miln. 191, 331."

^illaka, see vol. i, p. 187, n. i, and B.H.S.D.
"
prize-fighter."
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players,^ clowns,
^

tumblers,^, tam-tam players/ buffoons,^

dvistvalas,^ reciters,' pancavatukas,^ singers, dancers,^ come-

dians,^" performers on the drum, trumpet, tabour, kettle-drum,

cymbal, flute, and the guitar and the lute—all gathered at the

palace gate. All the guildsmen^^ of Kapilavastu were there
;

namely, goldsmiths, bankers,
^^

cloak-sellers,^^ workers in shell

and ivory, jewellers, workers in stone,
^^

perfumers, koidvikas ,'^^

^ Pdnisvarika,
"
player on a panisvara, Pali panissara, literally

" hand-
sound or music." At Dial., i. 8, n. 2, Buddhaghosa is quoted as explaining
the term to be "

playing on cymbals." Cf. pdnisvarya, vol. 2, p. 97, n. 3.
But Edgerton (S.H.S.D.) says,

"
probably palm-clapping, not cymbal-sound."

* Sobhika, Sk. saubhika, Pali sobhiya. Cf. /. 6. 277 and Dial. i. 8, n. 3.
See also B.H.S.D.

3
Langhaha, Pali id., J. 2. 142 ; Miln. 34, 191, 331. The fem. pi. form

langhikd is found at V. 4. 285. See I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc, 3, p. 298,
n. 4, where the explanation at VA. 931 is quoted,

"
those who do tumbling

on bamboos and thongs."
* Kumbhatunika,

"
a player on the kumbhathuna,

"
a sort of drum."

See Dial. i. 8, «. 4 and Bk. of Disc. 3, p. 297, n. 6. The form of the word in

the Mhvu. varies between kumbhatuni, kumbhatunika, kumbhatuna, kumbhatuna
and kumbhathunika. The word has in this translation been hitherto rendered
" drummer ", but that word is required for another Sk. word later on in

this passage. The translation at Dial. 1. 8 has therefore been adopted
here. According to Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) the form with th is the correct one.

' Velambaka. According to Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) = vidambaka = AMg.
vi^ambaga.

* "A dubious form assumed by Senart
"

(B.H.S.D.).
' Bhdnaka.
* Unknown. "

Very likely corrupt
"

(B.H.S.D.).
*
Reading, as Senart suggests, tdndavd for bhdndavikd of the text.

^^
Hdsyakdraka,

"
laughter-maker."

^^ Many of the professions named here, and of the crafts in the next

paragraph must remain unidentified. Although Miln. 331 has a long
list of about eighty occupations only a very few of them are identical with
those named in the Mhvu., at least as far as their names are concerned.

Similarly, with regard to the twenty classes of people mentioned at Miln.
191, the note in the translation in S.B.E. 35. 266 states that the meaning
of most of them is obscure. Neither the list of occupations at D. i. 51
nor that at V. 4. 6 is of much help in explaining the obscure Mhvu. terms,
which may be regarded as regional or dialectical words.

^^
Hairanyika, Pali herannika, Miln. 331,

"
assayers of gold" (S.B.E.

36. 209, where see note.) Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) says
"
goldsmith ", but

this word seems required for the preceding sauvarnika, which, as a substantive,
is not listed in his dictionary.

^3
Prdvdrika, Pali pdvdrika, V. 4. 250. See P.E.D., s.v., where reference

is made to pdvdra as
"
cloak

"
or

"
mantle "

at V. i. 281 ; /. 5. 409. See
also I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 3. 228, n. 4. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) s.v.

hairanyika, says
"
cloak-dealer," or read prdvdlika

"
coral-dealer."

^*
Prastdrika, cf. Pali patthara,

"
stone-ware," Miln. 2. Edgerton,

B.H.S.D.: perhaps "merchant" if related to Pali (kamsd-) pattharikd,
V. 2. 135, according to Comm. 121 1,

"
dealers in brass-ware."

^* Unknown. There is no term resembling it in the lists referred to. One
MS. has kondvikd, which almost makes one think that the right reading should
be lonakdrd,

"
salt-gatherers," (Miln. 331), which would fit in nicely between

"
perfumers

" and "
oil-dealers." But another MS. has ndvikd

"
sailors

"
!

B.H.S.D. :

"
Possibly a corruption of kausikdra, sheath or box-maker."
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oil-dealers, hawkers of jars of ghee,^ sugar-factors,^ vendors of

water,
3 factors of cotton, curds, cakes,* dried treacle,^ sweet-

meats, kandu,^ wheat-flour and barley-meal, hawkers of fruits,

roots, perfumed oil from ground powder, dgnvamyas,''

dviddhakas,^ makers of confectionery from sugar and dried

treacle, vendors of dried ginger,' distillers,^" and factors of

candied sugar
—these and many other business people all

gathered at the palace gate.

And all the craftsmen of Kapilavastu were there
;

namely, brass-founders, coppersmiths, goldsmiths, makers

of wooden bowls,^^ pradhvopakas,^^ rosinas,^^ tin-smiths,

makers of lead sheets,^* workers in grass,
^^

garland-makers.

* Ghritakun4ika. B.H.S.D. :

" Seems to mean '

ghee-potter '. Does it

mean ' maker of pots intended for holding ghee, a dealer in pots of ghee ?
'

No similar word has been discovered elsewhere."
* Gaulika = gaudika,

"
relating to sugar or molasses

"
{M.W.).

3 Vdrika.
"
Probably corrupt

"
(B.H.S.D.).

*
Pupika, cf. puvika (Miln. 331), from puva = piipa. So B.H.S.D.

* Khandakdraka.
* Kan^uka, which, on the analogy of the accompanying terms, must

mean "
factor or dealer in some kind of eatable called kaniu." Miss I. B.

Horner has supplied the translator with the following extract from Sir

George Watt, Commercial Products of India (1908), p. 902, under Pistacia :

"
P. vera. linn. The Pistachio nut ; tree and nut = pista ; galls = boz-

ghanj ; gum-resin = kunjad, wanjad, kandur, shilm, etc. The trees grow
in forests in Syria (and other Near Eastern countries). The fruits, known
as the pistachio nuts, are exported in large quantities from Afghanistan to

India, Persia and Turkestan. In India the nut is a common article of food

among the well-to-do classes . . . and a frequent ingredient in confec-

tionery." Our word kand,u may not be unrelated to kandur. B.H.S.D.,
however, has,

"
presumably from Sk. kandu,

"
iron-pan," and so makers

or sellers of iron pans." But the name of such an occupation is out of

place among terms for dealers in various eatables.
' Unknown. B.H.S.D. lists the word with a question mark.
* Unknown. "

Obscure and probably corrupt
"

(B.H.S.D.).
* Sunthika from kunthi or sunthi,

"
dry-ginger." One MS. adds pacaka,"

cookers of dried ginger," i.e., makers of such confectionery." Sidhukdraka cf. majjikd,
"
dealers in strong drink," Miln. 331." Taddhukdraka, is read by Senart who suggests that taddhu is

a Prakritising form of tardii
"
a wooden ladle." Edgerton, B.H.S.D., would

read taUu-(tatta) kdrakd,
" makers of flattish bowls."

** Unknown ; v. II. are prabdhopaka and pradhopakd, both of which
are as inexplicable as the text form.

"
Wholly obscure." (B.H.S.D.).

*' Unknown, though the reading here seems to be certain.
" Obscure."

(B.H.S.D.)
** Siia

(
= sisa)-piccatakdra."

Jantukdraka. jantu in Pah, but not apparently in Sk., being the name
of a grass. This sense fits in well with what follows. Cf. also the term
tinahdraka,

"
grass-gatherers ", Miln. 331. But, perhaps, we should read

jantakdraka,
"
machine-workers." Cf. janta = yantra, Mhvu. 2. 475 (text),

janiakdra, ibid., and jantrakdraka, 476. In his index Senart gives the last

form as being the one in the present passage.
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vegetable-growers/ potters, tanners,
^ weavers of wool, makers

of mail armour, ^weavers of robes for idols, ^laundrymen,^ dyers,

cleaners, spinners, painters," carpenters,' carvers,
^ basket-

makers, ^ modellers inclay,^" plasterers,^^ barbers, hairdressers,

wood-cutters,
^2

decorators,^^ builders,^* barn-makers,^-^

miners,^" hawkers of fragrant earth,
^' wood, grass, shrubs and

twigs, sailors, boatmen, ^^ washers of gold,^^ and tricksters. ^^

1 Reading parnikd for purimakdrakd. Cf. Pali pannika in the same
sense, Miln. 331 ; J. i. 411 ; 2. 180 ; 3. 21. Purima is not known as the
name of any article. Senart appears certain of the reading, but makes
no comment on the word in his notes. B.H.S.D. : (very doubtfully)

"
pro-

fessional cleaners (of clothes)."
2 Carmakdra, cf. Pali cammakdra, Miln. 331 ; V. 4. 6, although VA. 738

uses cammakdra as a synonym to explain rathakdra,
"
carriage-builder."

See I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 2, 173.
3 Varuthatantravdyaka,

"
weavers of thread or wire for defence," though

Senart says he would have as much justification in conjecturing varuthavetra,
" rod of defence." But such a word would seem to demand the verbal
affix kdraka,

"
maker," rather than vdyaka,

" weaver ".
*

? Devatdtantravdyaka.
^ Cailadhovaka, cf. codakadhovaka, vol. 2. 415, n. 2.
' Citrakdraka, cf. Pali cittakdra, Miln. 331.
' Vardhikarupakdraka, literally

"
makers of form by cutting." One MS. reads

vaddhaki °, with which cf . Pali vaddhaki. On this craft see Mrs. Rhys Davids :

Cambridge History of India, i. 206 and Fick : Sociale Gliederung, 181, /.
* Reading kdla (v.l. kdra)-paUrika, which Edgerton, B.H.S.D., says

means "carvers". Senart emends into kdlapdtrika "monk (mendicant) whose
bowl is black," a term which is obviously out of place in a list of craftsmen.

* Pelalaka, cf. Sk. peta, Pali peld, pelikd,
" a basket." Miln. 331 and

V. 4. 6. have vilivakdra,
"
a worker in bamboo."

10 Pustakdraka. Cf. Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
^^ Pustakarmakdraka.
12 Chedaka,

"
cutters

"
or

" hewers ", simply. This class is called kaltha-

hdraka at Miln. 331. Edgerton, B.H.S.D. :

"
perhaps cutters (of wood ?),

quite uncertain."
1*

Lepaka.
^*

Sthapitasutrakdra. Sthapita should apparently, with one MS., be
read sthapati, which would correspond with Pali thapati, "builder." Sutra-

kdra in its Pali form suttakdra {Miln. 331), is taken to mean "(cotton)

spinner
"

{S.B.E. 36, 210), but in Sk. sutrakarma means "
rule-work," or

"
carpentry ", so that the whole compound in our text would seem to mean

" a builder working by rule
"

or "a builder-carpenter."
1*

Literally,
" maker of a store-room for seed," uptakosthakdraka, which

probably denotes the same occupation as kotthakakamma,
" work of a store-

room keeper," mentioned at V. 4. 6 as an example of "low" work. See
I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 2, p. 175.

^*
Literally,

"
diggers of holes," kupakhanaka. According to Mrs. Rhys

Davids, op. cit., i . 207,
"
mining and miners never come on in the Jataka scenes."

1' Mritiikdvdhaka.
^*

? Olumpika, cf. Pali olumpika
"
belonging to a skiff," P.E.D., where

the word udupa,
"
a skiff," is cited from ^vet. Upanisad. Below p. 433

(text) the form odumpika is used.
^' Suvarnadhovaka.
*" Maustika. Dishonest as well as honest occupations had their guilds

or communities. There was, for example, a robber gdma in the hills near
Uttara Paficala. See references in Mrs. Rhys Davids, op. cit., p. 207, and
Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
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These and other people, of various classes/ lower, upper and

(114) middle, all gathered together at the palace gate.
And so, with this crowd of people, with the women of his

court, with the princes and counsellors around him, accom-

panied by his archers, charioteers and mahouts, himself

riding in a chariot drawn by four horses, attended and
honoured by the town councillors with their president at

their head,^ the community of tradesmen with the chief

merchant at their head, the brahmans with the household

priest at their head, and the eighteen guilds. King ^uddhodana
in great royal pomp and magnificence, to the loud shouts of

bravo ! from the people and the roar of drums, tabours and
kettle-drums and the blaring of trumpets, left the city of

Kapilavastu and set out for the Banyan Grove to see the

Exalted One.

The Exalted One reflected :

"
The ^akyans are a proud

people. If I welcome them sitting down on my seat, they
will change their minds about me and say,

' How is it that

the prince who has renounced his universal sovereignty, has

taken up the life of a recluse, has awakened to the supreme
perfect enlightenment and attained the dharma, who claims

that he is the sovereign of dharma—how is it that he does

not stand up to greet his father, who is old and venerable ?
'

And yet there is no being or group of beings whose heads

would not be split into seven ^ were the Tathagata to stand

up to greet them. Let me now then rise up into the air

to the height of a man and take a long walk."

And so the Exalted One, knowing the excessive pride of

his father, King ^uddhodana, and of his ^akyan entourage,
and aware of his arrival, rose up in the air to the height of

a man and took a long walk without touching the ground with

his feet. King ^uddhodana from a distance saw the Exalted

One in the Banyan Grove taking a walk through the air

at the height of a man, his feet not touching the ground.
He was thrilled with wonder at such a marvel, which showed

^ For the grading of social status according to occupation see V. 4. 6,
I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 2. 173 and Dial. i. 100, 102.

*
Sresthipramukho naigamo (so read for nigamo of the text. See p. loi,

«. i). This and the succeeding substantives with their adjectives are

inexpHcably nominative instead of instrumental.
' Cf. vol. 2, p. 23.
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that the prince had mastered the dharma and that he was
the Supreme of bipeds in the whole world.

Then King ^uddhodana, the ^akyan, addressed the

^akyans, saying,
"
My friends, take notice. Whatever young

man there be who is minded (115) to seek and see an omniscient

one who has knowledge of all things, is successful in all things
and is a lord of men, let him look at Siddhartha, who has

attained absolute success,"

He saw his son full-grown of stature, his body well

adorned with the brilliant marks, like the moon at the

month's end surrounded by glittering stars.

He saw him lovely in body without compeer, his large

eyes aflame with glory . . ,^

King ^uddhodana rode on in his carriage as far as the

ground allowed. Then he alighted, and with his women
and his ^akyan escort proceeded on foot. He entered the

Banyan Grove, approached the Exalted One, bowed his

head at his feet and addressed him in verse :

Here for the third time, thou man of great wisdom, thou

All-seeing One, I bow at thy feet. I did so when the sooth-

sayers foretold of thee, and when the rose-apple tree's

shade^ did not desert thee, and now again I do so.^

Then the Exalted One standing in the air at the height of

a palm-tree performed various and divers miracles of double

appearance.* The lower part of his body would be in flames,

while from the upper part there streamed five-hundred jets
of cold water. While the upper part of his body was in

flames, five-hundred jets of cold water streamed from the

lower part. Next, by his magic power, the Exalted One
transformed himself into a bull (116) with a quivering hump.
The bull vanished in the east and appeared in the west. It

vanished in the west and appeared in the east. It vanished

in the north and appeared in the south. It vanished in the

^ Lacuna.
^ See vol. 2, p. 42, 44.
' Iman ca,

" and this (time)."
*
Literally

"
twin miracles

"
yamakaprdtihdrydni (Pali patihariya) Such

a miracle was said to have been first performed by the Buddha at ^ravasti

(Savatthi) to refute the heretical teachers. It was subsequently repeated
many times. In the Mhvs., 17. 44 ; 30. 82 ; 31. 99, we hear of a like
miracle being performed by the Buddha's relics. See P.E.D. for references,
and cf. vol. 3, p. 410 (text).
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south and appeared in the north. And in this way the great
miracle is to be described in detail. Several thousand kotis

of beings, seeing this great miracle of magic, became glad,

joyful and pleased, and uttered thousands of bravos ! at

witnessing the marvel.

When the Exalted One left home, Mahaprajapati Gotami's^

eyes, as a result of her tears and grief,
^ had become covered

as with scales, and she had become blind. So now, when
the Exalted One was performing his various and divers

miracles of double appearance, and there were thousands of

shouts of bravo ! Mahaprajapati Gotami asked Ya^odhara,
" What is the meaning of these thousands of shouts of bravo ?

"

Yasodhara replied,
" Here is the Exalted One standing

in the air and performing various and divers miracles of

double appearance. But you cannot see them." Yasodhara

then said,
"
Come, I shall contrive that you see them." She

cupped her two hands together and filled them from' the

water which flowed in five-hundred jets from the body of

the Exalted One as he performed his miracle of double

appearance. She bathed the eyes of Mahaprajapati Gotami,
and the scales were pierced through the virtue* of the Buddha.

Her sight became clear and faultless as before.

And after the Exalted One, standing in the air, had per-

formed various and divers miracles of double appearance,
he displayed magic wonders and established many thousands

of beings in Aryan states. He then sat down as on an

appointed seat.

Then King ^uddhodana and the ^akyans (117) bowed
their heads at the feet of the Exalted One, greeted him

sincerely and cordially and sat down to one side. Maha-

prajapati Gotami and Yasodhara also, with the women,

^ See vol. 2, p. i6o, n. 4.
•

Literally,
"
because of her wet (fresh) grief," ullena iokena, ulla being

AMg. for Sk. ardra, which is also used in the same connection. Senart
emends the MS. ullenaiva (ullena eva) into runnena, the instr. of the past
part, of rttd,

"
to weep

"
(see vol. 2, p. 207, n. i), used here as a substantive

(cf Pali). It is better, however, with Edgerton [B.H.S.D. s.v. ulla), to

restore the reading of the MS.
•
Udakdnjalim puretva.

• Used in the EngUsh New Testament sense of the word. It is offered
here as a better rendering of anubhdva than the words

"
power

"
or "might"

hitherto used in this translation.
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bowed their heads at his feet, greeted him and sat down to

one side. And King ^uddhodana impulsively^ asked the

Exalted One whether it was well or ill with him.

With hands upraised the father approached his son whose

beauty was celestial, whose form was graceful, as he walked

in the park, as devas approach Indra or the Three and

Thirty approach £akra.^

And he said,
"
This is the third time, thou of great

wisdom, All-seeing One, that I how at thy feet. I did so

when the soothsayers proclaimed of thee, and when the rose-

apple tree's shade did not desert thee, and now again I do so."

These two, of celestial beauty, the Buddha and the Buddha's

father, the king, met together. And as the Buddha sat in

the sal-grove, he was all radiant like the moon emerging

from the clouds.

Then the father of the Infinite One fell to thinking, as,

after a long time, he beheld seated there his gracious son

who was dear to him as life itself.
^

Impulsively he inquired
whether it was well or ill with him.

" In times past," said he,
"
thou hadst gaily-coloured

woollen slippers and (118) thou didst walk upon a finely woven

carpet, Hero, while a white sunshade was held over thee.
" But now, with thy copper-coloured tender feet that are

webbed'^ and marked with perfect thousand-rayed wheels,

thou dost walk over coarse grass, thorns and pebbles. Are

thy feet, Hero, never torn .^

"

The Exalted One replied :

" / am the All-conquering One, the All-knowing One,

untainted by aught in the world. I have renounced every-

thing, and am released through the decay of craving. Such

an one as I knows no feelings."

The king said :

"
Formerly bath attendants bathed thee early in the

^
Vegajdta.

*
Generally in the Mhvu. Sakra (Sakka) and Indra (Inda) are inter-

changeable names for one and the same divinity. The present passage is

a reminder that they were originally distinct, ^akra is not found as a
name in pre-Buddhist times. See D.P.N. , s.v. Sakka. For the Three-and-

Thirty devas (Tridasa), see vol. i, p. 124, n. 2.
' Pranasama, cf. Pali pdnasama, J. 2. 343; Dpvs. 11. 26; DhA. 1. 5.

(P.E.D.).
*
Jdlini. See vol. 2, p. 264, «. 2.
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morning and rubbed thee tenth reddish unguent of sandal-

wood, coloured like the moon, and pleasantlyfragrant andcool.
" But now in the cold and bitter nights thou dost roam

and wander from forest to forest. Who, prithee, does now
bathe thee with clean and cool and refreshing water when

thou art weary ?
"

The Exalted One replied :

"
Pure, Gautama,^ is the stream which has virtue for

its bathing-strand.^ Untainted is it and ever commended

by good men. (119) Bathed and immersed by the deva hosts

in its water I cross over to the shore beyond.
"
Dharma, Gautama, is the pool which has virtue for its

bathing-strand. Untainted is it, and ever commended by good
men. He who has been bathed in this pool by deva hosts clean-

ses the whole world, making it fragrani with his own merit."

The king said :

" When thou wast garbed in Benares cloth and wast

dressed in clean garments scented with lotus and campaka,^
thou wast radiant among the Sdkyans as Sakra is radiant

among the people of the universe.*
" But now thou dost wear sackcloth and garments made

of strips of red bark, and dost not abhor them. 'Tis passing

strange that this should be so. Sir."

The Exalted One replied :

"
Conquerors,^ king, are not concerned about robe or

bed or food. Discerning Conquerors care not whether what

they get is agreeable or disagreeable."

The king said :

"
Formerly noble,* glittering chariots were thine, gleaming

^
I.e., 6uddhodana, called by his clan name.

» SiMirtha, cf. Pali silatittha, S. i. 169, 183.
The tree Michelia Champaka.

*
Sdhasragatdna, gen. pi. I.e. the people of the whole universe con-

sisting of
"
thousands

"
of world-systems. The number is generally 3,000

in the Mhvu. See index to vols i and 2.

'
I.e., Buddhas, of course.

• Ajanya, contracted form of ajaneya,
"
thoroughbred

"
(of a horse as in

the next stanza). Edgerton {B.H.S.D.), however, is not convinced that

Senart (see vol. i, p. 268, n. 1) is right in giving ajanya this sense. At
Mhvu. I. 319, 321, and 323, where the adjective is applied to Jyotipaia's
br&hman father, it must, he says, mean "

ignoble ", as
"
the father may

have been an outcaste brahman." To get the obviously required sense of
"
noble

"
in the present passage, Edgerton would read with v.l. anajanya,

" not ignoble," adding that
"
the metre is bad in any case."
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with gold and bronze, and costly. (120) Always did

men carry for thee, when thou didst go abroad, the white

sunshade, the jewel, the sword and the fan?-
"
Formerly Kanthaka, the best of steeds, was thine, fleet

as the wind, spirited, swift and impetuous, a thoroughbred
harnessed with trappings of gold. Always did he bear thee

whithersoever thou didst wish.
"
Though thou dost still own thy carriages, chariots,

horses and elephants, yet dost thou tramp from kingdom
to kingdom. Art thou not weary ? This now tell me."

The Exalted One replied :

"
Magic power^ is my chariot. It is my own heart

that bears me on. Steadfastness, wisdom and mindfulness
are my charioteers. The four perfect strivings^ are my
horses. On my own, well-made, even feet do I walk abroad."

The king said :

"
Formerly thou didst eat from vessels of silver and

bowls of gold. Men set before thee wholesome and exquisitely

flavoured food as became thy kingly station.

(121)
" But now thou dost eat without^ loathing, whether

the food is salted or not, coarse or not, without or with

flavour. 'Tis passing strange that thou shouldst do so. Sir."

The Exalted One replied :

"
Like^ the Buddhas who lived in times past long ago,

and those who will live in time to come, I, too, a Self-guiding

One, do eat the fine and the coarse, the flavoured and the

flavourless, seeking self-control for the sake of the world.

The king said :

"Formerly, among rugs of wool and cotton,^ thou didst

^
I.e., insignia of royalty. Cf. Vol. i, p. 214.

*
Literally,

"
the basis or constituent of magic or psychic power," riddki-

pdda, Pali iddhipdda. There were four such bases, defined by P.E.D. as" the

making determination in respect of concentration on purpose, on will, on
thoughts and on investigation."

"
Will," however, should be

"
energy," viriya.

' Pradhdna, Pali padhdna.
" Padhdna is fourfold, viz., samvara, pahdna,

bhdvana, anurakkhand, or exertion consisting in the restraint of one's

senses, the abandonment of sinful thoughts, practice of meditation and
guarding one's character." P.E.D. , where see references. Bhdvana,
however, as Miss I. B. Horner points out, is

"
mind-cultivation

"
rather

than "
meditation," and anurakkhand,

"
watchfulness ".

*
Reading na for ca of the text.

*
Literally,

" The Buddhas . . . and I who am a Self-guiding One."
*
Reading gonakatulikdsu for gosthikatul° , on which Senart remarks,"

peut-il s'entendre de coussins, divans oil on est assis de compagnie ?
"

(gosthika from gosthi,
"
assembly,"

"
society.") B.H.S.D. only quotes

Senart. cf. gonakatthata, A.i. 137.
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take thy joy on a high couch spread with antelope skin and

soft cushions of silk, fitted with feet of gold, and strewn

with garlands of flowers.
" But now thou dost make thy bed of grass and leaves

on rough and stony ground, and dost enjoy it, thou, the

Choicest of Beings. Wise One, do not thy limbs ache ? "^

The Exalted One replied :

"
$dkyan, men like me do not sleep badly. All grief

and feverish sorrow have I left behind. Ever without grief

and fever I keep vigil out of compassion for all beings."

(122) The khig said :

"
Formerly, Gotama, thou didst live at home in an

apartment that was like a mansion of the devas, lit as by
a swarm of fire-flies, in an upper room with well-fitting

casements,
" Where serving women decked in bright garlands and

jewels, adorned like the Apsarases, waited diligently on

thee, watching thy mouth to see what their master spoke.
"

The Exalted One replied :

"
To-day, $dkyan, even here in this sojourning-piace

of men there are Brahma and Prabhdsvara^ devas. Their

hearts are all at my command, and I can go where'er I wish."

The king said :

" Thou wert sung, to the sounds of drum and labour, by

those skilled in music and tale. Thou didst shine among
the 3dkyans like $akra among the peoples of the universe."^

The Exalted One replied :

"
/ am now sung in Discourse and Exposition.* And

awake to that release which knowledge brings, (123) / shine

among the monks like Brahma among the peoples of the

universe."

The king said :

"
Formerly, Formidable One,^ when at home in thy

^
Rujanti, intrans. use.

» This class of devas seem to be mentioned only here. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.)
adds Mmh. 19.

• See p. 118 n. 4.
* Suttanta and Veyyakarana, two of the nine divisions [navangabuddha-

sdsana) into which the completed corpus of Buddhist scriptures was divided.

In a note Senart calls attention to the anachronism involved in alluding
to this division at such an early stage of Buddhist history.

» Bhima.
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apartment that was like a mansion of the devas, men in

armour kept watch over thee, champions rank on rank,

doughty fighters with the sword.
" But now in a forest lodging all alone, amid the hooting

owls and haying jackals, through the long nights when many
beasts are prowling round, art thou not afraid ? This now
tell me."

The Exalted One replied :

" Were all the hordes of Yaksas to come together, and the

wild elephants that roam the pathless hills, such creatures

would not stir a hair of one like me. For I have aban-

doned fear and won through to fearlessness.
"
Alone I fare along, a watchful sage unmoved by blame

or praise, like a lion that is not frightened by noises, like

the wind that can not be trapped in a net. How, 3dkyan,
can you say that the Conqueror, a leader himself and not

led by others, is afraid ?
"

(124) The king said :

" The whole earth should be thy domain ; thou shouldst

have a full thousand sons. But now thou hast renounced

the seven treasures''- and, Valiant One, taken up a

Wanderer's life."

The Exalted One replied :

" The whole earth is still my domain, and still have I

a full thousand sons. And here I have eighi^ treasures to

which no other treasure is like."

With joined hands upraised the father approached his son

whose passion was all gone, whose faculties were well com-

posed, who had won perfect release, was flawless and rid

of the a^ravas.
" Show me the Way," said he, "for the

sake of human kind."

The Master inspired^ his father $uddhodana with

knowledge, and said to him, "Always pay regard to the

^
I.e., of kingship, see, e.g., vol. i, p. 41.

2 The allusion is probably to the four pairs of men, the eight individuals

{e.g., M. I. 37, cattdri purisayugdni attha purisapuggald) who are sotdpannas,
etc., and have won the fruit of each of the four stages of the way. Cf.
vol. I, p. 94, n. 2.

'
Pharitvd, from phavati. Cf. Pali. The form is equally referable to

the two Sk. stems sphur and sphar. See P.E.D. and B.H.S.D.
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monks when you see them. Be not remiss.^ Then dharma
will be yotirs."

Thus was the father of the Infinite Ofie, the Mighty One,-

enjoined to regard the monks. And immediately after the

True Man gave him insight into the transcendent dharma
and made it clear to him.

Such was the thrilling encounter of father and son.

(125) Who, calling to mind such a SugcUa, will not experi-
ence spiritual^ gladness ?

Here ends the Meeting of Father and Son.

THE JATAKA OF THE CROW*

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold, Lord, how

King Suddhodana was reconciled by the venerable Udajdn."
The Exalted One replied,

"
This, monks, was not the first

occasion on which King ^uddhodana was reconciled by
Udayin here. There was another occasion also." The
monks asked,

" Was there another occasion. Lord ?
"

The
Exalted One replied,

"
There was, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Benares,
in the province of Ka^i, there ruled a king named Brahmadatta.

He was virtuous and mighty, treated his subjects kindly,
was liberal and generous, powerful and wealthy, and had a

great army. His city of Benares and the province of Ka^i

were flourishing, rich and peaceful, had plenty of food and
were thickly peopled with happy subjects. Riots and tumults

had been quelled, robbers were held in check, and trade

thrived.

Here there dwelt a king of crows, named Supatra, with a

flock of eighty thousand crows. Now this king of crows

^ Ma pramadyi, aor. (2 sg.). Cf. Pali ma pamddo, S. 4. 263 ; Dh. 371 ;

Thag. 119; ma pamddattha, M.I. 46. For the form see Edgerton, Gram. § 32. 17.
*
Tdyin, see vol. 2, p. 318, ». 2.

'
Nirdmifa.

• FausWll, No. 292.
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had a wife, named Suparsva. This female crow conceived a

longing for the king's food/ and she told Supatra, king of

the crows, of this longing. He replied,
"

I will give orders,

and you shall eat of the king's food." And the king of crows

spoke to his minister, saying,
"
Suparsva would like some of

the king's food. So order the crows to bring some of the

king's food from the kitchen of King Brahmadatta." The

minister answered and said,
"

Sire, I'll have some of the

king's food brought here." And he gave orders to the crows,

saying,
"
Go, bring food (126) from the kitchen of King

Brahmadatta, so that the wife of Supatra, king of the crows,

may eat of it." But the crows answered, "The royal palace

is guarded by men skilled with bow and arrow. A bird

cannot get anywhere near the royal palace, and so we cannot

bring any of the king's food from the kitchen of King Brahma-

datta." Other crows were given the order, but they, too,

would not dare. Among all the eighty-thousand crows

there was not one that would dare to fetch some of the king's

food from the kitchen of King Brahmadatta.
" We are

afraid," said they,
"
that if we go there we shall be killed by

an arrow or a ball."

Then the minister of the king of crows said to himself,
" Am I the minister of Supatra, king of eighty-thousand

crows, if I cannot get this command of his executed ? We
have no courage.

^ I'll go myself^ and speak to King Supatra
about it."

" Your majesty," said he, "I will go there myself
and bring some of the king's food from his kitchen. If I am
killed, well, let a life be sacrificed* rather than that I should

not bring food to the wife of Supatra, king of crows."

He was not spotted by the king's men who were skilled

with bow and arrow, as their attention was distracted. And
so he came away from the kitchen of King Brahmadatta

bearing in his beak excellent royal food of various kinds,

^
Rdjabhojanena, instr. For this BSk. use of the instr. see Edgerton

Gram. § 7. 32.
2 Purusakdraka,

"
manly performance

"
(Edgerton, B.H.S.D.). Senart,

"
emploi,"

"
mission."

* Svakam — svayam, as also in the next sentence.
* Yasta for ista. One MS. has the latter form, but Senart thinks that

he is justified in retaining the
"
barbarous

"
form, as it is found elsewhere

in the Mhvu. Edgerton, Gram. § 34. 13, gives examples from other BSk.
texts, and compares AMg. jattha.
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good in colour and taste. Day after day he repeatedly stole

some.

The cooks reported the matter to King Brahmadatta.

"Your majesty," said they, "a crow trespasses in the kitchen,

spoils^ the king's food, defiles it,^ and cuts it to pieces. And
while we are occupied with our work^ we are interrupted*

by the repeated^ job of driving him off
" The king gave

orders to his counsellors, saying,
"
Spread a net over the

kitchen so that the crow can not trespass in it."

The wishes of devas are fulfilled by their thoughts, those of

kings by the word of command; those of rich men are speedily

fulfilled, and thoseof the poor are fulfilled bytheirown labours.*

(127) In accordance with King Brahmadatta's order a net

was spread over the kitchen, so that the crow could neither

alight nor trespass there. The crow considered how he could

go on stealing the king's food, and he said to himself,
" What

if I were to watch the road along which the food is brought'
from the kitchen to the king ?

" And so, whenever he saw

gruel or condiment or meat dishes or solid food orsesamum con-

fection or any other kind of food on its way to be brought
to the king, he went and took some in his beak. But then

the king bade all the servitors and eunuchs to put covers

over the dishes of food. So the servitors brought the food from

the kitchen to the king with covers placed over it. Thus the

crow was no longer able to steal any. He then said to himself,
" How can I still go on stealing the king's food for the wife

of the king of crows ?
"

So when King Brahmadatta sent

morsels of food to his queens by the hands of the serving-

maids the crow snatched them from their hands. And King
Brahmadatta heard that as the morsels were being taken

in to the queens the crow snatched them from their hands.

The king then ordered that a covering should be put over

all the serving-maids as they took in the morsels.

•
Literally

" makes it something left over," ucchistha, cf. Pali ucchiftha.
'

Vittdleti,
" makes unclean or untouchable

"
(B.H.S.D.).

• karme, loc. of a-decl. of karman. Cf. Pali.
•

Literally
" thrown off ", utkfiptd.

• karmehi,
"
by the jobs." For form see n. 3.

• This proverbial distich has already been met with. See vol. i,p. 213.
and 2, p. 92.

'
Allipiyati. See vol. 2, p. 419, n. i.
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By this time King Brahmadatta had become very impatient.
"
Pshaw," said he,

" what sort of crow is this insolent, cawing,

impudent and thieving crow that it cannot be kept off by
the archers, but spies on what is going on in here^ and flies

down ?
" And the king made an order, saying,

" To him
who can catch this crow and bring him alive to me I will

give a rich reward. "^ King Brahmadatta communicated this

order to his whole court.

(128) Now a certain serving-maid on being sent by King
Brahmadatta went and took a morsel to his queen, with her

garments thrown over her. The crow saw her, and he said

to himself,
" How shall I steal the food from her hands ?

What if I were to hang on^ to the tip of the nose of this

maid ? Then in fright she will drop the food from her hands,

and I shall take it and go away." So he alighted where the

maid was and held on to her nose, scratching and cutting it.

The frightened maid dropped the food and seized the crow

in both her hands. Taking the crow with her the maid,

her nose streaming with blood, went to King Brahmadatta
and said to him,

" Here is that mischievous crow caught."

King Brahmadatta was pleased with the maid, and he said

to her,
"

It was a smart piece of work for you to catch the

crow." And he gave her a rich reward.* He scolded the

crow and said,
" But it was not a smart piece of work when

you trespassed in the royal palace." But the crow addressed

King Brahmadatta in verse :

In Benares, sire, there dwells a king of crows, Supdtra,
who has a following of eighty-thousand crows.

His wife Supdrsvd yearns and wishes for meat, the

exquisite cooked food in the king's kitchen.

And when I heard his command I did his behest. It was to

honour the king, her husband, that I wounded the nose of

your maid.

^
Reading antandristvd

"
looking within

"
for antandrirastva of the text,

which is inexplicable, although Senart does not remark on it nor include
it in his index. Possibly the syllable ra is a printer's error.

* Abhicchddana. The word acchada is used in the next page in the same
sense. See also vol. 2, p. 95, n. 1, vol. 3, p. 33 n. 3; p. 36 w. 2.

*
Lagnati for lagati, formed from the pp. base lagna ; cf. Pali laggati

from lagga. On p. 429, of vol. 2 (text) occurs the apparently passive form
laggati. See vol. 2, p. 382, m. i, where lagnati should read lagati. SeeB.H.S.D.

* Acchada, see n. 2,
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Then, monks, King Brahmadatta was pleased with the

minister of the king of crows, and he said,
"
This minister

of the king of crows had no lands nor wealth nor (129) any
other means. But seeking subsistence with his beak, he did

his duty to the king of crows at the risk of his own Ufe."

And, monks. King Brahmadatta, addressed his company of

ministers in verse :

Such an one is worthy to eat the food of a king, who, like

this crow, was faithful unto death to the king of crows.

King Brahmadatta directed that the crow should have

some of the king's food every day. A dish was filled with

excellent and varied royal food and set aside for the crow,

who daily ate some of it himself and took some to the king
of crows. Orders were given to the court that no one was to

molest the crow as he came to and went from the royal palace.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that

you will think that at that time and on that occasion, Supatra,
the king of crows, was somebody else. You must not think

so. And why ? I was the king of crows. She who was the

wife of the king of crows, named Supar^va, was Ya^odhara.

He who was the minister over the eighty-thousand crows

was Kalodayin. King ^uddhodana was King Brahmadatta.

Then, too, was he propitiated by Kalodapn, just as he has

been on this other occasion."

Here ends the Jataka of the Crow.

THE JATAKA OF THE FEMALE ELEPHANT^

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold, Lord, how

Mahaprajapati became blind through grief for the Exalted

One, but had her sight restored through'^ him." The Exalted

One said,
"
Monks, that was not the only occasion that

Mahaprajapati became blind through grief and sorrow for

me, (130) but had her sight restored through me. There

1 Not in /.
•
Agantya. See vol. i, p. 187, n. 2.
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was another occasion, also, when she had her sight restored

through me," The monks asked,
" Was there another occa-

sion, Lord ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
There was, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, on the slopes of the Him-

alayas there was a hill, called Candagiri,
^ on the side of which

was a wood full of thousands of flowering and fruit-bearing trees.

It had lotus-pools and retreats, and was the resort ofanumberof

seers, being secluded ^ and remote. Here there dwelt a large herd

of the species of six-tusked elephants. A fine^ young elephant
was bom there, having six tusks, his head the colour of the

cochineal, his body^ well set up and white like the lotus.

When he grew up he looked after his mother with reverence

and affection. He gave her food and drink before eating and

drinking himself. He duly groomed and cleaned his mother's

tall body^ with a creeper that grew in the forest. And so

this young elephant carefully looked after his mother at all

times with kindness, affection and reverence.

Now whenever he had groomed his mother and served her

with food, and saw that she lay down, he went off roaming
with the other elephants. And so it happened that he was
seen by himters who were following the chcise, and these

went and reported to the king of Kasi.
" Your majesty,"

said they,
"
there is such a young elephant living in the forest

yonder, such a beautiful and handsome one as would be

suitable for your majesty."

Then, monks, the king of Kasi, after hearing the hunters,

came with his troops to that forest. He caught the young
elephant and took it away from the forest. Surrounded by
some female elephants he was brought to Benares and lodged^
in the elephant-stable. The king said to himself, (131)

"
This

will be a fine riding animal for me." He showered all kinds

of favours on him, and himself gave him food and drink.

1 Named only here.
^ Prdnta. See vol. 2, p. 119, n. 3.
^
Ajaniya. See p. 118 n. 6.

*
Literally

"
his seven limbs," saptdnga, a proper term, of course, for

an ordinary elephant.
*
Reading uddhatasarirdn iov-sarirdyd of the text.

* Thdvita for thdpita, Sk. sthdpita, Pali thdpita. A variant in one MS.
is dhdvita. Now, see Edgerton, Gram. § 38. 68 for causatives in-dveti.
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But all this honour gave the elephant no satisfaction, for he

kept sorrowfully remembering his mother. He sighed deeply,

wept, languished and grew lean.

The king in affection for the elephant held out his joined
hands and questioned him, saying,

"
I bestow all favours

on you, best of elephants, yet you languish and grow lean

and lose your beauty. I never see you happy and pleased
and wearing a cheerful countenance. Speak to me, and tell

me how I can provide you with what you want. You are an

object of love and affection to me, best of elephants. Tell me
why you waste away and take no food or drink."

Then the young elephant, in reply to the king's question,
said in human speech,

" Your majesty, what I need is nothing
that can be supplied to me in service or food. For my
mother dwells in the forest yonder, and she is old, advanced
in years, past her prime, blind and infirm. Ever since I

grew to years of discretion,^ I do not remember myself eating
before I gave food and drink to my mother. Though it

be the death of me here, it is my resolve that I will not

myself take food or drink again without giving my mother

some."

Now the king of Ka^i was just, compassionate and con-

cerned with showing kindness to others. And he said to

himself, "It is a wonderful thing that this young elephant
should be so devoted to his mother, so just and noble,

^ that

during all these many days he has not taken food or drink

because of his grief for her. There are not many men in

whom it would be easy to find such qualities as these of the

young elephant's. It is not well nor fitting for us to harm
such fine creatures as this." Then he said to his chief ministers,
"
Let this young elephant go free. Let him go to the wood

from which we took him. Let him be (132) united with his

mother of whom he is so thoughtful, so that he do not starve

to death here and we become to no purpose guilty of wrong-

doing." Thus by the king's command the elephant was led

to the borders of his forest and set free.

When he had gone to the forest he took no food or drink

*
VijUdprdpta. See vol. 2, p. 201, n. 4.

"
Ajdneya. See p. 118 n. 6.
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whilst he was searching for his mother. And she was

weeping in her grief because she missed her son and was bUnd.

The young elephant, failing to find his mother, went up to

the top of a hill and uttered an elephant's cry. When he

had thus roared loudly, his mother recognised his voice, and

she said,
"
That is the voice of my son." And she in her

turn gave a loud roar. He recognised his mother's voice

and went to her.

His mother was sitting by a pool of water, sightless, groping

about, her body covered with mire, when she heard the

sound of her son's voice. Then the young elephant cut off

some tender^ creepers, and with them he groomed his mother

and wiped off the mire from her body. Filling his trunk

with water from the pool, gladly, joyfully and happily he

washed his mother.

Thus she was washed, her eyes bathed, all mire wiped off

her, and all dirt removed. She became spotless and clean,

and her sight was restored. Then the elephant beholding

her son in joy and gladness asked him,
"
My son, where did

you go, leaving^ me in my helplessness and blindness ?
"

Then he told his mother in full all that had happened,
how he had been caught and then set free. She said to her

son,
"
So, my son, may the king of Kasi and his people rejoice

as I rejoice to-day at the sight of my son."

It may be again, monks, that you will think that at that

time and on that occasion the king of Kasi was somebody
else. But you must not think so. And why ? Nanda*

here (133), my brother on the father's side, was the king of

Kasi, and I was the young elephant. Mahaprajapati GautamI

was the young elephant's mother. Then, also, through

grief for me she became blind, and through me she regained

her sight. And on this other occasion, too, Mahaprajapati
GautamI became blind through grief for me, and through me
had her sight restored."

Here ends the Jataka of the Female Elephant.^

^ Sukumdra. See vol. 2, p. 106, n. i.

^ Mellitvd. See vol. i, p. 308, «. i ; 2, p. 405, n. i. See also B.H.S.D.
» See D.P.N.
* But is followed by a metrical, and a more primitive version.
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Put all distractions away, a^id all of you listen with

undivided attention as I relate how arduous and thrilling
the Bodhisattva's career was.

Even when he was an elephant in tlie world of beasts he

was kind to his mother. How much more should I celebrate

him as a man,''- venerable and wise?

Willingly I relate, as I have heard it said by my teachers,

how Bodhisattvas the world over are affectionate, good-
natured and devoted.

It was on the slope of the lower Himalayas, on pleasant

Candagiri, which was adorned all over with the retreats

of austere men ;

The haunt of many Kinnaras, elephants, apes, monkeys,
boars, leopards and tigers, the resort of stags and buffaloes
and deer, and where bulls, yaks and sambaras^ roamed.

All that fair wood was pleasant with the sweet songs of

pairing birds, peacock, pheasant, partridge and cuckoo.

(134) Everywhere there gleamed lotus-pools swarming
with swans, and on the farther bank were ducks dripping
with water, and wallowing^ herds of elephants.

Here around a tree where bees made honeyfrom pollen-laden

flowers there flocked in play vari-coloured gazelles and birds.

There the fair wood was graced by venerable ascetics

whose delight was in the joy of meditation and who had entered

the stream,* and by others whose delight was in their studies.

There the fair wood was graced by the sight ofyoung men
with long matted hair and dressed in antelope-hides and

bark, carrying various fruits and roots.

And in that delightful wood was an elephant, the best of his

breed, devotedly tending his mother who was blind and was

aged and weak.

But once, whilst he was roaming with the elephant herd

and had strayed far away, the king with his army happened
to be out himting for elcphatits.

^
Reading manusyabhutam for -bhuto.

* A kind of deer, now called sambar.
» Vilulita. BSk. and Pali, Sk. viluthiia. See P.E.D. s.v. vilofana.

Not in B.H.S.D.
*
Literally

"
gone to the cascade ", nirjharagata, a strange expression

which seems to occur only here, and is assumed to be synonymous with
irotapanna,

"
a stream-winner," or one who has entered on the first stage

of the Way. See vol. i, pp. 82, 94, 137, 138, 201, and notes.
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The king's son saw this sterling elephant and excitedly

he spoke,
"

king, I have seen a noble elephant, the best

in all the herd, with all fine qualities endowed."

And when the king of Kdsi had seen this noble elephant

who was a lord among the herd, he caught him and took him

captive from the wood to the city.

But the elephant would not take food or drink, but kept

on continually sighing. And the king of earth with gentle

voice thus spoke to this jewel of an elephant.
"
Fair elephant," said he,

"
do not become lean, but

accept this food and drink this water. I would have you
to be happy in this fairest of all cities. So be not aggrieved."

(135) The best of elephants replied,
"

lord of men, I grieve not because of those fettering

shackles, nor because of hunger and thirst. I have a greater

sorrow than this, king, and it is for this I grieve."

The king said,
"

fair elephant, what greater sorrow is yours that you
care notfor drink orfood ? This other greater sorrow tell me."

The young elephant replied,
"
My mother is past her prime, old, advanced in years,

and blind. Without my company, king, she will die.

That is why I grieve.
" To her who cannot see I used to give the lily's stalk

and root, and then I would feed myself. To-day, she has

no food, and that is why I grieve.

"And when her body was scorched by the summer's heat

I would bring cool water from the shady forest and bathe her.

But to-day there is none to ward her. And for this I grieve.
"
Sightless she now roams the wood, her body covered

with dust, crying,
" Where is my son ?

"
This is the greater

sorrow I am this day afflicted with."

When the king heard this tender and pitiful tale of the

elephant, with his face bathed in tears he spoke to the

elephant, saying
" One would search in vain among many

men^ for such perfect goodness as this of yours, which

causes such oppressing sorrow in your heart."

^
Literally,

"
among many men it would be hard to find," ekaiyesu

manusyesu suddulldbhd.
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[To his men he said
:]

"
Set the elephant free at once, let him roam tJte forest

and tend the mother whom he reveres. (136) Let his mother

be comforted and rejoice with her jewel of a son.
" The noble elephant's mother, oppressed by pain and

wounded by the shafts of grief, as she roams the wood makes it

echo to her cries, as the thunder-cloud makes the sky re-echo.
"
May mother and son be glad, and the beasts and the

devas of the forest as well," said the king.
"
See to it, I bid

you,^ that the sightless mother rejoice with her precious jewel."
The best of elephants, chased by hunters for his ivory

and by tigers for his blood and flesh, was taken and brought*

to the capital of Kdsi.

The devas of the forest tell her that the best of elephants,

endowed with the noblest qualities, had been caught by the

king of Kdsi and taken in fetters from the forest to the city.
"
This," she said,

"
will surely mean my death, helpless

and blind as I am. And that elephant, my good son,

will also die through grief for me.
" For that elephant who wandered o'er the hills and through

the leafy forest glades, will surely die through grieffor me
and his native glen."

[The king said :]

"And so, noble elephant, forasmuch as your mother

had never cause to be angry with you nor was ever neglected

by you, but was ever lovingly tended by you, so will release

be yours.
"
Forasmuch as, valiant one, you did never eat your

food of leaves and roots without first giving some to your
mother, so will release be yours."

Then the noble elephant hurriedly went to his mother and

affectionately spoke to her. He groomed her with tender

creepers and cleaned her of dust.

* Me, ethic dative.
•

Literally
"
entered

"
avik^a, aor. of avU, for avik^at. This and the

next stanzas obviously break the continuity of the story, interrupting as

they do the course of the king's speech. As Senart remarks, istam gajottamam,
etc., are anomalously neuter. He also found it necesary to make many
corrections before the text as given in the MSS. could assume the required
metrical form. It is more than likely that these verses are an ill-fitting

interpolation from another version of the story.
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(137) Said he, "I was bound in cruel fetters by the king

of Kdsi in his fairest city. But because of you, my blind

mother,^ I was set free by the righteous king."

When she heard the noble elephant's voice and felt his

touch, she received her son with joy and gladness, her sight

restored.

The female elephant said :

"
May the king of Kdsi and his people rejoice and be

glad, as I to-day rejoice because of my son and my restored

sight."

To-day she has her son and with her own eyes sees him,

a noble elephant, as before among the crags and woods,

the haunts of wild beasts.

The perfect Buddha, the prince of speakers, out of his

knowledge of hisformer lives, related this jataka to his monks.
"
I was that noble elephant," said he,

" and my mother

was the female elephant. So to-day as well am I her son,

and Gotami^ is dearly beloved of me.
" Thus do you who in the course of recurrent lives are

brought to sorrow by love or hate, in order to give up love

and hate live the life of dharm,a withoiit thought of self.

Here ends the Jataka of the Female Elephant.

THE CONVERSION OF THE ASURAS

Exalted Buddhas convert beings by means of three miracles,

the miracle of magic power, the miracle of instruction, and the

miracle of preaching the dharma.^ By means of these three

miracles (138) many thousands of beings were converted

to the Aryan dharma by the Exalted One in the Banyan Grove.

^
Anayand, voc. of the adj. for -e, or causal abl. of the substantive, for

-at{d).
* I.e. Mahdprajdpati.
' Cf. vol. I, p. 238 (text) where for the third miracle dharmadeiand we

have ddesand,
"
mind-reading."
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Then the Asura lords Rahu/ Vemacitrin^ and Mucilinda

accompanied by sixty nayutas of Asuras carrying large and

fragrant garlands, and many thousands of male and female

Asuras decked out in full adornment and wearing jewelled

ear-rings, came in the majesty and splendour of Asuras to the

Banyan Grove at Kapilavastu. Standing in the air above the

Banyan Park, they paid worship and honour to the Exalted

One. With all kinds of perfumes, garlands, dances, songs,
music and musicians skilled in playing all kinds of musical

instruments, they honoured, venerated, esteemed, worshipped
and revered the Exalted One. Then they turned their thought
to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment.

"
Ah," thought

they,
"
may we become in some future time Tathagatas,

Arhans, perfect Buddhas, endowed with knowledge and

conduct, Sugatas, incomparable knowers of the world, drivers

of tameable men, and teachers of devas and men, as this

Exalted One now is. May we become possessed of the thirty-

two marks of excellence of a Great Man, the eighty lesser

characteristics, radiant bodies, and the eighteen special

attributes of a Buddha. May we become strong with the

ten powers of a Tathagata, confident on the four grounds of

confidence, as this Exalted One now is. May we set rolling the

incomparable wheel of dharma as has now been done by the

Exalted One. May devas and men deem us worthy of obedi-

ence and faith as they now do the Exalted One. May we keep
a company of disciples in harmony as the Exalted One now
does. May we, having ourselves crossed, lead others across

;

ourselves free, set others free
;

ourselves comforted, give

comfort to others ;
ourselves released, give release to others.

May this come to pass for the welfare and happiness of the

multitude, in compassion for the world, for the sake of the

great multitude, and for the welfare and happiness of devas

and men.

Then the Exalted One, aware of this aspiration in the hearts

of the Asuras, (139) on that occasion smiled. And immedi-

ately on his smiling there issued from the mouth of the

^ Rahu was the Hindu demon of the edipse of sun and moon, and appears
as such in Buddhist legend. See D.P.N, for references.

» The BSk. form (cf. Divy. 126, 148, Lai. Vist. 241) of the Pali Vepacitti.
often mentioned with RAhu and Mucilinda.
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Exalted One rays of many different colours, blue, yellow,

red, crimson, white, translucent, and golden, which lit up the

whole Buddha-field, while hosts of devas from the lowest to

the highest heaven^ came and saluted the Exalted One three

times from the right, and then disappeared from before him.

Then the venerable A^vakin^ came to the Exalted One,

and raising his joined hands said to him, "It is not without

cause, not without reason that Tathagatas, Arhans, and perfect

Buddhas smile. What, Lord, is the cause, what the reason

of thy smiling ?
" And the Exalted One in reply to the

venerable Asvakin discoursed in verse on this aspiration of

heart on the part of the Asuras.

Then the Lord of bipeds smiled, aware of the sublime

thought of the Ddnavas.^ Stretching forth his joined hands

when he saw that smile on the Sugata's face, Asvakin ques-

tioned him, saying,
" The Light of the world, the Sage supreme, does not

smile without a cause. Man supreme, tell the cause of

the smile thou hast now given, Benefactor of the world.
"
To-day without a doubt the thought of the sublime

enlightenment has been begotten by someone in this throng,

and the Tathdgata aware of this one's mental disposition^

smiles his delightful smile.

(140)
"
Yet do I stand here perplexed at seeing the smile

on the Sugata's face. Man supreme, speak without delay
and dispel the perplexity of those who are in doubt.

"
That smile which the Light of the world did give when

he saw the Ddnavas worshipping him, declare the meaning
of it, that, when they hear it, the host of the Asuras will

be glad."

The Exalted One replied :

"
Well is it for you, Asvakin, that you ask as to why

the Benefactor of the world smiled. I will tell you the

whole purport of it. Listen with undivided mind as I speak.
" The Asuras here paid me honour, for they seek the

^ Ydvadakanistha.
* The Mhvu. name of one of the Bhadravargiya Bhiksus who in other

BSk. texts is called A^vajit (Pah Assaji). See Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
' I.e. the Asuras. See vol. i, p. 55 n. 3,
*
Akaya, BSk., Pali dsaya, for dsayam, metri causa{?).
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supreme enlightenment. When they have left their lives as

A suras, they will pass to heaven and dwell there in joy a

long time.

"And when they have dwelt in the devas' city for a long

time, endowed with the five strands of sensual pleasures,

they will come again to the world of men and will worship
the Conquerors, the Lords of bipeds.

" For many a hundred-thousand kalpas they will again
and again show honour'^ to Conquerors ; (141) and then

they will themselves all become Conquerors, triumphant over

their foes, brilliantly arrayed in golden splendour."
When this proclamation about the A suras was made,

the world of devas and men became glad and exultant.

And many a hundred-thousand beings then and there were

established in the incomparable career. ^

Then Sambara, a lord of the Asuras, on that occasion

spoke this verse :

"
May I ever consort with friends like these. Observing

this rule^ and because of it* may we worship the Supreme
of bipeds."

THE JATAKA OF NALINI^

When the Exalted One had foretold of these sixty naytdas
of Asuras that they would win the incomparable perfect

enlightenment, and had established many thousands of beings
in the Aryan ways, he dismissed King ^uddhodana and his

retinue. Then King ^uddhodana and his retinue rose from

their seats, bowed their heads at the feet of the Exalted One,
and departed.
And when the night had passed, King ^uddhodema had a

plentiful supply of solid and soft food prepared. He had the

*
Puja for pajdm. See Edgerton, Gram., § 9. 19.

•
Anuttarayana. But there is not necessarily any allusion here either to

Hlnay3.na or MahSyina.
•

Literally,
"
observing which," yam niidmya.

*
Literally,

"
because of which," yamdgamya. For agamya see vol. i,

p. 198, n. 2.
» FausbOU, No. 526.
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city of Kapilavastu sprinkled and cleaned, cleared of dust,

stones, gravel and pebbles, strewn with garlands of flowers,

perfumed with pots of incense, gaily decorated, canopied,
and festooned with streamers of silk. All the way from the

Banyan Grove to Kapilavastu he stationed here and there

actors,^ dancers, athletes, wrestlers, tambourine players,

tam-tam players, clowns, dvistvalas and buffoons. Thus,

with great royal majesty and splendour he celebrated the

entry of the Exalted One into the city.

Then with every manifestation of honour King ^uddhodana
led the Exalted One and his company of disciples into the

royal palace. (142) And the Exalted One having entered the

home of ^uddhodana sat down on the seat appointed him,

and so likewise did his company of disciples. King ^uddhodana
with his own hand regaled and served ^ the Exalted One with

exquisite and plentiful solid and soft food, as his friends and

counsellors did the company of disciples. When the Exalted

One had finished eating, washed his hands and put away his

bowl, he instructed, roused and gladdened King ^uddhodana
with a discourse on dharma. He then rose from his seat and

departed. Another day, Mahaprajapati Gautami entertained

the Exalted One and his company of disciples ;
on another

Yasodhara ; on another, the women of the court, and on
another the general body of the ^akyans.
Now when Yasodhara had prepared the sweetmeats for the

Exalted One and his company of disciples she invited the

whole group of her relatives. The Exalted One with his

awareness of the right time, opportunity, and occasion, and
with his knowledge of the difference between individuals,

^

dressed betimes, took his bowl and robe, and, escorted and
honoured by his company of monks, entered the dwelling of

Yasodhara. He sat down on the appointed seat, as did also

his company of monks. Then Yasodhara, Rahula's mother,
and Mahaprajapati Gautami and the group of their relatives

regaled and served the Exalted One and his company of

disciples with exquisite food, solid and soft. Yasodhara put
some excellent and exquisite sweetmeat, which was good in

^ For some of these entertainers see the longer list, p. 113 (text).
*
Sampravdrefi BSk., PaU sampavdreti.

2 Cf. vol. I, p. 4, n. 9.
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colour, smell and taste, in the hands of Rahula, and said to

him,
"
Go, give this sweetmeat to your father," Rahula went

and put the sweetmeat in his father's bowl. He then sat

down in his shadow, and said to his mother,
"
Pleasant,

mother, is the shadow of the recluse." But Yasodhara said

to the yoimg Rahula, ^ " Ask for your father's wealth." So

the young Rahula said to the Exalted One,
"
Recluse, give

me my father's wealth." The Exalted One replied,
"
Rahula,

leave home, then I will give you your father's wealth."

(143) The king, the women of his court and his ^akyan retinue

were thrilled, glad, and elated, and they said,
"
Rahula is the

Exalted One's son. What fault can Yasodhara find in the

discipline ?
" But Yasodhara decked herself out in all her

finery, went to the Exalted One and asked him,
" How can

our noble son go out into the homeless life ? Is it not possible
for the Exalted One to make him change his mind ?

" The
Exalted One, however, after he had finished his meal, washed
his hands and put away his bowl, and instructed, roused,

gladdened, and thrilled King Suddhodana, the women of his

court, Mahaprajapati GautamI, Yasodhara and all the court

with a discourse on dharma, rose up from his seat and departed.
The monks said to the Exalted One,

"
Behold, Lord, how

Yasodhara sought to entice the Exalted One with sweet-

meats." The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks, that is not the

first time that Yasodhara sought to entice me with sweet-

meats." The monks asked,
" Was there another occasion.

Lord ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, there was, monks."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, to the north of the city

of Benares in the province of Kasi, on the slopes of the Hima-

layas, there was a hermitage called Sahanjani,^ which was

peaceful, sequestered, remote, aloof from men. It was a

fitting spot for seclusion, and abounded in roots, leaves, flowers

and water. There a seer named Kasyapa' dwelt. He had

^ For the Rahula episode cf. F. i. 82 and the references in I. B. Homer,
Bk. of Disc. 4, p. 103.

* Cf. vol. 2, p. 200, n. 2.
'
This, besides being the name of a Buddha, was also the name of several

well-known seers or wise men, and is thus a fitting conventional name for

a seer in story.
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mastered the five super-knowledges, achieved the four

meditations, and had great power and influence.

Now it happened that in the last of the summer months

he ate ripe fruits which were sweet as honey, and then being

thirsty he drank too much water. Consequently he became

troubled with wind and fever,
^ and he passed water contain-

ing some semen into a stone pot. A certain doe, being thirsty,

drank this urine under the impression that it was drinking
water. The doe was ripe for conception, and while her

mouth was smeared with the semen she licked the orifice of her

uterus with her tongue. She became stupefied and conceived.

The seer was a man of kindly disposition, and the deer and

birds (144) had no fear of him. Hundreds of them roamed

about and dwelt in the neighbourhood of the hermitage.

The doe also dwelt near the hermitage and roamed about there.

In due time she gave birth to a human child. ^ When the seer

saw^ this he fell to thinking,
" How is it that the doe, being

a brute, has a human offspring ?
"

Now when seers concentrate their minds ^
knowledge comes

to them. So this seer concentrated his mind.
" A while

ago," he reflected,
"

I ate too many sweet fruits and drank

too much water. So my humours^ became excessive,^ and

I passed water, which was mixed with my semen, into a stone

pot. This doe, being thirsty, drank it under the impression
that it was drinking water. Being ripe for conception she

conceived. This child, therefore, is issue of my body."
So carrying the infant in his cloak of antelope's hide he took

him to his hermitage, the doe following behind him. The
seer cut the child's umbilical cord with a knife, rubbed him
with sesamum oil, and washed off the impurities of the womb
with sweet water. He put the child to the doe's teat and she

suckled him. He even put the doe's teat in the child's mouth.

^
Literally,

"
his wind and heat overflowed or became excessive," abhi-

syannd vdtdtapd samvriftd. For abhisyanna from abhisyand, cf. vol. 2,

p. 276 (text), vol. 3, p. 311. See also B.H.S.D.
* Ddrakam only in text, but manussaddrakam in the Alambard Jdtaka

(FausboU 523, /. 5. 152) in which this strange birth is described. Fausboll

526, the Pali Jdtaka corresponding to the Mhvu. one here, merely refers

to it in passing as a story already given.
^
Reading, with two MSS., dristvd for the text dristd "when she was seen."

* Samanvdharitvd from samanvdharati, BSk., cf. Pali samanndharati.
« Dhdtu. Cf. DA. 1. 253.
*
Abhisyanna, see n. 1.
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When the child happened to be lying down, the doe would roam
about in the neighbourhood of the hermitage, and when she had
drunk water she wouldcome and suckle the child again, and lick^

him with her tongue. When the child could move about ^ on
its own feet he would grasp the doe's teat for himself, and drink.

Remembering the sajdng^
"
the one-homed beast wanders

all alone," the seer gave the child the name of Ekasringa.
Now as his mother roamed about with the deer so did the seer's

son Ekasringa, playing with the young deer. Wherever his

mother wandered with the herd of deer there also wandered

Ekasringa, the seer's son. (145) As he played with the young
deer and wandered hither and thither,* he came again with

the deer and their young to the seer's hermitage. There the

seer gave him delicious fruits, good in colour, smell and taste.

And when the seer's son lay down in the hermitage then

many deer and their young lay down around him. When the

deer and their young wanted to go roaming, they woke up
the sleeping son of the seer with their snouts.

In this way the deer and their young, and birds of various

kinds enjoyed themselves at the hermitage in the company
of the seer's son. When Ekasringa the seer's son had reached

years of discretion^ he cleaned and swept the hermitage of

the seer, fetched roots of various kinds, and leaves, water and
fuel. He massaged and bathed the seer and tended the sacred

fire. He served^ the sage with various dishes of roots, leaves,

^ Parilehati. Lehati from lih,
"
apparently a blend of le4hi and lihati,"

(Edgerton, Gram. § 32. 23). Cf. Pali lehati.
* Anvita, past part, in middle sense of anvati = rinvati, but, as Senart

remarks, the form is influenced by the analogy of anvita from anveti
"
to

follow." Possibly, the sense meant to be conveyed here is
" when the

child could follow." See also B.H.S.D.
* Or "quoting", = ti in ekacaratn iringakam jdtanti {=jdtam ti). The

horned beast is here taken to denote the Indian one-horned rhinoceros

(Rhinoceros unicornis), the lonely habits of which were proverbial and a

type of the solitary lives of Pratyekabuddhas. See, e.g., the celebrated

Kha4gavisdna-sutra, vol. i, p. 303 /, and n. p. 250, and the Pali version

at Sn. 35 ff. The implied explanation of the name Ekasringa thus rests

on the child's loneliness as a human among the brutes, and also on his

destiny to live the life of a seer similar to that of a Pratyekabuddha. If

this interpretation is correct, we need not, with Senart, doubt the correctness

of the text. The Jatakas call the child Isisinga, and in the same folktale

in the Ramayana he appears as Rifyairinga. J. trans., (5. 80), also refers

to Barlaam and Josaphat.
*
Ariviya anviya. See n. 2.

*
Vijnaprdpta. See p. 128 n. i.

*
Parivisati, BSk. = Pali ; Sk. parivi? {vive?, vivif, ve^a).
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flowers and fruits, and supplied him with water. He would

first serve the seer and his mother, the doe, then he would

take food himself. The seer showed his son the way to the

meditations and the super-knowledges. So the seer's son

by constant application of vigilance, endeavour, effort and

exertion realised the four meditations and achieved the five

super-knowledges.
Thus the seer's son, having realised the four meditations and

achieved the five super-knowledges, grew up into a chaste youth,

powerful and influential, and known among devas and men,

Ekasringa, the seer's son, lived in the hermitage of Sahan-

jani, on the banks of the river Ganges on the slopes of the

Himalayas. Now in the city of Benares the king of Kasi

was without a son. In order to get a son he performed

many elaborate sacrifices,^ saying,
"

It is in order that I may
have a son." But he did not succeed in having a son, (146)

although he had daughters in his large harem.

Then the king of Kasi heard that on the banks of the

Ganges there was a hermitage called Sahanjani and that a

seer named Kasyapa lived there. This royal seer who dwelt

in that hermitage had a son, a seer named Ekasringa, whose

mother was a doe. The king said to himself,
" What now if I

were to give my daughter Nalini, a royal maid, to the young seer

Ekasringa? He would be a son to me, as well as a son-in-law."^

Then, monks, the king of Kasi gave instructions to his

brahman priest and tutor, saying,
"
Go, priest, and give

Nalini here, the royal maid, to Ekasringa, the young seer.

He will thus become my son-in-law." So, monks, the brahman

priest and royal tutor placed the royal maid Nalini and her

attendants in a chariot drawn by horses, and taking with

him a large quantity of food and drink, sweetmeats of various

kinds, and solid and soft food, he set out for the hermitage of

Sahanjani. When they arrived there they stopped in the

neighbourhood not far from the hermitage. There Nalini

^
Isti-prakriya-sthandni, lit.

"
sacrifice-ceremony conditions," (or

positions), but the exact force of the last term in the compound is obscure,
and it would serve no useful purpose to attempt to explain it, especially
as the reading of two MSS. given in the footnotes shows that Senart has

good reason to doubt the correctness of his restoration.
^
Jdmdtika, Sk. jdmdtrika, Pali jdmdtar. Cf. p. 23 n. 2.
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the royal maid played and laughed with her friends. But
when the beasts and birds saw them play they were frightened
and fled in all directions.

Then, monks, the young seer Eka^ringa asked himself,
"
Why are the beasts and birds frightened, and flee in all

directions ?
"

And, monks, Ekasringa the young seer, came
to where Nalini, the royal maid, was. He saw NalinI, the

royal maid, adorned and attired in costly garments, and

playing with her friends. (147) When he had seen her he again
said to himself,

"
Beautiful are these seers, fine are their

garments of antelope's hide, their braided hair, and girdles

of antelope's hide,"^ He considered the royal maidens, and

he saw their girdles of antelope's hide shining with exceeding
brilliance on their bodies.

Ekasringa asked Nalini,
"
Are these beautiful antelope

hides yours, and the braided hair, girdles, and neckbands ?
"

Nalini, the royal maid, took Ekasringa, the young seer, by
the hand and said to him,

"
Yes, these beautiful antelope

hides are ours, and the girdles, neckbands and bracelets."

She then offered the young seer sweetmeats and drink, saying,
"
Here, eat this sweetmeat in my hand." He ate the sweet-

meats and swallowed the drink. Now in the hermitage his

sense of taste had been offended by the bitterness of the

various fruits there, so as he ate these sweetmeats he was

charmed by the exceeding sweetness of their flavour. And
when he had drunk the various beverages he said,

"
Delightful

are these fruits of yours, your beverages, your girdles of

antelope's hide, your neckbands and your bracelets. We
have no such exquisite food here in the hermitage."

Then, monks, Nalini the royal maid said to Ekasringa the

young seer,
"
Come, young seer, here are our portable huts.^

We go wherever we wish taking our huts with us. Come,

* In /. 5. 196, Nalini is made to assume an ascetic fashion of dress as
a disguise, although it was of a specially beautiful bark and adorned with

splendid ornaments. The Mhvu., however, hints at a folk-tale theme,

according to which Ekasringa, having known no dress but that of the ascetic

style worn by him and his father, would describe all articles of dress in

terms of those known to him. Just as, having known no female human
being he assumes that the maidens were young male seers like himself,

although the narrator seems to have missed this point when he uses the
fem. tdsam (" their ") for the masc. tenant.

*
Utajani samcdrimdni, referring, as the sequel shows, to covered-in carriages.

The story keeps up the theme of the ignorance of the
"
wild boy of the woods."
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enter my hut and I will show you my own hermitage." And
NalinI mounted her carriage, held out her hand to Ekasringa,
and said,

"
Come, enter my hut, and I shall take you to my

hermitage." But he, seeing the horses yoked to the carriage,^

said,
"
My mother is a doe, and here is a hut drawn by deer.

(148) I will not enter it." Nalini, however, held on^ to the

hand of Ekasringa, the young seer. She clung to his neck,

embraced him, kissed him, and strove to entice him. The

young seer noted the various features of Nalini from her

head to her feet. He saw that his and her braided hair were

different. He saw that his form was different to hers ; his

girdle of rush was different to her girdle, and his bracelets

were different to hers. But she made conversation with the

young seer, won his confidence and inspired him with love.

As has been said by the Exalted One.

By living together in the past and by kindness in the

present, so is this love born, as a lotus is born in water. ^

When it enters the mind and the heart becomes glad,

the understanding man will be assured,'^ saying,
"
She was

happy with me in the past."^
For a long time in the course of recurrent lives, a thousand

kotis of births, the two had had intercourse together as wife

and husband.® Therefore, as soon as they saw each other

they fell in love. Then Nalini in her desire and love for

Ekasringa the young seer, gave him costly sweetmeats and
solid and soft food to eat and choice beverages to drink. And
when she had embraced him and kissed him, she stopped

^ Not having seen a horse before, the lad calls it by the name of a quad-
ruped already familiar to him. Cf. the Latin Luca bos for the elephant.

2
Lagnati. See p. 125, n. 3.

' This first stanza is found at /. 2. 235 and Mhvu. 2. 98 (p. 95, trans.,
where see note) and 168 (p. 163 trans.). In the last instance cited it is

followed by two other stanzas. The first verse of the third of these stanzas
is identical with the first one of the second stanza here, but the last verse
in each is different.

* Nisthdm gaccheyd. Cf. Pali nittham gacchati,
"
to come to the logical

conclusion."
*
Literally

"
she will be

(
= will have been) happy with me in the past,"

santustd me pure saha. The verb bhave or bhavet is supplied from the

repetition of this verse on p. 185. Possibly it is the right reading here
instead of saha.

^
Literally

"
of wife and husband," bhdrydpatisdm, a strange form of

the gen. pi. which Senart adopts only with great hesitation. It is the only
example known to Edgerton (Gram. § 10. 206) and he can only suggest
that it is due to the influence of s-stems.

"
Or," he asks,

"
could the -sdm

ending of pronouns be involved ?
"
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clinging to his neck, mounted her horse-carriage and returned

to Benares. There she related all that had happened.
As for Eka^ringa, the young seer, he returned to his hermi-

tage, where he sat thinking of the ravishing features of Nalini

from her head to her feet. No longer did he fetch roots and

fruits, nor water and wood. He did not sweep out the

hermitage nor tend the sacred fire. (149) The seer, seeing that

there was something on the lad's mind, questioned him,

saying,
" You no longer cut wood

; you do not fetch water
;

you do not make up the sacred fire. What are you thinking
about ?

"1 The seer's son replied,
"
Hither there came a young

seer from some other hermitage, accompanied by many
other young seers. He was lovely and handsome, with

beautiful braided hair, garment of antelope's hide, necklaces,

bracelets, and rush girdle. They had delicious fruits and

drink, not at all like ours. They travelled in a hut drawn

by deer. I saw them yonder in a part of the hermitage,
and I and the young seer got to love each other. He fell

on my neck and publicly put his mouth to my mouth, making
a sound as he did so. This gave me a thrill. I am now sad

of countenance as I think of him. Without him I have no

joy in this hermitage."
When the seer heard the lad he said to himself,

" From the

description the lad gives of their beauty those were not young
seers. They must have been women." Then to the young
seer Eka^ringa he said,

"
My son, those were not young seers.

They were women who seduce seers and keep them from their

austerity. Seers should keep them at a distance, for they
are a stumbling-block

^ to those who would live chastely.

Have nothing to do with them.^ They are like snakes,* like

poisonous leaves, hke charcoal pits."^

^ As Senaxt remarks, this passage is metrical and should have been

printed as a iloka ; both cadence and sense would be better, however, by
reading kintuvam abhidhydyasi (which is actually the reading in the Pali

version) for dhydnam dhydyasi.
•
Antardyakara. See vol. 2, p. 39, n. i.

' Md tehi sirdham samam karohi,
" do not make it equal (or common)

with them." Tehi, if correct, is mzLsc. because of the point of view of the

young boy. But it could also be fem., see Edgerton, Gram. § 21. 37.
*

Aiivifa. See vol. 2, p. 363, n. 3. But the translator would not now,
in this case and in many others, so readily adopt the P.E.D.'s explanation
of BSk. forms as Sanskritisation of Pali forms.

'
Angdrakarfu, PaU angdrakdsu.
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Then the king of Kasi said to his priest,
"
Plant miniature

groves of A^oka^ trees on the ships, with the trees laden with

flowers and fruits. You are then to sail up the Ganges and

go to that hermitage together with NalinI and her train.

Take the young seer on board and bring him here," The

priest, in obedience to the king of Kasi, made Nalini the

royal maid and her companions embark on ships which were

exceeding brilliant fore and aft and throughout. They had

canopies stretched over them
; they were carpeted with

bright cloth, draped with festoons of fine silk, fragrant with

incense, (150) and strewn with garlands of flowers. Sailing

up the Ganges he came to the hermitage of Sahanjani. He
anchored the ships near the hermitage and sent Nalini the

royal maid to the young seer Ekasringa.
"
Go," said he

to her,
"
and fetch the young seer."

Nalini the royal maid, with her companions, then dis-

embarked, and sat down in the grounds of the hermitage

lopping off various flowers and twigs of the trees. When
the beasts and birds saw her they uttered each its own cry

and scurried away from the hermitage in all directions. Now
the young seer saw that the beasts and birds were frightened,

and he came to the place. There he saw Nalini the royal

maid with her companions lopping off the flowers and twigs
of the trees. And when he saw her he went up to her. Even
more than before ^ did Nalini find pleasure at seeing the young
seer. Even more than before did she cling to his neck, embrace

and kiss him. He ate sweetmeats and various other kinds of

things and drank costly beverages. He then went on board

the ship with Nalini. She said to him,
"
These hermitages^

of ours can travel over the water." Seduced in this way by
her, he came by ship to Benares.

The priest married Nalini and the young seer by joining

their hands. ^ The young seer sat and dallied with her, but

did not have intercourse with her. He only saw in her a

young seer who was his friend.^

^ A§okavanikdni, ?
"

little woods of Asoka" (Jonesia Asoka).
^
Bhuyo,

"
(still) more," Pali bhiyyo.

^
Reading dsramd for dsrame {}sic) of the text.

*
Pdnigraham krifvd.

*
Literally,

" he knew (thought)
"
the young seer is my friend," jdndti

vayasyo me risikumdro ti.
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Then in company with Nalini he sailed on the ship to the

hermitage of Sahanjanl. And the doe who was Ekasringa's
mother saw him coming with NaHni the king's daughter.
She asked him,

"
My son, where have you been ?

" He replied,

"I have been to the hermitage^ of this friend of mine. He is

my friend. We went round the fire by the right with the

water-pot
2 and I took his hand," But the doe said to herself,

"
Verily (151) this young seer does not realise that his friend

is his wife, or even that she is a maid, while the young seer is a

most excellent man who took her to wife when they went round

the fire by the right with the water-pot and joined hands. Then
who is there who will make the young seer aware of this and tell

him that this is not a young seer, but the daughter of the king of

Ka^i, named Nalini, and that she has been given him to wife ?
"

Now below the hermitage of Sahanjanl on the banks of

the Ganges there was a hermitage of devout women ascetics.

As the young seer was on the point of entering this hermitage
he was stopped by the women.

" You may not come into

this hermitage," said they.
" You are a man, and this is a

hermitage of women vowed to chastity. It is not permitted
for a man to enter." The young seer asked a woman ascetic,
" What is a woman, and what is a man ?

" And she explained to

him the attributes of a woman, adding,
"
This is not a friend

who is with you, nor is he a young seer. She is a woman, named
Nalini, a royal maid, daughter of the king of Ka^i. And you
are a man bom of a doe. Do you not know then that she

has been given you to wife by the water ritual,' that you
are her husband and that you may not forsake each other ?

"

When he had heard the women ascetics, the young seer,

together with Nalini, came to the hermitage of Sahanjanl and

went to his father, Kasyapa the seer, bowed at his feet, and

he and Nalini told him all that had happened. The seer

thought to himself,
" The young seer cannot live here in the

hermitage apart from Nalini. These two are boimd to each

^ 5c. Benares.
• The text has udakena,

" with water," simply. Water was used at

many stages of the marriage rite, but tlie translation assumes that the
allusion here is to the water-pot borne by a carrier who followed the pair
as they went round the fire and sprinkled them with water at various points
of the circumambulation. See e.g., the Grihya-sutra of Gobhila, II. i. 13
and 2. 15 {S.B.E., XXX, pp. 43, 46).

• Udakena,
"
with water." See «. 2.
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other by love." And to his son, the young seer Ekasringa,
he said,

"
My son, Nalini, the king's daughter, was married

to you when you called the deva of fire to witness,
^ had the

water ritual performed for you,^ and you joined hands together.

You cannot forsake each other
; go with her to the city of

Benares." They then bowed at the seer's feet and took

respectful leave of Ekasringa's mother. (152) They went to

Benares and there approached the king of Kasi. The king

gave the young seer a fitting abode, a retinue, rugs and

cushions, and all means of enjoyment and sustenance. Then
he anointed him as heir to the throne.

Treasure heaps dwindle away ; growth^ ends in decay.

Union in disunion ends, and life in death.

Now the king of Kasi, being beholden to the conditions of

time, died, and Ekasringa ascended the throne of Benares.

By Nalini he had thirty-two sons born in pairs as twins.

When he had ruled his kingdom for a long time in righteousness,

he anointed his eldest son as heir to the throne, and again
took up the religious life of a seer. By constant application
of vigilance, endeavour, effort and exertion after the manner
of brahmans* he attained the four meditations and achieved

the five super-knowledges. Thus passing beyond the sphere
of desires, on the dissolution of his body he was reborn among
the Brahma devas.

The Exalted One said,
" He who at that time was the

seer Kasyapa is now Suddhodana. She who was the doe,

monks, was Mahaprajapati. He who was the king of Kasi was

the ^akyan Mahanama. I was he who at that time was the

young seer Ekasringa. And she who was the royal maid named
Nalini was Yasodhara. Then, too, did she allure me by decking
herself out in finery,

^
just as she did on this other occasion."

Here ends the Jataka of Nalini the king's daughter.

^
Agnidevam sdksitkritvd, i.e., when they went round the fire.

* Udakena simply, again.
^
Samucchrayds, here in its etymological sense of

"
uprisings," as anti-

thetical to patana,
"

falling," rather than in its derived BSk. sense of
"
body ", for which see vol. i, p. 134, n. i.
* Bdhirakena mdrgena.
* At the beginning of the tale the attempted allurement was said to be

"by means of sweetmeats," modakehi.
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padumavatI

(153) The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold, Lord,

how Ya^odhara here without being tried ^ and without being
examined was sent away by King ^uddhodana to be punished.

^

The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks, that was not the only

occasion that Ya^odhara without being tried and found

guilty was sent away to be punished by King ^uddhodana.

There was another occasion."^ The monks asked,
"
Lord,

was there another occasion ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, monks, there was."

Long ago, in a large forest on the slopes of the Himalayas
there was a hermitage belonging to Mandavya, a seer who
had realised the four meditations and achieved the five super-

knowledges. The hermitage was well supplied with roots,

fruits, flowers, leaves and water, and was the haunt of thousands

of deer and birds.

Now, monks, it happened that in the last month of summer

Mandavya the seer ate ripe fruits which were sweet as honey,
and drank too much water. So his humours became excessive,

*

and he passed water containing some semen into a stone pot.

Then, monks, a certain doe, who was ripe for conception,

being thirsty drank the seer's urine mixed with his semen

from the stone pot, under the impression that it was drinking
water. And while her mouth was smeared with the semen

she licked the orifice of her uterus with her snout. The result

of men's actions is unexpected. For that doe became stupefied

with that blood and semen, and she conceived. She roamed

and wandered round the hermitage. In due time she gave

^
Ananuyujyitvd, "without being questioned," though Senart inclines to

think that, in spite of the -yujy- the form is active. The next participle,

too, is active in form, aparyavagdhitvd
"
without scrutinising

"
(cf. Pali

pariyogdhati). But the turn of the whole sentence is passive; so, though
these indeclinable participles may in construction go with rajAd Suddhodanena,
it is simpler in translation to take them as passives, as such participles can
often be taken in our text.

* I.e. in her former life as NalinI, in the tale just related, though she is

there said to have been sent away to be married.
" The text, of course, repeats the whole statement.
* See p. 139, n. 1.
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birth to a little girl, who was beautiful, of distinguished

mien,^ and possessed perfect beauty of complexion,
^
yellowish

like a slab of fresh butter.

When the doe was delivered of this young girl, the seer

saw it happen. He reflected,
" How comes it that this doe,

who is a beast, has a human offspring ?
" Now when seers

who have the five super-knowledges concentrate their minds,

understanding comes to them. Mandavya the seer then,

(154) having the five super-knowledges and being greatly

blessed, concentrated his mind.
"
Here in this hermitage,"

thought he, "no other human comes and goes. This doe

was born here in my hermitage, and there are likewise hun-

dreds of other deer and birds as well in this forest. As far

as I know 3 none of the deer and birds goes anywhere to any
other forest, nor does any deer or bird come hither from

any other forest. These deer and birds were born here in

this forest, grew up and enjoy themselves in this forest,

which is not frequented by man. But some time ago, in the

last month of summer, I ate some over-ripe fruits and drank

too much cold water. Thus my humours became excessive,

and I passed water mixed with my semen into a stone pot,
and that was drunk by this thirsty doe under the impression
that it was drinking water. And thus she conceived. This

child, therefore, is the issue of my body."

Mandavya the seer conceived a very great affection for

the little girl. He carried her in an antelope's hide and brought
her to the hermitage, while the doe followed behind. The seer

cut the child's umbilical cord with a knife. She was brought

up as a human being,
^ but for suckling she sat at the doe's

^ Aksudrdvakasa, cf. Pali akhuddavakasa dassandya,
"
not appearing

inferior," one of the attributes of a well-bred brahman. See P.E.D. for

references.
^ See vol. 2, p. 375, n. 3.
' Mama, ? ethic genitive. Or is it purely possessive,

"
my deers and

birds
"

?

*
Literally,

"
she was nourished with a human nourishment," mdnusikdye

keldyandya keldyanti, where keldyandya is oblique case of keldyana, nomen
actionis, and keldyanti, pres. part, pass of keldyati, a BSk. and Pali forma-
tion from kil (=Sk. krid, "to play") and meaning primarily "to amuse
oneself with, hence to fondle, to nourish." See P.E.D. But apart from
the fact that the development of meaning here assumed is rather improbable,
some at least of the meanings of the word in BSk. listed by Edgerton,
(B.H.S.D.) hardly bear out this etymology, and perhaps it is better, with
Edgerton, to regard the origin as obscure.

M
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teat. The seer, too, crushed sweet ripe fruit for her in his

mouth, and from time to time rubbed her with sesamum oil

and bathed her with pleasant water.

As she grew up the child made the wood a cheerful place,

in company with the doe and the seer. Her mother would
lick her with her tongue. When the child had grown big

enough to move about ^ on her own feet, then, wherever she

put her feet, there, as a result of good karma stored up by
her in previous lives, lotuses sprang up. (155) As the child

roamed about all over the hermitage of the seer lotuses sprang

up, so that it became lovely like a lotus grove. And among
these lotuses the child would play, culling them with her

hands as she moved among them. When the seer saw that

as a result of the young girl's karma lotuses sprang up in her

footsteps, he was amazed, and he exclaimed,
"
Ah, what

magic power the yoimg girl has, since wherever her footsteps
fall there lovely and beautiful lotuses spring up ! It must be

that she is a virtuous child who gained the root of virtue in

the past by making offerings to the worthy^ and planting the

seeds of merit,
^ since she has such great power." And the

seer gave the child the name of Padumavatl.

As she grew up the child roamed all over the hermitage
with her mother. Wherever the mother went roaming,
there did the child roam with her, playing with the deer and

their fawns. When she wanted food she came with her

mother to the hermitage accompanied by the other deer and

hinds and their fawns. When the doe came to the hermitage
the seer would give her succulent* fruits and delicious^ drinks.

And she would eat some of the fruits herself, and then give

some to the young fawns. When the child lay down in the

hermitage, the young fawns, male and female, who had

accompanied her in her wanderings, would lie down too.

When they wished to go wandering again, they woke up the

child with their snouts. Wherever the deer wandered and

^ Anvati. See p. 140, n. 2.
*
Daksiniya. See vol. i, p. 6i, n. 3.

*
Literally,

" with good or meritorious deeds planted," oruplakuialisu.
For orupta. See vol. 2, p. 295, n. 3.

*
Mriftamri^ta,

"
cleansed,"

"
polished,"

"
bright,"

"
agreeable,""

savoury," etc.
'
Mfi§tamri§ta, again.
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roamed, there did the child roam, playing with the deer and

their young fawns. And wherever she roamed (156) there in

all her footsteps lotuses sprang up. The child would gather

these lotuses and string them together for herself and for the

young fawns. Thus did she grow up in the hermitage playing
with them. They were not happy when separated.

When the child grew to years of discretion/ she would

sprinkle and clean the seer's hermitage, bring him dishes of

various kinds of roots, leaves, flowers and fruits, and fetch

water, wood and fuel. She would anoint ^ the seer with

sesamum oil and bathe him. She would tend his sacred fire

and serve him with various roots, leaves, flowers and fruits.

She would bring him extracts of various fruits. Wherever
she roamed in the hermitage, and wherever she went gathering

roots, leaves, flowers and fruits, there was she accompanied

by the deer and birds.

Now it happened that once when Padumavati, accom-

panied by the deer and birds, had gone to fetch water,

Brahmadatta, king of Kampilla,^ was out hunting with his

men. While he chased a deer on a horse swift as the wind,

he outstripped his men and no one else had reached that

place.* The deer led King Brahmadatta to a glade of the

forest. As has been said by the Exalted One in the Dharma-

pada,^
The way of the wild beasts is the wood ;^ of the birds

^ See p. 128, n. i.
^
Abhyangeti, sic for abhyanjeti.

^ See vol. I, p. 235, n. 4.
* The text is corrupt here. It reads tarn pradesam ujjhita {? for ujjhitvd)"
he left that place behind," which hardly makes sense. Senart suggests

that we should read some verb like utsthita,
"
set out." But comparison

with a text describing a similar incident in the ^ydmaka Jdtaka (2 p. 212,

text) shows that the obscurity here is due to a careless abridgement ofwhat
may have been a conventional description of the over-eager huntsman.
The latter passage reads, ujjhitva balavdhand na kascana tarn pradesam
anuprdpta,

"
he left behind his troops and no one had reached that place."

The translation given above is made from the text of this latter passage.
* See vol. 2, p. 202, n 5.
*
Plavana, which is the reading of two MSS., and which, if correct, is

for Sk. pravana. But the quotation as given in vol. 2, p. 212 (text) has
pavana, which is the usual BSk. and Pali form, and which, in the Mhvu.
at least has the meaning of

" wood "
or

"
forest," whether analogically

with, or actually derived from, vana. See e.g., 2. 361, 382 (text). At
3. 61 (text) pravana has the regular Sk. meaning of

"
slope

"
or

"
prone."

See vol. 2, p. 328, n. 3, and P.E.D. Also B.H.S.D.

fr
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the air. Dharma is the way of the twice-born;'^ nirvana

is the way supreme.^
And there in the forest glade the deer was caught. Now

while King Brahmadatta was (157) tracking down that deer,

there at a pool of water he saw Padumavati garbed in a cloak

of antelope hide. She was carrying a pitcher of water and
had a lovely lotus in her hand. She was lovely and handsome,
with perfect beauty of complexion. Wherever she planted
her footsteps, there charming and lovely lotuses sprang up.

And, monks, when King Brahmadatta had seen Padumavati
the seer's daughter he reflected,

"
Ah, what splendid magical

power this girl has, since, wherever sne plants her footsteps,
there exceeding charming, lovely and beautiful lotuses spring

up ! Now who can she be ? Is she a girl of the devas, or of

the Nagas or of the Kinnaras ? Is she a human or a non-

human ? What if I were to go up to her and ask ?
"

Then, monks. King Brahmadatta went up to Padumavati
the seer's daughter, and said to her,

"
Madam, who are you ?

Whose daughter are you ?
" When he had so spoken, Paduma-

vati the seer's daughter replied to King Brahmadatta, "1,
O king, am a seer's daughter, named Padumavati, the daughter
of Man^avya, who subsists on roots and fruits, dwells in the

forest, and lives the brahma-life."

King Brahmadatta then^ said to Padumavati the seer's

daughter,
" What kinds ot food can you have living here in

the forest, that your body has been so built up ? Or what

kinds of dress can you have that you have the appaarance of

being delicately brought up ?
" Padumavati the seer's

daughter replied to King Brahmadatta, stroking his garments
the while,

" Our food," said she,
"
consists of roots and fruits.

Our clothes are of antelope hide, but not of such fine hide as

these clothes of yours are."

Then, monks, (158) King Brahmadatta reflected,
"
This

seer's daughter is unable to distinguish the sumptuous dress

of a king. She does not know the difference between a seer

and a king, nor between antelope hide and the rich dress of

*
Dvijdtindm, i.e. BrS.hmans. The quotation in vol. 2. 212 (text) has

vibhagiyanam. See vol. 2, p. 203, n. 2.
* Mahati. vol. 2 says

"
the way of the Arhans."

* Evamukte, is omitted in translation here and elsewhere in the dialogue.
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a king. Nor does she know what my horse is.^ Yet, though
she is the daughter of a seer, she is a right royal maiden who
would be a fitting wife for me. But I cannot ask for her

hand without the consent of Mandavya the seer, not to

speak of taking her hence from this hermitage to the city of

Kampilla. Mandavya the seer has great power, and with a

curse could reduce me and my company to ashes. What if

I were now by some means to try to entice Padumavati the

seer's daughter ?
"

Now, monks, when kings of olden days went hunting they
filled a bag

2 with rich barley cakes made with honeyand ghee,
sweetmeats and confections,^ and fastened it on the horse's

back behind the saddle.* Thus when a king had been carried

away by his horse till he was all alone in the woods, he would

not die of hunger.

So, monks, on this occasion King Brahmadatta had a bag
on his horse's back tied behind the saddle with a strap, and
filled with barley cakes made with honey and ghee, sweet-

meats and confections. And King Brahmadatta drew out^

a sweetmeat from the bag and gave it to Padumavati.
"
Here, madam," said he,

"
are some of our fruits." She

replied,
"

Sir, how much finer are your fruits than ours."

And when she had eaten the sweetmeat she said,
"
These

fruits of yours are lovely, succulent^ and nice, while ours

1 This would seem to show that in the above dialogue there has dropped
out an allusion to the king's horse which, on the analogy of the

"
wild-boy-

of-the-wood
" theme in the previous tale, Padumavati would have dubbed

a deer.
2 Yamalaka. Senart suggests a poche made of the material called yamali

at Divy. z'jb and Avs. i. 265. Possibly what is meant is one of twin (yama)
bags or panniers slung on either side of a beast of burden. Cf. B.H.S.D.

3 The text here and at 2. igo has ukkdrika, which Senart in a note on
the former passage can only explain as being for utkdrika,

"
a poultice."

At neither of the two passages does such a meaning suit the context. The
queried rendering,

"
dung," after the Pali ukkdra, given in vol. 2 of this

translation (p. 183), should now be amended. For it seems clear that
ukkdrika is for utkdrika,

"
a sort of sweetmeat made with milk, treacle and

ghee
"

{M.W.). See also B.H.S.D.
* Palldna, for pariydna or parydna. The MSS. have palldsa or paldsa.

Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) says that Senart's emendation into palldna is probably
right, and he cites the Prakrit form with the same meaning. It would
now appear that the verb palldnayati at vol. 2. 160 should be regarded as
a denominative of palldna, rather than, with Senart, as a compound of

pari-d-ni. See vol. 2, p. 150, n. 2.
* Ukkaddheti. On the verb kaddhati, see vol. 2, p. 72, n. i. Edgerton

{B.H.S.D.) adopts the form of the MSS., kaitati.
* Mrista. See p. 150, n. 4.
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are sour and bitter." The king replied,
"

It is fruits like

these that grow on the trees in my hermitage. If you wish

to eat their like, come to that hermitage of mine."

Then, monks, Padumavati the seer's daughter said to King
Brahmadatta (159)

"
I do wish to eat fruits like these. But

wait^ a moment so that I can take this water to our hermitage,
which is not far off, and tell my father that I am going to

your hermitage." So, monks. King Brahmadatta gave
Padumavati some more sweetmeats, saying,

" Take these to

your father and tell him that you are going to be the wife

of the seer in whose hermitage there are such fruits as these.

But come back quickly. I shall be sitting here on the

bank of the stream."

Then, monks, Padumavati the seer's daughter went to the

hermitage of Mandavya, put down the pitcher of water and

presented those sweetmeats to her father, saying,
"
Eat

these fruits, father, I am going to be the wife of the seer in

whose hermitage such fruits are growing." But, monks,

Mandavya the seer said to himself,
" Now Brahmadatta,

the king of Paficala, while following the chase here, has come
near to this hermitage. He has given royal sweetmeats like

these to Padumavati and she has eaten them. No longer

can she live on the sour and bitter fruits of this hermitage.
But Padumavati is a right royal maiden. What then if I

were to give her to Brahmadatta to wife ?
" And so, monks,

Mandavya the seer said to his daughter Padumavati.
"
Of

a truth, Padumavati, there are no fruits like these. Who
has allured you with fiery desires ?

"
But Padumavati

thought to herself. "These 'desires' must be the trees

on which fruits like these grow." And she said to her father,
"

If, father, the sweetness of the fruits of desire is like this,

then will I eat them. The fruits we have here, large though

they be, do not please me." Mandavya the seer repHed to

Padumavati,
" Who gave you these fruits, Padumavati ?

What kind of young seer was he, and where is he now ?
"

(160) When this had been said, Padumavati replied to

Mandavya the seer and said
"
Father, the young seer is

dressed in fine antelope hide, and he waits on the bank of the

*
Agame. See vol. 2, p. 296. n. 4.
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stream mounted on a deer. It was he who gave me these

fruits. In his hermitage there grow fruits like these."

Then Mandavya the seer together with Padumavati went
to King Brahmadatta. After he had greeted him he per-
formed the water rituaP and gave him Padumavati, saying,
" Your majesty, let her be your wife. Let her be considered

worthy of your majesty, and do not put her away on the

mere accusation of another and without trial."

And so King Brahmadatta put Padumavati on his horse's

back, bade farewell to Mandavya the seer and set out for

Kampilla. His troops saw King Brahmadatta coming when
he was still some way off and came to meet him. Then

King Brahmadatta together with Padumavati the seer's

daughter alighted from horseback, and mounting an elephant
with her he came to his own park in the city of Kampilla.

In the city of Kampilla Padumavati heard the noise of the

great crowd. She saw the pleasant city with its high walls,

turrets and round watch-towers. And when she had seen it,

she asked King Brahmadatta,
"
Why, pray, do I hear the

noise of seers and forest deer in this open space in the forest ?

And why do I see these tall grass-huts ?
"

King Brahmadatta

replied to Padumavati,
"
Yes, it is the voice of the seers and

of the deer of the forest, and these tall grass-huts are ours."

When he had come to his own park, King Brahmadatta
with Padumavati alighted from the elephant's back and
entered the park. He gave instructions to the assembly of

his counsellors, saying,
"
Ho, there, governors,

^
quickly

(161) fetch my priest, and clothes and jewels for Padumavati.
Have all the way from the park to the palace decorated.

Have a canopy stretched over it. Have it fringed with

bright flowers, draped with festoons of fine cloth, made fragrant
with incense, sprinkled and cleaned, and strewn with garlands
of flowers. Here and there have players

^
stationed, and

actors, dancers, athletes, wrestlers, tambourine-players,
clowns, dvistvalakas, buffoons, and performers on the natta."*

^
Literally

"
gave her with water "

(udakena). See p. 146, n. 2.
^ Grdmanika, Pali gdmanika, gdwiani.
* See p. no f. for all these terms, with the exception of the last.
*

Literally,
"
holders of the natta

"
nattadhardni. Natta is a doubtful

and inexplicable word. Also the neuter termination of a compound giving
names of performers, and not those of the instruments, is strange, although
it is true that our text has some other instances of neuter for masculine.
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The desires of devas are fulfilled by their minds ; those

of kings by the word of command ; those of rich men speedily

and those of poor men by their own exertions. ^

As soon as the king had spoken his counsellors saw to it^

that his orders were carried out. Then PadumavatI said to

King Brahmadatta,
"
Where, my lord, is your abode, your

fire, your hot water ^ and your water-pot ?* Is it time for me
to tend the sacred fire ?

"
King Brahmadatta replied to

PadumavatI,
" Come this instant and at once.^ Fine

antelope hides are being brought for you. Then when we
have bathed together in the Ganges, we shall offer the fire

sacrifice." Then at that moment and that instant the king's

attendant counsellors brought the women of the court into

the park, with clothes and jewels for PadumavatI. They
brought also the brahman who was the king's priest and tutor.

There came out the townsmen with their president at their

head,^ the community of tradesmen with the chief merchant

at their head,'' and all the eighteen guilds.

The counsellors, attendants, the foremost townsmen, brahmans

and Brahmadatta's priest and royal tutor saw the king's consort

arrayed in all her finery, lovely, handsome and possessing

perfect beauty of complexion. With King Brahmadatta she

circumambulated the fire by the right. And wherever she

planted her footsteps, there lovely and beautiful lotuses sprang

up. When the people saw this, they were thrilled, joyful

and elated, and spoke of it to King Brahmadatta.
" Your

majesty," said they,
"
never have we seen or heard of (162)

anyone having such magic power as this that Queen Padu-

mavatI has. Well would it be, your majesty, if Queen
PadumavatI went on foot as she is being conducted to the

palace.^ Then the multitude would witness the great magic

1 For this couplet see vol. i, p. 213 n, vol. 2, p. 173, vol. 3, p. 124.
'
Pafijdgritam, past part, of patijdgareti.
Unhodaka ; unha BSk. and Pali for u?na.

• Kaman^alu,
"
the waterpot with long spout used by non-Buddhist

ascetics." (P.E.D.)
» Sdrdhatn, so interpreted by Senart on the analogy of the use of the

related saha.
• See p. 114, n. 2.
'
Sdrthavdhapramukho vanijagrdmo. Cf. iresthipramukho vaniggrdmo,

p. no, n. 4.
•

Literally,
" Let her be made to enter on foot," padehi praveiiyatu.
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power the queen has, and seeing it they would be well pleased."

Then King Brahmadatta together with the women of his

court and Queen PadumavatI, escorted by his attendant

counsellors and accompanied by a great crowd of people, in

great royal splendour and majesty came from the park and

entered the palace. The people saw all along the way from

the park to the palace lovely and beautiful lotuses springing

up from each succeeding pair of Padumavati's footprints.^

And when they had seen this they gave vent to a shout of

joy.
"
King Brahmadatta," cried they,

"
is meritorious,

seeing that he has won such a jewel of a wife."

The king went up with PadumavatI to a room on an upper
floor, and being possessed of and endowed with the five

strands of sensual desires, he dallied and amused and enjoyed
himself with her. He taught

^ PadumavatI how to drink,
^

play the dice and sing and play. Being infatuated with her

he paid no attention to the other queens. And PadumavatI
cohabited with King Brahmadatta and she became pregnant.
When in due course the time came for the queen's delivery.

King Brahmadatta ordered the chamberlains of the harem,
who were skilled in the duties pertaining to women, to take

PadumavatI away. The king sat down with gold and silver

and various kinds of garments laid out in front of him, and

said,
" To those who will bring me the news that PadumavatI

has been safely delivered, I will give a reward."* But the

other queens said among themselves,
" Ever since PadumavatI

was brought here the king has paid no attention to us. And
now that she is about to give birth to a child,

^ we are bound
to fall on trouble and misfortune." Then they asked Paduma-

vatI, (163)
" Do you know how women bring forth ?

"
She

replied,
"
No, I do not." The women of the court then said,

^ Padavitihdrdndm ubhayato. Padavitihdra, as in Pali, for padavyatihdra"
taking over or exchange of steps." The translation given above seems

better than saying
" on both sides of her stride," for the other allusions

to the phenomenon make the flowers grow from her footprints, and not
beside the way she walked. Cf. B.H.S.D.

2
Sekheti, a causal denominative from sekha, Pali sekha or sekkha, Sk.

saiksa, "to be trained." A passive formation from the same stem is found
at 2. 434 (text), sekhiyanti

"
they are taught." Cf. B.H.S.D.

*
Literally,

"
in intoxications ", madehi.

* Achdda for dcchdda. See p. 36, n. 2.
^ Esd prajdyamdni, nominative absolute, of which another example is

found at i. 68, vanditau kramau, etc.
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" When a woman is giving birth she is blindfolded." So
she told them,

" Do you then blindfold me, when I am giving
birth." Thus when it was time for her to bring forth she was
blindfolded. She gave birth to twins who were lovely and
beautiful.

Then the women said among themselves,
"
This queen was

beloved and honoured by King Brahmadatta even when she

was childless. How much more will she be so when she

brings children to a childless palace ? Since she has borne

these twins she will become exceeding dear to King Brahma-

datta, and he will pay no attention to us."^ So the women
lined a chest ^ with cloth and put the children in it. They
closed and shut it down. They sealed it with royal gold,'

and then threw it into the river Ganges.
Now Padumavatl's face was smeared with the dregs of

her womb. She asked the women, "What did I give birth

to ?
"

The women steeped the two cauls in the dregs of the

womb and brought* them to Padumavati. "It is these

that you brought forth," said they. She replied,
" Take

them away. What can I do with them ?
"

Then King Brahmadatta asked,
" What did the queen

give birth to ?
"

The women answered,
" Your majesty,

she bore a lovely and beautiful pair of twins, but as soon

as they were bom she devoured them. How, your majesty,
could she be the offspring of a holy saint ? It was an ogress^

you brought home, and you were lucky to escape with your
Ufe. Come near the ogress and look at her, if you do not

^ Vayam. ace. pi., cf. Edgerton, Gram. § 20. 46.
*
Tapana. The meaning is certain, for the word is replaced below by

a sjmonym manjusd. Senart does not know of any other instance of the
word in this sense, either in Sk. or Pali. Divy. 342, 343, has tapu,

which
Cowell and Neil hesitatingly render

"
cauldron," but Burnouf, with greater

correctness in Senart's opinion, translates
"
vase," or

"
coupe." Senart

thinks that both tapu and tapana are collaterals from the same stem, tap.
See next note.

'
Literally,

"
they gilded it with (royal) gold and sealed it," tdpaniyena

tdpayitvd mudrayitvd. Tdpaniya, however, is ordinarily an adjective, so
that we should probably read tapaniya, which in both Sk. and Pali means
"
refined gold." Tdpayitvd is causative of the verb tapati, from which

is derived tapaniya, i.e. the burnt (or refined) metal. It is likely, therefore,
as Senart suggests that tapana and tapu are from the same root tap, and
denote a receptacle

"
en m^tal fondu ou soud6." See B.H.S.D., however,

where Edgerton says that tapu in Divy., I.e. should be read tattu.
*

Allipita. See vol. 2, p. 419, n.
*
Piiacini, a female piidca. See vol. i, p. 74, n. 2.
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believe us." So the king went in to have a look at the queen.
And he saw Padumavati (164) smeared with blood ^ like an

ogress.
2 When he had seen her he was dismayed, and he said

to his counsellors,
"
Go, have her put to death. I brought

her here thinking that she was human. If she is a Pisacini

or a Raksasi I'll have nothing to do with her." Thus she

was thrown out of the palace.

Then she asked the counsellors,
"
Where are you taking

me ?
"

They replied,
" You are being sent away by King

Brahmadatta to be killed." She asked them,
" What offence

have r given King Brahmadatta that I should be sent away
to be killed ?

"
The counsellors replied,

" You bore two

young ones and then devoured them. So the king thinks

you are an ogress and is sending you away to be killed."

She said,
"
No, I did not bear two children. I asked the

women, and they said I had borne two cauls. I bid them
take these away at once.^ I did not then bear two children,

nor did I devour them."

Now these counsellors were wise, and familiar with the

knavish wiles of women. They said among themselves,
" Padumavati here was loved and honoured by King Brahma-
datta. But the situation as understood by these women
was that, if Padumavati proved childless, she would be

scorned and mocked at." Then they asked Padumavati,
" How were you delivered ?

" And she related the whole

affair in detail to the counsellors.
" When I was about to

give birth," said she,
"
these women blindfolded me. Thus

I did not see my children. No more did I devour them.

When I was delivered I asked the women what I had given
birth to. And they brought me two cauls and told me that

it was those that I had borne."

Then the counsellors said among themselves,
"
This queen

has been deceived out of jealousy, because she was loved and
honoured by King Brahmadatta. We must see to it that

King Brahmadatta (165) does not later feel remorse on

account of Queen Padumavati nor become sick with sorrow."

^ Rudhiramraksitena, sic{?) for rudhiramraksitdm.
* Raksasi is the word here, i.e. a female rdksasa. See vol. i, p. 73 n. 5.
*

Literally,
"
they were sent away just then," te pi tatraiva mellitd (see

vol. I, p. 308, n. I, for this verb.).
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So PadumavatI was concealed by the counsellors in the house

of one of them, while the king was told that she had been

put to death.

Now when the queens heard that PadumavatI had been

put to death they started flattering^ King Brahmadatta.

They threw ghee and mustard into the fire,^ scattered the

bali^ offering to the four quarters, performed expiatory rites,*

and said to him,
"
Fortunate are you, O king, in that you

have escaped from the clutches of the ogress." At that

moment the king, bathed and anointed, was amusing himself

at a dance of the women. ^ Some of the women played the

lute, others the trumpet,^ others the tabour and others the

flute. Some danced and others sang.

Then a certain female deva who was well-disposed towards

Mandavya the seer, came flying through the sky and, stand-

ing in the air, said to King Brahmadatta, "Your majesty, it

was on a false report,
' without a true knowledge and understand-

ing, that you sent the innocent PadumavatI away to be killed

without examination and trial, and you forgot the words of the

blessed seer.
' ' ^ But King Brahmadatta's women on hearing the

voice of the deva in the air, sang and played still more* in

order that the king should not hear the deva talking. He
then stopped the women, saying,

"
Wait,^" until I know what

this deva in the air is talking about." At this command of

the king's the women fell silent, and the deva again said to the

king,
" Your majesty, it was on a false report that you sent

the innocent PadumavatI away to be put to death without

examination or trial, and you forgot the words of the blessed

seer." King Brahmadatta, (166) paying heed to the deva,

questioned the women, saying,
"
Tell me the truth. Was it

children that were bom to PadumavatI ?
" And the women

^
Catuldyati, BSk. Cf. Sk. catu,

"
kind or flattering discourse." Not in

B.H.S'.D.
* As a thank-offering for Brahmadatta's escape.
* See vol. 2, p. 401, n. 6.
* Sdntim karonti.
* Ndtakena ni?puru?ena. See vol. i, p. 183, n. 2, and cf. Divy. 314 and

Pali nippurisa.
*
Sugho^ika. See vol. i, p. 183, n. 3.

'
Literally

"
it was ill heard by you," duhirutante.

* I.e. the admonition not to put Padumivatl away.
*
Su?thutaram. Cf. Pali sutthutaram.

"
Agametha. See vol. 2, p. 296, ». 4.
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on being thus questioned reflected/
" Padumavati has been

killed by the king's orders. The king can abandon us, too.

Let us tell him the true facts." So they answered,
" Your

majesty, two children were bom to Padumavati. We put
them in a chest,

^ which we sealed with the king's seal. We
then threw the chest with the two children in it into the

river Ganges. She never saw them nor did she devour them."

At this King Brahmadatta was sore distressed, and said,
"
I have put such an innocent jewel of a woman to death.

I have not followed the instructions of such a blessed seer.

I have lost my sons as soon as I had got them."^

Now that chest was carried down the river Ganges and
was dragged out by fishermen who were netting fish. The
fishermen saw that the chest was sealed with the king's seal,

and they said among themselves,
" We must beware lest this

comes from a burglary at the royal palace.* Then this chest

will be searched for,^ and every mystery about it will be

cleared up. Let us go then and take this chest to King
Brahmadatta, lest, being taken for thieves, we be punished
with the extreme penalty." So they came to King Brahma-
datta bringing the chest with them, and said to him,

" Your

majesty, while we were netting fish in the river Ganges we

dragged out this chest which was being carried down by the

stream. It is sealed with the king's seal. We pray you,

sire, to have a look at it."

Then, monks. King Brahmadatta said to his attendant

counsellors,
" Ho there, gentlemen, (167) find out what there

is in this chest." The counsellors opened the chest and
saw Padumavati's two children. They said,

" Your majesty,
in this chest are the lovely and beautiful children of Padumavati,

boys the very image of your majesty. Queen Padumavati
was innocent, but you, sire, sent her away to be killed without

examination or trial."

^
Literally "saw (things) thus," va {—eva) pasyanti.

*
Tapana. See p. 158, n. 2.

^
Literally,

"
sons being got are lost," putrd lahhyanta ca paribhrastd,

where labhyanta is pr. part. pass, with active ending. Cf. Edgerton, Gram.
§ 37- 15-

*
Literally "lest this is a felony by thieves in the royal palace" md haiva

corehi rdjakule apardddham.
^ Prasta for prista. See Edgerton, Gram., § 34. 13.
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When King Brahmadatta saw the children and remem-

bered the many virtues of PadumavatI, he fell to the ground
in a swoon at the loss of such a jewel of a woman. The

counsellors said among themselves,
" We must see to it

that the king comes to no bodily harm through his sorrowing
over PadumavatI." And to the king they said,

" Your

majesty, do not mourn for Queen PadumavatI. For your

sake, sire, we harboured her and no harm has come to her.

The queen is safe and has not been killed. We knew that

some day we should have good news for you." On hearing

these words of the coimsellors the king rejoiced. He asked

them,
" Where is PadumavatI ?

"
They answered and said,

"
Yonder, in a certain house."

Then the king went to Queen PadumavatI, and when he

had come to her he strove in many ways to reassure her,

saying,
" What good fortune it is that you are this day rescued

from destruction and reunited with me and your sons ! Now

your rivals would have had you killed. What is your pleasure

that I should do to these enemies of yours ? What punish-

ment should they receive ?^ It were best if by the king's

orders they should all go wandering in chains and clothed in

hempen rags." But, monks, Queen PadumavatI in tears said

to King Brahmadatta,
" Your majesty, do not deal harshly

with these queens. They are senior to me. (168) Increase the

subsistence provided for them,^ do not decrease it. Let

things be as they were.^ Men reap the fruits of the karmas

they have contracted when the proper time is come,^ just

as the flowers and fruits of trees appear.*^ And, your majesty,

I was contracting these karmas both when I was being

honoured and esteemed by you, and when I was being sent

away by you to be killed."*

^
Literally,

"
into what evil plight should they go ?

"
kidriiam vyasanam

nigacchantu, where the imperative for the potential is very strange. But
Senart is far from satisfied with the text.

* Sanam, gen. pi.
*

? Sarvdtii anuvartdhi, hterally
"
follow (or ding to) all things."

*
Literally,

" on reaching the time," kalam kalamasddya, where the

repetition of kalam appears to be otiose.
* This verb is supplied in translation. The text is yathd drumdtidifi

pu?paphald. The yathd which begins this sentence should probably be

changed to iathd. As the text stands yathd is untranslateable.
*
Morally her position in the two sets of circumstances wais the same ;

in both she alone was responsible for the karma.
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Then King Brahmadatta said to Queen PadumavatI,
"
Madam, do not shed tears. I will make over the whole

realm to you. Be glad in the company of your sons, only

forgive me the wrong I have done you." But Queen Paduma-
vatI replied to King Brahmadatta,

" Your majesty, what

have I, with my understanding, to do with kingdom, son,

or wealth ? I will go and take up the religious life again
with my father. My father spoke to me, saying,

" Paduma-

vatI, who is alluring you with these desires which are as flame ?
"

And now they do burn me as my father said^ when he spoke to

me in his hermitage. Like any deer of yours I was taken ^

from my father's hermitage to be slain, innocent though I was."

So Queen PadumavatI took up once more the religious life

of an ascetic, and clad in red^ garments she came to the

hermitage of Mandavya the seer. But he was dead. His

huts of grass and straw lay in ruins. Queen PadumavatI

reflected,
"
Because of my persistence, I have had two losses.

King Brahmadatta have I disowned, and now I am bereft

of my father who is dead. What if I were now to live the

life of a nun, wandering up and down the provinces and the

royal cities ?
"

Thus as she wandered up and down the viUages, towns and

royal cities. Queen PadumavatI came to Benares, the city of

King Krikl.^ And the king of Kasi at Benares saw (169)

Queen PadumavatI within the city. On seeing her he sought

by various means to seduce her,
"
Madam," said he,

" What
have you, with your tender and fresh beauty, to do with the

religious life ? Here are trees lovely, beautiful and charming,
laden with flowers and foliage. Come, let us take our joy
in yonder grove." When this had been said, PadumavatI
the ascetic replied to the king of Kasi,

" Your majesty, you
are wishing to enter fire when you wish to make love to

one who has taken up the religious life and is established in

dharma.^ Your majesty, I have no desire for sensual

1 Reading vacanena for vacand. The latter reading would give
"
my

father's words burn me."
2 There is no verb in the text, only the ablative of separation dsramdto.
^

? dhdturakta.
* See vol. I, p. 252, n. 3 ; pp. 271 jf.
*
Pravrajitdye sdrdham . . . dharmasthitdya. An example of the juxta-

position of two variant forms of the oblique case of stems in -a.
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pleasures." The king of Ka^i said,
"

If you are not willing,

madam, I will take you by force." ^ Padumavati replied,
"

If you take me by force, I will bum you with the power of

my austerity'^ as fire bums dry grass." When the king

heard this he was frightened, and desisted. But she stayed
on in the kingdom in ease and comfort. ^ For the king said

to her,
"

I shall entertain you with every kindness and care."

Then King Brahmadatta came to the house of the king of

Ka^i disguised as a brahman.
"
Your majesty," said he,

"
I am skilled at dice." He joined the king and the queens

in a game,* and he accosted Padumavati and asked her,
"
Because of whose anger did you come here ?

" Padumavati

replied,
"

It was because of your wrong-doing that I came

here." The king of Ka^i being at a loss asked King Brahma-

datta,
"

I have never heard before of such a way of playing
on the chequer board. ^ Who are you, and what is she to

you ?
"

King Brahmadatta replied,
"

I am Brahmadatta,

king of Pancala, and she who is here is Padumavati my wife."

When this had been said, the king of Ka^i said to King
Brahmadatta,

"
Hail and welcome to you, your majesty.

Lead away your queen. I shall escort you with a well-arrayed

army."^
Thus Brahmadatta, king of Paficala, with an army of the

four divisions, and mounted on horseback, in great royal

majesty and splendour brought Queen Padumavati from

Benares once again to the city of Kampilla. Now when

Queen Padumavati had been sent away by King Brahmadatta

^ Balasd, adverbial instrumental, as if from a consonantal declension of

bala. P.E.D. cites Trenckner at Miln. 430, and Prakrit balasd in Pischel

{Gr. § 364). Cf. padasd, vol. 2, p. 199 (text). Now add Edgerton, Gram.,

§ 8. 41-
* Or " torment

"
simply, tapasd.

' Yathdsukhatn yaihdphdsu. For phdsu, see p. 47, n. i.

*
Literally,

"
he played with the king who was playing with the queens."

*
Literally

"
a method of the chequer board," astdpodasya niti. Here

neither the game of chess nor of draughts can be alluded to. More than
two were playing, and they were playing with the dice {ak§a) as mentioned
above. Presumat)ly the game consisted in throwing the dice on to the

board, the value of the throw being determined by the square on which it

fell or settled. Cf. D. i. 6. Senart doubts the reading here because of

apparent irrelevance. But Krikl's statement is natural enough, when it is

considered that the conversation between the brahman and the unknown
lady had nothing, as far as Kfikl could see, to do with the game.

*
Literally,

"
I shall lead with an army well-arranging it," balagrefia

satfivibhajya netni. But the reading is far from certain.
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to be killed (170) the lotuses stopped springing up in her

footsteps. But when she was brought again by King Brahma-
datta from Benares to Kampilla the lotuses sprang up in her

footsteps once more.

The Exalted One said,
"
Verily, monks, the seer Mandavya

was not somebody else. I was then the seer Mandavya.
Nor, monks, was Queen PadumavatI somebody else. Yaso-

dhara here was Queen PadumavatI. Nor, monks, was King
Brahmadatta somebody else. King ^uddhodana here was at

that time King Brahmadatta. Then also was Yasodhara

sent away by King ^uddhodana to be killed without examina-

tion or trial, although she was innocent. And on this other

occasion also^ was she sent away by King ^uddhodana to be

killed without examination or trial, although she was irinocent.

Here ends the preliminary story
^ of PadumavatI.

EARLIER HISTORY OF PADUMAVATI

The monks asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, as the maturing

of what karma did lotuses spring up in the footprints of

PadumavatI, while when she had been sent away by King
Brahmadatta to be killed they stopped doing so, but sprang

up again in her footprints when she was brought by King
Brahmadatta from Benares to Kampilla ?

"
The Exalted

One replied,
"

It was a maturing of the karma here described."^

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Benares,

the servant of a certain householder was entering the city
from without with a pitcher of water from the lotus-pool
and carrying a lotus in her hand. (171) Now it happened that

a certain Pratyekabuddha,^ who had been going round the

^ I.e. as Nalini. See p. 148, n. 2.
*
Parikalpa. See vol. 2, pp. 175, 209.

^
Literally,

"
this maturing of karma," and the text goes on to repeat

the whole circumstances mentioned in the question.
* See vol. I, p. 40, n. 3.
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city of Benares seeking alms, was hurrying out of the city.

He was graceful in deportment, graceful in advancing and

withdrawing, and devas and men were devoted to him. When
the girl saw the Pratyekabuddha her heart was filled with

trust. ^ And out of the trust in her heart she gave her lotus

to the Pratyekabuddha, who in order to please her accepted it.

The girl saw the lotus shining exceeding bright when it was

in the Pratyekabuddha's hand, but she saw her own hand

withering.^ She asked the Pratyekabuddha to return the

lotus to her, saying,
"

Sir, give me back my lotus." The

Pratyekabuddha gave the lotus back to the girl again, saying,
" Here you are, madam." And she took the lotus once

more from the Pratyekabuddha's hand. Then she saw her

own hand shining as it held the lotus, while the Pratyeka-
buddha's hand was withering. She was filled with remorse,

and she said,
"
That was not a bright deed of mine when I

took back from this seer the lotus which I had given him
out of the trust there was in my heart." So she gave the

lotus to the Pratyekabuddha once more, saying,
"

Sir, accept
this lotus of mine once more, and have pity on me." Thus
was the girl's lotus received by the Pratyekabuddha once

more.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion that girl

from Benares was somebody else. But you must not think

so. And whj^ ? PadumavatI, monks, was that girl from

Benares. Because she gave that lotus to the Pratyekabuddha
in the trust of her heart, as a maturing of that karma lotuses

sprang up in Padumavati's footprints. Because she took

back the lotus from the Pratyekabuddha, as a maturing of

that karma the lotuses ceased springing up in her footprints

when she was ordered by King Brahmadatta to be killed,

(172) Because she gave the lotus once more to the Pratyeka-

buddha, as a maturing of that karma the lotuses again sprang

*
Literally,

"
trust (or serenity) of heart arose in her," cittaprasddamut-

pannam. It was characteristic of Pratyekabuddhas to inspire such a feeling
in those who looked at them. See, e.g., vol. i, p. 252.

•
Kfipita, from ksi, on the analogy, according to Senart, of prinita from pri.
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up in her footprints when King Brahmadatta led her from

Benares to Kampilla."

Here ends the story of a former birth ^ of Padumavatl.

RAHULA IN A FORMER LIFE

The monks asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, as a maturing

of what karma was Prince Rahula's stay in the womb as

long as six years?
"^ The Exalted One replied, "This long

stay,^ too, was the maturing of an old karma."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the country of

Videha, in the capital city of Mithila,* there was a brahman

king. He had two sons. Prince Candra and Prince Surya.

Surya was the elder and Candra the younger.^

Now, monks, this brahman king of Videha passed away
when his time was up and his karma was exhausted.^ Then
Candra said to Surya,

" You are the elder, take over the

kingdom. As for me I will leave home to take up the wander-

ing life of a seer." But Prince Siirya replied to Prince Candra

and asked, "What is a king's duty?"' Prince Candra

answered and said,
"
The king has to give orders to his people."

Siirya said to Candra,
"
My boy, I, your king, order you to

become king, while I will leave home and take up the religious

life of a seer."

Then, monks. Prince Siirya anointed Prince Candra as

^
Purvayoga,

"
former association," i.e. circumstances in a former birth,

and especially association with a former Buddha or Pratyekabuddha.
^ The only other allusion to this circumstance of Rahula's birth appears

to be that in the Chinese life of the Buddha composed or translated from
Indian sources about a.d. 588, and entitled Fo-pcn-hing-tsih-king. See
Beal : Romantic History of the Buddha, p. 360.

* The text has only vaiso, i.e. vd = eva + eso,
"

this too."
* See vol. 1, p. 239, 11. 2.

5 But they are first mentioned in the opposite order according to the
convention in Buddhist texts to name the moon {candra) before the sun
isurya) .

*
Literally,

"
through the waning of his life and his karma," dyuksaydcca

karmaksaydcca. Cf. vol. i, p. 44, n. 2.
'

Literally,
" what is to be done by a king ?

"
kim rajhd (so read for

rajndm) kartavyam.
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king in Mithila, and left home to take up the wandering life

of a seer. And he, by living constantly in application to

watchful endeavour accomplished the four meditations,

achieved the five super-knowledges, and became a seer of

great power and influence, (173) Those who had been Siir3''a's

attendants when he was a prince, also left home to take up
the wandering life of seers with him. They all achieved the

four meditations and the five super-knowledges, and came
to have great power and influence.

Siirya the seer said to himself,
" Now I have achieved the

four meditations and the five super-knowledges, and these

attendants of mine have done so also. What if I were now
to endeavour to reach a further distinction ?

" And he

resolved not to drink water which had not been given him,
not even as much as could be held on a toothpick.^ But,

monks, on one occasion Siirya the seer, through a lapse of

mindfulness 2 drank water from another seer's jar when it

was not given him. When he had drimk it, the memory
came to him that he had made a vow never to drink water

which had not been given him, not even so much as could

be held on a toothpick. "And now," said he,
"
here have I,

through a lapse of mindfulness, drunk water from this seer's

jar when it was not given me. I am a thief, and hence I am
guilty of wrong-doing.

3 I committed a theft in drinking
water from another's jar when it was not given me."

Then, miserable and dejected, he rose up from his seat

and sat on the ground. The young brahmans approached

Surya the seer and greeted him. But, monks, Surya the

seer said to them,
"
Young men, do not greet me." They

said to him,
"
Master, why should we not greet you ?

"
Surya

the seer replied,
"

I, young men, am a thief." The young
men asked,

"
Why or how, master ?

"
Surya the seer replied,

"
I drank water from that young man's jar when it was not

given me." The young men then said,
" Lord and master,

do not speak so. You are not a thief. The water which

^
Udakatfi dantaka^tam pi

" water of a toothpick." So interpreted by
Senart, who calls attention to the different interpretation in the Chinese

version, in which the two words are, according to Beal, rendered
"
water

or even a toothpick."
• Stnritisammoha. Cf. Pali satisammosa.

Literally,
"
wrong-doing has arisen in me," kaukrityam utpannatn.
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you drank was as much yours as it was ours. Have no mis-

giving." Surya the seer replied,
"
Young men, you know^

that I made a vow that I should never drink water which

was not given me, not even as much as could be held on a

toothpick.
2 But now I have drunk water which was not

first given me. (174) I have become a thief. Impose on me
the penalty due from a thief." The young men said,

"
Master,

we are not fit to impose a penalty on you. But there is your
brother, King Candra. Go to him. He will impose a penalty
on you."

So Surya the seer went to the capital city of Mithila and to

King Candra. And King Candra heard that his brother had
come to Mithila. With an army of the four divisions he

went to meet him. When he came to him, he alighted from

his carriage and greeted him. But Surya the seer said to

King Candra,
" Your majesty, do not greet me any more."

When this had been spoken, King Candra said to Siirya the

seer,
"
Why, my good man, should I not greet my elder

brother, Siirya the seer, when I see him ?
"

Then, monks, Siirya the seer said to King Candra,
/ am a thief, king, I drank another man's water. So

impose on me the penalty of a thief.

But, monks. King Candra replied to Surya the seer.
"

I grant you a pardon, my good man. The water which

you drank was from your own domain, for my kingdom is

your kingdom. Go where you wish and have no guilty

feeling."^

Then Siirya the seer addressed King Candra in verse :

king, I cannot shake off this feeling of guilt. Well

would it he were I punished with the punishment of a thief.

(175) Then the son of King Candra of Videha, and the

nephew of Surya, said to his father,
"

Sire, let a penalty be

imposed on the seer so that he can shake off his guilty feeling.

Let not the seer pine away with remorse." King Candra

1 The text has 3rd pars. pi.
" The meaning is clear, but something is wrong with the text. For the

past participle bhuktam we should expect the gerundive {pari) bhuktavyam,
as when the vow is first expressed. In the translation it is assumed that
the purvam which follows bhuktam is a mistake for -vyam, being inadvertently
copied from purvam in the next sentence.

^ Or "
guiltiness," kaukritya.
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reflected,
" What kind of penalty can I impose on Surya

the seer so that he may be rid of his feeling of guilt ?
" Then

he had a grove of Asoka^ trees sprinkled and swept ; had a

high couch arranged there, solid and soft food brought and

royal sweetmeats hung on the branches of the trees. He said

to Siirya the seer,
"
Go, my good man, and sit down there

in the grove of Asoka trees. For there you will find solid

and soft food, and a couch arranged for you. There I give

you leave to enjoy yourself in comfort
" And King Candra

kept Surya the seer in the grove of A^oka trees for six nights.

When the six nights were past, King Candra reflected,
" How can I rid Surya the seer of his feeling of guilt, and

let him go ?
"

And, he said to himself,
" What now if I were

to proclaim a general anmesty?
"^

So, monks, on the seventh

day King Candra proclaimed a general amnesty. And the

counsellors said to Surya the seer,
"
Go, good sir, your punish-

ment has been remitted. For King Candra has proclaimed a

general amnesty." Thus rid of his feeling of guilt he went

once more to his hermitage.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be, monks, that you will

think at that time and on that occasion King Candra was

somebody else. Prince Rahula here was then he. I was he

who was then Surya the seer. Because Siirya the seer was

confined in theA^oka grove for six nights, as a maturing of that

karma Prince Rahula's stay in the womb was six years long.

Here ends the story of a former birth of Rahula the

Fortunate. 3

THE ORDINATION OF THE FIVE HUNDRED SARYANS

(176) King Suddhodana called the ^akyans together and

said to them,
"
Gentlemen, if Prince Sarvarthasiddha* had

*
Jonesia Asoka.

*
Literally,

" were to have a setting free of all bonds made," sarvaban-

dhanapratnok^am karapeyam.
» R&hulabhadra, Pali RShulabhadda, see e.g. Thag. 295 /.
* A variant of the more usual Siddhartha.
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not left home and wandered, forth to the homeless life/ he

would now be a universal king, sovereign over many thousand

kings, and you all would be his followers. But if he has

now renounced his universal kingship, left his home in a

ksatriyan family, wandered forth into the homeless life and

awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment, and if

he, a ksatriyan, has a following of brahmans, then that would

not^ be fitting." The §akyans said,
"

Sire, ordain what is

to be done." King ^uddhodana said,
"
Let one young

ksatriyan from each family leave home. Where there is

only one son, he is not to go. Where there are two

brothers, let one go, and where there are several brothers,

still only one is to go. Cast votes ^ as is generally* the custom

among the ^akyans^ when they send* their young away to

take up the religious life." So they cast votes to select

one man from each family as was generally the custom among
the ^akyans. When King ^uddhodana had thus ordered

that the Sakyan youths, one from each family, should leave

home for the religious life, but that where there was only
one son he should be exempted, such a selection of one son

from each family resulted in five hundred young ^akyans

going forth to the religious life.'

Now Suddhodana had two sons, the Exalted One and
Sundarananda.8 As the Exalted One had already left

* The whole paragraph, syntactically, hangs badly together. Yadi,"
if

"
has no finite verbs, but only past participles ; the apodosis is intro-

duced by tarn," then," and has the finite verbs bhavet and bhavetha. Immedi-
ately following is another conditional sentence introduced by sace,

"
if,"

(as in Pali), which again has participles for finite verbs, and, besides, does
not appear to be complete. For the apodosis, with which the paragraph
ends, really belongs to a third conditional clause introduced by the co-

ordinating ca, "and." In his notes Senart is inclined to prefer 50 ca for

sace. In that case, the whole paragraph consists of a series of conditional
sentences introduced by yadi. The ^akyans, of course, were not brahmans.

* No, negative.
* ^alakani cdretha. Cf. Pali saldkdni gdheti or vdreti.
*

Yobhuyena. Cf. Pali yebhuyena.
'
^dkyaganasya utpadyati ; so read for utpadyatu. But Senart takes

katham . . . utpadyatu as a clause of purpose,
"
de fa9on qu'il vienne k

I'esprit."
*

Literally,
"
to send etc.", reading, with Senart, pravrajitum for pra-

vrajitum.
^

Literally,
"
with that one man from each family, five hundred young

Sakyans went forth, etc.", tena kulapurusakexia panca kumdrasata abhinis-
kramanti.

' Text has Sundaravanda (sic).
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home, Sundarananda was excused. Suklodana's^ sons were

Ananda, Upadhana and Devadatta, Of these Devadatta
went forth. Ananda also wanted to leave home but his

mother Mrigi, a $akyan woman, would not let him. So he
went to the country of Videha (177) and lived there under a
vow of silence. Sukrodana's^ sons were Nandana and Nandika,
and these went forth. ^ Amritodana's sons were Anuruddha,*
Mahanama and Bhattika.^ Mahanama asked Anuruddha,
"
Will you go forth, or will you think of your duty at home ?

"

The meritorious^ Anuruddha asked him,'
" What is the duty

of one who goes on staying at home, and what is the duty of

one who has gone forth to the religious life ?
"

(The meritorious Anuruddha, in the possession and enjoy-
ment of the five strands of sensual pleasures, played \\ith the

women at their dancing.^ At night when the sun had set

one thousand lamps were lit for him. Once, in order to test

whether he was befuddled^ or not, only nine hundred and

ninety-nine were lit. But so clear was his sight that, when
those nine hundred and ninety-nine lamps were lit, he was
aware that all the lamps were not burning. And all the

servants in attendance were amazed. "Ah !

"
said they,

" how perfectly clear is the young man's sight. For when
the thousand lamps were short of one, he detected that the

light was imperfect.")

^ See Vol. I, p. 298, and so for other brothers of ^uddhodana mentioned
here.

' Senart refers to Kern : Der Buddhismus , I, p. 310, for the distinction
between ^uklodana and ^ukrodana.

' This is contrary to the instructions of ^uddhodana.
• In vol. I, pp. 54, 59 (trans.), as in northern Buddhist texts generally,

spelt Aniruddha.
'
Usually called Bhadriya. In the Pali texts he is called Bhaddiya,

and there he is said to be the son of Kaligodha, or Kali of the Godhas. See
D.P.N, and I. B. Homer : Bk. of Disc, vol. 5, p. 255 n.

• The "
deeds of merit

"
performed by Anuruddha in previous lives as

a result of which he came to be pre-eminent among those possessing the

deva-eye {A. i. 23) are recounted, e.g., at AA. i. 189-90 and DhA. 4. 124 ff.
The story here related seems to be peculiar to the Mhvu. It is clearly an
interpolation taken from some account, probably commentarial, of Anu-
ruddha in a former life, and inserted in the text in order to explain the

epithet
"
meritorious

"
{punyavanta). As the interpolation breaks the

sequence of the present narrative it is enclosed in brackets in the translation.
•

Reading nam for na (sic).
•
Nifpuru?ena ndtakena. Cf. p. i6o, n. 5.

•
Mohanasya jijnasandrtham. But the former word is Senart's very

doubtful restoration for the impossible mdharase and moharese of the MSS.
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He then^ asked his elder brother Mahanama,
" What is the

duty of one who stays at home, and what is the duty of one

who has gone forth to the religious life ?
"

His brother replied
to him and said,

" He who stays at home must rise betimes

to give morning greetings
^ to the king and the ^akyan

chieftains. He must look after their beloved ones, and make
due offerings to the dead. He must supervise^ the people
of the household, the female and male slaves and the servants.

He must see to it that they get^ food and emoluments,^
and extra holiday pay^ on all holidays. (178) He must see

to it that the elephants, horses, goats, cows, sheep, chariots

and carriages are looked after.'' He must see to it that land

and property are carefully guarded. He must regularly

inspect all the work that is being done. He must see to it

that the fruits are brought in. He must see to it that the

various crops are sown, enclosed and inspected. When the

crops are ripe he must see to it that they are reaped^ at the

right time, brought to the threshing-floors and winnowed.*
He must perform every household duty, both indoors and
out of doors."

Anuruddha then asked,
" What is the duty of one who

has gone forth to the religious life ?
" Mahanama replied,

"
In the mornings he must go in quest of^° alms. When he

^ In resuming the narrative the question at which it was broken off is

repeated.
*

Literally, "(the hope that they have had) a comfortable night must be
given by him having risen at daybreak," kalyato evoUhitena . . . sukhardtri

ddtavya.
At Cullavagga VII {V. 2. 179) the duties of a householder as described

by Mahanama to Aniruddha are entirely agricultural. For a similar list

of occupations cf. /. i. 215 ; A. i. 241 and I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc, 5,

p. 253 n.
*

Vesietavyd, from vesteii,
"
to manage, supervise, etc.," caus. of denom.

to vesti = Amg. vetthi = Sk. vesti, "labour (forced)," "work." See Edgerton
B.H.S.D.

*
Literally,

"
they are to be considered with," samanvdharitavyd, gerundive

of samanvdharati. Cf. the BSk. use of this verb in the sense of "to concen-
trate the mind on,"

"
to pay attention to

"
(Pali, samanndharati) .

^ Acchdda,
"
reward." See p. 36, n. 2.

*
? Vyayakarmena utsavikena pdrivyayikena.

'
Vestdpayitavya. See n. 3.

^
Lavdpayitavya, Pali lavdpetabha [Cullavagga VII), gerundive of the

causative of lii.

'
Opundpayitavya, Pali opundpetabba {Cullavagga VII), gerundive of

the causative of ava-pu.
^^ Or "

follow," anvitavya, from anvati (rinvati), which here is obviously
taken as equivalent in meaning to anveti [anu-i). See p. 140, n. 2.
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has properly made a meal with the food obtained/ whether

it be coarse 2 or fine,' he must then control and calm and

extinguish his own self."* Anuruddha said,
" No house-

holder's life for me. You practise it. I will go forth to the

religious life."

Then the ^akyan young men to the number of five hundred,

with great royal majesty and splendour, each according to

his means, left home. Some rode on elephants with trappings
of gold and hoofs like coral

;

^ others in golden palanquins
studded with divers precious stones ; others in golden chariots

drawn by four horses, covered with a network of jewels,

beflagged, merrily rattling along with sunshades and pennons
raised aloft, and others rode on horses decorated with all

sorts of adornments and covered with network of gold.

Now Devadatta set out riding in a high howdah on a well-

adorned elephant covered with a network of gold. And as

he rode out his diadem struck against the arch* over the

gateway. When the arch thus knocked down Devadatta's

diadem the huge crowd laughed loudly, and a diviner and an

astrologer' foretold of him that Prince Devadatta would not

achieve the purpose for which he was leaving home. He
would fail in his highest object, just as from the highest part
of his person his diadem was knocked down by the arch over

the gateway.

(179) Thus then did those five hundred ^akyan young
men, in great royal majesty and splendour, and accompanied

by all kinds of dancers, minstrels, musicians and drummers,^

* Ahdrena dhdram karyam kritvd, where dhdrena is difficult to explain.
* Liikha. See vol. 2, p. 63, n. i.

' Pranita. This distinction is evidently the same as that made by the

two terms olarika,
"
gross," and sukhuma,

"
fine," in Pali. (See P.E.D.).

* Ci. A. i. 168; D. 3. 61.
'
Sakhurapravdrehi for °pravdlehi.

* Karkataka. Cf. Sk. karkata. "a crab," "curved end of the beam of

a balance." P.E.D., s.v. kakkataka, "crab," cites BSk. karkataka in the

meaning of
" a hook." Evidently some kind of curved structure or decora-

tion over the gate is meant. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) cites karkatakdnghri" a kind of moulding or joinery resembUng the crab's leg," from Acharya,
Diet. Hindu Arch.

'
Horapdthaka, from hora for hord, late Sk. from Greek, and pdthaka,"

skilled in."
* Sarvanrittehi sarvagitehi sarvaturyatd^dvacarehi. These three words

are treated in translation as one compound, the case termination of the

first two being ignored. We then have avacara (BSk. and Pali,
"
conversant

with "), governing each element, i.e. persons conversant with dances, etc.
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leave the city of Kapilavastu and set out for the Banyan
Grove. When they had proceeded in their conveyances as

far as the ground allowed, they alighted. Then, accom-

panied by several thouscind people, they approached the

Exalted One, bowed their heads at his feet and stood to

one side.

Now of these $akyan young men one was named Upali.
He was a barber's assistant, who had acquired the root of

virtue under previous Buddhas, had retained the impressions
of his former life,^ had broken his bonds, was not liable to

rebirth, enjoyed Aryan states in his last existence and was
master of the meditations and the super-knowledges. He had

been sent to the Exalted One, by his mother, who said,
" He

will cut 2 the hair of the Exalted One." And the Exalted One

agreed. So Upali cut the hair of the Exalted One. His

mother asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, does Upali cut hair

satisfactorily ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, but he

comes rather too close ^ to the Tathagata." She then said,
"
My boy, do not stand too close to the Exalted One." It

was then that Upali entered upon the first meditation.

Thereupon his mother asked the Exalted One again,
"
Lord,

does my boy Upali cut hair satisfactorily ?
"

The Exalted

One replied,
"
Yes, the boy cuts hair satisfactorily, but he

oils* the razor too much," So she said,
"
My boy, do not

oil the razor too much." And then he entered upon the

second meditation.

Upali's mother again asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord,

does my boy Upali cut hair satisfactorily ?
"

The Exalted

One,
"
Yes, the boy Upali cuts hair satisfactorily, but his

breathing annoys the Tathagata." So she said,
"
My boy,

do not annoy the Exalted One with your breathing." Then,

having passed through the first and second meditations,

^ Vdsitavdsana, Cf., e.g., Sn. 1009.
*

Otdreti, literally,
"
bring

"
or

"
take down." We might more naturally,

perhaps, expect ohdreti or oropeti, but the reading of the MSS. appears to
be certain here and elsewhere in the passage where the verb appears. Also
B.H.S.D. has sufficient examples to show that otdreti, avatarayati was a
recognised BSk. verb for

"
cutting

"
the hair and beard.

*
Abhydsddeti.

*
? Pilipalipdyeti, taken to be api and causative of a reduplicated lip"

to smear ". Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) takes the whole to be an onomatopoeic
verb,

"
to rattle," but adds a question mark.
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(180) he entered upon the third and fourth. The Exalted

One said to the monks,
" Take the razor from Upali's hand

so that it does not fall to the ground." And the monks took

the razor from Upali's hand.^

Then the Sakyan princes took off their clothes and trinkets,

and threw them down before Upali, saying,
"
Let these be

your possessions, Upali. As we are going forth to the

religious life we have no need of them." But Upali reflected,
"
These Sakyan princes have renounced their kingdoms, and

given me their clothes and trinkets. They are going forth

from home into the homeless state. Why should not I, too,

though earning my living with the razor, go forth to the

religious life ? Yes, I will go forth. I shall not make any
use of these discarded things."

2

And Upali the barber went to the Exalted One, bowed at

his feet and said to him,
"
Let the Lord admit me to the

religious life. Let the Sugata ordain me." The Exalted One

pronounced over Upali the barber the formula of
"
Come,

monk," saying to him,
"
Come, Upali the barber, come, monk,

and live the brahma-life under the Tathagata." When the

formula of
"
Come, monk "

had been pronounced over Upali

by the Exalted One, every mark, badge, emblem and sign

of the householder disappeared from his person, and he was

seen to have three robes, a sumhhaka^ bowl, his hair in its

natural state and his deportment established. In short,

the admission and ordination of the venerable Upali were

just like those of a monk who had been ordained a hundred

years.* So while the five hundred Sakyan princes were

bidding farewell to their parents, friends, relatives and kindred.

^ These incidents in the story of Upali seem to be peculiar to the Mhvu.
The introduction of the theme of

"
meditation

"
(dhydna) is abrupt, and

possibly the story is taken from some text or tradition containing a series of

examples of the practice of meditation by a variety of men in a variety of

circumstances. In the Cullavagga (VII) the story of UpSli begins with the
other 6akyan young men giving him their clothes and jewels.

* Reading vdntdndm for vdntantam. A gen. pi. is needed to go with
etesam as object of paribhunjisydmi.

* See p. 67, n. 3.
* For this passage see the references in the preceding note. The com-

parison here and immediately below, and also at 2. p. 234 (text) is not so

clearly expressed as it is above, p. 65 (text), where it runs, sayyathdpi nama
var^aiatopasampanndndm bhik^iindm,

"
all just like those of monks who

had been ordained a hundred years."
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Upali took up the religious life ahead of them all. (181) Then

the five hundred ^akyan princes went to the Exalted One,

bowed at his feet, and each said to him,
"
Let the Lord admit

me to the religious life. Let the Sugata ordain me." And
the Exalted One pronounced the formula of

"
Come, monks "

over the five hundred princes, with the exception of Devadatta,

saying,
"
Come, ^akyan princes, come, monks, live the

brahma-life under the Tathagata." When the formula of
"
Come, monks," had been pronounced by the Exalted One

over them, every mark, badge, emblem and sign of the house-

holder disappeared from their persons. They were seen to

have three rol^es, sumbhaka bowls, their hair in its natural

state, and their deportment established. In short the

admission and ordination of the venerable five hundred

Sakyan princes were just like those of monks who had been

ordained a hundred years.

The Exalted One then addressed them, saying,
"
The monk

Upali is senior to you. Therefore bow at his feet and stand

in due order. ^ He who will first bow at the feet of the

Tathagata and Upali and stand in due order, will become

the next in seniorit3^" So all the hundreds of monks bowed
at the feet of the Exalted One and Upali and stood in their

proper order. This became known^ and the great crowd of

people cried,
"
The Sakyans have overcome pride and anger ;

they have put down pride and arrogance."

King Suddhodana, also, his retinue and the ^akyans bowed
at the feet of Upali the monk. And the venerable Upali

said,
"
Hail and welcome to King Suddhodana." But the

counsellors and attendants, seeing the venerable Upali address

King Suddhodana by name,^ reflected, "How can it be that

the lowly born Upali the barber uses the words*
'

King

^
Patipdtikaye, oblique case of the BSk. and Pali patipdtika, adjectival

derivation from patipdti, Sk. paripdti
"
succession." At i. p. 3 (text) we

have the form patipdtiya as in Pali.
2
Jitam, ? for jndtam. See vol. 2, p. 122, n. 4, and foil. pp. Edgerton

(B.H.S.D.) suggests that the word is an interjection or particle expressive
of astonishment. But this meaning hardly suits all the passages in which
the word occurs.

^
Reading, as Senart suggests in a note, ndmnd or ndmena for dtmand

of the text.
*

Literally
"
speaks with (the words) King Suddhodana," rdjnd Suddho-

danena bhdsati.
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^uddhodana
'

in addressing him ?
"

(182) But King Suddho-
dana said to those counsellors and attendants,

"
Gentlemen,

do not speak of the Aryan Upali as a lowlybom man. ^ Forone

thing there is a former birth of his, and for another there is

now his royal power as a recluse. He must no more be
said to be of lowly birth."

THE JATAKA OF GANGAPALA^

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold, Lord, how

the royal attendants at the Exalted One's command bowed
at the feet of the venerable Upah, lowly of birth though
he was." The Exalted One replied,

"
Monks, that was not

the first time they did so."^ The monks asked,
"
Lord,

was there another occasion ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, monks, there was."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Benares

in the province of Ka§i, two poor boys, carrying junket for

food in their knapsacks, were going out to fetch wood when
a Pratyekabuddha* was coming in to beg for alms. He
was graceful of deportment, both in approaching and in

taking his leave, in looking forwards and backwards, in

extending and withdrawing his hand, and in carrjdng his

cloak, bowl and robe.^ He was like a Naga. He had accom-

plished his task. His faculties and his mind were turned

inwards.* He was steadfast as one who had achieved harmony

^ Ma . . . Upalisya hinajdtyena samudacaratha. The meaning is clear,
but the conjunction of a gen. (direct object) and an instr. (indirect object)
with samudacarati in the same sentence is remarkable.

* Cf. Fausb6ll, No. 421. As will be seen, however, there are important
differences in the two versions.

' The text, of course, repeats the whole statement.
* See vol. I, p. 40, n. 3.
* A conventional description of a Pratyekabuddha. Cf. vol. i, p. 250.

The text should be emended to read samminjitaprasdritena samghatl
P&traclvaradhdranena, in accordance with i. 301 (text).

*
I. 301 (text) has antargatehi indriyehi abahirgatena mdnasena,

"
his

faculties were turned inwards ; his mind was not turned outwards." Cer-
tain other differences of phraseology between the two passages may be
worth noting.
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with dharma. He was mindful, self-possessed, composed
and tranquil of heart

;
his faculties were under control and

his gaze fixed. When the boys saw him they experienced a

feeling of trust. ^

Then with their hearts full of trust they said to each other,

"All we boys whose way of life is hard,^ who have no food

nor home, are unfortunate, miserable, and wretched, and
others like us, have not planted the roots of merit in the

fields of merit provided by men such as this Pratyekabuddha.
*

But all those (183) who are rich, wealthy and opulent, like

nobles and brahmans in their great halls, and others who are

fortunate and well-to-do, have planted roots of merit in men
like this. What now if we were to put this junket in the

bowl of this seer ?
"

And so they put the junket in the bowl of the Pratyeka-
buddha. He accepted the alms from the boys and then flew

away through the air like a king of swans. When the

boys saw the Pratyekabuddha travelling through the air

they were glad and said,
" He whom we honoured by putting^

alms in his bowl was surely a great seer." Then glad and

joyful they made their vows. One said,
"
May I through

this root of merit become a king, an anointed noble." The
other said,

"
May I through this root of merit be reborn in

the family of a brahman possessing great halls and become

rich, wealthy and opulent."

For not insignificant is an offering made with a trusting
heart to a Tathdgata, a perfect Buddha, or even to disciples

of the Buddhas.

Treasure heaps dwindle away ; growth ends in decay..

Union in disunion ends and life in deaths

Then the two boys, when their time was up and karma worked

out, died together in the city of Benares. One was reborn

in a king's family to the king's chief wife. The other was

^ Prasddam upasamkramanti,
"
they approached trust." The expression

is unusual, the usual expression used to denote the influence of a Pratyeka-
buddha on his beholder being cittaprasadam utpannam or jdtam. Can it

be that prasddam is here used adverbially, to give the meaning
"
they

approached him trustfully
"

?

* Rucchavrittika. For ruccha, see vol. 2, p. 30, n. 5. Cf. B.H.S.D.
* Cf. vol. I, p. 276, n. 2.
* The second distich has occurred above p. 152 (text). See p. 147.
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reborn in the family of the king's priest to the priest's wife.

The king's wife and the priest's wife were deHvered at the

same time. Both children were boys. For both boys joyful

birthday festivities were celebrated for seven days, and
after the seven days were over (184) the king's son was given
the name of Brahmadatta, and the priest's son the name of

Upaka. Competent nurses were appointed, and the king's
son and the priest's son grew like lotuses.^ As has been said

by the Exalted One :

The righteous^ grow like the banyan tree in fertile soil,

hut the unrighteous wither^ like trees growing in the roadway.

Now when the boys had duly grown up and reached years
of discretion,* they were taught^ writing, reading, the arts,

numeration, mnemonics, and reckoning with the fingers.^

Brahmadatta, the king's son, also trained himself all the

time in riding elephants and horses, in the use of bows and

arrows, in running, leaping, racing and archery. And when
his father died. Prince Brahmadatta was anointed king in

Benares by the counsellors.

The young brahman Upaka became infatuated with a

young girl. Everywhere and at all times he languished for

her, but she did not condescend to look at him. Then the

festival of the full moon in the month Karttika^ was celebrated

in Benares. And the young girl, being really in love with the

young Upaka, came to him and said,
"
Young man, the

festival of the full moon is here. Provide me with perfume
and a garland that I may celebrate it joyfully." When he

heard the young girl saying this, the young man became

glad and elated.
" How lucky I am," said he,

"
that the

young girl has turned to me."

Now the young brahman Upaka had begged and obtained

* Lotuses of four varieties of colour are named.
* This verse is found at 2. p. 423 (p. 376 trans.).
' Vihina. Vol. 2, I.e. has viruhyati

"
grows badly."

*
Vijnaprapta. See p. 128, n. i.

'
Sekhiyanti. See p. 157, n. 2.

* Cf. vol. 2, p. 376.
^
Gatimgata,

" went the course." B.H.S.D. has
"

skilled, experienced,
adept." But at Vol. 2, p. 73, at least, the word would seem to denote
the process of becoming adept, i.e. the training. (See vol. 2, p. 70 trans.),

though at 2. 76 it does mean fully trained (vol. 2, p. 73 trans.).
* Kaumudi caturmdsi. See p. 76, n. 5.
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a penny
^ from a man on the banks of the river Ganges. And

he had stowed it away safely there. So now, in order to

retrieve the penny, (185) he went in the heat of a cloudless

noon to the banks of the Ganges, blithely singing sweet songs
like a fairy.

^

And, monks. King Brahmadatta from an upper balcony of

his palace saw the young brahman Upaka going out of the

city in the cloudless noon singing with a sweet voice. On
seeing him he fell in love with the young man. As has been

said by the Exalted One :

By^ living together in the past and by kindness in the

present, love is born as surely as the lotus is born in water.

When love enters the mind and the heart is glad the under-

standing man will be assured^ and say
"
This woman

lived^ with me in the past."

So, at the mere sight of the young brahman Upaka, King
Brahmadatta was filled with love for him. He sent messengers,

saying to them "
Go, men, and bring the young brahman

Upaka who is going out of the city singing." And the mess-

engers went and said to him,
"
Come, young man, the king

summons you." The king's men brought him into the presence
of the king.

"
Sire," said they,

"
the young brahmaji has been

brought."
Then King Brahmadatta addressed the young brahman

Upaka in verse :

It is high noon,^ the earth is like hot embers.'' But you
sing your songs and the heat does not burn you.

^
Literally, "a small coin," nidsa, properly "a bean," which was a

measure of weight, and also denoted a small coin. See P.E.D. for references.
* Reading Kinnari (or -a) -viya for the text kinnariya, which is incon-

struable. Possibly Senart's restoration of kinnariya is to be regarded as
doubtful. For the Kinnaras see vol. i, p. 54, n. i.

* These stanzas have occurred at 2. 98 (95, trans.), 168 (163, trans.)
and above, p. 148 (text).

* Nisthdm gaccheyuh. See p. 143, n. 4.
' Samvuttha, which, according to Senart, is a Prakrit form for samusita.

See Edgerton, Gram., § 2. 54 ; 34. 11. At 2. 168 and 3. 148 we have the

completely different words samsfava and santustd, respectively. This latter

part of the verse is not found at 2. 98, nor at /. 2. 235.
'

Literally,
"
midday is past," madhyantike vitinate

(
= vy-ati-nate).

'
Literally,

" from (something) like embers," kukkulavattato . Kukkulavant,
adj. from kukkula, BSk. and Pali for kukula. Cf. Kukkula, name of one
of the hells, see vol. i, pp. 7, 10.
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A hove the sun is blazing, below, the sands, but you blithely

and happily sing your songs.

(186) But, monks, the young brahman Upaka repHed to

King Brahmadatta in verse :

It is not the heat that burns me, but desires."^ It is tliese

sundry wants that burn one, king, not the Jieat.

A trifling thing indeed is the heat that burns my frame.
It is various tasks to be done that burn one, and not the

heat.

King Brahmadatta addressed the young brahman Upaka
in verse :

What causes this agitation, by what heat is this tormented

body of yours burnt ? This I bid you tell me.

Then, monks, the young brahman Upaka replied to King
Brahmadatta in verse :

Sire, I am in love with a $Udra^ woman, a water-carrying

slave, vanquisher of the foe. I am wholly hers ;^ my
body is afire with love for her.

Then, monks, King Brahmadatta said to the young brahman

Upaka, "Where are you going, young man ?
" And Upaka

replied in verse :

^ Or "
ardours,"

"
exertions," dtappa. Senart can hardly be right in

rejecting the guidance of /. (3. 447) here. In the first line he reads antaka
for atappd of /., assuming for the former word the meaning of

"
destruc-

tion," though properly it is an adj. formation denoting
"
making an end of."

His translation would thus be "It is not the heat that burns me, it is

destruction
"

! In the next line he reads, antakasca vighataica te tdpenti,"
destructions and vexations, it is these that burn." It seems much more

consonant with the tenour of the whole verse to retain the Pali version,
that is, dtappa (though no Sk. or BSk. form of this Pali word seems to be

available) for the first antakd, and for the second arthds and restore the

second line as arthdica vividhds raja te tdpenti na dtdpo. The idea con-
tained in this line is then reinforced in the next stanza, kdryd ndma vividhd

(so read for vivddd,
"
squabbles

"
!) Edgerton [B.H.S.D.) gives antaka =

"
low, vile

"
(person or thing), adding that the clue to this meaning is itvara,"

trifling," in the next stanza. But there is no analogy between the two
terms, for the point of the passage is that what really burns one are the
antakd (whatever they are). The heat of the sun is trifling by comparison,
and to be ignored. The desires which really burn one, on the contrary,
are to be rooted out. In giving antaka this sense Edgerton seems to have
overlooked antako si duhkhasya,

"
thou art the ender of ill

"
(3. 401), as

well as antaka
"
ender

"
as name for M3.ra. See p. 94, n. 6.

• I.e. of the lowest caste, though she is termed mdnavikd above, properly,
but not always,

" a young brahman girl."
•

Literally,
"

I am entirely as her disposal," tasyd upasthito sarvo.
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There's a penny I got by begging and I have it safely

hidden on the banks of the Ganges, to the east of the city,

I am going out to fetch it.

But, monks, King Brahmadatta said to the young brahman

Upaka
" Wait here (187) a while, young man. You shall go

presently when it is cool." The young brahman Upaka,
however, replied to King Brahmadatta in verse :

The things he wants are beyond him who stands still.'^

They even run away from him who runs after them by riding
in a carriage. Your majesty, I'm bent to go after that penny.

King Brahmadatta replied to the young brahman Upaka
in verse :

// what you want is a penny, I'll give you one. Do
what you want to do with the penny. Only, young man,
do not travel in this heat.

The young brahman Upaka said,
"

If his majesty will give
me a penny, that will make it two. With these two pennies

my poor woman will be happy and will be able to celebrate

the festival without difficulty." And he spoke to King
Brahmadatta in verse :

^

If your majesty gives me a penny, that will make it two.

With these two pennies my poor woman will be happy.

The king said,
"

I will give you two pennies, only don't go
and get baked in this heat."

King Brahmadatta spoke to the young brahman Upaka
in verse :

If what you want are pennies, I'll give you two. Do
what you want to do with the pennies ; only, young man,
do not travel in this heat.

(188) Upaka said,
"
These two pennies will make it three,

and we shall have a party,
^ and my poor woman will have

a merry festival."

^
? ayanasya,

"
without moving ". Or, perhaps,

" he who is without a
carriage," by way of antithesis to yane vahyamanasya of the next Une.

" From this point the rejoinders are given in prose as well as in verse.
^

Literally,
"
there will be an invitation," dmantranam bhavisyati.
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Your two pennies, sir, will make it three. With these

three pennies my poor woman will be happy.

King Brahmadatta said to the young brahman Upaka,
"
Young man, do not travel in this heat. I will give you the

three pennies."

// you are in need of pennies, I will give you still more.

Do what you want to do with the pennies ; only, young
man, do not travel in this heat.

The young brahman said,
" Your majesty, these three

pennies will make it four, and we shall have a still bigger

party. And so I shall have a merry time at the festival with

my poor woman."

Your three pennies, sir, will make it four. With these

four pennies my poor woman will he delighted.

In this manner King Brahmadatta went on to offer a

hundred thousand pennies to the young brahman Upaka,
but the latter would not give up his own penny. Even when he

was offered half as much again he would not forego that penny.
Then King Brahmadatta offered the young brahman

Upaka half his kingdom, half his harem, half his treasury

and granary, and half his counsellors and army officers. So

they both ruled the kingdom jointly, and both administered

its affairs. The young brahman Upaka, being endowed with

the five strands of sensual desires, enjoyed, delighted and

amused himself.

Now (189) King Brahmadatta had exceeding great trust

in the young brahman Upaka, and wherever he went he

used to lie down with his head on the young man's bosom.

But once it happened that while King Brahmadatta was

lying down, this thought occurred to Upaka.
"
How,"

thought he,
"
can there be two kings in one kingdom ? What

now if I were to kill King Brahmadatta and thus become sole

king myself ?
" But he thought again ;

"It would not be

right for me nor seemly to be ungrateful to King Brahmadatta

who has been so kind to me." A second and a third time

he thought,
" Nor is it right nor seemly that there should be

two kings in one kingdom. Let me then kill King Brahmadatta
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and become myself the sole king of Kasi." But again a

second and a third time he thought : "It would not be

right for me nor seemly to be ungrateful to King Brahmadatta

who has been so kind to me."

And so he went away crying avidha ! avidhal^ There-

upon King Brahmadatta woke up and said to him,
"
Upaka,

did you shout out avidha! avidha?" Upaka replied,
"
Yes,

because the thought was in me to kill King Brahmadatta

and become myself the sole king of Kasi." But King Brahma-

datta would not believe 2 him. Upaka said,
"

Sire, it was so

as I have said." Then King Brahmadatta addressed the

young brahman Upaka in verse :

Little by little, young man, I gave you all you asked,

even to half my kingdom. But as you won't forgo your

penny, how can there he an end ?^

The young brahman Upaka replied :

In this world there is no end to endless craving. I will

go forth to the religious life. I have no delight in ruling.

(190) / have had enough of these many desires with which

even a fool would not be satisfied.^ I have had enough of
all desires. I will go forth to the religious life.

desire, I know thy root ; thou art born of the wish.

I will no more wish for thee ; then wilt thou not survive.^

A fool will not be satisfied with few desires nor even with

many. When he has abandoned all desires he will under-

stand as one who awakes from sleep.

^ See vol. I, p. 251, n. 2 ; vol. 2, p. 401, n. 4.
*

Pattiyati. See vol. 2, p. 106, n. 2. See also B.H.S.D.
^

I.e., the king implies that he must go on with his offers until Upaka
gives up the thought of retrieving his penny.

* It is instructive to compare these and the following stanzas with those
at J. 3. 450. The vocabulary is practically identical, but there are slight
differences in meaning. With the same or similar words the sentences
in one set have obviously been refashioned, and it would seem that the
verses which have undergone such changes are those in /. The Mhvu.
verses have every appearance of being more original and more in keeping
with the context. For example, in this particular stanza, where the latter
has bahuhi kdmehi alam me, J. has appdpi kdmd na alum,

"
little desire is

not enough." (/. trans.) Not only is the use of alam as a predicate adjective
incorrect, but the sentiment conveyed by such a text is not in harmony
with Buddhist thought.

* Cf. stanza 39 at /. 3. 450.
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I wish for a gift, but these desires overwhelm me.^ When
the wish is stifled, then the desires no longer survive. Seeing
then, that the fruit of desire is this, I will not desire either

a son, cattle, or wealth.

Then the young brahman Upaka said to King Brahmadatta,
"

Sire, allow me to go forth to the religious life." The king

replied,
" Do not go forth, but let us rule jointly." Upaka

said,
"
No, your majesty, to rule is nothing to me. Allow me

to go forth." King Brahmadatta then gave him permission,

saying,
"
Since it is your wish, go forth."

Now at that time in the north of Ka^i a potter, who was
a recluse and a seer possessing the five super-knowledges,
had his hermitage. And the young brahman Upaka went to

this hermitage and became a recluse with the potter. By
living in constant application of vigilance, endeavour, effort and
exertion he attained the four meditations, and became a

seer of great magic and power. While sitting cross-legged

in the hermitage he could touch the moon and sun with his

hand. 2 He had control over his body,^ even to the extent

of being able to fly up to heaven.^

(191) But King Brahmadatta in his envy of the young
brahman Upaka was continually reciting the following

verse :

That is the great fruit of a little thing.
^ Great profit has

Upaka gained. Great is the well-won gain of the young

^ Prabhavanti ca te, where, as Senart says, te can only refer to the implied
objects of desire. But the reading is not certain. /. has no stanza corres-

ponding to this.
* This is one of the riddhis {iddhis) or magical powers, one of a stock

list of ten. See P.E.D. for references, and cf. vol. 2, p. 46.
' Kdyena vaie varieti, more literally,

"
he got (things) under control with

(in) his body." Should the corresponding formula at D. i. "jg—A. i. 170,

kdyena va satjivatteti, be amended into k. vasam (or vase) vatteti ? Such an
emendation would make the expression more intelligible, and bring it into

line not only with the form as found in the Mhvu. but also with that
in S. 2. 121 and 5. 265, where we have kdyena vasam pavatteti. Cf. the
note on p. 236 of vol. 5 of KS., where it is said that the reading of 5. is

preferable.
*

Literally
"
as far as Brahma's world," ydvadbrahmalokam. Or, perhaps,

the ydvad here is simply enumerative, implying that the reader or listener

is to supply the other stock magical achievements until he comes to this,

the final one. Brahmaloka in this connection denotes the material heaven
of popular conception, and not that sublime state which was nirv&na.

' I.e. desire for a little.
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brahman who has become a recluse and forgone the delight

of sensual pleasures.^

King Brahmadatta's women heard him reciting this verse

again and again, but they did not understand its meaning.
Now King Brahmadatta had a barber named Gangapala,^
who enjoyed his confidence and entered the women's quarters
to carry out his duties whenever he Hked.

Once King Brahmadatta said to him,
"
Gangapala, trim

my hair and beard." When he had said this he fell asleep

and his hair and beard were trimmed as he lay down. Then
the king woke up and said,

"
Gangapala, come and trim my

hair and beard." Gangapala replied,
"

Sire, your hair and
beard were trimmed while you were lying down." And

Gangapala fetched a looking-glass, brought it to King Brahma-
datta and said,

"
Let his majesty take a look." When the

king saw his hair and beard in the looking-glass he was pleased
with his barber Gangapala, and he said

"
Gangapala, I am

satisfied and pleased with your handiwork. I offer you the

boon of a village. Choose whatever village you wish."^

^ Senart rightly remarks that the text of this stanza here is superior
to the PaH version (/. 3. 450). In the Pali, Udaya, the king, is made to

apostrophise himself and boast of what he has gained. But the point of

the whole tale is that the real gain was the young brahman's. There can
be no doubt that in the line Udayo ajjhagamd mahaUapattam, {" Great is

the glory Udaya acquires," /. trans.), Udaya has been substituted for

Upaka under a mistaken notion of the meaning of the stanza. Probably
the error began when in the first Mne phalam mama-y-idam "my fruit," was
substituted for mahdvipdka,

"
great fruit." In order to keep up this mis-

taken notion /. trans. (3. 262) has gratuitously rendered the words intro-

ducing the stanza, uddnam sakalarn katvd uddnento chattham gdtham aha
"
spake the sixth stanza in complete expression of ecstasy." But uddnam

uddneti means simply
"
to make a solemn utterance," whether the occasion

be one of joy or of sorrow. Further it renders suladdhaldbhd mdnavassa

by
"
mighty the gains if one is resolute." But mdnava means "

a young
man," especially

"
a young brahman." The line stands in the Pali exactly

as it is in the Mhvu., and presumably in the original, and means "
great is

the gain of the young brahman." The resemblance between the names
Udaya and Upaka made the corruption easy, but it is arguable that the

naming of the king as Udaya is an innovation of the Pali tradition. For
at a crucial point at the end of the tale he is called Brahmadatta, as he is

throughout in the Mhvu.
2 Gangamala in /.
3
Sayadi icchasi. Yadi,

'

if ', is, of course, a locative formation of yad,
"which '. Here it is preceded, as if for emphasis, by its correlative, but in the
nom. masc. form, instead of the neut. tad. Apart from the anomalous gram-
mar the phrase would thus mean 'that which you wish', or

'

that if you wish
it.' B.R. cites other instances of 5a being used indifferently for all genders of

its correlative, and one is almost an exact parallel of that in our text. It is

sa yadi sthdvard dpo hhavanti . . . td {Sat. Br. 13.8.4.6.).
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Gangapala replied,
" When I have taken advice, then I shall

accept the boon of a village from your majesty."
Then Gangapala spoke to King Brahmadatta's women,

saying,
"
To-day, I gave satisfaction to King Brahmadatta

with my handiwork. He offered me the boon of a village and
I intend to choose one." (192) But the women replied,

"
Refuse^

the boon of a village. The king is continually reciting this verse :

That is the greatfruit ofa little thing. Great profit has Upaka
gained. Great is the well-won gain of the young brahman who
has become a recluse andforgone the delight ofsensual pleasures.

"And we do not know^ the meaning of it. Therefore go and tell

King Brahmadatta,
'

Sire, I do not want the boon of a village.

But with regard to the verse your majesty is continually recit-

ing,^ I pray your majesty that you tell me the meaning of it,'"

So Gangapala went to King Brahmadatta and said to him,'
"

Sire, I do not want the boon of a village. But with regard to

the verse your majesty is continually reciting,* I pray your maj-

esty that you tell me the meaning of it. Let this be my boon."

The king replied and said (193)
" Theyoung brahman Upaka re-

nounced his half of the kingdom when he saw the peril of the plea-

sures of sense, and went forth to the religious life. And now he has

acquired the five super-knowledges and become a powerful seer,

while I slothfully enjoy the pleasures of sense. So out of envy for

the young brahman Upaka I am continually reciting that verse."*

^ The text has marsehi, but as this word gives no sense here, Senart suggests
in his note that we should read mellehi. For the latter word sec vol. i. p. 3c8,
n. I and vol. 2 p. 399, n. i. Edgerton, {B.H.S.D.), however, refers marsehi to

marsayati, caus. of Sk. tnris,
'

asks to be excused from, declines.'
*

Vijandmatha. For the ending see p. 4, n. i.

' The text repeats it.

* The text again repeats it.

* The explanation of the verse given in /. (3. 451-2) is, of course, consistent
with the different text there found. But the consistency is not quite
successful enough to give point to the story. The king there says that
the former half of the verse describes his own glory, which he has gained
as a result of once in a former life observing half a fast-day. The latter

half refers to the religious career of his partner, he himself, in the mean-
time, though left sole king, remaining in slothfulness (aham pamatto hutva,
as both /. and Mhvu. have it). Although, in order to give verisimilitude

to the tale, J . trans, renders these words by
"

I in my pride," it is obvious
that the story in J. has taken a wrong turning. It is true that Gangamala
concludes that the king's glory is the reward for the observance of a fast-

day, but his subsequent action goes far beyond that small detail of ritual

or ceremonial, which he could well observe without ceasing to be a layman.
What he actually does, both in /. and in the Mhvu., is to copy the example
of the king's partner, give up all worldly goods, and go forth to the religions
life. In J . he even becomes a Paccekabuddha.
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Then Gajigapala, on hearing the king, went into the harem,

and said to the women,
" Do not worry about this, the king^

will not go forth to the religious life. It is because of his envy
of the young brahman Upaka that he is continually reciting

that verse." The women then, glad, happy and elated

made a great heap of gold, money, clothes and jewels, and
said to Gangapala,

"
Let this be your reward."^ But Ganga-

pala said to himself,
" Now the young brahman Upaka,

though he was rich and wealthy, left home and went forth

to the religious life. Why should I, too, not do so ? Let me
then go forth. Why should I care what other people think ?

"

And to the women he said,
"

I want none of your

gold and money, for I, too, am going forth to the religious

life."

He then went to King Brahmadatta and said to him,
"

Sire, allow me to go forth." The king said,
"
Under whom

will you live the religious life ?
" He replied,

"
Under the seer

Upaka." The king said, "I give you permission. Go
forth."

Gangapala then went to Upaka's hermitage and took up
the religious life. By living in constant application of

vigilance, endeavour, effort and exertion, he achieved the five

super-knowledges, and became a seer who could touch the

moon and sun. And, monks. King Brahmadatta heard that all

the three seers ^ had come to possess the five super-knowledges
and were seers of great magic and power. There arose in him
the desire to see those seers, (194) and he spoke to his coun-

sellors and attendants, saying,
"
Let us go to the hermitage

to visit these seers, the potter who became a recluse, Upaka
and Gangapala. All three seers have achieved the four

meditations and attained the five super-knowledges, and have

great magic and power. It is time to go to visit and do

homage to such worthy men." The counsellors and attendants

replied,
"
Let not your majesty go to them, but let them

rather be brought here."

^ Abhicchdda, also abhicchddana and dcchdda. See p. 36, n.
* I.e. the nameless potter, Upaka and Gangapala.
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[Then^ Gangapala went into the Mango Park of King
Brahmadatta. He hung up his barber's instruments

there and went forth to the religious life. A certain

counsellor, thereupon, addressed King Brahmadatta in

verse :

This Mango Park belongs to glorious King Brahmadatta,

yet here a barber who has turned religious has hung up his

razor and his tools.]

" Your majesty should not go into the presence of men
of mean birth. Rather should they be made to come into

your majesty's presence." But the king replied,
"

It is

not dharma that worthy men should be ordered to come
to visit the king. It is we who ought to go to visit the

seers."

So King Brahmadatta escorted by princes and counsellors

set out to go to the seers. Gangapala the seer came to meet

King Brahmadatta and said to him,
"
Welcome, King Brahma-

datta. Let King Brahmadatta sit down." But the coun-

sellors and attendants of King Brahmadatta scolded Ganga-

pala, and scared him stiff.
'^

"
Why

"
(195) said they,

"
do

j'ou, Gangapala, a man of mean birth address^ King Brahma-
datta by name ?

"
King Brahmadatta, however, replied to

the counsellors in verse :

Say nothing against Gangapala who is trained in the

silent ways of sages. He has crossed the ocean flood, and

they who have crossed this are rid of passion.^

^ This passage is enclosed in brackets in the text, for, as Senart says
it is obviously out of place here. The circumstances of Gangap3.1a'3 going
forth have already been given in our story. The passage is interesting,
however, as being an interpolation from a version of the story somewhat
resembling that preserved in /. (3. 452), though there is here no reference
to Gangapala's having become a Paccekabuddha.

• Sacchambiiam karensu. Sacchambita is taken to be a compound of

chambita, the past participle, as in Pali, of chambeti, which corresponds
to the causative of Sk. stabh or stambh,

"
to fix, make rigid, stiff (with fear),

etc." For the prefix sa-, which is equivalent to sam-, of. the Latin con-
in conterritus, consiernatus. Cf. B.H.S.D. >

* Samuddcarati. See p. 178, n. i.

« Cf. stanza 44 at /. 3. 453.
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Through penance they have left their sins behind.^

Through penance they dispel the darkness. Through

penance Gangapdla has risen above his birth, and now

calls on Brahmadatta by name.^

Behold what the fruit of forbearance and gentleness^ even

in this present life is. On earth and in heaven the religious

life is worthy of the praise of devas and men.

Then King Brahmadatta and his counsellors and attendants

bowed at the feet of these seers and sat down on one side.

Now she who was the wife of Gangapala when he was a

layman remained devoted to him, and not even in thought
did she desire another man. But, in order to test her, Ganga-

pala came to her disguised as a deva,* and carrying a golden

vessel, and he tried to seduce her.
" Take this golden vessel,"

said he,
"
and have your pleasure with me." But she replied,

"No, for I am devoted to my husband." (196) Although
rebuffed that day, the deva came another day carrying a

silver vessel, and said,
" Take this silver vessel and have your

pleasure with me." But she replied,
"
No, for I am devoted

to my husband." Rebuffed that day again, he came on yet

another day carrying a bronze vessel, and said to her,
" Take

this bronze vessel and have your pleasure with me." And
then the woman addressed the deva in verse :

A man draws a woman by offering her more and more

1 Cf. the first line of stanza 42, op. cit., which, however, is spoken by
the queen in scorn of Gangamala.

* Cf. the last two lines of stanza 42.
*
Ksdntisaurabhya. Saurabhya, properly

"
fragrance," is represented in

this expression in Pali by soracca, but Senart in a long note argues against
restoring the Sk. equivalent, sauratya,

"
gentleness, mildness," of the Pali.

Not only is the etymology of the Pali [su-rata) difficult to reconcile with
the accepted sense of the word, but also BSk. texts have saurabhya quite
as often as sauratya. See e.g. Lai. Vist. 37, 181, 431 ; Mhvu. 2. 354, 362 ;

3. 278 and Divy. 39, 40. Rhys Davids has a note on soracca in his Questions
of King Milinda (S.B.E. 35, p. 230) in which he points out that Mvyuf.
has the form sauratya in the same expression. But the semantic difficulty
remains, for Sk. surata

"
high pleasure

"
is, he says, used

" almost without

exception in an obscene sense." Edgerton {B.H.S.D.), however, maintains
that the correct form is sauratya, and that saurabhya is

"
false writing,"

although the BSk. instances of the word which he cites are about equally
divided between the two forms.

* This incident is not in /.
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wealth'^ so that she does his will. But it is otherwise among
the devaSyfor here are you,

^
rejectedfor offering less and less.*

The deva replied to the woman in verse :

In this world of men the beautiful woman is doomed to

lose her age and her beauty. You should profit by your

beauty,for alreadyyou arefading, alreadyyou are getting older.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion the seer

named Upaka was somebody else. You must not think so.

And why ? I was then the seer named Upaka. Nor was

King Brahmadatta somebody else. Suddhodana here was
then the king of Ka§i named Brahmadatta. Nor, monks,
was the barber named Gangapala (197) who took up the

1 Reading narim naro vriddhyantena dhdnena for ndri naro jihmaye varanena
of the text. Senart admits that his restoration here is very uncertain,
and the translation which he offers in his note on the passage makes it

obvious that the text of the line, as he has restored it, causes the whole
stanza to miss the point which one would naturally expect it to make.
His text of the whole stanza reads ndri naro jihmaye vdranena / utkarsaye
yatra karoti cchandam / vipratyanikam khalu devatdndm / pratydkhydto
alpatarena esa j I

. Of this text Senart offers the translation,
" Une femme

attriste les hommes par un refus, elle les exalte en ob^issant ci leurs d^sirs.

C'est le contraire k I'egard des dieux, tu es repoussd par un etre tres humble "

Apart from the obscurity of the meaning and the failure to bring out fully
the implied difference between the conduct of divine and human suitors,
there are in this text certain doubtful points of vocabulary and grammar.
Naro (naras), for example, is more correctly a nom. sg. than an ace. pi.

Jihmayati, an assumed denominative from jihma,
"
crooked, bent, etc,"

whether in a physical or moral sense, is a strange antonym of utkarsati
"
to

draw out," even if it could have the sense of
"
to make sad." If, as we

should certainly do, we relate the stanza to the context, the point intended
to be made by it immediately becomes obvious. It is that man allures

woman by offering her wealth, increasing the amount at each rebuff. The
deva, however, had done the exact opposite, decreasing the value of his

offers from gold to silver and then to bronze. As the third and fourth lines

express it,
"
things are different among the devas, for here are you rejected

because you offered less and less
"

[alpatarena). In Senart's translation

this masculine adjective is rendered as though it were feminine relating
to the woman who rejects the deva's addresses. It is obvious that in the

first line we need, to qualify dhdnena, some adjective of a sense opposite
to alpatara (comparative of alpa.

"
little "). Vriddhyantena, a passive

participal adjective from vriddh
"
to increase," is, of course, only a tentative

suggestion, and there is no means to ascertain whether it can be supported
by the evidence of the MSS. (As for the form it is paralleled by similar

ones in our text.) There may well be another synonymous adjective which
has better support. In any case, the line as here restored does not seem

any farther than Senart's from the MS tradition as he gives it in his apparatus.
*
E?a, or,

"
here is one."

•
Literally,

"
rejected because of less and less

"
; alpatarena, being either

a substantival adjective, or a simple adjective qualifying dhdnena, under-
stood from the first line.
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religious life of a seer any other than Upali, Then, too,

lowly of birth though he was, the royal attendants by my
orders bowed at his feet, just as now they have bowed at

this barber's feet."

Here ends the Jataka of Upali and Gangapala.

THE MAHAGOVINDIYA SUTRA^

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold, Lord, how,

when the Exalted One went forth to the religious life, he was

accompanied by a large multitude of people." The Exalted

One said,
"
That was not the first time, monks, that a large

multitude of people went with me when I went forth to the

religious life." The monks asked, "Was there another occasion,

Lord ?
"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, monks. "^

"
Once upon a time, monks, long ago there was a king

named Disampati,"^ said he, and he went on to expound
the Mahdgovindtya siitra.^

The Exalted One, the perfect Buddha having attained the

end he had set himself, was staying at Rajagriha, on Mount
Griddhakiita, and teaching devas and men. He was honoured,

revered, esteemed, worshipped and adored—the description

of the occasion is to be supplied^ up to—and he abode in those

states^ in which exalted Buddhas desire to abide. Now

^ The Pali version of this celebrated sutra is found at D. 2. 220 Jf., but
the Mhvu. version is not a translation from the Pali. Differences in the
order of relation alone are sufficient to disprove the supposition that it is.

As in so many other instances of parallel versions in Pali texts and in the
Mhvu., the evidence is such as to prove that the Mhvu. version is com-
pletely independent of the Pali, and, if not written down from a floating
oral tradition, is based on some unknown recension. Rhys Davids has
some instructive remarks on the relation between the two versions in Dial. 2,

P- 252 #.
* As is seen, the preamble is of the usual type introducing a Jataka, and

the sutra is referred to as a Jataka at /. i. 45, 46 and 3. 469. Also the

colophon describes it as a
"
sutra relating to a former life of the Exalted

One." Even in D. the tale closes with the Buddha's explanation of the"
birth."
^ A king of long ago, also mentioned in the Dipavamsa and Mahdvamsa

(D.P.N.).
* As the text stands it would seem that it was Disampati who told the

story, for there is nothing to show that the subject of vyakaroti is different
from that of abhiisi, except, perhaps, the absence of ca to co-ordinate the
two verbs.

* I.e. the stereotyped description of such occasions. See e.g. vol. i,

p. 29 /.
* Vihdrd.
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when the night was far spent,
^

Panca^ikha,* one of the

Gandharvas, whose exceeding beauty irradiated the whole of

Mount Griddhakuta, came to the Exalted One, bowed at his

feet and stood to one side. And as he thus stood to one side,

he said to the Exalted One,
"
Lord, I would tell (198) to the

Exalted One, I would make known to the Exalted One,

what I heard and learned from the devas of Trayastrirn^a,

from Sakra, lord of devas, and from Great Brahma, as they
sat and conversed in the devas' Hall of Good Counsel."'

When this had been spoken, the Exalted One said to

Paiica^ikha, the Gandharva,
"
Tell me, Panca^ikha, make

known to me, Paiica^ikha, what you heard and learned from

the devas of Trayastrirnsa, ^akra, lord of devas, and Great

Brahma as they conversed."

Then Pafica^ikha the Gandharva said to the Exalted One :

Once upon a time. Lord, the devas of Trayastrirnsa, $akra,

lord of devas, and Great Brahma, were sitting gathered to-

gether in the Hall of Good Counsel on some business of the

devas. And, Lord, there were some devas who had been

reborn there later than the rest, but who excelled them in

the five deva attributes of length of Hfe, power, glory, honour

and retinue.* Then, Lord, some devas spoke and said,
"
Friends, now look at these devas who were reborn here

later, but excel those born here before them in length of life,

power, glory, honour and retinue." Whereupon some other

devas said,
"
Verily, friends, these are disciples of the Exalted

One. They lived the brahma-life, and at death and on the

dissolution of the body they were reborn in heaven among
the devas of Trayastrirnsa. And though reborn here later,

they greatly excel those reborn as devas before them in the

five deva attributes of length of life, power, glory, honour

and retinue."

^
Reading abhikrdntdydm {rdtriyam) for abhikrdntakdyo, which could

only be construed as qualifying Pai^caSikha, and his beauty has already
been described by the adjective abhikrdntavarxia. The emendation also

restores the phrase into its usual form as found e.g. at vol. 2, p. 257, 258
(text). See vol. 2, p. 243, n. i.

* See vol. 2, p. 46 ff.
* Devasabhdsudharmd, so rendered in Dial. 2. 259, etc.
* Elsewhere in the Mhvu. these attributes are given as ten. See vol. 1,

p. 25, and 2, p. 1 83. At vol. 2, p. 350 we have a slightly different group of five.
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Then, Lord, some others again of the devas said,
"
Friends,

would that four Tathagatas, Arhans, perfect Buddhas arose

in the world (199) and taught dharma. It would be for the

welfare of devas and men. The hosts of the Asuras would

wane ; the hosts of the devas would wax."

But then. Lord, some other devas said,
"

It is impossible,

friends, that four Tathagatas, Arhans, perfect Buddhas
should arise in the world. But, friends, would that three

Tathagatas, Arhans, perfect Buddhas, arose in the world

and taught dharma. It would be for the welfare of devas

and men. The hosts of the Asuras would wane ; the hosts

of the devas would wax."

But then again. Lord, some other devas said, "It is im-

possible, friends, that three Tathagatas, Arhans, perfect

Buddhas should arise in the world. But, friends, would that

two Tathagatas, Arhans, perfect Buddhas arose in the world

and taught dharma. It would be for the welfare of devas

and men. The hosts of the Asuras would wane
;

the hosts

of the devas would wax."

When this had been said. Lord, Sakra, sovereign of devas,

spoke to the devas of Trayastrirnsa, and said,
" But this, too,

friends, is impossible and inopportune, that at one and the

same time two Tathagatas, Arhans, perfect Buddhas should

appear in the world and teach dharma." Then were the

devas of Trayastrirnsa glad, thrilled, elated, joyful and

pleased. And when $akra, lord of the devas of Trayastrirnsa,
saw that the devas were glad, thrilled, elated, joyful and

pleased, he said,
"

If, friends, (200) you were to hear the

eight wonderful and marvellous truths^ about the Exalted

One, Arhan, perfect Buddha, you would be still more glad,

thrilled, elated, joyful and pleased."
When this had been spoken. Lord, the devas of Trayastrirnsa

said to Sakra their sovereign,
"
Lord Kausika,^ we should

like you to proclaim
^ the eight wonderful and marvellous

truths about the Exalted One, Arhan, and perfect Buddha."

^ Dharma. D. 2. 222 has attha yatha-bhucce vanne,
"
eight truthful items

in praise of" (Dial. 2. 261.)
* A name of ^akra (Indra). See vol. 2, p. 49, n. 4, p. 60 n. 10.
'

Literally,
"

let it occur to you, proclaim," pratibhatu te, uddhara.
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Then Sakra, lord of devas, proclaimed the eight wonderful

and marvellous truths about the Exalted One.
"
When,

friends," said he,
" an Exalted One, Arhan, and perfect

Buddha has arisen in the world, the hosts of the Asuras wane,

the hosts of the devas wax. And, friends, I do not see,

whether I survey the past, present or future, any master

arisen in the world who has so wrought for the welfare of

the multitude like^ this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect

Buddha. For the beautifully proclaimed dharma and disci-

pline of the Tathagata, Arhan, and perfect Buddha, bears

on this present life and is independent of time.^ It welcomes'

and guides,^ and is for the inward comprehension of those

who are wise. For this beautifully proclaimed dharma and

discipline means the crushing of pride,
^ the repression of

longing, the destruction of clinging, the breaking-up of sensorial

states,^ the end of craving, passionlessness, cessation and

nirvana. Again, friends, I say that I do not see, whether I

survey the past, present or future, any teacher of such a

dharma and discipline' arisen in the world other than this

Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha. And friends, the

Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha has won disciples,

students who are in the Way,^ and Arhans who abide in

immoveable states. The Exalted One, Arhan and perfect

Buddha sends them away,' and makes his home in the forests,
^^

which are remote,
^^

isolated, away from the habitations of

^
Literally

"
other than," anyatra.

• Sandristikam akdlikam.
• "

Is welcoming," ehipaiyika, Pali ehipassika.
•
Aupanayika, Pali opanayika.

• Mada-nirmadana,
"
the making without pride," or

"
de-priding

"
as

P.E.D. puts it. See s.v. nimadana
" which is related to nimmadeti,

either = Sk. nirmridayati {sic for nirmardayati], from mrid
"
to crush

"

or *nirmadayati to nirtnada,
"

free from pride." See B.H.S.D. for an
alternative explanation.

•
Dharmopaccheda. Dharma here is the

"
phenomenon

"
of the material

world, and is practically synonymous with tne skandhas. See DhA. i. 55
and S. 3. 39.

' These six words are supplied in translation.
•
Pratipadam, adv. D. 2. 223 has patipaddnam agreeing with sekhdnam.

» Tesdm (gen. for ace.) pranudya. the Pah (D. 2. 223) is different :

te apanujja ekdrdmalarn anuyutto viharati,
" them does he not send away,

but dwells in fellowship with them whose hearts are set on one object
"

{Dial. 2. 262).
^"

Literally
"
dwells on his bed and seat in the forest," iayyasananyadhya-

vasati."
** Prdnta. See vol. 2, p. 119, «. 3.
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men,^ abodes unknown to men, and most fitting for seclu-

sion. ^ There he dwells by himself aloof from the crowd,

(201) all alone, giving himself to concentration. ^ A master

so intent on concentration, friends, I do not see arisen in the

world, whether I survey the past, present or future, other than

this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha.
"
Again, friends, the Exalted One, Arhan and perfect

Buddha gets choice solid and soft food of proper and exquisite

flavour, and he makes his meals thereof. But he eats without

indulgence and wantonness,* being aware of the peril in

pleasures of sense, knowing the way of escape, and being
free of intoxication. A master, friends, who eats his food

so free from self-indulgence, I do not see arisen in the world,

whether I survey the past, present or future, other than this

Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha.
"
Again, friends, it is out of his knowledge that the Exalted

One, Arhan and perfect Buddha teaches the dharma and the

discipline, not out of ignorance. And, friends, a master so

possessed of the method of teaching dharma I do not see

arisen in the world, whether I survey the past, present or

future, other than this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha.
"
This Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha, friends,

has crossed the sea of doubt, is rid of perplexity,^ and has won
assurance in good states. A master, friends, who has so

passed beyond doubt I do not see arisen in the world, whether

I survey the past, present or future, other than this Exalted

One, Arhan and perfect Buddha.
"
Again, friends, the nirvana and theWay leading to nirvana

as taught by this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha
run together one into the other.^ Just as, friends, the waters

^
Gatajanapada. At p. 143 we have vigatajanapada in the same sense.

*
Pratisamlayana.

^ The text has eko ndma ekandmandmatdmanuyukto, which seems a
bad case of dittography. The Pali, as has been seen, has ekdrdmatam
anuyuUo. The translation assumes that ekandmatam conceals some word
like ekdgratd. Possibly, however, it is for ekdrdmatam, where drdm,ata
denotes the solitude which one enjoys in an drdma.

* Or,
"
without attachment and infatuation," anadhyavasita anadhimur-

chita. See vol. 2, p. 134, nn. i, 2.
*

Vigatakathamkatha, so in Pali also, D. 2. 224,
"
gone by for him is

all question of how or why." {Dial. 2. 262.)
* This unusual figure is expressed in practically identical terms in

D. 2. 223.
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of the Ganges and the Jumna flow one into the other and
run together into the great ocean, so do the nirvana and the

Way leading to nirvana as taught by this Exalted One, Arhan
and perfect Buddha flow together. A master, friends, with

such a well-taught and well-revealed nirvana and Way lead-

ing to nirvana (202) I do not see arisen in the world, whether

I survey the past, present or future, other than this Exalted

One, Arhan and perfect Buddha."

When this had been said. Lord, the devas of Trayastrim^a
were still more glad and thrilled, elated and joyful, pleased
and happy. And they said to ^akra, sovereign of devas,
"
Therefore, friend Kau^ika, we should like you to proclaim^

again the eight wonderful and marvellous truths about the

Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha. So $akra, lord of

devas, proclaimed over again the eight wonderful and mar-

vellous truths about the Exalted One. "Well then, again,

friends," said he,
"
whenever the Exalted One, Arhan and

perfect Buddha appears in the world, the hosts of the Asurais

wane ; the hosts of the devas wax. A master, friends, who
has so wrought for the welfare and happiness of the multitude,

I do not see arisen in the world, whether I survey the past,

present or future, other than this Exalted One, Arhan and

perfect Buddha." And he continued as before as far as^
"
Again, friends, the nirvana and the Way leading to

nirvana as taught by this Exalted One and perfect Buddha
run together one into the other. Just as, friends, the waters

of the Ganges and the Jumna run into each other and flow

on together into the great ocean, so do the nirvana and the

Way leading to nirvana as taught by this Exalted One, Arhan

and perfect Buddha flow together. And, friends, a master

who has so devoted himself to preaching a well-taught and

well-revealed truth about nirvana, I do not see arisen in the

world, whether I survey the past, present or future, other

than this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha."

When he had so spoken, the devas of Trayastrim^a were

still more thrilled, elated, joyful, pleased and happy.
* Pratibhdtu, only, but obviously udakara must be supplied. See

p. 195. «• 3-
•
Peyalam yavad. Pey&la is in Pali peyyala

"
a magadhism for pariydya,

so Kern Toev. s.v. after Trenckner." (P.E.D.). The meaning is
"
repeti-

tion,"
"
succession,"

"
formula," etc.
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Then, Lord, when Great Brahma saw that the devas of

Trayastrimsa were still more thrilled, elated, pleased and

happy, he said to $akra, lord of devas,
"
Therefore, friend

Kau^ika, (203) we would like you to proclaim^ the eight

wonderful and marvellous truths about this Exalted One,

Arhan and perfect Buddha." So $akra, lord of devas, pro-

claimed the eight, wonderful and marvellous truths about

the Exalted One.
"
When, friends," said he,

"
the Exalted

One, Arhan and perfect Buddha arises in the world, the

hosts of the Asuras wane ; the hosts of the devas wax. And,

friends, a master who has so wrought for the welfare and

happiness of the multitude I do not see arisen in the world,

whether I survey the past, present or future, other than this

Tathagata, Arhan and perfect Buddha." And he continued

as far as^
"
And, friends, the nirvana and the Way leading

to nirvana as taught by this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect

Buddha nm together one into the other. Just as, friends,

the waters of the Ganges and the Jumna run one into the

other and flow on together to the great ocean, so do the

nirvana and the Way leading to nirvana as taught by this

Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha flow together.

And, friends, a master who has so devoted himself to preaching
his well-taught and well-revealed truth about nirvana, I do not

see arisen in the world, whether I survey the past, present or

future, other than this Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha."
When this had been said, the devas of Trayastrimsa were

still more thrilled, elated, pleased and happy.
Then, Lord, when Great Brahma saw that the devas of

Trayastrimsa were still more thrilled, elated, pleased and

happy, he addressed them in verses :

^

Verily the devas of Trayastrimsa together with Sakra rejoice.

They adore the Tathagata and the ivell-heing that dharma brings.
*

1 Pratibhdtu. See p. 195, n. 3.
"
Peydlam ydvad.

^
Only one verse is given. Rhys Davids {Dial. 2, p. 258) suggests that

the ethical standpoint of the others as found in D. 2. 227
"
did not appeal

any more to the Lokottaravadins." But as these consist of praise for
the new devas who had been the Buddha's disciples on earth, that is not
necessarily so. For the Mhvu. has already eulogised the great glory of
these devas. The omission, therefore, is either accidental or due to differ-
ence in the respective contexts in which the verses are introduced.

*
Dharmasya sukhadharmatdm (so for -dharmatd). D. has dhammassa

sudhammatam,
"
the cosmic law sublime." {Dial 2. 260).
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Thus then did the devas rejoice and become pleased and

happy. (204) Then, Lord, when Great Brahma saw that the

devas of Trayastrimsa were still more thrilled, joyful, pleased
and happy, he said to them,

"
If, friends, you had listened

in faith^ to the ancient ^ instruction of the Exalted One,
Arhan and perfect Buddha, you would be even still more

thrilled, elated, joyful, pleased and happy."
When this had been said, Lord, the devas of Trayastrirn^a

said to Great Brahma,
"
Therefore, O Great Brahma, we

would like you to proclaim
^ how ancient the great instruction

of the Exalted One, Arhan and perfect Buddha is." And
then Great Brahma revealed how ancient the great instruction

of the Exalted One was.

Once upon a time, honoured sirs, said he, long ago, there

was a king named Disampati. Now King Di^ampati's priest

and tutor was a brahman named Govinda,* who was intelligent,

clever and prudent in all affairs. Again, honoured sirs. King
Disampati had a son named Renu, who was beloved and

popular, and intelligent, clever and prudent in all affairs.

The brahman Govinda, too, had a son named Jyotipala.
He was an only son, beloved and popular, and intelligent,

clever and prudent in all affairs.

Now, honoured sirs, after the lapse of a long time, the

brahman Govinda died. And when Govinda the brahman

died, King Disampati mourned for him, pined, wept, cried,

beat his breast and was beside himself with grief. "Alas !

"

said he,
"
just when I had entirely entrusted all my affairs

to Govinda, and when in the possession and endowment of

the five strands of sensual desires, I was amusing, enjoying
and diverting myself, Govinda the brahman died."

^
Reading irdddhd for iuddhd, as Senart is inclined to do.

• Or "
long-standing." Dirghardtram, is properly an adv. ace.

"
for a

long time," but in sense it qualifies mahdprajnapti,
"
the great instruction

(which has lasted) a long time." Cf. D. 2. 230, where the tcde of Govinda
is introduced as answer to the question, ydva digharattam mahdpaiino ca so

Bhagavd ahosi,"
"

for how long has the Blessed One been of great wisdom "

{Dial. 2. 266). Cf. S. 2. 106, where the Buddha says he is treading an
ancient way.

• Pratibhdtu. See p. 195, n. 3.
• "It is evident that Govinda, literally

" Lord of the Herds
" was a

title, not a name, and means Treasurer or Steward
"

{Dial. 2. 266, /».).
For simplicity's sake, however, it is taken as a proper name in the present
translation.
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(205) Prince Renu heard that King Disampati was mourn-

ing, pining, weeping, beating his breast, crying and beside

himself with grief for the death of Govinda the brahman.

And he went to King Disampati and said to him,
" Your

majesty, do not mourn, nor pine, nor weep, nor beat your

breast, nor cry, nor be beside yourself with grief. And why
do I say this ? Because, your majesty, the brahman Govinda

had a young son named Jyotipala, who is beloved and popular,

intelligent, clever and prudent in all things, in fact, more

intelligent, more clever and more accomplished than his

father. All that his father knew was secretly learnt by
heart by the young Jyotipala. Therefore, let your majesty

appoint him to his father's place, that is to the chaplaincy
and stewardship."^

Then, honoured sirs. King Disampati summoned a certain

man and said to him,
"
Go, my good man, to the young

brahman Jyotipala and say to him,
"
King Disampati sum-

mons the honourable Jyotipala. Let the honourable Jyotipala

repair to where King Disampati is." On hearing this the

man replied,
"
So be it, sire," and went to the young brahman

Jyotipala and said to him,
"
King Disampati summons the

honourable Jyotipala. Let the honourable Jyotipala go to

King Disampati now that the brahman Govinda is dead."
"
So be it, sir," said the young brahman Jyotipala in obedience

to the man. And he went to King Disampati, and, having

exchanged courteous and polite greetings with him (206),

he sat down to one side.

And while the young brahman Jyotipala thus sat down
to one side. King Disampati said to him,

"
Let the honourable

Jyotipala advise me
;

let the honourable Jyotipala administer

for me. Let him not refuse to advise me and to administer

for me. Here and now do I appoint Jyotipala to his father's

place, namely, the chaplaincy and the stewardship."

Thus, honoured sirs, the young brahman Jyotipala was

established in his father's place, namely, the chaplaincy and
the stewardship. Whatever task his father had performed,
that did the young Jyotipala perform. Whatever works his

^
Paurohitye govindiye. There is no ca,

"
and," but the priesthood and

stewardship must be regarded as two separate offices, though held by one
and the same person.
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father had accomplished/ those did the young Jyotipala

accomplish. Whatever affairs his father had administered,

those did the young Jyotipala administer. Whatever pro-

jects his father had accomplished, those did the young
Jyotipala accomplish. This became known, ^ and the brah-

mans and householders, townsmen and countrymen said,
" The young brahman Jyotipala is a Steward

; Jyotipala
is a Great Steward." So the young Jyotipala became known*
as Govinda and Maha-Govinda. Thus did the name first

become current.*

Then, honoured sirs, the brahman Maha-Govinda approached
the nobles^ and said to them,

" Honoured sirs, go to Prince

Renu and say to him,
' When our lord Renu is happy, then

are we, too, happy. When our lord Renu is unhappy, then are

we, too, unhappy. Now, lord Renu, King Di^ampati is old,

aged, full of years, past his prime and near the term of his

life. It is inevitable, lord Renu, that life should end in

death. (207) Now if, when King Di^ampati is gone, the king-

makers will anoint our lord Renu king, he will be able to

share the sovereignty with us.'

When this had been said, the lord Prince Renu replied to

the six nobles,
"

If, gentlemen, the king-makers will anoint

me king when King Di^ampati is dead, I will share the

sovereignty with you. For who should prosper in my realm

other than you ?
"

Then, honoured sirs, after the lapse of a long time King

Di^ampati died. And the king-makers went to Prince Renu
and said to him,

"
Prince, you have ascended the throne.

We will anoint you king." Prince Renu replied to the king-

makers,
"
Let it be then as you wish,* gentlemen."

When anointed king Prince Renu, in the possession and

^ Abhisambhunoti, Pali abhisambhoti. See vol. i, p. 35, n. 3.

Jitam. See p. 177, n. 2.
* Api hi jitam Jyotipalasya. See preceding note, but the explanation

for the genitive case is obscure.
*
Ak^aramagninyam upanipate, but reading agrajham for agninyam.

See vol. I, p. 287, n. 3.
•
Properly,

"
those nobles," te k^atriyas. The reference is to the six

nobles who were the great friends of Renu and Jyotipala. See D. 2. 230,
ths Mhvu. itself, below, also makes them six.

• Sukhi bhavatha yasyedani kdlam manyatha. See Vol. i, p. 209, n. i,

p. 272. n. I.
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endowment of the five strands of sensual desires, amused,

enjoyed and diverted himself. Then, honoured sirs, the

brahman Maha-Govinda went to the six nobles and said to

them,
"
Behold, gentlemen, King Renu has been anointed

king. And now, in the possession and endowment of the six

strands of sensual desires, he is amusing, enjoying and divert-

ing himself. But, gentlemen, these pleasures, of sense are

intoxicating. Go then to King Renu and say to him,
' Does

our lord Renu remember his promise?'" "So be it, lord,"

said they in obedience to the brahman Maha-Govinda. They
went to King Renu and said to him, (208)

"
Does our lord

Renu remember his promise ?
"

When this had been said, honoured sirs,^ King Renu replied
to the six nobles,

"
Yes, gentlemen, I do remember my promise.

But who now will be able to divide this great earth into

seven parts ?
"

The six nobles replied to King Renu,
"
Who,

lord Renu, is more intelligent and accomplished than the

lord Maha-Govinda ? He will divide this great earth into

seven parts."

Then King Renu summoned a man and said to him,
"
Go,

my good man, to the brahman Maha-Govinda, and say to

him,
'

King Renu summons the lord Maha-Govinda '."

"So be it, your majesty," replied the man in obedience to

King Renu, and he went to the brahman Maha-Govinda and
said to him,

"
King Renu summons the lord Maha-Govinda.

Let the lord Maha-Govinda go to King Renu." "So be it,"

said the brahman Maha-Govinda in obedience to the man,
and he went to King Renu. Having exchanged courteous

and polite greetings with him he sat down to one side. And
when he had thus sat down to one side the brahman Maha-
Govinda said to King Renu,

"
Lord, this great earth is a

wide expanse of seven kingdoms."
2

To the south it was in seven parts^ each shaped like a

^ This formula will be generally omitted henceforward.
* There is a difficulty here. This sentence appears to be Govinda's

reply to Renu after he had divided the earth {sc. India) into seven kingdoms.
The Mhvu., therefore, omits Renu's request to Govinda to do so. In D.
2. 235 we have both the request and the statement that Govinda did as
requested.

'
? Reading saptadhd for sank§iptd.
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waggon's mouths The very centre belonged to King Renu.
Then came Dantapura^ of the Kalingas, and Potana^ of
the Asmakas,* Mdhismati^ of the Avantis,^ and Roruka of
the Sovtras ; (209) Mithild of the Videhas, Campa' of
the Angas, did he map out, and Benares of the Kdiis.
All this was mapped out by Govinda.

Then, honoured sirs, Govinda the brahman established the six

nobles each in his own kingdom.^
The six kings had not been long anointed when they hastily

assembled, went to the brahman Maha-Govinda and said to

him,
"
Let our lord Maha-Govinda advise us. Let our lord

Maha-Govinda administer for us. As our lord Maha-Govinda
administered all the affairs of King Renu, so let him administer

^ Sakatamukhasamsthitam. The ace. samsthitam, where we should
expect the nom. to agree with mahdprithivi in the last sentence in prose,
would appear to be closer to the tradition of the original as we have it in
D. 2. 235. The verses in the Mhvu. are very corrupt. The first line should
be part of Renu's request to Govinda to do the dividing, or of the statement
that Govinda did so. Neither is the second line part of the original verse,
which, as Rhys Davids says (Dial. 2. p. 270) is "no doubt a very old mne-
monic doggerel." Sakafamukha is a crux. See Rhys Davids, op. cit.,

p. 269 /«., where reference is made to the Sinhalese translation,
"
on the

south side like a waggon's mouth." The note continues,
"
Buddhaghosa

has nothing here ; but below as applied to the kingdoms he explains
'

with
their mouths debouching together.' Neither is satisfactory. It has been
suggested that it might mean facing the

"
Wain," that is, the constellation

of the Great Bear. But this is unfortunately in the north. The front

opening of a bullock waggon is (now) elliptical in form." It may be noted,
however, that in D. 2. 235 sakatamukham is antithetical to dyatam. Govinda
is to divide the land so that it is dyata to the north and sakatamukha to the
south. Can it be that the meanmg is that the seven kingdoms were to
have a long boundary to the north running in a single though irregular
line, but each tapering from this basis towards a common apex in the South,
the whole and each part thus forming a triangle ? If,

"
the front opening

of a bullock waggon is (now) elliptical in form," it could conceivably be
triangular at one time or other. If this were so the meaning of the Pali
sabbdni sakatamukhdni atthapesi (v. 1. 2 patthapesi) would be "and made
them all (or each) into triangles." Exact geography, of course, is not to
be sought for in such an old doggerel verse. Still, many of the kingdoms
as known to history are more or less in line with one another, and even
so far north the southward tapering shape of India as a whole would tend
to give a triangular shape to equal divisions of the land having their bases
to the north.

•
Reading Dantapuram, as in D., for atah puram. One MS. has anta-

puram.
• So reading, with D., for yo + lacuna of the text.
• Pali Assakas.
• Pali Mahissati.
•
Supplied from D. Text has lacuna. The MSS. have ca varttinSm

and vartindm, which can plausibly be restored c'avantindm.
'
Supplied from D.

• D, 2. 237 goes on to name them.
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all the affairs of these six kingdoms," And so from that time

the brahman Maha-Govinda administered all the affairs of

the seven kingdoms. And he taught seven hundred thousand

brahmans and seven hundred young householders^ to recite

the mantras, saying to them,
"
Repeat after me."

All this became known, ^ and brahmans and laymen, towns-

men and countrymen came to recognise that the brahman
Govinda was a man of great parts.

"
The Aryan Maha-

Govinda," said they,
"
beholds Great Brahma with his own

eyes. It is after deliberating and taking counsel with Great

Brahma that he administers all his affairs."

Then, honoured sirs, the brahman Maha-Govinda heard

that the brahmans and laymen, townsmen and countrymen
were regarding the Aryan Maha-Govinda as a man of great

parts and believed that he was seeing Great Brahma with his

own eyes and that it was by deliberating with Great Brahma
that he administered all affairs. So he said,

"
I do not see

Great Brahma with my own eyes, (210) nor do I deliberate

and consult with Great Brahma when I administer affairs.

It is not well nor seemly that I should accept
^ this false

and fictitious praise. Now I have heard teachers of the

old things, men advanced in years, old, aged, venerable and
at the end of their term of life, say that Great Brahma comes

within the vision of the man who for the four rainy months
meditates in solitude the meditation of pity, and that whatever

that man sets his heart on is granted him in answer to his

prayer.
* Let me now then for the four rainy months meditate

the meditation of pity in solitude, if, that is, my lord Renu
allows me."

King Renu said to Maha-Govinda, "Let it be then, O Maha-

Govinda, as you wish."^

Then, honoured sirs, Maha-Govinda meditated the

^ Snataka. Pali nahdtaka. Dial. 2. 271 renders
"
graduates."

*
Api hi jiiam. See p. 177, n. 2.

^
Adhivdsayati, Pali adhivdseti,

"
consent,"

"
agree to."

* Pricchitena visarjiyati, "it is granted when it has been asked for."

Pricchitena, past part, of pracch, on the analogy of Pali pucchita, is instru-
mental absolute. Or it may conceivably be taken as a substantive, when
the preceding gen. asya would depend on it, instead of being regarded as
the indirect object of visarjiyati. The causal visarjayati (Pali vissajjeti) is

regularly used in BSk. in the sense of
"
answering

"
questions.

' Sukhimeva yasya va kdlam manyasi. See p. 202, n. 6.
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meditation of pity in solitude for the four rainy months. And
when the four rainy months were over, on the fast-day/ on

the fourteenth of the month Pausa,^ he washed his head and

put on white' and clean garments. His body bathed, he lit

a fire on the flag-stone which was close by between the altar

and the sacred fire and which was smeared with melted

butter.* He then sat down in
"
the house of the faithful "*

with his face to the north."

Then, honoured sirs, before long there appeared a great
radiance in the northern quarter. And Maha-Govinda saw it,

and on seeing this wonder and marvel he trembled all over,

and the hair on his body bristled, because, of a truth, he was

seeing what he had never seen before. Then in no long a

time Great Brahma came through the air from the north and
stood above the brahman Maha-Govinda. And Maha-
Govinda looking up (211) saw Great Brahma standing over

him in the air. When he had seen this he held out his joined
hands towards Great Brahma and addressed him in a verse:

Whether, Lord, thou art Power, Glory, or Light, we,

knowing thee not, ask that we may know.''

When this had been said, honoured sirs,^ Great Brahma

replied to the brahman Maha-Govinda in a verse :

In Brahma's world they know me^ as the Eternal Youth.

So do the devas know me. So do you, Govinda, know me.

^ Po^adha, Pali uposatha.
• December—January.
• Reading odata for dhata.
• Senart is far from satisfied that his restoration of the text here is correct.
' Srdddhandm griha.
•
Rhys Davids, Dial. 2, pp. 257-8, thus comments on the introduction

of these details in the Mhvu. version of the story :

" The whole point of

the story in the Digha is the way in which BrahmS describes his ideal

brahmin as quite emancipated from animistic superstitions and practices.
He gains access to Brahma by practising . . . the Rapture of Mercy, one
of the Brahma-viharas or sublime conditions. The MahSvastu is not
satisfied with that. It makes him add to it the kindling of the Mystic
Fire, Agni." At the same time, it is worth considering whether this may
not be due to the fact that the Mhvu. is following an older version of the

story where the purely religious motive was stronger and not yet weakened

by a humanistic ethicalism.
' It is interesting to note that while the second line is exactly the same

in D. {2. 240), the first is entirely different. D. has vaxtnavd yasavd siritnd

ho nu tvam asi mdrisa,
" O vision fair, O glorious and divine 1 Who art

thou, lord ?
"

{Dial. 2. 273).
• This formula is, in the translation, omitted from the rest of the dialogue.
•
Reading mam for yam.
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The brahman Maha-Govinda said to Great Brahma in a

verse :

A seat, water for the feet, sweet cakes'^ and also drink,

accept from me, Brahma. To thee the best^ I bring.

Great Brahma repHed to the brahman Maha-Govinda in a

verse :

/ accept the seat, the water for the feet, the sweet cakes,

and the drink, Govinda. Bring me the best.

The brahman Maha-Govinda said to Great Brahma in verse :

Whether it be for my weal in this life or for my happiness
in the world beyond, I would fain get leave to ask the question
that is in my mind.

(212) Great Brahma repHed to the brahman Maha-Govinda
in verse :

Whether it be for your weal in this life or for your happi-
ness in the world beyond, I grant you leave to ask the question
that is in your mind.

And then, honoured sirs, the brahman Maha-Govinda
reflected : "I have been offered by Great Brahma the boon
of an answer to my question. What then shall I ask Great

Brahma ? Shall I consider^ what is profitable for this world

or what is profitable for the world beyond ? But I know that

what is profitable for this world concerns the five strands of

sensual desires. Let me then ask Great Brahma a question

concerning what is profitable for the world beyond."
So, honoured sirs, the brahman Maha-Govinda asked Great

Brahma a question aboutwhat is profitable for theworld beyond.

/ ask Great Brahma, the Eternal Youth, I that doubt

ask thee that doubtest not concerning acts of worship.'^ How

1
Literally,

"
sweet-preparation," madhu{ra)kalpa. D. 2. 240 has madhu-

pdka.
*
Agram. The Mhvu. text is here simpler than D., and may possibly

suggest that aggha in the latter, occurring as the word does in the strange
and obscure expressions agghatn pucchaii and agghatn no karoti, should be
emended into agga

"
the best," to correspond with the agra of our text.

'
Literally,

"
considering ", drabhya.

*
Paricdriyesu. Senart suggests that paricdriya here is for paricariyd,

D. 2. 241 has paravediyesu,
"
the things that others want to know." The

readings of the MSS., pavarevediyesu for D. and parivdrayesu for the Mhvu.,
would seem to leave the question open as to which has the better reading.
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acting, what performing, and what course pursuing^ can
a mortal man attain Brahma's immortal ivorld ?

Great Brahma replied to the brahman Maha-Govinda in

a verse :

He among men who abandons thought of
"
me," is intent

of mind,^ compassionate and aloof,^ is free frofn reeking
odours* and innocent offornication, he, brahman, though
a mortal, attains the immortal world of Brahma.

(213) Then, honoured sirs, the brahman Maha-Govinda said

to Great Brahma,
"

I know what my lord Great Brahma
means when he talks of abandoning thoughts of

' me '.

It means that a man goes forth from home into the homeless

state, renouncing his property, whether it be small or large,
and leaving his family circle, whether it be small or large.

And whether he comes from a high or low family, he sheds

every mark of the householder, takes his cloak, bowl and
robe, trains himself in the rules of morality, acquires purity
in act and speech and lives the pure life. This I know is

my lord Great Brahma's meaning when he talks of abandoning
thoughts of

' me '.

"
I know also what my lord Great Brahma means by

'

intentness '.^ It is that a man, by suppressing applied
and sustained thought through his mind becoming inwardly
calm and intent, enters and abides in the first* meditation,
which is born of solitude and is full of joy and ease. This
I know is what my lord Great Brahma means when he talks

of
'

being intent '.'

"
I know also what my lord Great Brahma means by 'aloof*

^ Senart restores this line on the model of J. 4. 339. 25 and 5. 148. 14.
D. is different, katthatthito kimhi ca sikkhamano,

"
wherein proficient, in

what method trained
"

(Dial. 2. 273). The last line is identical in both
D. and Mhvu.

* Or "
one-pointed," ekotibhuta, Pali ekodibhtlta.

* Karupo vivikto. The reading of D. (2. 241), kartinadhimutta,
"
to

compassion given," is better here, for karuna is not well used in the sense
of

"
pitying

"
; it is rather,

"
pitiful," etc.

* "
Without smell of the flesh," nir-dmagandha.

» Ekotibhdva. Cf. «. 2.
* But this is a description of the second meditation {dhyana, jhdna).

except for vivekajam,
' bom of solitude ', instead of samddhijam,

' bom
of concentration '. See vol. i, p. 184.

' This is entirely diflFerent from D. (2. 242) which explains in terms of

physical solitariness.
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and 'compassionate'. It is that a man abides pervading one

quarter of the world with thoughts of compassion, abundant,

lofty,
^
single, infinite, free from hatred and ill-will, and so with

the second quarter, the third and the fourth, up and down,

across, everywhere, the whole wide world. This I know is my
lord Great Brahma's meaning when he talks of

'

aloof
' and

'

compassionate '.

(214)
" But I do not know what my lord Great Brahma

means when he talks of
'

being free of reeking odours '."

Brahma, what are these reeking odours among men ?

I do not understand this. Tell me, Mighty One.^ What
is it by which men are cloaked and enveloped,^ doomed to

the ways of woe in hell,^ and shut out from Brahma's

world ?^

Great Brahma replied to the brahman Maha-Govinda in

a verse :

Anger and lies and doubt, meanness, overweening con-

ceit and envy,^ jealousy, hate and words of wrath against
others. These, brahman,"^ are the reeking odours whereby
men are cloaked and enveloped, doomed to ways of woe

in hell and shut out from Brahma's world.

Then the lord Maha-Govinda said to Great Brahma,
" Now

^
Vipulena{m) udgatena. D. 2. 242 has vipulena mahaggatena,

"
far-

reaching, expanded." {Dial. 2. 274.)
^ Vira. D. 2. 242 has dhira,

"
wise ".

^ Reading vritd prajd for vdrivahd of the text, which is inexpUcable.
Senart proposes to read vdhirakd. Taking this with the next word kukula,
which he assumes is for kukkuld, he renders,

"
sortis de I'enfer." But the

point is that the men referred to [prajd) are doomed to go to hell. Prajd
ipajd) is the reading oi D., and seems to be suggested by the reading pdripaha
of one MS. for the Mhvu. also.

* Or in kukula {=Kukkula, see vol. i, pp. 7 ff). Kukula-dpdyikd is to
be regarded as one compound. Apdyika is an adjectival form from apdya.

*
Edgerton (B.H.S.D. s.v. nirvrita) restores the text as nirvritabrah-

malokam, which he takes as adverbial = "
in such a way that the brahma-

world is cut off." But he amplifies this meaning with the words "
shut

out, excluded from the brahma-world." These two meanings, however,
are by no means identical, and can hardly be got from the same word. The
second one is the more appropriate here, and it would seem better to retain
Senart's nirvrita (though unmetrical) and emend brahmalokam into -lokd{t),
ablative of separation.

* In the second line Senart prints atimdno only, leaving the rest a lacuna.

Kadaryatd and asuyd have been supplied after kadaryiatd and usuyyd of
D. 2. 243. A reminiscence of these two words may possibly be seen in the

reading of the MSS., kariyam atimdno ti andha {°mdto ti amdha).
' Brahma (!) in text.
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I know what my lord Great Brahma means when he talks of
'

reeking odours '. But then it is not possible for me while

I stay at home to live the wholly bright,^ the wholly blame-

less, the wholly pure and wholly clean brahma-life. Life is

a brief affair. ^ We must go on to the world beyond, for

there is no avoiding death for one who has been bom. There-

fore we must gain knowledge, take thought, wake up, do

good, live the brahma-life and eschew every sinful act in

this world. ^
(215) So, my lord Great Brahma, I will go forth

from home into the homeless state, if thou dost consent."

When this had been said, honoured sirs. Great Brahma

replied to the brahman Maha-Govinda,
"
Let it be as you

wish, Maha-Govinda."*

"P have heard that the Exalted One was at that time the

brahman named Maha-Govinda. Does the Exalted One
remember ?

" The Exalted One replied to Paiica^ikha the

Gandharva,
" Even so, Paiica^ikha. I was at that time

the brahman named Maha-Govinda, and I remember it.

But you have not heard, Pafica^ikha, how the brahman
Maha-Govinda went forth from home into the homeless state."

I, Panca^ikha, being then the brahman Maha-Govinda,*
went to King Renu and said to him.

To you, King Renu, lord of the land, I declare that I am

going forth, leaving your kingdom and my ministry here.

But, Pafica^ikha, King Renu replied to the brahman
Maha-Govinda in a verse :

* Reading iankhalikhitam for satnlikhitatn. See vol. 2, p. 114, n. 2.

* Cf. A. 4. 136, appakatft brdhmana jivitam manussanam.
• This passage is dififerently placed in D. (2. 243), where it forms part

of Govinda's talk with the kings at a later point in the story. But the

language in both versions is strikingly similar.
* Sukhlbhava yasyedanim kalam manyasi. See p. 202, n. 6.
• Sc. Paiica^ikha, who here resumes his tale. This passage comes at

the very end of the sutra in D. (2. 251).
• This is a curious turn of the story, at least when it is compared with

the Pali version, it would seem at first sight to be a later addition, inserted
to supply what was omitted when the Mhvu. passed from Govinda's conver-
sation with Brahma straight to the end of the story, without retailing his

subsequent conversation with the nobles. It all may be, of course, a device
to show that the Buddha's memory was better even than that of a Gandharva.
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If aught is lacking to your pleasures, I will make it good..

If there he a man who molests you, then will I support you.

You, my lord, are my father, and I your son. Do not,.

Govinda, go forth.

The brahman Maha-Govinda^ went to King Renu and

replied to him in a verse :

Naught is lacking to my pleasures. I know of no one

who molests me. But I have heard a voice that is not of
man. What other course is there for me ?

(216) King Renu said to the brahman Maha-Govinda in

a verse :

What was this divine being who spoke, like P What did

he say that, on hearing it you leave my house and everything?

The brahman Maha-Govinda replied to King Renu in

a verse: 2

/ used to be^ always eager for sacrifice when the festal

day came round. * I would kindle the sacred fire, arrayed
in robes of ku^a grass.

But then Brahma the Eternal Youth appeared to me,^'

and when I had heard his words I fain would leave your
house and everything.

King Renu said to the brahman Maha-Govinda in a

verse :

/ believe the words that you have spoken, lord Govinda..

Having heard the voice divine, what other course could you
take ?^

And lord Maha-Govinda communicated other good words

^ The words evamukte Pancasikha,
" when this was said, Paiica^ikha,"

with which each stage in the Buddha's narrative are introduced, are omitted
in translating.

* There are two verses.
*

Literally me sato,
" me being," genitive absolute. D. 2. 244 has pubbe,"

formerly
"

for sarvaio
"
always."

*
Literally

"
of the festal day," upavustasya. Senart retains this ortho-

graphy for the Prakrit-Pali upavuttha on the analogy of the frequent nivasta
for nivattha.

* Hanimi. Senart assumes this to be a locative of aham, analogous to
the forms amhammi and mahammi cited by Hemacandra (3. 116). Cf. Edgertoa
Gram. § 20. 36.

*
Reading varlesi for vartemi.
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he had heard. [Then King Renu said]^ "Whatever course

be the lord Maha-Govinda's that also will be mine."

As a gem of beryl, pure without flaw^ or dross, pure like

that shall I live with Govinda to instruct me.

The brahman Maha-Govinda said to King Renu in verses':

// you give up the sensual pleasures by which wordly
men are stained,* it will be praiseworthy.^ Be firm and

steady in the power of forbearance.

(217) This is the Way to Brahma's city ; this is the

Way Eternal, the Way that is proclaimed by those who
know the true dharma, the Way that leads to birth in

Brahma's world.^

Now, Panca^ikha, the six kings heard that the brahman
Maha-Govinda was going forth from home into the homeless

state, and they hastily gathered together. Then, Pafica^ikha,

the brahman Maha-Govinda went to the six kings and said

to them,
"
Come, gentlemen, come, gentlemen. Seek

another counsellor who will administer all affairs in each of

your kingdoms. And why ? Because I am going forth

from home into the homeless state. For I have heard Great

Brahma with his own lips speak of reeking odours. Now
it is not possible for one who dwells at home to live the wholly

bright,' the wholly blameless, the wholly pure and the wholly
clean brahma-life. Life is a brief affair. We must go on

to the world beyond. There is no avoiding death for one

who has been bom. Therefore we must seek knowledge,

gain it, wake up, do good, and hve the brahma-hfe, and

commit no sinful act in this world."

Then, Paiica^ikha, those six kings reflected :

" Now
these brahmans are greedy for wealth. What if we were to

coax him with wealth."

^ Omitted in text, but necessary to the context.
' Reading akdco, as in D. 2. 244, for dkdie,

"
in the air." It is interest-

ing to note that in D. one MS. has akdse.
' In D. (2. 246) these verses are addressed to the six kings. That they

are mistakenly placed here is proved by the plural verbs jahatha and bhavatha.
• Rakta. D. has satta,

"
cursed ".

•
Literally,

" a praised thing," iastam. D. (2. 246) is different just here.
•
Saddharmavidbhirakhydto brahmalokopapattaye. D. has saddhammo sabbhi

rakkhito brahmalokupapattiyd,
"
the Righteous Path that good men guard,

to birth in Brahm&'s heaven
"

(Dial. 2. 277).
' See p. 210, n. i.
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So, Pancasikha, the six kings sought to coax the brahman
Maha-Govinda with wealth.

" O Maha-Govinda," said they,
"in these six kingdoms there is an abundance of worldly wealth,

honest, honestly won, gathered^ and amassed by honest

effort. Let the lord Maha-Govinda, therefore, take of this

wealth. Only, let him not go forth from home into the

homeless state."

But, Paiicasikha, (218) the brahman Maha-Govinda

replied to the six kings and said,
" We have, as you say, an

abundance of worldly wealth, which is honest, honestly won,

gathered and amassed by honest effort. It is just that which
I am renouncing in order to go forth from home into the

homeless state. And why ? Because I have heard Great

Brahma with his own lips speak of reeking odours. Now
it is not possible for one who dwells at home to live the wholly

bright, the wholly blameless, the wholly pure and clean

brahma-life. Life is a brief affair. We must go on to the

world beyond. There is no avoiding death for one who has

been born. Therefore we must seek knowledge, gain it, wake

up, do good and live the brahma-life, and commit no

sin in this world '."

Then, Paiicasikha, the six kings reflected :

"
These brah-

mans are greedy for women. What now if we were to coax

him with women ?
"

So the six kings sought to coax the

brahman Maha-Govinda with women.
"

Maha-Govinda,"
said they,

"
there are in these six kingdoms plenty of lovely,

beautiful, and high-class women possessing perfect beauty of

complexion. Therefore, let the lord Maha-Govinda take of

these women. Only let him not go forth from home into

the homeless state."

But, Paiicasikha, the brahman Maha-Govinda replied to

the six kings and said,
"
Gentlemen, I have already forty

wives of equal standing, who are lovely, beautiful, high-class

women possessing perfect beauty of complexion. These, too,

I renounce in order to go forth from home into the homeless

^ Ahhisahrita. On the principle of choosing the lectio difficilior, Senart

prefers this form here and on p. 222 (text) for the abhisahita of the MSS.,
and on p. 218 for abhyahrita. The a in -sd- is due to compensatory lengthen-
ing. Cf. siha for simha. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) says that abhisahita is

probably to be read.
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state. And why ? Because I have heard Great Brahma
with his own Hps speak of reeking odours. Now it is not

possible for one who dwells at home to live the wholly bright,

the wholly blameless, pure and clean brahma-life. Life is a

brief affair. (219) We must go on to the world beyond. There

is no avoiding death for one who has been bom. Therefore

we must seek knowledge, gain it, wake up, do good
and live the brahma-life, and commit no sin in this world."

The six kings said to the brahman Maha-Govinda,
"
Well,

then, Maha-Govinda, wait for seven years, so that we may
establish our sons and brothers^ in our several kingdoms.
Then will we come with you. For whatever be the lord

Maha-Govinda's course, that also will be ours."

Maha-Govinda replied to the six kings and said,
"
Nay,

gentlemen, your seven years is far too long a time. I am
going forth from home into the homeless state. And why ?

Because I have heard Great Brahma with his own lips speak
of reeking odours. Now it is not possible, etc."^

Then the six kings said to the brahman Maha-Govinda,
"
Well, then, Maha-Govinda, wait for six years." And they

went on to ask him to wait for five years, four years, three

years, two years, one year.^
" Wait for seven months, so

that we may establish our sons and brothers in our several

kingdoms. Then will we come with you. For whatever

be the lord Maha-Govinda's course, that also will be ours '."

But the brahman Maha-Govinda replied to the six kings
and said,

"
Nay, gentlemen, your seven months is far too

long a time. I am going forth from home into the homeless

state. And why ? Because I have heard Great Brahma
with his own lips speak of reeking odours. Now it is not

possible, etc."^

Then the six kings said to the brahman Maha-Govinda,

(220)
"
Well then, Maha-Govinda, wait for six months, so

that we may establish our sons and brothers in our several

>
Putrdbhratrika, cf. Pali puttabhatuka {DhA. i. 214).

* Lacuna in text. But the words omitted are so obvious that they need
not be supplied even in translation. It is not clear whether this lacuna
is in the ifes. or whether it is Senart's device to avoid repetition.

* The text is evam peydlatfi panca, etc., "and so on for five years, etc."

For peyala, see p. 198, n. 2.
* Lacuna, as before.
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kingdoms. Then will we come with you." And they went

on to ask him to wait for five months, four months, three

months, two months, one month, ^
(saying),

"
so that we may

establish our sons and brothers in our several kingdoms.
Then will we come with you. For whatever be the lord Maha-
Govinda's course, that also will be ours."

But the brahman Maha-Govinda replied to the six kings
and said, "Nay, gentlemen, your half-a-month^ is far too long.

I am going forth from home into the homeless state. And

why ? Because I have heard, etc."^

Then the six kings said to the brahman Maha-Govinda
" Well then, Maha-Govinda, wait for one week, so that we

may establish our sons and brothers in our several kingdoms.
Then will we come with you. For whatever be the lord Maha-
Govinda's course, that also will be ours."

Then did the brahman Maha-Govinda reply to the six

kings and say,
"
Well, gentlemen, your week is short enough.

Let it be then as you wish."*

Then the brahman Maha-Govinda went to the seven

thousand wealthy brahmans and the seven hundred young
householders^ and said to them,

"
Come, gentlemen, come,

gentlemen. Now choose another preceptor who will teach

you to recite the mantras. I am going forth from home into

the homeless state. And why ? Because I have heard Great

Brahma with his own lips speak of reeking odours "'

(221) The seven thousand wealthy brahmans and the

seven hundred young householders replied to the brahman

Maha-Govinda, saying,
"
Let not the lord Govinda go forth

from home into the homeless state. This going forth, Maha-

Govinda, brings little profit, little wealth, little power and
little praise. To be a brahman, on the other hand, brings

great profit, wealth, power and praise."
But the brahman Maha-Govinda said to the seven

^ Evam sarvatra kartavyam peydlam panca, etc.
^ Ardhamdse. But this period has not been named above. For this

motif of reducing a stipulated period from seven years to one week cf. V. 2,

182; M. I. 62-3 (=Z). 2, 214). (The translator owes these references to
Miss I. B. Horner.)

* Lacuna as before.
* Sukhi bhavatha yasyedanim kdlatn manyatha.
' See p. 205.
* Lacuna as before.
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thousand wealthy brahmans and the seven hundred young
householders,

"
Sirs, speak not so. For this going forth

brings great success, gain, power and praise, while to be a

brahman brings little profit, gain, power and praise. For,

sirs, whatever you have hitherto learned, all that is now the

explanation of what I do."^

The seven thousand brahmans and the seven hundred

young householders replied to the brahman Maha-Govinda,

saying,
" Even so, preceptor, even so, preceptor. This going

forth brings great success, gain, power and praise, while

to be a brahman, O preceptor, brings little profit, gain and

praise. And whatever we have hitherto learnt all that is now
the explanation of what you do.^ Whatever be the course

of our lord preceptor, that also will be our course."

The brahman Maha-Govinda said to the seven thousand

wealthy brahmans and the seven hundred young house-

holders,
"
Let it be then, sirs, as you wish."

(222) Then the brahman Maha-Govinda went to his forty

wives, who were all of equal standing, and said to them,
"
Let each lady who wishes go back to her own family and,

if she wishes, choose another husband. Let those who wish

stay in this brahman household. There is in this brahman
household an abundance of worldly wealth, honest, honestly

gained, gathered and amassed by honest effort. As for me,
I am going forth from home into the homeless state. And

why ? Because I have heard Great Brahma with his own

lips speak of reeking odours. Now it is not possible for one

who dwells at home to live the wholly bright, the wholly

blameless, pure and clean brahma-life. And why ?' Life is

a brief affair. We must go on to the world beyond. There

is no avoiding death for one who has been bom. Therefore

we must seek knowledge, gain it, wake up, do good,
and live the brahma-life, and commit no sin in this world."

Then the forty wives, who were of equal standing, said

*
Literally, "our (= my) reason," asmdkam eva nidanam, i.e. the reason

for what I do. The expression is obscure, but it seems to mean that even
the brahmanic teaching, if followed to its logical conclusion, would endorse
renunciation of the world. This sentiment is not in D. (2. 248).

* Tava nidanam.
* This question is strangely placed. It does not occur here in the repeti-

tions.
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to the brahman Maha-Govinda,
" But the noble Maha-Govijida

is our husband when we need a husband/ and our friend

when we need a friend. And whatever be the course of our

noble Maha-Govinda, that also will be ours."

The brahman Maha-Govinda replied to his forty wives,

who were of equal standing, and said, "Let it be then, ladies,^

as you wish."

Then, Paiicasikha, the brahman Maha-Govinda on that

seventh day had his hair and beard cut. He put on the yellow
robes and went forth from home into the homeless state.

And when he had gone forth the seven kings also went forth

after him, (223) and the seven thousand wealthy brahmans

and the seven hundred young householders and the forty

wives of equal standing, without mentioning a number of

courtesans, all went forth after him. The whole company
was several hundreds, several thousands.

Then, Paiicasikha, the brahman Maha-Govinda, aloof

from desires and rid of passion, taught the dharma to his

disciples to fit them for the companionship of Brahma's world. ^

And, Pancasikha, those of the disciples of the brahman Maha-

Govinda who wholly and on all points understood the dharma

taught by him, were reborn into the companionship of

Brahma's world, while those who did not wholly and on all

points understand the dharma taught by him, were reborn

among the Kamavacara devas. Some of them were reborn in

the company of the Caturmaharajika devas,* others in the

company of the devas of Trayastrimsa,
^ others in the company

of the Yama devas,
^ others in the company of the Tusita

devas,' others in the company of the Nirmanarati devas,
^ and

others in the company of the Paranirmitavasavartin devas.'

^
Literally,

" on the occasion for a husband," bhartdkale. D. 2. 249 has
bhattd bhattukdmdnam,

" husband of our heart's desire
"

(Dial. 2. 279).
*
Bhotiyas, pi. of bhoti, fern, of bhovant.

' Text has sahavratdye only, dative of purpose. Sahavratd is here the

equivalent of Pali sahavyatd. At 2. 118 (text) it has a meaning more in
accord with its supposed Sk. derivation from saha-vrata, namely,

" communal
devotion

"
or

"
belief held in common." See vol. 2, p. 114, n. 9.

* See vol. I, p. 25, n. 3.
*

Ibid., n. 2.
*

Ibid., p. 28, n. I.
'

Ibid., p. 4, n. II.
*

Ibid., p. 28, n. 3.
*

Ibid., n. 4.
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Again, Pancasikha, the women and men who showed
hardness of heart to the brahman Maha-Govinda and his

disciples were, on the dissolution of their bodies at death,

reborn to woe, to the way of ill, to ruin in the hells. But,

Pafica^ikha, those who were kindly disposed^ towards the

brahman Maha-Govinda and his disciples were, on the dis-

solution of their bodies at death, reborn in the way of bliss,

in heaven, in the company of devas.

Again, Paficasikha, whatever village or town the brahman
Maha-Govinda came to and stayed at, there he became as

a king of a kingdom,
^ as a deva to the laymen, and as Brahma

to the brahmans. And whenever he walked along an un-

frequented^ way, there also was he as a king of a kingdom,
as a deva to the laymen, and as Brahma to the brahmans.

Now this became known,* and when brahmans and lay-

men, townsmen and countrymen tripped,^ they recited the

solemn utterance,
'

Glory be to the noble Maha-Govinda.

Glory be to the minister of seven '.*

(224) This did the Exalted One relate when he was staying
at Rajagriha on Mount Gridhrakuta. And while this exposi-

tion was being given to him, the elated Pancasikha, the

Gandharva, rejoiced at the speech of the Exalted One which

was free of passion and dross and had clear dharma-insight
into things.

^ Cittdni only in the text ; it is obviously the latter part of a compound
the first part of which must have been an adjective of this meaning to form
the antithesis to paru^acittdni. The apparatus affords no clue to the exact

adjective missing.
* D., 2. 250, has raja raHnam,

"
king of kings."

' Niruha, which Senart says is inexplicable. Possibly, however, it is for

niru^ha, ?" isolated
"

"removed", from nir-uh ({uh) "to remove" etc.

But, perhaps, Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) is right in saying that the meaning
cannot be

"
a wild, deserted place

"
as people are shown to be present.

Still, it obviously is antithetical to
" town "

or
"

village."
*

? Api hi jitam. See p. 177, «. 2.
*

Utkhalitd, past part, from utkhalati. Senart, however, sees a difficulty
here, and in his note on the passage would emend into utkalitd, from utkal
"
to open out ",

"
be cheerful ". D. 2. 250 has upakkhalanti, with the

variant ukkhalanti, which the P.E.D. does not recognise. The right read-

ing here, therefore, would seem to be utkhalitd as in the text. Edgerton
{B.H.S.D.) says the form is semi-MIndic for utskhalati,

"
to trip ",

"
stumble.

"

* Sc. the Seven Kings. Such a recital of an auspicious saying in order
to counteract an ill omen is, of course, a commonplace of primitive custom
and still survives in folklore. Cf. M. 2. 209.
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The Exalted One said,
"
It may be again, monks, that you

will think that at that time the brahman named Govinda was

somebody else. That, verily, you must not think. And
why ? I, monks, at that time and on that occasion was the

brahman named Govinda. Then, too, when I went forth to

the religious life a great multitude accompanied me. And
now, also, has a great multitude accompanied me as I have

gone forth."1

Here ends the Govindiya-sutra dealing with a former life

of the Exalted One.

FORMER BUDDHAS^

The Exalted One, the perfect Buddha, having fully realised

the aim he had set himself, was staying at SravastT, in the

Jeta Grove in Anathapinda's^ park, and teaching devas and
men. He was respected, esteemed, revered, honoured and

venerated, and so on up to^ he had won control over his heart. ^

And in whatever states exalted Buddhas desire to abide, in

these do they abide. (225) Their hearts are upright, gentle,

supple, composed, loving, controlled, calm, free, pure,

stainless, honest, steady, firm, rid of attachment, not cUnging,

incorrupt, sober, like the earth, like water, like fire, like air,^

soft as kdcilinda^ is to the touch, like Indra's column, and

emancipated. Their knowledge is emancipated.^ They have

^ In D. 2. 252 the object of the siltra is shown to be doctrinal ; it is given
as a proof that renunciation always brings its reward. In the Mhuv., with
its fondness for edifying tales, it is a jdtaka illustrating and emphasising an
incident in the Buddha's career by recalling a similar one in a former life

of his.
* In the colophon this sutra is styled bahubuddhasutra, the

"
Sutra of

the Many Buddhas." A siltra of the same title is given in vol. i, p. 46 flf,

but the subject is only cursorily dealt with there. See vol. i (trans.),

p. 46, n. 2.
' See vol. I, p. 5, n. 6.
* Text has vistarena niddnam kritvd—describing the occasion in detail,

i.e. as such occasions are usually described, e.g. i, p. 34 (text).
* Reading cetovasiprdpto for -prdptd of the text.
*

I.e., having the unspoilt characteristics of the several elements. Cf.
vol. 2, p. 260-1 (text).

'' See vol. 2, p. 246, n. 14.
*
Suvimuktaprajnd, a bahuvrihi compound,

"
having emancipated know-

ledge." Generally we have the expression prajndvimukta ", Pali pannd-
vimutta,

"
emancipated by knowledge."
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removed obstacles;^ they are not fenced in^ nor obstructed.

They are the best of those who have the dharma as their

banner, the best of brahmans, nobles, young householders.

They are versed in the Vedas. They speak what is true,

profitable, certain, unequivocal, not what is false and untrue.

[Therefore the Tathagata is so named because he does not

speak what is not true.]'

Now there the Exalted One said to the venerable Ananda,
" With only one bowl of alms, Ananda, I am going to sit

here for three months and abide in the states of former Tatha-

gatas, Arhans and perfect Buddhas. No one is to intrude

on me in any way." "So be it. Lord," said the venerable

Ananda in obedience to the Exalted One.

So the Exalted One sat there for three months with one
bowl of alms, abiding in the states of former Tathagatas,
Arhans and perfect Buddhas.

Then when the three months were over the Exalted One

emerged in the evening from his seclusion. Coming out of

his hut* he sat down cross-legged. Now the venerable

Ananda saw the Exalted One sitting down cross-legged in

the shelter of his hut,*^ and on seeing him, he went to him,
bowed at his feet, and sat down to one side. As he thus sat

down on one side, he said to the Exalted One,
" The Exalted

One's faculties are calm and sublime, his complexion is clear,

and his face is shining. Verily, the Exalted One is abiding
in sublime states."

When this had been spoken, the Exalted One said to Ananda,
" Even so, Ananda, when he so wishes, Ananda, the Tathagata
can sit down with one bowl of alms for the kaipa or (226) or

what is left of the kalpa. And why ? Because, Ananda, it

*
Literally,

"
with cross-bars removed," reading utkfiplaparigha for

-parikha. Cf. Pali ukkhittapaligha. The latter expression is found com-
bined with samkinnaparikha,

" with trenches filled
'

, etc., as epithets of an
Arhan. The text would thus seem to be faulty here, having one compound
instead of two or more, and that one consisting of the participle of one and
the substantive of the other. At M. i. 139 = .^. 3. 84, there are five such

epithets of an Arhan.
•
Reading avethitaprdhdra

"
with no walls surrounding," for dvefhita-

prdkdrd, which would mean " with walls thrown round (them)."
* This sentence, as Senart remarks, is obviously a gloss which has found

its way into the text.
« Vihdra.
•
Kufi, here.
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was so in the case of^ former Tathagatas, Arhans and perfect
Buddhas who abode in these states, inasmuch as they had
won the perfection^ of charity, morahty, forbearance, energy^
meditation and knowledge.
An incalculable infinite kalpa ago there lived a Tathagata,

Arhan and perfect Buddha named Indradhvaja.^ Now,
Ananda, the royal city of the Tathagata, Arhan and perfect
Buddha Indradhvaja was named Indratapana, which was
twelve yojanas long from east to west and seven wide from
south to north.* It was encircled by seven ramparts made
of gold and faced with gold.

Again, Ananda, the royal city of Indratapana was sur-

rounded by seven rows of bright and beautiful palm-trees,
made of the seven precious substances, gold, silver, pearl,

beryl, crystal, white coral, and ruby. When the trunk was
of gold the leaves and fruit were of silver. When the trunk

was of silver the le aves and fruit were of pearl ; when the
trunk was of pearl, th e leaves and fruit were of beryl ; when
the trunk was of beryl the leaves and fruit were of white
coral

;
when the trunk was of white coral the leaves and

fruit were of ruby, and when the trunk was of ruby the leaves

and fruit were of gold. And, Ananda, when these palm-trees
were stirred and shaken by the wind, there was a rustling
sound^ that was gentle, pleasant and charming, not grating
on the ears, but like the sound of the five musical instruments

played in harmony by expert performers.
«

(227) And so,

Ananda, in the royal city of Indratapana men then were
intoxicated' by the music of the leaves of the palm-trees, and^
endowed and provided with the five strands of sensual desires

they diverted, enjoyed and amused themselves.

^
Literally,

"
it is the nature or characteristic, etc., of," bhavati and genitive.

* Paramita, so Nett. 87, but elsewhere in Pali pdrami.
"
In later literature

there is mentioned a group often pdramis," P.E.D., where references are given.
^ Also mentioned in vol. i. See index.
* Text has vistarena only, after the sapta yojanani, but

"
from south

to north "
is clearly implied after the general description of such cities.

*
Literally

"
a sound came forth," ghosa niscarati.

* The simile is shortened in translation. In full it would be
"
just as

the sound of the five musical instruments ... is gentle ... so the sound
of the palm-trees ..."

'

Sondamanusydpeyd for sonddpeyd manusyd, an instance of tmesis^
For sonda, vol. i, p. 194 has the Sk. iunda.
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Again, Ananda, the royal city of Indratapana was en-

circled by seven bright and beautiful railings^ made of the

seven precious substances, gold, silver, pearl, beryl, crystal,

white coral and ruby. Where the pillar was of gold, the

cross-bars, the supports and the base were of silver ; where

the pillar was of silver, they^ were of pearl ;
where the pillar

was of pearl, they were of beryl ; where the pillar was of

beryl, they were of crystal ;
where the pillar was of crystal,

they were of white coral ;
where the pillar was of white coral,

they were of ruby, and where the pillar was of ruby, they were

of gold.

Again, Ananda, these railings were faced with two net-like

fabrics, one of gold and the other of silver. On the gold
network there were bells of silver, and on the silver network

golden bells.

Again, Ananda, the royal city of Indratapana had three

gates (228) on each side, bright and beautiful and made of

the seven precious substances, gold, silver, pearl, beryl, crystal,

white coral and ruby. These gates, Ananda, had roofs of

tiles 3 made of the two precious metals, gold and silver. These

gates had steps made of the two precious metals, gold and

silver. The floor beneath* these gates was made of the two

precious metals, gold and silver. These gates had beams

made of the two precious metals, gold and silver. They had

patimodakas^ made of the two precious metals, gold and

silver. They had buttresses^ made of the two precious

metals, gold and silver.

Again, Ananda, these gates had opening panels' made of

the four precious substances, gold, silver, pearl and beryl;

1
Vedikdjdla. See vol. i, p. 153, n. i. For the other architectural

•details see the other footnotes on the same page.
* The text, of course, repeats each term.
» The text has istakd

"
tiles

"
(or

"
bricks ") only. Perhaps,

"
bricks

"

is the right rendering here, but vol. i. p. 195 (text) has vyatnotsanga. which
has been rendered

"
arch ". See Vol. i, p. 154, n. i.

*
Dharaniyo,

"
earth ",

"
ground ",

"
supporting ".

» See vol. I, p. 154, n. 6. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) would read patimoka
" an ornament fastened on ".

*
? Pratikula. This, possibly, corresponds to the anuvarga,

"
flanking

towers" of vol. i, p. 195. See trans, p. 154..
«• 3- Edgerton {B.H.S.D^

-queries whether it is for pratikuta,
"
counter-pinnacle."

'
Phalikaphalakdni, corresponding to phatikaphalakdni of vol. 1, p. 195.

Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) says the right reading is phalakha = AMg. phalaha
'"

a big plank ".
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They were faced with plates^ made of the two precious metals,

gold and silver.

Again, Ananda, these gates had shrines for relics^ made
of the two precious metals, gold and silver. In front of these

gates pillars^ were erected, which were embedded in the

ground to the depth of three men's length, were three men's

length high, and twelve men's length in diameter.* They
were bright and beautiful, made of the seven precious sub-

stances, gold, silver, pearl, beryl, crystal, white coral and ruby.

Again, Ananda, these gates were covered with two net-

like fabrics, one of gold and the other of silver. On the

golden net-like fabric (229) were bells of silver and on the

silver one golden bells. And, Ananda, when these net-like

fabrics were stirred and shaken by the wind, they gave out

a sound that was gentle, pleasant and charming, not grating
on the ear. It was just like the sound of the five musical

instruments played in harmony by expert performers.
^

Again, Ananda, the royal city of Indratapana was full of

such sounds as those of elephants, horses, chariots, infantry,

drums, cymbals, trumpets, flutes, lutes, songs and musical

instruments. It was full of cries bidding men to eat, consume,

drink, give gifts, live righteously, and of cries of welcome

to recluses and brahmans.

Again, Ananda, in the centre of the royal city of Indra-

tapana there was a pillar named Valaya, which was bright
and beautiful, and made of the seven precious substances,

^ Phalakastdra. See vol. i, p. 154, n. 5. According to Edgerton
{B.H.S.D.) the first part of the compound should be phalika = Sk. parigha" a bar ".

* Eluka, as in vol. i, for eduka.
3 Islkdni, neut. for fem. in Sk., properly "reed,"

"
rush." With islkdni

of. Pali esika, esikd, a by-form of isikd, meaning
" column ". See also

Edgerton (B.H.S.D.).
* The dimensional terms are different in vol. i, p. 196 (text). Ucca,"
high

"
is there udvedha, from ud-vyadh,

"
to pierce through in an upward

direction," Pali ubbedha. Udvedha here must, therefore, indicate another
dimension, and the only possible one remaining is that of the diameter or

length through. We should, however, expect as the term for this dimension
the BSk. pravedha (Pali pabbedha), which is used to indicate the distance

pierced through by an arrow. (See P.E.D. for references). In vol. i,

p. 196 the standard of twelve men's length is applied to the circumference,
if, that is, Senart is right in so interpreting the obscure parigohya. (See
trans, p. 154, n. 9. Edgerton {B.H.S.d!) gives it the same meaning, but thinks
the form is corrupt).

® See p. 221, n. 6.
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gold, silver, pearl, beryl, crystal, white coral, and ruby. It

was twelve yojanas high and embedded in the ground to the

depth of four.

This did the Exalted One say. And when he had so

spoken the Master went on to say more.
"
There was a

Master'' said he,
"
named Indradhvaja, golden of counten-

ance, distinguished by hundreds of virtues.
" He was a seer of great power, a Leader of the Sangha.

He instructed seven hundred kotis.
"

(230) He, the honoured Leader of a crowd of recluses„

entered the well-built city of Indratapand."

Now, Ananda, the Tathagata, Arhan and perfect Buddha

Indradhvaja proclaimed the Tathagata, Arhan and perfect
Buddha Mahadhvaja. Mahadhvaja proclaimed Dhvajottama.^

Dhvajottama proclaimed Dhvajarucira. Dhvajarucira pro-
claimed Dhvajaketu. Dhvajaketu proclaimed Ketudhvaja.

Ketudhvaja proclaimed Dhvajadhvaja. Dhvajadhvaja pro-
claimed Dhvajamaparajita. Dhvajamaparajita proclaimed

Aparajita. Aparajita proclaimed Supratapa. Supratapa pro-
claimed Pradipa. Pradipa proclaimed Supratisthita. Supra-
tisthita proclaimed Nagamuni. Nagamuni proclaimed Maha-
muni. Mahamuni proclaimed Munipravara. Munipravara

proclaimed Samvritaskandha. Sarnvritaskandha proclaimed
Bandhuma. (231) Bandhuma proclaimed Arista. Arista pro-
claimed Vijitavin. Vijitavin proclaimed Krakucchanda.

Krakucchanda proclaimed Asamasama. Asamasama pro-
claimed Prabhankara. Prabhankara proclaimed Oghaja.

Oghaja proclaimed Mahabala. Mahabala proclaimed Sujata.

Sujata proclaimed Parangata. Parangata proclaimed Maha-

prasada. Mahaprasada proclaimed Sukhendriya. Sukhen-

driya proclaimed Naksatraraja. Naksatraraja proclaimed

$atapu§pa. ^atapuspa proclaimed Viraj a. Viraj a proclaimed
Brahmasvara. Brahmasvara proclaimed $irasahvaya.

Now, Ananda, when ^irasahvaya was the Tathagata the

capital city was named Puspavatl. It was twelve yojanas

long from east to west and seven wide from south to north.

It was siuTounded by seven walls of gold faced with gold and

^ "
Tathagata, Arhan, and perfect Buddha "

are omitted in the transla-
tion of the rest of this passage, as well as

" O Ananda."
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encircled by seven rows of palm-trees which were bright and
beautiful/ and so on up to when the trunk of the palm-tree
was of gold the leaves and fruit were of silver. And, Ananda,
when the palm-trees were stirred and shaken by the wind

they gave forth a gentle and charmng sound. The people (232)
in the royal city of PuspavatI were intoxicated^ by the music
of the leaves and fruit, and, endowed and provided with the

five strands of sensual desires, they diverted, enjoyed and
amused themselves.

Again, Ananda, the royal city of PuspavatI was encircled by
seven railings, bright and beautiful, made of the seven pre-
cious substances, and so on as in the case of the royal city
of Indratapana.^ The royal city of PuspavatI^ was full of

such sounds as those of elephants, horses, chariots, infantry,

drums, tabours, cymbals, trumpets, flutes, lutes, songs and
music. It was full of cries bidding men to eat, consume,
drink, give gifts, and live righteously, and of cries of welcome
to recluses and brahmans. This royal city had a pillar named

Valaya, bright and beautiful, and made of the seven precious

substances, gold, silver, pearl, beryl, crystal, white coral and

ruby. It was twelve yojanas high and embedded in the earth

to the depth of four.

This did the Exalted One say. And when he had so

spoken the Master went on to say more.
"
In the succession

of these Buddhas," said he,
"
Sirasdhvaya was the last."^

" He was a seer of great power, a Leader of the Sangha.
He instructed seven hundred kotis. He, the honoured leader of
a crowd of recluses, entered the well-built city of PuspavatI.'"

Now, Ananda, the Tathagata ^irasahvaya proclaimed the

Tathagata Nagakulottama. (233) Nagakulottama proclaimed
Ksamottara. Ksamottara proclaimed Nagottama. Na-

gottama proclaimed Angottama. Angottama proclaimed
Vasava. Vasava proclaimed Candrima. Candrima proclaimed

1 These adjectives are nominative in the text, instead of instrumental
in agreement with talapanktehi.

*
Sunddmanusyapeya. See p. 221, «. 7.

'
Indratapandrdjadhdnivat.

* Text has the locative case, emphasised besides by tatra, but the qualify-
ing adjective, asunyd,

"
not empty ", is nominative.

* Pacchimaka, BSk. and Pali ; Sk. pascimaka.
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Hetumanta. Hetumanta proclaimed Jinendra. Jinendra

proclaimed Jambunada. Jambunada proclaimed Tagarasikhi.

Tagarasikhi proclaimed Paduma. Paduma proclaimed

Kaundinyagotra. Kaundinyagotra proclaimed the Tathagata
also named Kaundinyagotra.

This did the Exalted One say. And when he had so

spoken, the Master went on to say more.
"
In the succession

of these Buddhas the last was Kaundinyagotra.
"These three hundred sublime Buddhas were all named

Kaundinyagotra .

"They were seers of great power, Leaders of the Sangha,
in that one kalpa which is named Upala. Thrice three

hundred kotis was the great assembly of their disciples.

(234) "Thrice three hundred years was the term of life of
their disciples, and the true dharma survived for twenty-
three^ thousand years after they had passed away.''

Now, Ananda, the last Tathagata named Kaundinyagotra
proclaimed the Tathagata Candana. Candana proclaimed

Viraja. Viraja proclaimed Hitesin. Hitesin proclaimed

Supatra. And, Ananda, when Supatra was the Tathagata,
the royal city was named Abhayapura. It was twelve

yojanas long from east to west^ and seven wide from south

to north. It was surrounded by seven walls of gold and
encircled by seven rows of palm trees, bright and beautiful

and made of the seven precious substances.

In short, it is to be described in exactly the same way as

Puspavati. There, too, was a pillar named Valaya which

was bright and beautiful and made of the seven precious
substances. And, Ananda, the Tathagata and perfect Buddha

Supatra lived on for a full hundred kalpas contemplating the

way of the dharma. ^ He proclaimed the Tathagata Varuna.

^
Trevimsat, Sk. trayovitfiiat. Cf. Pali tevisa.

* These two points of the compass are supplied in translation ; they are

wanting in the text.
•
Properly,

"
the dharma as guide," i.e.,

"
the way along which it guides

"

dharmanetri, cf. vol. 2, p. 373 (
= trans, p. 338). Also Miln, 228 {dhammanetti) ,

where, however, S.B.E. XXXVI, p. 204, translates
"
the eye of truth."

But Miss I. B. Horner, in a communication, points out that possibly the
radical meaning of dharmanetri is

"
the cord that ties one to the dharma,"

i.e. the strict observances of the rules of life according to dharma, which, of

course, is another way of expressing
"
the way of the dharma." She cites in

support of this possibility SA . 2. 336 where bhavanetti is explained as bhavarajju,
"the cord (tying one) to becoming." So also MA. 3. 342 = DhsA. 364.
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This did the Exalted One say. And when he had so

spoken, the Master went on to say more.
" The Master

Supdtra," said he, "perfect in beneficence and compassion
and contemplating the way of the true dharma lived on for
a full hundred kalpas, and instructed thirty-two nayutas

of kotis."

After he had preached the word of the renowned calm*

he proclaimed the Tathagata Varunottama. (235) Varu-

nottama proclaimed Dhritarastra, Dhritarastra proclaimed
Sveturastra. ^veturastra proclaimed Sikhin, ^ikhin proclaimed
the Tathagata who was also named ^ikhin.

In the succession of these Buddhas sixty-two were named
^ikhin. All lived in the kalpa of Paduma.^

Mighty in power, routing the hosts of their enemies they
instructed^ many^ disciples in the true way.^

The last Tathagata, Ananda, proclaimed the Tathagata
Virudhaka. Virudhaka proclaimed Sunetra. Sunetra pro-
claimed Sujata. Sujata in the course of one single day^
instructed eighty-four thousand nayutas of disciples, and on
the same day he passed entirely away. And, Ananda, the

true dharma of that Tathagata survived for thirty thousand

years.

This did the Exalted One say. And when he had so

spoken, the Master went on to say still more.

Now, Ananda, the Tathagata Sujata proclaimed the Tatha-

gata Utpala. Utpala proclaimed Brahmottama. Brah-
mottama proclaimed Sudarsana. And, Ananda, when

^
Literally,

" made the word spreading calm," ksemavaistdrikam prdva-
canam karitvd, Ksemavaistdrikam, here at first sight is an adjective qualify-
ing prdvacanam, i.e.

"
the word spreading calm," but it seems better to

take it as a substantive, either in apposition to prdvacanam, i.e.
" The word

which was the renowned calm "
(sc. Nirvana) or as the object to prdvacanam

karitvd taken as a compound verb of saying. For this sense of vaistdrika
Senart compares Pali vitthdrika at /. 1. 29. See also Edgerton, B.H.S.D.

* Not mentioned elsewhere as the name of a kalpa.
'

Vinesi, sg. for pi., i.e.
"
each of them "

did so. According to Miss
I. B. Horner there are several instances of such a usage of sg. for pi. in PaU.

* Prithu in the sense of bahu. Cf. Pali puthu (2).
*
Satpathd for -an, adjective qualifying srdvakdn. So prithu for prithun.

* Ekind divasavdrena. Ekind is the instrumental of a consonantal stem
of eka. See also vol. 2. 103 (text) ; 3. 12, 13 (text). See Edgerton, Gram.
§ 21. 14.
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Sudarsana was the Tathagata the royal capital was named

Devapura.
It was twelve yojanas long and seven wide. It was sur-

rounded by seven walls of gold (236), and encircled by seven

rows of palm-trees, bright and beautiful, made of the seven

precious substances. It is to be described in the same way
as Abhayapura.

7n the succession of these Buddhas Sudariana was the

last. Mighty in power, Leader of a host of men, he in-

structed three hundred kotis. He, the honoured Leader of a

throng of disciples, entered tlie well-built city of Devapura.

Now, Ananda, the Tathagata Sudariana proclaimed the

Tathagata Arthadarsin. Arthadar^in proclaimed Mula. Mula

proclaimed Ausadhin. Ausadhin proclaimed Hitesin. Hitesin

proclaimed Jambiinada. Jambiinada proclaimed Sala. Sala

proclaimed Abhijita. Abhijita proclaimed Jinavaruttama.

Jinavaruttama proclaimed Sammatabhadra. Sammatabhadra

proclaimed ^asivimala. ^asivimala proclaimed Paun^arika.

Paundarika proclaimed Candrima. Candrima proclaimed
Bhavitatman. Bhavitatman (237) proclaimed Oghaja. Oghaja

proclaimed Abhaya. Abhaya proclaimed Svayamprabha.

Svayamprabha proclaimed Mahabala. Mahabala proclaimed

Aditya. Aditya proclaimed Pratapavanta. Pratapavanta

proclaimed Hitesin. Hitesin proclaimed Dhvajottama.

Dhvajottama proclaimed Dhvajadhvaja. Dhvajadhvaja pro-

claimed Ketu. Ketu proclaimed Ketuttama. Ketuttama

proclaimed Asahya. Asahya proclaimed Jambiinada. Jam-
biinada proclaimed Salaraja. Salaraja proclaimed Akuto-

bhaya. Akutobhaya proclaimed Nirmita. Nirmita proclaimed

Upasanta. Upasanta proclaimed Jinendra. Jinendra pro-

claimed the Tathagata who was also named Jinendra.

In the succession of these Buddhas the last was named

finendra. There were three hundred of these sublime

Buddhas all named finendra.

Mighty in power were they, Leaders of a host of seers :

in thut one kaJpa of Mahdyaia, thrice three hundred ko^is

was the great assembly of these Leaders.

(238) Thrice three thousand years was the term of life of
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these Leaders, and thrice thirty thousand years did the true

dharma survive after they had passed entirely away.

Now, Ananda, the last Tathagata named Jinendra pro-

claimed the Tathagata Sarvarthadarsin. Sarvarthadarsin

lived on in the world for a thousand kaipas contemplating
the way of the true dharma. And then he proclaimed Asoka.

Asoka proclaimed Dhvajottama. Dhvajottama proclaimed

Nyagrodharaja. Nyagrodharaja proclaimed Vipulayasa.

Vipulayasa proclaimed Jayanta. Jayanta proclaimed $ak-

yamuni. And, Ananda, when ^akyamuni was the Tathagata
and perfect Buddha the royal capital was named Simhapuri.
It was twelve yojanas long and seven wide. It was sur-

rounded by seven walls of gold, and encircled by seven rows

of palm-trees, bright and beautiful, and made of the seven

precious substances. It is to be described in the same way
as Indratapana. In Simhapuri there was a column named

Valaya, which is to be described as above.

In the succession of these Buddhas, ^dkyamuni was the

last. Mighty in power, Leader of a host of seers, he in-

structed three hundred kotis. He, the honoured Leadzr of
a throng of recluses, entered the well-huilt city of Simhapuri.

(239) Now, Ananda, the Tathagata ^akyamuni proclaimed
the Tathagata Sarvadaya. Sarvadaya proclaimed Atyuttama.

Atyuttama proclaimed Uttara. Uttara proclaimed Samitavin.^

The Tathagata Samitavin lived on in the world for a full

thousand kaipas, contemplating the way of the dharma.

And then he proclaimed the Tathagata Baladatta. Baladatta

proclaimed Bhagiratha. Bhaglratha proclaimed Anglrasa.

Angirasa proclaimed Nagottama. Nagottama proclaimed

Nagabala. Nagabala proclaimed Puspa. Puspa proclaimed

Pusputtara. Pusputtara proclaimed Meru. Meru proclaimed

Ratnagni. Ratnagni proclaimed Puspakrita. Puspakrita

proclaimed Dipamkara. And, Ananda, when Dipamkara
was the Tathagata the royal capital was Dipavati. It was
twelve yojanas long and seven wide. It was surrounded by
seven walls of gold and encircled by seven rows of palm-trees,

bright and beautiful, and made of the seven precious sub-

stances. The whole description is to be made as before.

^ Here spelt Samitdvina.
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In the succession of these Buddhas, Dipamkara was the

last. Mighty in power, Leader of a host of seers, he in-

structed eighty thousand disciples. He, the honoured

Leader of a throng of recluses, entered the well-built city

of Dipavti.

(240) Now, Ananda, the Tathagata Dipamkara proclaimed
the Tathagata Sarvabhibhu. Sarvabhibhu proclaimed Padu-

muttara. Padumuttara proclaimed Atjoiccagamin. Atyucca-

gamin proclaimed Ya^ottara. Ya^ottara proclaimed $ak-

yamuni. ^akyamuni proclaimed Arthadar^i. Arthadar^i pro-

claimed Tisya. Tisya proclaimed Pusya. Pusya proclaimed

Vipa^yin. Vipa^yin proclaimed Sikhin. Sikhin proclaimed
Vi^vabhu. Visvabhu proclaimed Krakucchanda. Krakuc-

chanda proclaimed Konakamuni. Konakamuni proclaimed

Ka^yapa. Kasyapa proclaimed Sakyamuni. And I who am

Sakyamuni have proclaimed Maitreya. Now, when Maitreya
will be the Tathagata the royal capital will be^ named

Ketumati. It will be twelve yojanas long and seven wide.

It will be surrounded by seven walls of gold, and encircled

by seven rows of palm-trees, bright and beautiful, and made

of the seven precious substances. The whole previous

description wiU apply to it.

In the succession of these Buddhas the last will be Mai-

treya. Mighty in power, the Leader of a host of seers,

he will instruct seven hundred kotis. He, the honoured

Leader of a throng of recluses, will enter the well-built city

of Ketumati.

(241) He who recounts the extolled Buddhas,^ the drivers

of tameable men,from Indradhvaja on to thefuture Maitreya,

he, the Master, Ananda, shines like the sun, as, in the

Aioka Grove, he questions the Lion-man, who is splendid

in majesty, the Conqueror who has conquered the lusts, saying,
"
Wonderful is the Exalted One's fame, wonderful is his

^
Abhufi, (sic) for bhavisyati. The redactor has copied the language of

the previous passages too exactly.
* A metrical version of the same sutra from another tradition, or, perhaps,

even from a different school or sect which preferred the epithet Daiabala

to Tathagata.
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glory in all the regions of the world. What deed did the

Exalted One perform that he now shines in the world of
men and of devas ?

"

When he heard this, the Great Sage, who had utterly

destroyed the sting of doubt,
'^ the Choice Being, with un-

impeded speech made reply,
"
Hear, Ananda, what the root of virtue was like

which I planted among Buddhas and their disciples, as I

passed through my various lives.
"
Whilst I was aiming at enlightenment and seeking the

eternal abode, right good service did I render them with

enraptured heart.
" When Dtpamkara was the Buddha, Ananda, and

when Sarvdbhibhu and Padumottara and Atyuccagdmin
were the Buddhas ;

" When the Buddhas were Yasottara, $dkyamuni,^
Arthadarsi, Tisya, Pusya, the Best of Men, and Vipaiyin,
the perfect Buddha ;

" When the Buddhas were Sikhin,^ Krakucchanda the

greatly wise, Kondkamuni and Kdiyapa, right great service

did I render them with enraptured heart.

(242)
"
Mighty in power were they, infinite in wisdom,*

famed throughout the world. These sublime Buddhas did

I honour, and hence, Ananda, I now prevail.
" Hence is my glory unequalled and my fame gone forth

in all regions of the world. Hence do I shine in the worlds

of men, of devas, and of Brahma.''

When he had heard these words spoken by the truthful
Guide of the world, Ananda, in gladness and in exaltation

of heart, further asked,
" How long ago^ did these Buddhas achieve superiority^

^ Miss I. B. Horner calls the translator's attention to Niddesa i. 59 where
seven

"
stings," or

"
barbs," sallas, are mentioned, of which the

"
sting

of doubt "
is the last.

' Here called the
"
6akyan-Lion," ^akyasimha.

^ Vi^vabhu is omitted here. See p. 230.
* Ananta -f lacuna in text. ? supply prajnd.
' Kevaciram. Keva is Sk. kivant, and kiyant, Pali kivant and kiva.

Cf. kevarupa vol. i, p. 97, etc. On p. 416, of vol. i, Senart remarks on this
form,

" Le Migadhi Jaina poss^de toute cette gamme de formes, evam, kevat,

kevatiya, r^duit en composition k ke
"

(after Weber, Bhagav., 422). Now see
Edgerton, B.H.S.D., s.v.

•
Ucyatam (? sic) for uccatdm.
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in the world ? For how long did they live on for the sake

of the whole world ?
" For thus does the golden-bright Buddha, in rapture and

joy tell the praises of the great Seers, the Buddhas of long ago.
"For thus does the Buddha, who has insight into the highest

good, and is the equal and peer of Buddhas, reveal the

wondrous power^ of all Buddhas."
" The sphere of Buddhas," said he,

"
is beyond thought,

beyond compare and beyond measure."
"
Enraptured was

I, Lord, on hearing these immortal words.
"
Infinite was the gain to the worlds of men and of devas

and of Brahma when he said that the spJiere of the Buddhas
was beyond the thought of others.

"
That one $dkyan prince, offspring of $dkyans, of the

highest $dkyan stock, the joy of the $dkyan clan, the Buddha,
with those words^ woke the world to truth."

"
After Dipamkara, Ananda, a full koti of kalpas

passed, (243) and then the Dasabala^ SarvdbhibhH arose

as a Light of the world.*
" When the Leader Sarvdbhibhu had passed to his bourne,

a hundred thousand kalpas afterwards the Daiabala Padu-
mottara arose.

" When the Sugata Padumottara had passed entirely

away, a hundred thousand kalpas afterwards the Exalted

One, Atyuccagdmin, appeared.
" When the Saviour Atyuccagdmin had passed entirely

away, having won fame throughout the world, five hundred

kalpas afterwards there arose the Buddha Yasottara.
" When the Buddha Yasottara had passed away, a

hundred kalpas afterwards there arose in the blind and lost

world the valiant Buddha ^dkyamuni.
" When the perfect Buddha 3dkyamuni had passed away,

Arthadariin arose. Nine and ninety kalpas afterwards,

Ananda, did he arise.

^
Prdtihdrya. See, e.g., vol. i, p. 193 (trans.).

* Text has taiha
"
thus," only, but the reference is clearly to the words

quoted by Ananda as having been spoken by the Buddha.
'

I.e., the Tathagata, so-called from his possession of the
"
ten powers."

See vol. I, p. 126.

Reading Dipaloko, nominative in apposition, for Dipaloke.
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"
Five and ninety kalpas afterwards the Light of the

world Tisya arose ; two and ninety kalpas after him the

valiant man Pusya arose in the world.
"
Eighty-nine kalpas afterwards Vipasyin arose in the

world ; thirty kalpas afterwards arose $ikhin and Visvahhu.
"
{Then there followed) the great light Krakucchanda,

Kcndkamiini and the glorious Kdsyapa. And in the same^

auspicious kalpa,^ / also arose, Ananda.
" And I have proclaimed that in a future age in this kalpa

there will he a high-minded, mighty Buddha named Maitreya.
"
For a whole kalpa did the exalted Dtpamkara live on

in the world ; SarvdbhibhU also lived on for a kalpa for the

sake of the world.
"
Padumottara lived on in the world for a full koti of

years. (244) The exalted Atyuccagdmin lived on for a

hundred thousand years.
"
Yasottara lived on for ninety thousand years, Artha-

darsin for . . . ^, Tisya for ninety-five thousand, and

Pusya for ninety-two.

"In those days of yore the life of the Buddha Vipasyin
was eighty thousand years, and that of ^ikhin seventy

thousand.
" In those days of yore the life of VisvabhU was sixty

thousand years,'^ that of Krakucchanda fifty thousand, that

of Kondkamuni thirty thousand, and that of Kdsyapa

twenty thousand.

'And now, Ananda, the measure of the life of me who

am sovereign of the 3dkyans in this insignificant world is

one hundred years.

^ Eva, "thus," "also."
*
Bhadrakalpa. Cf. Budv.A., 191, yasmin kappe panca buddhd uppajjanti

so bhaddakappo.
3 There is something wrong with the text here. It reads yasottara nayati

varsasahasrdni arthadarsi asthdsi. But according to the hst already given
more than once Yasottara should be followed by Sakyamuni. Also the

absence of a copula makes arthadarsi look like an adjective qualifying
Yasottara, instead of being, what it actually is, the name of the Buddha
following ^akyamuni. Two MSS., however, insert ^akyasimho, i.e. 6ak-

yamuni. That, of course, would upset the metre. It thus would seem
as if the last and first lines respectively of two successive couplets have

dropped out, and these would have given the years both of ^akyamuni and
Arthadar^in.

* Varsasahasrdni is understood with this and the next two numerals.
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" Some thrived^ on their magic power, others on their

deeds ; hut then putting aside their magic power and their

deeds, they passed away in the middle of their sojourn in

heaven.^
"
Like the blazing sun when it is high in the sky in

autumn, so did Dipamkara stand with his radiance per-

vading a hundred yojanas.
"
Irradiating all the world, teaching the dharma which so

rarely appears, he lit up the world, and hence was he so

named.
"
The Dasabala Sarvdbhibhu, prevailed over thousands of

kotis of beings, and led them to the immortal Way. Hence
was he styled

'

invincible
'

,

"
Padmnottara went to the park in his fair city, and there

enjoyed himself in the pool.^ (245) In the pool he saw a

lotus growing as big as a chariot wheel.
" He climbed on to this and sat down there cross-legged.

And while the large lotus was fading away he attained the

five super-knowledges.
"And when he was in possessioti of the five super-

knowledges he rose up in the air by his magic power. Lean-

ing against the foot of the bodhi tree the Daiabala won
omniscience.

" When the exalted Atyuccagdmin stood up he was as tall

as a palm-tree. Hence wis he called 'the exceeding high one '.

"
Wide-spread was the teaching of Yasottara, who tamed

the untamed. Infinite was this Exalted One's glory. Hence

was he styled
'

he whose glory is superior '.

"
The 3dkyan of Gotama's clan left his prosperous and

rich city and renounced the seven treasures.* Hence was he

styled
'

the $dkyan sage '.

^
Literally,

"
stood

"
asthdnsu.

•
Antardparinirvrita, cf. Pali antard parinibbdyin = an An&gitnin.

But the whole verse is enclosed in brackets by Senart as being of doubtful

appropriateness here. Not only is the metre difJerent from that of the
rest of the passage, but the subject is the Buddhas who pass away from their
lives on earth, not in heaven. The word " heaven

"
is used here only for

convenience of translation ; there is no svarga in the text. But the expression
antardparinirvrita does have a sense which approximates that of

"
heaven ",

for it denotes that happy state which good men attain after death and from
which they pass to nirvana instead of to rebirth.

• Sare from sara = Sk. saras.
• So. of a cakravartin or universal king.
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"
Arthadarsin instructed hundreds of disciples in what is

good and in Arhatship. Hence was this Conqueror styled

in the world
'

he whose gaze is on what is good '.

" The Light of the world, Tisya, was horn during the

festival of Tisya^; he who dispels the darkness in the world

was thus called Tisya.
" The Light of the world, Pusya, was born during the

festival of Pusya. Hence was he called Pu^ya in the world

after that constellation.^
"
With the insight of his watchful and all-seeing eye,

Vipasyin saw that forms were impermanent.^ Vipasyin
means pure of sight. Hence came his name Vipasyin.

(246)
" A guardian of the earth, he ordained what is good

and the rules that produce what is good.^ Hence the Exalted

One was styled Vipasyin.^
" When the Conqueror Vipasyin awoke to enlightenment

he looked out on this world and perceived that it was in a

state of trouble.^ Hence was he called Vipasyin.
"
Sikhin was so called because at his birth the lock of

hair'' on his head gleamed exceeding brilliantly like a blazing

fire fanned by the wind.

^
Tisyamahe vartante, i.e. the festival celebrating the ascendancy of the

lunar mansion, the sixth (or eighth), called Ti^ya.
' Name of the sixth lunar mansion.
' The text has rupdni pasyati aniryo. Senart explains aniryo with refer-

ence to irydpaiho, iriyapatho,
"
the (four) postures

"
(see vol. i, p. 18) and

translates
"
sup^rieure aux conditions ordinaires de la vie." It is difficult,

however, to see the relevance of this. The verse emphasises Vipa^yin's
insight. Any man can see forms, but it requires a man of insight to discover
their true nature, which is impermanence. Aniryo has, therefore, been
emended into unitya,

" he sees that forms are impermanent." Cf. rUpe
anicc' anupassand, Ps. 2. 186 f. See the Mahdpaddna Suttanta {D. 2. i ff)

for similar emphasis on Vipasyin's insight.
* This is from the tradition of Vipasyin's sagacity as a ruler, which is

alluded to, e.g., in the Mahdpaddna Suttanta, and is cited here as further

proof of his insight.
' I.e. one gifted with insight.
• Text has kesaridharmam,

" a hairy state "(!). The emendation is

fairly obvious. Though two MSS. have veiari, the right reading is kisara,
which is found several times in the Mhvu. joined to alpa- in the sense of
" with little difficulty or trouble." See the text of vol. i, p. 270 ; 2, pp. 216,
286 ; and 3, p. 31, and translation vol. 2, p. 206, n. 2. The original form
is probably the Vedic kricchra. Cf. Pali kiccka and kasira. At D. 2, 30
we have the first of the two Pali forms—kiccham vatdyam loko dpanno,"

verily this world has fallen on trouble." The fact that these words are
there an observation of Vipassi's strengthens the supposition that the BSk.
equivalent of kiccha is the word needed to express what is practically the
same thought in the Mhvu.

^ Sikha.
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" When the lord of Conquerors VHvahhu was horn it

rained in a continuous downpour. So the report went forth
that his name was ViivabhU.'^

"
The exalted Krakucchanda and Kondkamuni, and the

glorious Kdsyapa were so named by their parents after the

names of their clans.
" The splendid kinsman of the sun,^ the Supreme, the

Exalted One, the Foremost of Men, was hy birth a noble,

sprung from Iksvdku's line.

"And then in a brahman's unconquered and rich house-

hold, a brahman •will renounce his plentiful pleasures and

go forth to the religious life.
" In a prosperous household and one well adorned with

wisdom^ Maitreya will appear in the world in a future age.
"
In bis first assembly* tbere will be ninety-six kotis, all

of them Arhans who have won self-control and shed their

passions. In his second assembly there will be ninety-four
kotis, (247) all of them Arhans who have won self-control and
shed their passions. In his third assembly there will be

ninety-two kotis, all of them Arhans who have won self-control

and shed their passions.
"
The greatly wise Dtpamkara was by birth a noble. The

Dasabala Sarvdbhibhu was by birth a brdhman.
"
The Daiabala Padumottara was by birth a noble, while

the Exalted One Atyuccagdmin was by birth i brdhman.
"
Yaiottara and^ ^dkyamuni were by birth nobles ;

Arthadariin, Tisya, and the supreme of men, Pusya, were

by birth brdhmans, great seers who made their selves to grow.
"
Vipaiyin, $ikhin, and Viivabhu were nobles, and

Krakutsanda,^ Kondkamuni and Kdiyapa brdhmans.

^ The explanation of the name apparently rests on the similarity in sound
between vilva, "all," and varsa, "rain". The BudvA., 247, says of his
Pali name that he was so called because, when he was born, he roared like
a bull, vasabhanddam nadi. The Com. on Mhvs. (Vamsatthappakasini,
I. 63) has two other, alternative, explanations of the name.

* I.e. Gotama. The verse implies that he was called after his clan.
'
Sumatipratiman^ita. The verse implies that Maitreya is derived from

matt," wise ".
* Sc. Maitreya's.
• No copula in text, while the verb dsi is sg. as well as the predicate

kfatriyo. But as seen above we have to do with two distinct Buddhas of
these names.

• So spelt here instead of Krakucchanda. Cf. vol. i (text), pp. 2, 6.
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" The son of King ^uddhodana of Iksvdku's line by

Maya, he who brings joy to the ^dkyans, was a $dkyan
gently brought up.

"
Maitreya will he be called who, free of passion, liberated,

emancipated of heart, with a retinue of a hundred kotis

will pervade the worlds of men and of the lords of the Suras. ^

"
These Supreme of men arise in one of two kinds of

families, either in a family of nobles or in one of brdhmans.
"
For when nobles are reputed foremost in the world, then

are the Buddhas, the Supreme of men, born in a noble family.

(248) "And when brdhmans are reputed for their worth

in the world, then are the Buddhas, the Great Seers, born

in a family of brdhmans.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment,

I saw Dipamkara, the world's Foremost Man, at a cross-

roads, wearing matted hair, and in my exultation I lauded

him.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment,

I took some flowers of gold and reverently showered them

on SarvdbhibhU.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlighten-

ment, I gathered a bouquet of silvery powers and reverently
showered them over Padumuttara.

"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment,

I showered gold over the exalted Atyuccagdmin^ who was

compassionate to the world.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment

I honoured with worship the illustrious Yasottara as he

was surrounded by his community of monks.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment,

I took fragrant costly perfumes and sprinkled them over

Sdkyamuni.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment,

I took gold and silver and beryl and reverently showered them
on Arthadarsin.

"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment

^
Merely another way of saying,

"
the worlds of men and of devas."

''

Atyuccagdmin is nominativus pendens in the text, but in sense is the
object of okire

"
I strewed him with gold," okire being opt. (i sg.) in aor.

sense.
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with ever-present endeavour, I praised Ti^ya, Saviour of the

world, in his presence.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme etUightenment

and had attained the Path,^ with rapture and reverence I

stood worshipping Pusya.

(249)
"
Whilst I was questing %fter the supreme enlighten-

ment, I saw Vipasyin coming like the moon when it is full,

and I spread my cloak in his path.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment,

I regaled with solid and soft food the world's Benefactor,

$ikhin, and his attendant company of monks.
"
Whilst I was questing after the supreme enlightenment, in

rapture I bestowed^ costly robes on Visvabhic and his monks.
"
I lived the brahma-life under three Saviours of the

world, and it was Kasyapa who proclaimed of me that I

should win the supreme enlightenment.
"
Having been active^ under twelve*' Buddhas, under

three I sought for nirvana. But the three kept me in the

world and I became a deva of the Three-and-Thirty .

"
After I had in the ninety-first kalpa returned to the

world, for nine kalpas more I passed through various lives

as a Bodhisattva.
" Endowed with an energetic body and having attained^

wide wisdom I stood supreme in energy among men for
nine kalpas.

"
It is energy, the force that none other but me speaks of,

which is the instrument^ of enlightenment. And energy is

not without praise as a force and faculty of the bodhyangas.'
" The Best of Men progress by way of renunciation,

^ Text has samdpanna only, which may indicate either the winning of

the Path of Arhantship or the attainment of the (eight or nine) samdpattis.
•
Acchddaye. See p. 36, n. 2. Here opt. (i sg.) in aor. sense.

• Or "
satisfied," kritin.

• Senart reads dpancahi and renders
"
sous cinq ", but he has to admit

that his interpretation is very doubtful. It seems pretty obvious, however,
that the right reading is dvddakahi. For we have been told that Gotama
had served

"
twelve " Buddhas before the three under whom he lived the

brahma-life, and who, presumably, were the three who prevailed on him
to live on in the world.

» Samdhiia. See P.E.D. for references to the Pali use of this word in

the same sense.
•

Literally
"
contrives ", yantreti, denominative of yantra,

" machine ."
' See vol. 2, p. 142, n. 3.
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charity, self-control and restraint. And when the world's

age begins anew'^ they become Valiant Men.^
" For a hundred kalpas the Best of Men strive to attain

enlightenment, but the Sakyan Valiant Man became a

perfect Buddha in the ninety-first kalpa.^
"

(250) Having a firm hold of the virtue of generosity,''' the

greatly glorious Bodhisattvas laud the liberality, morality,

and wisdom of the Great Seers.

The liberality of the Buddhas is taught by the Sugata in

a matchless way and with matchless intelligence. Who will

not feel a spiritual joy in remembering such a Sugata ?

Thus did the Exalted One speak and the worlds of devas

and of men and of Asuras rejoiced at his words.

Here ends the Sutra of the Many Buddhas.

THE STORY OF SARVAMDADA^

Hail to thee,^ Mahdvastu, the great repository of the

dharma, the bringer of great welfare to the multitude, that

art full of great knowledge. For thou wast revealed by the

Sugata, the perfect Buddha, for the wdl-being of all men.

^ Vivartamane lokasmim. Cf. vivartakalpa. See vol. i, p. 43, «. 3.
•

Literally,
"
bull (-men)", pungavd, epithet of the Buddhas.

' It seems hopeless to try and arrive at any consistency in these figures.
In two places in the preceding passage Senart suggests navati,

"
ninety ",

for nava,
"
nine ", so as to make Gotama's re-incarnations as a Bodhisattva

total a period of ninety kalpas, to be followed by his enlightenment in the

ninety-first. But while this explanation would be consistent with the

figure in this last line, there is much in the passage that it does not take
into account. The passage as a whole clearly implies that Gotama became
a Bodhisattva in the ninety-first kalpa, having in the preceding kalpas paid
honour to other Buddhas. Then follow nine kalpas of successive rebirths
as a Bodhisattva, which bring us to the hundredth kalpa. Thus, if the
same figures apply to all Buddhas the line, te hodhim kalpasatena samud-
dnenii narottamd would be a correct summing up of tlie figures. Unfortun-

ately, this line is followed by atha ekanavate kalpe sambuddho sdkyapungavo,
which can only be understood as implying a distinction between te . . .

narottamd,
"
those (? other) Buddhas," and Gotama himself {$dkyapungava) .

* The sutra is rounded off by an extract from a stock of commonplace
quotations.

* Cf. the story of Vijitavin, 3. 44 ff (text).
•
Reading bhadramte for hhadanta of the text. According to Senart

such eulogies were a common feature of Northern Sanskrit compositions.
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Those who teach the true dharma and those who listen to

the teaching of it, all attain the immovable state of nirvana.

Sarvamdada had once achieved a life in which he blessed

the whole world with the benefits of his practice of charity

and self-control. And $akra then lived as one who was

opposed,^ and feared lest Sarvamdada should dislodge him

frcm his sovereignty.

3(ikra therefore conjured up before Sarvamdada a hell into

which had fallen the great and perfect in charity.

(251) And they cried
"

hero, we pray you bring to an

end this misery of ours of which charity is the cause. Let

all beings be happy."
And 3akra said,

"
hero, with your calm, your charity,

and ycur self-control, why should you not seek^ the happiness

of Bhagavail^ in the other world ?
"

Sarvamdada replied,
"
Naught do I care for the city of

Bhagavait, much less for those who long for it.*'

"
I seek the immovable state of nirvana, ivhich knows no

old age, death or disease, where there is no loved one^ nor

separation frcm a loved one, but the peace that comes from
hcmelessness, and constant freedom from ill."

3akra answered and said,
"
Most hard to endure is that

state wherein one wakes up to knowledge and leaves behind

the enjoyment of sensual pleasures.
"
Change your mind, indulge your wishes, delight in the

happiness of sensual pleasure and in the happiness of easy^

enjoyment."
Sarvamdada replied,

"
If $akra's throne were for ever

mine and were I never parted from any pleasure of sense,

even then my mind would not be fixed on the cmnfort of the

*
Literally,

"
having a life with an appearance of an obstacle," savighna-

rupacaritas. But Senart admits that his restoration of the text is very
conjectural.

*
Prarthayet, 3rd pers. for 2nd, unless we read viras, nom. for vira, vocative.

* As appears from the sequel, the name of a celestial city, though it does
not seem to be mentioned elsewhere.

•
Literally,

"
still more, prageva, (do I not care)."

•
Priyajanah. But there is a lacuna of two syllables before this word.

As the usual antithesis to priyaviprayoga
"
separation from what is dear,"

we would expect apHyasamyoga,
" union with what is not dear." But the

MSS. do not seem to warrant a restoration on these lines.
• Vifama- to be read avi^ama-, the initial a being elided after sukhe.
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pleasures of sense, and I would not forswear my vow to win

omniscience.
" The pleasant things of the devas and those of men, the

happiness in this present life and in the life beyond, were

I blest with these for countless years (252) I would not

forswear my vow to win omniscience.
"
The ills that are in this world and those manifold ills of

countless kalpas that we h^ar of, were I afflicted therewith

for countless kalpas / would not forswear my vow to win

omniscience.
"

If, before I became possessed of the knowledge of the

highest good, I had in the meantime^ to sojourn in the hell

of Avtci, I would not let my zeal abate, nor would I forswear

my vow to win omniscience.

. . .^ I woidd eat a ball of iron and drink molten copper,^

but I would not forswear my vow to win omniscience.
"
I would dwell with murderers in a cave ; I would let

my body be devoured and grow up again and again. Such

affliction could I bear, ere I would forswear my vow to win

omniscience.
"
If there rained upon me a shower of sharp arrows and

knives, if every inch of my body^ were pierced thereby,

such affliction could I bear, ere I would forswear my vow

to win omniscience.

(253)
"
If I could win this highest knowledge only after

paying homage to Buddhas as countless as the sands of the

Ganges, all this long series of recurrent lives could I bear,

ere I would forswear my vow to win omniscience.
"
If I should have to stay amid the dregs of the womb

for kotis of great kalpas^ and if when born this body of
mine should be maimed^ during a hundred lives, I could

^ The text here has the unusual expression ydvantarena . . . tdvantaram

yadi, which does not readily admit of an idiomatic rendering in English.
* A lacuna of two lines.
^
Typical torments of hell. See vol. i, p. 6 ff.

*
Literally

"
my whole body without remainder," sarvam sariram . . .

asesam.
* A mahdkalpa includes the four kalpas of dissolution of the world, of

the state of dissolution, of evolution, and of the evolved state.
*
Reading with one MS. {c)chijjeya, from chijjati, BSk. and Pali pass, of

chid, Sk. chidyate, for khijjeya, the corresponding form from ^/^jc? "to oppress."
The former verb as denoting a severer kind of affliction seems preferable here.
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hear my body undergoing such affliction ere I would forswear

my vow to win omniscience.
"
The woes of hell and the woes of the world of the brutes,

and the manifold woes of the world of ghosts and of men,
had my body to undergo all this affliction, I would not for-
swear my vow to win omniscietice.

" Had I to spend in the world nayutas of lives and live

for an equal number of nayutas of kalpas in hell, I could

bear all this affliction for however long ere I would forswear

my vow to win omniscience.
" No more can I be turned from this resolve, for I have

made it for the sake of the world's welfare. Until I have

won the immortal and achieved my hope, I shall not

forswear my vow to win omniscience.
"
Stoutly mailed and clad in adamantine armour as I am,

there will be no wearying in my charity, self-control and
devotion. (254) In order to release men from being born

again, I will not forswear my vow to win omniscience."

And so, with their minds settled and their aims well

resolved on, men will fare through the world with their hearts

fixed on enlightenment. As though with many a leap^ they
will cross to the ocean's other sJwre. They will win enlighten-

ment and break Namuci^ and his power.

RAHULA

When the Exalted One, standing in the air at a man's

height, had performed his various miracles of double appear-

ance,^ when Rahu, Vemacitrin and Mucihnda, lords of the

Asuras, and sixty nayutas of other Asuras had had revealed

^Langhitabahubhir-eva, an irregular compound form for bahulanghiiaifi.
Miss I. B. Horner has supplied an interesting note on this passage. She
compares Miln. 36, where purisa (the Hero) jumps (pakkhatidati) to the
farther bank of a river in full spate. Others follow him, and when he sees
that their minds are freed, he aspires, or leaps as it were (santpakkhattdati)
after the fruit of stream-winning.

"
This leaping to the Farther Shore,"

she adds,
"
seems to me to point to Sudden Attainment—a notion that

entered Buddhism after the Pali Canon, which always speaks of gradual
{anupubbena) attainment."

* I.e. MSxa.
» See p. 115.
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to them^ the supreme perfect enlightenment, and when many
thousand kotis of beings had been established^ in the noble

dharma and had realised for themselves the fruit of winning
the stream, and when the true unchangeable method of the

Master's teaching had been seen, then King ^uddhodana rose

up from his seat and, holding out his joined hands to the

Exalted One, bowed before him and made this solemn utter-

ance.
"
My son," said he,

"
great gain have I well won in

that I have such a son as you, the best of bipeds, endowed

with all good qualities. Not in vain, my son, but fruitful

was your going forth when you renounced the sovereignty of

this great kingdom of a universal ruler, and left your kith and

kin behind. Not in vain, my son, but fruitful have been the

six years you spent in austerities. Yea, not in vain, my son,

but fruitful has been your attainment of enlightenment.
Not in vain, my son, but fruitful has been the dharma revealed

by you. For your like is not to be found in the world of

men and devas, of Mara, of Brahma, of recluses, of brahmans,
or of wanderers, or among the generation of devas, men and
Asuras. Not in vain either, my son, but fruitful has been

my own life (255), since in my realm such a son has been

bom, who is incomparable in the whole world, supreme of

devas and of men. Well were it now, my son, that, benevolent

to the whole world as you are and compassionate, bestowing

your compassion on it, you should bestow your compassion
on me, too, by eating at the royal palace as long as you intend

to stay in Kapilavastu." And the Exalted One silently inti-

mated his consent.

When he perceived the Exalted One's silent consent. King;
Suddhodana was elated, glad and joyful. He bowed at the

Exalted One's feet, saluted him three times from the right,,

held out his joined hands towards the company of disciples,,

and then departed.
Then King Suddhodana, when the night was past, prepared

a plentiful supply of solid and soft food. He had the city of

Kapilavastu sprinkled and swept, and cleared of dust, stones,

^
Vydkaritvd. Active participle for passive, with the retained secondary

accusative bodhim, much Hke the retained accusative with passive "verbs,
of teaching

"
in Latin, etc.

*
Pratisthapayitvd. Active for passive again.
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gravel and pebbles. He had it strewn with garlands of

flowers, scented with pots of perfumes, draped in bright cloth,

covered with a canopy and hung with festoons of strips of

cloth. All along the way from the Banyan Grove to Kapi-
lavastu he stationed dancers, mimes, athletes, wrestlers,

tambourine players, tam-tam players,^ players on the fife, flute

and dvistvala,^ clowns,^ acrobats,* reciters, minstrels, and per-

formers on the^awcafa^M^a,^ so that the Exalted One's entry into

the city should be made in great regal majesty and splendour.
Then on the next day,^ neither too early nor too late, the

Exalted One took a Magadhan breakfast^ and dressed and
clothed himself. Escorted and attended by his company of

disciples, with ^ariputra on his right, Maudgalyayana on the

left, and the monk Ananda behind, he with them moved on

in successive ranks each double the preceding one.^ The

progress of exalted Buddhas is like that of a flight of swans.'

Now there are certain things which inevitably happen when
Buddhas enter a city.^" (256) When the Exalted One enters

a city, horses neigh, elephants trumpet, peacocks dance,

cuckoos call,ii musical instruments sound without anyone

playing them, and jewels rattle in their caskets. At that

moment the blind recover their sight, the deaf their hearing,

and the insane their reason. The poisoned become rid of

^ Kumbhathunika. See p. iii, n. 4.
• See p. Ill, n. 6.
• Sobhika. See p. iii, n. 2.
«

? Kheluka.
' See p. Ill, M. 8.
•
Aparejjukato. See vol. 2, p. 407, n. i.

'
Literally,

"
the breakfast being Magadhan," Mdgadhahe prdtardie.

Practically the same expression occurs at i, p. 307 (text) and was there

translated "having breakfasted at Magadha," in spite of the geographical
and linguistic difficulties of such an interpretation. It is now suggested
that the allusion is to some unknown kind of breakfast traditional in Magadha.
Alternatively, the adjective Magadhaka may denote an article of food

•especially common in Magadha. Unfortunately, the only such article

known is garlic, lasuna, which is thus defined at V. 4. 259, lasunam noma
mdgadhakam vuccati. And the Buddhists were forbidden to eat garhc.

• This is an attempt to render the obscure dvayopardjikam. It is tenta-

tively suggested that this compound can be analysed into dvaya-upa-rdjikam,"
successive rank (increased by) twice." This suggestion would seem to

be borne out by the circumstance explained in the following note.
• Cf. vol. I, p. 307 (text; translation, p. 256), where it said that four

go in front, eight immediately behind them, and so on to the sixty-four

bringing up the rear.
"

Literally
"

it is the dharmatd of Buddhas on entering a city."
^'

Tunatundyati, on onomatopoeic verb.
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poison. The unbelieving and those slow of faith now become

convinced.^

Thus then did the Exalted One enter the city, and no

sooner had he planted the soles of his feet in the gateway of

the city of Kapilavastu than the great earth shook, trembled,

quaked and quivered in six ways. It rose up in the east

and sank down in the west
;

it rose up in the west and sank

down in the east ;
it rose up in the south and sank down in

the north ;
it rose up in the north and sank down in the south. ^

And after the Exalted One had entered the city of Kapila-

vastu, he in due course came to his father's house. The

^akyans of Kapilavastu then called the ^akyans together and

issued a proclamation saying,
"
Friends, no one is to tell

Rahula that he is the son of the Exalted One. He who will

do so will pay the penalty of death,"

Now the Exalted One took all his meals at the royal palace.
But then Mahaprajapatl Gautami appealed to King Suddho-

dana, saying,
" Your majesty, if it is agreeable to you, let

the Exalted One eat at my house." And the king replied,
"
Gautami, let it be so."^

Then Mahaprajapatl Gautami went to the Exalted One,
bowed her head at his feet, (257) held out her joined hands
to him, and said,

"
Let the Exalted One consent to eat to-

morrow at my house." The Exalted One silently intimated

his consent.

Mahaprajapatl Gautami, on perceiving the silent consent of

the Exalted One, when the night was past prepared a plentiful

supply of solid and soft food. She had her house sprinkled
and swept, hung with festoons of fine cloth, strewn with heaps
of flowers and made fragrant with incense. She assigned a

1 Pratisamvidita. This word, if correctly restored, must have such
a sense here, although in the only instance of the use of its Pali equivalent
cited in P.E.D. it has the straightforward sense of

" known ",
"
recognised ".

But to say that the unbelieving were known is irrelevant to the context.
On the analogy of what happened to the blind and the others, we expect
to be told that in effect the unbelieving were made believers. It would
seem, indeed, as though the right reading here is the causal form pratisam-
vedita,

"
were made to experience or to know," or, alternatively, the finite

verb pratisamvedayanti,
"

felt,"
"
perceived

"
{sc. the truth). Edgefton

{B.H.S.D.) translates,
"
possessed of special knowledge."

^ The fifth and sixth motions, namely of the middle regions and the
extremities, are omitted. See vol. i, p. 34.

'
Literally, "do so," evam karohi.

S
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very costly seat for the Exalted One and seats according to

their rank^ for the company of his monks.

Then the Exalted One dressed betimes, took his bowl and

robe, and, attended by the company of his monks, came to

the house of Mahaprajapati Gautami. The Exalted One sat

down on the seat assigned to him as the company of monks
sat on theirs.'' And Mahaprajapati Gautami with her own
hands regaled and served with plentiful solid and soft food

first the Buddha and then the company of his monks. When
the Exalted One had finished eating, washed his hands and

put away his bowl, and the company of monks had done

likewise, he gave Mahaprajapati Gautami and the women of

the court a graduated discourse on dharma.'

Now this is what the graduated discourse of exalted

Buddhas is, namely, a discoiu^se on charity, a discourse on

morality, a discourse on heaven, a discourse on merit and a

discourse on the fruition of merit.'* Mahaprajapati Gautami

beHeved with a trusting heart, and then the Exalted One
revealed to her the four Aryan truths of ill, the arising of ill,

the cessation of ill, and the Way leading to the cessation of ill.^

And while she sat there on her seat, Mahaprajapati Gautami

won a clear dharma-insight, pure and unsullied, into things.

Then the shadow of the Exalted One happened to fall on

Rahula. And all the hair on Rahula's body bristled, all his

limbs perspired, and his whole frame thrilled.

Sitting down in the Exalted One's shadow, (258) Rahula

regarded him with steady gaze.

*
Literally,

"
according to what belonged or fitted," yathopakam. Upaka

has in both BSk. and Pali the variant form upaga, and this may be the

radical form, as is suggested by Miss I. B. Horner in a communication.
She cites V. 2. 162 where monks are assigned their seats, etc., yatha-
vu44ham,

"
according to seniority," but at V. 2. 274, after eight nuns are

thus seated yathavu44ham, the rest are seated in the order of their coming,
yathagatikam. Yaiha-upaka {= upaga) may, therefore, simply mean that

the monks took their seats in the order {yathd) they came in {upagacchanti) .

•
Reading yathasane for yathdsanam. Perhaps the text is due to the

corruption of an original yathasane sdnatn (gen. pi. of 3rd pers. pronoun).
»
Anupurviyadharmadeiand. This corresponds to the Pah expression

anupubbikathd.
* In Pali texts the topics are four, charity, morality, heaven, and the

Path. See P.E.D. for references. The Mhvu. discourses on merit and the
fruition of merit are additional to the Pah formula.

• The text has tndrga,
"
way ", only, but the usual quahfication duhkhaniro-

dhagamin is obviously implied.
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Rahula then asked his mother,
" Where is my father gone,

mother ?
"

Yasodhara replied,
"
My son, he has gone to the

south country." Rahula said,
" What has he gone to the

south country for ?
" Yasodhara replied,

" He has gone there

to trade." Rahula said,
" But why does not my father send

me a nice present ?
" Yasodhara replied,

" The way is stopped

bj'^ the nobles. "WTien it is possible for him to come,^ he will

come himself."

Rahula then asked,
"
Mother, can this recluse be any

relation of mine. For never has any one affected me^ as this

recluse has. It seems to me that he has taken possession of

my whole heart. It cannot be without some cause that at

the mere sight of this recluse such love is aroused^ in me as

is aroused by the sight of no other ^akyan. I therefore think

that he is my father." But Yasodhara replied,
"
My son, he

is not your father." Rahula, however, wistfully appealed to

his mother,* saying
"
Mother, I insist that you tell me^ who

this recluse of mine is."

Ya^odhara's heart was troubled because of her love and

affection, and she considered how she should deal with him.
" Now if I tell him," she thought,

"
the penalty for so doing

is death. But then, if I do not tell him, it is my own son

who will be deceived. Come what may,® I will tell him. I

would rather that the ^akyans stab and hack me limb by
limb with a sharp knife than that I should not tell my own
son, the noble Rahula. I would rather that the Sakyans
cut my body into strips' with a sharp knife than that I should

not tell my own son, the noble Rahula. I would rather that the

Sakyans cut my body up with a sharp knife into pieces the

^
Agacchyati, impersonal passive, "cum veniri potest."

^ "
Fallen on my mind," mano nipatati.

3 The text has no verb. Senart tentatively suggests utpdditam.
*
Reading mdtaram utkanthito (or utkanthayd) ydcati. Senart's text is

ntdtrikarunakanthikdya ydcati, which he renders
"
avec un embrassement atten-

drissant pour une m^re." This, as he admits, involves giving kanthikd an
arbitrary meaning just to suit the context. Edgerton (B.H.S.D. s.v.

kanthikd). however, agrees with Senart, though it is the only instance adduced
of kanthikd = " embrace ".

'
Literally

"
very much against your will tell me," atyavasyam me aciksdhi.

*
Jdne kim bhavatu.

'
Properly

"
into strips of leather or skin (flesh)," vaddhapattikdyam.

According to Edgerton (B.H.S.D.), vaddha is MIndic for Sk. vadra or
vardhra.
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size of a penny or a farthing,
^

(259) than that I should not

tell my own son, the noble Rahula. I would rather that the

Sakyans cut up my body into a hundred pieces than that I

should not tell my own son, the noble Rahula."

When^ Rahula saw the Lion-man, the Sugata, come

attended by his noble throng, he regarded him with steady

and concentrated^ gaze.

After glancing at his mother, Rahula, with his joyful and

jet-black eyes like those"' of an elephant or a partridge,

regarded the Sugata.
When he had seen the Lion-man, the perfect Buddha,

sitting down surrounded by the goodly throng, he drew near

to him like a suckling calf.^

And as the joyful prince sat down in the shadow of the

Sugata, he said to his mother,
"
Pleasant is the shadow of

this recluse.^
"
Many $dkyan princes have I seen who have travelled

in all parts and return laden with loads of jewels. But

they did not gladden my heart.
"
But when I saw this yellow-garbed recluse my body was

immediately thrilled. And it was thrilled also when I heard

his sweet words.
" As I beheld him, with his tender and web-like'' hands,

gracious and lovely throughout, I rejoiced, for verily he is

a sublime sight.
" I was glad when from a distance I saw him coming in

his golden beauty. And when he went away again I was

grieved at his absence.
"
Not without cause is it that, when I see one who is

• These terms are not actually equivalent respectively to the text

kahdpana (Pali, id., Sk. kdr?dpana, a copper coin weighing 5 /6ths of a

penny) and mdsika (Pali mdsaka, lit. a small bean, and hence a small coin

of very low value). But they are appropriate to the sense. There is an
allusion here to the method of torture called kahdpapaka in Pali.

• A metrical version of the same story.
• Or "

deliberate," abhimana
"
having the mind on," BSk. and Pali.

• Nayandm should surely be changed to nayanehi. The accusative is

inexplicable.
'

I.e., as a suckling calf, vatsa k^rapaka, approaches its mother.
• Cf. V. I. 82 where RS.hula addresses Gotama with the words, sukha te

samana chdyd.
'' See vol. 2, p. 264, «. 2.
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unknown to me, (260) my mind becomes exceeding glad at

the mere sight.
"
I can hut think that that recluse was my father or my

brother, or someone else among my kin, for so was my body
thrilled.

"
Tell me, mother, ifyou have seen or heard of him before,

why he so greatly gladdens my heart."

When she had heard her son speaking so, Rdhula's

mother with a passionate sigh spoke and said,
"
My heart

is aflame, for he pleads with such gentle words. I cannot

but tell my own son, the noble Rdhula.
"
I would rather they stab my body with a well-whetted

knife, than that I should forbear to tell my own son, the

noble Rdhula.
"
I would rather that the $dkyans tear my body in strips,

than that I should forbear to tell my own son, the noble

Rdhula.
"
I would ratlier they cut up my body into pieces the size

of a penny or a farthing, than that I should forbear to tell

my own son, the noble Rdhula.
"
/ would rather that the $dkyans cut up my body into

a hundred pieces, than that I should forbear to tell my own

son, the noble Rdhula.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

like the flowering karnikara^ golden and lovely, is your

father.

(261)
" He between whose eyebrows is a tuft growing to

the right like the spirals of a shell, he, my son, is your

father. It is from him this radiance springs.
"
He, my son, whom, you see yonder in golden beauty,

with the fragrance of good works'^ diffusing a scent like that

of the dark sandal-wood tree, is your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

standing fixed in the four meditations,^ like Himalaya the

monarch of mountains, is your father.

^
Pterospermum acerifolium or Cassia fistula.

*
Silagandha. Cf. Dh. 55 ; Vism. 58.

^ As Senart remarks, the uninflected dhydna catvdri for catursu dhydne§u
is a barbarism remarkable even in the Mhvu., and so is the nominative case
of the substantives, Himavdn, etc., in the similes in this and the following
verses.
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"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

rising up amid his noble company like a golden elephant,

is your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

like a fanged and powerful lion surveying all around him,

is your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

attended by his noble company, like a bull among tJie herd,

is your father.

"He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

lighting up the world with his radiance like tJie moon when

it is full, is your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty, like

the rising sun bringing light to the dark places, is your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

escorted by fwsts of devas, like 3akra their king, is your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty,

uttering a wondrous sound like Brahma in his heaven, is

your father.
"
He, my son, whom you see yonder in golden beauty

(262) like the flowering sal tree, his body resplendent with

the thirty-two marks of excellence, is your fatJier.
"
He, my son, is your father, who left his fair city and

you and me, and went forth heedless of his kith and kin.
"
He, my son, is your father, who went away riding on

Kanthaka's back, leaving^ us all comfortably asleep in our beds.
" The devas opened the gate for him, the Saviour of the

world, and stilled the noise that no one might Jiear it.

" Then when he sojourned in the land of the Malias,
^ he

spoke to Chandaka, saying,
' Take this lock of hair and

bear it to ^uddhodana.
" '

Give my jewels and Kanthaka to the king and greet

my mother and him for me.
" '

I go the way there is no turning back, but when I

have reached the goal, Til come again. Free from grief

through laying down the burden^, I will become a field of
merit in the world.

•
Avahaya is to be supplied from the preceding stanza.

• See vol. 1, p. 29.
• Sc. of existence.
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" '

Free from grief through laying down the burden,

having reached the goal and overcome the lusts, in mercy
ril come to my people in Kapilavastu '."

Then when Rahula heard from his mother that this was his

father, he clung to a corner of the Exalted One's robe and

said,
"
Mother, if he is my father, I will go forth from home

to the homeless state and follow the way of my father."

As soon as Rahula had taken hold of the corner of the

Exalted One's robe, all the women of the court cried out.

And King ^uddhodana (263) heard that cry, and hearing it

was terrified. He asked,
" What is that dreadful noise, which

is like the cry of the great crowd when Sarvarthasiddha left

home ?
" Some people told him, saying,

" Your majesty.
Prince Rahula clung to the robe of the Exalted One and said

that he would go forth." Now when King Suddhodana

sighed the whole royal family sighed ; when he wept,^ then

the whole body of Sakyans wept. And so both within and
without all was lamentation.

When King ^uddhodana had done with weeping, he wiped
his tears, went to the Exalted One, bowed at his feet, arranged
his robe over one shoulder, knelt with his right knee on the

ground, held out his joined hands, and said to him, "It is

enough that the Exalted One should have renounced his great
universal sovereignty and left his family^ and gone forth from

home. Well would it be, therefore, if the Exalted One should

order Prince Rahula not to go forth so that this royal family
be not made extinct."

The Exalted One replied,
" Your majesty, this being is in

his last existence ; he has done his task, and he retains the

impressions of his lives ^ under other Buddhas. It is impossible
that he should live with a wife at home.* He must be com-

pletely emancipated from these skandhas.^

^ Prarunda. See vol. 2, p. 207, n. i. VA. loio says that Suddhodana
was concerned because, if Rahula, following Gotama and Nanda, his half-

brother, left home, there would be none to succeed to the throne. See
I. B. Horner : Bk. of Disc. 4, p. 104, n. 5.

* Lacuna in text, but, as Senart suggests, jnativargam is probably the
word to be supplied.

' Vasitavdsana. See p. 175, n. i.
*
Grihakalatramadhyavasitum.

* See vol. I, p. 58, n. 3.
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King $uddhodana believed with a serene faith, and he said

to the Exalted One,
"
Since the time that the Exalted One

left home none of us has been able to render the proper service

to Rahula, to take his horoscope,^ to braid his hair, and

provide him with earrings.
^

Lord, if Rahula must needs go
forth to the religious life, then it were well that the Exalted

One come in seven days. On the seventh day he will be

ready to leave home. For by that time his horoscope will

have been taken, his lock of hair braided, and his earrings

arranged. Then he can go forth."

(264) Then the Exalted One said to Rahula,
" Go back,

Rahula, and do as your grandfather bids you." So Rahula
let go his hold of the comer of the Exalted One's robe.

Ya^odhara took him by the hand and led him into the inner

apartment. There she sat down with Rahula in her lap and
said to him,

"
Rahula, my son, do not go forth to the religious

life. What you have in mind, my son, is hard to achieve.^

Here in the royal palace you have fine garments of Benares

cloth to wear. You have magnificent beds to he on, and
deUcate food to eat. But Rahula, my son, when you have

gone forth, you will have to lie on a spreading of straw on the

ground. Your seat will be at the foot of a tree
; you will

have to go begging for alms among the low caste Cancjalas

and Pukkasas; you will have to look at the snorting mouths
of angry men, and eat cast-off morsels of food. You will

have to collect* the discarded rags of a slave-girP from the

cemetery,* and you will have to dwell in forest tracts. There

1
Jdtakarma, Pali jatakamma, i.e.. the karma involved in the particular

day of his birth; explained at PvA.igo as rakkhatta-yogatn uggatihati.
* Kun4alavardhana,

"
the arrangement (Pfixing) of earrings." Possibly,

however, vardhama is here used in the same way as Pali va44f^ana in the
sense of va44hamdna at Mhvs. 23, 33 to designate

"
a (pair of) specially

costly garments," P.E.D. The translation would then be "(provide him)
with earrings and special garments." But there is no evidence for a cere-

monial occasion of this nature to support either interpretation. Edgerton
(B.H.S.D.) suggests

"
cutting locks (curls, kun4alaka) of hair."

* Durabhisambhuna. Abhisantbhuna is a participial adjective of the verb

abhisambhunati. BSk. and Pah, equivalent in sense to abhisambhavati. In
a note on vol. i, p. 406, Senart approves Childers's derivation of this verb
from the root bhri of the Dhdiupathd. It is of frequent occurrence in our
text, e.g., I. 46, 230, 240; 3. 334. On p. 264 (text) we have sambhunati
in the same sense. See also Edgerton, B.H.S.D.

*
Sdhartavyd. Cf. abhisdhrita, p. 213, n. 1.

*
Reading kumbhaddsiye for -vdsiye. So Senart.

* Smaidnd, abl. sg., for imaidndt.
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you will hear dreadful noises, such as the cries of lions, tigers

and jackals. But you, Rahula, my son, grew up in the royal

palace delicately nurtured^ and used to comfort. You,
Rahula, my son, were bathed while listening to the sweet

strains of lute and fife and cymbal. How will you have any
joy ? Surely, you will overcome^ this delusion. It were well

for you, Rahula, my son, to divert and amuse yourself with

the five strands of sensual pleasures here in the inner apart-
ment. Why should we have another one going forth ?

"

Rahula answered and said,
"
Mother, did not my father

grow up in a great king's court ?
" Ya^odhara replied,

" Even so." Rahula said,
"
Whosoever speaks the truth

will say that he was delicately, most delicately brought up.
And yet does not he who is my father (265) now lie on a bed
of straw on the ground, arrange his seat at the foot of a tree,

go begging for alms from house to house, eat cast off morsels,

and dwell in a forest tract ? And was he not dehcately brought

up like me and used to comfort ? What he has attained,

shall I, too, not attain ? I, too, mother, will give up the

pleasures of sense, go forth from home into the homeless state,

and inevitably I will attain nirvana. And, mother, if there

be anyone here who is resolute and mindful, consider me ta

be so, too, in that I am going forth and following in the way
of my father."

Yasodhara said,
"
My son, is it inevitable that you go.

forth ?
" Rahula replied,

"
It is quite inevitable." Yasodhara

said,
"

Is there no escape ?
" Rahula replied,

"
There is not."

Yasodhara said,
"
Will you forsake me, your grandfather^

and your kith and kin ?
" Rahula replied,

"
I certainly will."

Yasodhara said,
"
Listen, my son. If it is, as you say,

inevitable that you go forth from home to the homeless

state, you must live with the doors of your six senses well

closed and guarded. You must know the proper measure

^ Sukumdra. See vol. 2, p. 106, n. i.
* Sambhunati. See p. 252, n. 3.
3
Aryyaka, for the usual BSk. ayyaka. See vol. 2, p. 379, n. 3 ; also

vol. 3, p. 264 (text). This form, if correctly restored here, is a hybrid one,

consisting as to the first part of the original Sk. arya, and as to the second
of the BSk. (and Pali) modified form ayyaka, diminutive of ayya, which is

contracted from ariya (or metathesised ayira), the diaeretic form of drya.
See P.E.D. B.H.S.D. cites the fem. dryakd,

"
grandmother ".
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in eating. You must always apply yourself to vigilance and
endeavour. You must be strenuous. You must abide in the

observation of the proper way of standing, walking and

sitting down.^ And, my son, you must abstain from flesh.

You must not transgress the code of morals ordained by the

Buddha. You must, my son, bear fully in mind the code of

morals ordained by the Exalted One. You must, my son,

follow accordingly by reason of what life is.^ To gain the

nirvana you have not yet won you must, my son, have good
self-control. And why ? Women will come, my son, who are

venerable,' gracious and beautiful to make obeisance to the

Exalted One, and these, my son, you must regard as you
would your mother.* Women will come, my son, who are

young, gracious, beautiful and bedecked with jewels. But
for these, my son, you must not have any desire (266), and
on such occasions you must abide having an insight into

what is ill and what is transient. If, Rahula, my son, you
can turn your heart away from going forth, then do so as a

favour to me."

Then orders were issued by Kling ^uddhodana in the city

of Kapilavastu.
"
Gather all the perfumes," said he,

"
and

garlands, flowers and aromatic powders that are to be found

around the city of Kapilavastu within a distance of twelve

yojanas. Assemble all the dancers, actors, athletes, wrestlers

and tambourine-players.

The desires of devas are fulfilled by the thought of their

minds ; those of kings by the word of command ; those of
rich men are fulfilled without delay, and those of poor men

by their own exertions.^

^ Three of the irydpathas. See vol. i, p. i8, n. 5.
•

Jivitahetor. This seems a more appropriate rendering than "
for the

sake of Ufe ", which would be a strange sentiment for a Buddhist.
' Mahallika. See vol. 2, p. 60, n. 7.
*

Literally, "in the case of these you should call up the mother-mind,"
tenant (for tdsdm) mdtrisarfijnd upasthapayitavyd. For the thought compare
S. 4. iio-i, where it is said that the reason why young monks do not dally
with sense-pleasures is that they obey the injunction :

"
in the case of

those who are just mothers, sisters, daughters, call up the mother-mind,
sister-mind, daughter-mind" (i.e., as the Com. says, regard all women-folk
as you would your own mother, sister, daughter). The translator owes this

reference to Miss I. B. Horner.
' For this couplet, which occurs several times in our text, see vol. i,

p. 213, n. 1.
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As soon as the king had spoken, the city was decorated,

cleaned, swept clear of gravel and pebbles, fumigated by pots
of incense, hung with festoons of fine cloth, draped in bright

cloth, overhung with a canopy, and strewn with heaps of

flowers.
1

Why do women in the prime of youth and adorned with

varied garlands stand in their many thousands at the cross-

roads ?

Young women are there in the inner chamber of the

palace . . .

^
hurriedly running like fawns to the windows.^

For Rdhula the son of the Buddha, the offspring of$uddho-
dana, is abandoning his kingdom as the Exalted One did,

and going forth to the religious life^

(267) The drum is beaten, the lutes are played, giving

forth their sweet notes. Tabours are beaten, and ere long
the young prince will come out.

Seven-stringed lutes sweetly resound as they are played
with the bow . . .

^ 'ere long the young prince will come out.

There is a splendid, merrily rattling chariot, draped in

skins of leopards and antelopes. Eagerly tJie young prince
mounts it and leaves his home.

There are cries of loving farewells and thousands of hand-

claps^ resound in front of Rdhula, whose glory is deathless,

as he leaves home.

The ^dkyans,'' with radiant crests and clothed in mantles

of wool,^ and riding on stately elephants follow the young

prince as he goes away.

^ The story is here continued in verse, for the beginning of which Senart
leaves a lacuna because of the impossibiUty of restoring a coherent text.

The MSS. suffice to show that the passage omitted consisted of a question
inspired by the sight of the preparations ordered by the king to celebrate

the seventh day, the day of Rahula's leaving home.
2 Lacuna.
' Olokanakd nidhavanti.
* A lacuna in the second pada makes the translation uncertain. It

seems necessary, too, to read va
(
= eva) -avahaya for cavahaya. One MS.

has cavahaya.
' Lacuna.
•
Reading, as Senart suggests, pdnighdta for pdnighata."
Text has ie

"
these ", only.

'
Amsukasikharijdtd satakakambalakanivastd. But Senart in his notes

queries whether the meaning is that the ^akyans when so dressed resembled
mountains (sikhara) of clothes !
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With radiant crests, clothed in mantles of wool, and

speaking eloquently and sweetly, they follow the young prince
as he goes away.

Soon, the king's women are distressed, and their eyes fill

with tears when they see the gathered chariots, horses and

carriages stretching over a yojana^ as though in a display

of splendour.^
He whose eyes are like the elephant's or the partridge's

now has reached the city gate escorted by the comely beautiful

women, as Indra is escorted by his devas.^

He comes to the Banyan Grove, to his father, the Supreme

of men, the Guide, the Lion-man, whose beauty is golden.

(268) Having won glory he bows before him whose glory

is supreme. And the Valiant Man, with his gentle webbed

fingers, strokes the head of his noble son, and says,
"
My good

Rdhula, surely your concern for self-control^ will bearfruit, for
that you have abandoned material form with its pitifulness.^

This will beyour last existence, soon you will attain nirvana.'*

Then the Exalted One spoke to the venerable ^ariputra,

saying,
"
Ordain Rahula, and let him share your hut with

you." The elder asked the Exalted One,
"
How, Lord, shall

I ordain him ?
" The Exalted One replied,

" O ^ariputra^

with the ordination of one who is a young man* into the

Aryan dharma and discipline. He is to say,'
'

I, Rahula,

am coming to the refuge of the Buddha, to the refuge of the

dharma, to the refuge of the Sangha.' Secondly, he is to say,
'

I am Rahula. The Buddha and none other is my refuge.

The dharma and nothing else is my refuge. The Sangha and

nothing else is my refuge. As long as I live, I, Rahula, will

abstain from murder, theft, from wrong sensual behaviour,

from falsehood, and from the state of indolence induced by

^
Literally

"
a gathered yojana of," yojanam samacitam.

*
Siriye viya or, perhaps,

"
like those of the goddess Sirl." But the

restoration of the text is probably incorrect.
» Maruhi, a term especially appropriate here ;

for maru is really a vocalic

form of marut, and the Marutas were the companions of Indra.
*
Niyamaprek^d.

'
Sakarunariipe.

*
Apparently the same as the ordination of a novice. Cf. V. i. 82.

' Bhandti, for bhanati, the ending -dti having apparently a modal force.

See Senart's note at i. p. 499. Now add Edgerton, Gram. § 27. 4.
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indulgence in toddy and spirits. Establish me as a la y
devotee^ on the basis of these five moral precepts.

^
I, Rahula,

will follow into the religious life the exalted Buddha who has

gone forth to the religious life.' A second time he is to say, 'I,

Rahula, will follow into the religious life the Buddha who has

gone forth to the religious life.' A third time he is to say,
'

I, Rahula, will follow into the religious life the Buddha
who has gone forth to the religious life. I, Rahula, as long
as I live, will observe the novice's^ rule of abstention from

murder and so on as far as the rule against accepting silver and

gold*
' For these are the ten moral precepts.

" Then the elder will cut Rahula's hair and ordain him.

Sariputra (269) will take him by his right hand and Maud-

galyayana by the left and lead him to his bed of straw. ^ "

Thus did the Exalted One direct it should be done.

The Dasabala^ spoke to the pair of disciples that had won

fame and glory in heaven and earth, the chapter"^ of well train-

ed disciples, abounding in wisdom, who had done their tasks. ^

"Inasmuch as he will acquire keen faculties , let the young
Rahula be ordained into this dharma : let him be a follower^

of mine."

^
Upasaka.

^ Panca siksdpaddni. See vol. i, p. 168, n. i.

^ ^rdmanera, Pali sdmanera. Divy. 153 has sramaneraka.
*

I.e., he is to express his adherence to the ten siksdpaddni.
* It is not quite clear whether this sentence is part of the Buddha's

instructions or whether it is a statement of fact. The only finite verb in

the sentence is upavisensu. In the translation this aorist has been taken
as equivalent to the optative,

"
Let them lead to." It may equally well

be aorist in force. Then the translation should be,
"
the elder cut Rahula's

hair . . . and led him to his bed of straw."
* A metrical version, from another source, of the scene between Rahula

and his mother, is introduced here. Note the use of
" Dasabala ", and cf.

p. 230, n. 2. The verses do not seem to be in the right order. This
scene should naturally, and as it does in the prose, precede Rahula's ordina-

tion, instead of following it as it does here.
' Gana is here obviously used in the sense of varga (vagga), as Sariputra

and Maudgalyayana were acting with the recognised authority of a chapter
of monks, which could consist of two, three or ten monks. See V. i. 58,
and cf. vol. i, p. 3.

* The text has karakandikaro , apparently an adjective agreeing with
Dasabala. But this word, as Senart admits, is utterly inexplicable. The
translation has been made on the tentative assumption that the right reading,
or at least a plausible one, is karaniyakatam (in agreement with yugam 'pair').
Cf. Pali katakaraniya, "One who has done what is to be done," a phrase
indicating the attainment of Arahantship. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.)

" can do
nothing with the word."

* Kritdnukdrin.
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Then $driputra,^ with his knowledge of right times, said

to tJie Guide of the world,
" How shall I ordain the noble

Rdhula, the Conqueror's own flesh and blood ?"^

The Guide, taking pity on the world, pronounced in a

voice like Brahma's that it should be tlte ordination into the

Aryan dharma and discipline of one who is young.
"
Let Maudgalydyana," said he,

"
take Rdhula by the

left hand and Upatisya^ take him by the right. Then let

them ordain him and lead him to his bed of straw."

He who takes from off his body the bracelets and the thread

of gold* will no longer live tormented by ill : those tormented

will remind themselves of the Daiabala.^

His mother then took into her lap her son whose wide

dark eyes were like the elephant's or the partridge's, and

spoke to him in these verses.^
" You wear the finest of garments," said she, "your body is

scented with ointment and rouge. Difficult will a wanderer's life

beforyou who have been used to such exceeding great comfort.
" Men like these'' must needs be glad when they have dug

pieces of rags from the dung-heap.^ (270) You, my Rdhula,

must needs eat the cast-offfood of a slave.
" You now have anklets of gold . . .^ You are glittering^^

like burnished gold. Your kinsmen rejoice in you.

^ Called by the synonym 6§,risuta here.
•

Literally,
"
born of his flesh."

' The personal name of Sariputra.
•

I.e., the sacred cord of the Hindu.
' Senart considers that this stanza is misplaced, and says that it would

more appropriately form part of Ya^odhara's appeal to Rahula to abandon
his project. To support this suggestion Senart says that oharati

"
take

oflf
"

is undoubtedly a mistake for olagati,
"
to hang on to." But such a

change would seem to be inconsistent with the sentiment of the second line,

where the words artta smaranti daiabalasya clearly imply the freedom from
ills that comes from thinking of or believing in the Buddha. With oharati

retained the first line then describes the outward sign of conversion from
Hinduism to Buddhism. The stanza is therefore retained unchanged, and

may be regarded either as a remark of the narrator in passing or as part
of the words spoken by the Buddha to his two disciples.

• As has already been remarked, we should expect this expostulation of

the mother to come before, not after, RShula's ordination.
'
Tayin = tadin. See vol. 2, p. 318, n. 2. The allusion, of course, is

to the wanderers or ascetics.
• Varca ; BSk. vaccah. Pali vacca. (P.E.D.)
• Senart leaves a lacuna here, it being impossible to conjecture a restoration

from the MS. narorimabilikho, narorishahilikha.
1"

Literally
"
speckled ", sabala, which takes a variety of forms in our

text : iavala, sabala and iabala.
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" What have you, my son, to do with the forest, you who

have listened to the sweet and charming strains of the lute

. . y and nakula^ ?

"
Will you not believe what I say ?, . . .^ Come, my son,

give it up. Turn your face therefrom. It is not easy to

win that immovable state."

Rahula replied :

"
Mother if there be any of quick understanding,* count

me among them. For I, too, will crush the lusts and go

along my father's way."
The barber then sharpened his razor, and Rahula,

bearing in mind the Best of bipeds deliberately^ gave up his

bejewelled lock of hair.

And seeing him thus deliberately devoted to the Dasabala's

teaching {his father said to him)
"
My son, quickly attain

the blissful and calm nirvana.
"
Quickly attain those states which are beyond birth and

old age." Thus did he speak to Rahula.

(271) When she had taken them in her lap, his mother

stroked the well-combed tresses^ which {had grown) in dark

rows on his golden neck.

Then Yasodhard's eyes welled with tears when she saw

her noble son Rahula bereft of his hair through his eagerness

for the dharma.

And Maudgalydyana and Upatisya ordained the young
Rahula who was thus rid of the householder's marks, and

was the colour of coral'' and clad in yellow robes.

^ Lacuna ; the ca kite ca of the MSS. evidently conceal the name of some
musical instrument. Could it be candisaka ? See vol. 2, p. 153, where,
however, the word is doubtful.

* See vol. 2, p. 154, n. 6.
3 Lacuna.
*

Udghatitajna, Pali ugghatitannu. See P.E.D. for references. B.H.S.D.,"
understanding by a condensed statement."
* Abhimana. See p. 248, «. 3.
" The text has the inexplicable sirasijasallekhdm, which Semart suggests

should be amended into sirasijnam (sc. keidm) sallikhya. This, however,
as Senart remarks, involves assigning the doubtful meaning of "to comb "

to samlikhati. There is, besides, the difficulty of construing the indeclinable

participle sallikhya, for we should expect the past participle passive salli-

khiidnt. Above all, there is an anacoluthon involved in this interpretation,
tndtdsya forms with grahetvdna a "

genitive absolute," while the subject of
the main verb is itself the nominative mdtd, understood. Still, the general
sense of the whole sentence remains clear.

'
"iVidrumarakta, which, Senart says, must be substituted for drumarakta,"

coloured hke a tree," of the text.
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When he had been ordained, the son of htm who bore the

thirty-two marks of excelletice lived with th^ elder Upatisya,

eager to be trained.

Thus does it behove you who have gone forth in faith, to

live without regret for the strands of sensual pleasures and

with your heart untainted.

Rdhula lived on gruel offine^ and pure rice flavoured with

curry and condiments, and went round the $dkyan families

for alms.

With head and heart make obeisance to this son of the

Buddha, named Rdhula, who has rent the veil of darkness

and rid himself of all the a^ravas.

After the Exalted One had eaten with the women of the

court,
2 Ya^odhara, Rahula's mother, in order to do honour

to these excellent women, on the next day raised her joined
hands to the Exalted One and invited him to a repast on

the morrow. When she perceived the Exalted One's silent

consent, she was thrilled, pleased and happy.
And when the night was over (272) she had an exceeding

plentiful supply of solid and soft food prepared' together

with a large number of most exquisite sweetmeats remarkable

for colour, smell, and taste. At the same time^ she had her

house sprinkled and swept, draped with festoons of fine

cloth, strewn with heaps of flowers, and overhung with a

canopy.* A sumptuous couch was laid out for the Exalted

One, and couches befitting their rank^ for his company of

monks.

Then the Exalted One dressed betimes, took his bowl and

robe, and accompanied by his company of monks, entered

the women's apartment. And Ya^odhara, Rahula's mother,

having arrayed herself in bright raiment and jewels, served"

the Exalted One and sought to entice him with sweetmeats to

stay and live at home. But he would not change his mind.

*
Sdlina, of doubtful etymology; either from i&li "rice," or from iala,

"
hall." See Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
*

I.e., at the invitation of MahaprajSpatl Gautaml.
* The text repeats tasyaiva ratrydtyayena.
* Not quite apposite here, but inadvertently appUed from the stereo-

typed description of a road when prepared for the Buddha's progress.
*
Yatha-upakam. See p. 246, n. i.

* Pariviiati for parivif {vive§, vefa), Pali parivisati.
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When the Exalted One had finished eating, washed his

hands and put away his bowl, and his company of monks
had done likewise. King ^uddhodana, MahaprajapatI Gautami,

Yasodhara, Rahula's mother, and her attendants, were in-

structed, roused, gladdened and thrilled by the Exalted One
with a discourse on dharma. And when he had done so,^

he rose up from his seat and departed.
The monks said to the Exalted One,

"
Behold. Lord, how

Yasodhara, arrayed in all her finery and adornment, served

the Exalted One with sweetmeats and sought to entice him
but he would not change his mind." The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks, that was not the first time that she did so. There

was another occasion also."

Here the Ekasringa-Jdtaka^ is to he repeated.

AFTER THE ENLIGHTENMENT

After the Exalted One had awakened to the incomparable

enlightenment, he sat for seven days on his bed of straw at

the foot of the hodhi tree with his legs crossed.
"
Here,"

said he,
"
at the hodhi tree I won pre-eminence (273) after

seven days, woke up to enlightenment, and reached the end
of the jungle and wilderness of birth, old age and death.

Here I broke Mara of the lusts. ^ Here I broke Mara the deva.

^ The text has the active participles corresponding to the passive parti-

ciples of the preceding sentence of the translation. The latter do not

appear in the text as they are lost in a lacuna, but the context makes it

easy to supply them.
2 See p. 139^.
^ Klesamdra and devaputramdra (see next sentence). To those appella-

tions of Mara are added below (p. 281, text) two others, mrityumdra, "Mara
of death," and skandhamdra,

" Mara of the skandhas." In the commen-
tarial literature, including the Sk. Dharmasamgraha, LXXX, these appella-
tions are taken to denote four separate Maras. Some commentaries, indeed,
add a fifth, abhisankhdramdra,

" Mara of the samskdras." (See D.P.N.)
But it is doubtful whether, as some modern writers assume (e.g., E. Lamotte :

Le Traite de la grande vertu de sagesse, vol. i, p. 339/-), the Mhvu. can betakenas
evidence for the belief jn four Maras. The compiler of the Mhvu. in recount-

ing the Buddha's encounters with the Evil One is clearly thinking of only
one and the same Mara. He has nowhere a hint of a distinct legend of
each of the four. In these two passages of the Mhvu. Mara is rhetorically
named in terms of the transient elements of man's make-up and of death
itself. The passage in Siksdsamuccaya (p. 98) can be interpreted in the same
way. It is a commonplace of the history of religion and myth that divine

epithets become personified at a late stage. Examples abound in the

mythology of all nations.
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Here I realised the vow made by me an infinite incalculable

kalpa ago. Here at the foot of the hodhi tree . . .
^

For a full seven days^ the perfect Buddha, the monument

of the whole world, after awakening to the supreme enlighten-

ment, did not rise from his seat.

Thousands of kotis of devas assembled in the sky, and

for a full seven nights poured down a shower of blossoms.

Blue lotuses, red lotuses, campaka, and white lotuses, lovely,

thousand-petalled and brilliant, did the devas then rain down.

And Mara was then confounded, and with his staff he

wrote on the ground ;
"
Vanquished am I by the deva of

devas, by the mighty $dkyan lion."

The Trdyastrimsa devas, the Ydma devas, the Tusita

devas, the Nirmdnarati devas, the Paranirmitavasavartin

devas, devas who still abide in a world of sensuous delights,

scattered in the sky celestial showers of blossoms, red sandal-

wood, celestial aloe and campaka.
A celestial powder of jewels rained down from the sky.

This Buddha-field was spread^ all over with a rain ofpowers
the size of a dice.

Thousands of kotis of Brahmds assembled in the sky, and

poured down a fine* powder of celestial red sandal-wood.

With the devas of earth were self-luminous $uddhdvdsa
devas ; (274) every place, from one quarter to another,

swarmed with devas.

The air was filled with sunshades, flags and bamiers, as

they rendered highest honour to the glorious perfect Buddha.
A rich radiance was shed wherewith the Buddha-field was

suffused. The highest parts of the world-system became

the colour of fire.

The hells became tranquil in the rays of the Buddha ;*

bodies became cool,^ and all were happy.

• Lacuna.
• These verses have already appeared in vol. 2 as part of the second

Avalokita Sutra there inserted. See pp. 349 ff (text) and pp. iij ff (transla-
tion, with the notes).

•
Spharin from sphar. Vol. 2, p. 349 has phalin,

"
blossomed".

• Sukfma. Vol. 2, p. 349 has sukhuma.
• Buddharaimibhi. Vol. 2, p. 350 has buddhak$etrastni,

"
in the Buddha-

field."
• Sitabhutd angdni, which, in Senart's opinion, is preferable to iiiabhuid

angdra,
"
burning coals were cooled," of vol. 2, p. 350.
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Those who had worked out their hellish penalty of woe,

on passing away from the hells,^ were forthwith reborn

among the devas.

In Sanpva, KdlasHtra, Tapana, Pratdpana and Raurava,
the fire was quenched by the rays of the Saviour of the world.

In Avici and in Sanghdta and in the separate hells,

everywhere was the fire quenched by the rays of the Saviour

of the world.

In all those separate hells that are in the world-systems,
the fire was quenched by the rays of the Saviour of the world.

Those who in the sphere of the brutes were wont to feed
on gory flesh, were filled with love by the Buddha, and did

no harm to one another.

The bodhi tree was adorned with sunshades, banners and

flags, and covered with minarets fashioned^ by the devas.

All around on the ground away from- the bodhi tree were

stumps of trees,
^
rough earth,

'^

gravel and pebbles.

(275) But the bodhi throne was surrounded by bejewelled

ground which the devas fashioned in the centre^ of the

Buddha-field.
Thousands of devas stood on the ground, carrying censers

and worshipping the Guide of the world.

All the ground beneath^ was covered with lotuses the

colour of fdmbunada gold, which sprang up through the

power of the Buddha.

And the beings who were afflicted with the ill of disease,''

and were defenceless and helpless, became whole and happy,
bathed in the rays of the Buddha.

Those blind from birth gained sure sight and were able

to see objects. They spoke to one another of the mighty One
who had won enlightenment.

^
Nirayesu cyavitvana (with loc. for abl.) which, as Senart says, is prefer-

able to nirayesu ca satvd,
"
the beings in the hells," of vol. 2, p. 350.

*
Reading nirmitd (irregular for nirmitehi, as in vol. 2, p. 350) for nirmito

of the text.
' Khanda. Vol. 2, p. 350 has khdnu, BSk. and Pali. See P.E.D.
* Kdntarakd. Vol. 2, p. 350 has kantakathala,

"
thorns and potsherds,"

kathala being for kathala, BSk. and Pali for Sk. kathara.
^
Ndbhi, loc. case. Cf. Edgerton Gram § 10. 89.

" Hestd. But vol. 2, p. 351 has here the BSk. and Pali form hetthd.
'

Vyddhiduhkhdrttd. Vol. 2, p. 351 has vyddhitd satvd duhkhitd.
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Passion, hate and folly were done with} when enlighten-

ment was won hy the $dkyan Lion, the great Seer.

Palaces and fair mansions, gabled and delightftd, all

turned towards the mighty Bodhisattva.

All men and women in the Buddha-field turned towards

the bodhi tree of the great Seer.

Devas, male and female, deva sons and fair deva maidens

all turned towards the bodhi tree of the great Seer.

Ndgas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Kumbhdndas and Rdk^asas
all turned towards the bodhi tree of the great Seer.

Young boys and young girls arose from their beds^ and

(276) stood and turned towards the bodhi tree of the great
Seer.

All gems of precious stones, celestial and rare, ornaments

of devas, turned thitherwards.

The jewels of Ndgas, Yaksas, Piidcas and Rdk^asas
turned towards the immovable bodhi tree.

The mansions of devas, Ndgas, Yaksas and Rdksasas

turned towards the bodhi tree of the great Seer. '

Anklets, bracelets and armlets turned towards the immov-
able bodhi tree^ of the Buddha who had won enlightenment,

Necklaces worn^ on the neck and lovely strings of pearls,

the adornments of human beings, all turned towards the

immovable bodhi tree.

^ Or " made an end of," antaklkritah. Vol. 2, p. 351, has tanuno hritd
"
were allayed."
*
Sayyayam avaropitd. ^ayyayam is loc. for abl. Avaropita is the causal

past participle passive of ava-ruh, used for the participle of the radical,

avaru^ha. Vol. 2, p. 351 has iayydsandvaidyitd
—"

lying on their beds and
couches."

' This couplet was inadvertently omitted from the translation at vol. 2,

p. 320.
* Yena bodhi niringitd. Vol. 2, p. 352 has yena vilambitdmbaratn,

" where

hung the garment."
*

Literally
"
used ", valanjita, Pali and BSk. part, of valafijaii, a verb

the etymology of which is obscure, but which is used in Pali in the two
senses of (i)

"
to trace, track, travel (a road)

"
; (2)

"
to use, use up, spend."

The P.E.D. gives the meaning
"
used

"
to the word in the present passage,

though
"
used up

" would be more in accord with the other examples of its

usage which are there given. Senart gives only one MS. variant of this

line, and in this valanjita appears as dcaramjano, so that without further
MS. evidence it is impossible to judge what warrant there is for Senart's

conjecture. He lists the word in his index but makes no comment on it

in his notes. Perhaps, after all, the true reading is vilambitd
"
hanging ",

or vigalitd
"

glittering." The corresponding couplet in vol. 2, p. 352 has

nothing remotely resembUng valaHjita. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) does not
mention the word.
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Strings of pearls, brilliant adornments, earrings of gems,

draperies'^ and signet-rings all turned towards the immovable

bodhi tree.

All the inconceivable beings in the Buddha-field, wittingly

or unwittingly, turned towards the immovable bodhi tree.

Cool winds, fragrant and delightful, blew^ all around the

Buddha-field of the Mighty One who had won enlightenment.

The love of an only son^ and the constant obedience of
one beloved by his parents were there. '^

All the devas in the Buddha-field, Ndgas, men, Asuras,

Kinnaras and Yaksas gazed upon their Guide.

i^ll) Carrying censers they all stood there in happiness,
and worshipped the Light of the world as he stood^ on the

bodhi throne.

With joined hands uplifted they adored and praised him
in verse. They did honoitr to the Buddha as they stood

near the bodhi throne.

All beheld him seated there, the light-bringing Saviour of
the world ; no one perceived him standing at a distance,

even of a fathotn's length.

No one in the world beheld the Buddha from behind, but

all the quarters saw him face to face.

No one beheld the Guide of the world from the left or

from the right, but all beheld the great Hero straight in front.

Forthwith incense was burnt in the Buddha-field and
all the confines of the Buddha-fields were filled with its scent.

It is not possible to count all the kotis who saw the glory

of the Buddha as they stepped towards the bodhi tree.

All grasses, herbs and trees turned towards the bodhi tree

of the great Seer.

^ Or "
veils," ogunthikd. Cf. Pali oguntheti,

"
to cover, veil over, hide,''

and BSk. avagunthita {Jim. 30). Vol. 2, p. 352 has katakd,
"
chain, bracelet,"

with the MS. variants kuntika and kundika. Two MSS. of. Vol. 3 also
here read okuntika, but all these variants are meaningless. B.H.S.D. gives
only avagunthika, "veil," from LV. 321.

^
Vdye, opt. (3 sg. for pi.) in aor. sense.

^
Literally,

"
in an only son," ekaputrasmin. This couplet is not in vol. 2,

and at first sight it appears foreign to the context, but presumably it

expresses the atmosphere of love surrounding the bodhi tree ox pervading
the Buddha-field.

*
Literally

"
immediately followed," tadanantaram.

® It might be better to read pratisthitd here in agreement with the plural
subject of the verb, as in the next couplet. The same suggestion applies
to the corresponding couplet in vol. 2, p. 352.
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Who having heard of such marvellous signs displayed by
the Saviour of the world, would not be glad ? Who but a

minion of Mara ?

All the glory that was the mighty Buddha's when he won

enlightenment could not be declared even in the words of
one gifted with magical powers of speech.^

(278) When those who saw the perfect Buddha as he stood

on the bodhi throne, and worshipped him, the great Hero,
heard of the signs they were glad because they understood.

And the monks who stand flawless in morality^ will beget
a fine rapture when they hear this sutra.

There will be joy for those who are endowed with good
forbearance and a gentle disposition, who are high-minded^
and desirous for knowledge of the Buddha.

There will be joy for those who, awake to the supreme
enlightenment, comfort men by saying^ that they will deliver

them from oppression.^
There will be joy for those who have honoured previous

Buddhas, Best of bipeds, when they hear this sutra.

Those whogladdened and refreshed men^ withfood and drink

will also do reverence to the Buddha when they hear this sutra.

Those who succoured the poor with their wealth will do

reverence to the Buddha when they hear this sutra.

Those, too, who reared monuments to Buddhas of old,

lofty and fair palaces,'' will be made glad.

Those who upJield the true dharma of the Saviours of the

world when it was disintegrating,^ and who renounce gain
and reputation, will also be gladdened.

* See vol. 2, p. 321, n. 3.
* Silaskandhena acchidrd. But the reading at vol. 2, p. 353, Silaskandhe

acchidre,
"
in flawless morality," would seem to be better.

' Adinamanasa. Vol. 2, p. 354 has alinakayamdnasd, "active of body
and mind."

* See vol. 2, p. 321, n. 5.
*

Literally,
"

I shall deliver those oppressed," tnoce^yami upadruta.
Vol. 2, p. 354 has moci^yi upapadyatdm,

"
I shall deliver (from) rebirth ".

* Satvd only, undefined by kripand,
"
needy," as it is in vol. 2, p. 354.

' Udviddhd varaprdsddd. Vol. 2, p. 354 has buddhitvd varaprasddd (for

-prdsddd)
" when they are aware of the fair palace" {sc. the truth of Buddhism.

See vol. 2 (trans.) p. 321, n. i.)
' Or "

crumbling up,' pralujyanta. See vol. 2, p. 323 n. 4. In his note
here Senart says that this word should be read at the corresponding place
in vol. 2, p. 354 (text), instead of puluvam = piirvatn. (See vol. 2, p. 322,
n. 2). Miss I. B. Horner remarks that such passages apparently forecast the
Buddhist

"
Apocalypse," described in detail in Andgatavamsa.
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Those, too, whose lives are no more to he re-compounded
and are rid of karma that demands requital, the beloved ^

of

the Saviour of the world, will he enraptured.

(279) There will he rapture for those who, when they see

Maitreya,^ the Best of bipeds, will do him great honour.

There will be rapture for those who, seeing Simha, the

great Ndga, the monument of the world, will do him great

honour.

There will be rapture for those who, eager for knowledge

of the Buddha, will do honour to Ketu, the Saviour of the

world.

There will be rapture for those who, eager for knowledge of

the Buddha, will do honour to the Buddha Pradyota.
There will be rapture for those who, seeing the Buddha

Jyotin, the invincible, will do him great honour.

There will be rapture for those who, seeing Sunetra, the

Light of the world, will revere him with adoring^ worship.

There will be rapture for those who, seeing the two Saviours

of the world, the Tathdgatas named Kusuma, will revere

them.

There will he rapture for those who, seeing Meru,^ perfect

Buddha, best of bipeds, choicest of speakers, will revere him.

There will be rapture for those who, seeing Puspa, supreme

BuddJia, best of bipeds, will render him the highest worship.

Those, too, will he exultant who have revered the Sangha

of the four Lords of men in this auspicious kalpa.^

There will be terror for those who are greedy for gain and

reputation, who rely on false knowledge and are avaricious,^

when they hear this sutra.

1 Urasd for orasd. See vol. 2, p. 322 n. 4.
2 Better rendered as referring to Maitreya than as an adjective qualifying

the present Buddha as in vol. 2, p. 322. And similarly for Simha (lion),

Ketu (banner), Jyotin (light-bringer) , and Pradyota (light), that is, these

epithets should be taken as names of future Buddhas.
*
Arcamdndya from ric. Vol. 2, p. 355 has apramdndya,

"
infinite ".

* Vol. 2, p. 355 has Maru.
*

I.e., the four Buddhas Krakucchanda, Konakamuni, Ka^yapa and
Gotama. This couplet does not appear in Vol. 2.

« Bahvicchd,
"
desiring much ". Vol. 2, p. 355 (text) is different here,

reading alpecham, which can only be for alpeccham,
"
desiring little," and

has to be taken as a neuter used adverbially to modify srunitvdna, "when
they have heard the sutra with little desire." The context requires it to

be taken in a bad sense, hence the translation
"
with little heed

"
(Vol. 2,

p.232).
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(280) There will be happiness^ for those who, though they

delight in society and dwell amid the crowd, have heeded

seclusion with the Buddha.^

Even the immoral, when they have heard the Buddha

speaking thus, will turn to the Light of the world, and render

him eager reverence.

There will he joy for the future gentle and blessed Bodhi-

sattvas who have been proclaimed by the Buddha.
Those who will never lapse from knowledge of the Buddha

will be blessed when they have heard this sutra.

Those who, trained with submissive minds in knowledge

of the Buddha, have revered, honoured and worshipped

former Buddhas, choice beings and Lords of men, will be

glad when they hear of the beauty of the Best of men.

Those whose faith^ is entirely perfect, those endowed with

hundreds of kotis of good qualities, those who, rejoicing in

the Sugata's teaching, uphold^ the dharma when it is

dissolvi^ig,
^

And those who are constant and humble,^ and are not

scurrilous and loose of talk, hut are kindly of speech"^ and
not given to pride, all will he glad when they hear of the

beauty of the noble Conqueror.
Those who do not forsake the knowledge of the Buddha,

(281) and whose infinite, peerless enlightenment is without

a fault, and those who abide in unremitting devotion, will

be glad when they hear of the knowledge^ of the noble

Conqueror.

Then at the end of the seven days the Exalted One rose up
from his throne, surveyed the hodhi tree with a Naga's look*

^
Saumanasyaid. Vol. 2, p. 355 has na daurmanasyatd

" no distress ".
* Vivekam buddhena. Vol. 2, vivekam budd/iasya,

"
seclusion of the

Buddha."
*

Ye§din . . . iraddha. Vol. 2, p. 356 has ye . . . suddhd
"
those who

are . . . pure ".
*
Dkdrayi, habitual aorist ; sg. for pi. Vol. 2 has the aorist form dharesi.

'
Lujjamdna. Vol. 2 has lujyamdna.

* Anuddhaid "
not puffed up." Vol. 2 has the truncated -dnubaddhd,

which on Senart's suggestion was restored as vratdnubaddhd. See vol. 2

(trans.), p. 323.
' Susakhilavdcd. Senart leaves a lacuna at the corresponding place

in vol. 2, the MSS. having vikilavdcd.
*
Jndnatn. Vol. 2, p. 356 has varnam, as above.

* See p. 56, n. i.
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and with a steady gaze. In joy and ease he stood for the

second seven days fasting and gazing steadily at the hodhi

tree.
" Here at the hodhi tree," said he,

"
I made an end of

the jungle and thicket of the round of rebirth and death

which has no beginning or end.^ Here I have broken Mara

of the lusts, Mara of death, and Mara of the skandhas^
;

I

have broken Mara the deva. Here I have realised the vow
I made an infinite incalculable kalpa ago. Here at the hodhi

tree I have won pre-eminence in the world ;
I have won

primacy in the world ;
I have won the essence of being.

"^

Thus for seven days the Exalted One in joy and ease contem-

plated the hodhi tree with steady gaze. The third seven days
he spent in walking up and down a long way in joy and ease.

Now on that occasion wicked Mara was sitting down not far

from the Exalted One ;
and he was ill at ease, dejected and

filled with remorse. With his staff he wrote on the ground,
" Gotama the recluse has escaped from my power ;

Gotama
the recluse has escaped from my power."
Then Mara's daughters Tantri and AratI* approached Mara

and addressed him in a verse :

Is it your wish, my trouhled father, that I should hring

this man to you bound in the snares of passion like an

elephant from the wood ? I could hring him to you in chains,

and he would he your slave.

(282) But wicked Mara repUed to his daughters in a verse :

An Arhan and a Sugata in the world is not easily enticed^

by passion. He has passed beyond the sphere of my power,
and hence am I sore distressed.

Mara's daughters, however, not heeding their father's words,
went to the Exalted One, followed him as he walked up and

down, and said to him,
" We would pay worship*^ at thy feet,

O Exalted One
;
we would pay worship at thy feet, O Sugata."

^
Anavardgra. See vol. i, p. 29, n. 4.

2
I.e., Mara as personifying the death which is the outcome of the lusts

and the skandhas. See p. 261, n. 3.
*

Satvasdratd, abstract from the concrete satvasdra.
* This passage is to be compared with 5. i. 12^ ff.
^
Literally

"
easy to bring ", suvdnaya — su-v-dnaya. Cf. Pali at S. i. 124.

*
Literally "worship thy feet," pdddnte paricaremha. Note the Prakrit

(? and BSk.) form of conjugation. See Edgerton, Gram. § 26. 7.
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But the Exalted One paid them no heed, since verily his heart

was perfectly emancipated through the utter decay of every
substrate of rebirth.

Then Mara's daughters stepped to one side and recited their

spells/ saying,
"
Manifold is the desire of men ; manifold is

the desire of men.^ Let us now fashion ourselves^ by means
of our magic power into forms of what girls of fifteen or

sixteen years look like, a hundred of them for each of us."

They did so and went up to Gotama the recluse and followed

him as he walked up and down.
" We would pay worship

at thy feet. Lord," said they.
" We would pay worship at

thy feet, Sugata." But the Exalted One paid them no heed,

since verily his heart was perfectly emancipated through the

utter decay of all substrates of rebirth.

Then Mara's daughters stepped to one side. They recited

their spells, saying,
"
Manifold is the desire of men ; manifold

is the desire of men. Let us now fashion ourselves by our

magic power into forms of what women with one child or

with two children look like, a hundred of them for each of us."

They did so and went up to Gotama the recluse (283) and
followed him as he walked up and down.

" We would pay

worship at thy feet. Lord," said they.
" We would pay

worship at thy feet, O Sugata." But the Exalted One paid
them no heed, since verily his heart was perfectly emancipated

through the utter decay of all substrates of rebirth.

Then Mara's daughters stepped to one side. They recited

their spells, saying,
"
Manifold is the desire of men ; manifold

is the desire of men. Let us now fashion ourselves by our

magic power into forms of what women of middle age look

like, a hundred of them for each of us." They did so, and

went up to the Exalted One and followed him as he walked

up and down.
" We would pay worship at thy feet. Lord,"

^ Mantra.
* Uccavacam chando puru^dndm, repeated, would seem to be the actual

words of a spell intended to achieve its object by a sort of sympathetic
magic.

' Abhinirminitvd. There is no finite verb. The Mhvu. text is clumsily
abridged here and in the repetitions below, even to the extent of ruining
the syntax. We should expect to have first yam niinam vayam abhinirmi-

neydma,
"

let us now fashion or conjure up." The narrative would then be
taken up by abhinirminitvd

"
they did so (they conjured up)," as in 5. i.

124 #.
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said they,
" We would pay worship at thy feet, O Sugata."

But the Exalted One paid them no heed, since verily his

heart was perfectly emancipated through the utter decay of

all substrates of rebirth.

Again, Mara's daughters stepped to one side. They recited

their spells.
"
Surely ", said they,

" we can go and fashion ^

ourselves into the likeness of extreme age. Let us now then

become aged, old, ancient, hoary headed, bent like rafters,

leaning on our sticks, and go to Gotama the recluse, bow at

his feet, and one by one ask him a question." So Mara's

daughters became aged, old, ancient, hoary headed, bent like

rafters and leaning on their sticks. Going up to the Exalted

One they bowed at his feet and stood to one side. As they
thus stood to one side, Mara's daughter, Tantri, addressed

the Exalted One in verse :

How does a monk live and apply himself in the world,
^

who, having crossed the five floods^ is crossing the sixth ?

(284) How does a monk meditate and apply himself so

that sensual thoughts are kept outside of him and gain no

foothold in him ? *

The Exalted One replied to Mara's daughter, Tantri, in

verse :

1
Literally,

"
I fashioning may fashion," abhinirmirianti ahhinirmin-

eyam.
^ Bahuliha = bahuli + iha {" here "). For bahulin in this sense, cf.

bahula,
"
devoted ",

"
intent on ", and bahuli compounded with kara in

Pali and BSk. (e.g. Lai. Vist. 348). This seems better than the translation
"
mainly

"
in K.S. i. 158, which, ethically speaking, is not thoroughgoing

enough. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) however, maintains that the text should be
emended to contain some forms of Sk. and Pali bahula.

'
According to S. i. 3, Th. i. 15, 633 (cf. Dh. 370) the

"
flood

"
(ogha)

is fifteen states of the mind, or three groups of five bonds or fetters. P.E.D.

suggests that the five here alluded to are identical with the last group of

five, namely, lust, ill-temper, stupidity, conceit, and vain speculation. But
this leaves the sixth unexplained. It is, therefore, better to adopt the first

of two alternative explanations offered by Buddhaghosa, namely, that the
five are the perils by way of the five senses, and the sixth those of the door
of the mind. See K.S. i, p. 158, n. 3.

*
Alabdhagddhd

"
not having a footing gained." Cf. gddhdm labhati,"

to gain firm footing." Senart seems to be right in asserting that the
Mhvu. text is here nearer the original tradition than is S. i. 126 which
reads aladdhdyo tan ti. The form aladdhd is not easily explicable as an
active participle, which the translation, "and catch him not," at K.S. 1. 158
makes it to be. It is more reasonable to assume that aladdha is the first

part of a compound, the second element of which, whether or not it was
gddhd, has been corrupted or lost. The Critical Pali Dictionary takes
aladdha as equivalent to the active alabhitvd, and adds that yo tarn may
stand for otdram

"
chance ". See also SA. i. 187.
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Knowing^ the dharma and meditating without applied

thought^ he is not excited by passion nor harbours slothful

memories.^ Abiding and applying himself thus the monk
who has crossed the five floods crosses the sixth.

His body impassible,* his heart set free, he is mindful,
without anger, and rid of pride. Meditating and applying

himself thus, sensual thoughts are kept outside of him and

gain no foothold in him.

Then Mara's daughter, Aratl, addressed the Exalted One
in verse :

Is it because thou art overwhelmed^ with grief that thou

dost meditate in the wood, seeking to spend thy life in

thought^ ? Hast thou insulted'^ the villagers and canst not

make friends with them ? Else why dost thou not make

friends with folk^ ?

The Exalted One replied to Aratl, Mara's daughter, in verse:

Nay, the whole root of grief have I dug out ; all greed

for life have I abandoned, and I shall win (285) the goal of

my endeavour, the peace of my heart. Devoted to meditation,

^
AUnaya, BSk. for ajiiaya, restored by Senjirt after the Pali form at

S. I. 126, for anydya of the MSS. See Edgerton, Gram. § 2. 15.
* Avitarka, as in the second dhyana.
*
Literally

"
does not remember slothfuUy

" na sarati (BSk. and Pali =
smarati) thinam (BSk. and Pali = Sk. stydna).

* Or,
"
composed ", prairabdha BSk. = Pali passaddha.

» Abhitunna. BSk. and Pali for abhitunna, Sk. abhitHrpa from abhiturvati.

S. I. 126 has avatinna.
' This pdda is difficult. Senart's text is citdya jivam abhiprdrthayanto ,

and he translates,
"
ne desirant la vie que pour le bCicher

"
(citd). But

he has no faith in the correctness of the text. Nor will he allow that

Windisch (Mara und Buddha) has succeeded in interpreting the equally
obscure corresponding pdda at S. i. 126. The latter reads cittarn nu jinno
uda patthaydno. K.S., i. 157, inexplicably expands this to mean "

Art

downcast at loss of wealth, or art thou wishing it were thine ?
" The Pali

as it stands says no more than "Art old ? Or longing with your heart (or

mind) ?
"

as Miss I. B. Horner, in a letter to the translator, renders it.

At the same time, she calls attention to the v.l. jina, when possibly the sense

would be
"
art thou deprived of thought (or mind) ?

"
In any case, it is

clear that the correct reading in the Mhvu. should be some form of citta ;

two MSS. have citid ca {or va). Reading cittdya we would have the meaning
"
seeking a livelihood (?

= to spend your life) for thought or by means of

thought."
' Or "assaulted", dsadya. S. i. 126 has dgum nu gSmasmitfi akasi

kiUci,
"
hast some misdeed in the village wrought ?

"
(K.S. i. 158).

*
Kasmdjjane na karosi sdkhyam. 5.i. 126 is only slightly different:

kasmd janena na karosi sakkhim.
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aware of true happiness, I thus cannot make friends

with man ; there can be no friendship between him and

me.''-

Then Arati, Mara's queen,
^ addressed the Exalted One in

verse :

He who fares on with his groups and orders^ has cut off

all craving. And many beings* will make a resolve.^ Yea,

he will surely pluck many men from the clutches of the

king of death,^ and lead them to the sphere of the immovable

and the griefless.

The Exalted One then replied to Mara's daughters in verse :

You seek to dig through a mountain with yourfinger-nails.
You chew iron with your teeth ; you beat your heads

against a hillside ; you seek a footing in the abyss. What

else, you wicked ones, is your pursuit of me because ofyour

envy of the Buddha ?

Mara's daughters, thus perceiving that Gotama the recluse

knew them, in their distress, dejection and remorse came to

Mara, their father, and addressed him in verse :

This day, father, have I been beaten. This man cannot

be led by passion. He has passed beyond my power, and
hence I grieve me sore.

"
Any other man, father, who was not free of attachment.

1
Literally,

" no friendship with him is found in me," sakhyam na sam-

vidyate tena asme (loc. or gen. of aham).
* So called here, Maradevi. But at S. i. 127 this verse is put into the

mouth of Raga, the last of the three daughters of Mara there mentioned.
'
Reading, on Miss Horner's suggestion, ganasanghacdri for gunasampracdri

of the text. The Pali has ganasanghavdri
"

(goes) attended by his bands "

{K.S. I. 159), but the Commentary {SA. i. 182) quotes the line as gana-
sanghacari (for -cdri), and interprets it by, gane ca sanghe carati "he fares

in groups and orders."
*
Reading sattvd for raktd,

"
defiled persons."

* Chandam karisyanti. The corresponding Pali pdda is addhd carissanti

bahu ca sattd,
"
yea, surely many souls will go

"
{K.S. i. 159), which is better

in that it continues the sentiment of the preceding pdda.
' There is a lacuna here, but not necessarily of a word forming the con-

struct of the genitive mrityurdjno. The latter can well stand as gen. of

separation after dcchetvd as maccurdjassa does after acchijja in the Pali

(S. I. 127).
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would, on seeing us in all our beauty (286) be overcome^ and
fall down in a swoon. The warm blood would be drained

from his face, and he might die from his affliction, or suffer

the loss of his senses. But Gotama the recluse, father, being
an Arhan and rid of passion, hatred and folly, has proved
superior."
Then wicked Mara approached the Exalted One and stood

to one side, and as he thus stood to one side he addressed

the Exalted One in verse :

Hither came in joyful anticipation, Tantn, A rail and

Rati,^ hut the great Hero swept them away as the wind^

sweeps away a fluttering tuft of cotton.

When he had recited this verse, wicked Mara, unhappy,
dejected and remorseful, forthwith disappeared.

THE DHARMALABDHA JATAKA

When the Exalted One had set rolling the excellent wheel

of dharma, the monks said to him,
" How was it that* Mara's

daughters came to the Exalted One desiring and seeking an

opportunity to tempt^ him, but not succeeding in finding one

left him alone ?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
Monks, that was

not the first occasion they acted so. They did so on another

occasion also." The monks asked,
" Was there another

occasion, Lord ^ " The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, monks."

^
Reading jito for jitam. Senart retains the latter and identifies it with

the inexpHcable jitam which has been met with several times already in

our text. Hitherto it has been tentatively explained as a corrupt (?) form
of jiidiam

" known ", but this explanation would not be admissible here,
unless we render it by some cognate adverb like "assuredly" (= "it is

known "). But it seems much simpler here to change it into jito. Edgerton
{B.H.S.D.) takes it as an interjection or particle expressive of astonishment.

* This is the first hint in the Mhvu. that the daughters of Mara were
three as they are in S., though there the first and the last respectively are
named Tanha and Raga.

'
Reading mdruto for mdrutam.

* Unless we supply paiya.
"
Behold, Lord, how . . .," as the formula

generally is.

' Avatara, Pali otdra. See vol. 2, p. 228, n. 4.
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Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Benares

in the province of Kasi, there was a trader named Dharma-
labdha. He was a seafaring merchant and used to cross the

great ocean and return after a prosperous voyage.^
Now once as he was leaving Benares some five hundred

merchants approached him and said (287)
"
We, too, will

cross the great ocean with you." But Dharmalabdha replied,
" You cannot go the way I go. For I go to the island of the

ogresses,'"^ and these ogresses seduce traders with hundreds of

wiles. Hundreds of traders are there who have been seduced

by the ogresses and have fallen upon misfortune and disaster.

You cannot go with me." Thus the merchant Dharmalabdha
refused permission to those five hundred traders,

"
Lest," as

he said,
"
you be seduced by those ogresses and fall upon

misfortune and disaster."

But then the five hundred traders met together and said,
" Here is this merchant Dharmalabdha who goes his pros-

perous way over the great ocean
;
he goes and comes in safety,

and he quickly returns after a successful voyage. But he

will give us no chance to go. Friends, whatever kind of

merit the virtuous trader Dharmalabdha has acquired,^ do

you, too, acquire a like one,* so that when he sets out from

Benares we, too, shall go." And so all the five hundred
traders acquired the same kind of merit as Dharmalabdha,
and when he set sail all the five hundred traders set out with

him and went with him as their leader.

When they reached the place where those ogresses lived,

all the five hundred traders were called together by Dharma-
labdha the merchant and given a warning.

"
Friends,"

said he,
"

all you five hundred traders set out from Benares

with me, and now we are about to reach the dwelling-place
of the ogresses. These ogresses will try to seduce you in

1
Literally

"
having a successful ship," siddhayanapdtra.

2 A convenient English equivalent of Rdksasi fem. of Rdksasa. See
vol. I, p. 73, n. 5. The text reads rdksasidvipasya maddhyena gacchdmi.
In this circumlocution Senart sees yet another example in the language
of the Mhvu. of the periphrastic declinations of modern Indian languages.
Dvipasya madhyena is simply equivalent to the ace. dvipam.

*
Samgrihnati. An unusual verb to use in this connection.

*
Presumably to convince Dharmalabdha of their fitness to withstand

the seductive charms of the ogresses. The merit would, of course, be
acquired by the performance of some particular religious act.
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various ways, some with their beauty ; (288) others with

their voices ;
others with perfumes ; others with sweet

flavours, and others with their touch. There in your path

the}^ will conjure up various and divers desirable and lovely

things ; they will conjure up wares laid out for sale by the

road-side. Wherever there is any desirable and lovely things
do not look at it. None of you must covet it in any way.
You must in no way laj' hold of anything , you must in no

way eat of anything. They will conjure up thousands of

various kinds of flowering trees and fruit trees laden with

intoxicating flowers and fruits, from the roots right up to the

flowers heavy with clusters of leaves and fruits. But you
must not touch any flower or any fruit. They will conjure

up divers lotus-ponds, clear and bright, with cool water,

and strewn with golden sands, covered with lotuses, and

having pleasant strands for bathing. These, my friends,

you must in no wise go near.^ You must in no wise taste

the water from the pools, or a red and white lotus, or a blue,

red and white one, or a white one, or the fibrous stalk of a

lotus. They will conjure up as well divers kinds of gems
and precious stones. You must in no wise let greed for these

arise in you. Whoever will let greed arise in him will never

again return to Jambudvlpa ;
for thus will he f>ass from

misfortune to disaster. But he who will turn away from

everything in the dwelling-place of the ogresses will have

a prosperous voyage and return successfully to his own
land."

When they should have acquired^ merit the traders would

set out* from Jambudvipa for the great ocean, which was

a source^ of wealth and treasures.

(289) Embarking on their ships and going down to the

' The concord is irregular here— Yatra nu so kocitkamakalyaT^m.
*

Allipitavya, gerund, from allipeti, PaU alliy&peti.
* Samuddnetva, from samudaneti Pali = BSk. samudanayati.
* Prastihensuh, aorist in potential meaning, for, on the analogy of the

prose the metrical version should have begun with an account of the mer-
chants deliberating and deciding that they would acquire merit, etc. The
first two stanzas are really oratio obliqua, as is shown by the words svastind

punardgata which, in the light of the story, cannot mean "
they returned

in safety," but rather "they would return, etc." Three other verbal forms
in -ensuh in the same passage, below, are pure aorist.

'
Literally,

"
mine," dkara.
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sea they would gather treasures from the islands and return

successfully.

Their merchant leader was a wise and prudent man,
named Dharmalabdha, and he warned them, saying,
"
Traders, on the way we go are terrible ogresses who wield

power through their magic and are well-versed in the art of

illusion.
" The foolish simpleton who succumbs to their charms^

will no more return to Jambudvipa, his home. But he who

will pay them no heed will successfully return to his home

in Jam/uudvipa.*'
And so they went on the course that brought them to where

the ogresses dwelt. These sought to seduce^ the traders by
means corresponding to the susceptibilities of each.^

With their beauty, their voices and their touch, with

perfumes and sweet flavours, with many a varied pleasure,

they sought to seduce the traders.

Thus the traders who were susceptible to beauty were

seduced with beauty ;
those susceptible to sounds were

seduced with charming songs and music
;
those susceptible to

perfumes were seduced with charming perfumes of various

kinds ; those susceptible to sweet flavours were seduced with

exquisite flavours of various kinds, and those susceptible to

touch *were seduced with contacts of various kinds.

Then all* the five hundred traders said,
"
Why should we

night and day (290) wear ourselves out in the pursuit of

various occupations, when we can enjoy here such beauty,

sound, perfume, flavour, and touch ? Let us divert and enjoy
ourselves here, and return no more to Jambudvipa."

They told their leader Dharmalabda about it, saying to

him,
"
Greet our friends, relations and kinsmen in Jambu-

dvipa for us, for we mean to stay and enjoy ourselves here."

Their leader replied and said to them,
"
Friends, these women

are not human beings, they are ogresses. I told you so from
the start. For I said to you,

'

To-morrow we shall reach

^
Literally

"
will do their will," tasu kahinti cechandam.

^
Reading upalohhensuh here and in the next stanza for upalabhensu{h).

^
Literally,

"
according to their dispositions," yathddhimukta-.

*
Reading sarve for sava (sic).

U
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the dwelling-place of the ogresses, and they will try to seduce

you^ in many ways.' But you must not covet anything there.

If you wish to return to your own land in safety, do not let

yourselves imagine that these ogresses are human beings,

lest you all pass from misfortune to disaster." But though

repeatedly warned by their leader Dharmalabdha, they did not

heed him, because they were deluded by their folly.

The merchant-leader Dharmalabdha, with his own company,
sailed on, and alP the things which the ogresses had conjured

up vanished and seemed to have been just a dream. All the

five hundred traders were devoured by five hundred ogresses,

their bones alone being left.

When they had devoured the five hundred traders, the whole

band of ogresses gathered together, and said,
" Here is this

merchant-leader Dharmalabdha repeatedly sailing this way.
He wins wealth time after time and returns safely to his own
land. He also prejudices

^ men against coming this way lest,

as he says, they be devoured by ogresses. Who has the power
to seduce this Dharmalabdha and then devour him ?

" Then

a certain ogress came in, whose wiles were many and who
had seduced and devoured several hundreds of traders. (291)

She was prevailed on by the ogresses to seduce Dharma-

labdha.
" He will then," said they,

"
be your meat." So

she transformed herself into a young and beautiful woman,
and followed close behind Dharmalabdha wherever he went.

Now and again she would move up within the view of the

merchant-leader. But he paid no heed to the woman.*

The merchant-leader in virtue of his merit^ came down to

the sea-port carrying treasures of various kinds. He crossed

the great ocean in safety and came to Jambudvipa. But the

ogress in the semblance of a young and beautiful woman
followed close behind the merchant-leader and strove in

many ways to seduce him.

^ Yu?tndkam, genitive object. Cf. p. 79, n. 3.
* tarn sarvatn for tdni sarvdni {bhavandni).
»

Vigrdheti. Cf. BSk. vigrdhita and Pali viggahita. See P.E.D. for

references. Cf. B.H.S.D.
*

Literally,
"

his thought (or mind), did not go on the woman," na . . .

striyatfi (BSk. loc. for striydm) manam (for manas, as often in BSk.) gacchati.
»

Tarfi putiyam,
"
that merit." But the phrase is obscure. Syntac-

tically it can only be explained as an
"
adverbial accusative."
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When Dharmalabdha had safely reached the province of

Benares, the ogress conjured up a young boy resembling the

merchant-leader, to whom she presented him.
"

If," said she,
"
you go and forsake me, at least take this boy. For who will

bring him up when you are gone ?
" But the merchant-

leader replied,
"
This is not my son, nor are you my wife.

I am a human being ; you are an ogress. Hundreds of

traders have been seduced by you and your companions^
and have fallen from misfortune to destruction."

But then the ogress went about the villages, cities, towns

and the provinces complaining to the people.
"
This Dharma-

labdha," said she,
"
with his fair words brought me from

a certain town and now he would abandon me here. He
will not receive this son of his nor take me with him." The
merchant-leader was reproved^ by the crowd, by the men as

well as by the women.
"
Merchant," said they,

"
do not

send' this woman away after bringing her from that seaport
town. This is your son, for he is like you."
The merchant-leader answered and said, "He is not my

son, nor is she my wife. She is an ogress. Many hundreds of

traders have been seduced by these ogresses and then devoured."

But the ogress said to the people,
"
This is just like those

men who have gained their desire.* When they are enamoured
of a woman, then they talk about her hundreds of good
qualities. (292) But when their passion is spent we are made
out to be Pisacanls,^ and Raksasis, and reviled on the score

of a hundred blemishes."

Thus did the ogress try to convince^ the people, and thus

did the merchant-leader Dharmalabdha safely reach his home
in Benares.

^ Or,
"
by you ogresses," for yusmdbhih is plural.

^
Upalabhyati (= — te) for updlahhyati. So also on p. 295 (text).

^
Mellehi, see vol. i, p. 308, n. i.

* Arthalabdha. Better, perhaps, is the reading arthaluhdha of one MS.,"
greedy for wealth."
* Female Pisacas. See Vol. i, p. 74, n. 2.
*

Literally,
"
convinced ", pattipayati, which, if the reading is correct,

can only be the causative of pattiyati (see Vol. 2, p. 106, n. 2). In view of
the context Senart argues that the verb should be negatived. But the
required sense is got by rendering

"
tried to convince". Cf. the frequent

use of lobheti in the same story in the sense of
"
try to seduce," and the

conative force implicit in the present tense of many verbs in Greek and
Latin.
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The traders^ at once replied to the merchant-leader and

said,
"
Why should we toil^ unceasingly night and day,

when we have here and now attained the beautiful things
we sought ?

"
So, master, hid farewell for us to our kith and kin in

Jamhudvipa ; for it is here that we shall enjoy ourselves.

Thither we shall return no more.''

The merchant-leader said,
"

my friends, have you lost your senses^ ? If you act

thus, before long you will become meat for ogresses.
"
They will eat your skin, your fat and your flesh, and

drink your blood. Glad will the ogresses be when they
have won such a feast.

" He who will not do as I say will repent it afterwards.*'

Thereupon other traders m^de haste to speak to the merchant-

leader.
"
Why,'' said they,

"
should we toil night and day without

ceasing when we have here and now got the sounds we sought ?
"
Master, hid farewell for us to our kith and kin in

famhudvipa. For it is here that we shall enjoy ourselves
;

thither we shall return no more."

(293) Other traders again made haste to speak to the

merchant-leader.
"
Why," said they,

"
should we toil

night and day without ceasing when we have here and now

got* the sweet scents we sought?
"
Master, bid farewell for us to our kith and kin in

famhudvipa, for it is here that we shall enjoy ourselves ;

thither we shall return no more.
"

Other traders again, thereupon made haste to speak to

the merchant-leader.
"
Why," said they,

"
should we toil

' The metrical version is resumed from where it was left off, but it breaks
the continuity of the prose.

* Ghattdma for ghatdma. The roots ghatt and ghaf are frequently confused
in our text. See e.g., vol. 3, p. 8g, n. 5.

*
Literally,

"
is not your memory (or mindfulness) p>erverted," na smritir

vo asti viparyastd.
* Te mam adhigatd, corresponding to te no adhigatd

"
they are got of

(= by) us ", in the repetitions generally. While Senart admits that mam
could well be emended into no, he is inchned to let it stand here for the
reason that it appears elsewhere in our text as the genitive plural form of
aham. See, e.g., on this same page of the text and p. 310 below. See

Edgerton, Gram. § 20. 59.
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night and day without ceasing, when we have here and

now the sweet flavours we sought?
"
Master, hid farewell for us to our kith and kin in

Jamhudvipa, for it is here that we shall enjoy ourselves
;

thither we shall return no more."

The merchant-leader said :

"
my friends, what is this you do ? Do you not re-

member,^ or are you perverse ? If you act so, you soon will

become meat for ogresses.
"
They will eat your skin, your fat, and your flesh, and

drink your blood. Glad will the ogresses be when they have

won such a feast.
"
If you do not as I say you will repent it afterwards.''

But still other traders made haste to speak to the merchant-

leader.
"
Why," said they,

"
should we toil night and day without

ceasing when we have here and now the contacts we sought ?

(294)
"
Master, bid farewell for us to our kith and kin

in Jambudvipa, for it is here that we shall enjoy ourselves
;

thither we shall no more return."

The merchant-leader said :

"
my friends, now^ have you not lost your senses ?

If you act so, you will soon become meat for ogresses.
"
They will eat your skin, your fat and your flesh, and

drink your blood. Glad will the ogresses be when they have

won such a feast. If you do not as I say, you will after-

wards repent it."

Then the terrible ogresses quickly threw^ all the traders

into their grim stronghold of iron.

Then they all came together and took counsel because^ that

one merchant came time and again and safely sailed back

across^ the sea, and they were not able to devour him.

^ Tarn khalu vo na smaratha. This phrase differs, as is seen, from the
form of the question elsewhere. For vo as nom. pi. cf. p. 82, n. 2. See
also Edgerton, Gram. § 20. 44.

^ Tarn khu.
'
Reading pratiksipe for pratitisthe. If the latter is to stand, it must

be taken in a causal sense, and is so explained by Edgerton, Gram. § 38. 24.
* Tavatd.
' Tarata (sic), for tarati.
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Now there was one ogress among them who was clever

and cunning, and had seduced and devoured many a trader.

And she spoke to all the other flesh-eating and pitiless

ogresses.
"
I," said she,

"
will seduce him and he will

he my m^at."

So when the merchant crossed the sea, the ogress crossed

tenth him, following behind him close on his heels.

Said she to him,
"
Here is your little son

;
he will die of

grieffor you. So take him. Why should you forsake your
own begotten son ? "^

(295) Dharmalabdha replied :

"
Deliver^ him to him whose wife you are, instead of

saying he is the son of a childless man. You are not a

human being. You are an ogress, though you cannot

devour me.''

But she went round the villages, towns, the kingdom and
the provinces, saying to the people,

"
He, my husband, is

forsaking me.''

The people came together, both men and women, and

reproved the man, saying,
"
Why do you desert your wife ? "'

The nobles, too, the brdhmans, the vaisyas and the ^udras*

came together and reproved him, saying,
"
Why do you

desert your wife ?
"

Dharmalabdha replied :

"
My friends, she is not my wife ;

she is a terrible ogress.

She is a cruel man-eater. Be assured of this. "^

Dharmalabdha in spite of being reproved by the crowd did

not give way but persisted in saying,
"
This is not ray son

;

* Orasa atmano tava.
*
Appehi, from appeti, Pali id., Sk. arpayati, causative of ri.

*
Bharyaratn. See p. 7, n. 4.

*
People of the third and fourth castes respectively.

*
Literally,

"
thus know," cvom^aMc/Aana«aw«. Senart leaves unexplained

the terminaton ttave, which also occurs on p. 299 (text) in the expression
agacchathattave . This latter example could be analysed into dgacchath'
attave, where attave would be the Vedic infin. from ad" to eat," the expression
thus meaning

" come to eat." It is now seen that Edgerton, Gram. § 36. 14,
offers the same explanation for janethanattave, which he would analyse into

janeth
'

an-attave, hterally,
"
know, for not-eating, i.e.

" know that thus
you may not be eaten."
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this is not my wife. She is an ogress." But she went about

by night and sought to convince the people, saying,
"
This is

just hke men who have gained their desire. At one moment

they are inflamed with passion ;^ the next moment their

passion is spent. While they are still pursuing their desires

they are always speaking hundreds of endearments to their

women. But when their passion is spent, then we are made
out to be Raksasis, Pisacinis, and low-class women, and reviled

with a hundred insults."

The woman was thus disowned^ by Dharmalabdha. The

counsellors reported this to King Brahmadatta, (296) saying,
" Your majesty, the great merchant-leader Dharmalabdha

brought a woman with him from a town across the sea, and

she is lovely, handsome, possessing most perfect beauty ;

her equal in beauty is not known. But Dharmalabdha for

some reason or other does not acknowledge her as his wife,

nor does he acknowledge this son of his."

The king bade his counsellors summon Dharmalabdha the

merchant-leader before him. He was thus haled before the

king, as was also the woman. When King Brahmadatta saw

the woman, that she was lovely, handsome and possessing

most perfect beauty, he fell violently in love with her. He
then said to the merchant-leader,

"
If you have no use for

the woman, give her to me." Dharmalabdha replied,
" Your

majesty, do not commit an act of folly. She is not my wife,

nor is this my son. She has come from across the sea trying

to seduce me, following close behind me in order to try her

wiles. She is not a woman ;
she is an ogress. Do not, your

majesty, think of doing this."

But the king, infatuated with the woman because of her

tender beauty, refused to listen to Dharmalabdha. As was

said by the Exalted One :

The impassioned man knows not what is good, nor

does he perceive dharma. A man always becomes blind

when passion overcomes him.

^
Sdrajyanti.

"
Senart's plausible emendation for saraksyanti or -raksaii

(
= sdrajjati, Sk. samrajyate)," Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
2

Literally
" was not wished for

"
anicchiyati (for -te). Cf. the active

na icchati
"
does not acknowledge ", below, next page (text).
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So the king took the woman into the women's quarters.
When King Brahmadatta had dalhed with her and enjoyed
and amused himself Mith her, he lay down with her. Now
the ogress had put the whole court to sleep. She and her

son then devoured the king. When they had devoured the

king she sent her son to the other ogresses to tell them to come

quickly, for all the court was ready to be eaten. In an instant

the son returned bringing the crowd of ogresses. And that

night they devoured all the people of the court, both those

within and those without (297), men, women and children,

elephants and horses, and nothing but bones and skulls

were left.

In the morning the counsellors went to the palace and saw
that the doors were closed. The household priests, too,

came, and the army officers, the town treasurers and coun-

cillors,^ and the community of traders with Dharmalabdha
at their head, all came to give the morning's greetings^ as

usual. They, too, saw that the palace doors were closed.

The counsellors asked among themselves,
"
Why are the

palace doors not open to-day ? Usually the palace doors are

open, the palace sprinkled and swept, and the appointed seats

set out. We do not hear the sound of any one, either of a

woman or of a man, or of an elephant or horse. In all the

spacious palace with its crowd of people we do not hear the

sound of anyone."
But Dharmalabdha the merchant-leader said,

"
Gentlemen,

you will no more hear any sound coming from the palace.

That pitiless ogress who feeds on flesh and blood was admitted

into the palace. And she has made great havoc there. Open
these doors so that we may know what is toward in the palace."

The counsellors had a ladder brought, and they made some
men scale it, bidding them to go and open the doors. When
these men got up into the palace they saw the skulls of

elephants and horses. And they told the crowd of people,

saying,
"
The whole court has been devoured

;
there are only

skulls left." They were then bidden to get down' and open

^
^refthinaigamd.
Literally

"
to inquire after the comfortable night," sukhardtripricchikd.

•
I.e., inside the palace or the grounds, so as to open the doors from

within.
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the doors. They got down then and opened the doors. The

counsellors, army officers and town councillors (298) passed

through the outer gate of the king's palace. In the elephants'
enclosure^ they saw bones and skulls

;
in the horses' enclosure

only skulls were left, and only the bones, too, were left of the

grooms and keepers. On the outside the royal palace looked

frightful and smelt foul like a cemetery.

They opened the inner doors of the royal palace and went

inside. There again they saw that only the bones were left

of the king and his queens. And thus the palace both within

and without looked frightful and smelt foul like a cemetery.
Then the counsellors and town councillors called the people

together and had the palace within and without sprinkled,

swept and fumigated. They paid due honour to the remains

of the king and his queens. From all parts around the city
a troop of soldiers of the four aims : fighters on elephants,

cavalry, charioteers and infantry were levied and drawn up.
In this way the city and province were protected against the

assault of any king.

The counsellors, town-councillors and the country people
assembled to deliberate. They consulted among themselves,

saying,
"
Friends, who of us here in Benares can become a

king fit to protect this kingdom righteously ?
" And they all,

counsellors, town-councillors and country people, reflected

thus :

"
There is no fitting king for Benares other than

Dharmalabdha, the merchant-leader. He is virtuous and

vigilant. Not even Yaksas and Raksasas can succeed in

tempting him. For thrice^ has he crossed the great ocean,

and every time he has had a prosperous voyage and returned

in safety." So they set Dharmalabdha on the golden throne

and anointed him king.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time (299) and on that occasion

Dharmalabdha the merchant-leader was somebody else.

You must not think that. And why ? I, monks, at that

time and on that occasion was the merchant-leader named
^
Bdhirlye "in what is outside" or "shut off from" (the palace itself) .

* This is the first time in the story that the voyages he had made are

definitely numbered.
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Dharmalabdha. The chief ogress was Mara's daughter.

Then, too, did she approach me, desiring and seeking an

opportunity to tempt me. But she did not succeed. And
this other time, too, when she approached me desiring and

seeking an opportunity to tempt me did she fail to succeed."

When the king had heard^ from his chief ministers^ that

Dharmalabdha would not acknowledge the woman he had

brought from over the sea,

He immediately instructed his chief counsellors,^ saying
to them,

''

If this man will not have the woman, take her into

my women's quarters."

Conscious of the risk,* she did not set about eating^ them

herself,^ but sent her son to take the news to the other ogresses

and to say,
"
I have devoured the king. Come hither at

once to eat.
"' Five terrible blood-drinking ogresses all

came to the palace, and then returned^ the way they had

come.^

The Exalted One, the Master, calling to mind a former

abode, a former birth, related this jataka to his monks.

The Exalted One explained the meaning of it in a dis-

cussion of the (300) skandhas, the dhatus, the ayatanas
and the atman.^°

" When of yore,'' said he,
"
I lived in one of my lives in

the round of rebirth that has no beginning or end, then was I

Dharmalabdha, the prudent trader. The daughters of Mara
were the ogresses. Thus understand this jataka."

^ A resumption of the metrical version. As is seen the text is disjointed
and fragmentary.

* Mahamatra, Pali mahamatta.
'
Mahdmdtya. Pali mahdmacca.

*
Literally,

"
hindrance

"
or

"
obstacle," antardya. Dharmalabdha might

intervene or the intended victims might wake up.
*

Literally,
"
did not eat," na khdyi. For this verbal form, aor. 3 sg.,

cf. the past part, khdyita, p. 76, n. 3. See Edgerton. Gram. § 32. 23.
® The text has sdnam, genitive object of the verb. Senart suggests

sdmam,
"

herself." Whatever word is adopted, the other can be appro-
priately understood for purposes of translation.

'
Agacchattattave. For the termination, see p. 282, n. 5.

*
Reading pratikramensu for parakramensu of the text.

*
Yathdgatam.

•• See e.g., vol. 2, p. 90, n. 4.
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Rid of old age and grief, the Exalted One told his monks

of his many and infinite sufferings, of his long faring up
and down in the past.

Here ends the Jataka of Dharmalabdha the merchant-

leader.

VISITS TO NAGA KINGS

Now while the Exalted One was taking his long walk up
and down, Kala/ the Naga king, came to him. He bowed
his head at the feet of the Exalted One, arranged his robe

over one shoulder, raised his joined hands, and said,
"
Lord,

former perfect Buddhas, the exalted Krakucchanda, Konaka-
muni and Kasyapa, lodged in my abode. Well would it be
if thou. Lord, would take pity on me and also lodge in my
abode." And so the Exalted One spent the fourth week in

joy and ease at the abode of the Naga king Kala. Then at

the end of the fourth week the Exalted One left the abode
of Kala the Naga king.
The Naga king Mucilinda^ who also had shown respect to

former Buddhas came to the Exalted One. Having bowed
his head at his feet, he stood to one side with his joined hands
raised and appealed to the Exalted One.

"
Lord ", said he,

"
former perfect Buddhas, the exalted Krakucchanda, Kona-

kamuni and Kasyapa, lodged in my abode. Well would it

be if thou, too. Lord, would take pity on me and lodge in

my abode." And so the Exalted One spent the fifth week

fasting in joy and ease at the abode of Mucilinda the Naga king.

(301) Now in that week unseasonable rainy weather^ came
on. For the whole week it rained night and day. But
Mucilinda the Naga king threw his coils seven fold* around
the Exalted One to form an envelope of half a yojana and

^ See vol. 2, pp. 249, 284, 354.
2 See p.
'

Vardala, not vdrdalika as it is quoted in P.E.D. s.v. vaddalikd. Late
Sk. vardala.

*
Saptakuttam. Cf. the account of the same incident at V. i. 3.
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covered him above with his broad hood. And so that the

Exalted One should not be assailed by any poisonous or offen-

sive smell the Naga king named Mucilinda^ emerged from his

abode, threw his coils around him^ and covered him for seven

days with his splendid well-shaped hood, and thus begat
rich merit. The Naga king Vinipata* also won merit, for he
threw his huge coil around him for seven days.

THE goatherd's BANYAN TREE

VTien the Exalted One, the perfect Buddha, was living his

life of austerity on the banks of the river Nairaiijana, he was
seen by a goatherd. Now when the goatherd saw the

Exalted One mortifying himself with these grim austerities

faith arose in him. With serene heart he planted a young
banyan tree for the Exalted One. When he had planted
this young banyan tree, he went to the Exalted One, held

out his joined hands, and said to him,
"
Lord, I planted this

young banyan tree for the Exalted One, believing that when
the banyan tree should have grown to its full size, the Exalted

One would have achieved his aim. So, for my sake, be

pleased to make use of this banyan tree." The Exalted One

silently intimated his assent to the goatherd.
When the goatherd perceived this silent assent he became

glad, exultant, delighted, pleased, joyful and content. From

* One would expect a different name here, for the action is more or less

a repetition of the preceding one.
* The verb, finite (pariksipe) or participial (pariksipilvd) , is wanting.
'

Vinipdtena. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) would read instead vivipatena,
"without quitting", which would give the translation, "he (the Buddha)
was enveloped (reading parik^ipto for ca punyam prasUtam of Senart's text)

by the Naga king without quitting {i.e., continuously), for he enveloped
him for seven days." Edgerton's emendation, however, does not seem to
take account of the yo sutani of the same two MSS. which give him parikfipio.
Further, as has already been remarked, the text clearly implies that more
than one Naga king contributed to the protection of the Buddha on this

occasion. Now Mucilinda appears in the Mhvu. as one of a trio. See

3. 138, and 254 (text) where he, R3.hu and Vemacitrin are three Asuras.
Mucilinda on its second occurrence is clearly a mistake for another name
(? Rahu), and Vinipata might well be a corruption (or another name) for

Vemacitrin, Pali Vepacikin. The whole pasage is difficult reading.
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time to time he would dig about and around the banyan tree,

stake it and hoe^ around it. From time to time he would

water and sprinkle it by pouring cool water on and around

it. Thus the goatherd' s^ young banyan tree quickly grew to

have great branches and to be a lovely and beautiful tree

through the power of the Exalted One.

(302) And when the goatherd saw the young banyan
tree grown into a lovely and beautiful tree with its branches

spreading downwards and outwards,^ his heart became

exceeding serene. In virtue of that serenity of heart and his

root of merit, on the dissolution of his body he was reborn

among the devas of Trayastrirnsa as a deva named Nya-
grodha* possessing great majesty and power. Though he had
been reborn there later than they, he excelled the other devas

born before him in Trayastrirnsa in the five^ deva attributes

of length of life, complexion, happiness, dominion and retinue.

As soon as he was reborn there this reflection occurred to him :

" What fair karma did I contract and store up when I was a

human being ? As the maturing of what karma have I

been reborn here in the world of the Trayastrirnsa devas ?
"

Then the deva Nyagrodha, while he was thus pondering
what his root of merit might be, saw the banyan tree which he

had planted for the Exalted One on the banks of the river

Nairafijana. And so, accompanied by several thousands of

devas, the deva Nyagrodha, in his surpassing beauty irradiat-

ing the whole abode of Mucilinda with a sublime radiance,

came to the Exalted One, bowed his head at his feet and
stood to one side. Arranging his robe over one shoulder

and holding out his joined hands, he said to the Exalted One,
"
Lord, when I was a human being and a goatherd looking

after my goats, I planted this banyan tree for the Exalted

One. As a result of that root of merit, when I passed away

^
Parikudddleti, a conjecture of Senart's, explained as a denominative

of kudddla. In his note on the word he would favour dd instead of dd,
in spite of the evidence of the MSS. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) suggests

"
walls

about," as the MSS. have parikudeti,
—

kudyeti, denominative of kudya,"
wall ".
^
Ajapdlena, instr. for gen.

^
Oiakhaprasakha. For this story about the Goatherd's Banyan-tree

see also Beal : Romantic legend of the Buddha, pp. 192, 238.
*

Or, translated, Banyan.
* Elsewhere numbered as ten. See e.g., vol. i, p. 25 ; 2, pp. 183, 350.
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from among men I was reborn among the deva hosts of

Trayastrim^a. Well would it be if the Exalted One would
take pity on me and make use of this banyan tree, so that

thereby I may have a greater reward still."

The Exalted One silently intimated his assent to the deva.

And the deva perceiving the Exalted One's silent assent,

was glad, thrilled, exultant, joyful and content. He bowed
his head at the Exalted One's feet, saluted him thrice from

the right, and then departed.

TRAPUSA AND BHALLIKA

After he had left the abode of Mucilinda the Naga king,

the Exalted One spent the sixth week fasting in joy and
ease at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan-tree. When this

sixth week at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan-tree was

over, (303) he spent the seventh week fasting in joy and ease

at a shrine of many devas in a thicket of kstrikd^ trees. Thus

the Exalted One fasted for seven weeks or forty-nine days.
In the north country is a town^ called Ukkala.' Now it

happened that two merchants of this town of Ukkala, by name

Trapusa* and Bhalhka,^ who were rich, wealthy, opulent,

1
K?lrikd, an unidentified tree. Cf. vol. 2, pp. 248, 475 (text). V. 1. 3,

says he sat at the foot of the Rdjayatana tree, while Lai. Vist. 381 calls the
tree Tardyana. Dpvs. 2. 50 seems to approximate the Mhvu. tradition

when it calls the tree khirap&la. According to l^. i. i. he fasted only four

weeks. /. i. 77 and Lai. Vist. 'ill fj, like the Mhvu., make the period seven
weeks.

*
Properly

"
place ", adhi?thdna. D.P.N, is not correct in taking this as

the proper name of the place from which Trapusa and Bhallika hailed.

The text simply says Uttardpathe Ukkalam ndmadhi^thdnam, which must
be interpreted as Ukkalandma adhisthdnam.

* Ukkala in Pali. The region is generally identified with the modern
Orissa. See Vin. Texts i p. 81, Thomas: Life of Buddha p. 85, and D.P.N.
But the Mhvu. definitely places it in the north country and implies that

they were passing that way on their journey home from the south, dakfipd-

pathdio.
* Also spelt Trapusa in this story. The Pali forms vary between Tapassu

and Tapussa.
* In Pali also Bhalliya and Bhalluka. The story of Trapusa and Bhallika

is also found at V. i. 4, /. i. 80, and Lai. Vist. 381 ff., and BudvA. 290 f.

It is interesting to note how the story has been much expanded in the Mhvu.,
even as compared with the version in Lai. Vist.
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virtuous, and possessing many attendants, were coming with

five hundred loads along that way from the south. Of their

luck-bringing oxen one bull was born under the constellation

Sujata,^ and another under the constellation Klrtika.^

And they were hence called Sujata and Kirtika after the

constellations. They went in front of the whole caravan

drawing the leader's waggon. Wherever on the journey
there was any danger, whether from a lion, tiger, leopard,

rhinoceros, elephant, demon of the forest, flood or brigand,
the bulls would refuse to go that way. The merchants thus

knew there was danger there, and they would come together
and go scouting in all directions.

Now the bulls Sujata and Kirtika came to the thicket of

kstrikd trees. There in the thicket of kstrikd trees they
were stopped by the magic power of the dead relatives of the

traders Trapusa and Bhallika who had become devas, and

they could not go on. When they stopped all the men of

the caravan became frightened and got ready to fight. But
the relations who had become devas, standing in the air,

raised a shout and made their noise heard.
"
Traders,"

cried they,
"
be not afraid. No danger threatens you. But

the Exalted One, the Buddha, abides in the wood here, having

appeared after a period of seven incalculable kalpas for the

sake of the welfare and happiness of mankind, out of com-

passion for the world, for the benefit and welfare of the great
multitude of devas and men. (304) And he has been fasting
these seven weeks or forty-nine days. Serve him with food.

Thus will your root of merit be infinite."

On hearing the words of the devas the traders Trapusa
and Bhallika brought refreshment of honey mixed with

ghee. And the devas went in front of the traders, saying,
"
Come, this way." Thus the traders were led by the devas

into the presence of the Exalted One.

The traders, taking with them the refreshment of honey,

^ An unknown constellation.
* Kirtika. According to Senart this is a wrong Sanskritisation of kittikd,

instead of krittikd,
"
the Pleiades." Cf. Kdrttika, the month November-

December. Below, p. 305 (text) it is correctly spelt krittikd. But Senart's

reading kirtika may be queried. Edgerton, however, accepts it as "hyper-
Skt. for AMg. kittid = Skt. krttikd." (B.H.S.D.). This seems to be the

only known instance of the form.
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approached the Exalted One and said to him,
" We pray

thee, Lord, eat of this refreshment of honey as a favour to

us."

But then this thought occurred to the Exalted One :

" Now
did the perfect Buddhas of yore receive food in their bowls

or in their hands^ ? They took it in bowls." As soon as this

thought occurred to the Exalted One, the Four Guardians of

the world^ came bearing four golden bowls and went up to him.

But the Exalted One, on the score that bowls of precious
metal were not suitable for a recluse, would not accept them.

So they brought silver bowls and went up to the Exalted One.

But these again the Exalted One would not accept, because

they were of precious metal. In the same way they brought
bowls of pearl, of beryl, crystal, white coral and ruby, but

on the score that bowls of precious stones were not suitable

for a recluse, the Exalted One would not accept them.

Finally they came to the Exalted One bringing bowls of

stone. ^ Then the thought occurred to the Exalted One :

"
If I accept a bowl of one Guardian of the world, misgiving

will arise in the hearts of the other three." So the Exalted

One accepted all the four bowls of the Four Guardians. He
touched them with his thumb and they became one bowl.

But though the four bowls were thus become one bowl, four

kotis of replicas of all the four bowls were to be seen.*

Then the Exalted One partook of the refreshment of honey

given him by the traders Trapusa and Bhallika.

(305) When the Exalted One had drunk the refreshment of

honey which had been given him by the traders Trapusa and

Bhallika and which was choice and exquisite, having good

*
Edgerton, Gram. § 22. 4, interprets this passage differently. He takes

pdni in panigrahakd>^ an AMg. word for
" water "

(see B.H.S.D.), whence
his translation

"
did they take a bowl (of food) or water ?

" But pdni in

its Skt. sense of
" hand " would seem to give a better meaning here, that is,

"
taking (food) in a bowl," bhdjanapraiigrdhakd, is contrasted with

"
taking

(food) in the hand." Besides, the context deals with the matter of pro-
viding the Exalted One with bowls, and not with that of providing him
with food as contrasted with water.

*
I.e., the

" Four Great Kings." See vol. i, p. 25, n. 3.
' At V. 3. 243 (

=
4. 243) the orthodox bowls must be of iron or clay

{matiikd). V. 2. 112 adds that they must not be of gold, silver, jewels,

beryl, crystal, bronze, tin, lead or copper.
*
Literally

"
four kotis of all the four bowls were seen," sarvefdifi caturpdm

pdtrd^dtfi catvdri pdtrakotini driiyanti.
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colour, smell, and taste, he pronounced a blessing^ on them :

Many a goodly quality the refreshing food was said to

have. It was good of colour, smell and taste.

The first refreshment that Trapusa and Bhalliya gave the

Master was choice, exquisite, desirable and fitting.

The Supreme of men drank this drink of honey and ghee.

By them was the Hero regaled as he came out of his seclusion,

as he himself regaled devas, Gandharvas and men with the

rain of dharma.

He bestowed^ a blessing on them,^ a blessing divine, bring-

ing good luck and success. When they heard it they were

glad, for it would prosper all their affairs.

Blessing be on your men and on your beasts ; blessing

be on you when you go your ways and when you return.

Blessing be on you by night and by day ; blessing be on

you at noon-tide. Blessing be on you always ; may no

evil befall you.

May good luck stand on your right shoulder and on your

left ; may good luck cling to your every limb like a garland.
Goodfortune and good luck be yours, traders; may it be well

withyou on whatever business you go to the regions of the east.

May the stars that stand over that region protect you,
Krittikd,^ Rohini, Mriga, Ardrd, Punarvdsu, the fair con-

stellation Pusya, and Aslesd, the seventh.

* Daksindm ddisati. Cf. Pali dakkhinam ddisati,
"
to assign a gift."

Although the following verses are practically identical with those found at
Lai. Vist., 387 ff, in the same context, there is yet too much diflEerence in

detail for the text of the latter to be taken as a sure guide in correcting
the occasional faultiness of the Mhvu. text. It is to be noted also that the
Mhvu. differs from Lai. Vist. in having a few verses at the beginning which
contain a brief allusion to the occasion on which they were spoken.

2
Disc, aor. of disati. Senart prefers this reading to disd in spite of the

frequent allusions to the
"
quarters

"
of the world in the sequel and in spite

of the reading in Lai. Vist. Besides, a finite verb is needed in our text.
* Sovatthika. Pali and BSk., Sk. svastika.
* The constellations and mythological persons mentioned in these verses

are left unannotated : they will be found listed in the dictionaries. Although
the verses are put in the mouth of the Buddha, they contain nothing specifi-

cally Buddhistic. They evidently were a traditional song of prayer or

magic recited to safeguard travellers on distant journeys. It is interesting
to note that both the Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. introduce the song at the same
point in the story. The lists of names are practically identical in the two
texts. It should be noted, however, that Lai. Vist. adds some verses at
the end, which imply that the whole poem was composed and recited by
the Buddha on this particular occasion.
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(306) These are seven glorious constellatons which keep
ward in the world ; to them is assigned the eastern quarter
in the region of the east.

May these watch over you abroad and at horned May
the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall you.
Return successful, guarded by these constellations.

In the region of the eastern quarter are eight young deva

maidens, Nandottard, Nandisend, Nandinl, Nandiraksitd,

fayanti, Vijayantt, Siddhdrthd and Apardjitd, whose

sovereign lord is named Dhritrd^tra.^

He is king and lord of the Gandharvas, and is protected

by the devas.^ May he, too, watch over you abroad and at

home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, guarded by all the devas.

In the region of the eastern quarter is a shrine named

Cdpala,* which is always ablaze with splendour and ivhere

prayers are always answered.^ May it watch over you
abroad and at home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, guarded by all the shrines.

On whatever business you go to tJte south, may the con-

stellations that stand in that quarter gimrd you—Maghd,
the twin Phdlguni, Hastd, Citrd, the fifth, (307) Svdtt and

Viidkhd—the southern quarter is theirs.

These are seven glorious constellations which keep ward
in the world ; to them is assigned the southern quarter in the

regions of the south.

May these watch over you abroad and at home. May
the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall you.
Return successful, guarded by these constellations.

* ? bhumiye bhavanena (instr. for loc.) ca, literally,
"
in the district (and)

at home."
» One of the

" Four Great Kings." See vol. i, p. 25, n. 3. The others
are mentioned below, viz. Virudhaka, Virupak§a and Kuvera. As a
"
Great King

"
the last is generally known by his patronymic Vai^ravana

(See, e.g., vol. 2, p. 153, w. 15).
* See p. 297, n. i.
* This is probably mythical. At any rate it cannot be identical with

the well-known Capala-cetiya near Vesill, the capital of the Vajjis to the
north of the Ganges. Lai. Vist. names it Ac&pala.

*
nityatfi satyopayacanam, Uterally

" which always has true prayer."
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In the region of the southern quarter there are eight young
deva maidens, Lakstmati, ^irlmatl, Yasomatl, Yasodhard,

^ubhesihitd, Suprabhdtd, Suvisuddhd and Suvydkritd.

May these, too, watch over you abroad and at home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, guarded by these deva

maidens.

Their lord and king is named Virudhaka. May this

king and lord of the Kunibhdndas, together with Yama,

protect you.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, guarded by the Kumbhdndas.
In the region of the southern quarter is a shrine named

Abhipasya,^ which is always ablaze with splendour and
where prayers are always answered.

May this, too, watch over you abroad and at home. May
the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall you.
Return successful, safeguarded by the shrine.

On whatever business you go to the western quarter (308)

may the constellations that stand in that quarter guard you:
Anurddhd, fyesthd, Mula, steady and strong, the twin

Asddhas, Bhiji, and the seventh, 3ravand.

May these, too, watch over you abroad and at home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall

you. Return successful, guarded by these constellations.

In the region of the western quarter are eight young deva

maidens, Alambusd, Misrakesi, Arista, Suprabhdyakd,
... 2

Krisnd, $ukrd and Draupadt. May these, too,

watch over you and give you health and prosperity.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, guarded by these deva

maidens.

Their lord and king is named Virupdksa. May he, the

lord and king of Ndgas, together with Varuna, protect you.

May he watch over you abroad and at home. May the

quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall you.
Return successful, protected by all the Ndgas.

^ Otherwise unknown. The corresponding name in Lai. Vist. is Padma.
*
Lacuna, which Senart prefers to leave in his text rather than restore it

after Lai. Vist.
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In the region of the western quarter is a mountain called

Asia, where the moon and sun turn round.^ May Asta

give you wealth. May it, too, watch over you abroad and
at home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, all guarded by Asta.

On whatever business you go to the northern qttarter,

(309) may the constellations that stand in thai quarter

guard you,

Dhanisthd, $atabhi?d, the twin Prosihapadd, Revatt,

Aivinl, and the seventh, Bharant.

May these, too, watch over you abroad and at home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall

you. Return successful, guarded by these constellations.

In the region of the northern quarter eight young deva

maidens are gathered, Ilddevl, Surddevl, Prithivt, Padu-

mdvatt,

Asa, Sraddhd, Hirl and $irt.^ May these watch over

you abroad and at home.

May the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil

befall you. Return successful, guarded by these deva

maidens.

Their lord and king is named Kuvera. He is lord and

king of all the Yaksas. May he, together with the Rdk^asts

protect you.

May he, too, watch over you abroad and at home. May
the quarters be propitious to you. May no evil befall

you. Return successful, guarded by the Yaksas and

Rdk§asas.

In the region of tlie northern quarter is a mountain called

Kaildsa,^ the abode of the Yaksa hosts and the home of the

Rdk§asas.

^
Literally

"
(which is) the turning round of moon and sun," dvarto

candrusuryanam. Asta,
"
the western mountain," is the same word as is

used in the expression astam i [gam, or ya) meaning, "to go home,"
"
go

down,"
"
set."

* Senart reads Sri, and leaves a lacuna after it. But perhaps, the line
should be made up by reading the BSk. form of this name, Siri, as in Lai.
Vist., and adding a conjunction like atha or api ca. One MS. actually has api.

• A mountain range located in the Himalayas and famous in epic and
Buddhist mythology. In the Mhvu. it is the home of Kinnaras. See vol. 2,

PP- 34. 97. 109 (text).
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May it, too, watch over you abroad and at home. May
the quarters he propitious to you. May no evil befall you.
Return successful, guarded by the Yaksas and Rdksasas.

Eight and twenty constellations, seven for each of the

four quarters, (310) with the moon and sun making a full

thirty.

Two and thirty deva maidens, eight for each of the four

quarters. Four Great Kings, glorious guardians of the

world, with blazing radiance guard the four quarters.

Eight recluses,^ eight brdhmans, eight nobles in the

provinces, eight devas with Indra, may these always watch

over you.

Then the Exalted One gave them the three resorts^ of refuge.
"
Come," said he,

"
to the refuge of the Buddha, to the refuge

of the dharma, to the future refuge of the Exalted One's

community of disciples," And so they came to the refuge of

the Buddha, of the dharma and of the Sangha.
Then they said,

"
We, Lord, are traders who range over

many a country and kingdom. Well would it be if the

Exalted One were to give us^ a relic which we could worship."
With his own hand the Exalted One cut off some of the hair

on his head and gave it them, saying,
" Have a tope made

for this hair". He then cut his nails and gave them the par-

ings, saying,
" Have a tope made for my nails. Stones will

be provided^ you and do you set them up." So they erected

^ The allusion to the eight recluses, brahmans and nobles, which is found
in Lai Vist. also, is obscure. As for the eight devas, Senart suggests that

they consist of the
" Four Great Kings

" each attended by another deva.
Thus Yama is mentioned with Virudhaka and Varuna with Virupaksa.
To get Dhritarastra's auxiliary deva Senart suggests that, at verse lo, p. 306,
for devehi sa ca raksitah we should read devendrena sa raksatu. The latter

reading is more reasonable on other grounds also, for the text makes a
"Great King

"
to be protected by devas at the same time as he is invoked

himself to protect human beings. In Lai. Vist. Manibhadra is invoked
with Kuvera, and Senart suggests that for raksasihi at verse 14, p. 309
should be substituted either this name or the name of a comparable deva.

'
I.e., Buddha, dharma and the Sangha. At V. i, 4 they are said to

come to only two refuges, that of the Buddha and that of dharma, the
Sangha not being yet established. They are there thus said to be

"
the

first lay-disciples in the world using the two-word formula {dvevdcikd).
See I. B. Horner : Bk. of Disc, Vol. 4, p. 6.

2 Mam., gen. pi. See p. 61, n. 2.
* "

V^ill come," dgamisyanti.
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a tope for the hair where the place named KesasthaUn now
is. They erected a tope for his nails where the city named
Valuksa now is. At the place named ^iluksa^ they set up
the stones which the Exalted One by his magic power had
thrown there with his own hands. "

Then the Exalted One, after his fast of seven weeks or forty-
nine days, drank (311) the refreshing drink of honey given by
Trapusa and Bhallika. But then the bihous humour of the

Exalted One overflowed.^

Then Sakra, lord of the devas, offered the Exalted One
the fruit of the myrobalan tree,* saying that it would ease*

the humours. The Exalted One partook of the myrobalan
and he planted the stalk in that spot. And on that very
same day it grew into a big myrobalan tree with wide-spreading
branches and laden with flowers and fruit. This was the first

of the trees that grew by the magic power of the Exalted One.

The myrobalans which grew from this tree are to-day known
as the Consecrated Myrobalan Wood.«

^ These three places do not seem to be otherwise known. Rhys Davids,
in Buddhist Birth Stories, p. 206, n. 2, has an interesting note on these hair-

rehcs, in the course of which he alludes to the claims of both the Burmese
and the Singhalese to be the modern possessors of them. He alludes also

to the fact that the legend as given in /. is found in an ancient inscription
on the great bell at Rangoon.

* See below, p. 313 (text).
' Senart's text here is pitena Bhagavato te ca abhi^yanditd. He takes the

latter word as meaning
"
overflowed (with satisfaction)," i.e.,

"
they (Trapusa

and Bhallika) were overjoyed that the Buddha had drunk." But the verb

abkisyandati is also used of the
"
over-flow

"
of the humours of the body.

See, e.g., 3. 143, 144, 153, 154 and cf. Pali. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) in calling
attention to this wrong interpretation by Senart adds that the exact reading
of the whole sentence is uncertain ; possibly, he says, it should be tathd

(so MSS.) abhi^yanditarn (impersonal),
"
over-exuberance of humours

was caused." But it may be suggested that for pitena, which is not readily
construable, we should read pittdni or pitta and retain abhisyanditd, or else

pittarn abhi^yanditam,
"
the bilious humour overflowed." Hence the purgative

haritaki given the Buddha by Sakra, so that there should be easing of the

humours, dhdtundm sukharn bhavisyati (Senart, however, emends sukham
(so MSS.) into tnukham giving the sense,

"
so that the myrobalan tree

should be the chief of relics
"

[dhdtiindm).
* Haritaki. Pali (also Sk.) haritaka, yellow myrobalan, Terminalia citrina

or chebula. Used as a purgative.
'
Reading sukham for tnukham. See preceding note.

* The text has cetakiyd haritakiprabdld. Cetakiyd must be interpreted
as an adjective formation equivalent to caitya. Prabdld is Senart's con-

jecture for the pravdnd of the MSS. Possibly however, the right reading is

pravana or BSk. pavana in the sense of
" wood "

(see vol. 2, p. 328, n. 3),

and the whole phrase should be cetakiyarft haritakipravanam (or -pavanam).
The translation has been made on this assumption.
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Then^ for six years the Exalted One lived a life of hard

austerity at Uruvilva. And there at Uruvilva a public

washer-woman^ from Senapatigrama,' with a heart full of

faith, offered a hempen rag-robe* to the Exalted One as he

was practising his austerities. "Lord," said she, "When thou

wilt have achieved thy purpose, then mayst thou for my sake

make use of this hempen rag-robe." When she became aware of

the Exalted One's silent consent, glad and exultant she hung the

rag-robe on the branch of a tree. Then she bowed her head at

his feet, saluted him three times from the right, and departed.

Not long afterwards she died in the presence of the Exalted

One, serene of heart because she remembered her gift of the

rag-robe. Immediately after her death she was reborn

among the devas of Trayastrimsa, the most excellent among
a hundred thousand Apsarases in the mansion of a certain

splendid and powerful deva. There, as an Apsaras, she

asked herself,
" What root of merit did I acquire when I

was a human being and what kind of offering did I make,

whereby I have been reborn among the devas of Trayastrimsa?"
And as she thus reflected she could see that a certain public

washer-woman, named Gava, of Senapatigrama near Uruvilva

was in distress.^
"
Now," said she,

"
just before I died, I

gave a hempen rag-robe to the Bodhisattva as he was prac-

tising his austerities. As the result of the root of merit I thus

acquired, (312) when I passed away from among men I was

reborn here among the devas of Trayastrirnsa. But this

^ The story now turns back to relate some incidents which occurred

during the austerities at Uruvilva.
* Or "

city-washerwoman or woman who hangs out clothes (to dry),"

nagara-avalambikd. This is the interpretation suggested by Edgerton
{B.H.S.D.), who refers for confirmation to the statement below that the
woman "

hung out the robe on the branch of a tree," where the verb used
is olambitva. In his Introduction, p. xxix, Senart himself translates the

expression by
"
6tendeuse de linge," but in his note on the present passage

he makes the less probable suggestion that avalambika is synonymqus with
velambika,

" a musical instrument
"

(or its player). Against Edgerton's
interpretation is the fact mentioned later in the story that the robe needed

washing !

' See vol. 2, p. 119, n. 2.
*

Literally
"
hempen rags from the dust-heap," sdnapdtnsukula. The

details of this episode in Lai. Vist. 265 ff. diflEer somewhat. 7. i. 27 ff. does
not say how the Buddha got the robe.

*
I.e., reflection brought back to her mind her ovra. past life.
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meritorious gift^ of mine has not yet been made use of by the

Exalted One. If the Exalted One would graciously make use

of that meritorious gift, then my reward would be still greater."

So, accompanied by a hundred thousand Apsarases and in

the great majesty and splendour of the devas, she left her

home in Trayastrimsa, took the hempen rag-robe from the

branch of the tree, approached the Exalted One and said to

him,
"
Lord, when I was a human being, with a heart full

of faith I gave this hempen rag-robe to the Exalted One
while he was practising his austerities, so that he should for

my sake make use of it when he had achieved his purpose,*
As a result of that root of merit, when I passed away from

among men I was reborn among the devas of Trayastrimsa.
Well would it be if the Exalted One, taking pity on me,
would now make use of the hempen rag-robe, so that thus

my reward might be still greater."
But devas who appeared in the sky said to the Exalted

One,
"
Lord, pray do not accept this hempen rag-robe. We

will give the Exalted One special^ garments made in heaven."

The Exalted One, however, would not accept the devas*

gift of special garments.
When he had accepted the hempen rag-robe of Gava the

pubhc washer-woman, hundreds of thousands of devas in the

sky waved their garments in honour of the Exalted One and
shouted

"
ha ! ha ! hail ! hail !

* As he has renounced his

universal sovereignty, are not our hearts glad that he has

gotten him hempen rag-robes ?
"

Then the Exalted One wished to wash the hempen rag-robe.
Water was needed, and ^akra, lord of the devas, with his

own hands channelled out^ a stream. To this day the stream

is called Panikhata.' A stone slab was needed on which to

bleach the hempen rag-robe. Four stone slabs were provided

•
Deyadharma, Pali deyyadhamma.

• The text here is in oratio recta.
•

Vikalpa
"

(specially) assigned." Cf. Pali vikappetabba V. i. 297 and
Miss I. B. Homer's note on a-vikappita in Bk. of Disc, vol. 2, p. 7.

• Hakkarakilikildni. The expression is found also at AvS. i. 67 and
Divy. 459. With the latter part of the compound cf. Pali kilikildyati, denom.
of hili. See P.E.D. for the etymology.

»
Literally,

"
dug," khatd.

• " Name of a sacred bathing-place," (Af.H^.). In Lai. Vist. the name
is P&^ihatS,.
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by the Four Great Kings. On one stone slab the Exalted

One bleached his hempen rag-robe. (313) On the second

stone slab he dried it. By his magic power the Exalted

One threw the third stone slab in front of Trapusa and
Bhallika who dwelt in the town called ^iluksa/ and it was
set up there as a monument. Even to this day there is a

place in the kingdom of Gandhara known as ^ila.^

On the fourth stone slab the Exalted One sat down to

darn the hempen rag-robe. And this stone slab received the

name of the Exalted One's Anusivana.^ Thus the Exalted

One made use of all the four slabs, and so they became monu-
ments in Jambudvipa in the eyes of both devas and men.

When the Exalted One had washed and darned his hempen
rag-robe, he went down* to the river Panikhata to bathe.

When he had bathed the Exalted One proceeded to step out^

of the river. Now exalted Buddhas are untiring^ of body and
of mind.' But there was on the river-bank a beautiful and

^ See p. 298.
* Unless the narrator's geography is atrociously incorrect, the text can

hardly mean that 6iluksa and 6ila were the same, for Gandhara is in the
extreme north-west of India. The second name may be adduced here only
as another example of a place-name of the same derivation. But possibly
the explanation is that the stone was cast not to where Trapusa and Bhallika
were temporarily staying in the neighbourhood of Uruvilva, but to their

permanent home, which according to the Mhvu. was in the north.
^ "

Sewing-place
" from siv.

"
to sew." In Lai. Vist. 267 it is called

Pamsukulasivana "
the sewing of the rag-robe."

* Okasta, see vol. i, p. 188, n. 6.
'
Literally

"
would step out of," uttarisyati. Senart's remark that the

text here is obscure seems uncalled for. He takes bhagavdn . . . uttarisyati
iti as words spoken by Kakubha, and is forced by this assumption to give
a most unlikely pregnant meaning to prativasati (" to dwell "), making it

connote a verb of
"
saying ". Even if this were in itself admissible, the

arrangement of the whole long sentence is against it. For between the
words assumed to be spoken by Kakubha and the verb (prativasti) on which,
according to Senart, they depend, there intervene three independent clauses.
It seems better therefore to take uttarisyati as historic future,

" he was
about to,"

" was intending to," etc., and omit iti. Or, which would be
quite in the style of our text, we might emend into uttarisydml ti the Exalted
One (said)

"
I will get out of the water." Cf. Lat. Vist. 267.

*
Akilanta, BSk. and Pali, past part, of kilamati, Sk. klamati.

' This sentence looks very much like a parenthesis inserted to avoid the
implication of the story that the Buddha required help to come out of the
water. Perhaps the Lokottaravadin theory is hinted at, namely, that a
Buddha's bodily ills are only apparent. It is to be noted that in Lai. Vist.
the whole episode comes before the enlightenment, and not, as in the Mhvu.,
only that part of it in which he is offered the robe. In the latter text, by
the time he had finally accepted it he was fully Buddha. But in Lai. Vist.
he was a Bodhisattva to whom fatigue could be attributed. And the need
for help is still greater there, because Mara is said to have raised the banks
to make the ascent nore difficult.
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lovely tree called Kakuhha^, with wide-spreading branches, in

which dwelt a deva bearing the same name as the tree. And
as he was coming out of the water the Exalted One spoke
to the deva, saying,

"
Kakubha, lend me a hand." The deva,

who wore fine and faultless earrings, held out his arms to the
Exalted One, who grasped them and thus stepped out of the

river Panikhata. And as soon as he had withdrawn his hand
from the deva Kakubha's arms, on the branch of the tree

was seen the mark of the Exalted One's five fingers.

(When I attained enlightenment, when the good Kakubha
extended his arms, when the stream Panikhata was chan-
nelled out and when the stones were thrown down by the

devas.)2

Then the Exalted One went on to the Goatherd's Banyan-
tree, and while staying (314) at the foot of the tree he reflected

on the world. 3 "Profound," said he, "is this dharma of

mine to which I have awakened,* abstruse, subtle, hard to

understand, but no mere dialectic
;

it is intelligible only to

the wise, and repugnant to the world in general.^ But
this race of men* delights in the things to which it clings,

rejoices and exults in them. And for a race of men which

delights, rejoices and exults in the things to which it clings,

this is a matter hard to understand, namely, what antecedent

condition is, what cause is, and what the arising of all things
from a cause ; the renunciation of all substrates of rebirth, the

break-up of sensorial states by the previous stilling of the

^
Spelt kakudha in V. i. 22, but kakubha in Lai. Vist. The Terminalia

Ariuna. See I. B. Horner : Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 38, n. i.
• Senart rightly prints this passage in brackets. It is obviously a frag-

ment of another version of the episode, which would seem to resemble

closely that in V. i. 28 f., where the Buddha recounts the incident of the

rag-robe and of its washing, etc., to Uruvela-Kassapa. Bodhim has no verb

governing it. Either a verb like prdpnuvan has to be supplied or as Senart

doubtfully suggests bodhim may be aorist meaning
"

I reached enUghten-
ment."

' The close verbal resemblance of the account of the events leading up
to the first sermon as given in the Mahdvagga {V. i. ^ ff.) and the Mahdvastu,
respectively, will be found analysed by E. Windisch : Die Komposition des

Mahdvastu, p. li ff. I. B. Horner : Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 6, gives in a note the

following Pali references to the Buddha's
"
Great Hesitation

"—S. i. 136,
D. 2. 36, M. 1. 167, and refers to notes on the subject in K.S. i. 171, Dial. 2. 29,
and Further Dial. i. ii8. See also Lai. Vist. 396 ff.

• Abhisambuddha. The Pali texts have adhigata.
•
Sarvalokavipratyanika. This expression is absent from the Pali texts.

• Ayam only in the Mhvu. The Pali texts have ayatft paji.
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samskdras,^ the destruction of craving, passionlessness, cessation,

nirvana. And were I to teach the dharma to others and those

others were not to understand,
^ that would be a vexation^ for

me. Let me then abide in silence on a mountain in the

wilderness."*

And on that occasion these verses^ were revealed to the

Exalted One :
—

The Way up against the stream, profound and hard to

see, passion's slaves will fail to see it. Enough then of

the thought of preaching it.

With hard toil did I win it. Enough then of the thought

of preaching it. For men who are consumed by sensual

desires are carried down with the current.'^

Not long after his enhghtenment the Exalted One was

staying at Uruvilva on the banks of the Nairaiijana, at the

foot of the Goatherd's Banyan-tree. Now while the Exalted

One was all alone in solitude and seclusion, the following

thought and reflection occurred to him :

"
Since the dharma

to which I have won' is profound, abstruse, subtle, hard to

understand, not won by speculation, no mere dialectic,

intelUgible only to the wise, and repugnant to the world in

general, were I to teach it to others, those others would not

understand.^ And that would be the greatest vexation to

^
Purvasamskdrasamathadharmopaccheda. Pali texts have for this

formula sabbasatnkhdrasamatho. In the Mhvu. expression dharma is the

phenomenal world of matter as it conditions sentient life.

*
Vibhdvayensu. Pali texts have djdneyyum.

*
Vighdta, corresponding to the Pali vihesd. The Mhvu. omits the

expression so mam '

assa kilamatho
"
this would be a weariness to me."

*
Aranyaparvate. But the v.l. pavane, in a

" wood "
in the wilderness,

may be better than parvate. For pavana see Vol. 2, p. 328, n. 3. This
sentence does not appear in the Pali accounts.

* In the Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. 397, these two verses are in inverse order

as compared with the Pali. Also, the Pali verse has dhamma where the
Mhvu. has mdrga.

* This last line, anusrotam hi vuhyanti kdmesu grasitd nardh, is utterly
unlike anything in the Pali verses. Incidentally, it confirms Miss I. B.

Horner's remarks {Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 7, n. 3 and 4) that patisotagdmin means
"
up against the stream to the source (nibbana)" and not, as Dial. 2. 30

renders it
"
against the stream of common thought." She cites VA. 962

that patisota is called nibbana. She also refers to Lamotte (op. cit.) i,

p. 50, f>. I.
'
Adhigata here.

*
Aidnsnsu here.
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me. Let me then abide (315) in silence all alone in a tract

of wilderness."

But then Great Brahma, becoming aware of this thought
and reflection of the Exalted One's, went to $akra, lord of

the devas, and said to him,
"
Friend Ko^ika.i the Exalted

One is turning his heart to inactivity rather than to setting
the wheel of dharma rolling. Why should we not, friend

Ko^ika, go to the Exalted One and implore him to set rolling
the wheel of dharma ?

" "
So be it, friend," said ^akra, lord

of the devas, in reply to Great Brahma. 2

Then Great Brahma, $akra, lord of the devas, the devas

Suyama, Sunirmita, Va^avartin,^ the Four Great Kings,
the ten Yak§a lords, and the ten Yak§a chieftains accom-

panied by several hundred Yak§as, at dawn of day came to

the Exalted One, irradiating with their radiance the whole
of the ground at the foot of the banyan-tree. They bowed
their heads at his feet and stood to one side. And as they
thus stood to one side. Great Brahma said to ^akra, lord of

the devas,
"
Friend Ko^ika, implore the Exalted One to set

rolling the wheel of dharma."

And ^akra, lord of the devas, arranging his robe over one

shoulder, approached the Exalted One and addressed him in

a verse.

Arise thou who art victorious in the fight. Fully laden

art thou. Fare through the world free of debt.* Chaste is

thy heart like the moon in its fifteenth night.

But the Exalted One kept silent and would not give his

consent that he should set rolling the wheel of dharma.

^ For this appellation of Sakra (Indra), see vol. 2, p. 49, n. 4 and p. 60.
' This incident of ^akra first appealing to the Buddha is common to the

Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. (396), but is not found in the Pali accounts.Cf. S. i. 233.
* For these devas, see vol. i, p. 165, n. 4.
* This line is identical with one of the lines spoken in the Pali accounts

by Brahma (see below), with the exception that it has purnabhdro (?so read
for -bharo) instead of satthavaha,

" caravan-leader." Senart suggests that
the former word should be emended into prajndkaro

"
wisdom-maker,"

as in Lai. Vist. But the Mhvu. word may be retained on the ground that it

is not unrelated in meaning to satthavaha, i.e. the successful merchant is

one who has a
"
full-load," and is also free of debt. Or else, purnabhdro

may be a corruption of an original pannabhdro
" one who has laid down

his burden," i.e. is saved or become an Arhan.
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Then Great Brahma^ said to ^akra, lord of the devas,
"
Friend

Kosika, not so are Exalted Ones, Arhans, perfect Buddhas

entreated to set rolling the wheel of dharma. Tathagatas,
Arhans and perfect Buddhas, when so entreated will not set

rolling the wheel of dharma."

When this had been said, Sakra, lord of the devas, replied

to Great Brahma,
"
Friend Great Brahma, you knew the

perfect Buddhas of old, (316) and so do you yourself implore
the Exalted One to set rolling the wheel of dharma." And
so Great Brahma, arranging his robe over one shoulder, held

out his joined hands to the Exalted One and addressed him
in a verse^ :

Arise thou who art victorious in the fight. Fully laden

art thou. Fare through the world free of debt. Teach

dharma, Sugata. Those who learn will grow.^

But the Exalted One kept silent. Then Great Brahma,
^akra, lord of the devas, the devas Suyama, Santusita,

Nirmita, Vasavartin, the Four Great Kings, the many
hundreds of Yaksas and the many hundreds of the Yaksas'

retinue, perceiving the Exalted One's unwillingness to set

rolling the wheel of dharma, were pained and grieved. They
bowed their heads at his feet, saluted him from the right,

and forthwith disappeared.
There is also the fqllowing tradition concerning this* :

The Exalted One was staying at Uruvilva on the banks of

i The Mkvu. and Lai. Vist. throughout this episode speak of Maha-
Brahma only and there is nothing to imply that a particularly Great Brahma
is alluded to. D. 2. 36 is similar in this respect. But V. i. 4 and M. i. 169
speak of a particular Great Brahma, viz., Sahampati, which name Rhys
Davids {Dial. 2. 70) regards as a gloss. Lord Chalmers {Further Dial, i,

p. 118, n. 2) says, however, that
"
there is no justification for assigning

seniority here to the Digha over the Majjhima and Vinaya." The absence
of any mention of Sahampati in Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. would seem to confirm
the truth of this assertion.

* As in Lai. Vist. Great Brahma here utters only one verse as compared
with three in V. and M. and two in D. The second line is identical with
the last of the Pali lines, with the exception that it has Sugata instead of

Bhagavan.
*
Ajnatdro bhavisyanti

"
the knowers will become," corresponding to

anndtaro bhavissanti of the Pali texts cited (add also 5. i. 234). The render-

ing is that adopted in I. B. Horner : Bk. of Disc. 4, p. 8 after Mrs. Rhys
Davids : Manual, p. 82.

*
Literally,

"
This also is heard," etthametam srHyati, which corresponds

to the expression
"
tatredam ucyate

"
so often used in vol. i to introduce

variant versions of episodes.
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the river Nairanjana at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan-
tree, not long after his enhghtenment. Then at dawn Great

Brahma approached the Exalted One. In his surpassing

beauty he irradiated the whole of the ground at the foot of

the Goatherd's Banyan-tree with his radiance. He bowed at

the Exalted One's feet, and saluted him from the right. He then

stood to one side and addressed the Exalted One in a verse.

Arise thou who art victorious in the fight. Fully laden

art thou. Fare through the world free of debt. Sugata,
teach dharma. Those who learn will grow.

But the Exalted One replied to Great Brahma in a verse :

The Way up against the stream, profound and liard to

see, passion's slaves will fail to see it. Enough then,

Brahma, of the thought of preaching it.

(317) Then Great Brahma seeing the Exalted One's

refusal at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan-tree to set

rolling the wheel of dharma, was pained and grieved. He
bowed his head at the Exalted One's feet, saluted him from

the right, and forthwith disappeared.
There is further the following tradition :

Not long after his enlightenment the Exalted One was

staying at Uruvilva on the banks of the river Nairanjana, at

the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan-tree. Now at that time

there had spread among the brahmans and laymen of Magadha
such wicked and wrong beliefs as that (there would come a

time when) the wind would not blow, rivers not run, embryos
not be born, birds not fly, fire not burn, moon and sun not

rise, and the whole habitable world be stricken with darkness.^

Then Great Brahma, aware that such wicked and wrong beliefs

had arisen among the brahmans and laymen of Magadha,
at dawn of day came to the Exalted One, in his surpassing

beauty irradiating the whole of the ground at the foot of the

Goatherd's Banyan-tree with his radiance. He bowed his

head at the Exalted One's feet, stood to one side, and recited

this verse. 2

* The Pali texts do not sf>ecify what the heresies which had arisen in

Magadha were. Lai. Vist. describes them in the same terms as the Mhvu.
* This is another of those verses which in the Pah tradition were all recited

at one and the same time by Great Brahm&. Lai. Vist. has here as many
as twelve verses.
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Already there has appeared in Magadha an impure
doctrine devised by men unclean. Thou hast opened the

door of immortality, so let them hear the dharma to which

a stainless man has awakened.

Then the Exalted One, himself inwardly aware, through
the insight gained by his enlightenment, (318) of the request
of Great Brahma, surveyed the whole world with his in-

comparable Buddha-eye.i He saw beings high and low,

mean and noble. He saw beings who were of a bad dis-

position and difficult to instruct and make pure ;
he saw

beings who were of a good disposition and easy to instruct

and make pure ;
he saw beings who were quick learners^

and beings who learnt only after a lengthy exposition' ;

beings who had to be led on, and beings who were merely

word-perfect* ; he saw beings who were astute of faculty
and beings who were dull of faculty.^ He saw three cate-

gories^ of beings, the category in which good results are

necessarily entailed, that in which evil results are necessarily

entailed, and that in which no result is entailed. Just as a
man of vision, standing on the brink of a lotus-pool, could

see with little difficulty blue, red and white lotuses, some in

the water, others on the surface, and others growing up out

of the water, so did the Exalted One with his incomparable

Buddha-eye see the whole world as he surveyed it.

Then this thought occurred to the Exalted One : "Whether
I teach the dharma or whether I do not, the category of

men in which evil results are necessarily entailed would
not be able to understand it. Whether I teach the dharma
or whether I do not, the category of men in which good

^ This passage closely resembles the corresponding passages in the Pali
texts already cited. The slight differences are common to the Mhvu. and
Lai. Vist.

^
Udghatitdjna. See p. 259, n. 4.

^
Vipancitajna. Cf. Pali vipaiicita (references as in preceding note).

*
Padaparama. Cf. Pali, id. (Add /. 6. 131 to references in the two

preceding notes) . The three types of men referred to below are not enumerated
in the Pali parallels to this passage.

' The text has riddhindriya, but mention of the possession of a faculty
of magic is entirely out of place here ; an antonym of tiksnendriya is wanted.
Hence emendation into mridindriya has been made. Cf. mudindriya in
the corresponding place in the Pali texts.

•
Rasiyas, BSk. pi. of rdsi,

"
heap". See vol. i, p. 138, n. 5. Lai. Vist.

also alludes to these categories, but the Pali parallels do not.
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results are necessarily entailed will in any case get to know
what I preach. The category of men in which no result is

necessarily entailed will learn if I preach the dharma to

them, but they will not know it if I do not preach it to them."
So the Exalted One, taking into consideration the category

of men in which no result is necessarily entailed, and being
aware of those wicked and wrong beliefs which had arisen

among the brahmans and laymen of Magadha, aware of the

entreaty of Great Brahma, aware of his own vow made seven
incalculable kaipas ago, conceiving a great compassion for

men and remembering that those majestic lords of devas
and rulers of the world had come to him and implored him
to set rolling the noble wheel of dharma, (319) granted
Great Brahma's request^ that he should do so. And on that

occasion the Exalted One addressed Great Brahma in a
verse :

/ have opened the door of immortality, Brahma.
Let those who list to hear the Exalted One shed the faith
that is based on a harmful idea. For already there has

arisen in Magadha a doctrine that is impure, based on a

harmful idea, and wrong.
^

Then when the Exalted One had granted Great Brahma's

request that he should set rolling the incomparable wheel of

dharma, the devas of earth raised a shout. ^ "
Behold,

friends," said they,
"
the Exalted One has granted Brahma's

request that he set rolling the incomparable wheel of dharma.
This will confer welfare and happiness on mankind, compassion
on the world, good, welfare and happiness on the great

^
Literally,

"
gave him leave," avakdiamakdr^lt.

* The sense of this verse as a whole is pretty much the same as that of
the corresponding verse in the Pali texts (T. i. 7, D. 2. 39, M. 1. i6g, S. i. 138).
There are, however, differences such as oral tradition in the course of time
may be expected to have brought about. Words in the original are replaced
by others of like sound. For example, the Pali line vihimsasaflili pagunam
na bhdsim (dhammatn) ,

"
Thinking of fatigue I did not preach the correct

dhamma," becomes in the Mhvu., vihesthasamjiio (a)praguno abhusi dharmo.
As E. Lamotte {op. cit., vol. i, p. 60, «. i) points out praguno in the Mhvu.
line must be read (a)praguno. But the run of the Pali verse demands
pagunam. With some variations the verse is also found at Lai. Visi. 400.
The Pah version has the greater claim to represent the original tradition
in that it makes more explicit the Buddha's consent to teach the dharma,
na bhdsim,

"
I did not preach." implying that he is now ready to do so.

• This exultation of the devas is absent from the Pali parallels, but
appears in Lai. Vist.
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multitude, and on devas and men. The hosts of the Asuras

will wane, the hosts of the devas will wax." When they
heard the shout of the devas of earth, the devas of the Four

Great Kings, the devas of Trayastrimsa, the Yama devas,

the Tusita devas, the Nirmanarati devas and the Paranir-

mitava^avartin devas raised a shout and made their cry
heard.

"
Friends," said they,

"
the Exalted One has granted

Great Brahma's request that he set rolling the incomparable
wheel of dharma. This will confer welfare and happiness on

mankind, compassion on the world, good, welfare and happi-
ness on the great multitude and on devas and men. The
hosts of the Asuras will wane, the hosts of the devas will

wax." And so on to'^ at that time and on that occasion the

shout rose up to reach Brahma's world.

There is also the following tradition concerning this :

(320) At the moment that he set the wheel rolling, the

Exalted One reflected on what kind of beings set rolling the

noble wheel of dharma.
"
Those beings," said he,

" who
have had association with former Buddhas^ set rolling the

noble wheel of dharma. Now I have had association with

former Buddhas, and therefore I am worthy to set rolling

the noble wheel of dharma. Those beings who are endowed
with peerless conduct set rolling the noble wheel of dharma.

Now I am endowed with peerless conduct, and therefore I

am worthy to set rolling the noble wheel of dharma. Those

beings who are endowed with a peerless dwelling-place set

rolling the noble wheel of dharma.^ Those beings who have
the distinctive attributes* set rolling the noble wheel of

dharma. Those beings who have been able to pass away^
set rolling the noble wheel of dharma. Whatever beings
have been able to descend into a womb^ ; whatever beings

^
I.e., according to the stock account of the devas' exultation when a

future Buddha was proclaimed. See vol. i, passim.
*

Literally,
"
are endowed with former association," purvayogasampanna.

See vol. 2, p. 245, n. 2. This reflection of the Buddha's is not found either
in the PaU parallel texts or in Lai. Vist.

' The corollary,
"

I am endowed, etc.," is omitted in the text from here on.
* Avenikd, sc, buddhadharmd, the eighteen distinctive attributes of a

Buddha. See Vol. i, p. 33, n. 4.
*
Literally

"
are endowed with a passing-away

"
sc. from among the

devas, cyutisampanna.
*
Garbhdvakrdntisampanna.
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have been able to stand in a womb^
;
whatever beings have

had such a birth ; whatever beings are endowed with the

characteristics;^ whatever beings are endowed with the lesser

characteristics^ ;
whatever beings are endowed with merit,

steadfastness and mindfulness ; whatever beings are possessed

of the current dharma* ; whatever beings are possessed of

unimpaired^ dharma ; whatever beings are pre-eminent in

the world ; whatever beings have the gift of investigating

the world® ; whatever beings are endowed with the essence

of being ; whatever beings can with their perfect knowledge
understand the sound conclusion that comes from sound

premises, and the unsound conclusion that comes from un-

sound premises ;
whatever beings can with their perfect

knowledge understand as it really is the way that leads every-

where and the way that leads here and there ;
whatever

beings can with their perfect knowledge understand the

various and several components of the world as they really

are ;
whatever beings can with their perfect knowledge per-

fectly understand as it really is the diversity' of the faculty

of energy^ of other beings and individuals (321)
—

(all) these

set rolling the wheel of dharma. Those who can, with their

perfect knowledge, understand as they really are the various

and several dispositions of men in the world, set rolling the

wheel of dharma. Whatever beings perfectly understand as

it really is the difference between present and future maturing
of the karma attaching to all past, present and future deeds,

contracted, stored up and unrequited, these set rolling the

wheel of dharma. Whatever beings perfectly understand as it

really is the riddance from all defilements that comes from

the attainments of meditation, concentration, and

freedom ;
whatever beings by means of their deva-eye,

which has vision beyond that of the human eye, see beings

*
Garbhasthitisampanna.

»
I.e.. the thirty-two marks {lak$atidni) of a MahSpurusa. See Vol. I,

p. 80 ff.
•

I.e., the eighty anuvyanjandni of a Mahapuru§a. See Vol. 2, p. 40 /.
*
Pratyupasthitadharmasampanna.

• Reading adu^ya for du§ya.
*
Lokapravicaya.

' Vaimdtratd. Senart refers to P.W. which cites Mvyui. Cf. Pali

vematratd.
•
Taking indriyavirya as being for virya-indriya as at 5. i. 437.
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passing away and coming to birth, beings fair and foul,

fortunate and unfortunate, humble and exalted, and under-

stand that they are duly reaping the fruits of karma—all

these beings set rolling the noble wheel of dharma. What-
ever beings remember their various past abodes ; whatever

beings understand as they really are the freedom of the

heart and the freedom through intuitive wisdom which are

rid of the dsravas because of the decay of the dsravas ;

whatever beings are long-lived, have the right way of life,^

morality, concentration, emancipation, the knowledge of

emancipation ;
have given up the world, have conceived the

great compassion, have won enlightenment, are skilled in the

ways of the heart, have the wonder-working power of magic,

mind-reading and instruction, and are gifted with all good

qualities of character ; whatever beings have mastered the

analysis of meaning, of reasons, of definitions, and of under-

standing ;
whatever beings have attained the noble five-fold

concentration,
2 the concentration of the five knowledges,

^

the noble, great five-fold perfect concentration, (322) the

noble, great perfect concentration of the five knowledges,
and are endowed with strength, the faculties and magic ;

whatever beings are gifted with polite speech,* with distinct

and faultless speech which makes the meaning clear, and

have the ability to answer questions ; whatever beings have

the power to transform the despondency of others into

confidence, and to restrain by means of the dharma the malevo-

lence of others ;
whatever beings have the power to bestow

on others the gift of happiness
—it is beings like these that

set rolling the noble wheel of dharma. It is beings who are

endowed with all the attributes of a Buddha that set rolling

the noble wheel of dharma. And I, again, am endowed
with all the attributes of a Buddha, and therefore I am
worthy to set rolling the wheel of dharma."

Then the Exalted One, aware that he had himself acquired
such virtue, reflected :

" What if I were now to set rolling

1
Ajiva. The adjective

"
right

"
is inserted as being implied by the

context.
* See vol. 2, p. 273, n. 4.
'
Pancajndnikasamddhi. Cf. D. 3. 278.

* Pauri vaca, Pali pori vdcd.
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the peerless wheel of dharma ? But I wonder who is com-

petent to understand this dharma of mine when I first preach
it and not be annoyed with me at the preaching of it ?

" He
then said to himself, "Udraka Ramaputra^ was'' pure, of Uttle

defilement and with little dust in his eyes.^ He had gone
far, proceeded far, and taught as his doctrine the dogma
concerning the sphere of what is neither consciousness nor

unconsciousness.* But Udraka Ramaputra has been dead

seven days. His death is a great loss^. Now what other

man is there who is pure, of little defilement, with little dust

in his e3^es,® who is competent to understand the dharma
when it is first preached and would not be annoj^ed on hearing
it ? Arada Kalama' was^ pure, of little defilement, and with

little dust in his eyes,^ and he would be competent to under-

stand the dharma when it was first preached and would not

^ The second teacher resorted to by Gotama after he had left home.
• The past tense is used in translation, because there is nothing in the

Mhvu. text to indicate that the Buddha did not know that Udraka was
dead. In the Pah texts and Lai. Vist. the news that Udraka (and below,

Arada) was dead was brought just as the Buddha had decided on communicat-
ing the dharma to him.

• Senart prints aparoksajdtiyo, which could only mean "
of evident good

birth," a sense not quite apposite to the context. The corresponding
adjective applied below to Arada Kalama is, however, alparajaskajatiyo,
which is clearly the equivalent of the Pali apparajakkhajatiko applied to

both teachers at V. i. 7 and M. i. 169, 170. I. B. Horner, op. cit. p. 10
and Lord Chalmers, Further Dial, i, 120, take this to be a compound of appa
{alpa) -rajas -akkha [aksa) i.e. "an eye with little dust." P.E.D., however (s.v.

rajakkha) explains -kkha as an adjectival suffix, rajo (rajas) -ka, giving
rajakkha, and compares purakkhata from puras-kata. The translation

adopts the former interpretation, although doing so involves taking rajas
in both its literal and metaphorical senses in the same sentence. In any
case, it would seem justifiable to emend aparoksajdtiyo into alparajaskajdtiko,
in spite of the fact that Lai. Vist. 403 has in the corresponding place aparo-
k?avijndna. But it is to be noted that, when the Buddha, continuing his

pondering, asks again who is aparoksajdtiyo, in his answer this adjective
has become alparajaskajatiyo, and the latter is also the adjective applied
to the group of five monks. But now see Edgerton {B.H.S.D.).

• See vol. 2, p. 114, n. 2.
•

Literally
" Udraka R. is a great loss," mahdhani, Lai. Vist. 403, has

mahdhdnir vattate Udrakasya. For mahdhdni the Pali texts have maha-

jdniyo, from jdni = hdni.
•
Reading alparajaskajdtiko, for aparoksajdtiyo. See n. 3.

' The first teacher resorted to by Gotama after he had left home. It is

to be noted that the Mhvu., like Lai. Vist., has inverted the order in which
the Buddha mentions him and Udraka Ramaputra in vol. 2, p. 118 and
at V. I. 7 and M. 1. idq f. I. B. Horner: Bk. of Disc, Vol. 4, p. 10, n. 4
gives the following references to these two teachers—Mrs. Rhys Davids :

Manual, 57 ff., E. J. Thomas : Life of Buddha, 184 (add 62 and 229), Miln.

236, and ThigA. 2.
• See n. 2, for the tense used in translation.
•
Alparajaskajdtiyo, here.
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be annoyed with me when he heard it. The loss of Arada is

great, for he has been dead these three days. What other

man is there, then, who is pure, has Uttle dust in his eyes,^

who is competent to understand this dharma of mine when
it is first preached and will not be annoyed with me when

he hears it ?
" He then thought to himself :

" The good

group of five^ are pure, of little defilement, and have little

dust in their eyes.^ (323) They are competent to understand

this dharma of mine when it is first preached and they will

not be annoyed with me when they hear it. They accom-

panied me in days gone by when I was living my life of

austerity. Now they are staying in Benares, in the Deer

Park at Risipatana. What if I were now to go to Benares,

to the Deer Park at Risipatana, and preach the dharma
first to the good group of five ?

"

Then many of the powerful Suddhavasa* devas approached
the Exalted One, bowed their heads at his feet, and stood to

one side. And as they thus stood to one side, they said to the

Exalted One,
" As is known and recognised by the pupils* of

the Exalted One, we, too, are able to perform for the Exalted

^
Alparajaskajdtiyo. The text omits alparajo,

"
of little defilement,"

here.
* Pancakd bhadravargiyd. The group of five religious seekers, probably

pupils of Arada and Udraka, who had been Gotama's companions during
his austerities, but who deserted him when he decided that asceticism was
not the way. Why the group is described as bhadra it is impossible to say.

They are first alluded to, in exactly the same terms, both in the Mhvu. and
Lai. Vist., on the occasion of their desertion of Gotama, so that there is

some ground for supposing that bhadra is there used ironically in the sense
of

"
fine

"
(See vol. 2 (trans.), p. 228). It has been rendered in a variety

of other ways, "wealthy" (Rhys Davids and E. J. Thomas),
"
de bonne

caste
"

(Foucaux) and "
die schone Gruppe bildend

"
(Pischel). On the

whole it would seem safer to give bhadra here the general, if vague, sense
of

"
good ". (See E. J. Thomas : Life of Buddha, p. 80, 91 ; Mrs. Rhys

Davids: Manual, p. 62 /., and J.R.A.S., 1922, pp. 193 ff. ; and D.P.N.)
The Pali texts do not describe them as bhadra, but call them simply panca-
vaggiyd bhikkhu {V. i. 8 ; M. i. 171), although they were not yet "monks"
in the Buddhist sense. The Pali expression bhaddavaggiyd is applied to
a totally different group of thirty (not five), who were converted and
ordained by the Buddha on a later occasion {V. i. 23. See I. B. Horner,
op. cii., p. 31, n. 2, where the rendering of bhadra by

"
of good standing

"

is shown to have the support of the Commentaries. Miss Horner, in a
letter, suggests that bhadra applied to the five is due to contamination
from the group of thirty).

'
Alparajaskajdtiyo.

* See vol. I, p. 28, n. 4. The intervention of the devas at this point
is not found either in the Pali texts or in Lai. Vist.

* Antevdsinas.
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One various and divers wonders of magic. As the Exalted
One goes from the bodhi-tree to Benares to set rolhng the

peerless wheel of dharma in the Deer Park at Risipatana, we
will see to it that the whole way from the bodhi-tree to Benares
is made level, even, like the palm of the hand, with an awning
stretched over it, and is bordered with bright cloth, draped
with festoons of fine cloth, sprinkled and swept, made fragrant
with incense, scattered with heaps of flowers, strewn with

golden sand and with powder of celestial pearls, crystal,
white coral and ruby. And there. Lord, on the way from the

bodhi tree to Benares we will create rows of celestial palm-
trees , . .1 bright and beautiful, made of the seven precious

substances, gold, silver, pearl, beryl, crystal, white coral and

ruby. There too. Lord, on the left and on the right of the

way we will create celestial streams, (324) transparent,
^

unruffled, with sandy banks, attractive,^ their beds strewn

with golden sands, with pools of fragrant blue, red and white

lotuses and shaded by flourishing trees, mango, rose-apple,

lakuca,^ bread-fruit, coconut, pdlevatd,^ bhavya^ and

pomegranate. There too. Lord, on the way from the bodhi-

tree to Benares we will create celestial sunshades and celestial

banners. We will create celestial gabled buUdings, bright and

beautiful, made of the seven precious substances, gold, silver,

pearl, beryl, crystal, white coral and ruby. As the Exalted One
moves on, these will move on

;
when he stops, they will stop.

In front of him the Varsavalahaka devas' will scatter celestial

flowers; gently, gently will the devas throw them down."

Thus when the Exalted One set out from the bodhi-tree

to the Deer Park at Risipatana in Benares, to set rolling the

peerless wheel of dharma, the way had been made ready

* There is here what must be regarded as a copyist's error, for four adjectives
acchd, sama, saiketd and sukhopanita are appHed to the palm-trees, which
are properly only applicable to streams and are so applied immediately below.

* Accha P.E.D. relates it to root ric and compares Sk. riksa,
"
bald,""

bare
" and Vedic rikvan,

"
bright." M.W., however, derives it a -f- chad."

not covered,"
"
not shaded."

*
? Sukhopanita

" where one is led to pleasure." The corresponding
adjective et p. 288 *(text) is sukhopatirlha.

* See vol. I., p. 205 (trans.).
» Ibid.
* Ibid.
' The rain-making class of the Vahalak&yika or

"
Cloud

"
devas. See

D.P.N.
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for him by the Buddhavasa devas. They created a great

army of the four arms, warriors on elephants, cavalry,

charioteers and infantry, and escorted the Exalted One as he

went to Benares. All the lords and kings of theSuvarnas,^

whether born of eggs, or of the womb, or spontaneously, or of

moisture, by their magic power created a great army of the

four arms and escorted the Exalted One as he went on his

way. Also all the Naga lords and kings, whether born of

eggs, or of the womb, or spontaneously, or from moisture,

by means of their magic power created a great army of the

four arms and escorted the Exalted One as he went to Benares.

The Caturmaharajika devas, the Trayastrim^a devas, the

Yama devas, the Tusita devas, the Nirmanarati devas, the

Paranirmitavasavartin devas, and the devas of Brahma's

world, by means of their magic power created a great army of

the four arms and escorted the Exalted One as he went to Kasi.

And so the Exalted One, honoured and escorted by a great

host of several hundreds, several thousands, several hundreds

of thousands went from Uruvilva to Gaya and from Gaya
to Aparagaya.2
At Aparagaya there was a Naga king named Sudar^ana,

and he invited the Exalted One (325) to lodge and eat with

him at Aparagaya.
^ When the Exalted One had lodged and

eaten at the home of Sudarsana, the Naga king, he went

on to Vasala. At Va^ala there was a brahman named Nadin,
and he was said to be of those who put faith in the sound
"
hum, hum^." As the Exalted One was walking on he

^ See vol. 2, p. 165, n. 2.
* Not mentioned in the Pali texts nor in Lai. Vist.
' This incident at this point is peculiar to the Mhvu. In Lai. Vist., 406,

it occurs after the meeting with Upaka.
*
Huhunkajdtiko vuccati

"
he was said to be a Huhunkajatiko ". Hardy,

quoted by Mrs. Rhys Davids in J.P.T.S., 1901, p. 42, says that huhunka
is apparently the designation of a class of brahmins uttering and putting
their confidence in the sound hum, and he cites an Aranyaka passage which
would seem to show that the sound was considered to possess a great power.
Dr. E. H. Johnstone also thinks it may refer to confidence in ritual-syllables.
See F. L. Woodward : Verses of Uplift, p. 3, n. i and the references there

and in I. B. Horner, op. cit., p. 3, n. 3. According to P.E.D. huhunkajdtiko
means "

one who has a grumbly nature." Cf. DA. and UdA. cited in

Verses of Uplift, I.e. But in the Mhvu. the brahman utters the sound
" hum "

before the Buddha speaks a word at which he can carp.
In V. I. 2, cf. Ud. 3, this incident takes place earlier, namely, when

the Buddha was staying near the Goatherd's Banyan-tree. The Mhvu.
alone gives the brahman a name.
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turned his left^ side to him and cried
"
hum-hum." ^ The

Exalted One in that circumstance, on that occasion, for that

reason and at that time made this solemn utterance :

The brahman who is outside the state of evil,^ who does

not cry
"
hum-hum," who is free of impurity,* whose self

is under control, who is rid of the a^ravas and who is in his

last bodily existence, it is that brahman who can rightfully

proclaim the religion of Brahma.^

At Va§ala a certain householder invited the Exalted One
to lodge and eat with him.« And after the Exalted One had

lodged' and eaten there he left Vasala and came to a place
called Cundadvila.8

And Upaka, the Naked Ascetic,*" saw the Exalted One when
he was still some way off. Seeing him coming he went to

meet him, and exchanged friendly and courteous greetings
with him. He then stood to one side. As he thus stood to

one side, Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, said to the Exalted One,
"
Very clear is the complexion of the exalted Gotama, very

clear and very bright ; very serene is his countenance.*" Like

as, when a ripe palm-nut has just fallen from the tree, the stalk

which supported it*^ is very clear and bright with a golden
sheen, just so is the complexion of Gotama the Exalted One

very clear and bright and his countenance very serene. To-day,

^
Apasavyikaroti. See P.E.D., s.v. apasavya ; also Edgerton {B.H.S.D.).

• Huhun-ti karoti.
'
Bdhitapdpadharma. Bdhitapdpa is a "traditional and fanciful etymology

of br3,hma];ia
"

(F. L. Woodward, op. cit., p. 4, n. 3.).
•
Ni§kasaya. Pali nikasdva.

•
Literally

"
speak the brahma-speech," brahmavddam vadeya. I. B.

Horner, op. cit., p. 4, n. 3, quotes VA. 958 = UdA. 55 as saying that this
means he can rightly say

"
I am a brahman." She also refers to Mrs. Rhys

Davids : Manual p. 85, where brahmavdda is rendered
" Brahma-faith."

Only the first two and the last padas of this verse are found at F. 1. 3
and Ud. 3.

• This incident again is peculiar to the Mhvu.
'

Vusta, past part, of vasati. Cf. Pali vuttha.
• A village near Benares, but on the other side of the river. A variant

Pali form of the name is Cundatthila (D.P.N.). The Pali texts and Lai.
Vist. do not specify the exact spot where the Buddha met Upaka.

•
Ajlvaka, literally

" man of the liveUhood." For their beliefs and
practices see Rhys Davids : Buddhist India, p. 143 ; D.P.N. ; and A. L.
Basham : History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas.

*• Unlike the Pali texts and Lai. Vist. the Mhvu. does not allude to the
Buddha's indriydni,

"
faculties or organs of sense."

^*
Bandhandiraya. Cf. Lai. Vist., which has two other similes at this

point. The PaU parallel passages have none.
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Gotama the Exalted One (326) has attained immortahty,
and the Way that leads to immortality."^
When this had been said the Exalted One repHed to Upaka,

the Naked Ascetic,
"
Yes, Upaka, I have attained immor-

tality and the Way that leads to immortality." Upaka then

asked the Exalted One,
" Under whom,^ O Gotama, dost thou

live the brahma-life ?
"

The Exalted One replied to Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, in

a verse ^
:

All-conquering and all-knowing am I, in all things un-

defiled. Omniscient am I, freed through the decay of craving.

Having won the higher knowledge, whom should I follow ?*

When this had been said, Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, asked

the Exalted One,
"
Does Gotama, the Exalted One, claim to

have no teacher ?
" And the Exalted One replied to Upaka,

the Naked Ascetic, in a verse^ :

Without a teacher am I ; none equal to me can he found.
I alone in the world am perfect Buddha, having won the

peerless enlightenment.

Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, then^ asked the Exalted One,
' '

Does

Gotama, the Exalted One, claim that he is an Arhan ?
" And the

Exalted One repUed to Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, in a verse :

I am an Arhan'' in the world ; I am supreme in the

^ This allusion to immortality is not found either in Lai. Vist. or in the
Pali texts.

* Or " where "
kahim.

' This verse is practically identical, word for word, with the corresponding
verse at F. i. 8 and M. i. 171. Cf. also Dh. 353.

* For aham as the subject of uddiseyam the Pali texts have sayam, i.e.

having gained the higher knowledge
"
myself ".

' In Pali this verse and the following one form a continuous whole with
the first two, containing the answers to a series of questions asked in the

prose. In the Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. the questions are given one by one
with a verse in reply to each.

* Evamukte,
" when this was spoken," omitted in the translation of the

rest of this dialogue.
' In Pali this verse appears as the second in the whole series and is not

a reply to any specific question about Gotama's Arhantship. However,
the fifth verse in Pali is introduced by a question in the form of a statement,
yatha . . . patijdndsi arah' asi anantajino ti,

"
according to what you claim

you ought to be victor of the unending."
" But there is also the reading

arahd asi (You are an Arhan) as at Kvu. 289, and cf. Pss. Sisters, 129 f."

(I. B. Horner : op. cit., p. 12, n. 3). In the Mhvu., as also in Lat. Vist.,
this verse has been transferred to form the answer to an additional question.
It would seem as though the question was suggested by the statement in
the original verse, the second in the PaU series.
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world. In the world of devas and of men none equal to me
can be found.

Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, then asked the Exalted One,
^'
Does Gotama, the Exalted One, claim that he is a Con-

-queror^ ?
" And the Exalted One repHed to Upaka, the

Naked Ascetic, in verse :

They are, like me, Conquerors, who have achieved the

destruction of the a^ravas. Evil things have I overcome,
and hence, Upaka, am I a Conqueror.
As the beauty of the lotus is not besmirched by the marshy

soil^ so am I not besmirched by the world. Therefore,

upaka, I am a Conqueror.^ I have won the higher know-

ledge that was to be won ; I have declared the truth that

was to be proclaimed ; I have renounced what was to be

renounced. Therefore, Upaka, I am a Conqueror.

Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, then asked the Exalted One,
"
Whither is Gotama, the Exalted One, going ?

" And the

Exalted One replied to Upaka, the Naked Ascetic, in verse :

/ go to see Benares to beat the drum of immortality.
I go to set rolling in the world the wheel of dharma that

may not be rolled back.*

The dharma that I have won to is passionless, tranquil
and blest. This shall I promulgate^ for the weal of every
creature.

The perfect Buddhas that have been, those yet to come,

and those that now are, the dispellers of the sorrows of the

multitude, all have taught, will teach and do teach^ dharma
to men, for such is the obligation'' of Buddhas.

^ This corresponds to the question introducing the fifth verse in Pali.
•

Literally, "watery land," anopa, a BSk. variant of Sk. anUpa, which is

also the predominant form in Pali, from anu -\- apa (See P.E.D.). Cf.

B.H.S.D.
* This simile and the following verse are not found either in the Pali

texts or in Lai. Vist.
* This verse, with some variations, corresponds to the fourth in the Pali

series. The two following verses have nothing corresponding to them in

the Pali or in Lai. Vist.
'
Literally

"
set rolUng," pravartayisyami.

• The text has the present, deienti, only, but it is necessary in translation
to repeat the verb in the other two tenses.

' Dharmata.
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Devas in the sky recited a verse ^
:

Whosoever, having seen that he was such a driver of
tameable men, should shun^ the Great Seer, would he as

one who should with hands and feet spurn great good luck.

At Cundadvila there was a Yaksa named Cunda, and he

invited the Exalted One to lodge and eat at his abode. When
the Exalted One had lodged for one night at the abode of

Cunda, the Yaksa, and had duly eaten, he went on to Lohita-

vastuka near Sarathipura. At Lohitavastuka there was a

Naga king named Kaman^aluka, who (328) invited the

Exalted One to lodge and eat at his abode. When the Exalted

One had lodged there for one night and had duly eaten, he

went on to Gandhapura. At Gandhapura there dwelt a

Yaksa named Kandha, who invited the Exalted One to

lodge and eat at his abode. When the Exalted One had

lodged there for one night and had duly eaten, he went on
to Sarathipura. At Sarathipura the Exalted One was invited

to lodge and eat with a certain householder. When the

Exalted One had lodged there for one night and had duly
eaten, he went on and reached the banks of the Ganges. The

ferryman^ said to him,
"
Give me the fare for crossing."

The Exalted One replied,
" How can I have the fare for

crossing when the shining metal means no more to me than a

clod of earth and when I have dispensed with silver and gold?*"
But the ferrj^man said,

"
If you give me the fare for crossing,

you shall cross ^
;

if you do not give it, you shall not cross."

^ This and the other incidents described in the Mhvu. as taking place
on the way to Risipatana are not alluded to in the Pali texts. Lai. Vist.

406, says simply that after being entertained by Sudarsana the Naga king
at Gaya (of. above, p. 315, n. 3), the Buddha passed successively through
Rohitavastu, Uruvilvakalpa, Anala and Sarathipura, at each of which
places he was entertained ; but it is not said by whom.

*
Parivarjayeya. Senart, however, gives this the opposite sense of"

satisfaire, rendre favorable," on the analogy of the problematical dvarjana
for which he refers to his notes on p. 377, 482 of vol. i. But it would seem
better to give it its normal sense of "to shun, avoid," etc., and the point
of the simile is retained simply by giving prandmye (from prandmeti) the

meaning it has e.g., at V. i. 54, namely "to dismiss, send away," hence"
spurn ".
* Ndvika. This encounter with the ferryman is also found in Lai. Vist.

407, but the account of it varies in the two texts, that in the Mhvu. being
for more circumstantial and interesting.

* Kuto mama samalestukdncanasya vyapagatajdtdruparajatasya tarapanyam.
*

Tarihasi, BSk. fut. of tarati. Edgerton, Gram. § 31. 3, explains the
form as fut. of the MIndic pass., tariyati, from the same verb.
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The Exalted One replied :

"
The swan on the hanks of the Narmada^ does not ask leave

of the ferryman, but crosses by its own abundant strength.^*

And with the words, the Buddha passed over like a king

of swans ; the Great Sage crossed the stream and stood on
the further bank of the Ganges.

After he had crossed the Ganges the Exalted One came to

Benares. He stayed at Sankhamedhi^ and at the proper
time went to Benares to beg for alms.

For Buddhas are not unpunctual in their lives, but go
the rounds of a village for alms at the proper time. Worldly

leanings are strong in^ those who do their rounds at im-

proper times. Therefore Buddhas do not go round at

improper times.

At Risipatana were staying the good group of five,* namely
Ajiiata Kaundinya, Asvakin, Bhadraka, (329) Va§pa and
Mahanama.^ And when the Exalted One had made his

alms-round in Benares and had duly eaten, he came to Risi-

patana. He was then seen by the good group of five, who,

espying him when he was still some way off, resolved on a

course of action.^
"
Here," said they,

"
comes Gotama the

recluse, who is a profligate, living in abundance, and has

strayed from his striving.'' No one is to rise up to greet
him." But when the Exalted One came up, they felt ill at

ease in their places. Just as when birds in their nests or on

the branches of trees, scorched by fire burning beneath them^
^ Pali Nammada, the modern Nerbudda.
* This place is not mentioned in the Pali texts and Lai. Visi.
*

Literally,
"
dwell in," vasanti, unless we read va (—eva) santi

"
are."

* See p. 313, n. 2. From this point the Mahdvasiu and the Mahdvagga,
V. I. 6 ff. are closely parallel. For a detailed comparison of the two texts,
with references to Lai. Vist., see Windisch, op. cit., p. 19 ff.

'
Corresponding to the Pali Aflna (or Afifiata-) Kondaniia, Bhaddiya,

Vappa, Mahanama, Assaji {V. i. 12 ff.). Lai. Vist., 408, mentions only
Ajflatakaundinya by name, and elsewhere, 245 ff., mentions them only
as a group. For the supposed etymology of his name see V. i. 12 and
I. B. Horner, op. cit., i8, n. 4.

*
Kriydkdram karonti. Lai. Vist. 407 has kriydbandham akarfa. V. 1. 8

has anHamannam santhapesutn,
"
they agreed among themselves."

' The text has prahdnavikrdnlo. Prahdna is, of course, the BSk. form
of Sk. pradhdna, Pali padhdna. But vikrdnto,

"
heroic," can hardly be

correct, as it would give the compound a sense contrary to what is demanded
by the context. The right reading is evidently vibhrdnto corresponding
to the Pali vibbhanto in the same expression, i.e., the participle of vibhramati ;

or we could restore the synonymous vibhrafto (vi-bhratfii) as at Lai. Vist. 407.
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fly off, so did the good group of five feel ill at ease in their

seats when they saw the Exalted One coming, and rise up and

go to meet him.^
"
Come, venerable Gotama," said they,

"
hail and welcome to the venerable Gotama." But the

Exalted One replied to them,
" O monks of the good group,

your vow is broken. But, O monks of the good group, do

not address^ the Tathagata as
'

venerable '."

When the Exalted One had proclaimed them to be his

disciples every mark of the heretic, every badge, every sign

disappeared from their persons. They were seen to have the

three robes, sumbhaka^ bowls, their hair in its natural state,

and their deportment established, just hke those of monks

who had been ordained a hundred years.* Such was the

ordination into the religious life and the admission into

monkhood of the good group of five.

At that place there was a lotus-pond named Buddhavicirna.

The Buddha bathed there, for exalted Buddhas know^ . . .

Then the Exalted One reflected : "On what spot of earth did

former perfect Buddhas set roUing the wheel of dharma ?
"

And as soon as this thought occurred to the Exalted One that

spot of earth on which he stood sank down.^ (330) The

Exalted One again reflected :

" Now did former perfect

Buddhas set rolling the wheel of dharma as they walked

or as they stood still, as they sat down or as they lay down ?
"

And as soon as this thought occurred to the Exalted One

there appeared in Risipatana five seats.' The good group of

1 This simile is also given in Lai. Vist. 408, but not in the Pali texts,

not even at /. i. 68.
* Samdcaratha vadena. Cf. p. 178, n. i. Lai. Vist. 409 uses the

verb samuddcarati here, as also does F. i. 9 and M. i. 171.
' See p. 67, n. 3.
* This detail is given at Lai. Vist. 409, but not in the Pali texts. For

similar passages in the Mhvu. see vol. 2, 234 ; vol. 3, 65, 92 (text).
* There must be a lacuna here, if, that is, the words jdnantd ca buddhd

bhagavanto are in place. Possibly they form the beginning of a stock descrip-
tion of the Buddha's knowledge of due times for various actions. Lai. Vist.

410, mentions the bathing but does not give a name to the pool, merely
describing it as bahnvicitra, which is suspiciously like the proper name of it

in our text.
* The miraculous answer to the Buddha's question is different in Lat. Vist.

410. All these details are absent from the Pali accounts.
'

I.e., one for each of the Buddhas of the kalpa, including the future

Buddha Maitreya. But immediately below the Buddha is made to allude

to the later doctrine that a thousand Buddhas appear in a bhadrakalpa,
a doctrine which Lai. Vist. would seem to refer to when it speaks of the
thousand seats which appeared when former Buddhas preached the dharma.
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five asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, whose are these five

seats ? "... 1

The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks, this is an auspicious

kaipa, which is named Puspika, and in an auspicious kalpa^
a thousand Buddhas must arise. Three have come and

gone. I am the fourth. Krakutsanda had a radiance

extending nine yojanas, Konakamuni one extending two

yojanas, and Ka^yapa one extending four yojanas. I,

Sarvasiddhartha, have a radiance of one fathom. Ajita will

have one of twelve yojanas, Siddhartha one of twenty, Maitreya
one of twelve, Maitrlya^a one of eighteen, Sarvaprabha one

of ten, Prithivlpala one of twelve, Prithivlvijaya one of four,

Prithivipa^yin one of three, Jayamitra one of four, Sugriva
one of twelve, Sudar^ana one of ten, Supa.syin one of ten,

Sarvajaya one of eight, Sarvabhibhu one of a kos^ of yojanas,
Sarvabhibhu* one of eight, Sarvamitra one of two, Abhinnabha
one of twelve, Atisiirya one of four, Abhibhuya^a one of one

yojana, Suda57a one of one, Sudar^ana one of one, Sarvabhibhu

one of sixty, Vairocana one of seven, Sarvapa^yin one of

. . .
^ and he who will be named Vairocanaprabha one of ten.

THE ROLLING OF THE WHEEL

Thus have I heard.* On one occasion the Exalted One

^ Lacuna in text.
*
Bhadrakalpa. According to the more usual doctrine only five Buddhas

appeared in such a kalpa. See B.H.S.D. and D.P.N.
* See vol. 1, p. 36, n. 2.
* It is strange to find two Buddhas of the same name juxtaposed. Per-

haps the reading of MS.M. should be adopted here. This runs sa sarvabhibhu
no astayojanaprabho, which could be interpreted as a parenthesis correcting
some other tradition.

"
It is not a radiance of eight yojanas that this Sarva-

bhibhu (will have)."
' Lacuna.
* It is to be noted that the course of the narrative hitherto followed

in our text breaks off here, and the story takes a fresh start with the insertion

of an independent sutra {sutia), identical to all intents and purposes with
the Dhammacakkapavattana-vaggo as found in 5. 5. 420 ff., which purported
to give both the historical occasion and the content of the First Sermon.
In the Mahavagga (F. i. 10 ff.) the sermon takes its place in the narrative

immediately after the account of the events which led up to it. In Lai. Vist.,

(416 ff.) also, the sermon is part of the consecutive narrative, although it is

preceded by an account, peculiar to this text, of the many prodigies which
mtervened upon the Buddha's decision to preach the dharma.
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was staying in Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana.*

There (331) the Exalted One addressed the venerable five

monks, saying,
" Monks."

"
Lord," said they in reply.

Then the Exalted One said to the monks,
"
There are these

two extremes to which a man who has gone forth to the

rehgious life is liable. 2 What two ? There is the addiction

to sensual enjoyment among the pleasures of sense, which is

loutish,
3 common,* unAryan, profitless, not conducing^ to

brahma-life in the future, to disgust with the world,^ to

passionlessness, to cessation, to the state of a recluse, to

enlightenment, and to nirvana. Then there is addiction to

mortification of the self, which is evil, un-Aryan, and profitless.

These, monks, are the two extremes to which a man who has

taken up the religious life is liable. Avoiding these two

extremes, monks, by' the Tathagata's Aryan dharma and

discipline is the middle course, which is the way of the

Buddhas,^ and confers insight, conduces to calm, to disgust

with the world, to passionlessness, to cessation, to the state

of a recluse, to enlightenment, and to nirvana.
" And what, monks, is this middle course fully awakened to

by the Tathagata* in his Aryan dharma and Discipline, which

1 See Vol. I, p. 37 «.
* All this is expressed in the text by the three words dvavimau pravrajitasya

antau,
"
there are these two extremes of (= for) one who has gone forth."

The Pali texts have dve 'me antd pabbajitena na sevitabbd,
"
these two

extremes are not to be followed by one who has gone forth." Lai. Vist.,

416, says dvavimau pravrajitasydntdvakrdmau,
"
these two extremes beset

one who has gone forth." I. B. Horner, op. cit., 15, n. 3, cites the interesting
remark of MA. i. 104—"the Way does not lead to, does not approach
these sides, it is freed from these sides, therefore it is called the middle
course." The reader is referred to the rest of Miss Horner's notes on this

passage and also to Mrs. Rhys Davids : Manual, p. 109. E. J. Thomas,
op. cit., p. 87, gives a translation of the sulfa from S. 5. 420.

*
Grdmya,

"
belonging to the village." Miss I. B. Horner cites 5^. 3.

297 which explains by gdmavdsinam santako,
"
belonging to village dwellers."

She herself suggests
"
boorish."

*
Prdthujjanika, Pali pothujjanika. Lai. Vist., 416, has pdrthagjanika.

Cf. BSk. prithagjana, Pali puthujjana.
" This and the rest of the description of the first extreme is also, with

slight differences, given in Lai. Vist., but not in the Pali texts.
* Nirvidd, BSk. Pali, nibbidd ; Sk. nirvid.
'

Literally,
"

in
"

(loc. case).
*
Pratipadd anubuddhd. In the Pali texts, however, instead of

tathdgatasya depending on dharmavinaye (not in the Pali), we have tathdgaiena,
instr., to be construed with the past part, abhisambuddhd, i.e. the course
to which the Tathagata has fully awakened. Lai. Vist. differs greatly
here from both the Mhvu. and the Pali texts.

* Here we have tathdgaiena abhisambuddhd. See preceding note.
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confers insight and knowledge and conduces to calm, to

disgust with the world, to passionlessness, to cessation, to

the state of a recluse, to enlightenment, and to nirvana ?

It is the Aryan eightfold Way, that is to say, right belief, right

purpose, right endeavour, right action, right living, right speech,

right mindfulness, right concentration. This, monks, is the

middle course fully awakened to by the Tathagata in his Aryan
dharma and discipline, which confers insight and conduces to

calm, to disgust with the world, to passionlessness, to cessation,

to the state of a recluse, to enlightenment, and to nirvana.
"
Now, monks, there are these four Aryan truths. ^ What

four ? They are the Aryan truth of ill, the Aryan truth of

the uprising of ill, the Aryan truth of the stopping of ill, and
the Aryan truth of the course that leads to the stopping of ill.

(332) And what, monks, is the Aryan truth of ill ? It is this,

namely, that birth is ill, old age is ill, disease is ill, death is ill,

association with what is not dear is ill, separation from what
is dear is ill, failure to get what one wants and seeks is ill,

body is ill, feeling is ill, perception is ill, the sam^kdras are ill,

consciousness is ill, in a word all the five skandhas of grasping at

material things are ill.' This, monks, is the Aryan truth of ill.

" Then what is the Aryan truth of the uprising of ill ? That

it is the craving which leads to further existence' and which

is bound up with the passion for pleasure, finding delight in this

and that—this, monks, is the Aryan truth of the uprising of iU.*
" Then what is the Aryan truth of the stopping of ill ? That it

is the utter extinction of this cravingwhich is bound up with the

passion for pleasure, finding delight in this and that; it is passion-

lessness, cessation, self-sacrifice, renunciation, and surrender.^

^ As in Lai. Vist., 417. The Pali texts go straight on to the definition

of each of the truths, without explicitly saying that they are four.
' The Pali texts do not name the five skandhas, as is done here and in

Lai. Vist., 417.
' Paunarbhavika, Pali ponobbhavika.
* The Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. 417 do not add the further definition of

triffid {tanhd), namely, kamatanha bhavatanha vibhavatanha giwen at V. i. 10
and S. 5. 421.

* The phraseology here differs from that in the Pali texts. It has trisnaye
. . . aiesaAfayo

"
the utter extincton of craving," amplified by the explanatory

substantives virago nirodho, etc. The Pali has tanhdya . . . asesavira-

fanirodho,
i.e.,

"
the utter and passionless stopping of craving," followed

ly the other substantives governing the genitive tanhayd. Lai. Vist. 417
is similar to the Mhvu., but adds two adjectives in further qualification of

tfifnd namely, janihd and nivartikd.
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This, monks, is the Aryan truth of the stopping of ill.

" Then what is the Aryan truth of the course that leads to

the stopping of ill ? That it is the Aryan eightfold Way, namely,

right belief, right purpose, right speech, right action, right

living, right endeavour, right mindfulness and right concentra-

tion—this, monks, is the Aryan truth of the course that leads

to the stopping of ill.

" From the truth^
'

This is ill,' by whole-hearted attention^

to things unheard of before,^ there arose in me knowledge,

vision, understanding, wisdom, intelligence* and insight, and

light appeared.
" From the truth

'

This is the uprising of ill,' by whole-

hearted attention to things unheard of before, there arose in

me knowledge, vision, understanding, wisdom, intelligence,

sagacity^ and insight, and light appeared.
" From the truth

'
This is the stopping of ill,' by whole-

hearted attention to things unheard of before, there arose in

me knowledge, vision, understanding, wisdom, intelligence,

sagacity (333) and insight, and light appeared.
" From the truth

'

This is the course that leads to the

stopping of ill,' by whole-hearted attention to things unheard
of before, there arose in me knowledge, and so on to^ light

appeared.
" At the thought' that this Aryan truth of ill must be

thoroughly known, ^
by whole-hearted attention to things

unheard of before, there arose in me knowledge and so on to

light appeared.

^ Or "
thinking

"—iti. The Mhvu. and Lai. Vist. do not here add
dryasatyam to correspond to the ariyasaccam of the Pah texts.

* Yoniso manasikdrd(t) , so also Lai. Vist. 417. But the words do not

appear in the Pali texts.
^
Literally

"
among things, etc.," locative case. It would make for

simplicity here if yoniso manasikdrd could be taken with idam duhkham iti,

thus,
"
by whole-hearted attention to (the truth that)

"
this is ill

"
there

arose in me concerning things unheard of before knowledge, etc." But the

position of the two words after purve ananusrutehi dharmehi seems to be
against this interpretation.

* Bhuri, BSk., also at Lai. Vist. 417. Pali bhuri.
^ Medhd. Not in the first series.
* Ydvad. Lai. Vist. 417 uses peydlam.
'

Iti. This rendering is more suitable here, especially as each truth is

defined by dryasatyam.
* In the Pali texts these gerundival sentences follow directly upon the

statement of each of the truths. Lai. Vist. 418 has the same arrangement
as the Mhvu.
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" At the thought that this which is the Aryan truth of the

uprising of ill^ must be given up, by whole-hearted attention

to things unheard of before there arose in me knowledge
and so on to light appeared.

" At the thought that this which is the Aryan truth of the

stopping of ill has been realised, by whole-hearted attention to

things unheard of before, there arose in me knpwledge and so

on to light appeared.
" At the thought that this which is the Aryan truth of the

course leading to the stopping of ill has been made-to-become,

by whole-hearted attention to things unheard of before, there

arose in me knowledge and so on to light appeared.
"
And, monks, as long as I did not with perfect insight

fully know^ these four truths, which are three-fold and of

twelve modes, ^ as they really are, so long could I not claim to

be thoroughly awakened to the supreme perfect enlightenment,
so long did knowledge not arise in me, and so long did I not

realise an unshakeable freedom of heart. But when, monks,
I did with perfect insight fully know these four truths, which

axe three-fold and of twelve modes, as they really are, then

was I aware that I had awakened to the supreme perfect

enlightenment ; knowledge then came to me, and I realised

unshakeable freedom of heart, and freedom through intuitive

wisdom."

^
I.e.,

"
craving," tri^nd, which is the Aryan truth of the uprising of ill.

The translation follows I. B. Homer, op. cit., p. 17. A too literal rendering
would give

"
the Aryan truth of the uprising of ill must be given up." The

same is the case with the Pali texts \v. 1. 11 and S. 5. 422). Mrs. Rhys
Davids {K.S. 5, p. 358 n.) would, accordingly, omit ariyasaccam in this

particular sentence.
*
Abhyajndsi?am, a regular Sk. aorist, a form unusual in the Mhvu.

' In the Pali texts and in Lai. Vist. 418 the statement of each of the
four truths is followed by two amplifications. Thus, of the first it is said
that it

" was to be known " and then that it
" was known ". The second

(that is the
"
craving ") was "to be given up

" and " was given up
"

; the
third was "to be realised

" and " was realised," and the fourth was "
to

be made-to-become " and " was made-to-become." The Mhvu., however,
omits four of these amplifications, which in their totality make three stages
or

"
folds

"
for each truth, or twelve

" modes "
in all. Triparivartatn and

dvddaidkdram appear in our text as though they were in apposition to

catvdrydryasatydni. But they are really adjectives,
and in the Pali texts

they qualify ndriadassanam, i.e.,
"
the vision of knowledge of (literally

'
in

'—imesu catusu ariyasaccesu) these four truths
"

(so also in Lai Vist.).
It would seem as though in the Mhvu. the word jiidnadarianam has been

accidentally omitted, or it may be that the formula was too well known
to need particular care about its correct statement. These two adjectives
came afterwards to be applied to the dharmacahra itself. See Mhvu., passim.
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Thus did the Exalted One speak while he was staying in

Benares in the Deer Park at Risivadana. And at this dis-

course^ the venerable Ajnatakaundinya acquired the unim-

paired and unblemished pure dharma-insight into things,

(334) as did^ also eighteen kotis of devas. Then did this

great earth quake violently. In six ways, like a fallen leaf it

trembled and shook. ^ The eastern extremity rose, the

western sank ;
the western extremity rose, the eastern sank ;

the southern extremity rose, the northern sank
;
the northern

extremity rose, the southern sank
;

the centre sank, the

extremities rose ; the extremities sank, the centre rose.

Then there appeared in the world an infinite radiance, sur-

passing the splendour of devas, of Nagas and of Yaksas.

And the regions between the worlds, regions of darkness

wrapped in darkness, regions of blackness wrapped in black-

ness, gloomy regions, unfathomed, never before fathomed,

where the moon and sun, powerful and majestic though they

be, with all their brilliance cannot make their brilliance

prevail, with all their light cannot spread* their light
—these

regions were suffused with that radiance.^ Some beings who
had been reborn in those regions were able to see one another

in the light of that radiance, and they exclaimed,
"
Lo, other

beings have been reborn here. Lo, other beings have been

reborn here." For that moment, for that instant all beings
were lapped in entire well-being, even those who had been

reborn in the great hell of Avici.

The devas of earth raised a shout and made the noise of

it heard.
"
Behold, friends," cried they,

"
in Benares, in the

Deer Park at Risivadana, the Exalted One has set rolling the

incomparable wheel of dharma, which is thrice-revolved and

^
Vyakarana, Pali veyydkarana, "called at DA. 130 a 5«Wa (discourse)

without verses." (I. B. Horner, op. cit., 17, w. 4). The Mhvu. has vyakarane
(loc.) only, where the Pali texts have the loc. absolute veyyakaratiasmim
hhannamdne.

2 The text, of course, repeats the whole statement. The Pali texts here
have no allusion to the conversion of the devas.

^ Vedhati, sampravedhati. Cf. Pali vedhati *vethati, vyathati. See also
B.H.S.D.

* Or "
flash, make manifest." The text has sphuraii, but it may be

better to read, with one MS., spharati, which serves for a causal stem for

sphurati and is thus a more apposite form to use with the cognate accusative
alokam. It is also the reading in the parallel passages at i. 240 and 2. 162.
The expression is not found in the parallel passage at i. 41.

* Cf. vol. I, p. 35 and notes there.
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twelve-fold^ and which can not be rolled- in accordance with

dharma^ by any recluse or brahman or deva, by Mara or by
any one else in the world again. This will be for the welfare

and happiness of mankind, out of compassion for the world,
for the benefit, welfare and happiness of the great multitude

of devas and men. The hosts of the Asuras will wane
; the

hosts of the devas will wax."

(335) When they had heard the shout of the devas of earth,

the Caturmaharajika devas raised a shout and made the

noise of it heard. And so did the devas of Trayastrimsa, the

Yama devas, the Tusita devas, the Nirmanarati devas, and
the devas of Brahma's world.

"
Behold, friends," cried they,

"
in Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana, the Exalted

One has set rolling the incomparable wheel of dharma which

is thrice-revolved and twelve-fold, and which can not be

rolled in accordance with dharma by any recluse or brahman
or deva, by Mara or by anyone else in the world again. This

will be for the welfare and happiness of mankind, out of

compassion for the world, for the benefit, welfare and happiness
of the great multitude of devas and men. The hosts of the

Asuras will wane ;
the hosts of the devas will wax."

The venerable good group of five were elated and they

applauded the words of the Exalted One.

The Exalted One, fully enlightened and having realised

the aim he had set himself, was staying in Benares, teaching
devas and men.* And he addressed the venerable good

*
Triparivartam dvadakdkaram, which, as has been seen (p. 326, n. 3)

are really applicable to jndnadarianam or knowledge of the four truths.

"When applied to dharmacakram they have to be rendered in slightly different

terms.
*
Apravartyam. The Pali texts have appativattiyam,

"
not to be rolled

back ".
* Saha dharmena. Although in the text put at the end of the sentence

this phrase must be taken adverbially with apravartyam. Owing to its

strange position the whole expression punarloke sahadharmena has on its

previous occurences been construed in translation with the following clauses.

(See vol. I. 33 {— 39 trans.), 277 {— 330) and Vol. 2. I3§ = 132). In the

present passage, however, it is definitely final as it is in Lai. Vist. 104. It

does not occur in the Pali versions of this formula, but is found in Nett. 169
in another connection. See B.H.S.D.

* Here again, the Mhvu. continues the narrative by introducing bodily
a whole siltra complete with the niddna, or

"
occasion," with which it was

the fashion to introduce such sutras. In the Mahdvagga this second "sermon"
is separated from the first by the account of the conversion and ordination
of each of the five monks in succession. Then that text goes on to give
the second

"
sermon "

as part of the consecutive narrative. In the Mhvu.,
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group of five, saying,
"
Monks, body is not the self ; feeling

is not the self ; perception is not the self
;
the samskdras are

not the self ;
consciousness is not the self. If, monks, the

body were the self,^ it would not be liable to affliction and ill,

and one could^ say at will in regard to the body,
"
Let my

body become thus ; let my body not become thus." But

since the body is not the self, therefore, monks, it is liable

to affliction and ill, and one cannot^ say at will,
"
Let my

body become thus ;
let my body not become thus."

"
If this feeling, monks, were the self, it would not be liable*

to affliction and ill and one could say at wilP in regard to the

feeling,
"
Let my feeling become thus ;

let not my feeling

become thus." But inasmuch, monks, (336) as feeling is not

the self, it is liable to affliction and ill, and one cannot say
at will,

"
Let my feeling become thus, let not my feeling

become thus."
"

If, monks, this perception were the self, it would not be

liable^ to affliction and ill, and one could say at wilP in regard
to perception, "Let my perception become thus, let not my per-

ception become thus." But inasmuch, monks, as perception is

not the self, therefore it is liable to affliction and ill, and one

cannot say at will in regard to perception,
"
Let my perception

become thus."^

however, it has all the marks of a sutra which was current at the time of

the compilation of our text, either separate, or already as much a part
of a collection of siitras as the corresponding Pali sutta was part of the

Samyutta Nikdya (S. 3. 66 ff.). This second utterance as such is not found
in Lai. Vist., being replaced there (418 j5''.) by a number of traditional (hence
introduced by the words tatredamucyate) gathds more or less on the same
subject. As Windisch, op. cit., p. 24, points out, however, these gathds
are not without some relation to the text of the Mahdvagga.

^ In F. I. 12 and S. 3. 66, the arguments in support of each thesis immedi-

ately follow the statement of it.

^ The text has riddhydcca [ridhydt-ca) rupe kdmakdrikatd. Senart renders
the latter compound by "la libre production de

"
or "la libre disposition

sur," i.e.,
"
the free power {'

to say
'

being implied in the following words,
in spite of the absence of Hi) would thrive

"
[riddhydt, potential of rtddhyati).

The Pali texts have simply labbhetha
"
you could say." Edgerton (B.H.S.D.)

renders
"
one could make what he pleased in regard to his form "

'^

Riddhyati, indicative here in accordance with the sense.
*
Reading samvarteta, potential, (as in preceding paragraph) for the indie.

samvartati.
*
Riddhyd (for riddhydt see Edgerton, Gram. § 29. 42.) kdmakdrikatd.

' The text has bhavati, which must be considered an error for santvarieta.
'

Riddhyati, indie, instead of the regular potential riddhydt.
* The negative clause is omitted in the text.
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"
If/ monks, the samskdras were the self, they would not

be liable^ to affliction and ill, and one could say at will in

regard to the samskdras, "Let my samskdra^ become thus, let not

my samskdra become thus." But inasmuch, monks, as the

samskdras are not the self, they are hable to affliction and ill,

and one cannot say at will, "Let my samskdras become thus, let

not my samskdras become thus."
"

If, monks, consciousness were the self, it would not be
liable* to affliction and ill, and one could say at will^ in regard
to consciousness, "Letmy consciousness become thus, let not my
consciousness become thus.

' ' But inasmuch
, monks, asconscious-

ness is not the self, therefore it is liable to affliction and ill,

and one cannot say at will, "Let my consciousness become thus,

let not my consciousness become thus."
"
Therefore, monks, on this point,* you must teach yourself

thus : Whatever is body, internal or external, gross or fine,

base or choice, far or near, past, future or present, it must
be seen as it really is in the light of right knowledge, namely,
that all this body is not mine, is not I, is not my self. What
ever is feeling, whatever is perception, whatever are samskdras,
whatever is consciousness, internal or external, gross or fine,

(337) base or choice, far or near, past, future or present, all

this consciousness is not mine, is not I, is not my self.

Thus must you see it as it really is in the light of perfect

knowledge."
Thus did the Exalted One speak when he was staying in

Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana. And while this

discourse was being delivered the heart of the venerable

Ajfiatakaundinya was rid of the diravas, grasping no more at

existence,' and the four other monks, A^vaki, Bhadrika,

Vaspa and Mahanama, won the unimpaired and unblemished

pure dharma-insight into things, as also did thirty kotis of

devas.

* The three words, satfiskara bhikfavah ibadhaya, at the beginning of this
sentence are obviously out of place.

*
Samvartanti, indie, where the pot. satjtvarteyus would be rightly expected.

'
Singular.

*
Satnvartati, indie, again for the pot.

*
Riddhyet, pot. according to the first conjugation.

* Iha. "^here".
'
Anupddaya,

"
without grasping

"
or

"
clinging to

"
(existence).
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The venerable good group of five were elated, and they

applauded the words of the Exalted One.

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having achieved

the aim he had set himself, wels staying in Benares, in the

Deer Park at Risivadana. And there the Exalted One
addressed the monks,^ saying,

"
If you think of it, monks,

from what source do grief, lamentation, ill, despair and tribu-

lation spring ? Whence do they have their birth and

origin ?
"

When this had been said, the venerable good group of five

replied^ to the Exalted One,
"
Coming-to-be, Lord, is the

source of things; coming-to-be is their conduit;^ coming-
to-be is their cause ; coming-to-be is their mainstay.* Well

would it be if the Exalted One explained to the monks the

meaning of this. The monks hearing it and grasping it from

the Hps of the Exalted One will hold it to be the truth."

When this had been said, the Exalted One replied to the

good group of five, saying,
"
Monks, grief, lamentation, ill,

despair and tribulation have their source in body ; body is

their birth and origin. They have their source in feeling,

in perception, in the samskdras and in consciousness ;
these

are their birth and origin.
"

If you think of it, monks, is body permanent or imper-
manent ?

" "
Surely it is impermanent. Lord." (338) "Now

when you have recognised the impermanence of body,
its instability, its frailty,^ its changeableness, its evane-

1 This discourse on the impermanence of the skandhas is here given the
form of a separate sutra, which is introduced by a similar device as the
first Avalokita-sutra (vol. 2, 257, text, = 2. 242 trans.) That is to say,
the monks are said to have invited the Buddha to pronounce the discourse.

In the Mahdvagga (V. i. 14) and S. 3. 66, however, the discourse is given

immediately after the discourse on the
"

not-self
"
without any preamble.

2 Uvdcat, a hybrid form intermediate between perf. uvdca and aor. avocat.

So Senart. See Edgerton Gram, § 33. 10.
^ Senart's difficulty over the form netrika (netraka) seems to be due to

a misunderstanding. There is here no statement by the monks as to what
constituted bhavanetri (see vol. 2, 206, 307 (text) and cf. Pali bhavanetti).
That was to be explained by the Buddha in his discourse. Here the monks
merely make the empiric observation that

"
things {dharmd) have existence

as their conduit
"

{bhavanetrikd) . The conduit to existence itself is a deeper
problem.

* Pratisarana
"
shelter,"

"
protection."

*
Prabhangunatd, BSk. Cf. Pali adjs. pabhangu, pabhanguna, pabhangura.

The text form is Senart's emendation of the MS. prabhanguratd {-lata).

See B.H.S.D. s.v.
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scence, and its perishableness, then the diravas which
arise because of body, the vexations and troubles, feverish

and baneful, involving other existences in the future, birth,
old age and death, will stop. When body^ is stopped, the

diravas arise no more, nor the vexations and troubles, feverish

and baneful, involving other existences in the future, nor

birth, old age and death.
"

If you think of it, monks, are feeling, perception, the
samskdras and consciousness permanent or impermanent ?

"

"
Surely they are impermanent. Lord."

"
Well said, monks.

Now when you have recognised the impermanence of conscious-

ness,
^ its instability, its frailty, its changeableness, its evane-

scence and its perishableness, then the diravas which arise

because of consciousness, the vexations and troubles, feverish

and baneful, involving other existences in the future, birth,
old age and death, will be stopped, suppressed, eliminated'

and brought to an end.* When these^ are stopped, then the

diravas which arise from consciousness,^ the vexations and
troubles, feverish and baneful, involving other existences in

the future, birth, old age and death, which have their birth

and origin in consciousness, no more arise.
"
Therefore, monks, on this point you must teach yourselves

thus : whatever is body, internal or external, gross or fine,

base or choice, far or near, past, future or present, all this

body is not mine, it is not I, it is not my self. Thus must

you teach yourselves. Whatever is feehng, perception, the

^ The text has te^arn nirodhdt
"
from the stopping of these," where iefdm

can, grammatically, only refer to the plural antecedent diravas. But the
sentence goes on to add na utpadye diravas, i.e., as the text stands the
argument is that the knowledge of the impermanence of the body brings
about the cessation of the diravas and that from the cessation of these [sc.
the diravas] the diravas do not arise. It seems imperative, therefore, that
tefdm be changed into tasya, i.e. tasya rupasya. The argument then runs:" when one realises the impermanence of body the diravas which arise
because of body will stop. When that (sc. body) stops the diravas do not
arise." That the recognition or realisation of the impermanence of the
skandhas leads automatically to their destruction is a well-known Buddhist
doctrine. See, e.g., S. 3. 60, 131 /. ; A. 2. 45, 90; 4. 153.

• The discourse is abridged here by limiting the argument to the last
thesis.

• Prahdpam gacchanti "go to an abandonment."
• Astam {gacchanti)

"
set, disappear, vanish." Cf. rupassa . . . viAHd-

fMssa atthangamo, S. 2. 28 /.
•
Tenant is correct here, for the reference is to the last four skandhas.

• And, of course, because of the other skandhas.
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samskdras, and consciousness, internal or external, gross or

fine, base or choice, far or near, past, future or present, all

these are not mine, they are not I, they are not my self. Thus

must you look on things as they really are in the light of

perfect knowledge."
Thus did the Exalted One speak when he was staying in

Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana.^ And while this

discourse was being delivered the venerable Ajiiata Kaundinya
attained mastery of the powers.

^ The hearts of the four other

monks, (339) Asvaki, Bhadrika, Vaspa and Mahanama were

rid of the dsravas, grasping no more at existence, and five

kotis of devas won the unimpaired, unblemished pure dharma-

insight into things.

The venerable good group of five were elated and they

applauded the words of the Exalted One.

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having achieved

the aim he had set himself, was staying in Benares, in the

Deer Park at Risivadana. Now on that occasion three monks
went into Benares to beg for alms. Then the Exalted One,

controlling^ with his own heart the hearts of those monks,
exhorted and instructed them, saying,

" Thus act with your
minds

;
thus direct your minds

;
think these thoughts.

Live, monks, with the self and no other as your island ;*

live with the self and no other as your haven ;
live with the

dharma as your island, with the dharma and no other as

your haven. Then, monks, those living with the self and no

other as their island, with the dharma as their island, with

the dharma and no other as their haven, must carefully

investigate the source from whence grief, lamentation,

ill, despair and tribulation arise, their birth and their

origin."

^ This sutra on the impermanence of the skandhas has a closer resemblance
to the latter half of the Attadipa-sutta of S. 2. 42 than to the discourse on
the same subject in the Mahdvagga (F. i. 14) and the Panca-sutta at S. 5. 66.

The first part of the A ttadipasutta is given in the following sutra of the Mhvu.
But S. locates the delivery of it at Savatthi. It should be noted also that
each of the sutras into which the

"
second sermon "

is divided in the Mhvu.
has an allusion to the effect the preaching of it had on the five monks. The
Pali texts, having only two separate discourses, refer to them only twice.

*
I.e., the balani of an drya-srdvaka. See vol. i, p. 43, n. 2.

'
Adhisthaya, from adhitisthati, with the implication that the control

was supernatural. See B.H.S.D. s.v. adhitisthati.
*
Atmadvipa. See vol. 2, p. 280 n. i.
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When this had been said, the monks rephed to the Exalted

One,
"
Coming-to-be,^ Lord, is the source of things ; coming-

to-be is their conduit ; coming-to-be is their cause ; coming-
to-be is their mainstay. Well would it be if the Exalted One

explained to the monks the meaning of this. The monks

hearing it and catching it from the lips of the Exalted One
will hold it to be the truth."

Then the Exalted One said to the monks,
"

Grief, lamenta-

tion, ill, despair and tribulation have thsir source in body ;

body is their birth and origin.
"

If you think of it, monks, is body permanent or im-

permanent?" "Surely it is impermanent. Lord." "Well

said, monks. Now when you have recognised the imperman-
ence of body, its weakness, its frailty, its changeableness, its

evanescence (340) and its perishableness, then the dsravas

which arise because of body, the vexations and troubles,

feverish and baneful, involving other existences in the future,

birth, old age and death, will stop.
"

If you think of it, monks, are feeling, perception, the

samskdras and consciousness permanent or impermanent ?
"

"
Surely they are^ impermanent. Lord."

"
Well said,

monks. Now when you have recognised the impermanence
of consciousness, its weakness and its frailty, the dsravas

etc.,' are stopped, suppressed, eliminated and brought to

an end. When these* are stopped the dsravas arise no more,
and the vexations and troubles, feverish and baneful, involving
other existences in the future, birth, old age and death, are

stopped. For consciousness is the source of the dsravas,

the vexations and troubles, feverish and baneful, involving
other existences in the future, birth, old age and death ;

consciousness is their birth and origin.
"
Therefore, monks, you must teach yourselves thus on

* This is a repetition of the preceding siitra.
• In the text the answer refers to consciousness (vijndna) only and the

argument goes on to deal with the impermanence of this last one of the
four skandhas. But, of course, the same answer and argument apply to

all the four.
• The whole of the antecedent clause, ye vijUdnapratyaya utpadyanti

diravd, etc., is omitted in the text. Just so much of it is given in trans-

lation to make the argument intelligible.
* Sc. the four particular skandhas mentioned in this pau-agraph.
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this point : Whatever is body, internal or external, gross or

fine, base or choice, far or near, past, future or present, all this

body is not mine, it is not I, it is not my self. Thus must

you look on it as it really is in the light of perfect

knowledge,"
Thus did the Exalted One speak when he was staying in

Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana. And when this

discourse was delivered three monks^ achieved mastery of

the powers and eighty kotis of devas won the unimpaired,
unblemished clear dharma-insight into things.

The monks were elated and they applauded the words of

the Exalted One.

Then 2 on the twelfth day of the second fortnight of the

month Asddha,^ the Exalted One, after his midday meal,
sat down with his face to the east. When the sun's shadow
was half a man's length and the asterism Anuradha* in the

ascendant, at that instant he set rolling^ the peerless wheel

of dharma. Now the wheel that exalted Buddhas set

rolling is not of gold, nor of silver, nor of pearl, nor of beryl,
nor of crystal, nor of white coral, nor of ruby, (341) nor of

brass, nor of copper, nor of bronze, nor of wood, nor of clay.

But the thrice-revolved and twelve-fold wheel of dharm.a

consists of the four Aryan truths.

When the sutra of "setting the wheel rolling" was first de-

livered the venerable Ajnata Kaundinya acquired the un-

impaired, unblemished clear dharma-insight into things, as

did also eighteen kotis of devas. Then this great earth shook,

trembled, quaked, quivered, vibrated and rocked in six ways.

^ Reference to
"
three

" monks here may be a reminiscence of the tradition

preserved in M.i. 173 and V. i. 13, according to which the Buddha dis-

coursed on the enliglitenment and dharma to three of the five monks, while
the other two were away seeking alms, and then to the two while the three
were absent.

" Another independent account of the rolling of the wheel of dharma is

added here.
*
June-July.

*
Vijaya. This is also

"
the name of a particular Tithi or lunar day

(third, eighth or thirteenth)
" M.W. But the day has already been said

to be the twelfth.
®
Reading pravartesi for the ungrammatical pravariitam.
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It rocked^ on the right hand, it rocked on the left, it rocked

on the left and the right.
* There was something thrilling in

this quaking,^ something beautiful, joyful, amiable, exhilarating,

refreshing,* cheerful, assuring, gladdening,^ causing no mis-

giving nor fear. For while this great earth quaked, it de-

stroyed no life whatever, whether animal or plant." And
through the power of the Exalted One an infinite radiance

was shed in the world, surpassing the splendour of devas,

Nagas and Yaksas. And the regions between the worlds,

regions wrapped in darkness, regions of blackness wrapped
in blackness, gloomy regions, impenetrable, never before

penetrated,' where the moon and sun, splendid and powerful

though they be, with all their brilliance cannot make their

brilliance prevail,* with all their light cannot spread their

light,
—these regions became suffused with this radiance.

^ A bhidhydyati in the text. This is Senart's restoration, but he is, of course,
hard put to it to fit this verb, which normally means "

to covet," into the
context. It is impossible to conceive how any of its figurative developments
could produce the sense required here. Senart can only ask

"
marque-t-il

un mouvement, un sobresaut violent ?
" Emendation seems clearly to be

called for, and it is suggested that the right reading is some compound of

vyath, the root which actually appears in the BSk. and Pali vedhati and its

compounds in the preceding sentence. The MSS. vary between abhiv- and
adhiv- ; neither adhivyati nor abhivyati seems, however, to be known to
the dictionaries. One MS. reads adhivyayati. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.).
explains the verb abhidhydyati as a compound of dhydyati, from Pali jhdyati,
the verb which, in its causative form, is used in our text for

"
to cremate ".

(See I. 126, 302, 304, 357 ; 2. 78, 174). The "
burning

"
of the earth,

however, is not usually a part of the stock account of earthquakes in our
text. Just at the point where this verb occurs we are generally told of
the rising and sinking of the earth in the various quarters. Besides, the
"
burning

" would seem to be particularly out of place here, for express
mention is made of the harmlessness of the earthquake.

• This gives only three ways of quaking, instead of the six alluded to

{§a4vikdratn). Also, there is a variation from the stock description of these

earthquakes.
' See Vol. 1, p. 164, n. i.
«
Nirvdpaniya. So B.H.S.D.

•
Reading prasaraniya (see Vol. i, p. 164, n. 2) for prasadaniya.

• Trasam va sthdvaram, corresponding to jangamam sthdvaratn vd of the

corresponding passage at i. 207 (text). Cf. trasasthdvard (3. 386) and Pali

tasdthavard.
'
Aghd asatnbhutd asambhuiapiirvd. Asambhtita here is taken as the

past participle pass, of a-sambhunati, a special form of sambhavati in the
sense of "to reach", "to be able to". (See Vol. i, p. 35, n. 3). The
corresponding phrase in the parallel passage at i. 41 is aghd asamvidita

asamviditapurvd
"
dark regions unknown, unknown before," at i. 240 it is

aghd aghasambhutapurvd "dark regions produced of yore from dark regions"
(Trans, p. 106—"

eternal darkness ") ;
at 2. 162 it is aghd asamviditapHrva

as in the first example. See Vol. i, p. 35, n. 2.
' Abhisambhunanti. See preceding note.
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And the beings who had been reborn there were able to

recognise one another.
" Lo ", cried they,

"
other beings

have been reborn here
;
other beings have been reborn here."

Those beings for that moment and for that instant were

lapped in entire well-being, even those who had been reborn

in the great hell of Avici.

While he was setting the wheel of dharma rolling the

Exalted One (342) made his voice as he spoke
^ resound

through the sixty-one universes of thrice thousand great thous-

and worlds and the Buddha-fields beyond. And the exalted

Buddhas who at that time were teaching dharma to their

assemblies in the other universes fell silent when the Exalted

One set rolling his wheel of dharma.

The perfect Buddha Dusprasaha was teaching dharma to his

assembly and he became silent when the sound of a Buddha's

voice went forth. His astonished assembly asked Dusprasaha,
"
Lord, the sound of a Buddha's voice goes forth, and as it

goes forth the world-saviour Dusprasaha becomes silent.

The assembly is astonished. For while the sweet voice of

the cuckoo is heard even at the same time as the distant

rumble of the thunder-cloud, the Exalted One,^ a prince of

speakers, speaks not when this sound of a Buddha's voice

goes forth."

Dusprasaha replied :

Mahdndma,^ in that world yonder a Conqueror, a

§dkyan sage, sets rolling the wheel of dharma. It is the

sound of his voice that goes forth.

He shouts through countless thousands of worlds and the

sound of the voice^ of the nobly intelligent One is heard both

far and near.

Such is his majesty that the perfect Buddha, who fulfils

^
Literally

" makes resound with his speaking voice ", bhdsamdnasvarena
abhivijndpeti. For this use of abhivijnapayati,

" make perceptible
" and

so
" make to resound ", see B.H.S.D., s.v., and the examples there

quoted.
* Sc. Dusprasaha.
' The spokesman of the assembly ; not, of course, to be identified with

any of the persons of this name already met with. We have here a piece
of Buddhist mythology concerning the Buddha of a different universe.

Ghosa, to be supplied from the context as the subject of sruyati.
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all desires, distributes^ his gifts to those who wish for

enlightenments

The voice with which the Tathagata, Arhan and perfect

Buddha was endowed when, in Benares, in the Deer Park at

Risivadana, he set rolling the thrice-revolved and twelve-fold

peerless wheel of dharma, had sixty qualities.^ What sixty ?

The voice of the Tathagata was deep, awe-inspiring, under-

standable, (343) reaching the heart, amiable, charming,

irresistible,^ flowing, agreeable, faultless, unbroken, even,*

unblemished, like the sound of a chariot-wheel, like the roar and
rumble of a thunder-cloud, like the soughing of the wind,
like the patter of rain, like the voice of a deva, like the voice

of Brahma, pleasant, unspoilt, not confused, moderate, not

excessive, firm, significant, truthful, glorious, like the voice of

a bull, a lion, an elephant, a steer, a thoroughbred horse,*

like the voice of a curlew, a sparrow, a cuckoo, resonant,

lovely, a voice of understanding, constant, a voice full of

understanding and gentleness, a voice with a wide range, full

of native goodness, truthful in every detail, full of the native

root of goodness, full of real ease, thrilling, like the sound of

a stringed instrument, of song, of music, of the drum, a man's

voice, a superb voice, like the sound of the kettle-drum, a

matchless voice, a Tathagata's voice. The Tathagata's voice

permeates all quarters ;
nowhere is it obstructed. The voice,

then, that the Tathagata was endowed with when, in Benares,

^
Literally,

"
rolls out ", pravarteti ; keeping up the metaphor of rolling

the wheel of dharma.
* The episode of Dusprasaha ends abruptly here, and seems to have

been related only in order to introduce the following description of the
Buddha's voice.

* This list of qualities is comparable, but far from identical, with the list

in I. 170-2 (134-6, trans.).
*
Aprativdniya. BSk., cf. Divy. aprativdnih and Pali appativdniya,

grd. of a -
pati

- vri (See P.E.D.) B.H.S.D. gives it the meaning of
"
not

repellent ".
*
Aprdgbhdra, Senart's restoration of apabhdra and apadbhdra of the

MSS. Cf. Pali apabbhdra,
"
not slanting or sloping

"
{P.E.D.). The

B.H.S.D. prints the word with a (?) and says of it,
"
Perhaps level, even,

without descents or drops(?) Pali apabbhdra is used of a body of water

having even or smooth banks, without steep slopes." The corresponding
adjective in Vol. i. 171 would seem to be anamanti

"
not bending

"
("even",

trans, p. 135). Perhaps it would be better to render both words more
literally, thus,

"
not bending ",

"
not sloping ",

"
not prone to

"
(sr. hastiness).

*
Ajdneyasvara.
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he set rolling the thrice-revolved and twelve-fold wheel of

dharma, had these sixty qualities.

Then on that occasion Great Brahma extolled the Exalted

One in his presence in these fitting verses.^

By the very choicest of beings, hy the scion of Iksvdku's

line, the whole earth is made to tremble as he sets rolling

the wheel of dharma.

Then, indeed, by the might of the wheel of dharma eighty

terrible portents arose and also eighty earthborn demons.'^

Clouds consisting of waves of bright flowers arose and swept
down on Kdsi's Benefactor, the Saviour, the Man Supreme.

(344) Clouds like elephants with swaying trunks^ arose, awe-

inspiring masses, full of golden shells and laden with flowers.
When he heard that the Lion-man had at length appeared

in his dharma body^ Sanatkumdra^ reflected and said,
"
I will sing the praises of the Tathdgata.'^

He, Brahma, in his aerial home, then lauded him who
beholds all good and is distinguished^ by his native brilliance

and splendour.

^ The eulogy of Brahma's actually begins with the 7th stanza.
' The text has bhumijd,

"
earthborn ", only. It is not clear what pheno-

menon is referred to here.

Literally "with outstretched limb", /jfamwA/angiM. This simile would seem
to confirm the explanation in the B.H.S.D. oigajaivasana at i. 216

(
= 2. 19)

as meaning
"
elephant's trunk" and equivalent to AMg. gayasasana. The trans-

lation (Vol. I, p. 172 and 2, p. 17) unfortunately has followed Senart's mis-

interpretation oisvasana as meaning
"
the vapour of the elephant's breathing."

*
Literally

"
that the dharma-body of the Lion-man had appeared."

The Buddha assumed such a body or became dharma incarnate when he
won enlightenment. For the identification of Buddha with dharma, see
vol. I, p. 192 n. 4. Dharmakdya may, formally, be related to the later
doctrinal development which represented the Buddha as having three bodies,

dharmakdya, sambhogakdya and nirmdnakdya (see B.H.S.D. for references),
but there is nothing to indicate that the Mhvu. itself knew of such a doctrine.
In Pali this compound expression is an adjective, meaning

" he whose body
is the dharma ", that is, he who is in every way identical with dharma,
and therefore different from those whose body is material form {rupakdya)
only. The same usage is found in BSk., e.g. AsP. 513, na hi tathdgato rupa-
kdyato drastavya, dharmakdyds tathdgatdh. But BSk. also uses dharmakdya
as a substantival compound, again in antithesis to rupakdya. B.H.S.D.
says of this that it is "perhaps to be rendered spiritual body(?)." But it

would seem simpler and truer to say that dharmakdya, in our text at any
rate, merely means a body or personality so informed, or even reformed,
by the dharma that henceforth it is radically and essentially different from
the crude physical body {rupakdya).

* I.e. Great Brahma. See D.P.N.
*
Suvijdnita, apparently an anomalous form of suvijndia. The MSS.

have an infinitive form, which is inconstruable. Now see Edgerton, Gram.
§ 34. 10, for another example of jdnita.
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"

Gotama, thou dost hurl thy thunderbolt^ as thou
sittest here, and makest to tremble the three thousandfold world
that is full of precious stones and surrounded by an ocean

of Buddhas.^
"

Best of men,^ when thou dost hurl thy consum-
mate weapon, the ten quarters all around are visibly
shaken.

"
Uprooting the errors lurking in the thicket of false belief

he shines as a king of Ndgas, a foremost Lord of men, a

lion-hearted Conqueror.*
"
Like a fearless lion lying in his mountain lair,

filling all his foes with fear, shines forth the lion-hearted

Conqueror.
"
Smiting Mdra's troops, routing Mdra's ranks, scattering^

them with thy right hand, thou dost raise thy Conqueror's
banner.'*^

The wealth-bearing earth quaked to the rattling of its

many precious stones,'' for it rises up when it remembers thaf

speaking voice.^

Devas standing in Meru's sky from all sides showered

•
Vajira, Pali id., Sk. vajra. A metaphor for spreading the doctrine.

• Sc. in the various Buddha-fields.
•
Reading purisottama for - tn.

•
Literally

" a conqueror whose sphere or career is a lion's ", simhagatirjina.
•

Vyiihanta from vi-ud-han. So Senart, comparing samuhata i. 506 (text).
• Great Brahma's eulogy ends here, but the compiler or compilers of the

Mkvu., forgetting that it was just this only that they meant to quote, add
some other verses from this, otherwise unknown, metrical version of

"
the

turning of the wheel".
'
Mahdraiananirgho^d. Or does this mean "

(the earth) famed for its

great riches
"

?

• Svarena vadatotthdpydnusmritd. The above seems to be the only
feasible translation of this phrase. But, though Senart does not remark
on it, the text must be regarded as very doubtful, especially as the line is

a syllable short. The construing of it is difficult, almost impossible. It

seems necessary to take the causative uHhdpya in a radical sense, while

anusmritd, on the contrary, has to be given a causal sense equivalent to

that of anusmaritd. For anusmritd one MS. reads anusritd, which could,

perhaps, give
"

(rising) in consequence of (that speaking voice) ". For

utthdpya the two MSS. quoted in the apparatus have uttadya, which provides
no safe clue to a certain restoration. The line would be construable and
would give a clear meaning if we could read svarena vadatonnaidvanatd,"
the earth rising and sinking at

(
= when it heard) that speaking voice ".

Unnamati and avanamati are the verbs usual in our text to describe the
behaviour of the earth when it quakes. But this emendation also leaves
the line a syllable short. Alternatively, one might suggest svarexia vadatd
Jadaniicaratd

"
at that speaking voice which then went forth ".
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wreaths on the Sage, the sitpreme being whose radiance is

golden.
1

(345) Sumanas,^ with devotion in my heart, my joined
hands raised^ and doing obeisance,^ I have come hither

because I have heard of the wheel of dharma.

When the Exalted One first deHvered the sUtra of
"
setting

the wheel of dharma rolling," Ajfiata Kaundinya and eighteen
kotis of devas were converted. And the devas went to their

own homes carrying the tidings^ to the deva worlds.

"
There is no safety in the skandhas, but torment and

great fear. There is no freedom in them^ : they are worth-

less.'' This does Gotama declare.

Enough talk of faith, sir.'' With an insight into the

meaning of truth, go^ to salute the Buddha who makes hate

and fear things of the past.

^ Senart admits that the text here is
"
infiniment probl^matique ". In

the translation
"
devas

"
has been taken to be imphed in merugaganamdiritd.

Dhdtum is unusual if not unique in the sense of
"
being ", and it would

seem to be necessary to emend dhdtum uttamam into sattvam uttamam
(in apposition to munim), unless we actually have here a unique example
of dhdtu = sattva. (Cf. the compound sattvadhdtu, which, however, accord-

ing to B.H.S.D., means "
a number of beings," and is not an abstract com-

pound equivalent to the simple concrete sattva). Senart takes dhdtum as

being for lokadhdtum, and explains the accusative as being dependent on
samantd

(
= samantdd),

" from all sides of the world." But then it would
be difficult to explain the adjective uttamam "

supreme
"

as qualifying
{loka)dhdtum. In the text the verb abhikirensu has no secondary object
to denote with what "

they bestrewed the sage ". Uttamdh has, therefore,
been tentatively emended into uttamsdm

"
wreaths ", although this word is

not found elsewhere in our text in this connexion. Alternatively, we might
suggest uttamam "

upper garments ". Cf. Vol. 2, p. 24-5 (text) where we
read of devas taking off their upper garments {uttariya there) and waving
them in honour of the Buddha.

*
Presumably one of the devas alluded to in the preceding verse. But

as we have here only a fragment of a longer narrative the allusion must
remain obscure, just as is that to Mahanama in the same passage, above

p. 337. An alternative interpretation would be to take sum.ano as an

adjective and understand all the verses from the ending of the eulogy
onwards as being Great Brahma's description of the scene at the turning
of the wheel. This verse would then read,

" with devotion in my heart,
and glad, etc., I have come hither after hearing of the wheel of dharma."

'
Prdnjali, adjectival here as at Sn. 1031, with compositional i for t, for

the more usual prdnjalikrita.
*
Pranatendriyah—" with bent or bowed senses, i.e., body."

*
Arocentd, pr. part, of drocayati, droceti, BSk. and PaU, "to tell, announce."

* Lit.
"
they (the skandhas) are not jEreed," anihsrita.

' Bhavdn, nom. for voc.
*
Abhikramatha, pi. for sg.

2A
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Thirty kotis of devas then came to Risivadana, and they
were converted when the second sutra of

"
setting the wheel of

dharma rolHng
" was delivered. They then went to their

own homes bearing the tidings^ with them. On hearing
these fifty, kotis of devas came, and they were converted

when the Exalted One delivered the sutra of
"
setting the

wheel of dharma rolling
"
the third time. They then went to

their homes bearing the tidings to the deva worlds. On
hearing these, eighty kotis of devas came and these were

converted when the Exalted One delivered the sUtra of "setting
the wheel of dharma rolling" the fourth time. They then

went to their own homes bearing the tidings to the deva

worlds. Then a deva of Tusita, named ^ikharadhara, recited

these verses of praise before the Exalted One at Risivadana.
"

Hail to thee, hail to thy beauty. Thy radiance extends

a full fathom. Hail to thy profitable, successful and

charming speech.

(346) Hail to thee who art devoted to aversion from the

world and art endowed with the virtue of absolute non-

attachment.^ Hail to the Four Truths. Sage, it is the

truth that thou dost proclaim.
Hail to thee. The devas and Gandharvas imbibe thy

sweet song. Hail to thee. Thou hast set rolling the match-

less wheel that may not be rolled back.

^ Rocenta for drocentd. Cf. Vol. I, p. 394, n. 4.
* But the compiler in quoting these verses from some source or other,

did not begin his quotation at quite the appropriate place. Inadvertently
he has started off with verses in which it is Brahma and not ^ikharadhara
that eulogises the Buddha, but he immediately recollects himself, after

giving only half a iloka of the verse introducing Brahma's words. This
line is omitted from the translation. In vol. i, p. 174 these verses of

^ikharadhara are spoken in praise of the Buddha's voice.
' This line is difficult. The text reads sddhu aratisamyogah sarvasandhi-

gundnvitah. Senart combines the two compounds into one word, taking
the initial a to negate the whole. He renders

"
le detachment de la person-

nalite dont les chalnes sont faites de tous les liens des naissances accumul^es."
He comments, however,

"
I'exp^dient est, mfeme pour ce style, beaucoup

trop violent pour que j'y aie grande confiance." It is perhaps, better to
make a slight emendation and read (for sarvasandhi-) sarvdsandhi-, that is,"
every non-attachment." The expression then approximates to sarva-

dharntdndm . . . asandhi,
"
emancipation of all states of being," in Lank.

160. II (quoted in B.H.S.D. s.v. sandhi) where asandhi is expressly the

synonym of paritnocana. This suggested emendation has been adopted in

translating. The corresponding words in vol. 1, p. 174 are, of course,
modified to suit their application to vdca.
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In all the world there is none thy equal in form, in beauty

and in birth, in deportment, in energy, in meditation, nor

yet in knowledge.
valiant Sage, this day at thy first teaching^ eighteen^

kotis of devas were led to the first fruition.

At thy second teaching, valiant Friend, thirty kotis

more of devas were led to the first fruition.

At thy third teaching fifty kotis more of devas were con-

verted and saved from states of woe.

At thy fourth^ teaching eighty kotis more of devas were

led to the fruit of winning the stream and saved from spheres

of ill.

Hence is there none like thee in love, Man supreme,
so merciful with compassion, fearless, valiant Man.

Ojoy! Thou wert born a boon to the world, tiger-like Man,
to confer blessings on all beings, long-living great Sage.*'

A short while ago^ thou wert born the son of a king, bull-

like Man, to be a guide of the lost, to give sight to the blind. ^

May the teacher who is now with us never disappear.''

(347) May thy stability have no limit, Guide of the world.

By thy majesty, Self-becoming One, states of desolation

are brought to an end.^ Through thee, Man supreme,
heaven is made completely full.^

Thanks to thee, valiant Man supreme, he who belongs

to the class of people whose wrong-doing is fixed in its

consequences achieves the class where no consequences are

entailed. ^^

1 Reading iasane, here and in the immediate sequel, for asane of the
text. The former is the reading at i. 174.

* Vol. I, p. 174 has hrista dasa
"
ten (kotis) were thrilled ", for astddaid.

3 This has inadvertently become "
third

"
in the translation of Vol. i,

p. 138.
* The passage at i. 175 here speaks of Bodhisattvas, with a correspond-

ing modification of language.
*
Acirasya. Vol. i. 175 has aticirasya,

" a very long while ago ".
* Andhdndm nayanam dadd. Vol. I, 175 has drttdndm nayanandanatn.
' Ndsmdsu kaddcidbhutvd gururantarahdyatu. Vol. i. 175 has md hadd-

cidbhutaguru ndtho antarahdyatu.
*

? Antibhutd. Vol. i. 175 has tanukibhutd. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) would
retain the MS. reading kimbhutd,

" become what " = "
destroyed ".

* Nirdkdsa
"
having no (free) space." This seems to confirm the correct-

ness of Senart's restoration of the MS. andkdsd at i. 175 into anokdkd
"
having

no sufficient space," Pah anokdsa. Cf. B.H.S.D.
^o See Vol. I, p. 138 (trans.), nn. 4, 5.
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Thanks to thee, thou that art extolled of Suras, he who

belongs to the class where actions entail no consequences
achieves the class where righteousness is fixed in its con-

sequences.

Man of light, thanks to thee, the steadfast dispeller of

darkness, the growth^ of wondrous states is won.

Whilst thou speakest of these true states, beloved of

men,^ the worlds of men and of Indra extol thy voice, O

great Sage.
Thus with gladsome hearts^ did the hosts of devas laud

the beneficent One who is endowed with boundless virtue,

the Caravan-leader,* the Man Supreme.

AjNata kaundinya

The monks asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, as a maturing

of what karma was the venerable Ajnata Kaundinya the

first of all to learn the dharma ?
" The Exalted One rephed,

"
Monks, he made a vow long ago to be so."^

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Rajagriha,
a Pratyekabuddha, who suffered from biliousness, sought
shelter in a potter's shed. The potter took him in and cured

him of his biliousness. Then the Pratyekabuddhas attend-

ing on that Pratyekabuddha who suffered from bihousness

came to the potter's^ shed to inquire after his health. The

^ Vivriddhi. Vol. i. 175 has viiuddhi.
*
Janapriya. Vol. i. 176 has jinar^abha.

^
Reading pritimdnasa, as at 1. 176, for pritimanasam.

* Sdrthavdha. Vol. I. 176 has samstavdrha
"
worthy of praise."

* "
That was his vow "

etasya e^a (for e^am) praxiidhdnam.
*
Bhdrgava, properly a patronymic from Bh|-igu. It is not clear how

this word came to have the meaning
"
potter ". Examples of the similar

usage of the corresponding Pali bhaggava are referred to in D.P.N, (s.v.),

to which Miss I. B. Horner, in a letter, adds M. 2. 52. The P.E.D. is

obviously wrong in saying that the one passage in which it occurs in Pali

is /• 3- 381-2, where it is an epithet of, rather than a synonym for
"
potter".

In other Pali passages it is a synonym, as it is here in the Mhvu. Accord-

ing to Kern, Toev., the Sk. form in this meaning also occurs at MBh. i. 190. 47
and Saddhp. 191 /. See P.E.D. . also B.H.S.D. for BSk. references. It is

possible that potters were so named because Bhrigu was the mythical dis-

coverer of fire which became the means for the development of so many
arts and crafts.
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potter asked the Pratyekabuddha whom he had cured of

his biliousness,
"
By which one of you was the dharma first

learnt ?
"

(348) The Pratyekabuddha replied,
" The dharma

was learnt by me first of all, and afterwards by these others."

The potter then made a vow, saying,
"
By this root of merit,

which I have acquired in doing this service and tendence to you,

may I be the first of all to learn the dharma when it is pro-

claimed by an exalted Buddha. May I not crave for gain and

honour. May I crave only for a solitary^ bed and seat and

be content with any kind of almsman's bowl. May I lay

aside my body amid the cascades and forest glades, dying
all alone." ^

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion, that potter
in the city of Rajagriha was somebody else. But you must

not think that. And why? This elder here, AjiiataKaundinya,
was at that time and on that occasion the potter in the city

of Rajagriha. For that he gave shelter to the Pratyekabuddha
who was suffering from a bilious affection and tended him,
and then made a vow, saying,

' As you learned the dharma
first of all and these others afterwards, so may I, too, be the

first to learn the dharma when it is proclaimed by an exalted

Buddha,' as a maturing of that karma Ajfiata Kaundinya
has been the first to learn the dharma

;
afterwards the others

did so.

Through^ the root of merit which is acquired by service of

food, shelter and sustenance, may I foregather with the

Best of men.

As you were the first to learn the dharma and were followed

by these others, so may I be the first to learn it when it is

proclaimed by a Conqueror.

^ Prdnta. See Vol. i, p. 119, n. 3.
*

Literally,
"
may the laying aside of my body be that of one who dies

all alone," ekasya mritabhutasya sariraniksepanam bhaveya. For sariranikse-

pana cf. Pali dehanikkhepana {Vism. 236). B.H.S.D. does not notice this
Vi^e oi niksepana (= niksepana). Edgerton there {s.v.) says that niksepana
at vol. 2, p. 287 means "

subjugation
"

or
"
conqueror ". The translation

(2 p. 270), however, has rendered it
"
renouncing ", this interpretation

being based on the radical sense of niksip,
"
to throw down ",

"
lay aside ", etc.

* Part of a metrical version of the same tale.
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My wishes few, may I be content to earn my living with^

any kind^ of bowl. My heart fortified with calm and ease,

may I not covet gain and honour.

In the lonely forest and on the mountains^ haunted by
herds of deer, there, when my time is come, may I lay aside

my body.*

(349) Whether honoured or unhonoured, life and conscious-

ness pass away like vapour. Who can find pleasure in a
dead body that is but dust of the earth ?

Here ends the Jataka of Ajfiata Kaundinya.

The monks said to the Exalted One,
" The Lord made

renunciation of self, of son, of wife, of wealth and of kingdom,
and when he had awakened to the incomparable perfect

enlightenment, he made the venerable Ajfiata Kauncjinya to

share in a great blessing." The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks,

this was not the first time that I made Ajfiata Kaundinya
to share in a great blessing. I did so on another occasion

also." The monks asked,
" Was there another occasion,

Lord ?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

Once upon a time, long ago, there was a king of the Ko^alas

who was virtuous, mighty, powerful, and wealthy and had
a great army. His realm was prosperous, rich, peaceful,
well supplied with food, and thickly peopled with happy
subjects. Violence, brawling and rioting were quelled and
robbers held in check. The kingdom was busy with trade,

and governed with justice. The fair renown of that king
was spread in all directions. He was a sovereign honoured
for his generosity and liberality. He was intent on doing
kindness to others and had his gaze on the world beyond.
Thus he was styled

"
the Just."

*
Literally

"
living on any kind of bowl," itaretarapiniakena yapento.

This use of ydpayaii (Pali yapeti, yapeti) seems to be a natural extension of
its use, with the instrumental, to denote

"
living on " some article of food,

as at Mhvu. i. 125, 126, 128 ; 3. 159. See B.H.S.D. for BSk., and P.E.D.
for Pali, instances. The expression may equally, of course, be analogous
with pamiukulena civarena yapayitum,

"
to live with a robe consisting of

refuse rags," cited by the former dictionary from Bhik. 22 b. 3.
* liaretara (Pali itaritara). See B.H.S.D.
' There is a lacuna in this verse which leaves the construction obscure.
*
Sarlranikfepafto bhaveya, see p. 345, n. 2; but here the word is masc.
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Now a worldly king of the Kasis had designs to invade the

kingdom of the Kosalas. He equipped a strong force of the

four arms, warriors on elephants, cavalry, charioteers and

infantry, and invaded the land of the Kosalas. But the

counsellors and troops of the king of the Kosalas (350) defeated

the king of the Kasis and all his army was completely routed

and broken up. He came again with a greater army of the

four arms, but again he went away defeated. Again and

again did the king of the Kasis invade the territory of the

Kosalas with a four-fold army. Thus many thousands of

people, exposed to one another's knives, arrows, swords and

axes, fell into misfortune and ruin.

The heart of the just, compassionate and considerate king
of the Kosalas was moved when he saw these thousands of

people fallen into misfortune and ruin, his kingdom invaded,

men destroyed because of another's greed for a kingdom,
and such wrong perpetrated. Moved by this consideration, he

left his kingdom, and all alone he went to the southern country

disguised as an unknown man. He said to himself, "There, by
some means or other I shall manage to gain a living for myself."

And as he went on his way, tired with the journey and

scorched by the hot wind, he sat down to rest in the cool

shade of a banyan tree. There came along on his way from

the southern sea to Kosala a certain sea-faring trader, whose

ship had sunk with the loss of all the cargo. He had heard

that the king of the Kosalas was just, compassionate and

devoted to helping others, and that he had relieved thousands

of people who had lost their wealth and given them material

assistance.^
"
He," thought the merchant,

"
will give me,

too, some money which will enable me to ply my trade again
and recover from this disaster."

Thus, with his hopes on the king of the Kosalas, he came in

due course from the southern country and reached the place

where the king was. He came upon him under the banyan
tree. The king questioned the merchant, saying,

" Can it be

^
Literally

"
did them a favour with property (money)

"
arthamdtraye

Parigraham karoti. Parigraha itself, of course, can mean "property", but
here as the object of karoti its meaning must be

"
grace, favour, patronage

"

(see M.W.). In the repetition of the phrase (p. 351) we have sangraha
for parigraha.
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that you are not^ weary or sick, good brother ? Rest awhile.

The shade of this banyan tree is cool, for you are tired with

your journey." The merchant replied,
" Good brother, a

blessing on you, but I will go on." The king said,
"
Whither

are you bound in such hurry that you do not wish to rest ?
"

The merchant replied,
" Kind sir, (351) I am a sea-faring

merchant from a certain place. Having plentiful resources I

left my native place and crossed the great ocean in a well-

fitted vessel, taking with me wares of various kinds to sell

among the seaboard towns. But in mid-ocean my wealth-laden

vessel sank. By clinging to a plank I escaped from the sea with

my life, but lost everything else.^ And now I go to the king of

the Kosalas to get money wherewith to ply my trade again,

and recover from disaster. In this hope I have travelled far."

But when the king of the Kosalas heard the merchant

speaking thus, he began to weep and shed tears. The mer-

chant asked him,
" Kind sir, why do you weep ?

" The king

replied,
"

I weep because you, a shipwrecked man, have come
to me from afar in the hope that the king of the Kosalas will

give you material assistance wherewith to ply your trade

again and recover from your disaster. But that kingdom of

mine has been invaded by the king of the Ka^is, and I have

come, bereft of everything,^ to this southern land thinking
to maintain myself by some means or other. Thus I weep
because you have come from afar through hearing about me,
because report of me has brought you here from afar at the

time I am in such misfortune and robbed of my kingdom."
Then the merchant addressed the king of the Kosalas in a

verse :

You valiant man in self-denial, hearing of your repute
I have come hither from afar. My desires were fortified

by the force of hope* But now, from what I see, my hope
has been turned to despair.

^ "Can it be that . . . not," a rendering of »na (+pres. indie.) introducing
a question. Cf. Edgerton, Gram. § 42. 12.

*
Literally

"
with my body only," iariramdtretia.

* " With my body only," iariratndtrena.
* Manorathdhdbalavrimhita. So Senart. B.H.S.D. (s.v. brimhayitar)

renders
"
my desires and hopes were mightily swollen, augmented." But

as the story lays so much stress on the merchant's hope, the former inter-

pretation seems more in accord with the context.
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The king said :

/ was a giver of a hundred desirable things. None like

what I was is there among devas or men. (352) Because of

you, I will forfeit my life, lest my fame be other than the

truth.

Then the king set about consoHng the merchant, who,
dazed with despair, had fallen to the ground.

" You have

come from afar," said he,
"
with your hope set on me. There-

fore I shall so act that your coming will not be profitless.

For your sake I will sacrifice myself. Tie my arms behind

me and take me to the king of the Kasis. He will be pleased
with you and he will give you great riches. Willingly do I

sacrifice myself in order that the hope you had put in me
be not in vain,"

But the merchant said :

/ cannot do wrong to a valorous man for the sake of gain.
As your fame was so do you prove to be.^ 'Tis a doughty
deed you do, wise man of the world.

The king replied :

What boots life to those whose fame brings no blessing in

the world ? Riches are then of no avail, and confidence once

shattered will no more be recovered.

Gladly will I suffer the cruel deed of being killed by my
foes. Gladly will I let my foe cut up my body. Gladly
will I go through the most bitter sufferings. Pain will I

endure so that your hope be not in vain.

Now the king of the Kasis was not^ pleased that the king
of the Kosalas should be living. Daily he made a pro-

clamation, saying,
" To whomsoever brings me the head of the

king of the Kosalas I will give a great reward." While the

king of the Kasis ^ was (353) continually proclaiming this,

the king of the Kosalas, with his hands bound behind him,,

was brought to him by the merchant.

The king of the Kasis said,
" Ah ! The king of the Kosalas

1
Literally

"
such is the sight or experience of you," tadrisam darsanante.

* The negative na is obviously required with nandati, and is therefore

supplied in translation.
*
Ko&alarajnd is clearly a slip for KdHrajnd.
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is brave and well-trained. How comes he then to have been

caught and to be brought in by you ?
" And when the mer-

chant had related all that led up to his coming, the king of

the Ka^is was amazed, and he said, "It is not right for me
to deprive such a righteous king of his kingdom." He con-

secrated the king of the Ko^alas to his throne once more.
He then left for his own kingdom, while the king of the Ko^alas
bestowed a large amount of riches on the merchant.

It may be again, monks, that you will think that at that

time and on that occasion the king of the Ko^alas was some-

body else. He was not somebody else, for I at that time,

monks, was the king of the Kosalas. It must not be thought,
either, that the merchant was somebody else, for at that time

Ajfiata Kaundinya was he. Then also did I make renunciation

of my self and bestow great wealth^ on him. And now, too,

after I have made hundreds of painful self-sacrifices and awak-
ened to the supreme perfect enlightenment, have I made him
share in a great blessing.

Here ends the Jataka of Ajiiata Kaundinya.

THE FIVE MONKS

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
This good group of

five monks'^ were once adherents of another sect, carried

away by the strong current of heresy. But then the Exalted

One turned them away from these paths of false belief, raised

them up out of fear and dismay, out of the ocean of recurrent

birth, and established them on the firm ground of peace,

happiness, calm, fearlessness and nirvana." The Exalted

One repHed,
"
Monks, that was not the only time that the

good group of five were led by me across the ocean of re-

current birth. There was another occasion, also, when I,

through sacrifice of my own self, saved them from the great

^ Ariha. Here referring to the dhanaskandha conferred on the merchant.
The same word is used for the moral or spiritual benefit (blessing) conferred

by the Buddha on AjMta Kaundinya.
• See p. 313. n. 2.
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ocean when their vessel had been wrecked and they were

without shelter, protection, refuge or succour but fallen into

dire straits and adversity, and established them in prosperity."

The monks asked,
" Was there another occasion, Lord ?

"

The Exalted One replied,
"
Yes, monks."

(354) Once upon a time, monks, long ago, some merchants

of Jambudvipa were crossing the ocean in quest of gain.

But their ship was wrecked by a monster fish. Now all the

merchants who had previously performed some rehgious rite,

whether an unknown or a strange one,^ swam about in the sea

by means of their arms.^ The merchant-leader, too, had

previously performed a religious rite, and so he also swam
about in the sea. Thus five merchants were swimming in

the sea near the leader.

Then the merchant-leader thought, "It is not possible for

us to cross the great sea by swimming. We must needs all

perish. But I have heard that the great sea will not brook

a dead body^ for a single night. What now if I were to

sacrifice my own body and enable these five merchants to

escape from the sea on to dry land in safety ?
"

The merchant-leader had a weapon in his hand, and he

said to the five merchants,
" Do you all cling* to me and

I shall save you from the sea and set you in safety on dry
land." Then all the five merchants there in the sea that

gave no stay or support^ hung on to the merchant leader.

1 ? Ajndtam va apurvam, taken from the apparatus. But Senart leaves
a lacuna for the whole clause, owing to the difficulty of restoring a satis-

factory text from the MS. tradition which gives ye kecidvdnijd te {ke) hi

purvagrihltokteti ajndtam vd apUrvdm. In the next sentence it is said of
the merchant-leader {sdrthavdha) that he had to some extent engaged in

some previous practice of a religious rite—sdrthavdhendpi kimcitpurvam
pratipannam. (For this sense of pratipanna see B.H.S.D.). Below on
the same page the merchants saved are those yehi purvam pratipannam"
those by whom a religious rite had been previously performed," Though

it is inexplicable how it arose, grihitokteti is taken to be a corruption of

pratipannehi, (instrumental, by false attraction to tehi, for ace. Cf. MS.
pratipannehi for—pannam, below on the same page). Senart's lacuna,
therefore, is filled in by restoring tehi pratipannehi ajndtam vd apurvam.
This may not be satisfactory palaeographically, but it does give a con-
struction and sense consonant with the context.

*
I.e., they were saved from drowning outright.

^
Literally,

"
live with a dead body," mritakunapena sdrdham na prati-

vasati. For the idea cf. p. 78 (text).
*
Lagnatha. See Vol. 2, p. 382, «. i, and B.H.S.D.

^
Aprati§tha andlamba. Cf. Sn. 173.
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And he with his weapon cut his own throat, for he knew
that the sea cannot brook a dead body for a single night.

And so, monks, the sea quickly cast up his dead body
on to dry land. The five merchants also by the force of the

sea were cast up on shore along with the corpse.

Then did this great earth shake violently, and a loud shout

was raised by all the powers of nature.^ Devas, Nagas,

Yak^as, and Asuras cried out,
" What is this in the great

sea ?
" The deva of the sea replied,

"
This is the Bodhisattva,

who was sailing across the sea with other merchants when
their ship was wrecked by a monster fish. Those merchants

who had previously practised religion were saved from the

sea by the Bodhisattva's self-sacrifice and enabled to reach

dry land. (355) But we'' were living in slothfulness in that

we did not notice that such are the arduous deeds performed

by Bodhisattvas for the benefit of all beings."

Once upon a time,^ long ago, while the Most Eloquent
One was faring onwards in his quest of enlightenment, he hap-

pened to cross the delightful ocean, the Jiaunt of a monster fish.
^

Then in mid-ocean his ship was wrecked by the monster

fish. The wise merchant, though he had lost his wealth,^

swam about in the sea.

When he saw the other merchants helpless, shiftless and
in dire straits, he began to think of a way whereby he could

succour them in their sorry plight.

And this reflection came to him ;
"
/ have heard it said

that the sea, in which this monster fish lives, will not brook

a dead body for a single night.
"
I will then sacrifice myself that the merchants may

not perish in the sea." Thus spake he to himself, conscious

of the firm resolution of one who had reached perfection of

thought and conduct.

And that great compassion, which was solicitous of

1 Bhutd.
* Mayam = vayam. This form of the ist pers. pi. is not noticed (? recog-

nised) by Edgerton, Gram., p. iii § 20. 371.
• A metrical version of the same tale.
* Timimakara. Cf. timitimingila. Vol. I. 245 (text), p. 200 (trans.).
• Visdrtha {= vi + sa + artha). Senart lists the word in his index,

but has no note on it. Neither is it found in the dictionaries. For the
formation cf. visdraihi,

" ohne Wagenlenke
"

{B.R.).
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man's welfare and which he had acquired during the course

of his long career, inspired'^ the disposition of his heart.^

To the group of merchants he said,
"
I am going to sacri-

fice myself. Do you hold on to my body, for the deva of
the sea will not keep a dead body for a single night.'"

He took a sharp weapon and made an end of his own

life? Soon all the merchants were cast up on the shore.

The earth, with its mountains, cities and towns, its rocks and
its forest glades, violently shook. (356) The ocean, the strong-

holds of the Ddnavas,'^ and the lairs of the serpents trembled.
" What is this ?

" So did men and the devas of mountain

and forest, and serpents ask one another . . .^ Then did

the disconsolate deva of the sea make answer.
"
This Most Eloquent One,'' said she, "this most select

of elephants,^ while he fared on in quest of enlightenment,
was crossing the briny ocean. But I in my heedlessness

was not aware of it.

"And he, the Best of Men, was shipwrecked, but he

achieved"^ his quest in the sea. For he sacrificed his own
dear self for the sake of the deliverance of other men.

^
Bhajahe, from bhaj,

"
to share ". So, doubtfully, Senart. The context

would certainly seem to require a historical present here. Edgerton (Gram.
§ 31. 20), however, explains the verb as an example of a future formation
with h for sy, and with ending of ist sg. mid. for 3rd, and he translates"

will take possession of ".
* Cittasantdna. Cf. Divy. 286, and Pali santdna. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.)

adduces BSk. instances where santdna alone is used as a synonym for the
whole compound.

^
Nivartaye dtmano . . . sarlram. But the lacuna makes the exact

sense of nivartati here doubtful.
*

I.e., the Asuras. See Vol. I, p. 53, n. 3.
* Lacuna.
*
Gajasattvasdro, literally,

"
the essence of an elephant's being." Pro-

bably the idea behind the expression is that the Buddha is as select among
naen as the elephant is among beasts, and it was so paraphrased, rather

loosely, in Vol. I, p. 166 and Vol. 2, p. 12, of this translation.
'
Paripurati. This verb is commonly used in both BSk. and Pali in

the sense of
"
to accomplish fully," but always with an object in the accusative.

Edgerton [B.H.S.D.), therefore, argues that here the verb can only be taken
in its literal sense of "to fill up ", and he considers that Senart is at fault
in emending sdgaram of the MSS. into sdgare. Edgerton renders

"
the noble

man filled the sea," but it is difficult to see how this can be an expression
for

"
giving his life to it." It seems more reasonable to assume that the

object of paripurati,
"
accomplish ", is to be supplied from bodhdya caranto

of the preceding stanza. This
"
faring after enlightenment

" must have
been present in the mind of the poet, and in thought he could easily supply
the substantive corresponding to this participial phrase, viz., hodhicarim,
a substantive which actually occurs as object of paripUrati in an example
cited by Edgerton from Bhadracarl, 22.
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"
Because of his virtue,^ the earth, with the sea and Mount

Meru, quakes, and the strongholds of the Guhyakas and
Ddnavas and the lairs of serpents tremble.

" How can any being requite^ the Choice Beings as they

fare onwards in quest of enlightenment, not to speak op
when they have won omniscience ?

"
If a man becomes an adherent of the Conqueror's

teaching with his whole being, to that extent^ he can requite^
him who is the most select of elephants.

The Exalted One said,
"

It may be again, monks, that you
will think that at that time and on that occasion the merchant-

leader was somebody else. You must not think so. And
that because it was I, monks, who was that merchant-leader.

Those five merchants were none other than this good group
of five monks. Through my self-sacrifice they were then

rescued from the sea and landed in safety on the sea-shore.

And now, too, have they, through my self-sacrifice, been led

across the ocean of recurrent birth and set firmly in nirvana.

Here ends the Jataka of the Good Group of Five.

KSANTIVADIN*

The monks said to the Exalted One,
" Dharma has been

taught by the Lord to an assembly of devas and men." (357)

The Exalted One repUed,
"
This, monks, is not the first time

that I have taught the dharma to an assembly of devas and
men." The monks asked,

" Was there another occasion.

Lord ?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

• In the New Testament sense, for anubhava,
"
power ",

"
potency ".

• Pratikartum. Or, possibly,
"
imitate, emulate ", though in this sense

in BSk. this verb takes the dat. Here the object is gen. (for ace, as often).
•
Prdgeva. See p. 240, n. 4.

• Etdvatd. This instance is not cited in B.H.S.D.
•

Literally,
"
there is requital ", pratihritatfi bhavati.

• This is Jataka No. 313 Fausbdll. /. 3. 59 ff. The "
occasion ", how-

ever, is entirely difierent.
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Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Benares,,

in the province of Ka^i, there reigned a king named Kalabha,^
who was savage, cruel and violent. On one occasion, while the

women of his court were sauntering in the park, he started

playing a water-game with them in the lotus-pool. They
trampled the lotuses as they played and sported and amused

themselves, until he and the women became tired with the sport.

The king fell asleep and the women scattered about the park.
Then by means of his magic the seer Ksantivada came

from the continent of Uttarakuru, ^ and sat down in the park.
He was seen by the women as they strolled about the park,
and they, beholding in him a seer of great gifts, sat down
around him v/ith faith in their hearts, and said to him,
"
Teach us the dharma." So the seer gave them a discourse

on charity, morality, heaven and merit, and he explained
to them the peril, the degradation

^ and the defilement of

sensual pleasures, and the benefit* and purification that comes
from renouncing the world. The noble seer explained to

them the path of the ten moralities, from which springs well-

being in the world for devas and men, which is bright and the

fruit of which is happiness.
Thus did the women of the court sit round the seer wrapt

in attention. Then the king woke up and failed to see the

women. He was angered, and unsheathing his sword he went
off on foot to search for them. And he saw those women of

the court ^
sitting in front of the seer. When he saw the

latter he was still more violently enraged because he had
looked on the whole of his harem. In his anger and malevo-

lence, he asked the seer,
" Who are you ?

" The seer replied,

(358)
"

I am a preacher of forbearance,^ your majesty". The
^ Kalabu in /.
^ See Vol., I p. 7.
^
Okdra, Pali id. B.H.S.D. renders

"
elimination ", which, however,

seems out of place between "
peril

"
{hhaya) and "

defilement
"

{sankilesa).
* Anusamsa. See Vol. 2, p. 337, n. 5, and B.H.S.D. s.v. anusamsa.
* Tavo antahpurikavo. For the nom. ace. pi. in -dvo, not found outside

the Mhvu., see Edgerton Gram. § 9. 93.
* Ksantivada. This is followed in the text by nandatam, for which Senart

can find no explanation or emendation. Can it be a corruption nandd{l)ddid"
giver of joy

"
? Analogous epithets of a king are plentiful. The word

occurs several times in the sequel, and always in the seer's replies to the
king, where the corresponding Pali, just as one would expect, has mahdrdja.
Whatever the explanation of the word is, it would seem obvious that it denotes
some appellation of a king. Hence "

your majesty
"

in the translation.
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king was still more enraged and said,
"

If you are a preacher
of forbearance, stretch forth a finger." The seer did so.

With his sword the king lopped off the seer's finger, and
from it there flowed milk, just as a mother's milk flows from
her breasts out of love for her offspring. In the same way
all the benevolent seer's five fingers of each hand were lopped
off one by one, and from each one milk flowed.

The king asked again,
" What do you preach, sir ?

" Even
then did the seer display his forbearance, and he replied,
"

I am a preacher of forbearance, your majesty." Then his

hand was chopped off, and again did milk flow.

Again the king asked,
" What do you preach, sir ?

" Even
then did the seer display his forbearance, and he said,

"
I

am a preacher of forbearance, your majesty." Then the king

chopped off his other hand, beginning with the fingers and

ending at the wrist, and always did the milk flow when each

part was cut off.

Again the king asked,
" What do you preach, sir ?

" The
seer even then displayed his forbearance, and said,

"
I am

a preacher of forbearance, your majesty." Then his feet

were cut off, beginning at the toes and ending at the knees."

Again the king asked,
" What do you preach, sir ?

" Even
then the seer displayed his forbearance and said,

"
I am a

preacher of forbearance, your majesty." One of his ears was

then cut off, and again milk flowed from the cut-off ear.

Again the king asked,
" What do you preach, sir ?

" Even
then the seer displayed his forbearance (359), and said

"
I am

a preacher of forbearance, your majesty." His other ear

was then cut off, and from it there flowed the milk of one

who was incorrupt of heart.

Again the king asked the seer,
" What do you preach, sir ?

"

Even then did the seer display his forbearance, and he said
"

I am a preacher of forbearance, your majesty." His nose

was then cut off, and from it there flowed the milk of one who
was incorrupt of heart.

Again the king asked the seer,
" What do you preach, sir ?

"

Even then did the seer display his forbearance, and he said,
"

I am a preacher of forbearance, your majesty. If you cut

up my body into a hundred fragments and throw it away
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in a hundred pieces, even then, still incorrupt of heart,
^ I

would not give up my forbearance."

When the seer had been thus mutilated, devas, Nagas and
Yaksas were perturbed, demons ^ made a loud outcry, and

beings knew a fearful trembling. People of town and country,

seeing the great fear of the demons and hearing the noise

of those who cried out, fell at the feet of the seer and implored
his forgiveness.

Great Brahma,'^ he wroth with him who lopped off your
hands, your feet, your ears and nose. May it he well with

other men.

The seer replied :

ril not he wroth even with him who lopped off my hands,

my feet, my ears and nose, much less'^ with the rest of men.

The devas, Nagas, Yaksas and Gandharvas said,
"
Let us

urge this seer to see to it that the kingdom, realm and dominion
of King Kalabha do not prosper,"^

Let his rich country he laid waste with fire and his realm

destroyed, since they have harmed the seer, the harmless

Ksdntivdda.

(360) Let this city be laid waste with fire and he made
an ahode of death,'^ since they have harmed the seer, the

harmless Ksdntivdda.

Let this king he hurnt, together with his counsellors and
his court, since they have harmed the seer, the harmless

Ksdntivdda.

Townsmen and countrymen seeing the great perturbation of

the demons were terrified, and falling at the seer's feet, they
implored him :

Great Brahma he wroth with him who lopped off your

^ Reading apradustacitta for pradusta-.
* Or "

powers of nature ", bhuta.
^ Here an honorific appellation of the seer.
*
prdgeva.

* If na riddhikartum labhyati is a final or consecutive clause, the omission
of ca is strange. But the whole construction is doubtful owing to the un-
certainty of the reading uttejema (caus. of uttij "to incite ").

* Kalavastu. Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) is inclined to adopt the suggestion
of P.E.D. that this a corruption of talavastu, Pali tdlavatthu

"
destroyed

utterly ".

2B
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hands, your feet, your ears and nose. Let it he well with

the rest of men.

But the seer replied :

Be not afraid that any harm will come to you. For not

even with him who lopped off my hands, my feet, my ears

and nose will I he wroth, much less with other men. But
the king will have to reap the fruit of the deed he has done.

To the devas, Nagas, Yaksas and Gandharvas the seer said:

The deva will not send rain^ in due season. The seeds

that are sown^ will not grow, hecause they will he hurnt by
the heat and destroyed by the wind.

Thus there was in times past a seer, a shining light with

his forbearance.^ Him as he stood firm in his forbearance
did the king of Kdsi slay.

Bitter was the ripened fruit of this cruel deed since, as

you know, that king of Kdii was consigned to hell.

(361) So be forbearing,'^ as Ksdntivddin the seer was.

For though his limbs were cut off he was not wroth with

any man.

And so Kalabha the king of Ka^i was burnt with fire and
he was reborn in the great hell of Avici.

^arabhanga'

In Hastinapura^ there was a king named Arjuna,' who,
when he saw some good men, put questions to them, saying,

^ Text has the present tense.
* Vutta past. part, of vap, for upta.
'
Kfdntiya, instr. case.

* It would seem to be obvious that the fragmentary adhiva (followed
by a lacuna) of Senart's text is part of the adjective adhivdsaka or of the

corresponding verb adhivdsayati. The adjective, though known in Pali,
is not elsewhere found in BSk. and is not listed in B.H.S.D. But the verb
adhivdsayati in both languages has the sense of "to endure "

as well as
that of

'

to consent ".
' Cf. the Pali Sarabhanga-jdtaka, Fausb6ll 522, (/. 5. 125 ff). ^arabhanga

is a noted sage in the Mahdbhdraia also, but the stories there told of him
are different from the Buddhist ones.

* See Vol. 2, p. 91, n. 2. This note is incorrect in implying that this

oily is indenticaJ with the Hastinapura of the Mahdbhdrata.
' Identical with Arjuna Kirtavtrya of Sanskrit epic. See B.H.S.D.

and D.P.N.
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" He who can reply satisfactorily
^ will be allowed to go free

with his life in safety. But he who cannot satisfy King

Arjuna with his answer to the question will be slain with the

sword by the king's own hand."

Now there had come to Hastinapura from the Himalayas
a seer named Gautama. He had won the five super-know-

ledges, achieved the four meditations, had great magic and

power, and was rid of the passion for sensual pleasures.

When this seer was asked a question by King Arjuna he

answered it correctly.^ But the king did not understand the

answer, and with his own hand he slew the gifted seer Gautama
with a sword.

This king Arjuna, also,^ was burnt with fire, and he was

reborn in the great hell ^aktisiila.*

Among the Kalingas^ there was a city named Dantapura
A king named Narikela ruled there, and he was wicked, ill-

favoured, fierce, cruel, and violent. He would invite recluses

and brahmans to his house and there have them devoured

by dogs, and he would laugh as they were being eaten. ^

But he also was burnt with fire and was reborn in a great

hell, where he was eaten day and night by black dogs.

In the city of Kampilla' there ruled a king named Brahma-
datta. This king Brahmadatta had a hundred sons who
were young princes. His household priest also had a son

named Yajnadatta, who was a young brahman priest.

Now a teacher of archery from the southern country heard

that in the city of Kampilla, King Brahmadatta (362) had a

hundred young princes.
"

I will go there," said he,
"
to the

city of Kampilla, and teach the hundred princes the art of

archery. Thus I shall make a living." So he came to the

city of Kampilla and attached himself^ to the household

priest, by whom he was brought^ to King Brahmadatta,

^
Literally

"
please or convince the heart," cittamaradhayitum.

2 Or "easily", reading avisamam for savisamam "
with difficulty," of the

text. The emendation seems suggested by the reading asamvise of one MS.
* Sc. like Kalabha of the preceding tale.
* Pali Sattisula, apparently only mentioned in this story.
* See Vol. I, p. 140, n. 3.
*
Khadyantehi, act. pres. part.

' See Vol. I, p. 235, n. 4.
* Allina. See Vol. 2, p. 45, n. i, and B.H.S.D.
*
Allapita, ibid., p. 419, «. i, and B.H.S.D.
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The king said to him,
"
Train my hundred young princes in

the skill of archery, and I will give you abundant wealth."

Thus the teacher of archery taught the skill of archery.

And Yajfiadatta, the priest's son, also learnt the art along
with the princes. They were trained in the whole art,

but Yajfiadatta distinguished himself in it above all the

others.

When they had completed their training they gave an

exhibition to the public in the presence of the king and his

court. The hundred princes shot their arrows at Yajfiadatta,

but he with his sabre cut down all the arrows aimed at him
before they reached his body. All the king's company mar-

velled at Yajfiadatta. Thus did he get his name of

^arabhanga.i
To the north of Benares, on the slopes of the Himalayas,

there was a hermitage named Sahafijani.^ It was well-

supplied with roots, leaves, flowers and fruits and had good

crops of kodrava,^ sydmaka,'^ hemp, rice,^ vegetables and lily-

roots. It was made pleasant by several thousands of trees

which were laden with flowers and fruits, and it was well

provided with water for drinking. There dwelt a seer named

Kasyapa with a company of five hundred, all of whom had

won the five super-knowledges, achieved the four medita-

tions and had great magic and power.

^arabhanga, the priest's son, went to the hermitage Sah-

anjani and took up the religious life of a seer under the seer

Kasyapa. By living in assiduous devotion to the practice

of vigilance, in endeavour, effort and exertion he attained to

the four meditations and realised the five super-knowledges.
Master of the four meditations and possessor of the five super-

knowledges Sarabhanga, too, became a seer of great magic

*
I.e.,

"
cutter of arrows ".

* See Vol. 2, p. 200, n. 2.
*

Ibid., n. 5.
*

Ibid., n. 6.
» Prasddika. This word was left untranslated in Vol. 2, p. 200 (= 210,

text). Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) now tentatively explains the word with refer-

ence to Sk. prasdtika (cf. Vol. 2, p. 58, n. 10) and the Lex.prasddhikd,
"
a

kind of rice ", Pali pasadiyd {J. 6. 530), which the Com. says is the kind of

rice called samsddiyd (= "when it has fallen on the ground") and Sk.

prdidtika (Ap$, 4. 3. 8.), but he does not give a more precise definition than
that of

"
some edible plant, vegetable or grain ".
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and power. He became known and renowned among men
and devas as a young man living the brahma-life, devoted

to severe austerity, and as a great Naga.^

(363) Then he went to the southern country. In the country
of the Asmakas^ is the river Godavari, on the banks of which

he estabhshed a hermitage named Kapitthaka^ and dwelt

there.

The seer Kasyapa had a pupil named Vatsa/ who lived

in a hermitage on the banks of the Ganges, on the slopes of

the Himalayas, with a company of five hundred all of

whom possessed the five super-knowledges, were masters of

the four meditations, were rid of the passion for sensual

pleasures, lived on what they could glean, and were of great

power.
Now Vatsa the seer became ill with flatulence. Unable to

endure the cold of the Himalayas he went to the southern

country, to a city called Govardhana. There a king named
Dandakin^ was ruling. He was unjust, a king of unrighteous-
ness. He had gone wrong in his beliefs, was greedy for

worldly pleasures, foolish, perverse in his views, disrespectful
of mother and father, unkind to recluse and brahman, cruel,

merciless and violent. When he saw Vatsa the seer he had
him trampled^ in the mud, innocent, harmless and inoffensive

though he was.

The chief counsellor of that kingdom was named Vighusta.'
He quickly dug out the seer alive from the heap of mud. He
then fell at his feet and craved his forgiveness.

"
Lord,"

said he,
"

I do not approve of the violence committed by
the king. May your reverence be pleased to pardon me."

The seer replied,
"
Counsellor, leave the kingdom at once.

In seven days I shall be dead, and when I am dead there

will be in this kingdom a great and terrible calamity."

^ An honorific term, applied also to the Buddha and to Arhans.
* Pali Assaka, one of the sixteen Mahdjanapadas mentioned in the

Anguttara Nihdya {A. 1. 213 ; 4. 252, 256, 260). See D.P.N.
^ Pali Kapitthavana.
* Pali Kisavaccha or Vacchakisa.
* ^^ J- 5- 134 and elsewhere his city is called Kumbhavati.
"
Akramdpita, caus. of dkramati. See B.H.S.D.

'
Replaced in /. by an unnamed commander-in-chief, sendpati. But

the details of the story generally vary considerably in the two texts.
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And when he had heard this from Vatsa the seer, the

counsellor, with his sons and wife, his retinue and his relatives,

left the kingdom of King Dan^akin and went to another

kingdom.
When the seventh night was past, Vatsa the seer died.

Immediately on his death there was a great commotion

among the demons, ^ who on that night reduced the city and

kingdom to ashes.

Ka^yapa the seer was performing a sacrifice between the

Ganges and the Jumna. Thither there flocked^ ninety-eight
thousand ascetics (364) all possessing the five super-knowledges,
masters of the four meditations, and having great magic and

power.
In the country of the Kalingas was a city named Dantapura,

where there was a king named Uggata.^ When he saw the

terrible and frightful calamity which had overcome those

cruel kings he went to Saiijayanti* to visit the seers. ^ In

Safijayanti the king was named Bhlmaratha.^ He, too, was
stirred by the sight of the destruction of those kings, and he

asked the king of the Kalingas,
"
Whither are you going ?

"

The latter replied
"

I am going to visit the seers."

In Hastinapura there reigned a king named A§tamaka.'
And he, too, terrified and perturbed on seeing the dreadful

calamity which had befallen those four cruel kings, set out

to visit the seers, ^akra, lord of the devas, also, on seeing
the calamity which had befallen those unjust, unrighteous,

heretical, merciless, cruel and violent kings, came in the

great pomp of devas to visit the seers.

On the slopes of the Himalayas^ there were* Jive hundred

seers who lived on roots and fruits, were content with what

^ Bhiiid.
•
Samnipatitdvo. For the ending -dvo see p. 355, n. 4.

•
Udgata. below, Uggata in Pali.

• So in J.
• In /. they go to visit one seer only, viz., ^arabhanga.
• So in /.
' Atthaka in /. His capital is not named there.
• A metrical version of the tale.
•

Literally
"
were seen ", paiyensuh. But Edgerton {Gram. p. 220

*"d §37.26) does not list this particular occurrence of this form among the
inflexional forms derived from paiyati.
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they could glean, were ascetic, pure though poor,^ well-

controlled, sternly austere, and sublime.

One seer was there who was styled Vatsa.^ He became

ill with flatulence and, unable to endure the cold of the

Himalayas, he left the forest and went down to the king's city.

Now in that city was the king named Dandakin, a man of

unrighteous life, intent on violence,^ who had irrationally*

adopted a wrong belief. (365) He trampled that seer in the

mud.

But the king had a chief counsellor in his state, named

Vighusta, and he raised up the seer and said to him,
"
This

pleases me not. So deign to forgive me, holy man."

Vatsa the seer replied to the counsellor,
" Go hence, lest

evil fortune be yours. For when seven nights are past^ a

fearful calamity will befall."

When the seer was dead, there was a great commotion

among the demons, and in a single night they reduced to

ashes that king's realm, his wealth and his might.
Then did the ascetic $arabhanga speak to the assembled

seers,
^ " Not seemly was this thing which Dandakin did.

Let us go and do honour to Vatsa."

Then, also, did Astamaka and King Bhlmaratha and

^ $uddhalukhd, interpreted here as a dvandva or copulative compound.
Lukha (also luha) is Sk. ruksa, Pali lukha,

"
coarse

"
poor ", especially applied

to food and clothing, but also used in a mental or moral sense. On the

analogy of lukha in the expression lukhadhimuktikd at 2. 313 (text), where
he assumes it is a substantive meaning

"
evil ", Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) renders

suddhalukha
"
purified from evil ", but adds in parenthesis

"
does it really

refer to their diet ? improbably, but they are mulaphaldhard in the preceding
line ; possibly then,

'

of pure and coarse food '. But lukhadhimuktikd
can well be rendered

"
being of gross disposition

"
(see vol. 2, p. 293).

As the variant form luha can mean "
poor

"
of bodily condition (see B.H.S.D.),

there seems to be every justification for transferring the application of
lukha here from the

"
coarse

"
or

"
poor

"
food to the men who hved on it.

2
Literally

" named Vatsa after his clan ", Vatsagotra. Cf. Vacchagotta,
the name of several persons in the Pah texts. See D.P.N.

3 There is a lacuna before nivista
"
intent on "

(lit. entered on), but the
context clearly requires some word of this meaning.

*
Literally,

"
having a perverse reasoning ", viparitasamkhya.

*
Saptardtriyena ito 'tyayena. The inflexion of the first word is strange,

to say the least. It looks like an instr. (? abs.), but atyayena is generally
construed with the gen. of the expression of time. Edgerton {Gram. § 10. 202)
is, therefore, probably correct in reading instead saptdna rdtrina, gen. pi.,
and he adduces other BSk. examples of

"
i
"
stems with this inflexion.

* There is a lacuna here, the regime of samdgatd risayo being lost, but the
context allows them to be taken in effect as the object of abravit

"
said ".

As in the prose version, here again it is not made clear who these several
seers were or how they came to be assembled.
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Udgata, the king of Kalinga, excitedly and eagerly say
"
Let us go to visit the seers and ask them how this may he**^

And so in gladness and excitement the three lords of
men came into the presence of the seers, (366) in fine array,

wearing ornaments and earrings, and carrying swords

inlaid with pearl and beryl.

The seers said to them :

king, tell the seer^ who you are, and how do they know

you in the world of men.

The kings replied :

We are Asiamaka and King Bhlmaratha and this is

Udgata the king of Kalinga. We have come hither to visit

seers who are well-controlled, wishful to ask a question of
them.

The seers asked Indra as he stood in the air :

In the sky you stand upborne by the air and radiant as

the moon of fifteen days. We ask you, deva of great

power, how do they know you^ in the world of men ?

^akra repHed :

The devas know me* as husband of $act.^ In the world

of men they call me Maghavan. Here I am come, a deva

of great might,
^ to visit the seers who are well-controlled.

(367) The seers said :

He who is the Razer of cities,'' Lord of demons. Sovereign

of devas, king of the Three-and-Thirty, and Vanquisher of
the Asuras, has come hither seeking leave to ask a question.^

^ The subject of this inquiry is alluded to as though it had akeady been

mentioned, which is not the case in our text. In /. 5. 135. the question which
exercised the minds of the kings was the destiny of the cruel kings who
had ill-treated the seers.

• 5c. ^arabhanga, the chief of them.
• Ti = te ace. sg. of 2nd. pers. pron. See Edgerton, Gram., § 20. 16.
• Mi = me. Cf. preceding note and reference.
•

/. has Sujampati for ^acipati.
•
Reading the nom., devo mahdnubhdvah, for the voc.

' Puratndara. J. has purindada. See vol. 2, p. 52, n. i.
' In J. 5. 139 this stanza is recited by Anusissa, one of Sarabhanga's

disciples.
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[$akra said :]^

Ye seers who' re here assembled, your fame we've heard

from far.
^ To you, seers who're well-controlled, we have

come to how before you, masters,^ with trusting hearts.

He* is in all the world the best of men.

The seer^ said :

The odour of seers who are far advanced^ is wafted

abroad, blown abouf by the wind. Keep off from here,

$akra, stay where you are.^ This odour cannot be

endured by devas.

Sakra said :

Yea, the odour of seers who are far advanced is wafted

abroad, blown about by the wind, but it is sweet and pleasant,

and is not disagreeable to me.^

The seers said:^"

This seer, the noble Sarabhanga, is well-trained and free

^ Sakro aha. This must be supplied, since this stanza can only be assigned
to 6akra, as the parallel one is in /. 5. 138. The plural forms misled Senart
to assign it to the kings.

*
Literally "from far you have been heard by (of) us ", dura, srutd mo,

where mo is gen. pi. of ist pers. pron. Cf. Edgerton, Gram. § 20. 58.
*
Reading dryd for drya which Senart has printed as first element of the

compound dryaprasannacittd, where, however, it is inconstruable.
* Ayam, referring presumably to Sarabhanga. But ayam is suspect as

Sakra here, as in /., has been praising all the seers in general. ^
There has

been no allusion as yet, in the metrical version, that is, to Sarabhanga,
their master.

* Anusissa according to /. 5. 138.
'

Literally
" been made to become for long ", cirabhdvitdndm. J. has

ciradakkhitdnam, which /. trans. (5. 74), paraphrases
"
aged

"
! With

risindrn gandhas, "the odour of seers". Miss I. B. Horner, in a letter, com-
pares the Pali expressions isivdta [Miln. 19 ; /. 3. 142) and satam gandho
{Dh. 54)-

'' Erita.
"

Pali id. to ereti, Sk. irita to irayati, which takes the preverb d only
in the Veda, and no erita ppp. seems recorded even there

"
{B.H.S.D.).

*
Literally

"
sit down ", nisida, but this verb sounds strange following

a command to go away, and the reading is, therefore, doubtful. /. 5. 138
reads ito parakkamma sahassanetta,

" Go away hence, O thousand-eyed one."
® In /. 5. 139 Sakra's reply contains six padas, and there are in the MSS.

of the Mhvu. some isolated words which indicate that originally there were
six here also.

^° In /. 5. 140 the seers recite this stanza in reply to two stanzas of Anusissa
in the first of which he informs them that 6akra is present, and in the second
asks them who is competent to reply to his questions. The Mhvu., how-
ever, has transferred the first stanza to an earlier part of the narrative (see

p. 367, text).
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from lust, (368), an enlightened teacher^ and well-disciplined,

let him then answer the questions.

[Anu^isya said to ^arabhangaj^ :

Son of Vaiistha,^ the good seers beg that you answer these

questions. For this is the rule among men, wise one,

that the task should be his who has come to old age.*

^arabhangha said :

Now I give you leave to ask whatever question it is in

your heart to ask. So do you speak, and I will answer

your questions. For I have true knowledge of this world

and the next.

The king then asked ^
:

With regard to those who have been and gone,^ Dandakin,

Ndlikera, Arjuna and king Kalabha, tell me th€ bourne of

those men of wicked deeds. Where were they reborn for
that they had done harm to seers ?

^arabhanga replied :

With regard to those who have been and gone, Dandakin,

Ndlikera, Arjuna and King Kalabha, understand what the

bourne of these men of wicked deeds was, (369) and where

the violators of seers were reborn.

^ Reading acdryo buddho for dcdrya buddho. J. 5. 140 has acariyaputto,"
teacher's son ", a way of saying

"
a teacher born and bred ".

*
Supplied from the prose of /. 5. 140. where the seers prevail upon

Anusissa
(
= Sk. Anu^i?ya) to approach ^arabhanga and ask him to answer

the questions. Senart, however, prints ri^ayo ahansuh in brackets, thus

assigning the stanza to the seers.
' .\ conventional term of address, especially to a seer, see vol. I, p. 32, n. 2.

* There seems little doubt that the Mhvu. text here is corrupt. It reads

E^o hi dharmo manujehi pan4ite yam vrik§amdkdnk?ati tasya bhdro. Senart

renders this,
"
car tel est le privilege du sage parmi les hommes : il porte

k son choix les fruits de tout arbre, c'est k dire, tu es prSt d'avance & re-

soudre n'importe quelle question ". He comments on this,
"

c'est une

fa9on de dire bien contourn^e." It is worse than that. Not only do the

words dharmo pan^ite form a strange expression for
"
the privilege of a seer,"

but the use of bhdro in the sense of
"

fruit
"

is unusual and forced. The
two padas become intelligible if we emend vriksam&kdnksati into vriddham

(or vuddham) dgacchati as in the corresponding Pali (/. 5. 140). It then

only remains to read panifita, voc. sg. for the loc. pan4ite to reach the

rendering given above.
» In /. 5. 141, it is Sakka who first puts his questions, later giving way

to the kings to ask theirs.
* Yathd abhud ?

"
as to how he (and the rest) was (and is no more)."

Cf. J. 5. 143 yathd ahu, explained by the Com. as yo ndma ahosi.
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For that Dandakin trampled the seer in the mud, he with

his wealth and his realm was utterly destroyed. He fell

into the hell Kukkula where bodies'^ become fiery embers.^

Arjuna fell headlong into the hell ^aktiiUla for that he

had violated Anglrasa Gautama,^ the ascetic seer who had

so long lived the brahma-life.

And as for Ndlikera who violated the self-controlled

religious men after inviting them to eat and drink with him,

in the other world dogs attack him and devour him as he

lies writhing on the ground.
Kalabha who mutilated that religious man, the seer

Ksdntivddin, the harmless recluse, fell into Avici, the fiery,

scorching, terrible hell.

He who has heard of hells like these and seen whole king-

doms stricken down will deal justly with recluse and

brahman, and acting thus he will gain the heavenly place.

The kings said :

You have answered^ what I asked you. Now I ask you
another question and do you reply to it.

(370) What, I ask you,^ can a man kill without feeling

remorse ? What do seers recommend that men should put

away ?

^arabhanga replied :

One may kill anger and never repent it. Seers recom-

mend that one should put away jealousy. One . should bear

with rude speech no matter who utters it. Good men say
that this power offorbearance is hard to overcome.^

The kings said :

It may be possible to bear with the rude speech of two

1
Samucchraya. See vol. I, p. 134, n. i.

2 Reading sphulingajdta, for -jdla which would give "nets of embers."
3 Called Gautama simply in the prose version.
*

Literally
"
you have overcome ", abhibhavesi. But Senart rightly

doubts the correctness of the reading.
^ So, for su = svid, interrogative particle. According to Senart the

form 50 corresponds to the metrically lengthened sil of the parallel Pali

verse, /. 5. 141. Cf. B.H.S.D. It may be added here that in /. this and
the following questions are asked by Sakka (^akra).

' The Mhvu. does not contain the question to which these last two sen-
tences form the answer. For the question see /. 5. 141.
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men, that of a superior and that of an equal. But how

may one hear with the speech of an inferior ? Tell me this,

Kaundinya.^

^arabhanga replied :

Men hear with the speech of a superior because of fear,

and with the speech of an equal to avoid a quarrel. But

when a man hears with the speech of an inferior, good men

say that this is forbearance at its strongest.

And how can you he sure ahout a man who is outwardly
well-hehaved^ that he is a superior, an equal or am inferior ?

Good men may present a rough exterior. (371) Therefore
one should hear with the speech of all and sundry.
Not even a great royal army can win so great advantage

in a fight as the good man wins hy forbearance. Enmities^

are quelled^ by forbearing men.

The kings
^ said :

We are gratified^ at your well-spoken reply. Now I ask

you another question and do you tell me the answer. What
kind'' of man do you call a moral man ? What kind of
man do you call a wise man ? What kind of man do you
call a good man ? What kind of man is it whom fortune
never deserts ?

^arabhanga replied :

Whoso is self-controlled in act and word and thought, docs

no wickedness, nor does unkindness to anyone in the world,

such a man do I call a moral man.

* The clan name of ^arabhanga.
* There is a difficult word here, catuchannarupam. Senart believes that

his reading is supported by the Com. on the corresponding Pali catumattha-

rupam {J. 5. 142) which explains it, catiihiiriydpathehi paticchannasabhavam.
That is to say, catuchannarupam may allude to a man who is

"
clothed

"

in the
"
four

"
deportments, or is perfect to all outward appearance.

* Vira (m) = Pali vera. Sk. vaira {B.H.S.D.).
*

Vopasamati,
" MIndic for Sk. *

vy-upa-iam
"

(B.H.S.D.). J. 5. 143
has here upasamati — vupasamati.

*
Again it is Sakka, not the kings, who in /. 5. 146 asks this question.

*
Anumodaydmo, if it is to stand, is causal in middle or passive sense.

' The text here has throughout katividham
" how many kinds of ?

"

The sense is obviously
" what kind of ?

" and the corresponding Pali (/. 5.

146) has accordingly kathamvidham. But Senart says that the MS. reading
is too certain to admit of emendation.
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Whoso, though all his wealth be lost, does not seek^ worldly'^

gain, and, for his own selfish ends, does not live a life of

wrong-doing,^ such a man do I call a wise man.

The man*' who is grateful, and mindful of benefits done

him, who is a good friend, is steadfast in devotion, (372)

and in adversity honourably does his duty, such a man do

I call a good man.

Whoso is endued with these three qualities, is cheerful,

gracious, kindly of speech, respectful, reverential and

modest, good fortune never deserts such a man.

The kings said :

We are gratified^ at your well-spoken reply. I now ask

you another question, and do you tell me the answer. Of
morality, wisdom, good fortune and gratitude, which do

good men say is the best ?

^arabhanga replied :

Good men say wisdom is the best by far, just as the moon
is best among the stars. Morality, good fortune, gratitude
are but wisdom's fair handmaids.^

The kings said :

We are gratified at your well-spokefi reply. I now ask

you another question, and doyou tell me the answer. Through
what behaviour, what pursuit, what conduct does a mortal
man become wise ?

^ Or "
set out to ", praydti.

* Or '

temporal ', kdldgata. J. 5. 146 is very different here. It has
kdldbhatam (v.l. gatam) atthapadam rincati

"
prompt with good word in

season to advise
"

(/. trans.).
* The text here has a lacuna representing the first element of a com-

pound ending in vidham. The apparatus affords no clue to restoration and
the corresponding pada in /. is entirely different.

* Posa, Pali id.,
"
contraction of purisa for *

pursa > *
pussa > *

possa
> posa. So Geiger. P. Gr.

"
{P.E.D.). But Ed'gerton {B.H.S.D.) says

that
"
Geiger's theory is not compelling."

*
Anumodaydma. See p. 368, n. 2.

*
Prajnopaka, literally "associates of wisdom". Upaka, variant upaga"

pertaining to ", here probably used, as B.H.S.D. suggests, by analogy
with kulopaka, said of a monk "

belonging to a certain family ".
'
Reading mrityo, corresponding to Pali macco of /. 5. 148 for the text

manye,
"
methinks ", etc., which is out of place in a question, though less

so in the reply on the next page. But in both places the correction mrityo
is called for, especially as a nominative subject to bhoti is required.
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(373) ^arabhanga replied :

By consorting with the old, the clever and the learned,^

questioning them and holding fast^ to their replies, harking
to and heeding their good words, by such conduct a mortal

man becomes wise.

The wise man perceives the truth concerning tJte pleasures

of the senses, that they are ill, impermanent and liable to

change. Perceiving this he shuns desire as one of the things

of terror, one of the things that is like to destroy him.

Thus freed from passion, all hatred quite removed,^ he

will diligently promote the growth of love, and living thus

with loving heart, kindly and compassionate, he will pass
on to the heavenly place.

Such were the verses recited by the good man by way of

giving his eloquent replies. Whoso will live in perfect
accordance with these, will escape beyond the range of the

King of Death. ^

Brahma, Indra and the Three-and-Thirty devas were

delighted at these eloquent words. The glorious beings
were greatly stirred,^ and taking reverential leave repaired
in ecstasy to the city of the devas.

Of great profit thus was the coming of Astamaka, Bhtma-
ratha (374) and Udgata the king of Kalinga. For to them

all there came a riddance from the passion for sensual

pleasures.^

The kings said :

Even so, knower of other men's hearts, we one and all

have won riddance of the passion for pleasures of sense.

^
Reading nipund bahuirutd, etc. pi. ace, for the nom. sg. of the text.

*
Ograhaka

"
Prob. false Sktization of Pali uggahaka

"
{B.H.S.D.).

* Suvinitadosa. It is strange to find suvinita in this connexion, for it is

usually applied to the development of, or training in, good qualities. It is

hardly appropriate to interpret the expression as meaning
"
with his hatred

in good control ". The text implies its complete destruction. /. 5. 148
has pavineyya dosam,

" he will expel sin."
* In J. 5. 151 these verses are recited by the Master himself to sum up

the teaching of the Jdtaka, just before he identifies the birth.
*

Vegajdtd, which Senart says should replace vedajdtd in the corresponding
verse in J. 5. 151.

' In /. (5. 149), this stanza is spoken by the Great Being (Bodhisattva)
i.e. ^arabhanga, and comes before the summing up by the Master.
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Be gracious and grant us'^ that we may attain^ unto your
state.

Sarabhanga replied :

/ will he gracious and grant you this, inasmuch as you
all have won riddance of the passion for pleasures of sense.

Let boundless joy pervade you^ so that thus you may attain

unto my state.

The kings said :

We will do all that you enjoin, whatever that you of your

great wisdom tell us. Boundless joy shall pervade us that

so we may attain unto your state.

[^arabhanga said :]*

Great honour has now been paid to Vatsa the seer. So

depart, ye holy seers. Delight in meditation and abide in

your retreats—this is the greatest wealth of him who has

left the world.

{2!75) Thus did the Exalted One, the Master, calling to

mind a former abode and a former life, relate this jataka to

his monks.

After a discussion on the skandhas, the dhatus, the

ayatanas and the atman, the Exalted One explained the

meaning of this jataka.
" When of yore I lived in one of my existences which have

neither beginning nor end,^ Andthapindika was $akra

Sacipati, the lord of devas, Ananda was the king of Kalinga,

^
Literally

" make opportunity ", okdsam karohi. Here and in the next
stanza okdsam is Senart's emendation, influenced by okdsam of /. 5. 150,
for ekdmsam of the MSS. Edgerton, however, in B.H.S.D. (s.v. ekdmsa)
is of opinion that the latter word should stand, and should even be regarded
as the right and original word of /. also. The sense, then is "make absolute
assurance that we may attain, etc." But it is a debatable point whether
this gives a sense more appropriate to the context.

^ Abhisambhunati. See vol. I, p. 35, n. 3. Cf. B.H.S.D.
3
Literally

"
fill your body with ", pharati kdyam. Pharati = Pali id.,

Sk. sphurati, spharati.
* These words have to be supplied, for the following verses are obviously

spoken by ^arabhanga.
* See vol. I, p. 90, n. 5. Cf. B.H.S.D., where Edgerton says the BSk.

form is probably hyper-Sk. for anavayagga, one of two AMg. forms of the
word. He also refers to C.P.D. for other theories of the etymology.
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and $driputra was Astaka.^ The powerful Alaudgalydyana
was Bhimaratha, and I was $arabhanga. Thus understand

this jataka.

Then, too, did I preach the dharma to a congregation of

•devas and men, just as I have now done also.

Here ends the Jataka of ^arabhanga.

THE THIRTY MONKS

At Benares thirty boon companions* went out to a park.
The mother of one of them was dead and had been reborn

among the devas. She had mastered the dharma at the time

the wheel of dharma was set rolling, and she now remem-
bered her son. Because of her love for her son, she loved

all his companions as much as she did him.

Now in Benares there was a courtesan named Ka^ika.

And why was Kasika the courtesan so called ? As a maturing
of good karma she came to have a lovely body, so that her

fee^ was the whole of a thousand pieces of money.* That
was why she was called Kasika. Upardhaka^ika was Ka^ika's

sister, and she also like Kasika, as a maturing of former

karma came to have a lovely body. (376) But she had only
one eye, and that a red one. For that reason her fee wais

half a thousand pieces of money.
The boon companions said to Kasika, "Come and serve^ us."

But she, under the control of* that deva,' refused to go and

* A5tamaka in the story.
*
Gosthika. in this sense BSk., but not Pali, corresponds to AMg. gotthiya,

•iga {B.H.S.D.). In the PaU texts it is these and not the five monks already
mentioned (p. 313) who are designated bhaddavaggiyd

"
the good group

"

or
"
group of high standing." See I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc. 4, p. 31, n. 2,

for references to Pali commentaries on the meaning of this term. But the
account of their conversion as given in the Mhvu. differs considerably
from that at V. i. 23/.

*
Literally

"
she was worth ", h^amati, of. Pali khamati.

* Kdiibhumi. For this sense of kdii see B.H.S.D., where Edgerton
refers to the same meaning given the Pali kdsi by the Com. on V. i. 281.
See also Miss I. B. Horner's long note on the same passage in Bk. of Disc. 4,

p. 398. Cf. D.P.N, s.v. Addhakdsi.
'

Upasthdnakdri. Cf. p. 37 (text).
*

Adhi^thitd. See
p. 333, n. 3.

'
I.e., the deceased mother of one of the young men.
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said,
"

I have some household work to do and I cannot come."

So they went to the park taking Upardhakasika with them
instead.

Then the deva, disguised as Kasika, came and stood where

the companions could see her. And when they saw her they
ran to her. But she kept moving on without stopping,

though they could see her all the time. Thus the deva led

the companions from the park and took them to Risivadana

into the presence of the Exalted One, and then she vanished.

The companions went up to the Exalted One to bow at his feet.

The Exalted One said :

What play, what delight can there be while the world is

ever burning ? Plunged in darkness as you are will you
not seek a light P

What cheer, what joy can there be while the world is

ever burning P Plunged in darkness as you are will you
not make a light to shine P^

Then they were all converted by the Exalted One into the

state of having control over the powers,^ initiated with the

formula of
"
Come, monks," and ordained as monks. Such

was the initiation, ordination and admission into monkhood
of the venerable thirty companions.

Here ends the account of the ordination of the thirty

companions.

PURNA THE SON OF MAITRAYANI

(377) The Exalted One was staying in Benares teaching
devas and men, and so on.^

Now another group of thirty men happened to be going

along the road not far from Risivadana. The Exalted One,
in order to do them a kindness, sat down by the roadside.

When they saw the Exalted One they advanced to bow at

1 Cf. Dh. 146.
' Balavasibhdva. See vol. i, p. 43, n. 2.
*

Literally
"
describing the occasion in detail," vistarena niddnam kritvd,

i.e., as such occasions are generally described.

2G
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his feet. Then the Exalted One converted them all to the

state of having control over the powers, initiated them with

the formula of
"
Come, monks," and ordained them. Such

was the initiation, ordination and admission into monkhood

of these venerable thirty men.

The Exalted One was staying in Benares, in the Deer Park

at Risivadana, teaching devas and men, and so on.

Now in the land of the Ko^alas there was a village named

Dronavastuka,^ where there lived a certain brahman, who
was rich, wealthy, opulent, having great possessions and

property, money, treasuries and granaries, abundance of

gold, silver and other resources, a large number of female

and male slaves and servants, elephants, horses, goats and

sheep. This rich brahman had a brahman wife, named

Maitrayani,'^ who was gracious, lovely, distinguished of mien,

and endowed with the flower of beauty to perfection. Maitra-

yani had a young son named Purna,^ who was gracious and

handsome, of fresh beauty, virtuous and dignified. He had

rendered service to former Buddhas, had broken his bonds,

had knowledge of the Aryan truths, and was in his last existence.

Purna had heard that King Suddhodana had a son named

Sarvarthasiddha, who was endowed with the thirty-two

marks of a Great Man. Now a Great Man who was thus

endowed had two alternative careers open to him
;

there

was no third. If he continued living at home he would

become a universal king over the four continents, triumphant,

just, a king of righteousness, possessing the seven treasures.

These treasures are the wheel, the elephant, the horse, the

jewel, the householder, the woman, and the counsellor the

seventh. He would have a full thousand sons, brave, coura-

geous, comely, (378) and vanquishers of their foes. He
would hold sway over these four continents, to wit. Jam-
budvipa, Purvavideha, Aparagodanika and Uttarakuru. He
would rule and govern this great earth, bounded by its ocean

and mountains, in prosperity and peace, without scourge,

weapon or any sort of violence, but with justice. If, on the

other hand, he went forth from home into the homeless state,

*
Pali, Dopavatthu.
Pali, Mantanl, sister of Aflfiakondaflfia (Ajfiatakaundinya).

»
Pali, Pu^^a.
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he would become a Tathagata, an Arhan, a perfect Buddha,
endowed with knowledge and good conduct, a Sugata, a

peerless knower of the world, a driver of tameable men, a

teacher of devas and men, famous and renowned,^ not led by
others, triumphant, invincible, having insight into knowledge
and the good, self-control and self-mastery. And a seer^ of

great magic and power would make an absolute proclamation
on four grounds that he would become a Buddha in the world,

and soothsayers would do so as well.^

When the Exalted One left home, Piirna also on the same

day left home and went to a retreat in the Himalayas. He
there embraced the religious life of a seer, achieved the four

meditations, attained the five super-knowledges and became

a seer of great magic and power. He had twenty-nine young
seers as pupils, all of whom were masters of the six Vedangas,

*

had achieved the four meditations, attained the five super-

knowledges and possessed great magic and power. He said

to his pupils, "A Buddha has appeared in the world. He is

staying in Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana, teaching
men the dharma which is fair in the beginning, in the middle

and in the end, profitable, well-articulated^ and absolutely

perfect, and he reveals to them the perfectly pure and clean

brahma-life.

"All the skandhas are without refuge : they are afire,

full of terrors and untrustworthy are they, without sub-

stance," so does Gotama proclaim.

1 A paraphrase of vighustasabdo vighustakirtirekho. The first compound
is easily explained,

"
the renown of whom is proclaimed." But the second

is difficult. Does it imply a fame that is proclaimed in writing, rekhd

being = lekhd
"
writing

"
? Even so, the compound is hard to construe,

?
"
having the writing of a proclaimed renown." Senart lists the compound

in his index, but has no note on it. Neither is it given in B.H.S.D.
*
Alluding to Asita, whose proclamation of the Buddha is described in

the same terms. See vol. 2, p. 33 (text). The four grounds on which
the proclamation is based are explained on p. 43 (text) as consisting of four

qualities of the thirty-two marks. The translation of the former passage
(2. p. 30) is to be emended, as Asita is there

"
proclaiming

"
(vydkaritvd)

the Buddha on four grounds [caturhi kdranehi) not
"
explaining

"
{vydkaritvd)

what the four grounds were. The wrong rendering of ekdmsena, there, is

due to this mistaken interpretation.
^

See, e.g., vol. I, p. 364.
*

I.e.,
"
Six limbs

"
of the Vedas, or the six subjects, and the corres-

ponding works dealing with each, which comprised the study of the Vedas.
^
Suvyanjana.
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" Let us then, young men, go to Benares, to the Deer Park

at Risivadana, (379) to see Gotama, the Exalted One. For

it is good to see such Tathagatas, Arhans and perfect Buddhas

and to worship^ them."
"
So be it," said the young men in

answer to Puma. [And they came and saw Gotama]
* the

Exalted One as he revealed the brahma-life. They saw that

he was endowed with the thirty-two marks of a Great Man
and with the eighty lesser characteristics

;
that his body was

radiant ;
that he was gifted with the eighteen special attributes

of a Buddha ;' that he was strong* with the ten powers of a

Tathagata and confident on the ground of the four assurances;

that his faculties and mind were under control, as he had
attained the perfection of utmost restraint and self-control,

the perfection of consummate restraint and self-control ;

that his faculties were turned inwards and that his mind was

not turned outwards, but was steady through its having
attained its true state. He was transparent as a pool, un-

troubled and serene. He stood erect like a sacrificial pillar

of jewels or of gold, radiant with splendour, ablaze with

glory, sublime, and a joy to behold.

When Purna beheld him, his mind became exceeding
calm. Serene of heart he approached the Exalted One,

bowed at his feet, and said to him,
"
Lord, initiate me. Lord,

ordain me." Then the Exalted One pronounced the formula

of
"
Come, monks "

over Purna the son of Maitrayani and

the twenty-nine others.
" Come monks," said he,

"
live

the brahma-life under the Tathagata." And when the

formula of
"
Come, monks " had been pronounced over them

every mark of the seer, every badge, every emblem and

every sign disappeared from all of them.^ They were seen to

have three robes and the sumbhaka^ bowls, their hair in its

natural state, and their deportment established—all just like

• Reading paryupdsandya for paryupdsand of the text.
• Lacuna in text.
» Avepika buddhadharma. See vol. I, p. 33, n. 4. B.H.S.D. has nothing

to add on the obscure word avenika, but refers to Konow : Avhandl. Norkse

viden, Akad. 1941, II. Hist.—Fil. KL, p. 41.
• From this point several of the adjectives are nom. case, as though the

construction of the sentence was overlooked. Before the end of the passage
the ace. is restored.

• See p. 67, n. 2.
• See p. 67, n. 3.
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those of monks who had been ordained a hundred years.

Such then was the initiation, ordination and admission into

monkhood of Purna the son of Maitrayani and his twenty-
nine compainons.
He and his twenty-nine companions were converted by the

Exalted One into the state of having mastery over the powers.

And when he had attained that state he addressed the Exalted

One in these seemly verses :

(380) Glad^ am I, kinsman of the sun,^ that when thou

wast in Tusita thou didst become an elephant, snow-white

like Hima's summit, and didst enter a womb for the last time.

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that thy mother and

thy father in this world were both of comely form, and wast

born in the family of a great king.

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that thou didst come

down and expose thyself to the world of life but wast un-

touched by aught of it, nor defiled by gall, blood and phlegm.
Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that those who saw

thy golden beauty felt perfect joy of heart, like that of snakes

when they follow a crimson thread. ^

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that thou madest the

earth to tremble when thou wast born for the sake of the welfare

of men, and that after being born thou didst take seven strides.

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that when thou wast

born, Sage, Guhyaka lords held up a sunshade and fans
on both sides of thee.

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that as soon as thou

wast born there sprang up two wells of water, the one warm
and the other cold.

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that thou didst go forth

from home renouncing the pleasures of men, the seven

treasures and the four continents.

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that, leaving thy queen
and thy folk and renouncing the seven fair treasures,

thou didst make an end of birth and death.

(381) Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that a great

^
Literally "it is agreeable to me," priyam me.

*
Literally

"
of the family or clan of the thousand-rayed one," dasasata-

rasmisagotra.
' Phanika anugatd va raktasutram. The simile is obscure.
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radiance uprose when the Exalted One's heart won deliver-

ance, Hero,^ and men^ became entirely happy.
Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that this noble congre-

gation, calmed and perfectly joyful, has to-day been converted

by the Conqueror. Vanquisher of thy foes,^ thou dost

near thy destiny.^

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that the vow thou madest

of yore has now come to pass, Saviour of the world. Thy
vow and its fulfilment^ have prospered.^

Glad am I, kinsman of the sun, that thy cry of
" In all

the habitations of men there is none equal to me'' permeated
the ten quarters. Thou hast reached the highest sphere in

accordance with thy nature.''

All hail /* Happy and whole is the Exalted One. This

task of thine doth prosper. All hail ! By thee has Namuci*
been overcome and all his host. All hail ! this world and

the world beyond are known to thee.

All hail! Sahampati entreated thee.^^ All Jmil ! Thou
didst assent, Hero. All hail ! Thou didst set rolling in

righteousness the wheel of dharma with its twelve parts.
'^^

All hail ! Thou didst cry out with a lion's roar. All hail!

There is no one anywhere to gainsay thee. All hail ! The

dharma has been attained by the Conqueror. All hail !

There is no envy of thee, Noble One.

All hail ! I have the deva-eye. All hail ! I have the

superhuman ear. In the Himalayas I saw Mdra.^^ All

hail ! Now I have seen thine encounter with him.

(382) Here I have won the five super-knowledges. All hail!

Here is the docility of pupils. All hail ! We^^ do not

^
Vira. a doubtful restoration of Senart's.

• There is no subject to bhavensu, but some word like sattvd or jand can
be easily supplied.

' Satrudamane, should be voc.
• Kdlam upesi.
»

Literally,
"
coming ",

"
result ", dgama.

•
Perhaps we should read samriddhd, pi., for samriddho.

'
Dharmatdye.

•
Di?tyd.

•
I.e., Mdra.

^" Sc. to set rolling the wheel of dharma. See p. 304/.
^^ See p. 326.
*•

M|ityu = Mara.
»• Mo, nom. pi. See p. 8, «. 5.
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associate with evil.'^ All hail! We know^ the king of
dharnia.

All hail ! We are come to the refuge. All hail ! We have

understood^ the Four Truths. All hail ! We have assurance

in thy dharma. All hail! We have attained unto mastery.
Thus then in the presence of the Exalted One, on the road

mentioned, in Benares, in the Deer Park did the venerable

PUrna rejoice and exult at having attained the dharma.

Here ends the story of Purna the son of Maitrayani.

THE QUESTIONS OF NALAKA*

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having realised

the aim he had set himself, was staying in Benares, in the

Deer Park at Risivadana, teaching devas and men, and so on.^

In the land of the Avantis^ there was a town called Markata'

where there lived a wealthy brahman, who was the household

priest and tutor of King Ujjhebhaka Toneharaka. He was
rich and opulent, having great possessions and property,

money, treasuries and granaries, abundance of gold and silver

and other resources, a large number of female and male slaves

and servants, elephants, horses, goats and sheep. He be-

longed to the Katyayana clan, and had two sons, one

named Nalaka^ and the other Uttara.

Uttara was the elder. Nalaka, the younger, was clever,

skilful, intelligent, of quick understanding and keen wit.

Their uncle was named Asita,^ a seer who dwelt in a hermitage

^
Pdpasangata. Cf. Pali pdpasangatika, M. 2. 222, 227.

* Or "
experience ",

"
understand ", anubhomo.

* Abhisamita, which, if correct, must be interpreted as plural. The
MSB. have abhisame which Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) suggests, with a question
mark, may be an aorist.

* See vol. 2, pp. xi, 27, 30 ; D.P.N. ; and B.H.S.D.
* Kritvd niddnam.
* To the north of the Vindhyas. Its capital Ujjeni was the Greek Ozene.

See D.P.N, and E. J. Thomas, The Life of Buddha, p. 14.
' Cf. Pali Makkarakata, which also was associated with KatySyana.

(Kaccana). See D.P.N.
* In vol. 2, p. 43 (text) it is Narada who belongs to this clan, while on

p. 63 of the same vol. he is said to belong to the Kausika clan. For the
confusion between the two see above references to Nalaka.

* See Vol. 2, p. 27 ff.
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in the Vindhyas, in the land of the Avantis, with a company
of five hundred pupils. He lived on wild roots and fruits

and on gleanings, and taught the five hundred young men
to recite the mantras^ and the Vedas.

(383) Uttara went there and studied the Vedas. When he had
recited them, he came to his father and before him and other

brahmans proficient in theVedas he underwent an examination.'

And while he was being examined^ Nalaka picked up all the

Vedas.* And when he had thus heard the Vedas recited by
his brother, he, too, was examined before his father and the

brahmans who were proficient in the Vedas. They were amazed,
and exclaimed,

"
Behold the intelligence of this young man."

His parents then told him that a Buddha had appeared in

the world, and said to him,
" Go and take up the religious

life." So he went to the Vindhyas and embraced the religious

life of a seer in the hermitage of his uncle, Asita the seer.

By devoting himself all the time to endeavour, effort, exertion

and vigilance, he achieved the four meditations and attained

the five super-knowledges.
Now the Exalted One had awakened to the supreme perfect

enlightenment and had set rolling the noble wheel of dharma.

He was staying in Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana,

living a life of service to devas and men and enabling hundreds

of thousands of beings to attain immortality. Then Asita the

seer said to his pupil, "A Buddha has appeared in the world.

Go east and take up the religious life." So he left the seer's

retreat and in due course reached Benares.

In Benares there lived six self-styled teachers,
^
Ka^yapa

Purana, Maskarin Go^alikaputra, Ajita Ke^akambalin,
Kakuda Katyayana, Saiijayin Verattikaputra and Nirgrantha

Jiiatiputra.^ Nalaka went to these six self-styled teachers,

but they did not satisfy his mind.

Now there are four great treasures, the
"

shell
"

in Benares,
the

"
lotus

"
in Mithila, the pingala in Kalinga and the

^ See vol. 2, p. 27, n. 3.
* Anuyogam deti. Here not exactly

"
passed an examination," as Edgerton

{B.H.S.D.) has it. Cf. n. 3.
•

I.e., while he was reciting the Vedas.
*

I.e., by listening to his brother. See next sentence.
'

Sdstarapratijna. For pratijna, Pali patiiina, see B.H.S.D. and P.E.D.
• See vol. I, p. 208 ff, and B.H.S.D. for BSk. references and D.P.N, for Pali,
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elapatra in Taksasila.^ Just then the monthly festival in

honour of the
"
shell

" was being held. To it there came as

guests the Naga kings, the guardians of treasures. (384) There

the Naga king Elapatra posed questions, saying that who-

soever could answer them would be given his daughter and

a thousand pieces of gold.^

Through being sovereign of what is a man a king ? How
does he become a slave of passion?^ How does he become free

of passion ? And how does he come to be called a weakling ?

The Exalted One replied :

A man is a king when he is sovereign in relation to the

six senses.* When he is excited by his senses^ he becomes

1 Cf. the four great treasures mentioned in DA. i. 284, each presided
over by a Naga king presumably of the same name as the treasure he guarded.
The treasures are there named sankha (shell), ela (?), uppala (blue lotus)
and pundarika (white lotus). Elapatra is also the guardian of a treasure
in Divy. 6i, but there he is styled simply

"
king ", not

"
Naga king ". He

is evidently identical with the Elapatra mentioned, but without allusion

to the treasure, in Mvyut. 3271, Suv. 162, Mmk. 452, Kv. 2, May. 222, 247.
See B.H.S.D., where reference is also made to the nine treasures of Kubera,
and the nine treasures of the Jains, three of the latter being identical with
three in the BSk. and Pali lists. The Naga king Elapatra, under the name
Erakapatta, appears also in DhA. 3. 231 ff. (see D.P.N. ), but without
allusion to the treasure he guarded, although the questions he poses, and
the replies to them, are identical with those in the Mhvu. The episode of

Elapatra appears also in the Chinese. (See Beal, Romantic legend, 275/.).
The precise nature of these treasures is not certain. Sankha and paduma
are possibly a wonderful shell and lotus respectively. Pingala as a substantive
has too large a variety of meanings to afford any clue. Ela is a '

high
number ". It would appear that the names of the guardian kings were

prior to those of the treasures.
2 In DhA., I.e., the questions are asked by Erakapatta's daughter, and

answered by Uttara on the Buddha's instruction, not directly by the Buddha
himself as here. But the latter circumstance is clearly a mistake in our text, for

the prelude has prepared the way for the clever Uttara to figure as the answerer.
8
Taking rajasvaro as being a corruption of raja-isvaro,

"
having passion

as his master." (So Edgerton B.H.S.D., s.v.). This would correspond to
the rajissaro of DhA. 3. 231, 238, and would also be more apposite to the
context. Rajasvaro, of course, could possibly be taken as equivalent to
Sk rajasvallo, "full of passion," but there is an implied contrast between a

king who is a sovereign and a king who is a slave (to passion).
*
Reading with Edgerton {B.H.S.D. s.v.) sasto

(
= sas-tas) for sastho of

the text. Cf. DhA. 3. 233, cha-dvdradhipati raja, where the allusion is to the
"

six doors of the senses."
*
Reading rakto for rdjye. The latter cannot be correct here, for it would

give the irrelevant sense
" he becomes a slave of passion in his kingdom."

The sentence rather is meant to be antithetical to the first, which alludes to
a man who is dominant over his senses. In contrast to him there is the
man who is rakto

"
excited

"
by them. DhA. 3. 233 has the corresponding

pres. part. pas. rajjamdna. The verse goes on to speak of the man who is

arakto
"
unexcited ", just as DhA. speaks of one who is arajan (neg. of mid,

part, corresponding to pass, rajjamdna).
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the slave of passion. When he is not excited he becomes

rid of passion. He who is excited is said to he a weakling.

Elapatra asked :

By what is the weakling carried away ? What does the

wise man shake off ? How does a man come to have freedom

from bondage ?^ This I ask thee : do thou tell me.

The Exalted One replied :

The weakling is carried away by the ties of attachment.^

The wise man shakes off his bondage. He who is not tied

by any bond is said to have freedom from bondage.

Elapatra asked :

Buddha, Buddha, art thou called. Is this a dream or

is it as it does appear ? Speak and dispel my doubt,.

A deva replied :

Here you have beholden face to face the Great Hero who

abides in the Deer Park, like a lion in a mountain cave,

proclaiming the best of dharmas.

(385) Verily, after a long time we now shall see the body of

the nobly wise Buddha bright with the starlike marks.

Verily, after a long time we now shall hear the speech

that sounds like Brahma's voice, proclaiming what is im-

permanent, ill and without self, and annihilating all the

vices.

Hearing the fresh sound of this Brahma-like voice, we

shall win deliverance from false sects by drawing near to

the Valiant Man.
Now^ that we have beholden the great Seer who lives for

the sake of the world's welfare, the greatly glorious Kdsyapa,
who has insight into the good, who is the root of all that

*
Yogak?emin BSk., Pali yogakkhemin.

*
Yoga, of which there are four, identical with the four oghas—or "floods",

namely, kama, bhava, ditthi and avijjd. See P.E.D. for references.
* Here begins another set of verses in a different metre in eulogy of

Ka^yapa. The only explanation of their insertion here is that the com-

pilers may have remembered that the history of Elapatra (Erakapatta)
as recounted in the original tale preserved in DhA. {I.e.) began with his life

as a monk under the Buddha Kasyapa.
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is fair,^ we will guard our morality and keep it serene

like the young moon.^

Hewing our way through the trackless jungle and taking
the Seer as our master . . .

^

But he who breaks up the teaching of him who discerns

the highest good, falls away from the Way and passes to

the dire hell of Avici.

On his body there falls like a mountain . . . ,^ like an

unending shower of rain, which mangles^ the limbs of the

woe-afflicted wight. From this deliver us, thou whose

fame is widespread.^
I hear of the dharma, although, as one who has lost his

sight, I see not him who is like the rising sun. thou

whose splendour is like the comforting sun,'' (386) when will

there be deliverance for those in the world of brutes ? Who,

seeing this body mutilated as the result of vice, would not

sob and weep and live a life of virtue ? No more would

he delight in pleasures . . .
^ but he would be steadfast

in morality as one who cannot be moved. Do thou

proclaim it who dost behold the truth, who art intelligent,

of the clan of Maitreya, and dost rout the passion for
existence.^

1 But there is a lacuna in the text here.
2 Reading candram iva for camariva (=

" Hke the deer.").
"
Although the MSS do not indicate it, Senart is right in saying that there

is a lacuna here. The context requires a sentence to express the result of
the actions denoted by the two participles. Instead it abruptly goes on to

speak of what happens to those who pursue a different line of conduct.
* A lacuna representing the subject of the sentence, which the MSS.

give as the inexplicable sdhdlikd.
*

Sdteti, BSk. and Pali,
"
to destroy ",

"
cut ".

* There would seem to be here an omission of some verses in which the
luckless man (or men) in hell is made to pray for release. Senart rightly
points out the impropriety of these words in the mouth of a deva, and he
would assign the words to Elapatra. But it seems better to regard the
whole passage as entirely independent of the tale of Elapatra. See p. 382, n, 3.

'
? dsvdsayddityamaricitejd.

* Lacuna.
* This verse is obscure, as indeed is the whole passage on account of its

abrupt introduction into the narrative. The verb vydkarsa has no object.
If we are right in assuming that the passage consists of a eulogy of the
Buddha Kasyapa, it would seem out of place to appeal to him to pro-
claim Maitreya. It was for him to proclaim rather ^akyamuni Gotama.
Besides Maitreyagotro is nom. agreeing with tvam the subject of vydkarsa.
But even if ^akyamuni is the subject of the eulogy, it is difficult, as Senart
admits, to understand why at this point he is urged to proclaim a future
Buddha.
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Nalaka Katyayana^ bowed his head at the Exalted One's

feet and said to him :

My father is the household priest of King Tonehdra.

He is well versed in augury^ and adept^ in astrology.

In his compassion and moved by desire for my welfare,

my father'^ said to me, "A Buddha has appeared in the

world. Go east and take up the religious life.''

And so, Lord, here I have come. Well would it be if

thou wouldst ordain me '\ The Tathdgata replied in

words that were full of assurance.

He addressed the brahman of Kdtydyana's clan and said

to him,
"
Come, monk." Such was his initiation and

ordination.

The venerable Katyayana^ said :

I fully understood* all that Asita said to me, that it was

the truth.'' Now I ask thee, Gotama, who art accom-

plished in all things.

(387) To one who has taken up the homeless life and seeks

the life of a monk, tell, Sage, what is this state of being

a sage,^ man's highest destiny ?

The Exalted One replied :

The state of a sage that you ask about, Ndla, is hard

and difficult to attain. But come, I'll tell you what it is.

Be steadfast and strong.

Maintain your equanimity^ whether you be reviled or

^ We now return to the story of Nalaka which was interrupted by the

story of Uttara his brother. But the following verses are a dialogue between
him and the Buddha, and not all his own words.

• Or " omens ", utpdda BSk., Pah uppada.
'
Gatingata. See p. 180, n. 7.

• It was his uncle Asita who gave him this direction.
»

I.e.. Nalaka.
•
Ajnasi (

= djnasi aor. of ajM) restored by Senart for anyasi of the MSS.
But there are other instances of «>' (

=
Hii) for jH in BSk. See Edgerton,

Gram., § 2. 15.
' Allusion to Asita's advice to Nalaka to seek out the Buddha is made in

vol. 2 (see p. 39 trans.). His prophecy with regard to Gotama is also

given in Sn. 679 ff, by way of prologue to Nalaka's questioning of the Buddha.
This latter text has afforded Senart many clues for the restoration of the
text of this part of the Mhvu.

• Or "
sage-hood," dhartnam mauneyam.

'
Samdnabhdga = Satndnabhdva in Sn. 702.
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spoken well of^ in the village. Keep ill-will away from

your mind. Be calm and humble.^

Women high and low, like flames of fire in a wood, come

forth to seduce the sage, hut let them not succeed in doing so.^

Abstainfrom sexual indulgence, and abandon pleasures high

and low.'^ Befrank and free'" with both the timid and the stout. ^

Regarding others like yourself and yourself like others,

cause no one to be harmed or killed.

Give up even your small desire. Nay, he wholly without

desire, and therefore freed.

Abandon desire and greed to which the common herd are

addicted. The wise man will follow the right path"^ and

pass beyond the danger of hell.^

^
Reading, as Senart suggests, vanditah for vanditam of the text. He

also suggests that the PaU {Sn. 702) vanditam should be changed to the

nom. pi. vanditd. As the text in both versions stands, the meaning would
be

"
the equanimity which is reviled and praised ". It is obvious that

Senart's emendation gives a far better sense, for it makes the point that the

monk is to preserve his equanimity whether men praise or revile him, and
not his attribute. E. M. Hare, Woven Cadences, p. 105, unaccountably
takes samdnabhdvam as though it were equivalent to samannabhdvam, and
translates

"
Induce the quiet state of a recluse—mocked at and praised alike

by the village."
* Reading anunnata

"
not raised

" = anunnata {Sn. 702), instead of

anumata,
"
approved of ", which clearly makes no sense here.

3
Literally

"
let them not seduce him," tain md pralohhaye, where pralo-

bhaye is the augmentless aorist, 3rd pi. Cf. lobhaye, vol. 2, p. 425 (text)
and see Edgerton, Gram., p. 229.

* Parovara = Pali, id.
*

Literally,
"
not obstructed and not impeded," aviruddho asamruddho.

Sn. 704 has aviruddho asdratto, which Hare translates
"
gentle and dis-

passionate."
"
Gentle

"
surely is a loose paraphrase for aviruddha. FausboU

{S.B.E., X, p. 127 of Sn. trans.) renders the word "
inoffensive ". Viruddha,

among its secondary meanings, can have that of
"
hostile

"
or

"
adverse ",

that is, it can have an active force, but samruddha can only be used, appar-
ently, in its formal passive sense of

"
completely stopped or checked ", etc.

If the reading is correct, therefore, both participles equally must be taken
in a passive sense, and the verse interpreted to mean that the sage must
not withhold himself in opposition to or aloof from the timid and the stout.

There is another Pali parallel at Dh. 406. aviruddharn viruddhesu, which
Mrs. Rhys Davids {Min. Anth., i. p. 130) translates

" whoso among with-

standers, withstands not," while FausboU {op. cit., p. 93 of Dh. trans.)
translates

" who is tolerant among the intolerant." At Sn. 365, Hare
translates aviruddha by

"
foe of none ".

* Trasasthdvard, properly of animals and plants, but here metaphysically
used.

'
Pratipajjeya, from pratipadyate

"
to enter on a path ", restored by

Senart after the Pali ^a/i^a^yeyyo of S«. 706, for prativarjeya of the MSS. But
the latter would give quite a good sense :

"
the wise man will avoid them."

* Tare narakam imam,
"

will surmount that hell," sc. which awaits
the covetous and greedy, not necessarily as Hare, p. 105, renders,

"
cross

man's purgatory here." The good man suffers no hell in this world or the next.
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Then^ at dawn he will go down to the village to beg for
alms. He will not indulge in loud begging^ nor rejoice in

what the village offers.^

When he has descended on* a village the sage will not

rush about in a hurry from house to house. (388) Chary of
words ^ as he begs for food,

^ he does not make a speech when
he has obtained it.''

He will wander alone with his bowl in his hand, not

dumb,^ though he seem to be so. He will not scorn a gift

whatever it is,^ nor slight the giver.

He mil say to him,
" You have given; goodwas it ofyou. You

have not given; good fortune be yotirs." hi both cases fie will

keep the same frame of mind^^ and avoid all harsh feelings.^^

^ The order in which this verse comes is different in Sn. There are other
instances of variation in the order of verses as between Sn. and Mhvu.

*
Ahvaya, PaU avhdna. See B.H.S.D. and P.E.D. If this is the sense

of the word the verb abhinandeya must be translated twice over,
"
indulge ",

and "
rejoice ". It is hardly appropriate in English to speak of

"
rejoicing

"

in loud begging. It is possible to avoid this duplication by taking ahvaya
in the sense of

"
invitation ", as Fausboll does. Hare loosely translates the

corresponding Pali [Sn. 710).
" Nor be o'erjoyed by alms offered or borne

away," where "
alms offered

"
presumably are the alms the monk is

"
invited

to take." At Vism. 68 these two rules of a monk's conduct are expressed
somewhat differently, namely as consisting of avhdndnabhinandand and
abhihdrena anatthikatd, translated by Pe Maung Tin {Path of Purity, p. 78),"
non-acceptance of invitation

" and "
absence of wish for a meal to be served."

* Abhihdra.
* Asddya is more than

" come to
"

simply.
' Chinnakatha

"
of broken speech ".

* It is surely better to read ghdse§atio rather than have two negatives
{na) in the sentence, the second of which Senaxt is forced to explain as

expletive or emphatic.
' Senart's text has vdcd (for vdcdm) prepsutdm, and he explains the line

as meaning
"
Que dans son desir d'obtenir de la nourriture, il n'interrompe

pas ses exhortations pour mendier," an interpretation which is neither easy
to gather from his text nor appropriate to the context. The MSS. are

definitely in favour of some form of prdpnoti, so that it is not justifiable
to replace prepsutdm with payutdm, corresponding to payutam of the corres-

pondmg Pali verse {Sn. 711). The emendation prdptavdn
"
one who has

obtained
" which has been adopted for the translation here, is near enough

to the MS. tradition and gives a reasonable sense.
'
Amuga, Pali id., Sk. a-muka.

* Tarn tarn,
"

this or that ". But Sn. has appam,
"
httle ".

^"
Literally

"
(He will be) like ", sadri^o, sc. what he was before.

^^
Ruk§atva, subst. from ruk§a,

"
harsh ",

"
rough ", etc. Senart claims

that the text here, ruksatvarn vinivartaye is superior to that of Sn. 712,
rukkharn va upanivattati,

"
he returns to his tree." In support of Senart's

claim it may be pointed out that the reading of the Pah would seem to

imply that the text is done with instructions for the sage's conduct on his

alms-round. But the very next verse {Sn. 713) is still concerned with the
same subject, urging the sage to go about dumb, neither scorning the small gift
nor despising the giver of it. It is out of place, therefore, for Sn. 712 to

speak of his returning to his home at the foot of the tree.
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When the sage has finished his alms-round, he should

keep to the edge of the forest. Though his stomach he empty
he should eat sparingly, have little desire and he not greedy.

And when the sage has come to the foot of the tree and

sat down on his seat, he then meditates on what is to be,^

and should not enjoy himself too much.^

For him in whom there is noflow^ of desire, for the monk'^

who has cut off the stream^ and who has acquitted himself

of all duties and tasks, there is no torment of desire.

Thus has the life of repose been described by the all-

knowing Buddha. In solitude you will find joy. Thus

will you go through the ten regions.^

Thus will you attain the state of a sage. Become keen

as a razor's edge. Press your tongue against your palate,

and thus be restrained of appetite."^

Taintless,^ unfettered,^ leaning against the foot of the tree,

let him train himself in solitariness, in the duties of a recluse.

When he has heard of the honest and worthy
'^^ meditation

of those who meditate and have abandoned sensual desire,

(389) let my discipie^^ train himself in modesty and faith.

1 Reading dhydyati ato bhavyam. Senart prints dhyapayati, etc., and
translates

"
il d^truit I'avenir ". Two MSS. have dhydyeti and dhydyanti

respectively.
2 Atmdnam ndtitosaye. The corresponding verse in Pali {Sn. 709) is

jhdyetha rukkhamulasmim attdnam abhitosayam—he will meditate at the
foot of the tree enjoying himself.

3
Saritd,

"
fig. appUed to desire or greed, as in Pali Sn. 3, etc." {B.H.S.D.,

citing MSV. 3. 54; 57, but not this instance mtYveMhvu.). Senart says
that this word is more suitable here than the obscure Pali visatd in the corres-

ponding verse of Sn. (715), arguing that it accords better with the end of

the verse—pariddgho na vijjati,
" ou il n'y a pas d'eau il n'y a pas d'ass^che-

ment." But such an argument is beside the point. Senart is mistaken in

taking the whole verse in a literal sense. Pariddgha is not
"
heat

"
or

"
dryness

" but the burning torment of desire.
* Reading bhiksuno, gen. sg., for bhiksavo, nom. pi.
* 5c. of desire.
* Sc. of the world. But for gamisyasi Sn. 719 has bhdsihi,

"
light up

"

or
"
shine through ".

' Text has samyato,
"
restrained ", only. But the meaning is obvious.

Sn. 716 is more explicit with udare sannato
"
restrained in regard to your

belly •'.

*
Nirdmagandha,

"
free from foul odours ". So B.H.S.D. But P.E.D.

gives a different etymology.
*
Asita, BSk.. Pali id., = asriia,

"
not leaning on "

or
"
clinging to ".

^"
Rijurahatn, which Senart doubtfully takes to be for rijvarham. Instead

of rijurahatn dhydnam, Sn. 719 has dhirdnam nigghosam
"
the voice of the

wise."
" Mdmaka, so in Sn. 719. Fausboll :

"
my adherent ". Hare :

"
my

man ".
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The Beyond is not a future twice-repeated, nor is it

merely a future once-repeated} Various are tlie courses

of conduct revealed by the state of a recluse.

This is what a man learns by observing the streams in

chasms and ravines ; their flood makes a loud roar. But
the great ocean rolls on in silence.

What is empty makes a noise : what is full is silent. The

fool is like a pot not quite full ;^ tJie wise is like a full pool.

When the sage speaks much it is all on and about the goal.

Because he knows nirvana he speaks much for the realisation

of it.

He who is wise and moderate of speech, and though he

knows, does not speak much, is a sage who merits the state

of a sage, is a sage who has attained it.

Here end the Questions of Nalaka.

THE QUESTIONS OF SABHIKA^

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having attained

the goal he had set himself, was staying in Benares, in the

1 This seems to be the only possible rendering, obscure though it is, of
the line as it stands. Gunayati has been taken as divisible into guna -ayati,
which is, however, a strange, if not an impossible compound. If, on the
other hand, gunayati be taken as a causal of gunayati, we could, perhaps,
still reach the same sense. The Recluse {i.e., the Buddha) does not multiply
the Beyond twice nor indeed once. This might conceivably be a way of

saying that once nirvana is attained, there is no recurrence, either twice or

once, of the process that led to it. Senart says of this line that he cannot
make better sense of it than Fausboll [I.e.) did of the corresponding Pali

{Sn. 714), which runs na pdram digunam yanti na idam ekagupam mutant.
Fausboli translates

"
they do not go twice to the other shore, (this) is not

once thought." The Mhvu. version is na pdram dvigundyati ndpi caivatn

gutidyjti, which would become nearer the Pali and a little more intelligible

by the change of caivam into caikam {ca-ekam). Hare {I.e.) renders the

Pali, "They fare not yon by twain /Yet single deem it not," the sense of

which is by no means obvious. On the whole we may assume that the allusion

is to the finality of nirvana, or to one of the groups of the four pratipddas,"
courses of conduct ", which are actually alluded to in the next line.

Miss I. B. Homer, in a letter, gives a most interesting, and probably the

correct, interpretation of this obscure passage. The Beyond {pdram),
she suggests, is not here another world, but the state of happiness or delight,
in a word the nirvana, which can be gained in meditation here and now in

the present life. Once this meditational bliss has been experienced, the adept
can regain it at will any number of times. Hence this Beyond is not a once-

repeated future. Nor is it a twice-repeated future, because each recurring

experience is completely identical with the first.

* Onakumbha. The Pali, Sn. 721, has a4ihakumbha
"
a half-filled pot ".

• Cf. Sn. pp. 91 ff.
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Deer Park at Risivadana, teaching devas and men, and so on.

Now in Mathura there Hved a guild-president. He was

rich and wealthy, having great possessions and property,

money, treasuries and granaries, abundance of gold and silver

and other resources, a large number of elephants, horses,

goats and sheep, female and male slaves and men servants.

To this guild-president was born a daughter, one of triplets.^

Considering that she was unlucky^ he dedicated her to a reli-

gious life. And when she had grown up (390) he bade the

nurse,
" Take her away from home and you will be given a

salary."'^ For a nurse had been given her who brought up
the young girl and all whose expenses were paid by the guild-

president.
The young girl grew up like a blue, red or white lotus, and

when she had reached years of discretion* she took up the

religious life of a Wanderer. She was trained ^ as a seer and

she mastered all the lore of the Wanderers. She used to

hold debate with one or another of the female Wanderers,

but none had a wider understanding^ than she. Thus she

came to have the highest reputation for'' eloquence and for

proficiency in all branches of learning.

Now there was a certain brahman who was proficient in

the Vedas and master of all branches of learning, adept^ in

exposition,^ and eloquent of speech. He came to Mathura

from the south country. He entered Mathura with a copper
vessel tied^** to his side, in which he carried a large flaming

1
Tryantard,

"
among three ". But the meaning must remain doubtful.

In the Chinese version she is one of twins.
* As being one of triplets(?).
3 The text does not make it clear to whom this order was given. It

has simply nam pravdjehi va vrittikd te bhesyati,
"
take her from home (start

her in the religious life) and you will have a salary." The nurse is first

mentioned in the next sentence.
*

Vijnaprdpta. See vol. 2, p. 201, n. 4.
5 Sekhita = sekhita, past pt. of sekhayati, kekheti,

"
Mg. sehai, denom.

from Pah sek[k)ha, AMg. seha
"

{B.H.S.D.).
«

Literally
" was not able to understand farther," na saknoti uUaram

sandhitum.
'
Agramdkhydyati. Akhydyati in pass, sense. Cf. Pali aggam akkhdyati.

B.H.S.D. does not note this usage.
*
Gatimgata.

'
Vaiydkarana, here, of course, with reference to brahman scriptures,

not to the nintli division of the Buddhist canon so named. See p. 120, n. 4.
^•^

Vethayitvd from vethayati, vetheti, Pah id.,
" MIndic form of Sk. vest

"

(B.H.S.D.).

20
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torch. In the market-place in the centre of the city he made
this announcement.

"
Is there any one here skilled in words

who will have a debate with me ?
" The people of Mathura

said to him,
" Put out that torch. We have here a female

Wanderer who is young, of tender years. She will debate

with you on the seventh day from this, if that is, you will

be able to hold debate with her
;

so eloquent is she." He

replied,
"
So be it, in seven days I will hold a debate with this

female Wanderer, and you, sirs, must attend. "-

Then the townsmen of Mathura and the people of the

surrounding districts summoned the female Wanderer, and
said to her,

" A brahman from the south country has come,
who is eloquent, proficient in the Vedas and eager to talk on

matters of exposition. Can you hold a debate with him in seven

days' time?" She replied, "I am well able to hold a debate

with this or any other brahman. I, too, am eager to speak."
When the townsmen of Mathura heard the female Wanderer,

bells were rung in the town at the cross-roads, at street-

entrances and other places for making proclamations,^ (391)

and an announcement was made that the female Wanderer

would on the seventh day hold a debate with an eloquent
brahman from the south country. All who wished to listen

were to come. Platforms were set up around a stage.'' And
when they heard of this a great crowd of the country people
came to Mathura.

Then the brahman thought,
" What sort of a Wanderer is

she who is going to debate with me ? What if I were to have

a look at her ?
" So out of curiosity he went to the dwelling

of the Wanderers to make inquiries. When he got there he

asked,
" Who is this Wanderer who is going to debate in

pubhc with the brahman from the south country ?
" Those

whom he asked pointed out the Wanderer to him sitting

in her own cell,^ and reciting in a clear voice and with

^
Sravaxidmukhd." See p. 93, «. 1.

* Or "
an arena ". Senart suggests that for tatra rangena, a better reading

would be caturangena, as on the next page. This would give
"
platforms

were set up around a square stage or arena."
•

Parivetta. Though the etymology of this word is unknown, its occur-
rence in Pali is well authenticated. This is the only instance of it in BSk.,
however, and Edgerton [B.H.S.D.) points out that it is really Senart's
restoration for what appears in the RiSS. to be some form of purima,

"
in

front of (him)."
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concentration.^ The brahman approached the Wanderer and

asked her,
"
Lady, is it you who are going to debate with me in

pubhc ?
" She repHed,

"
Certainly. What doubt can there

be ? I will debate in public with you or with any other

believer. "2

Now the brahman was young and handsome, and the

female Wanderer was young and handsome, too, and they
fell completely in love with each other at first sight. The
brahman said to the female Wanderer,

"
Lady, I am in love

with you."^ She replied, "And I am in love with you." He
said,

"
Since it is so, lady, let us so arrange that we meet

without anyone else knowing. We will come to an under-

standing before we debate in public. The one who is defeated

must become the pupil of the other. There will be nothing

strange in the woman being defeated by the man. But if

you, a woman, defeat me I shall be reviled and despised by
the whole crowd. People will say to me,

' You were defeated

by a mere woman's two-inch wit.'* So, lady, arrange it

that I defeat you there. Then you will become my pupil,

(392) and we can meet each other and no one will know of it."

The female Wanderer said, "So be it." And the brahman

having made this plan with her went away.
Then on the seventh day many thousands of people gathered

in the square arena. The king of Mathura came, and the

princes and counsellors, the townsmen with the treasurer at

their head, the community of traders with the chief merchant
at their head, and the college of brahmans with the king's

chaplain at their head. The members of the eighteen guilds

came,^ and recluses, brahmans and heretical teachers.^ The

brahman, too, came, and the female Wanderer accompanied
by several other female Wanderers, and when they had come
into the middle of the throng they sat down on their seats.

^
Abhisatnskdra, Pali abhisankhara, properly

"
intent performance of an

action."
^ Sraddhavddin,

" one who claims or professes the faith."
' Arthika, with instr. case.
* Or "

two-finger wit," dvyangulaprajnd. Cf. Pali 5.i. 129 = Thig. 60."
According to comm. on Therig. 67, 1-5, the word refers to a feminine

habit of taking grains of rice between two fingers to see if the rice is cooked
enough." {B.H.S.D.).

^
Samdgatavo. For this plural form see p. 355, n. 4.

* Ganika —
ganin. The sole example cited in B.H.S.D.
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The brahman stood up and made an announcement to the

king and the crowd, saying,
"
Gentlemen, we do a stupid

and insensate thing when we enter into a debate with women.
It would not be strange if I were to defeat this female Wan-
derer. Men would only say,

' What is there wonderful in a
woman being defeated by a man ?

' But if the female Wan-
derer were to defeat me, then I should be reviled and despised

by the whole crowd, and men would say to me,
' You have

been defeated by a mere woman's two-inch wit.' So I make
this announcement before the king and the crowd. If this

female Wanderer can defeat me in the presence of this crowd,
then I shall be bound to become her pupil, while if I defeat her
she must become mine."

The assembly asked the female Wanderer, (393)
" What do

you think^ of what this brahman says ?
" And she repHed,"

Let it be as he says."
When this agreement had been made by the brahman, he

handed over his staff to the female Wanderer, and she in

turn took off her cloak and gave it to the brahman,- as a

1
Literally,

" How does it occur to you ?
"

katham tava utpadyati.
* This is Senart's interpretation of the Sk. brahntanam . . . uttaram

pratyuddhareti, and would certainly seem to be in accord with the context.
For as we have just been told that the brahman held out his staff to the
woman, presumably as a gage, so we should expect to hear of some kind of

reciprocal action on her part to cHnch the bargain. And the sentence,
beginning as it does with parivrdjikdpi, where api may be correctly explained
as a sign of change of subject (" but she for her part "), would lead us to

suppose that such an action was meant to be described. Unfortunately
there is a lexicographical difficulty with regard to the verb pratyuddhareti.
While Senart cites Childers for the Buddhist use of the substantive paccuddhara
to denote a rituaUstic giving up of a robe, Edgerton (B.H.S.D.), though
citing MSV. 2. 156 for a similar use of the verb, maintains that its meaning
here is "to hold back, restrain." According to him the sense is that the
woman held back or moderated her answer {uttaram, which means "cloak"
in Senart's interpretation), that is, she dehberately refrained from doing
her best in the debate. This, of course, was the secret purpose of the agree-
ment between the two debaters. But the account of the debate hjis not
yet begun, and when it does we are told that for seven days each matched
the other's statements with counter-statements. The basic sense of the
verb in both BSk. and Pali is, according to Edgerton,

"
to remove ". But

it is not easy to accept the logic of the stages through which this meaning
becomes gradually modified until finally it comes to mean "

to moderate ".

Pratyuddhareti has, therefore., been taken in its literal sense of "to take off
in return." Tarn brdhmanam remains accusative of the recipient under
either interpretation. Miss I. B. Horner, in a letter, says that she would
now be inclined to revise her note on paccuddharati in Bk. of Disc, 2, p. 22,
n. 3, and is of the opinion that

"
to give or hand over formally

" makes
better sense than "

to take away ", both on p. 22, and pp. 411, 412 of the
same volume.
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mark^ of participating in the agreement. And so they spent that

day in making statement and counter-statement, but neither

was able to defeat the other. And as that day so the whole

week went by. Men who came home so very late from the

meeting were asked by their womenfolk,
" How is it that you

are so late to-day, and all the week as well?" They replied,
" Do you not know the reason why we are so late ? There is

a brahman here who has come from the south country. He is

proficient in the six Vedangas, adept in all the lore and in

exposition. He has been debating a whole week with the

female Wanderer, but he cannot defeat her." The women
said to their husbands,

" You see then how clever women are.

What man is there who can excel a woman in intelligence and in

discussion ?
" The men thought,

"
If that brahman be in

any way defeated by that female Wanderer, then for all time

the women will despise us and think us not worth a straw. "^

The majority of the whole city became favourable to the male

Wanderer rather than to the female.^

On the next day, when the crowd came together, the brahman

made a reply to the female Wanderer and she wilfully re-

frained from countering it.* Then the crowd shouted
" Hurrah ! The victory is the brahman's. The female Wan-
derer is beaten." The brahman made her raise up^ his staff

and hold his sunshade and shoes. She thus revealed herself

in the eyes of the crowd to be in the state of pupillage. The

1 "
In order to ", artJiam. But the whole compound of which it forms

the last part is difficult to explain. As the text has it, it reads samajya-
pratyanubhdvdrtham. Samajyd is possibly to be emended into samaya,
the word already used in this passage for

"
agreement ", unless it can be

assumed that samajya,
" a gathering together ", may like samaya,

"
a

coming together ", also have the meaning of
"
agreement ". But the

expression must remain doubtful. Senart renders,
"
pour s'en servir

personellement au cours de cette reunion ", and Edgerton {I.e., under samajya),"
in order to participate in the public meeting."
*
Literally

"
produce grass-notions (concerning us)," trinasamjndm pi td

utpddayensuh.
* The text runs nagaram sarvam yobhuyena . . . parivrdjakasya yobhuyena

. . . parivrdjikdye anukulakam samvrittam, which would give the sense

that the city became favourable mostly to both. The translation given
above assumes the accidental dropping (haplography) of the negative na
after the second yobhuyena. Miss I. B. Horner notes the implication here
that Wanderers could be brahmans as well as recluses.

*
Literally,

" was not replied to (by her)," na pratyanubhdstam from pra-
tyanubhdsati. See B.H.S.D. for an instance of this verb in Sk.

*
ArUpayitva from driipayati, BSk. = Sk. dropayati.
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brahman (394) went to the dwelling-place of the female

Wanderer, and there they lived together to their mutual

pleasure. As a result of frequent intercourse the female
Wanderer became pregnant.

They then left Mathura and went traveUing through the

provinces of the south country. After nine or ten months

they came to ^vetavalaka/ where they lodged for the night.
In the inn 2 there the female Wanderer was delivered, and
a boy was bom, who was lovely, handsome, possessing the

flower of perfect beauty. As the boy had been born in an
inn they gave him the name Sabhika.^

The young brahman was brought up by his parents. When
in due course he had reached years of discretion,* he was

taught writing, numeration,^ mnemonics,® and mathematics.'

He was taught all the lore of a Wanderer, and he became an

eloquent preacher.
He sailed over the ocean as he sought for a wise man in

one who was not wise.^ He wandered through the sixteen

great provinces, and, coming to Benares, he went to the

Exalted One in the Deer Park at Ri^ivadana.
Sabhika the Wanderer exchanged friendly and courteous

greetings with the Exalted One, and sat down to one side.

He then asked a question of the Exalted One.*

In doubt and perplexity I have come hither wishful to

ask a question. The question that Sabhika now asks do

thou, Lord, answer duly, properly, correctly and truthfully.

The Exalted One replied :

(395) From afar have you come hither, Sabhika, wishful
to ask a question. I will reply to your question and answer

it duly, properly, correctly and truthfully.

^
Apparently mentioned only here.

• Sabhd. Cf. Pali id., J. i. 302. But D.P.N, says
"
her child was born

in the open {sabhdyam), hence his name."
' He is called Sobhiya in the Chinese version (Beal, op. cit., p. 280), but

the explanation of his name is the same there as it is here, which shows
that the correct form should be Sabhiya.

•
VijUaprdpta. See vol. 2, p. 201, n. 4.

' Gapand. See vol. 2, p. 376, 387.
• Dhdrana. See ibid.
'
Nih^epana,

"
working at mathematical problems "(?) So B.H.S.D.

• Or,
"
a Buddha in one who was not a Buddha," abuddhe buddhatft mdrgati.

• The verses following are practically identical with those of Sn. 510 ff.
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When this had been spoken Sabhika the Wanderer said to

the Exalted One :

What has a man attained that he should he called a monk?

How does he come to be called gentle'^ and tamed ? How
does one come to he styled a Buddha ? This do I ask, and

do thou, Lord, answer duly, properly, correctly and truthfully.

When this had been spoken the Exalted One said to Sabhika

the Wanderer :

He who hy a path he has himself made has won complete

release and passed heyond all douht, who has learnt what

cessation of becoming^ is and what coming-to-he, who has

finished his life in the world and is no more liable to rebirth

—he is a monk.

Ever patient and mindful, he harms no one in the world ;

he is an immaculate recluse who has crossed the stream. He
does not, puffed up with pride,

^ contract any asrava.^

He who in this world has developed his faculties , (396) both

those within and those without, who has plumbed^ this world

and the world heyond, and awaits the end^ well-trained

—he is the tamed man.

He who has scattered'' all false fancies,^ the ills of re-

birth, passing away and coming-to-be,^ who is free of

blemish, defilement and sin, and who has reached the stopping
and ending of life

—he is called a monk.^^

^ The text (so MSS.) has here suvrata
"
pious ", which does not suit the

context. It must be regarded as a mistaken Sk. equivalent of the BSk.
surata or surata, corresponding to the Pali sorata,

"
gentle, kind, self-

restrained ". See P.E.D. and B.H.S.D. The latter does not note the
occurrence of suvrata here.

2 Vibhava.
' Utsanna,

"
excessive ", as in Pali ussanna, the adjective corresponding

to ussada, BSk. uisada (see vol. I, p. 6, n. i), from udsyand. The Sk. utsanna

(ud-sad) in the sense of
"
raised

" "
exalted ".would not be quite inapposite,

but the corresponding Pali, ussada yassa na santi {Sn. 516), makes it clear

that the former is the right interpretation here.
* Na karoti dsravam. The Pali has sorato so,

"
he is the gentle man."

* After Hare, op. cit., p. 78, for nirvidhya, "penetrating".
* Kdlam raksati.
''

Viklrya. Sn. 517 has viceyya,
"
discerning ", with which both FausboU

and Hare take kalpd^ii (see next note) in the sense of times.
*
Kalpdni. See B.H.S.D., for this sense of the word.

'
Catupapdtam, i.e. cata-upapatam. Senart retains cata for cuta, the

BSk. and Pali form for cyuta, as he cannot decide whether the form is due
to a scribal error or whether it is not the form found in the original text.

^" In Sn. 517, this is the definition of a " Buddha ".
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Then Sabhika the Wanderer, delighted at the words of the

Exalted One, asked him a further question :

What has a man attained that he should be called a

brahman P'^ How does a man come to be called a recluse,

and how "
one who has bathed

"
? How does a man come

to be called a pure Ndga ? This, Lord, I ask thee. Do
thou reply duly, properly, correctly and truthfully.

When this had been spoken the Exalted One said to Sabhika

the Wanderer :

He who has kept away^ from all sins, who is stainless,

well-composed and steadfast ; he who lias passed beyond^
the whole round of recurrent life, who has lived his life,

and is no longer liable to rebirth—he is a brahman.

He who is tranquil, having abandoned all merit and its

maturing,*' he who is passionless, knowing this world and
the world beyond, (397) who has overcome birth and death
—such an one is truly called a recluse.

He who has washed away all his sins, within, without,

in all the world ; who does not again come to tlie world of
time among devas and men who are subject to time^—he is
"
one who has bathed ".^

He who commits no wrong'' in the world, who sheds the

* Sc. in the Buddhist sense ; and so for the other terms.
* Bahetva, that is, vahetva, cf. Pali hdheti.
'
Avetya = ava-itya. Philologically this is the equivalent of Pali avecca,

which form is, however,
"
not sufficiently cleared semantically

"
(P.E.D.),

for it is used in the sense of
"
certainly ",

"
definitely ",

"
absolutely ", etc.

The corresponding Pali verse {Sn. 519), has aticca, that is, ati-itya. The
Mhvu. text, however, may not be correct. One MS. has ayatya, which is

possibly a corruption of aiitya.
*
Punyavipdka, or, perhaps,

"
reward of merit," or

"
maturing of merit ".

Sn. 520 has puiinapapatn
"
merit and sin," or better,

"
good and evil

"

and as Senart says, the metre requires punyapapam here also. In Mhvu.
1. 316 (text) we have exactly the same expression as in Sn.

'
Reading devamanusyehi kalpiyehi (instr. for loc.) on the analogy of

devamanussesu kappiyesu of Sn. 521. In the text reading, devamanusyehi
kalpitani, the latter must bear the sense of "vain imaginings

"
(see p. 395, n. 8);

it can hardly be a past part. pass, agreeing with papakani of the first pdda.
*
Reading, as Senart suggests, punah sa for punar. The final me of the

verse is difficult. Senart renders
"
pour moi ",

"
suivant moi," that is,

taking it as an ethic dative. It would seem better to go further than Senart
in emending and restore the text as punar ahu snatako ti,

"
they (the punar

has been taken with the preceding clause) call him "
one who has bathed."

'
Agurn {sic for dgun) na karoli, the popular etymology of N&ga. See

vol. I, p. 35, n. 4.
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bonds that tie him to all attachments, who is ever independent
and free

—such an one is truly called a Ndga.

Then Sabhika the Wanderer said to the Exalted One :

What has a man attained that he should he called an

expert in knowledge ?^ How do men say that one is learned

and how do they say that one is energetic ? And how does

a man come to he styled a sterling man ? This question do

I ask thee, Lord, and do thou answer duly, properly, correctly

and truthfully.

When this had been spoken the Exalted One said to Sabhika

the Wanderer :

He who has tested"^ all the experiences^ of recluses {and

brdhmans).^ he, rid of passion in all feelings, having

passed heyond all feelings, is the expert in knowledge.

(398) He who has seen through^ illusive'^ individuality

within and without, recognising that it is instinct

with passion ;'^ he who has been delivered from the bond at

passion's root, such an one is truly called a learned man.

He who has cast off his bonds, is full of striving ;^ he

who has realised the stopping of ill, who is rid of defilement

and always protects others^—he is truly called an energetic

man.

He whose bonds have all been broken, within, without,

in all the world, and is delivered from the bonds of passion,

him do the very wise men call a sterling man.

1 Vedaka, Pali vedagii, in the Buddhist sense, of course, not with reference

to the Vedas. Cf. Nd.2. 612, where vedagii is defined as one having catusu

maggesu nanam,
"
knowledge of the four Paths."

'^

Vicdrya. Sn. 529 has viceyya.
^ Veddni, so translated here, as there is twice in the verse a play on the

common root of veda
"
knowledge ", and vedand,

"
feeling

"
or

"
sensation ".

* Lacuna in text ; the translation is supplied from Sn. 529.
*
Reading, as Senart suggests, anuvidya, to correspond with anuvicca

(
= anuvijja) of Sn. 530, for abhdvetvd of the text.
*
Prapanca, Pali papanca,

" a word which in Pali and BSk. is very hard
to define" (Edgerton, B.H.S.D.). Cf. P.E.D.

'
Rdgabhuta. Sn. 530 has rogamidam

"
root of disease."

* Prahdnavat, for pradhdnavat, Pali padhdnavant. Not given in the diction-

aries, but cf. BSk. prahdna {iov pradhdna) , Valipadhdna. See vol. 2, p. 120, n. 2.

This definition of the energetic man differs considerably from that in Sn. 531.
^
Ndnydn sarvatra na raksati. But the text must be regarded as very

doubtful.
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Again did Sabhika the Wanderer ask a question of the

Exalted One :

" Then there is the man ivho is a knower of the field,''
^

said Sabhika as he asked a question of the Sage.
"
How,

I pray thee, is a man called a sage ? This question I ask

of thee, Lord, and do thou answer duly, properly, correctly
and truthfully.''

When this had been spoken the Exalted One said to

Sabhika the Wanderer :

He who has control^ over all fields, of devas, of men
and of Brahma, (399) and is freed from every bond that

lies at the root of the fields,^ such an one is truly called a

knower of the field.

He who has tested'^ all the treasures of devas, of men and

of Brahma, and is freed from bondage to any treasure—
such an one is truly called an expert.^

He who has tested^ both kinds of senses,'' those within and
those without ; who has overcome the root of light and the

^
K^eirajna, alluding probably to the field of karma. But Sn. 523 has

kfetrajina,
"
conqueror of the field of the senses

"
according to Hare, op. cit.,

p. 79, who here follows SnA. 2. 428.
'
Samyama, but the verbal form samyamya is surely needed here. It is

curious to note that in the four instances where 5m. has viceyya, "discern-

ing ", the Mhvu. has a different verb each time ; see p. 395, n. 7 {vikirya) ;

P- 397. «• 2 (vicdrya), samyama here, and vicdrya again, n. 5.
' Sarvamulaksetrabandhana. This compound would be more logically

arranged as in Sn. 524, sabbakkhettamillabandhana. But the exact meaning
of mUlabandhana is obscure. P.E.D. says

"
fundamental bond (?)

"
or

"set of causes (?) ". FausboU, op. cit., p. 89 renders "radical bond",
and Hare, op. cit., p. 79,

"
all their roots and bines." Perhaps the expression

becomes clearer if ksetra is taken as = "
field of the senses ". The bond

then that lies at the root, or is the root, of the field, that is, is the cause
of sensual life, is attachment to the world.

*
Vicdrya, for viceyya of Sn. 525.

' Kusala, apparently with a play on the words koia,
"
treasury

" and
kuiala. Our text, however, does not contain the question asking for the
definition of this term.

•
Vicdrya, for viceyya of Sn. 526.

' This translation is made from the corresponding Pali. The text has

nbhaydni prahindni, which Senart says is preferable to the text of 5«. 526.
He says that the expression refers to the two kinds of action, good and bad.
But how the past part. pass, prahi^a,

" abandoned ", comes to have this

sense, it is impossible to see. The Pali has dubhaydni pan4ardni, which
Fausboll, op. cit., p. 90, renders

" two kinds of senses." Hare, op. cit., p. 78,
renders

"
twin warring states," referring pan4'irdni to root bhati(fati,

"
to

quarrel
"

(cf. pan4a = bhan^am P.E.D.). The P.E.D. gives to pan4ara
only the sense of

"
white, pale yellowish ". It is worth noting, however,

that SnA . 2, 430 explains pan4afdni by dyatandni, tdni hi pakatiparisuddhattd
riilhiyd ca evarn vuccanti. This last reference is due to Miss I. B. Horner.
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root of darkness—such an one is truly called a skilled man.^

He who knows the dharma of the good and the had ;

who is emancipated of heart, within and without ; who is

honoured of devas and men and has escaped the contamination

of ties—he is a sage.

Then Sabhika the Wanderer said to the Exalted One -.^

" What has a man attained that he should he called learned?

Why is one called an Aryan ? How does a man come to

he called a man of good conduct ? And what is a Wan-

derer ? This question do I ask of thee, Lord. Do thou

answer duly, properly, correctly and truthfully."

When this had been spoken the Exalted One said to Sabhika

the Wanderer :

He who hears and understands all things, the blame-

worthy and the hlameless, in the worlds of devas and of

men ; (400) who is unselfish,^ ungrasping, pure and free

from evil^—such an one do they call a learned man.

He who has cut out^ all clingings and all a^ravas^ ; who

has escaped his bonds, who goes no more to lie in a womb,

and who has no delight in sinful things
—such an one is

truly called an Aryan.
He who has achieved all that can be achieved in conduct;

who with perfect hiowledge surmounts all things and is

endowed with knowledge and conduct—he is truly called
"
one whose conduct is good."
He who, faring with understanding, eschews everything^

that bears ill fruit, above, below, between, in the worlds of

1 Pandita. In Sn. 526 there is a play on the words pan^ara and paniita.
* The following verse has too long a lacuna to admit of restoration. But

the first word of the verse, srotriya, is preserved, and this together with the

verses given in reply, shows that the missing verse corresponded to Sn. 533.
The translation here given is of the latter text.

3
Reading, with one MS., amamo for asamo,

"
unequalled ", of the text.

*
Anigha. See vol. 2, p. 339, n. 1, and now add B.H.S.D.

*
Literally

" abandoned ", hitvd. Sn. 535 has cheivd, and this, or chitva

should probably be read here also.
* Reading as Edgerton [B.H.S.D. s.v. dsaya) suggests dsravdni for dsaydni

of the text. The latter could only be for dsaydni,
"
intentions ", which,

as Edgerton points out, is not used in the pejorative sense required here.
' The me in this line is inexplicable, unless it be an ethic dative, which

is very improbable. Could not the right reading be ika,
"
here "' corres-

ponding to idha in Sn. 536 ?

* Dharma. Sn. 537 has karma.
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devas and of men ; who makes an end of deceit^ and pride,
and of wrath and greed, and of individuality

—him do

men call a Wanderer who has attained what is to be attai?ied.

Then Sabhika the Wanderer gratified w-ith and grateful for

the eloquent words of the Exalted One extolled him in these

appropriate verses :

(401) In thy great wisdom thou, Hero, hast cleared^

from the path the three and sixty tenets based on the argu-
ments of recluses,^ based on taking sound for sense,* those

outworn creeds.^

Thou art the ender of ill ; thou hast passed through all

states. Thou art perfect Buddha, rid of all the a^ravas.

Thou art glorious, resolute, replete with wisdom. Making
an end of ill thou art free of all passion.

Sage, thou hast successfully and unwaveringly trod the

path of sagedom. Peerless One, kinsman of the sun,

thou art a gentle^ giver of freedom.
When thou, Ndga of Ndgas,'' great Hero, speakest,

all the devas rejoice, and both Ndrada and Parvata^ as well.

The Man of insight explained things to me when he saw

^ Mayam, neut. for fem. maya.
* Osaresi. But this whole hne as well as the corresponding one at Sn. 538

is regarded as corrupt. It may be questioned, however, whether the Mhvu.
line is really as corrupt and inexplicable as it is made out to be, for example,
by Edgerton in B.H.S.D., s.v. osaratia, and by the editors of Sn., p. 100,
M. 8. Osaresi can well be explained as being from avaiirati, of which Edgerton
himself says,

"
it is also spelled with s or 5 for s, and MSS. sometimes show

" a "
for

"
i
"

after the sibilant, osarati, osarati . . . cf. Pkt. Lex. osirana =
vyuisarjana, parityaja." He then refers to Senart's note on p. 390 of vol. i,

where the latter cites many instances of a verb variously spelled osarati,

osirati and oiiraii and meaning
"
to abandon, reject, etc.", to which the most

closely corresponding verb in Sk. would seem to be avasrij. See Vol. 2

(trans.) p. 253, n. 5, p. 393, nn. i and 4. Senart's rendering of the line is unfor-
tunate. He takes osarana in the sense of

"
doctrine

"
in general, and marga

as gen., instead of abl., and renders
"
tu as rejete les doctrines de la

(bonne) voie
"

(!).
•

^ramanapravddiniiritdni.
*
Samjnaksarasarnjndniiritani.

* Osarandni, pi. of osarana, for the meaning of which see m. 2. Cf. SnA.
538, osarandni = ogahandni titthdni, ditthiyo.

•
^ubhavrata, which cannot have its Sk. sense here, and must be regarded

as a variant or even an error for suvrata, elsewhere found in this sutra for
surata = Pali sorata. See p. 395. n. 1. 5m. 540 has sorata.

' No doubt the term here has reference to the definition of naga given
above.

• Two well-known br&hman sages. For the former see vol. 2 (trans.),

p. 50. «• 5-
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that I was in doubt. ^ All these troubles are dispelled and

ended.

Truly, Sage, thou art perfect Buddha. No longer are

there any hindrances.^ By neither merit nor sin art thou

soiled.

Thou art cooled and tamed, glorious^ and truthful.

Hero, put forth thy feet, that Sabhika may bow down at

them.

Then was Sabhika converted by the Exalted One to mastery
over the powers, and ordained and initiated with the words
"
Come, monk." Such was the ordination, initiation and

admission into monkhood of the venerable Sabhika.

Here ends the story of Sabhika, his questions, the ending of

bis dsravas, and his ordination.

Yasoda*

The Exalted One was staying in Benares, on the banks of

the river Varana,^ teaching devas and men and so on.^ Now
on the banks of the river Varana there was a huge banyan-
tree with wide-spreading roots, a big trunk and thickly grow-

ing branches and leaves. It was a handsome, lovely tree,

looming dark (402) like a black cloud.' A prayer which a

man chanced to make at that banyan-tree was answered.^

Therefore great veneration and honour were paid to the tree.

Seeing what had happened to that man, other men and

1
Reading, on the analogy of Sn. 540, yam me kanksitam djnasi, for

aham kdnksitamanvese, which would give the irrelevant sense—"
I followed

one who was in doubt."
* Nivarandni. See vol. I, p. 117, n. i.

3
Dyutimdn. Sn. 542 has dhitimd

(
= dhritimd),

"
resolute ".

* The same story, with certain variations, is found in the Mahdvagga
{V. I. 15 ff). Windisch {op. cit., p. 26) points out that the details of Yasa's

(or Yasoda's) youth and upbringing formed the model for the later history
of Gotama's youth. See Yasa in D.P.N.

" See D.P.N.
* Vistarena niddnam kritvd.
'
Anjanameghasamkdsa. But Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) says, against P.E.D.,

that there is no authority for the use of anjana as an adj. This example
seems to prove him wrong.

8
Literally

"
flourished

"
or

"
prospered ", etc., samriddha.
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women, believing that the banyan-tree answered prayers,
came and prayed to it. The banyan-tree became known to

the whole of Benares as a tree which answered prayers,^ for

whatever a man prayed for at that tree came to pass.

There was once a man who approached a goddess to pray
for prosperity. And quite by chance he secured it.- It is

just like this that false beliefs arise.

In the city of Benares there was a guild-president who
was rich, wealthy and opulent, having great possessions and

property, much money and money's worth, large treasuries

and granaries, abundance of gold, silver and other resources,

and a large number of elephants, horses, sheep and goats,
and female and male slaves and servants. But he had no
son. In order to try and have a son he made several hundreds
of sacrifices and prayers, but without success.

Then the guild-president's wife heard that on the banks of

the river Varana there was a banyan-tree which answered

prayers ;^ whoever made a prayer there had the prayer
answered. And so she said to the guild-president,

"
My good

man, I have heard that on the banks of the river Varana
there is a big banyan-tree which answers prayers;* whoever

prays at that tree has his prayer answered. Let us go there

to the banyan-tree and pray for a son."^

The guild-president then, with his retinue and with great

pomp and ceremony, went to the banyan-tree. He rendered

it great veneration and worship, and with his wife addressed

a prayer to it, saying, (403)
" We wish to have a son through

thee.* If a son is bom to me, I shall set up a shrine here

and in it render thee great veneration and worship."

^
Literally,

" known because of its being a thing having true prayer
"

satyopayacanato abhijnata.
*
Yadricchaya tarn padatnupaneti,

"
by accident (spontaneously) he

reached that stage." This follows Senart's interpretation of upaneti as =
upeti {upaiti), with « as a hiatus-bridger. See p. 86, n. i, where refer-

ence is made to Edgerton's stricture on this interpretation (Gram. § 4. 65),
and his suggested alternative reading param upanamati. But it \s not

easy to give a translation of this new reading which would suit the context.
"
Satyopaydcanam, a neuter substantive, not an adj. in agreement with

nyagrodho. See n. i.
*
Satyopayacano, an adj. here.

' Cf. Sujata's offering to a banyan-tree, vol. 2, p. 126, n. 7.
* Tava mulato,

"
from you ".
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Women are able to coerce men. When a man is success-

ful, his wife is the cause of it. And when great heroes

are slain in battle, women again are the cause of their

misfortunes.

The guild-president's wife also offered a prayer.
" O

banyan-tree," said she, "thou art reputed to answer prayers.

Just as the guild-president has promised thee a shrine and
honour and worship, so I do also. But if thou dost not

grant me a son, then shall I cut thee down to the very
roots."

Now a tree deva of the same name as the tree dwelt there,

that is, in the banyan-tree there resided a deva called Banyan.
^

And when that deva was prayed to by the guild-president's
wife in that way, he became alarmed.

"
For," said he,

"
I do

not give to anyone, nor take away from anyone.
^ But now

here is this guild-president's wife who prays to me on these

terms, namely, that if she does not have a son, she will have
this dwelling-place of mine cut down with an axe."

So Banyan the deva entreated^ Sakra, lord of devas, saying
to him,

" O Kausika,* I do not give to anyone nor take

away from anyone. But now here is this guild-president
who has rendered veneration and worship at my dwelling and
offered up a prayer. This is then my request, that it be so

arranged that this guild-president of Benares may have a

son, lest my dwelling-place be cut down." $akra, the lord of

devas, reassured Banyan the deva, sa5;dng,
" Be not afraid.

I will so arrange that he will have a son and that your dwelling-

place be not cut down."

(404) At that time in the world of the Trayastrimsa devas
there was a certain deva who was meritorious, distin-

^ Or "
Nyagrodha."

* The text here is difl&cult. Senaxt prints na kasya cideminapi dcchindami,
where emind is inexplicable. Senart proposes to emend into cid mandpi
(for mandgapi), and render

"
Je n'ai jamais et^ coup6 (taking dcchinddmi

in passive sense) si peu que ce fut [mandgapi) par personne." Edgerton
(B.H.S.D., s.v. acchindati] proposes a different restoration : aham na kasyaci
demi ndpi acchinddmi (adopting the form and meaning of Pali acchindati).
This certainly gives a clear grammatical construction, and makes excellent
sense. For the BSk.

(
= Pali) acchindati (so written by Senart), see vol. 2»

p. 434 (text) and vol. 3. 7 (text).
^
Adhis/a, past. part. pass, of adhyesati. See B.H.S.D.

*
I.e., Sakra. See vol. 2, p. 49, n. 4 and p. 60, n. 10.
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guished, of great magic and power, who had rendered service

to former perfect Buddhas, whose root of merit was mature,
who was near nirvana, liable to only one more rebirth

and in a condition to depart from^ among the devas of Trayas-
trirnsa. $akra, lord of the devas, spoke to him thus.

" You
are in a condition to depart, for the signs of it are manifest.

You will therefore pass away hence and be reborn. Reappear
then in the womb of the guild-president's wife." The deva

replied to Sakra, lord of the devas, saying,
"

I do want to be

reborn among men, for I should then take up the religious life

following the teaching of the exalted Buddha and thus make
^an end of ill. But it will not do for me to be reborn in Benares

in the guild-president's family, because his family will

provide me with pleasant things and bar the way to good
states. I will, therefore, be reborn in some middle-class

family. Then to my heart's content and without impediment
I shall embrace the religious life after the teaching of the

Exalted One and shall make an end of ill."

$akra replied and said,
"
Set your heart on rebirth in that

guild-president's family. For I will see to it that you will

go forth from home and embrace the religious life after the

teaching of the Exalted One." So at the bidding of Sakra,
lord of the devas, that deva set his heart on the family of the

guild-president, Oka.^ Leaving the devas of Traycistrim^a he

reappeared in the womb of the wife of the guild-president in

Benares, and after a period of nine or ten months she was
-delivered.

She gave birth to a boy who was lovely, handsome, noble

of appearance, possessing the perfect flower of beauty. When
he was born, the guild-president celebrated joyous birthday
festivities. (405) Drink and solid and soft foods, perfumes,

garlands and ointments were dispensed to recluses and brah-

mans, to the poor and the beggars, and to other people.

Oil, ghee and drink flowed in streams. When a week was up
a number of brahmans skilled in astrology were summoned
and bidden to give a name to the boy. They gave him a

name, calling him Yasoda. The brahmans were then regaled

* Cyavanadharma.
• The first time he has been named.
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and served with solid and soft foods, given a large quantity^
of gold and money,

^ and then dismissed. Four nurses were

put in charge of Yasoda. One anointed and bathed him
;

the second suckled him
;
the third washed off his faeces and

urine, and the fourth carried him about in her arms. So the

young Yasoda grew up like a blue or red or white lotus. As
was said by the Exalted One :

The meritorious man grows like a banyan-tree ; hut the

man of little merit becomes stunted like a tree planted in the

roadway.^

When the lad had reached years of discretion* he was taught

writing, mathematics,^ mnemonics,^ and business. His father

had three palaces built for him, one for the winter, the second

for the summer and the third for the rainy season, and
established for him a harem of sixty thousand women. These

palaces had staircases fitted by means of mechanical devices''

which took five hundred men to bring up and remove. And
when they were being brought up and removed the noise

could be heard for half a yojana.
Now a kinsman^ who had been to the eastern country on

business returned home. The guild-president sent him a

message, saying, (406)
" Come and see the prowess of my son."

So the kinsman came to the guild-president's house. The

guild-president made him sit down on the same sofa as he.

He then called for the young Yasoda, who, having saluted

his father and his kinsman, was also made to sit on the same

^
Utsanga. This expression has already occurred in vol. 2, p. 421 (text),

where the translator (vol. 2, p. 374, n. 2) has suggested that utsanga can
well be taken, in its sense of

"
lap ". They were given, that is, a

"
lap-

ful
"

of gold. This seems more natural than saying "a high-number"
(say

"
myriads ") of gold. This latter is the sense given by Senart to

utsanga, however, on the basis of Lai. Vist. 76. It is now seen that Edgerton
(B.H.S.D.) gives it the same sense, but it is pertinent to note that he quotes
the Tibetan definition of the word in the Mvyut. as meaning

"
lap-top ".

^
Hiranyasuvarna. Better, perhaps,

"
gold

"
simply.

3 This verse has already been quoted with reference to Iksvaku. See
vol. 2, p. 423 (p. 376, trans.).

*
Vijnaprdpta.

*
Niksepana. See p. 394, n. 7.

* Dhdrana.
' yantramantrayuktdni sopdndni.
8
Dvitiyakulika, which Senart interprets as

"
wife's kinsman ". But

Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) doubts this meaning, as it would require dvitiyd-,
and he would prefer to give the word the meaning of

"
a second or fellow

kinsman." On the next page kulika alone is used.

2£
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sofa. So all three settled themselves on one and the same sofa.

Then it happened that the king sent a message to the

guild-president, telling him that there was some urgent state

business to be done and that he was to come at once. The

guild-president said to his kinsman,
"

Sit here with the lad

until I return from the king's palace." He then went to

the king's palace, and his kinsman, who was a layman, sat

with the young lad Yasoda.

Now when the kinsman saw the accomplishments of Yasoda,
the guild-president's son, he thought,

"
Surely this boy must

not be accepted^ as a home-dweller, though he has such

ample means of enjoyment at his disposal. There is no
doubt that he is to be accepted as one who has rendered

service to a Buddha, Pratyekabuddhas and distinguished

disciples, who has been given all good qualities, has the

memory of past lives,
^ has acliieved a previous association

with a Buddha,^ who is unique, and who has planted the roots

of merit.* If the lad were to see the exalted Buddha, the

deva above all devas, it would do him great good."^ The

layman then said,
"
My boy, all youth ends in old age, all

good health in sickness, all life in death, and all prosperity
in adversity. From all things dear and pleasant sooner or

later there comes parting* and separation and deprivation.
You will leave this father of yours or you will leave this life.

Have you not, my boy, seen the Exalted One ?
" The lad

asked,
" Whom do you mean by the Exalted One ?

" The

layman answered and said,
"

I mean the deva who is above

all devas, the Exalted One, Tathagata, Arhan, perfect

Buddha, (407) who is gifted with knowledge and conduct,

^
Icchitavya, according to a normal use of Sk. icchati,

"
to wish ". See

B.H.S.D., where, in apposition to Senart's theory that icchitavya stands
here for iksitavya, "to be regarded ", it is pointed out that in Pah and
Prakrit icchati seems always to represent Sk. i?

"
to desire ". Still iksitavya

is the more straightforwardly apposite word, though the sense is clear on
either interpretation.

* Vdsitavdsana.
*
Kritapurvayoga. Edgerton [B.H.S.D.) says that Senart in his note on

1. 267 is wrong in assuming that pHrvayoga necessarily implies
"
reunion

ant^rieure
"

with a Buddha. But the context here, and probably always,
implies such an association. Cf. vol. 2, p. 245, n. 2.

*
Avaruptakuialamula. See vol. 2, p. 295, n. 3.

*
Literally,

" he would be joined to or endowed with great good," maha-
t&rthena satfiyujyeya.

* NSndbhava. B.H.S.D. cites a similar usage in MPS. 3.
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the Sugata, the peerless knower of the world, the driver of

tameable men, teacher of devas and men, who has the

thirty-two marks of a Great Man and his eighty lesser

characteristics, whose body is radiant, who is gifted with the

eighteen special attributes of a Buddha, who is strong with

the ten powers of a Tathagata, who is confident on the four

grounds of confidence, who is gracious and comforting, who
has his faculties and mind under control, who has attained

the utmost perfection of self-restraint and calm, who is like

a Naga, who has accomplished his task, whose faculties are

turned inwards not outwards, who is resolute and has attained

conformity with the dharma, who is a Naga with his faculties

well-guarded and subdued, who is transparent as a pool, not

turbid, but serene, erect like a bejewelled or golden sacrificial

post, who shines in glory like a flame of fire, who is lovely,
not repellent to behold. He is staying here in Benares, on
the farther bank of the river Varana, himself released and
with a company of men who are released, himself tranquil
and with a company of men who are tranquil, himself self-

controlled and with a company of men who are self-controlled,

himself a brahman^ and with a company of men who are

brahmans, himself learned ^ and with a company of men
who are learned, himself bathed^ and with a company of

men who have bathed, himself expert in knowledge* and
with a company of men who are expert in knowledge, himself

having passed beyond ill and with a company of men who
have passed beyond ill, himself standing on firm ground and
with a company of men standing on firm ground. He has
left behind him all wrong states and has won all good states.

He is triumphant and invincible. He has insight into wisdom
and what is good. He has mastery and exercises mastery.
He fares on, teaching what is good to devas and men."
Thus did the layman, his relative, speak the praises of

the Buddha before the young lad Yasoda. Now the young .

lad Yasoda, because of his association with a Buddha in a

1 In the Buddhist sense of course, and so for the following brahmanical
terms. Cf. p. 396, n. i.

*
Srotriya.

' Snataka.
* Vedaka. See p. 397, n. i.
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former life/ was in his last existence. And there arose in him
a desire to see the Exalted One. There arose in him, too, a

feeling of disgust with his sensual pleasures. He gave his

mind entirely to the thought of leaving home. To this did his

heart turn, and there it stood and settled.

Now it happened that at midnight he woke up and saw the

women of the harem asleep. One was clasping a vina,^

another a tuna,^ another a sughosakd,* another a nakula,^

another a venu,^ another a mahati,'' another a vadiia,^

another a vikutaka,^ another a bhramarikd,^^ another an

ekdda^ikd,^^ SLnothev a mridanga,^^a.notheT an dlingikd,^^ a.notheT

a panava,^* and another a dardiira}^ Some had their arms
round one another's necks, some were holding up their chins,

(408) and others were drivelling. When the young man saw
this sorry change in his harem, there arose in him a pre-
sentiment of the burial-ground, and he became eager to leave

home.
"

I will go forth from home," said he,
"
into the

homeless state in the company of the Exalted One."

Then Sakra, lord of the devas, came with a retinue of

countless thousands of devas carrying fragrant garlands.
The stairs were brought up by the devas, and when Ya^oda
had set his foot on the last step, the devas scattered a shower of

celestial flowers so that in the guild-president's house there was
a sea of flowers a knee deep. Thus the young man, surrounded

by hundreds of thousands of devas, left the city of Benares

*
Literally,

"
being endowed with a previous association." Cf. p. 406, n. 3.

* Indian lute. This list of musical instruments differs considerably from
that in vol. II, p. 159 in a similar context. See trans, p. 154-5.

* Tunaka in vol. 2,
"
perhaps a kind of drum "

(B.H.S.D.)
*
Sughosa in vol. 2. See also vol. i, p. 183, n. 3.

' " A kind of musical instrument = AMg. naula
"

(B.H.S.D.).
* Flute or reed-pipe.
' "

Presumably a kind of lute. So in Sk. of NSrada's seven-stringed
lute" [B.H.S.D.).

* "
Represents, possibly corruptly, the same original as vevadika, the

reading of the MSS. in vol. 2 which Senart restores there as vipancika
"

(B.H.S.D.).
* Not in vol. 2.

" Some musical instrument
"

(B.H.S.D.)." Not in vol. 2.
"
AMg. bhamarikd, Sk. id., and Pali bhamarika =

"
humming-top ". A kind of musical instrument (B.H.S.D.).
*^ Ekddaiikd. Not in vol. 2, but cf. vol. 3, p. 70 (text).
** A kind of drum or tabour.
*• Cf. dlinga in vol. 2. "A kind of drum "

(B.H.S.D.).
** A small drum or tabour or kind of cymbal." Not in Vol. 2. A flute.
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and went to where the Exalted One was. A radiance was

shed by the Exalted One, and the noble Yasoda beheld him
on the farther bank of the river Varana, lovely and attractive

to look on. He then doffed his bejewelled sandals/ and

addressed the Exalted One in a verse :

"
I am oppressed, Recluse ; I am oppressed, honoured

sir.''

The Exalted One said,
"
Come, young man, be not afraid

of this oppression. When you have heard this dharma of

mine preached you will be rid of passion."
Then Yasoda, the guild-president's son, approached the

Exalted One, bowed his head at his feet, and sat down to one

side. And the Exalted One delivered to him an edifying dis-

course, that is to say, a discourse on charity, morality, heaven,
merit and the ripening of merit. And Yasoda, the guild-

president's son, trustfully put his faith in the Exalted One.

The Exalted One then revealed to Yasoda, the guild-

president's son, the Four Noble Truths. He taught, made
known, explained, communicated, manifested,

^ and revealed

the noble truth of ill, the noble truth of the arising of ill, the

noble truth of the cessation of ill and the noble truth of the

course that leads to the cessation of ill. (409) And Yasoda, the

guild-president's son, as he sat there, attained the three super-

knowledges,^ the six super-knowledges and mastery of the

powers, and acquired* the various kinds of magic power.
But when the night was over the parents of Yasoda, the

guild-president's son, failing to find him, sobbed and wept.

Accompanied by a large crowd of kinsfolk and thousands of

other people, they left Benares and came to the Exalted One

seeking after Yasoda, the guild-president's son. On the

banks of the river Varana the parents of Yasoda, the guild-

president's son, saw his bejewelled sandals. And on seeing
them they picked them up and kissed them, weeping, crying,

mourning and lamenting the while. Thus weeping, crying,

mourning and lamenting they approached the Exalted One,

^
Manipddukesu utiariivd,

"
having stepped out of his sandals," locative

case for ablative.
^ Uttdnikaroti. Cf. Pali uttdna

"
open

"
(of countenance, mukha).

^ These three do not seem to be specified anywhere.
*
Pratyanubhavati. For this sense of the verb see B.H.S.D.
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bowed at his feet and said to him,
" Has the Exalted One

seen Yasoda, the guild-president's son? "

Now Yasoda, the guild-president's son, was immersed in

such rapt concentration of thought that neither his parents
nor anyone else saw him sitting there. The Exalted One said

to the parents of Yasoda, the guild-president's son,
"

Sit

down, layman. The opportunity is now here. Look at

Yasoda, the guild-president's son, and seeing him have faith

in him." Then the parents of Yasoda, the guild-president's

son, bowed at the feet of the Exalted One and sat down to

one side, and so did the rest of the crowd.

Then the Exalted One mentally addressed Yasoda, the

guild-president's son, bidding him to display a miracle of

magic. And Yasoda, the guild-president's son, rose up in

the air to the height of a palm-tree, and displayed various

miracles of magic. From being one he became many ;
from

many he became one. (410) He appeared standing over against
a wall,^ a rock and mountains without touching^ them. He
emerged from the ground and sank into it. Just as a man
sinks into and rises from the water without dividing it,^ so

did he emerge from and sink into the ground. Sitting down

cross-legged he stroked and touched the mighty and powerful
moon and sun with his hand. He did what he liked with his

body^ even to flying up to Brahma's heaven.^ He performed
various miracles of double appearance.* The lower part of

his body would be in flames, while five hundred jets of cold

water streamed from the upper part. The upper part of his

body would be in flames, while five hundred jets of cold water

*
Literally,

"
he went to a manifestation over against a wall" avirbhavam

tirokudyam . . . gacchati. Cf. D. i. 78 = A. 3. 280.
*
Asajjamdna, Pali id., negative of pres. part. pass, of saiij.

' This simile is much lengthened in translation so as to make it clearer.

The phrase udake pi abhidyamano corresponds to the Pali stock phrase in

the description of this miracle—udake pi abhijjamdne. See P.E.D. for the
numerous instances, in about half of which the reading is, however, abhij-
jantdno. On this reading and on that of the Mhvu. the translation is ("he
goes in) the water without splitting it," that is, the participle is to be taken
as middle. On the other reading, we have "

(he goes in) the water which
is not split," that is, the participle is passive. The point of the simile would
seem to be that in rising from and sinking into the ground, he left no per-
manent mark on the surface, any more than he would do in the case of water.

* See p. 186, n. 3.
* See p. 186, n. 4.
* See p. 115, n. 4.
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streamed from the lower part. His left side would be in

flames, while five hundred jets of cold water streamed from

his right side. His right side would be in flames while five

hundred jets of cold water streamed from his left side.

Next Yasoda, the guild-president's son, transformed him-

self by his magic power into a bull of a blue-black colour,

which disappeared in the east and reappeared in the west.

It disappeared in the west and reappeared in the east ;
it

disappeared in the south and reappeared in the north
;

it

disappeared in the north and reappeared in the south.

Yasoda, the guild-president's son, transformed himself by
his magic power into a lion, king of beasts, fanged, powerful

and maned, which thrice roared a lion's roar. It then

disappeared in the east and reappeared in the west ;
it

disappeared in the west and reappeared in the east
; (411)

it disappeared in the south and reappeared in the north
;

it disappeared in the north and reappeared in the south.

It disappeared from the earth and reappeared in the sky ;

it disappeared from the sky and reappeared on the earth.

By his magic power Yasoda, the guild-president's son,

transformed himself into an all-white ^
elephant, with six

tusks, a red^ head, and seven sturdy limbs, the colour of a

white lotus. It disappeared in the east and reappeared in the

west
;

it disappeared in the west and reappeared in the

east
;

it disappeared in the south and reappeared in the

north
;

it disappeared in the north and reappeared in the

south. It disappeared from the earth and reappeared in the

sky ;
it disappeared from the sky and reappeared on the

earth.

Then Yasoda, the young man of good family,^ transformed

himself into the guise of a universal king, possessing the

seven treasures and attended by an army of the four arms.

He disappeared in the east and reappeared in the west
;
he

disappeared in the west and reappeared in the east
;
he dis-

appeared in the south and reappeared in the north
;
he

^ Sarvasveta, but his head was red.
*
Indragopa (or indrogopaka) . In Sk. and Pali both forms denote a

red insect. According to B.R. "the cochineal insect" (B.H.S.D.). Miss
I. B. Horner, in a letter, gives it as her opinion that the colour denoted by
indragopa is that of a lady-bird, pinkish or vermilion.

'
Kulaputra.
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disappeared in the north and reappeared in the south. He

disappeared from the earth and reappeared in the sky ; he

disappeared from the sky and reappeared on the earth.

Next Ya^oda, the guild-president's son, rose up in the air

to the height of a palm-tree. He moved, he stood, he sat,

he lay down,^ he rushed around with his scorching heat.^

Just as in the last month of summer the winds called the
"
Smashers "^

blow, so did Ya^oda, the guild-president's son,

having risen in the air to the height of a palm-tree, move,

stand, sit, he down and rush about with his scorching heat.

While he stood at the height of one or two palm-trees, from

being one he became many, and from being many he became

one. The story is to he continued as in the first chapter*' up to
—from the height of seven palm-trees (412) he descended to

the height of six, from six to five, from five to four, from four

to three, from three to two, from two to one, and from the

height of one he descended to the ground. From being one

he became many, and from being many he became one. He

appeared standing over against a wall, a rock and mountains

without touching them. He emerged from and sank into the

ground. Rising up from the ground, he moved, stood, sat,

lay down, and rushed about with his scorching heat.

Then two Wanderers belonging to other sects* and the

^
Literally,

" made his bed ", ieyyam (Pali id., Sk. iayyam) kalpayati.
Cf. Pali seyyatn kappeti.

*
Literally,

" he scorched all round and rushed all round," paritapati pi
paribhrantati pi.

' So Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) for sanghattaka, a name given to the monsoon
winds. Only here apparently.

* Parivartake. The "
first chapter

"
presumably refers to the beginning

of the account of Ya^oda's magic-working, where, however, the stock

description of rising in the air by stages of the height of one palm-tree to

that of seven is not given.
* The translation here is a summary to avoid the cumbersome and obscure

terms denoting each sectarian. As the female recluse is said to be third,

trityd, implying a series of three sectaries, it is assumed (so Senart) that her

companions were two male sectaries, a traidan4ikamdnandikaguruputraka
and a gautamadharmacintikavriddhairavaka. Otherwise these two long

compounds admit of being split up into the names of several sects. Thus
traidandika

"
carrying the tripod

"
is a Brahman ascetic (B.H.S.D. Accord-

ing to Schmidt, there quoted, a ^aiva) ; anandika is
" a kind of ascetic(?)

"

(B.H.S.D.) ; guruputraka,
" some kind of heretical ascetic or sectarian

"

(B.H.S.D.) ; gautama,
" name of a non-Buddhist sect

"
(B.H.S.D. with

instances from ^iks. 331 and Lai. Vist. 380) ; dharmacintika,
"
apparently

some kind of heretical ascetic
"

(B.H.S.D. citing only this instance) ;

vriddhairdvaka,
"
according to pw. a ^ivaitic mendicant monk "(B.H.S.D.,

citing another instance from Lai. Vist. 380).
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female recluse Ulukapaksikabhagini/ on seeing such various

and divers miracles of magic performed by Yasoda, the guild-

president's son, were astonished, amazed, excited and thrilled

that the well-proclaimed dharma and discipline of the exalted

Gotama had been revealed, its swathings cut as with a stick. ^

And they said,
"
This is what comes of adornment, this is

what comes of faith. ^ For when this man was taken up by
his father he was dressed all in white, wearing garments of

pure Benares cloth. His body was anointed with sandalwood

ointment and he wore bracelets and earrings. And now he

has realised this dharma."

Then on that occasion the Exalted One made this solemn

utterance touching Yasoda, the guild-president's son.

Not baldness, nor matted hair, nor mire, nor fasting, nor

lying on the hare ground, nor dust and dirt,^ nor striving

when one is squatting on the ground,^ brings freedomfrom ill.

Though he be brightly arrayed, if he live the life of dharma,

calm, tamed, restrained, living the brahma-life, forbearing
to use violence against all creatures, then is he a brahman,
a recluse, a monk.

(413) The Exalted One then preached an edifying discourse

on dharma to Yasoda's parents and the crowd of people with

them, that is to say a discourse on charity, morality, heaven,
merit and the ripening of merit. Yasoda's parents believed

in the Exalted One. and the large crowd did likewise. The
Exalted One revealed to Yasoda's parents and the large
crowd the Four Noble Truths of ill, of the arising of ill, of the

cessation of ill, and of the Way that leads to the cessation of

ill. And while the parents of Yasoda, the guild-president's

1 Senart takes this to be a proper name, but it would be possible to take
it as meaning

" a sister wearing a dress or decoration of owl's feathers
"

(ulukapaksika, Pali ulukapakkhika). See B.H.S.D.
2
Dandachinnapilotika. For chinnapilotika see p. 64, n. 5. The force

of dan da,
"
stick ", however, is obscure, and it is apparently found only

here in this connection.
^ A lam alamkdrdya alam prasdddya.
*
Rajojalam, which would in itself mean dust and water. But there

can be no doubt that the word is intended for rajojallam, as in the Pali version
of these verses, i.e., Dh. 141-2. The verses also occur at Divy. 339, where
the word appears as rajomalam,

"
dirt and impurity."

*
Utkutukapradhdnam, Pah ukkutikappadhdnam {Dh. 141).
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son, were seated on those seats, they won the pure and stain-

less dharma-insight into things and came to understand the

states^ of several thousands of beings.

Then the parents of Ya^oda, the guild-president's son, said

to the Exalted One,
"
Lord, initiate Ya^oda, the guild-

president's son. O Sugata, ordain Ya^oda, the guild-presi-

dent's son." And the Exalted One pronounced the formula of

"Come, monk", saying,
"
Come, monk, live the brahma-life

under the Tathagata."
When Ya^oda, the guild-president's son, had been addressed

with the words "
Come, monk," every mark of a layman,

••every badge, every emblem and every sign disappeared from

him. "2 He was seen to have the three robes and the sumbhaka^

bronze bowl, his hair in its natural state, and his deportment
established—all just like those of a monk who had been

•ordained a hundred years. Such then was the initiation of

Ya^oda, the guild-president's son, his ordination and his

.admission as a monk.

Here ends the story of Yasoda, the guild-president's son.

JATAKA OF YASODA

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Lord, as the maturing

-of what karma did Yasoda, the guild-president's son, who
was rich, wealthy, opulent and born in a guild-president's

family, become quick of attainment even as a layman and

achieve mastery of the powers ?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
Monks, Yasoda, the guild-president's son, made a vow to

that effect in a former life."

(414) Once upon a time, monks, long ago, here in the city

of Benares, there was a son of a decayed family, who was

indigent and poor and made a living by working for others.

Now when there are no Buddhas in the world, in the intervals

^
Adhigata ca dharma.
See p. 67, n. 2.

• See p. 67. n. 3.
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between the Buddhas, there appear in the world Pratyeka-

buddhas, who are worthy of offerings, who are splendid in

their silence and live in loneliness like a rhinoceros. ^
They

train each his own self and attain nirvana. They are worthy
of offerings and constitute a field for winning merit.

There was then at that time a Pratyekabuddha named

Bhadrika, who, dressing himself betimes and taking his bowl

and his robe, neither too early nor too late, when it was time

for the morning meal, left Risivadana and came into the city

of Benares to beg for alms. He was well-restrained in body,

speech and mind, with stead}^ mindfulness, tranquil of heart,

and with his faculties under control.

Now as he went round the city of Benares in quest of alms

he was seen by that man from the decayed family. Devas

and men were kind and favourably disposed to that man.

When he saw Bhadrika the Pratyekabuddha his mind became

exceeding trustful. With faith in his heart he took him
to his home and provided^ him with food. He then made a

vow, saying,
" Inasmuch as there is a root of merit in my

having rendered a service to such a worthy man, may I

never pass to a sphere of ill, nor go to ruin, nor ever be reborn

in poor families. But may I be reborn in families that are

rich, wealthy and opulent."
Then Bhadrika the Pratyekabuddha, being aware of this

vow, fliew away through the air like a king of swans. And
when the man saw Bhadrika the Pratyekabuddha flying

through the air like a king of swans, eager to emulate the

Pratyekabuddha he made a vow with still greater faith in his

heart.
"
May I," said he,

" come to possess the qualities

which this religious man has."

The Exalted One said,
"
Monks, this Yasoda here, the

guild-president's son, at that time and on that occasion (415)

was the man of decayed family in this city of Benares. Inas-

much as he did a service to the Pratyekabuddha and made a

vow, as a ripening of that karma, therefore, he has never been

1 See vol. I, p. 250, n. 1. Add now Edgerton {B.H.S.D.)—"
actually

the compound {khadgavisdna) means a rhinoceros ", not its horn.
* Or "

honoured with ", pratintdnita from pratintdnayati. There is not
sufficient difference between saying

"
to provide with

" and "
to honour

with ", to warrant regarding this use of the verb as specifically BSk. Cf.
Pali patimdneti.
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rebom in spheres of ill or evil plights. But when he passed

away from among men he was reborn among devas. Passing

away from among the devas he was reborn as a distinguished
man, and now here in his last existence he has won the favour
of^ the Tathagata and attained mastery of the powers.

Here ends the Jataka of Yasoda.

THE TEMPTATION BY MARA

The Exalted One, fully enhghtened and having reahsed the

aim he had set himself, was staying in Benares, in the Deer
Park at Risivadana. And there the Exalted One spoke to the

venerable good group of five monks. ^ "
Monks," said he,

"
I am freed from all snares, whether of devas or of men.

Go on your journeys, monk, but do not go two of you the same

way. For, monks, there are beings who are pure, undefiled,

with but little dust in their eyes,^ but who, because they have
not heard the dharma, are losing ground. As for me, I will

go to the village of Senapati* at Uruvilva, out of compassion
for the Matted-Hair Ascetics."^

Then most wicked Mara thought,
" Here is this recluse Got-

ama staying in Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana. And
he has spoken to the group of five monks, saying,

'

Monks,
I am freed from all snares, whether of devas or of men. You,
too, monks, are freed from all snares, whether of devas or of

*
Ardgetvd from drdgayati. To the note in this word in vol. 2, p. 330,

n. 2., has now to be added reference to the long article in B.H.S.D., where
Edgerton explains the verb as

"
a quasi denom. to an unrecorded drdga

cf. dranga and drdgana, but prob. actually formed as a pendant and opposite
to virdgayati with which it is often associated ; used exclusively as substitute
for drddhayati, which is often . . . recorded as v.l. for this."

* See p. 313, M. 2.
'
Reading alparajaskajdtikd for aparoksajdtikd. The parallel passage,

V. I. 28, has apparajakkhajdtikd. The aparoksavijndna of Lai. Vist. 403
is no analogical justification for preserving aparoksajdtiko {-jdtlyo) in the
Mhvu. The Lai. Vist. compound admits of intelligible analysis, but, as

Edgerton himself confesses, the precise meaning of aparoksajatika is obscure.

(B.H.S.D. s.v.) See further p. 312, «. 3.
* See vol. 2, p. 119, n. 2.
'

Jatilas. V. 1. 21 says only dhammadesandyd—"
to teach the dharma."
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men. Do you, monks, go on your journeys, but do not go
two of you the same way. There are, monks, beings who are

undefiled and with but Httle dust in their eyes,^ but who,

because they have not heard the dharma, are losing ground.

As for me, I will go to the village of Senapati at Uruvilva,

out of compassion for the Matted-Hair Ascetics.' What,

then, if I were (416) to go to them in order to confuse ^ him ?
"

Then wicked Mara addressed the Exalted One in a verse :

Unfreed, thou thinkest thyself freed. What meanest thou

to say thou art freed P In close bonds art thou bound, for

from me thou wilt not escape, Recluse.

But the Exalted One replied to wicked Mara in a verse :

Freed am I from all snares, whether of devas or of men.

Know this, wicked one, that thou art beaten by me, Death.^

Then wicked Mara, thinking
" Gotama the recluse knows

me," wretched, dejected and discomfited forthwith dis-

appeared.^ This is the tradition.^

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having realised

the aim he had set himself, was staying in Benares, in the

Deer Park at Risivadana, teaching devas and men. And
while the Exalted One was alone in seclusion and retirement

this mental reflexion uprose in him. "Sensual pleasures",

thought he,
"
are impermanent, ill, liable to change." But

then wicked Mara thought,
"
Here is this recluse, Gotama,

staying in Benares, in the Deer Park at Risivadana, and he,

while he is alone in seclusion and retirement has had the mental

reflexion that sensual pleasures are impermanent, ill and
liable to change. What if I were to go to him and confuse

^
Reading, as above, alparajaskajdtika for aparoksa— .

* Or,
"
blur his vision ", vicaksurkarmdya, dat. of vicaksurkarma, Pali

vicakkhukamma. See P.E.D. and B.H.S.D.
*

Literally
"
ender ", antaka. See I. B. Horner, Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 29.

* The Mdrakathd of the Mahdvagga, however, inserts two additional
verses before describing the final discomfiture of Mara. But in the Mhvu.,
as in the Mdrasamyutta of 5. i. 105 f., these verses seem to form part of

separate traditions concerning the temptation ; hence the words itthametam

sruyati with which the incident closes in the Mhvu. See Windisch, op. cit.,

p. 30-1.
* Itthametam sruyati.
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him ?
" And so wicked Mara approached the Exalted One

and addressed him in verse :

Fast is the snare I've set, for it is the very life of thy
mind. ^ By means of this I'll hold thee bound ; thou wilt

not escape from me, Recluse.^

(417) But the Exalted One replied to wicked Mara in a

verse :

There are five strands of sensual pleasures in the world ;

the mind has been declared a sixth.^ Gone, scattered,

destroyed is my wish for them. Know this, wicked one ;

thou art beaten, Death.

Then wicked Mara thought,
" Gotama the recluse knows

me." And wretched, dejected and discomfited he forthwith

disappeared. Such is the tradition.

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having realised

the aim he had set himself, was staying in Benares, in the

Deer Park at Risivadana. And while the Exalted One was
alone in seclusion and retirement this mental reflexion uprose
in him. "All attachment to existence",* thought he,

"
is

impermanent, ill, and liable to change." But wicked Mara

thought,
"
Here is this recluse, Gotama, staying in Benares,

in the Deer Park at Risivadana. And he, while he is alone

in seclusion and retirement has had the mental reflexion that all

attachment to existence is impermanent, ill and liable to change.
What if I were to go to him and confuse him ?

" And so

wicked Mara approached the Exalted One and addressed him
in a verse :

He who has sons delights in his sons ; the cowherd

delights in his cattle. Man delights in attachments, but he

who has no attachments has naught to delight in.

(418) But the Exalted One replied to wicked Mara in a verse :

He who has sons worries over his sons ; the cowherd

^ Carati manasam tava. Cf. V. i. 21, ayam carati ntdnaso.
• 5. I. III.
• Identical with Sn. 171 (cf. S. i. 16), but not with any of the lines in

V. I. 21 or S. 1. 103 ff.

•
Upadhi.
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worries over his cattle. A man is tormented by his attach-

ments to existence. But he who has no attachments has no-

occasion to worry.
'^

Then wicked Mara thought,
" Gotama the recluse knows

me." Wretched, dejected and discomfited he forthwith

disappeared. Such is the tradition.

Far famed is the stainlessness of the exalted Gotama,.

the spotless, the undefiled and the pure one.^ He gives to

all beings this honoured^ place. He brings within reach*

of the whole world complete extinction of the deed. ^

The monks asked the Exalted One,
" How does the Lord

speak a solemn utterance" ?

He in whom no illusion dwells, nor pride; he who is rid

of passion, free from evil^ and from longing; he who has

shaken off all wrath, and whose self is completely freed, he

is a brahman, he is a recluse, he is a monk.''

INSTRUCTIONS ON BEGGING

The monks asked,
"
Lord, how ought we to conduct the

alms-round ? Are we to say
'

Give alms '

?
" The Exalted

One replied,
"
No. You should stand in silence and point to

your alms-bowl."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, here in the city of

Benares the king's son had a companion of the same age,
named Asthisena, who was the son of the household priest.

^ These last two verses are almost verbally identical with Sn. 33, 34,
where they are, as here, put into the mouths of Mara and the Buddha,
respectively, and with two of the verses in the parallel passage at 5. i. 107-8.

* This verse and the next one are introduced abruptly, having no con-
nection either with what precedes or with what follows.

^ Tarn arahiiam pradesam. But Senart's restoration must be regarded
as very doubtful. For arahita

(
= Sk. arhita), see C.P.D.

*
Prapuneti, in causal sense, according to Senart, but Edgerton {B.H.S.D.

s.v.) points out the uncertainty of the text.
*
Kriyabhirnirvriti, i.e., deliverance from the results of action.

*
Anigha. See p. 399, n. 4.

' Cf. 5m., 464, 494.
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Asthisena, seeing the danger of sensual pleasures, went forth

to embrace the religious life. (419) He observed chastity,
lived following the path of the ten moralities and became

proficient in the Veda and familiar with all branches of

learning relating to the religious life.^

Then the king's son ascended the throne. And he addressed

Asthisena, the priest's son, in a verse :

Wise men, Asthisena, do not despise a mendicant.

chaste youth, you are dear to me. Ask, brahman, for
whatever you wish.

Then, monks, Asthisena the mendicant replied in a verse :

He who begs becomes disliked ; he who gives not becomes

disliked. And so I ask not of my lord, lest I incur hatred.^

But, monks, the king of Benares replied to Asthisena the

mendicant in a verse :

He who is a beggar and begs not when he should, causes

another to lose merit, and harms himself.

Then, monks, Asthisena the mendicant replied to the king
of Ka^i :

They say that begging leads to weeping ; refusal to give
likewise causes weeping. And so I beg not of you, my
lord, lest I be the cause of weeping.

^

The wise man asks not ; the Aryan deigns not to make
his need known.'^ The Aryans stand and show their alms-

bowls. Such is the way the Aryans beg.

Then, monks, the king of Kasi replied to Asthisena the

mendicant in a verse :

/ offer you, brahman, a full thousand red cows, together

with a bull. (420) For, being an Aryan, how should I not give^

*
Parivrdjakaidstra.

*
Literally, "lest there be hatred {vidvefand, Pali viddesand, Sk. vidve^ana)

of me."
*

Literally,
"
a weeping be mine," me drodanatn bhavet.

* Veditum, for vedayilum. So Senart, and as in the repetition on the
next page.

*
Dadyd. In form this may be either 3rd or 1st sg. opt. (BSk.). Perhaps

it is better taken here as ist, rather than with Edgerton {Gram. § 29. 42)
as 3rd.
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to an Aryan after listening to the eloquent verses

he has recited ?

The Exalted One said, "The Wanderer, named Asthisena,

the son of the. household priest and friend of the king of Kasi

was not anyone else. For I at that time was the Wanderer
Asthisena."

Here ends the Jataka of Asthisena.^

The Exalted One said:

"
Verily the wise man does not ask ; the Aryan deigns

not to make his need known. The Aryans stand and show

their alms-howls. Such is the way the Aryans beg."

"
It is in this way, monks, that you are to make your alms-

round."

Then the monks asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, when we

have received alms, are we to say
'

bless you, bless you
'

?
^

The Exalted One replied,
"
No, monks, you are not to salute^

when you have received alms."

To commit no sin, to achieve virtue, to master^ one's

heart—this is the teaching of the Buddhas.

Then the monks, having stayed in the Deer Park at Risi-

vadana for the rainy season, set out on their tours in various

directions. And on seeing empty and desolate the places
where the monks had stood, walked, sat and lain down, a

1 Cf. FausboU, no 403.
* Or,

"
good luck

"
svasti.

* Adisati. See B.H.S.D., where Edgerton compares Hindi ddes,
"
salu-

tation," and late Sk. adesa with the same meaning, and refers to an article

by himself in JAOS. 38. 206 /.
*
Parydddpana. This word is interpreted here as a substantive from

the causal of paryddaddti,
"
to master ". The verse is Dh. 183, where the

corresponding Pali word is pariyodapana,
"
purification," and the P.E.D.

may be correct in saying that the form in our text is a corrupt BSk. form
of the Pali. The correct BSk. form, paryavaddpana, is found in Dbh. 3
and Gv. 492 (see B.H.S.D. which does not list the word of our text). It is

interesting to note, however, that Burnouf in his note on the Dh. verse

[Lotus, p. 527, 8, quoted in Max Miiller's note on p. 51 of his translation
of Dh. in S.B.E., vol. X), prefers the form paridamana,

"
complete subjec-

tion ", which in meaning approximates parydddpana. (Miiller himself

says that pariyodana is the correct reading). Note also that two MSS. of
the Mhvu. actually have paryddamana. There is, therefore, some ground
for believing that in its original form this celebrated verse of the Dh. spoke
of the mastering and not of the purification of the mind or heart.

2F
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deva of the Deer Park felt sad. He approached the Exalted

One and addressed him in a verse ^
:

This place looks sad to me to-day, for I see it empty and

deserted of men. (421) Learned men of varied talk were

they. Where, Gotama, are those disciples of thine gone?

The Exalted One replied
^

:

They have gone to Magadha and to Koiala, and some

have gone to the land of the Vajjis. The monks live un-

fettered lives and roam about free as deer.

The Exalted One set out.* A boatman saw the Exalted

One approaching the banks of the Ganges and brought up
his boat. The Exalted One stepped on board and said to

the boatman* :

Besprinkle this hoat,^ monk. Besprinkled with love, it

will float more lightly for you.^ Cut out passion and ill-

will. Thus will you go on to nirvana.

Besprinkle this boat, monk. Besprinkled with pity, it

will float more lightly for you. Cut out passion and ill-

will. Thus will you go on to nirvana.

^ This episcxie, with more or less similar verses, is found at S. i. 199.
* In S. the question is put to and answered by another deva.
' This episode, so abruptly introduced, looks like a commentarial inven-

tion to serve as introduction to the following verses, which are greatly
enlarged versions of Dh. 368 and 369.

* But in the following verses, as in Dh., he is addressed as monk.
'

I.e., your self.
*

Literally,
"

it will be light for you," te laghu bhesyati. The Pali version

of this verse {Dh. 369) reads siHca bhikkhu imam navam sitta te lahutn essati,
"
Bale out this boat, monk ; baled out /It will lightly go along for you

"

(Mrs. Rhys Davids, Minor Anthologies I, p. 121), or as Max Miiller {S.B.E.
X, p. 87) renders it,

" O Bhikshu, empty this boat ! If emptied, it will go
quickly ". But it may be doubted whether

"
bale

"
or

"
empty

"
is the

right rendering of sincati, although at the only other place where the expression
ndvam sincati occurs, namely Sn. 771, both FausboU {I.e.) and Hare {I.e.)

translate it by
"
to bale ". But sincati means "

to pour out," "to sprinkle

liquid on to something," and if it here really means "
to bale ", navam

sincati is a pregnant expression equivalent to
"
pour the water out of the

boat." In the Mhvu., at least, sincati is often used to denote the "sprinkling"
of a road or floor preparatory to sweeping or scouring. See e.g. vol. I,

p. 231 (text), siktam sammriftam (of a roadway). Anyhow, the Mhvu.
version will hardly admit of the figure of

"
baling out

" a boat, for the
verse continues maitraye sikta te laghu bhesyati. That is to say, the Mhvu.
seems to change the metaphor from that of

"
baling out," if, that is, such is

the meaning of the Pali, into that of cleaning or
"
sprinkling

"
it, first with

love, and then in the succeeding verses, for which there are no parallels in

Dh., with the other three of the brahmavihdrd. (See p. 423, n. 2.).
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Besprinkle this boat, monk. Besprinkled with sym-

pathetic joy,'^ it will float more lightly for you. Cut out

passion and ill-will. Thus will you go on to nirvana.

Besprinkle this boat, monk. Besprinkled with

equanimity,^ it will float more lightly for you. Cut out

passion and ill-will. Thus will you go or to nirvana.

The monk who abides in love and puts his faith in the

teaching of the Buddha, will win through to the sphere of
calm and blissful release.^

The monk who abides in pity and puts his faith in the

teaching of the Buddha, will win through to the sphere of

calm, which is untrodden by the vulgar herd.

The monk who abides in sympathetic joy and puts his

faith in the teaching of the Buddha, (422) will win through
to the sphere of calm, which is untrodden by the vile man.

The monk who abides in equanimity and puts his faith

in the teaching of the Buddha, will win through to the sphere

of calm, the immovable sphere of nirvana.

The monk whose delight and joy are in the dharma, who

meditates on it and ever bears it in mind, does not fall

away from the true dharma.'^

Glad of heart and happy, surmounting that which is

pleasant and what is unpleasant, and hence replete with joy,

the monk draws near to nirvana.

Not even by observing good works alone,
^ nor by mach

learning, nor by attainment of concentration on solitary

couch or bed.

Can the monk who is eager for the bliss of renunciation

which is not ensued by the vulgar herd, win assurance as

long as his asravas are not extinct.^

^ Mudutd. See vol. I, p. 303, n. 4. Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) however,
maintains that the meaning is

"
joy

"
(i.e. he regards it as derived from

mud, not from mridu.) according to the
" unanimous tradition, both of PaH

comms. and of northern texts and transl." But see Senart's note, i. 629,
and P.E.D.

^ The four quaUties named here, maitrd, karund, mudutd, and upeksd
constitute the four brahmavihdrd or subhme states of heart or mind. Cf.

vol. I, p. 186 (text), and see references in P.E.D. and B.H.S.D.
3 Cf. Dh. 368.
* Cf. Dh. 364 ; //. 82 ; Thag. i. 1032 ; Sn. 327.
* Silavratamdtrena.
« Cf. Dh. 271-2".
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A man is not a monk just because he begs alms from
others. He is no monk as long as he harbours wrong states

of mind.^

He who, living the brahma-life, regards pleasures of sense

as evil, and has become a ladder,^ he, with his wisdom, is

in truth said to be a monk.

When he walks abroad, when he stands, when he sits,

when he lies down, when he bends his body and when he

straightens it.

He should be restrained as he moves, restrained as he lies

down. He should be restrained of purpose as he fneditates

diligently. (423) He who takes joy in study, is concentrated,

and content to be alone—him do they call a monk.

Restraint in eye is good, and good restraint in ear. Re-

straint in smell is good, and good restraint in tongue.
Restrained everywhere, the monk from ill obtains release.^

The boatman* was led by the Exalted One to the state of

mastery.
5 When the Exalted One spoke the words,

"
Be-

sprinkle the boat," every mark of the layman, every badge,

every emblem and every sign disappeared (from the boat-

man's person). He was seen to have the three robes and
the sumbhaka^ bowl, his hair in its natural state, and his

deportment estabhshed—all just like those of a monk who
had been ordained a hundred years. Such was the initiation

of the venerable boatman of the Ganges, his ordination and
his admission into monkhood.

^ Vi^amam dharman.
' Nihirenibhiita. The metaphor is based on the idea of crossing, here

by means of a "
ladder ", from the world of sense to the world beyond the

senses. The monk, that is, who, as he is said to have done in the first part
of the verse, has renounced the pleasures of sense, has thereby made for

himself a "
ladder

"
to cross to the beyond, or, in modern parlance, to ascend

from earth to heaven. The symbolism is even carried further, and he is

said to have actually
" become a ladder ". Miss I. B. Horner, in a communi-

cation, points out that this is in accord with traditional Indian symbolism,
and she appositely quotes RV. X. 6i. i6, apai ca vipras tarati svasetuh,"
the sage crosses the water, himself the bridge." The analogy is complete

if we regard a ladder as an upright bridge.
• This is copied from Mrs. Rhys Davids' version of the corresponding

verses at Dh. 360-1, which, however, contains one more line than our text.

See Minor Anthologies I, p. 119.
* Text has so,

" he ", only.
• 5c. of the powers of an dryairavaka.
* See p. 67, n. 3.
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Then the Exalted One dismissed him. He asked the

Exalted One,
"
Lord, if I am asked by anyone who I am,

what am I to say ?
" The Exalted One replied and said,

"
Tell him that you are a recluse, a brahman, one who is

proficient in knowledge, one who has crossed, one who has

reached the farther shore."

Then Sakra, lord of the devas, by his magic power assumed

the guise of a brahman youth, comely and handsome, with

glossy, dark braided hair, like a peacock's neck, and carrying
a golden staff and water-pot. He took with him a bowl,

robe and earrings, and walked behind the Exalted One. A
man asked,

" Who is this comely and handsome youth ?
"

He^ replied,

I am a follower of that resolute, meditative and peerless

Hero, who is Arhan and Sttgata in the world.

(424) / am a follower of Gotama who carries his fare^

across in his boat of dharma, the Buddha who has crossed

and reached the shore beyond.

THE THREE KASYAPAS

Then^ the Exalted One reflected,
" What are the Matted-

hair Ascetics intent on ? The Matted-hair Ascetics are intent

on just the Matted-hair Ascetics." And the Exalted One

conjured up a thousand Matted-hair Ascetics, who were

comely, handsome and distinguished. With these as an
escort he flew through the air by his magic power and came to

Uruvilva-Kasyapa, the Matted-hair Ascetic.

Uruvilva-Kasyapa, the Matted-hair Ascetic, together with

his company of five hundred, saw the thousand comely and

^
I.e., 6akra, who seems to be impersonating the boatman, but the reason

for the impersonation is not clear. Possibly we have here only a fragment
of an episode in which 6akra played a prominent part, along with the boatman.

^
Literally,

" him who is being carried," vuhyamana, pr. pt. pass, of vahati.
3 The story is now resumed from p. 415 of text, where the Buddha ex-

presses his resolve to visit these ascetics, the Jatilas. See I. B. Horner,
Bk. of Disc, 4, p. 32, n. 4.
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beautiful Matted-hair Ascetics and he cowered^ before them.
" A great crowd of people is near at hand," thought he,

"
and

they will come to this retreat of mine. They have faith in

me, believing that there is no one in the world the equal of

the seer Uruvilva-Kasyapa with his company. But now here

is this other seer, with his company of a thousand Matted-hair

Ascetics, who has great magic and power. He has to-day
come to this retreat, and the whole crowd of people will put
their faith in this seer, with his company of a thousand and
with his great magic and power. Believing in him, they will

trustfully serve him, honour, revere, respect, venerate and

worship him, and they will pay no attention to me and my
company."
But the Exalted One, being aware of this mental reflexion

on the part of the seer Uruvilva-Kasyapa, put off his disguise

of a Matted-hair Ascetic, and caused the thousand Matted-hair

Ascetics whom he had conjured up to disappear. When the

thousand Matted-hair Ascetics had disappeared Uruvilva-

Kasyapa, the Matted-hair Ascetic, saw the Exalted One in

his proper guise as the Tathagata, Arhan, perfect Buddha,
endowed with knowledge and conduct, the Sugata, the peerless

knower of the world, the driver of tameable men, (425) the

teacher of devas and men, endowed with the thirty-two marks

of a Great Man, his body brilliant with the eighty lesser

characteristics, gifted with the eighteen special attributes of

a Buddha, strong with the ten powers of a Tathagata, confident

on the four grounds of confidence, gracious and comforting,
with his faculties and mind under control, having attained the

utmost perfection of self-control and calm, Naga-like, having

accomplished his task, with his faculties not turned outwards,

his mind not turned outwards, but steady, as it had reached

conformity with the dharma, well-guarded, a Naga, with his

faculties in subjection, transparent as a pool, pure, serene,

erect like a bejewelled sacrificial post, hke the golden himha,^

a blaze of shining splendour, flaming with glory like another

rising sun, charming and not repellent to behold. When

Uruvilva-Kasyapa, together with his company, saw this he

* Or "
shrank ", sankocamapanna.

' The red fruit of Mornordica monadelpha, a species of Amaranth.
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was amazed. But still he said,
"
Though the recluse Gotama

has great magic and power, I have still greater magic."
Then the great crowd came and approached the Exalted

One, bowed at his feet, worshipped him, and could not have

enough of gazing on him. And Uruvilva-Kasyapa thought,
" Would that Gotama the recluse went elsewhere, away
from my retreat." But the Exalted One, being aware of

this mental reflexion on the part of Uruvilva-Kasyapa, in the

time that it takes a strong man to stretch out his folded arms

and fold his outstretched arms, in a moment's time, rose

up in the air at the seer Uruvilva-Kasyapa' s retreat and

alighted at the village of Senapati, near Uruvilva, at the foot

of the Goatherd's Banyan-tree on the banks of the river

Nairaiijana.
But when the crowd had spurned the way of life of the

Matted-hair Ascetics, Uruvilva-Kasyapa said to himself,
" Would that Gotama the recluse came here and partook of

solid and soft food." The Exalted One, being aware of this

mental reflexion on the part of Uruvilva-Kasyapa, the

Matted-hair Ascetic, in the time it takes a strong man to

stretch out his folded arms and fold his outstretched arms,

in a moment's time, rose up in the air at the Goatherd's

Banyan-tree and alighted in the retreat of Uruvilva-Kasyapa,
the Matted-hair Ascetic. (426) Then Uruvilva-Kasyapa, the

Matted-hair Ascetic and his company thought,
" Gotama the

recluse has great magic and power, for he knows in his heart

the thoughts of other beings and men. Yet we have greater

magic power."
Then the seer, the Matted-hair Ascetic Uruvilva-Kasyapa,

with his own hands regaled the Exalted One with choice food,

solid and soft. And when the Exalted One had eaten, washed

his hands and put away his bowl,^ he expressed his thanks to

the seer, the Matted-hair Ascetic Uruvilva-Kasyapa, for this

meritorious gift.^

The fire-sacrifice is the chief of sacrifices ; the Sdvitrl^ is

^ The text has dhautapatra apanitapdni,
" washed his bowl and put away

his hands."
*
Deyadharma, Pah deyyadhamma. See vol. I, p. 246, n. 2.

'
I.e., RV. 3. 62. 10, so called as being addressed to the sun [savitri). It

is also called Gayatri. and is recited by brahmans morning and evening.
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the chief of sacred hymns. The king is the chief of men,
and the ocean the chief of streafns.

The moon is the chief of stars . . .^ and the sun the

chief of all fires that burn above, across and below. The

perfect Buddha is the chief of speakers in the world of men
and of devas.

Then Uruvilva-Kasyapa and his company, standing in the

air above, offered a sacrifice to Agni. When the fire would
not burn they asked one another,

" Whose power is it that

prevents the fire burning ? It must be the power of Gotama
the recluse." And when the fire did bum they said among
themselves,

" Gotama the recluse has great magic and power,
but we have greater magic." He threw the oblation into

the fire, but it would not fall in it. They asked themselves,
" Whose power is it that prevents the oblation falling into

the fire ? It must be the power of Gotama the recluse."

And when they had decided that it was the power of Gotama
the recluse, then the oblation fell into the fire.

When they had completed the fire-sacrifice (427) they pre-

pared to descend^ from the air. But they could not do so.

They asked themselves,
" Whose power is it that makes us

unable to descend from the air into our retreat ? It must be

the power of Gotama, the recluse?" And when they had
decided that it was the power of Gotama the recluse, then

they descended from the air into their retreat.

Then they wished to sit down, each on his own litter. But

they failed to see the litters. They asked themselves, "Whose

power is it that prevents us seeing our litters ? It must be

the power of Gotama the recluse." And when they had

decided that it was the power of Gotama the recluse, then

they were able to see their litters. They thought,
" Gotama the

recluse has great magic and power, but we have greater magic."
Next they prepared to go and fetch water in their water-

pots. But they could not see the pots. They asked them-

selves,
" Whose power is this ? It must be the power of

Gotama the recluse." And when they had decided that it

^ Lacuna.
*

Literally,
"

(they said) we will descend ", otarifyamo ti. And so of
their other intended actions.
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was the power of Gotama the recluse, then they were able to

see each his own pot. They thought,
" Gotama the recluse

has great magic and power, but we have greater magic."

Taking their water-pots they went to the river Nairahjana
to fetch water, but they could not filP the pots. They asked

themselves,
" Whose power is this ? It must be the power of

Gotama the recluse." And when they had decided that it

was the power of Gotama the recluse, then they filled ^ the

pots with water. They thought,
" Gotama the recluse has

great magic and power, but we have greater magic."
Then they decided to have a meal, but they could not

prepare the food. They asked themselves (428),
" Whose

power is this ? It must be the power of Gotama the recluse."

And when they had decided that it was the power of Gotama
the recluse, then they were able to prepare the food. They
thought,

" Gotama the recluse has great magic and power,
but we have greater magic."
When they had had their meal, they set about cutting logs.

They raised their axes, but they could not bring them down.

They asked themselves,
" Whose power is this ? It must be the

power of Gotama the recluse." And when they had decided

that it was the power of Gotama the recluse, then they were

able to bring down their uplifted axes and cut the logs. They
thought,

" Gotama the recluse has great magic and power,
but we have greater magic."

In this way, by five hundred miracles, the Exalted One
convinced Uruvilva-Kasyapa, his two brothers^ and his

company. And the last miracle was this.^ The Exalted One
^
Bharayati also bharati,

" denom. to Sk. bhara, cf. Sk. bharita, more
rarely bhrita" {B.H.S.D.).

2 Bharensuh. One MS. has bharayetsuh.
^

Literally,
"
the three brothers, U.K. being chief," reading, as Senart

suggests Uruvilvakdsyapapramukhdn for -kasyapasya sammukhdn.
* The miracles recounted hitherto are, with three exceptions, totally

different from those in the corresponding episode in V. i. 24 fif. This one,
which the Mhvu. says is the last of five hundred, is in V. the first of an
enumerated series of five. But the latter text goes on to mention other
miracles, among them one which closely resembles the miracle of the wood-
cutting in our text. But V. says simply that they were unable to cut the
wood ; it lacks the picturesque detail of the uplifted axes which could not
be lowered. The third miracle which is common to the two texts is that
of the fire which could not be kindled. This is the first in the Mhvu., but
in V. it comes later, among those which are outside the enumerated series
of five. See Windisch {op. cit., p. 31 ff.) for a detailed parallelism between
the respective accounts in the two texts of the episode of the three Kasyapas.
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wished to go into seclusion and he said to Univilva-Kasyapa,
" O Ka^yapa, I should like to go into seclusion in your fire-

hut.^" But Ka^yapa rephed,
" O Gotama, this fire-hut

must not be entered by any man or deva. For in it there

dwells a malevolent Naga, and we ourselves keep far away from
that fire-hut for fear of the Naga." The Exalted One, how-

ever, said,
"
Give me your consent, O Kasyapa, and I will

go into seclusion in that fire-hut." Uruvilva-Ka^yapa said,
"
No, Gotama, I will not consent that you go into the fire-hut.

This fire-hut is reputed^ to be evil. But here are all these

many hundreds of huts of grass and leaves. Let the honour-

able Gotama seek seclusion in whichever one of these he likes."

But the Exalted One rose from his seat and entered the

fire-hut of Uruvilva-Kasyapa (429) and sat down in seclusion.

There in the fire-hut the Exalted One turned himself into the

element of fire.^ The Naga, unable to endure the heat of the

Exalted One fled into^ the Exalted One's bowl, which had
been given him by the Four Great Kings. The Exalted One

inspired^ him with love, tamed him, and rendered him harm-

less,^ so that he no more displayed' malevolence.

Because of the Exalted One's fire the fire-hut appeared
to be one flaming mass. And the Matted-hair Ascetics

thought,
"
Gotam.a the recluse has been burnt by the malevolent

Naga, and the whole hut is on fire." So they ran and carried

water to quench the burning hut and to rescue Gotama the

recluse. But the Exalted One, having tamed the Naga and

rendered him harmless, presented him in the bowl to Uruvilva-

Kasyapa. When they saw the Naga in the Exalted One's

bowl, Uruvilva-KaSyapa and his company were amazed.
" Gotama the recluse," said they,

"
has great magic and power,

inasmuch as he whose dwelling* might not, so 'twas said, be

1
Agniiarana. Cf. Pali aggisarana in the Cingalese edition of V. (i. 23)

for aggisdla of the P.T.S. edition.
*
Akhyayati. See p. 389, n. 7.

'
Tejodhdtunt samdpanna.

*
Okasta, ''gone down" "descended". Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) says

that he cannot improve on Senart's explanation of this word. See vol. I,

p. 188, n. 6. It is not found outside the Mhvu.
* "

Filled ", sphuta.
* "

Poisonless," nirvisa.
'

Vydvahaii. See B.H.S.D.
'
Reading, as suggested by the MSS. and the metrical version below,

Yasya bhavanam, for paiya bhagavan of the text.
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entered, has been overcome/ by the fire of Gotama the recluse."

With this last miracle Uruvilva-Kasyapa and his two

brothers 2 and their companies were convinced by the Exalted

One.

When he had tamed the king of serpents^ in the fire-hut

of Uruvilvd-Kdsyapa, he carried him out^ in his bowl and

presented him to the honourable Kdsyapa.
"

See, Kdsyapa," said he,
" how the fire of him whose

dwelling no one in the world might enter has been overcome

by my fire."

Uruvilvd-Kdsyapa and his company were thrilled when

they saw that the Ndga had been tamed and calmed by the

Ndga among men.

That Ndga, because of whom the great seer's dwelling

could not be entered, had been tamed and rendered harmless

by the power of the Buddha.

(430) The Exalted One said :

There is no malice in one trained by me ; among such,

Kdsyapa, there is none that is unrestrained. Though
the heavens fall or the earth be cleaved in two, a man who

has been tamed by the Buddha will fare immune from

poison.
^

The Exalted One let the serpent go, saying,
"
This serpent

is a restrained Ndga."^ The serpent assumed a human

form and walked in the footsteps of the Sugata.

"Be my refuge, Best of men," said he, "there is no

longer any sin in me,'' since I have just now discarded the

wicked heart that was mine, greatly wise One.
"

Supreme of men, I have thrown off my guilt,^ since

1
Paryadinna, past. part, of paryadaddti. See B.H.S.D. Cf. Pali

partyddiyati. See also p. 421, n. 4.
2 See p. loi, n. 2.
3 A metrical version of the episode.
* Nlharati, Pali id., Sk. nirharati.
*
Literally

"
will not fare having poison ", na . . . saviso caret.

*
Reading so samvritandgo ti for sa samvartandga ti of the text, which is

Senart's doubtful conjecture and which he explains, by analogy with sam-

vartdgni {" the fire at the end of the world "), as
"
the serpent which is

capable of destroying the world "(!)
^
Literally

"
that sin {sc. which used to be mine) is not mine," ayam

na me atyayo (Pali accayo).
^
Aparddha, masc. with neut. predicate bdhyam kritam ; the phrase is

passive in the original.
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/ am now sinless. Best of guides, may I come again
to thy refuge."

And then repeatedly saluting from the right and doing
obeisance with great reverence, the Ndga departed.

All the three brothers, Uruvilva-Kasyapa with his com-

pany of five hundred, Nadl-Kasyapa with his company of

three hundred, and Gaya-Ka^yapa with his company of two
hundred were by means of these five hundred miracles con-

verted by the Exalted One into the state of mastery. All

were initiated and ordained by means of the
"
Come, monk "

formula.
"
Come, monks," said he,

"
live the brahma-life

under the Tathagata." And when the Exalted One had

pronounced the words
"
Come, monks," every mark of the

seer, every badge, every emblem and every sign disappeared
from their persons. They were seen to have the three robes

and the sumhhaka^ bowls, their hair in its natural state,

and their deportment established—all just like those of monks
who had been ordained a hundred years. Such was the

initiation, ordination and admission into monkhood of the

three brothers, the venerable Uruvilva-Kasyapa, Nadi-

Kasyapa and Gaya-Ka^yapa and their companies.

(431) Now their nephew, named Upasena,^ had constructed

a hermitage on the banks of the river Nairaiijana, which was

well-supplied with leaves, flowers and fruits. He lived there

with a company of three hundred.^ He was master of the

four meditations, had attained the five super-knowledges,
and had great magic and power.

Uruvilva-Kasyapa and the monks with him had thrown all

the trappings they had had as seers, their shoes and their

cloaks of antelope hide, their cotton robes and their water-

pots, to be carried away by the river Nairaiijana.
" Our

nephew Upasena and his company," said they,
"

will make
use of these trappings." And when these saw the trappings

^ See p. 67, n. 3.
Not certainly identical with any of the persons of this name mentioned

in the Pali texts, nor with the monk who, according to the Mhvu., converted

^ariputra (see vol. j, p. 60, text). This same Upasena has, however, been

already mentioned in our text (3. 103).
• As Senart points out, this number should be corrected into 250, ardha-

triiata. See below, p. 432 (text).
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being carried down by the Nairafijana they dragged them
out.

But the thought occurred to the seer Upasena,
" Can my

uncles have been molested by anyone ?
" With all speed he

and his company hurried to the retreat of Uruvilva-Kasyapa
and his two brothers.^ When he arrived the Exalted One
and his company had just finished a meal. The company of

monks were dipping their vessels in the river Nairafijana and

cleaning and polishing them.

Upasena the seer went up to the venerable Uruvilva-

Kasyapa and addressed him in a verse :

In vain^ did you offer the fire sscrifice; in vain did you
make your penance, since at the last you abandoned^ them,

as a snake its cast-off skin.

And the venerable Uruvilva-Kasyapa replied to the seer

Upasena in verse :

Yea, in vain did I offer the fire-sacrifice ; in vain did I

make my penance, since at the last I abandoned'^ them, as

a snake its cast-off skin.

And Upasena, too, with his company was converted by the

Exalted One to the state of mastery, and initiated and ordained

by means of the
"
Come, monk "

formula. (432)
"
Come,

monks," said he,
"
live the brahma-life under the Tathagata."

And when the words "
Come, monks," had been addressed

to them, every mark of the seer, every badge, every emblem
and every sign disappeared from their persons. They were

seen to have the three robes, the sumbhaka^ bowl, their hair

in its natural state and their deportment established—all just
like those of monks who had been ordained a hundred years.
This was the first assembly of the monks of the Exalted One
and consisted of one thousand two hundred and fifty monks.

The monks asked the Exalted One,
"
Lord, as the maturing

of what karma were the three brothers, Uruvilva-Kasyapa,

Nadl-Kasyapa and Gaya-Kasyapa possessed of such great

1 The text names them.
2 Moham, AMg. id., Sk. and Pali mogham {B.H.S.D.).
'
Jahe, 2nd sg. opt., used as aorist.

*
Jahe, 1st sg. opt., used as aorist. See Edgerton, Gram., § 32. 91-2.

^ See p. 67, n. 3.
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magic and power and were so quick of attainment ?
" The

Exalted One replied,
"
They made a vow to that effect in a

former life. It is by way of the ripening of the root of merit

planted under a Buddha that these should now be possessed
of great magic and power and be so quick of attainment."

Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in Hastinapura there

was a king named Mahendra,^ who was meritorious, distin-

guished, righteous, a king of righteousness. He had loyal

subjects, and he was generous and charitable. Now when
he was king, the Buddha named Puspa,^ a Tathagata, Arhan
and perfect Buddha, with his community of disciples, was

staying in Hastinapura by invitation.

In the land of the Kalingas there was a town named Sirnha-

pura,^ where three brothers of the same mother were ruling.

In their kingdom a treasure had been discovered, and they

brought that treasure with them from Sirnhapura to Hastina-

pura and presented it to King Mahendra. On that account

King Mahendraka became kindly disposed to the three

brothers, and he asked them,
" What shall I do for you ?

"

They replied,
" We desire that out of compassion for us the

exalted Puspa dwell in our city for the rainy season. If we
secure this to-day, we wish to perform a great deed of merit."*

King Mahendraka replied,
" The exalted Puspa can well stay

in our city some other time. (433) May you find favour with

this Pusya."^

1 Pali Mahinda. See D.P.N, s.v. Uruvela-Kassapa for Pali references

to the story of a former life of the three Ka^yapas.
* Pali Phussa.
' Two other cities of this name are mentioned in the Mhvu., namely,

a city of the Kinnaris (2. 95, text) and the capital of 6akyamuni (3. 238.

text). The Kalinga city of this name seems to be identical with one of the

three Sihapuras mentioned in Pali texts. The two others are entirely
different. See D.P.N.

* Senart doubtfully restores dpurtam (or prapurtatn) for the inexplicable

praputam and prapudham of the MSS. He takes apurtatn {prapurtam)
as equivalent to purtam, but has to confess that this latter word is not used

by the Buddhists. Perhaps, in spite of the MSS., we should fall back on

restoring the simple word punyam.
*
Reading pu§yena for punyena. The text would give

"
may you be

favoured by this deed of merit ". But the deed of merit was yet to be

Eerformed.
As the Pali name of the Buddha in this story is Phussa, it is

kely that we should read Pu§ya for Pu?pa throughout. The two names
are often interchangeable in MSS. and editions, and Senart himself has
often emended the latter into the former. See B.H.S.D. for instances of

this confusion.
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The brothers then invited the exalted Puspa and his com-

munity of disciples to their city. So the Exalted One spent
the rainy season in their city, and there he passed away.
The brothers paid worship to the body of the deva Puspa
and erected a tope in his honour.

When'^ King Mahendra was ruling the earth in justice and

guiding his conduct with knowledge, there were three brothers

living in unison, with sons and daughters loyal^ to them.

A nd while they thus lived together in unison, they ruled their

realm with justice, having abundant wealth and being encom-

passed^ with riches. They thus lived in joy for many years.
And while they thus shared together one rule, they hap-

pened to see the Buddha, the Supreme of bipeds. He was the

Buddha named after a constellation.'^ He had reached perfec-

tion by his own power and was worshipped by devas and men.

When the compassionate Master passed away we, in

our wisdom, we and our sons and daughters and our kins-

folk, our nobles and our chieftains, erected^ a tope for him
here in our city.

Then with warriors on elephants, horsemen, charioteers and

footsoldiers , with dance and music and song, (434) with in-

cense, garlands and ointments, we did honour to the great seer.

And now, as the fruit of this worship at that tope, we
shall not go to bourne of ill for ninety-two kalpas. By
this karma, great Sage, we are now all tamed in thy

teaching, Wise One.^

Here ends the Jataka of the venerable Uruvilva-Kasyapa,

Nadi-Kasyapa and Gaya-Kasyapa.
^ A metrical version of the tale.
2 Anuvartaka.
*
Properly

" bound to ", anubaddha. But ratndnubaddhd is a compound
of which it is difficult to give a significant analysis. It is Senart's con-

jecture from the still more obscure ratndni handhandni of the MSS. A
possible emendation of the whole line would be prabhutabhogaratnd ban-
dhumantdh,

" with abundant wealth and riches and many relations."
*

I.e., Pusya. See p. 434, n. 5.
* Or " made ", akarimha ist pi. aor. of karoti. See Edgerton, Gram.,

§ 32. 40 where it is pointed out that the metre requires akdrimha, which
is also the reading of one MS.

* The three Kasyapa brothers are themselves giving the explanation,
as in the prose version the Buddha does, of the reason why they have so

readily accepted his teaching. Their identification with the three brothers
of Simhapura is implied. But this metrical version is obviously much
abbreviated, and consequently somewhat incoherent.
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THE CHAPTER OF THE THOUSAND

The Exalted One left the retreat of Uruvilva-Ka^yapa with

his community of one thousand two hundred and fifty monks,
and came to Dharmaranya^ where some great seers had their

hermitage. Seven hundred Matted-hair Ascetics lived there,

all of whom had mastered the four meditations and attained

the five super-knowledges. All were two thousand years
old

;
their roots of merit were mature and they were in their

last existence. For their sake the Exalted One entered their

retreat and recited to the Matted-hair Ascetics the Sahasravarga
of the Dharmapada.^

Better than a thousand speeches made up of profitless

words is one profitable speech by which a man who hears

it is made calm.^

Better than a thousand verses made up of profitless words is

one profitable verse by which a man who hears it is m^de calm. *

Better than a man who beats in combat hundreds of
thousands of men is he who conquers one, his own self. He,

verily, is the noblest conqueror.^
He who can beat hundreds of thousands month after

month, is not worth a fraction^ of him who puts his faith
in the Buddha.

^ Or "the Forest of Dharma". Senart gives this as a proper name in

his introduction, but does not list it as such in his index. There is no corres-

ponding Pali place-name in D.P.N. , nor does it appear in B.H.S.D. either
as a proper or common noun.

'
Dharmapade?u sahasravarga. Cf. the Sahassavagga of the PaU Dhamma-

pada, vv. loo ff. Senart maintains that the use of the two genitives vdcdndm
and gdthdndm, both dependent on sahasratn, in the first two stanzas, respec-
tively, with a qualifying adj. in the nom., samhitd, is not without parallel
in our text, but that it puzzled the redactor of the corresponding Pali who
was misled to adopt what, according to Senart, is the less admissible con-
struction of sahassam with the nom., sahassatn . . . vdcd. Senart argues
from this that the Pali represents an inferior tradition as compared with
the Mhvu. Max Miiller {S.B.E. X, p. 13, n.) however, says,

" Here the
Pali text seems decidedly more original and perfect."

» Dh. 100.

Dh. loi
» Dh. 103.
•

Literally,
"

is not worth a sixteenth part of
"

kalamarghati ?o4aiim
Cf. Pali kalam ndgghaii solasim. This is verse io6 in Dh. but a different

main verb in each text, yajetha {irom yajati) in Dh. a.nd jayeta (from jayati) in

Mhvu., gives a completely different turn to each. It is needless to remark how
easily these two similarly sounding verbs could be confused in oral tradition.

There can be little doubt that the Pali yajati is more original here, and gives
a better sense.
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(435) He who can heat hundreds of thousands month

after month, is not worth a fraction of him who puts his

faith in the dharma.'^

He who can heat hundreds of thousands month after

month, is not worth a fraction of him who puts his faith

in the Sangha.
He who can heat hundreds of thousands month after

month, is not worth a fraction of those who have mastered

the rules of morality.
He who can heat hundreds of thousands month after

month, is not worth a fraction of those who have the well-

preached dharma.

Month after m.onth the foolish man may take his meal on

tip of kusa grass,
^ hut he is not worth a fraction of the

man who puts his faith in the Buddha.^

Month after month the foolish man may take his meal on

tip of kusa grass, hut he is not worth a fraction of the man
who puts his faith in the dharma.

Month after month the foolish man may take his meal on

tip of kusa grass, hut he is not worth a fraction of the man
who puts his faith in the Sangha.
Month after month the foolish man may take his meal on

tip of kusa grass, hut he is not worth a fraction of the man
who puts his faith in the meditations.

Month after month the foolish man may take his meal

on tip of kusa grass, hut he is not worth a fraction of the

men who have mastered the rules of morality.

Month after month the foolish man may take his meal on

tip of ku^a grass, hut he is not worth a fraction of the men
who have the well-preached dharma.

A man may live a hundred years in careful tendance of

^ This and the next nine stanzas are not in the Pah Dh. See vol. II,

p. 202, n. 5.
^ A proverbial expression for a scanty meal.
' The first line of this stanza and the last line of the preceding together

make up stanza 70 of Dh., in the chapter entitled Bdlavaggo
" The Chapter

of the Fool." For svakhydtadharmdnam, however, the Dh. has sankhdta-
dhammdnam "

those who have reckoned on or recognised the truth of things
or the dhamma." Sankhdtadhamma is an epithet of the Arhan (5. 2. 47 ;

4.210) and of the Paccekabuddha {Sn. 1038). It might seem better, therefore,
to emend the Mhvu. accordingly and read sankhydta, which in BSk. has a

meaning similar to the Pali sankhdta.

20
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the sacred fire, eating froni his bowl, dwelling among corpses,
and performing many a penance ;

A man may, too, for just one moment worship one in

whom the self is developed
—that one act of worship is

worth more than a hundred years of sacrificing.^

Whatever a man has offered or sacrificed in this world

(436) as he pursues his year-long quest of merit, is worth

but a quarter of the homage paid to upright men.^

One may live for a hundred years, immoral, with mind

unconcentrated, but better is the one day's life of hi^n who

is moral and who meditates.^

One may live for a hundred years, sluggish and inert,

but better is the one day's life of him who firmly exerts his

energy.*

One may live for a hundred years without seeing the

Buddha's teaching, but better is the one day's life of him

who sees it.

One may live for a hundred years without seeing the un-

surpassed dharma, but better is the one day's life of him

who sees it.

One may live for a hundred years without seeing the rise

and fall of things, but better is the one day's life of him

who sees them.^

One may live for a hundred years without seeing the

immovable,^ but better is the one day's life of him who sees it.

One may live for a hundred years without seeing the

immortal, but better is the one day's life of him who sees

it.''

The Matted-hair Ascetics were all converted by the Exalted

One to mastery of the powers, and they all passed to nirvana.

The Exalted One paid honour to their bodies and erected topes
for them. He then left Dharmaranya and returned to the

Goatherd's Banyan-tree.

^ These last two verses are comparable to, but not identical with Dh. 107.
» Dh. 108.
' Dh. 110.
« Dh. 112.
» Dh. 113.
• Sc. nirvana, acyutatfi padam.
» Dh 114.
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THE CONVERSION OF BIMBISARA^

The Exalted One, perfectly enlightened and having realised

the aim he had set himself, was staying, not long after his

enlightenment, at Uruvilva, at the foot of the Goatherd's

Banyan-tree on the banks of the river Nairafijana,

(437) Now it happened that King Sreniya Bimbisara's

brahman household-priest and tutor had at daybreak gone up
to the upper terrace of the palace and was reading the detailed

description of the thirty-two marks of a Great Man. King

Sreniya Bimbisara heard him,^ and there came to him then

the recollection of the Buddha. "Ah !

"
said he,

"
may the

exalted Buddha appear in my realm once more, and may I

once more see him. And when I have seen him may he

approve of my way of life. May I with trustful heart pay
homage^ to the Exalted One. And may he teach me the

dharma, and may I listen to and understand the dharma."

And when the night was past King Sreniya Bimbisara

gave instructions to a certain man, saying to him,
"
Go, man,

and quickly hitch the fine carriages, and let me know when
it is done." "So be it, your majesty," said the man in

obedience to King Sreniya Bimbisara. Quickly he hitched

the fine carriages, and when he had done so he reported.
" Your majesty," said he,

"
the fine carriages are ready and

at your disposal."^

Then King Sreniya Bimbisara mounted a fine carriage, and
with great royal majesty and splendour and to the accom-

paniment of shouts of
"
bravo " and

"
hurrah " and the

noise of drums, tabours, cymbals and trumpets he left the

city of Rajagriha and came to a certain park. He drove on
as far as the ground allowed, and then proceeded on foot.

He roamed and wandered through the park, and then sat

down on a golden palanquin with his face to the east, sur-

rounded by his women and attended by his council of ministers.

1 Cf. the account in the Mahdvagga i. 22. The circumstances related by-
way of introduction are peculiar to the Mhvu. Verbal parallelism with the
Pali version begins only with p. 441.

2 The text repeats the whole previous statement.
2
Paryupdseyam, opt. of paryupdsayati, a BSk. formation of paryupdste.

Cf. Pali payifupdsati.
*
Yasyeddnim kdlam manyase. See vol. I, p. 269, n. i.
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When King (438) Bimbisara looked towards the city of

Rajagriha, its hills and lotus-pools, and remembered the

nobles of old who were dead and gone, there came to him the

forthright understanding^ of one who is disgusted- with

pleasures of sense.

He who brought increase to the realm of the Angas^ left

the park and sat down on his splendid throne of gold.

The fair blossoming sdl-trees, rustling as with sound of

music,
'^ and just then duly bursting into bloom,

^ were laden

with flowers.

He gazed on the hills that were filled with wild beasts,

the haunts of monkeys and numerous lions.

The king sat down with his face to the east and thought of
the days of old. With tear-dimmed eyes he recited these

verses ;

Though I now stand in glory like snow-white mount

Kaildsa, yet my father and my grandfather are dead and

gone, their craving still unsatisfied.^

To what regions are they now gone, who spent their lives

among these fair and bright and happy glades, these lotus-

pools and crags ?

To what regions are they now gone, who spetU their lives

among these wide-spread domains ?

To what regions are they now gone who, when they lived,

enjoyed these clothes and necklaces and earrings ?

To what regions are they now gone, who bathed in these

delightful lotus-pools which echo to the songs'' of various birds

and (439) are covered with fragrant white lotuses ?

To what regions are they now gone, who spent their lives

among these delightful and heavenly resorts, with their

green grass nestling by the water, shady and cool and

pleasant ?

* Yoniso manasikdro.
*
Jugutsuno (-as), gen. sg. ol juguisu,

"
unhistorical hyper-Sk. for MIndie

•
jugucchu = Sk. jugupsu

"
(B.H.S.D.)

* Sc. Bimbisara.
*

Tantrighofdbhinddita. But Senart, with reason, doubts the correctness
of tantri, and suggests dvija or paksi or other term for

"
bird ".

*
Samyakkdlaprabodhana,

"
waking up at the right time."

* Aviiatrisnd.
'
Nikujita, past. part, of kujati. But this compound seems to be un-

known to the dictionaries.
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Today, I see no life in these abodes where hundreds used

to live, nor in these mountains over which I used to roam.

These places which I used to haunt I now deem emptiness.

So what, verily,'^ is life but death, a mere fleeting moment^

full of ill ?

Death, certain death, inevitably follows life. A man
that is born cannot but die—this is the lot of living things.

Wherever a living man goes wearily along his way, there

Yama's messengers come night and day bearing his commands.

Then one of the king's counsellors thought,
"
Verily,

melancholy has got hold of King Sreniya Bimbisara. What
means is there whereby I can shake off his melancholy ?

"

He then reflected,
"
Of a truth, the city of Rajagriha is dear

to and beloved of King $reniya Bimbisara. (440) What now
if I were to recite the praises of the city of Rajagriha in his

presence ?
" So the king's counsellor addressed King Sreniya

Bimbisara in a verse :

These well-watered hills and these charming crags of

Rajagriha, drenched by water from heaven . . .

^

But King Sreniya Bimbisara reproached the counsellor,

saying,
" You are indeed a stupid man when you think that

you should praise what I have despised." And in King

Sreniya Bimbisara there all the more arose a loathing* for the

pleasures of sense, a dejection of heart and deep reflection.

Then the brahman household priest and royal tutor thought,
"
Verily, distress and dejection have got hold of King Sreniya

Bimbisara. What means is there whereby I can dispel this

distress and dejection ?
" And he reflected,

" The exalted

Buddha is dear to and beloved of King Sreniya Bimbisara.

What now if I were to recite the Buddha's praise in his

presence ?
" So he addressed King Sreniya Bimbisara in

a verse :

lord of this realm, glorious king of Anga and sovereign

^
Kimsya, where sya (also asya) is BSk. for the Sk. emphatic particle

svid, Pali su, assu and assa. See Senart's note in vol. I, p. 412, B.H.S.D.
and P.E.D.

^ " A mere trifle ", parittam, BSk. and Pali.
* Lacuna of practically a whole stanza.
*

Vydkutsand. Only here and on p. 451 (text). See B.H.S.D., where
it is misplaced.
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of Magadha, great gain is yours in that there has appeared
in your land a Tathdgata whose fame is widespread like

that of the Himalaya mountain. (441) Endued with morality,

forbearance and austerity, he has lived the hrahna-life and
is at the end of all worldly things.

He gathers hundreds of thousands of nayutas of beings
and enables them to attain immortality, the calm and the

matchless peace.

King Bimbisara replied to his brahman priest and tutor

in a verse :

Dear brahman, you have praised^ him who is dear to me.

You have praised him who is dear to my kingdom, the

dear Buddha^ who lives for the good of the world.

I give you sixteen villages of your choice, ten chariots

with thoroughbred steeds harnessed to them, a hundred

female slaves, and a hundred cows, because^ you have cele-

brated* the glory of the dear Buddha.

Now^ it happened that the Exalted One was touring

Magadha with a great company of monks to the number of

one thousand two hundred and fifty. He made for Rajagriha,
the city of the Magadhans, reached it and stayed there. And

King Sreniya Bimbisara heard from his brahman priest and
tutor that the Exalted One, while touring Magadha with a

great company of monks to the number of one thousand

two hundred and fifty, had made for Rajagriha, the city of

the Magadhans, reached it, and was staying there in the

park Yastivana on the hill Antagiri. When he heard this*

he gave instructions to a certain counsellor, saying to him,
" Ho there, counsellor, I am going to meet the exalted Buddha.

Have Rajagriha gaily bedecked. Fit out fine carriages, for

^
Kirtaye, opt., in sense of aor., 2 sg., of kirtayati.

*
Buddhasya, gen. obj. of kirtaye (understood) ; the preceding obj.,

priyam,
" him who is dear

"
is, however, ace.

' The text, however, has no causal particle here.
*
Prakirtaye, opt. — aor. 2 sg.

* What has just been related is obviously a fragment of another version
or tradition of the story of Birabisara's conversion. But it is cut short and
recourse is had instead to the same tradition as that embodied in the Mahd-
^'^gg''^ {V- 1- 35 f)- Anyhow, from this point the account is closely parallel
with that in the latter text, although there is also considerable and interesting
variation in circumstantial detail.

* These details are not in the Mahavagga.
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all the brahmans and householders and all the craftsmen and

guildsmen of Rajagriha are to go with me to meet the exalted

Buddha."

(442) "So be it," said the royal counsellor in obedience

to King Sreniya Bimbisara. Quickly he hitched the fine

carriages, and at the cross-roads and entrances to bazaars

in the city of Rajagriha, he caused proclamations to be made,

announcing,
" The exalted Buddha has arrived at the park

Yastivana on the hill Antagiri near Rajagriha, and thither

all must go along with King ^reniya Bimbisara to meet the

Exalted One."

On hearing this proclamation there assembled at the gates
of the palace the council of princes and counsellors, the

brahmans with the household priest at their head, the towns-

men with the guild-president at their head, the community of

traders with the chief merchant at their head, and all the

eighteen guilds of Rajagriha. There were^ jugglers, court-

bards,^ musicians, actors, dancers, athletes, wrestlers, tam-

bourine-players, clowns, tumblers, tam-tam players, buffoons,

dvistvalas, reciters, pancavatukas, singers, gunavartas^, dancers,

cetayikas,'^ courtesans,^ jesters, performers on the drum,

trumpet, kettle-drum, tabour, flute, cymbal, guitar, the lute

and the yella{7)
—these and many other musicians gathered at

the gates of the palace. All the guildsmen were there, to wit,

goldsmiths, bankers, cloaksellers, workers in jewels and stones,^

perfumers, kosdvikas, oil-dealers, hawkers of jars of butter,

factors of sugar, of curds, of cotton, of dried treacle, of sweet-

meats and kandukas, factors of wheat-flour and of barley-

meal, hawkers of fruit, of roots, perfumed oil from

ground powder, attavdnijds,'' dviddhakas, makers of con-

fectionery from sugar, dealers in honey and candied sugar
—

1 Cf. the list on p. 113 (text), p. 11 ij^T. (trans.), with the notes there. The
two lists are not, however, quite identical.

^ Reading vaitdlika as on p. 113, for talika.
3 Not on p. 113. Cf. guna, "string", of a musical instrument.
* Not on p. 113.
* Ganikas. Not on p. 113.
*
Maniprastdrika. On p. 113 we have manikdrd and prastdrikd, two

separate words. Of prastdrika itself B.H.S.D. says
"
perh. jewel-merchant?"

'
Corresponding to the equally inexplicable dgrwaniyd on p. 113. More

than 18 guilds, it will be noticed, are mentioned, which is evidently the
result of later elaboration.
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these and other business people were there. And all the

the craftsmen were there, to wit, brass-founders, coppersmiths,

goldsmiths, bowl-makers,^ praccopakas ,^ (443) ro^yanas,^

tinsmiths, makers of lead sheets, machine-makers,* garland-

makers, vegetable-growers,^ potters, tanners, makers of iron

pans,* makers of mail armour, dyers, cleaners, cotton-spinners,

painters, carpenters, carvers, masons,' modellers, barbers,

hairdressers, woodcutters, decorators, builders, barnmakers,

miners, hawkers of fragrant earth, and of wood, traders in

bark, shrubs and twigs, sailors, boatmen, washers of gold,

and tricksters^—these and other people of various classes,

lower, upper and middle, all assembled at the gates of the

palace.
When the royal counsellor saw that the great crowd had

assembled and the fine carriages hitched, he went to King

Sreniya Bimbisara and said to him,
" Your majesty, the fine

carriages are hitched and the great crowd has assembled.

Sire, now let it be as you wish."^ Then King ^reniya Bimbi-

sara mounted his fine carriage, and escorted by twelve nayutas
of the brahmans and householders of Magadha, in great royal

splendour and to the accompaniment of shouts of
"
bravo "

and "
hurrah " from the people, and the noise of kettle-

drums, tabours, drums, ^"
cymbals and trumpets, left the city

of Rajagriha and came to the park Yastivana on the hill

Antagiri. He rode in his carriage as far as the ground allowed,

and then alighted and proceeded on foot to where the Exalted

One was. He bowed at his feet and sat down to one side. Some

exchanged expressions of friendliness and courtesy with the

^
Reading, as Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) suggests, tattukdra or -karaka for

Senart's emendation of the MS. tadva into taddhu.
*
Pradhvopaka, on p. 113.

'
Ro^inas on p. 113.

* Yantrakdraka. But p. 113 has jantukdraka, ?" workers in grass."
But see p. 113, n. i.

* Purimakdraka. But see p. 112, n. 15.
* Kandukdraka. Not on p. 113, but cf. kati4uka there and on p. 442.
'
Reading ieldlaka for peialaka of text. See Edgerton, B.H.S.D.
Motthika for mauftika on p. 113.

* Yaseddni kdlam manyasi. See p. 439, n. 4." Maru,
"
a kind of drum "

(B.H.S.D.). The word occurs also at i. 259 ;

2, 180, 410, but nowhere outside the Mhvu. It is always found in this stock
enumeration of drums and similar instruments, and it cannot be certain
whether or not the word forms a compound with the preceding word tnridanga
or the following pataha.
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Exalted One, and sat down to one side
;

others called out

their personal and clan names to the Exalted One, and sat

down to one side ;
others stretched out their joined hands to

the Exalted One, (444) and sat down to one side
; others,

again, the brahmans and householders of Magadha, remained

silent and sat down to one side.

Now it happened that at that time Uruvilva-Kasyapa was

sitting down not far from the Exalted One. And the thought
occurred to those brahmans and householders of Magadha,
" Does Uruvilva-Kasyapa live the brahma-life under Gotama
the recluse, or does Gotama the recluse live the brahma-life

under Uruvilva-Kasyapa?" But the Exalted One, aware

that there was such a thought in the minds of those brahmans

and householders, addressed Uruvilva-Kasyapa in a verse :

What did you see, dweller in Uruvilvd, that, renowned

as you were for your penances,^ you abandoned the sacred

fire ? I ask you, Kdsyapa, the meaning of this. How
did you come to abandon the fire-sacrifice ?

When this had been spoken, the venerable Uruvilva-

Kasyapa replied to the Exalted One in a verse :

In the sacrifice men speak of food and drink^ and sweet

things, of sensual pleasures and women. But I am aware

of what is dross among attachments and I therefore take no

delight in sacrifice and offering.

The Exalted One spoke to the venerable Uruvilva-Kasyapa
in a verse :

But if you do not set your heart on these things, on food
and drink and sweet things, there must be something better

in the world of devas and of men in which your heart delights,

(445) And the venerable Uruvilva-Kasyapa replied to the

Exalted One in a verse :

When I had seen the Sage,^ calm, free from all substrate

1
Literally,

" known as emaciated," krisako vaddno. See Vin. Texts, 1,

p. 138, n. I.

2 Anndni pdndni. V. i. 36 has rupe ca sadde ca,
"
forms and sounds ".

^ V. has, for munim, padam, which practically makes of each of the
succeeding adjectives sdntam, etc., a substantive synonymous with nirvana.
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of rebirth} possessing nothing,^ rid of all attachments to

existence,^ unchanging, and not led by others, then I lost

all delight in sacrifice and offering.

The Exalted One said to the venerable Univilva-Kasyapa
in a verse :

In vain did you offer the fire-sacrifice ; in vain did you
make your penance, since at the last you abandoned than
as a snake its cast-off skin.

Then the venerable Univilva-Ka^yapa replied to the

Exalted One in a verse :

Yea, in vain did I offer the fire-sacrifice ; in vain did I
make my penance, since at the last I abandoned them as a

snake its cast-off skin. *

" Man is freed by fire-sacrifice and offerings'' so in my
ignorance I formerly believed, as I blindly followed after
birth and death, unable to see the perfect immovable state.

But now do I see that pure state, for it has been so clearly
revealed to me by the mighty^ noble Ndga. I have attained

that complete and perfect state, and have escaped the round

of birth and death.

Many men are lost though they perform divers austerities.

They do not reach perfection because tliey have not passed

beyond doubt.

(446) Long was I soiled, bound in the chains of wrong
belief. But the clear-sighted Exalted One has set me free

from all my fetters.

" The Exalted One is my Master, and I am a disciple of the

'
Anupadhika.

* Akincana. VA. 973 says that this word means "without the stain
of passion." See I. B. Horner, Book, of Disc, 4, p. 48, «. 4.

* Sarvabhavesvasakta. V. has kdmabhave asattam,
"
not attached to

sensations
'

becoming
"

(I. B. Horner, I.e.).
* This and the preceding verse are not in V., and are repeated here from

p. 431. The compiler has also overlooked the fact that the Buddha's reply
is said to be given in a single verse {gdthaye), and has added from his memory
some verses which he considered apposite here. These latter verses bear
some resemblance to Thag. i. 34. i.

*
Tayin. See vol. 2, p. 318, n. 2. The explanation of the word there

given is now found confirmed by Edgerton's remarks in B.H.S.D., although
the translation

"
mighty

"
i.e.

"
such ",

"
so great ", is still preferred to

Edgerton's
"
holy ". In other instances, e.g., 3. 397, 400, 402, the word

is not an epithet of the Buddha, and has been taken as equivalent to tddrii.
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Sugata."! Then Uruvilva-Kasyapa rose up from his seat,

arranged his robe over one shoulder, and bending his right

knee to the ground he bowed his head at the feet of the

Exalted One. After going round him thrice from the right,

he stood behind the Exalted One and fanned him with a

peacock's tail-feathers. ^ It then occurred to those brahmans

and householders of Magadha that it was Uruvilva-Kasyapa
who was living the brahma-life under Gotama the recluse.

The Exalted One then delivered a discourse ^ on dharma to

the brahmans and householders of Magadha.
" O brahmans

and householders," said he,
"
Body arises and ceases to be.

Feeling arises and ceases to be. Perception arises and

ceases to be. The samskdras arise and cease to be. Con-

sciousness arises and ceases to be. Noble disciples, brahmans

and householders, regarding body as subject to arising and

ceasing to be, one regards feeling, perception, the samskdras

and consciousness as impermanent. Regarding body as imper-

manent, and feeling, perception, the samskdras and con-

sciousness as impermanent, regarding body as ill, and feel-

ing, perception, the samskdras and consciousness as ill, one

regards body as being not the self, and feeling, perception,

the samskdras and consciousness as being not the self.

Regarding body as being not the self, and feeling, per-

ception, the samskdras and consciousness as being not the

self, (447) one understands that body appears and disappears.

Understanding this, one understands that feeling, per-

ception, the samskdras and consciousness appear and dis-

appear. Understanding this, one understands that body is

impermanent. Understanding this, one understands that

feeling, perception, the samskdras and consciousness are

impermanent. Understanding this, one understands that

body is ill. Understanding this, one understands that feel-

ing, perception, the samskdras and consciousness are ill.

Understanding this, one understands that body is not the

self. Understanding this, one understands that feeling,

1 In the Mahavagga {V. i. 36), this sentence comes after the account of

Uruvilva-Kasyapa's getting up and bowing to the Buddha, as related in

the next paragraph, where, of course, its obviously correct place is.

* Morahasia = mayurahasta, Pali morahattha. See B.H.S.D. These
details are not in V.

* The subject of the discourse differs from that in V.
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perception, the samskdras and consciousness are not the self.

When one understands this one does not grasp at anything
in the world. And when one does not grasp one personally^
wins complete release. ^ One knows that one can say

'

Rebirth

is ended for me. I have lived the brahma-life and done

what was to be done. There is for me no further life here.'
" '

Then those brahmans and householders of Magadha thought,
" Now since body is not the self, and since feeling, percep-

tion, the samskdras and consciousness are not the self, who
is it that acts, or causes the act, prompts or instigates it, or

rejects it ?* Who is it that appropriates or rejects these

samskdras, since these samskdras are void, without a self,

or what is possessed of self ?
"

But the Exalted One, aware that there was such a thought
in the minds of those brahmans and householders, said to his

monks,
" The foolish man, though it is admitted that he is

without a self,^ avers that body,* feeling, perception, the

samskdras and consciousness are his self. But not so do I

say that I am the one that acts, or causes the act, or prompts it,

or appropriates' it, or rejects it, the one that rejects the

samskdras here or appropriates others elsewhere. For the

samskdras arise and cease to be, and they do so from a cause.

The Tathagata, monks, teaches that the self is a reconstitution^

of the samskdras through a cause
; (448) it is what appro-

priates" the samskdras. ^^ I assert the passing away and

coming-to-be of beings. With my deva sight, which is more

1
Pratydtmam, BSk., Pali paccattam.

* Or "
extinction ", parinirvdyati.

* " The being here," tithatvam. Senart, following the MSS., has else-

where in the Mhvu. printed icchatva, but Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) is of opinion
that this is a

" mere graphic corruption ".
* The text has verbal substantives, kdraka, kardpaka, utthapaka, samutthd-

paka, niksepaka.
'

Literally,
"

(though) he has been admitted (to be) without a self ",

? abhyupagato anatmd.
• Rupam to be inserted in the text according to Senart. But the whole

argument of this passage is obscure, and the order of the opening words,

prajnapeti bhiksavo bdld abhyupagato anatmd, is unnatural. Edgerton
(B.H.S.D. s.v. prajnapeti) would prefer prajHapti, as in MSS.,

"
There is a

declaration." But even this would not render the sentence more readily
construable.

'
Adiyaka, the verbal substantive corresponding to ddiyati above.

• Or "reunion" "new connexion", "rebirth", pratisamdhi Pali pafi-
sandhi. Cf. patisandheti, p. 65 (text).

•
Adiyaka.

^'
Supplied from the context.
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penetrating than the sight of men, I perceive beings passing

away and coming to be. I perceive beings fair and foul,

happy and unhappy, mean and exalted according to karma.

Again, monks, I do not say that I am the one that acts, or

causes the act, or prompts it, or appropriates it, or rejects it,

the onewho rejects these samskdras here and appropriates others

elsewhere. The samskdras rise and they cease to be, and they
do so from a cause.

"
There is the erroneous view of becoming and not-becoming

without a cause. ^ But, monks, he who perceives with true

perfect insight that it is from a cause that the samskdras

arise, will have none of this erroneous view of becoming, this

heresy of eternalism.^ He, monks, who perceives with true

perfect insight that it is from a cause that the samskdras

cease to be, will have none of this erroneous view of ceasing
to be, this heresy of annihilation.^ And so, monks, the Tatha-

gata, avoiding* these two extremes,^ teaches a dharma that

is a mean between them.
" The samskdras are the result of ignorance ;^ consciousness

is the result of the samskdras ; individuality is the result of

consciousness
;

the six spheres of sense are the result of

individuality ;
touch is the result of the six spheres of sense

;

feehng is the result of touch
; craving is the result of feeUng ;

grasping is the result of craving ; coming-to-be is the

result of grasping ;
birth is the result of coming-to-be, and the

result of birth is old age, death, grief, lamentation, ill, despair
and tribulation.' In such a way there comes to be the arising
of all this great mass of ill. But from the cessation of ignor-
ance there comes the cessation of the samskdras

;
from the

^
Reading, as the context seems to demand, ahetu, for sahetu.

^
Sasvatadristi, Pali sassataditthi.

^
Ucchedadristi, Pali ucchedaditthi.

*
Reading anupagamya,

"
not approaching ", as on p. 331 (text) for

anugamya.
* Sc. of eternalism and annihilationism. Possibly, as Senart suggests,

there is here an allusion to the doctrine of the sect known as Madhyamikas,"
those of the middle." The allusion is not, of course, to the doctrine of

the moral
" mean " between the two extremes of sensuality and asceticism,

enunciated on p. 331 (text). For the two theories of nihilism and annihila-
tionism see 5. 2. 17 (

= S. 3. 135).
* See vol. 2, p. 267, n. g.
'
Upaydsa, for updydsa, Pali id. Is the form an inadvertence ? It is

spelt so also on the next page.
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cessation of the samskdras comes that of consciousness ;

from the cessation of consciousness comes that of individuahty ;

from the cessation of individuality comes that of the six

spheres of sense ; from the cessation of the six spheres of sense

comes that of touch
;
from the cessation of touch comes that

of feehng ;
from the cessation of feeling comes that of

craving ; (449) from the cessation of craving comes that of

grasping ;
from the cessation of grasping comes the cessation

of coming-to-be ; from the cessation of coming-to-be comes

the cessation of birth
; from the cessation of birth comes

that of old age and death
; from the cessation of old age and

death comes that of grief, lamentation, ill, despair and tribu-

lation. In such a way there comes to be the cessation of all

this great mass of ill."

Thus did the Exalted One speak when he was staying in

Rajagriha, in the park Yastlvana on the hill Antagiri. And
while this exposition was being given King ^reniya Bimbisara

won the spotless, pure and clear dharma-insight into things,

as also did the eleven nayiitas.^ And the twelve nayutas
of teamsters and coachmen afterwards came to the refuge

of the Buddha, dharma and Sangha. The enraptured King

Sreniya Bimbisara, monks, and the brahmans and house-

holders of Magadha applauded the words of the Exalted One.

ARINDAMA*

The monks said to the Exalted One,
"
Behold,

^ Lord, how
a rich reward* was given by King Sreniya Bimbisara to his

household-priest when he came to hear of the Exalted One."

The Exalted One replied,
"
Monks, that was not the first

time he did so." The monks asked,
" Was there another

occasion. Lord ?
" The Exalted One replied,

"
Yes, monks."

*
Presumably, of the brahmans and householders. But the number of

these is given on p. 443 (text) as
"
twelve nayutas ".

* This is jataka No. 529 (Fausboll), /. 5. 247. But the details vary
greatly in the two texts.

*
Reading paiya for kisya of the text.

*
Acchaya, Prakrit for dcchada. For the latter see p. 36, n. 2.
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Once upon a time, monks, long ago, in the city of Mithila,^

the capital of the country of Videha, a king named Arindama

was ruling. He was righteous, a king of righteousness, had

loyal subjects, and was charitable and generous. He had

a great army and many beasts of burden. He had sixty

thousand elephants and sixty thousand horses all fully

caparisoned ;
he had sixty thousand chariots with coverings

made of the skins of tigers and lions, and carrying banners

and bells,
'^

(450) with stout armour, and flags and pennons

fluttering aloft. He had sixty thousand milch cows sucking
calves ; sixty thousand girls and sixty thousand palanquins
of gold, silver and ivory.

Again, monks. King Arindama had sixty thousand vessels^

of gold and sixty thousand of silver. Again, monks. King
Arindama had sixty thousand treasures inherited from his

great grandfather, and sixty thousand cities which were

flourishing, rich and peaceful.
Now King Arindama's household priest had a son named

Srona who was proficient in the three Vedas, in phonology,
in the fifth branch of study, that is, traditional lore, in the

indexes and ritual,* and expert in the verbal exposition of the

Brahmanas and Vedas. He lived following the path of the

ten moralities. Seeing the peril of sensual pleasures he went
to the Himalayas and embraced the religious life of a seer.

There, pursuing the brahmanic way of life^ with endeavour,
effort and exertion, he achieved the four meditations, attained

the five super-knowledges, and became a seer of great magic
and power.

But, monks, after a long time had gone by, ^rona the seer

thought,
"
King Arindama and I were boys and playmates

^ See vol. I, p. 7, n. 3.
^
Nandighosa, hitherto in this translation rendered

"
merrily rattling

"
;

but now as above, following Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) who defines the word as
" some sort of bell or other sound-producing instrument, normally referred
to as attached to chariots." He cites AMg. nandighosa,

"
the bell of a

certain deity," and nandighosa,
"
a sound produced by playing upon twelve

kinds of instruments at once
"

(Both according to Ratnach).
' Pari. Senart had already given this word the meaning of

"
vase

"

on the basis of pdripdna in Divy. 221. Now Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) cites

pari from AMg. meaning
" a vessel ".

* For these terms see vol. I, p. 188, n. 1-3.
* Bdhirakena mdrgena. See vol. I, p. 236, n. 2.
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together. Now he has been ruling his kingdom for eighty-
four thousand years,

^ and it is time for him to go forth to the

rehgious life. Let me then urge him to do so." Then, monks,
Sronaka the seer, in the time it takes a strong man to stretch

out his folded arms and fold his outstretched arms, in a

moment's time rose up in the air at his hermitage in the

Himalayas and alighted in the Mango Grove of Mahadeva.-

And, monks, the brahman household priest and royal tutor

of King Arindama saw Sronaka the seer seated at the foot

of a mango tree in the Mango Grove of Mahadeva. He

approached him, and having welcomed and greeted him he

bade him farewell, and then proceeded (451) to Mithila to

inform King Arindama. At that very time, monks, there had
come to King Arindama a loathing^ for pleasures of sense.

After profound thought there came to him a desire to see

Sronaka the seer. And, monks, on that occasion King
Arindama recited these verses :

*

ril give a fair village and gaily dressed women to him

who gives me news^ of $ronaka, my friend and playmate.^
The king had a brahman teacher of good family, who,

seeing him so unhappy and dejected, said to him,''

Give the fair village and the gaily dressed ivonien to me,

for I will giveyou news of ^ronaka, yourfriend and playmate.
In your own dominion, in the ground ofyour own park,

where the mangos flower and hear fruit, there sits the seer.

Then the king hurriedly spoke to a counsellor :

*
I.e., he was a cakravartin. Cf. M. 2. 76 where 84,000 years seem a

stock term of years for playing at boy's sports, being a viceroy, king, etc.

* Or "
in the mango grove of a Mahadeva." It is Usted as a proper name

in Senart's index, but is not recorded in B.H.S.D., nor mentioned in Pah
texts. On the whole it is simpler to take it as a proper name of a place.
But Miss I. B. Horner, in a letter, makes the brilliant suggestion that the

right reading here should be Makhadeva. She writes :

"
According to the

Makhddeva Sutta (M. 2. 74) Makhadeva's Mango Grove was near MithiUl
and according to MA. 3. 309 the grove was originally planted by Makhadeva,
and although other kings replaced trees that died, the grove was known
by its early name."

'
Vydkutsand. See p. 441, n. 4.

*
Actually the king speaks only the first verse.

*
Akhyasi, aorist with future sense(?), so Edgerton, Gram., p. 210, but

Senart would rather regard it as a truncated form of a future dkhyasye,
with optative ending.

* The second line is identical with the corresi>onding line in /. 5. 250,
but the first line, stating the reward, is totally different.

' In J. the news is given by a young lad from the harem.
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Quickly harness for me all my caparisoned elephants.

Let the drums and labours sound, and one trumpet among
them.

I fain would see my comrade ^ronaka, and reverently

wait upon him. And he set forth for the forest with its

varied fruit-bearing trees.

1

And there he saw the seer, his former friend and playmate,
and on seeing $ronaka there he thus spoke to him.

(452) How is it, monk, that, wretched, shaven, clad in a

robe, and poor, without mother and father,^ you stand in

meditation at the foot of a tree ?

But, monks, ^ronaka the seer replied to King Arindama
in a verse :

king, he is not wretched who realises the dharma in

his own person.^ But whoso does violence to* the dharma,
the 77ian who delights not in this dharma, it is he, king,

that is wretched, his destiny utter darkness.^

Then, monks. King Arindama, spoke to ^ronaka the seer

in a verse :

How, friend $ronaka, can you be at ease as you lie at the

edge of the forest ? How, living alone in the wood, can you
be happy ?

How can it be that your body suffers no torment ? I'll

bestow on you my protection and take you to the city.

1 This verse has too long a lacuna to admit of translation. It does not
seem to correspond to any verse at /. 5. 251.

*
Reading, as Senart suggests, amatdpitrika for samdtd. The correspond-

ing verse in /. 5. 251 has amdtiko apitiko.
* Reading dharmam kdyena samsprisanto for dharmakdyasya sriydpi ca

of Senart's text, which the MSS. do not seem to support at all. The emen-
dation proposed brings the Une into complete accord with the corresponding
Pali (/. 5. 251)

—dhammam kdyena phassayam, which /. trans. (5, p. 130)
renders,

" who in his every action has aye attained to truth." But to

translate kdyena by
'

action
'

is incorrect. Kdya is here both ndmakdya
and rupakdya (see e.g. SnA. 2. 594), the

" whole person ". The verse occurs
also at Divy. 560

" na rajan kripano loke dharmakdyena samspriset.
*
Samupakramya, corresponding in sense to nirarnkatvd of /.

^ It is difficult to conceive what apposite sense can be drawn from Senart's
text here. He red^ds jyotistomapardyano, "his end is the jyotistoma

"
(= a

particular name for a Soma sacrifice. See M.W.). The MSS., however,
clearly have tama not stoma. Jyoiistama might possibly be interpreted to
mean the

"
darkness (or darkening) of light," but, it has been thought better

to restore here the reading of Divy. 560, tamastamahpardyano
"

his end is

darkness of darkness."

2H
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But, monks, $ronaka the seer replied to King Arindama
in a verse :

king wJrat is a kingdom to a man who fares all alone ?

This is the first blessing of the poor, homeless monk. ^

1 go from village to village, traverse kingdoms and towns,

heedless of all, with none to thwart me. This is the second

blessing of the poor, homeless monk.

Though there be robbers on the way he goes, with his bowl

and his robe he ever moves secure. This is the third bless-

ing of the poor, homeless monk.

(453) Though Mithild be on fire, there is nothing of hsi

that is burning. This is the fourth blessing of the poor,
homeless monk.

These monks do not hoard,^ in granary, pot or basket.*

But they stand around and beg,* and live dutifully on

what they get. This is the fifth blessing of the poor, homeless

monk.

Wanderers are maintained by various families and by

^ There is considerable difference in the respective descriptions of these

blessings in /. and Mhvu. The former enumerates eight blessings.
* Or "

deposit ", osaranti. The context requires that this verb be given
a causal sense, or even actually changed into the causal osdrenti. Edgerton
{B.H.S.D.) s.v. avasarati, after noting that the verb in the corresponding
Pali verse (/. 5. 252) is upenti, renders osaranti here by "go to

"
or

"
resort

to ". Avasarati, however, the Sk. form of the verb, denotes
"
to arrive at

"

quite as often as "to approach to ", and in our text here osaranti is used
in conjunction with the loc. case. Osdrcti, the causal form, is used in BSk.,
as in Pali, in the technical sense of

"
restoring

" a monk to his status after

doing penance for a fault. But in Pali it is also, even if only as a v.l. of

osdpeti, used in the sense of "to deposit
"

(P.E.D.). This last verb is,

according to Morris {J.P.T.S., 1887, p. 158) caus. of ava-sd, Sk. avasdyayati
(cf. Pali avaseti, oseti), but by MSS. and Pali grammarians it is taken as
caus. of ava-sri, sardpeti being contracted to sdpeti. See P.E.D. The
verb oseti itself is found at Thag. 2. 283 of which the repetitive passages at

J. 2. 252 and S. I. 236 have opeti, which, in turn, may be the caus. of upeti,
and is anyhow used in the sense of "to deposit

" "to receive ". ThagA.
glosses opeti with thapeti. Openti also is a v.l. for upenti at /. 2. 252. Not
only the context, therefore, but the parallel passages make it clear that
whatever the exact form of the verb in our text may be it must be given
the meaning of "to deposit ", or something similar. The absence of any
object to osaranti (osdrenti) need be regarded as no more strange than
the frequent absence of it after the English

"
to deposit

" and "
to hoard ".

*
Reading as Edgerton (B.H.S.D.) rightly suggests, kalopiya, loc. sg. of

halopi for kulopakam of Senart's text. /. 2. 252 has kalopiya (loc). The
Mhvu. MSS. have kulopiyam. Senart's restoration leads him sadly astray
in his interpretation. He has, for example, to take ko^thasmim osaranti
as a loc. absolute, and translates it,

"
quand laisse (le provision dans) le

grenier."
*
Reading e^ana for efSno.
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various country districts; with one and all they have friendly

relations. Behold the rule of dharma^

Then, monks, King Arindama spoke to ^ronaka the seer

in a verse :

Lasting, 3ronaka, is this blessing of theirs thai you

praise. But as for me, I am greedy for sensual pleasures.

What am I to do, $ronaka ?

And, monks, Sronaka the seer replied to King Arindama

in verse :

Your majesty, I shall tell you a similitude.^ Pray do

you listen. There are many wise men in the world who

learn the truth through a similitude.

Once upon a time, your majesty, an elephant, sixty years

old, fell down from the mountain fastnesses and was being

carried away by the flood of the Ganges.
Then a silly, stupid crow thought,

" What a fine boat is

this that I have found. This will be a nice little passage."^

And so night and day to his heart's content* eating the

elephant's flesh and drinking the water of the Ganges, the

bird floated on past beautiful sights.^

(454) Bhaglratha's^ Ganges carried him on as he thus

stood heedless on the carcase and bore him out to the deep

sea, where there is no way for birds.

The monstrous fish Timitimingila"^ caught and devoured

the silly bird, fust so, king, do those who are bent on

pleasures fall to ruin.^

This, king, do I say unto you—be not heedless of the

dharma lest you falP headlong to a terrible hell,

^
Pasya dharmasya dharmatdm.

* Or "
parable ", upamd.

'
Vydydma,

"
effort, labour, difficult passage," etc. But it would seem

better to emend bhadro vydydma alpako of the text and restore it after /. 5.

255, reading bhakso cdyam anaipako,
"

this is a goodly store of food."
*
Reading with one MS. and /. nirato mano for niyato mano.

* Varacitrdni. J. has vanacetiydni,
"
groves and shrines."

* An ancient king who, with 5iiva's help, brought down the Ganges from
heaven to earth.

' See vol. I, p. 200, n. 2.
* From this point the Mhvu. differs utterly from /., where there is no

allusion to the hells.
*

Literally,
"
but you will fall ", atha prapaiisye (2 sg. fut., see Edgerton

Gram., § 31. 35), with the protasis,
"

if you cire heedless ", implied. The
repetition, p. 457 (text), has md prapaiisye.
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To Sanjiva, KalasiUra, Sanghdta, and the two Rauravas,
Maha-Avici, Tapana and Sampratdpana.^
So are those eight great hells called. Hard to get through

are they, being full of frightful creatures."^ Each has a

subsidiary hell.

Four-cornered^ are they, with four gates. They are

divided up and well-laid out in squares, a hundred yojanas

high and a hundred square.

These hells are surrounded with walls of iron,* with a

vault of iron above. Their floor is of hot and glowing iron.

Greedily burning^ are they, terrible, flaming, hard to

endure, hair-raising, fearful, terrifying, and evil.

They are awe-inspiring, being filled with hundreds of

flames. Each sheds its glow abroad for a hundred yojanas.
Here the many fearsome creatures, the great sinners,

burn a long time, even for hundreds of years.
With huge scourges of iron the warders of hell merci-

lessly beat those who have sinned.

(455) All this I shall tell you of duly in verse. Give

ear and attentively listen to me as I speak.
In the hell Sanjiva creatures hang with their feet up and

heads down, the while they are trimmed with axes and knives.

Carried away by anger and frenzy, they assail one another

with their own sharp talons of iron.

Sharp knives also grow in their hands, wherewith these

utterly demented creatures rend one another.

A cool wind blows on their mangled limbs, and every limb

grows whole again, that their former deeds m^y be requited.^

^ For these hells and the whole passage generally, see vol. I, p. 6 flf.

• Raudrasatvehi. Vol. I, p. 9 (text) has raudrakarmehi,
"

(results of)
terrible deeds."

' Catukarnd. The same passage at i. 9 has catuhkala which has been
emended into catuhkarnd (see vol. I, p. 9. n. 2). Edgerton (B.H.S.D.),
however, quotes P. Mus, La Lumiere des six votes (p. 94 ff.) who says that
catukald should be retained, with the same meaning.

•
Reading, as in i. 9, ayah prdkdrapariksiptd for atha ye narakaprakfiptd,

"and those who are thrown into hell." Otherwise Edgerton {B.H.S.D. s.v.

pratikubjita) , but it is the hells, not the inmates, that are described here.
'
Kadaryatapand. Kadarya, Sk., = "

stingy ", and so Pali kadariya.
Edgerton {B.H.S.D.) says,

"
perh. evil, wicked (of persons)

" but this

and the other adjectives are applied to the hells themselves, not to the
inmates. Cf. vol. I, 9 (text) where more or less the same adjectives are

applied to dvasathd,
"
dwellings ", (in opposition to narakd, implied).

• The text here gives a better sense than that of the corresponding verse
at voL I, p. 10 (text).
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Thus did $ronaka out of his perfect knowledge describe

Sanjlva, the bourne of evil-doers, to the king^
Released from Sanjiva they plunge into Kukkula. There

they foregather with one another"^ for a long stretch of time.

There in Kukkula^ they run about as they burn for many
a yojana and endure bitter sufferings.

Released from Kukkula they plunge into Kunapa, which

is a long, vast and wide expanse, the height of a hundred men.

And there asses, swarthy brutes^ with sharp swords in

their mouths, rend their skin and devour and feed on their

flesh and blood.

When they have passed out of Kunapa they catch sight

of pleasant trees, and in quest of relief they make for the

shelter of their verdant foliage.

(456) But there hawks, vultures, ravens and owls with

beaks of iron, seeing them from the tree-tops,^ devour them

still steeped in blood.

And when they have been devoured and nothing but their

bones is left, then their skin and flesh and blood begin to

grow once more.

In their terror they run away^ all stricken to the terrible

forest where the leaves are swords, thinking there was shelter

where there was none.

When they have escapedfrom the sword-leafedforest, wound-

ed, racked and steeped in blood, they go to the river Vaitaram.

Then they dive into that river with its caustic water,

which pierces their mangled'' limbs.

Yama's myrmidons then gaff^ them with hooks of iron, fling

them on the river-bank, and give them pellets of iron to eat.

^
Rajinas{o), gen. sg. See

^
Anyamanyam. Vol. I, p. 11 (text) has hanyammid

"
beaten ".

* Kukkulesu, possibly,
"
in (among) hot ashes." Vol. I, p. 11 (text) has

kukkulena, instr. for loc.
*
Reading krisnaprdnakd for kripayd tatra. The word kripd,

"
pity

"

is obviously out of place here.
* Urdhdvrikse va ndm dristvd. Vol. I, p. 11 has drdravrikse va varjitvd"
driving them from a verdant tree."
* Or "

start up ",
"

flee off ", utpattitvdna. Vol. I, p. 11 has utpatitvdna.
See Edgerton, B.H.S.D., on these two forms.

'
Vardhita, from vardh,

"
to cut ". Or is it from vridh,

"
to grow

"
"

their limbs but now grown"? But vol. I, p. 12 ksata
" wounded ".

*
Literally,

"
pierce ", vijhitvd, from vijjhati, BSk. and Pali for vyadhati.

Vol. I, p. 12 has viddhitvd (see vol. I, p. 11, n. 3).
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They give them molten red copper to drink, and this

passes through their inwards down to their lowest parts.

Evil-doers who follow the path of senstuil pleasures
and do not perform the right deed, go down to hell.

But the men^ who eschew wicked deeds, whose conduct is

entirely virtuous, do not pass to the bourne of ill.

Therefore with regard^ to the two kinds of karma, the

good and the had, one should avoid the bad and ensue tfie

good and fair.

Or in other words'^ one should cultivate the noble and fair

Eight-fold Path, and by abandoning all that is ill come to

know the dharma that brings no rebirth.^

(457) Such, your majesty, are the sufferings borne in the

hells by those who are evil-doers, the heedless and the foolish.

This, king, do I say unto you—be not heedless of the

dharma lest you fall headlong into a terrible hell.

When he heard the eloquent words of 3ronaka, the king was

greatly moved and a strange and shuddering tremor took him.

Hurriedly then he spoke to his counsellor and said,
"
Quickly bring here the young prince Dlrghdyu.
" For I have a young son. Prince Dlrghdyu. Him will

I establish on the throne and he will be your king."

Then the king's messengers and the counsellors out of pity

quickly fetched Prince Dirghayu.

Then, monks, King Arindama addressed Prince Dirghayu
in verse :

/ tell you, sir, the religious life appeals to^ me, lest like

the witless crow I become a slave of my desires.^

1 Mdnufdh. Vol. I, p. I2 has yoni§ah,
"

(those who) wholly."
•
Agamya, Pali dgamma. B.H.S.D. cites only one instance {Divy. 269)

of this sense of the word in BSk. The usual meaning is
"
because of ", etc.

See vol. I, p. 198, n. 2. For durupamdgamya karma vol. I, p. 12 has dvirHpa-
parydyd karma,

" karmas are of two kinds."
• Atha vd punar,

"
or yet again ".

• Dharmam niropadhim. See B.H.S.D.
• Or "

pleases ", rocali for Sk. rocate. Cf. ruccati and see vol. 2, p. 379 «• 2.
•

Literally,
"

lest I go to the power of my desires," md kdmdndtft vaia-

manvagd. The verb anvagd {anu-agd) is the root aorist of anu-gd, without
a consonantal termination. The same form appears elsewhere on the same
page, but in the repetition on the next page, the form used is anvagdt, with

3rd pers. ending for the ist. See Edgerton, Gram. § 32. 106. The augmented
term of the aorist is used here with md, instead of the usual Sk. augmentless
form.
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Here I have sixty thousand cities and a rich and peaceful

realm. To these succeed, my son ; I hand over my kingdom
to you.

This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of 7ny desires. Who
knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead? For there has to

be a meeting with Death and his mighty host.

Here I have sixty thousand elephants all gaily caparisoned,

(458) tusked and powerful, wearing harness of gold, with

riders^ armed with spears, lances, clubs, axes and lassoes.^

To these succeed, my son ; / hand over the kingdom to

you.
This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of my desires. Who
knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead ? For there has

to be a meeting with Death and his mighty host.

Here I have sixty thousand steeds of Sindh, fleet of foot,

gaily bedecked, all ridden by heroes . . .
^

lest like the

witless crow I become the slave of my desires.

Here I have sixty thousand cows each with a suckling

calf. To these succeed, my son ; I hand over the kingdom to

you.
This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of my desires. Who
knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead ?

Here I have sixty thousand maidens with jewels, gems
and earrings bedecked. To these succeed, my son ; / hand
the kingdom to you.

This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of my desires. Who
knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead ?

Here I have sixty thousand palanquins made of gold and

silver. To these succeed, my son ; I hand over the kingdom
to you.

^
Literally

"
ridden (or mounted) {drudhd) and having as weapons,—

ayudhd."
'
Nigada, which here must denote a noose for catching an animal by its

feet and thus forming part of a warrior's or hunter's outfit. Its more usual
sense of a fetter for securing the hind feet of an elephant is not suitable here.

* Lacuna in text.
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This very day I will go forth to the religious life, (459)
lest like the witless crow I become the slave of my desires.

Who knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead? For there

has to be a meeting with Death and his mighty host.

Here I have sixty thousand vessels'^ made of gold and
silver. To these succeed, my son ; I hand over the kingdom
to you.

This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of my desires. Who
knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead ? For there has

to be a meeting with Death and his mighty host.

Here I have sixty thousand treasures, a plentiful store of

gold. To these succeed, my son ; I hand over the kingdom
to you.

This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of my desires. Who
knows but that tomorrow I shall be dead .^ For there has

to be a meeting with Death and his mighty host.

Here I have sixty thousand treasures, a plentiful store of
the seven precious stones. To these succeed, my son ; I

hand over the kingdom to you.
This very day I will go forth to the religious life, lest like

the witless crow I become the slave of my desires. Who
knows but that to-morrow I shall be dead ? For there has

to be a meeting with Death and his mighty host.

Then, monks, Prince Dirghayu replied to the king in verse :

Already I have heard them say that my mother was dead.

I cannot live without you too, sire.

As through the forest its young one^ follows after the

elephant, so mil I follow you and carry your bowl.

(460) Then, monks. King Arindama addressed the assembly
of counsellors in verse :

As a sea monster miglvt wreck the ship of gain-

seeking merchants on the sea and the merchants be lost,

so I fear me lest this son of mine prove a stumbling-block

* P&ri. See p. 451 «. 3.
•
Payaka, properly a "

drinker ", i.e.
"
suckling ".
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to me} Then quickly take away this young Prince

Dnghdyu.^
Quickly lead him within the women's apartment in my

palace, where all joy abounds. These deva-like maidens

will delight him.

Then the magnificent chief counsellors took the prince

and with great royal pomp led him within the city of Mithild.

But then a royal maiden gaily bedecked with garlands

and jewels stood up and spoke to the king ;

Tell us this, are you a Gandharva, or are you $akra, the

razer of cities ?^ By your majesty's consent,'^ I ask you :

How can you leave us, your rich and peaceful realm,

Prince Dirghdyu, your counsellors, and all your stores and

wealth ?^

The king replied to the royal maiden :

No deva, or Ndga, or Gandharva, or 3akra the razer of

cities, am I. I am a human being who became terrified of

sensual pleasures on hearing the counsel of a seer. And
lest like the witless crow I become the slave of my desires,

(461) this very day will I do what I wish.^ Who knows

but that tomorrow I shall be dead ? For there has to be a

meeting with Death and his mighty host.

1 Senart misunderstands this simile. He takes it to mean that the king
is afraid he will drag the boy to ruin as the wrecked ship does the merchants.

He accordingly prints md vayam antardyam karoma . . . mama,
"

lest we
(
=

I) cause an obstacle to [this son] of mine," i.e., lest I lead him into

danger. But the king conceives he is going forth to his salvation in the

religious life, to which wives and sons and daughters are acknowledged
hindrances. It is obvious, therefore, that Senart's text should be emended
to read, on the analogy of /. 5. 259, md evdyam antardyam kareyyd . . .

mama. Whether the four syllables still wanting to complete the line can
be supplied by restoring putrakali (

= puUakali in the Pali) cannot be decided
on the evidence of the MSS. quoted in the apparatus. For the verb form

kareyyd cf. vol. 2, p. 144 (text). See Edgerton, Gram., p. 207.
* It is better to take this line as the second line of this verse, where Senart

leaves a lacuna instead, than as the first line of the next verse, to which he

assigns three lines.
^ See vol. 2, p. 52, n. i.
*
Rdjdnattim, ior-dnattim, adverbial ace. of -dnatti, Pali and BSk. (only

in Mhvu.) Sk. djnapti. The context requires the sense of "permission"
here, rather than command. B.H.S.D. does not cite this instance of

drtatti, all the instances there cited being from the prose passages.
" The Mhvu. differs considerably from /. here.
*
kuryddistam. Kurydd {t) is 3rd sg. opt. with ist sg. subject. Cf.

Edgerton, Gram., § 25. 11, where, however, this instance is not cited.
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When he had so spoken the king was initiated into the

religious hfe in the presence of Sronaka the seer.

The Exalted One said,
" Do you think, monks, that at that

time and on that occasion the seer named ^ronaka was some-

body else ? Verily you must not think so. And why ?

Because I at that time and on that occasion was the seer

named Sronaka. Nor must King Arindama be thought to be

somebody else, for he was King ^reniya Bimbisara here.

Then, too, did he bestow a rich reward on him who told him
of ^ronaka the seer. And now likewise has he bestowed a

rich reward on the priest's son for speaking the praises of the

Buddha."

Here ends the Jataka of King Arindama.

Thus did the Exalted One speak, and the devas, Asuras,

Garudas, Kinnaras, Mahoragas, the whole concourse, and the

monks, were elated, and applauded the words of the Exalted

One.

Here ends^ the Mahavastu Avadana in the version of the

Lokottaravadins of the noble Mahasanghikas.

^ The text actually ends with a distich, a sort of envoi summing up the
doctrine of the Mahavastu as follows—" The TathSgata spoke of the cause
of those things which proceed from a cause, and the Great Recluse also

told of their cessation." Finally, Senart prints the colophon of the Biblio-

th&que Nationale manuscript (Fonds Burnouf), the foundation of his text,
with variations from the Minayeff manuscript. The colophon is dated
the year 920 of the Nepal era (a.d. 1800).
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Abstention from flesh, 254
Adornment, personal : anklets, 258,

274 ; armlets, 264 ; bracelets,

142, 258, 413 ; braided-hair, 142,
252, 425 ; crests, 255 /. ; earrings,

71, 82, 134, 252, 265. 301, 364.
413, 440 ; girdle, 142 ; necklaces,

142, 264, 440 ; signet-rings, 265 ;

veils, 265.
Agriculture, 3, 26, 27, 40, 49 /., 57,

62, 65, 85, 107, 116, 130, 173, 186,

248, 289 jf.. 358, 374. 379, 389,

402, 418, 451
Ajivika, see Naked Ascetic

Aloofness, 208
Anandika, a kind of brahman

ascetic, 412 w.

Anger, 177, 209, 272, 367, 400, 419
Animals, domestic : ass, 17, 457 ;

cattle, 26, 27, 40, 49, 57, 116, 130,

173. 185, 248, 290 /., 451 ; ele-

phants, 12, passim ; goats, 3, 57,

85, 173, 289, 374, 379, 389, 402 ;

horses, 17, passim, of Sindh, 459 ;

sheep, 85, 374, 379, 402
wild : antelope, 74, 255 ; ape,
130 ; boar, 74, 85, 130 ; buffalo,

85, 130 ; deer, i, passim ; ele-

phant, 126, passim, six-tusked,
126 ff., 411 ; jackal, 17, 27, 121,

253 ; leopard, 20, 103, 130, 255,
291, 451 ; lion, 6, passim ; mon-
key, 28 ff., 130, 440 ; rhinoceros,

140 n., 291, 415 ; snakes, 4, 30,
92, 104, 144, 353, 377, 431, 433.
446 ; squirrel, 61 ; tigers, 130,
132, 253, 291, 451 ; yaks, 130

Annihilation, heresy of, 449
Antelope-hide, cloak of, 130, 139,

142, 149, 152, 432
Archers, loi, 114, 123, 359/.
Architecture, 73, 85, 120, 174, 222/.,

226, 228/., 298, 314, 405, 435, 438
Arhan, 46 /., 49 /., 134, 194 ff., 220,

235 /- 238 n., 269, 305, 317, 338,
375 /•. 406, 425 /., 434.

Armour, 20, 121. See also armourers
under Crafts

Army, of four parts, 23 /., 169, 285,
315, 347. 411

Arrogance, 177
Arts, 32, 180

Aryan, the true, 399, 420
Aryan states, 59, 116, 175
Asceticism, 413, 437 /., 446
Asravas, 70, 109, 121, 260, 311, 316,

318, 330 /., 334, 395, 399 ff., 423
Astrology, 174, 252, 293 ff., 384, 404
Astronomy, 76, 88, 96, 180, 206,

291, 293 ff., 335
Atman, 24, 92, 286, 371. See also

Self

Attachment 219, 273, 342, 382, 397,

418 /., 445 /. See also Substrates
of rebirth

Attainments {samdpattis) , 238 n., 310
Augury, 384
Ayatanas, 24, 6g, 92, 286, 371, 449/.

Bali, offering, 160

Banyan-tree prayed to, 401 /.
Bathed (sndtaka), 66, 396, 407.

See also Householder, young
Beauty, 32
Belief, false, 62, 64, 80, 340, 350,

363. See also Heresies

Bells, 223, 390, 451
Beyond, the, 43, 66, 92, n8, 207,

210, 212 ff., 216, 241 /., 346, 388,
395. 399, 425

Birds : crane, 84 /. ; crow, 122 ff.,

455 ff- ; cuckoo, 130, 244, 337/. ;

curlew, 20, 338 ; duck, 73, 130 ;

hawk, 457 ; owl, 121 ; partridge,
12, 74, 130, 248, 256 ; peacock,
20, 85, 130, 244 ; pheasant, 74,

85. 130 ; quail, 74, 85 ; raven,

457 ; sparrow, 338 ; swan, 26, 73,

84, 130, 179, 244, 320, 415 ;

vulture, 457
Birth, various modes of, 315
Birth and death, 396, 446
Birth and old age, 259
Birth, old age and death, 71, 80,

332, 334, 449
Birth, old age, disease and death,

324
Birthday ceremonies, 180, 404
Blindness cured, 116
Bodhi-tree, 234, 261 ff., 314
Bodhisattva, 130, 238 /., 264, 268,

299. 352
Bodhyangas, no, 238

463
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Body, 52 /., 324, 329 /., 331 /., 334,

447/-
Bonds (bondage), 59, 175, 374,

397/., 417
Bowls, material of, 292
Brahma-life, 47, 49, 95, 176 /., 194,

210, 212 /., 216, 238, 317, 323,

361. 367. 375 /•. 432. 442. 445.

447/
Brahma-states, 104 n., 422 «., 423 n.

Brahman (s), i ff-, 40 f., 57 ff., 66,

100, 109 /., 114, 147, 152, 168,

171, 179, 200 ff., 208, 215/., 220,

223, 225, 236, 282, 297, 306 (the

true), 328, 359, 361, 367, 374 /.,

379 ff: 389 ff: 396 (the true),

397, 404, 407, 419 (the true),

420 /., 425 (the true), 439, 443,

447, 451/.
Brass, 335
Brides purchased, 8

Bronze, 119, 191, 335, 414
Brutes, sphere of, 242, 263, 383
Buddha(s) : a brahman, 407 ; an-

tiquity of his teaching, 200 ff.,

231 ff. ; attributes of, 98, 309,

376, 407, 426 ; austerities, 288,

299 ; compassion, 98, 120, 227,

243 ; deva of devas, 107, 262,

406 ; eight truths about, 195 /. ;

eighty minor characteristics, 65,

310, see also Great Man ; either

brahman or ksatriyan, 236 /. ;

eye of, 307 ; faith in, 436 /.,

fast after enlightenment, 99,
261 ff., 287, 290, 299 ; feet of,

117, 119 ; field of, 135, 262 /.,

265, 337, 340 M. ; first sermon,
323 ff. ; form of escort, 244 ;

former, 221
j^f. ; future, 230, 233,

235 ff., 267, 320, 322 ; hands of,

248, 256 ; hesitation to preach
dharma, 302 ff. ; his assurance,

65. 98, 134. 197. 376. 407. 426;
his dharma body, 339 ; king of

dharma, 92, 114, 379 ; kinsman
of the sun, 377 /., 400 ; length of

life, 226 ff. ; marvels attending
journey, 96 ff., 99, 244 /. ;

moderation in eating, 197 ; Naga
of Nagas, 400, 446 ; obhgation of,

318 ; of other worlds, 337 /. ;

plurality of, 134 ; previous asso-

ciation with, 309, 406 /. ; rarity
of, 63 ; second sermon, 329 ff. ;

service to former Buddhas, 58,
268, 287, 374, 404, 406 ; sixty
qualities of voice, 338 ; seven
strides of, no, 377; smile of,

134 /• ; states of, 193, 219, 220,

407 ; ten powers of, see Tathagata;

thirty-two marks of excellence, 65,
250, 310, 375 n. ; tuft of hair
between eyes, 249 ; versed in the
Vedas, 220; walks on air, 114.

Burden, 250 /., 304 n.

Calm, 25, 65, 227, 240, 323, 346,
350, 407, 423, 436, 442, 445

Caravan-leader, epithet of Buddha,
66, 344

Carpet, 117
Carriages, 40, 43, 100, 119, 143, 173,

256. 439
Caste, 3, 20, 182, 252, 282

Categories, three, 307, 343 /.
Cause and effect, 53, 62 /., 68 ff.,

302 /., 448 ff.

Cemetery, 252, 285, 408
Censers, 263, 265
Cessation, 61, 63, 196, 303, 323 /.,

395/-. 449/-
Chabbaggiyas, a Buddhist sect, 58 n.
Charcoal pit, 144
Chariots, 20 passim
Charity, 40 ff, 107, 221, 239 ff.,

246, 355, 409. 413
Cities of former Buddhas, 221 ff.

Clinging, 196, 302, 399
Cloth of Benares, 12, 34, 118, 252
Clothes of bark, 118, 130
Coming-to-be, 331, 334, 395, 448 ff.

Compassion, 93, 95, 99, 120, 209, 251,
3". 352, 370, 422

Conceit, 208
Concentration, 197, 310 /., 410
Consciousness, 53, 312, 324, 330 ff.,

^^7 ff-

Cooled, 401
Copper, 74, 86, 241, 389, 458
Corpse thrown up by the sea, 71,

81. 351
Cotton, 81

Cotton-robe, 432
Courtesans, 34 ff., 217, 372 /., 443
Covetousness, 52
Crafts: barn-makers, 113, 444;

basket-makers, 113 ; bowl-makers,
112, 444 ; brass-founders, H2,
444; builders, 113, 444: car-

penters, 113, 444; carvers, 113,

444; cleaners, 113, 444; confec-

tioners, 112, 443 ; coppersmiths,
112, 444; decorators, 113, 444;
distillers, 112 ; dyers, 113, 444 ;

garland-makers, 15, 112, 444 ;

gold-washers, 113, 444 ; grass-
workers, 112 ; ivory-workers, 111;

lead-smiths, 112, 144; machine-
makers, 444 ; masons, 444 ;

modellers, 113, 444; painters,

113, 444 ; pan-makers, 444 ;
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plasterers, 113 ; potters, 113, 186,

345. 444 ; praccopaka, 444 ; pra-

dhvopaka, 112 ; rosina, [rosyana),
112, 444 ; shell-workers, iii ;

spinners, 113; stone-workers, in,
443; tanners, 113, 444; tin-

smiths, 112, 444; turners, 112;

vegetable-growers(?) 113, 444;
weavers, 113 ; wood-cutters, 113,

444.
Craving, 68/., 95, 109/., 117, 185,

196, 273, 303, 317, 324. 440, 449/.
Cremation, 19
Cross-legged, 45, 186, 220, 234, 261

Crossing, 66, 92, 118, 134, 190, 197,

242, 271 /., 350, 354, 395, 425
Curse, power of, 153, 164
Cushions, 73, 119, 147

Dark bridal chamber, 8

Dasabala, 230 «., 232, 234, 236,

257 #•
Death, 210, 212 ff., 216, 269, 346,

440/., 459/.
Deceit, 400
Deed, extinction of, 419
Defilement, 49, 310, 312, 355, 395
Demons, 339, 352, 357, 362 ff.

Deportment, 25, 62, 67,
'

95, 176,

178, 254, 343, 376, 414, 424, 432/.
Desire, 44, 182, 185 /., 217, 370,

385, 388. 458 /.

Deva-ear, 378
Deva-eye, 70, 102, 310/., 378, 448/.
Devas : acclaim the enlightenment,

262 ff. ; acclaim the preaching of

dharma, 308 /., 327 /. ; ancestral,

95. 291, 372 ; at Buddha's com-
mand, 120 ; converted at Risi-

vadana, 342 /. ; extol the Buddha,
319, 341 ; five attributes of, 194,

289 ; gain insight into dharma,
327. 330, 333. 335 ; intercede
with Buddha, 95 ; interfere in

human affairs, 161, 372, 408 ;

of earth, 309, 328 ; of mountains,
353 ; of regions, 292 ff. ; of

sacred fire, 147 ; of sea, 353 ;

of trees, 132, 289 ff., 353, 401 ff.,

422 ; offer garments to Buddha,
300 ; play music in Lumbini, no;
prepare way for Buddha, 313 /. ;

rain down flowers, 97, 100, 314,
342, 408 ; their Hall of Good
Counsel, 194 ; wave their gar-
ments, 92, 98, 100, 300. See also

under Names.
Dharma, 18, 41, 50 /., 55, 60, 98,

118, 121, 137, 163, 190, 195 ff.,

212, 217, 239, 257, 272, 297,

302 ff., 318, 333, 345, 355, 379,

383, 408, 313, 436, 439, 453. 458 ;

Aryan, 61, 133, 243, 256, 258,

323 ; banner of, 220 ; boat of,

425 ; body of, 339 ; born of, 55 ;

brings well-being, 199 ; created

by, 55 ; discourse on, 56, 137 /.,

246, 261, 355. 409, 413, 447 ff. ;

dissolution of, 266, 268 ; faith in,

437 ; harmony with, 62, 65, 179,

407, 426 ; heir as to, 55 ; insight
of, 62, 64, 246, 327, 330, 333, 335,

413, 450 ; lovely in beginning,
middle and end, 65, 375 ; of the

way out, 61 ; rain of, 293 ; rare

appearance of, 234 ; the true, 93,
226 /., 229, 240, 266, 423 ;

tran-

scendent, 122 ; way of, 226 ;

way of the twice-born, 152 ;

wheel of, 93, 109, 134, 274, 304,

308 /., 314, 318, 321, 328, 335,

338 /., 341. 378, 380.
Dkarmacintika, a brahman sect,

412 n.

Dhdtus, 24, 92, 286, 371. See also

Elements, four

Dialectic, 303
Dice-playing, 157, 164
Discipline [Vinaya), 61, 64, 138,

196/., 256, 258, 323, 413
Disgust with the world, 323
Dissolution, 67/.
Doe's human offspring, 139 ff.,

^48 ff.
.

^Double appearance, miracles of,

115/., 411/.
Doubt, 62, 64, 197, 209, 231, 394 /.,

401, 446
Dowry, 22, 38
Driver of tameable men, 134, 319,

375. 407. 426
Duration, 67 /.

Dust in the eye, 312, 416 /.

Earthquakes, 244, 327, 335 /., 340,

352
Ease, 69, 208, 287, 290, 346
Effort, 141, 147, 186, 189, 360, 380
Eight brahmans, 297
Eight devas, 297
Eight nobles, 297
Eight recluses, 297
Eight rules for nuns, 48 n.

Eight treasures, 121

Eight truths about Buddha, 195/.
Elements, four, 68

Elephant look, 56, 269
End of the world, 306
Endeavour, 141, 147, 186, 189, 254,

360, 380
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Energy. 31, 32, 221, 238, 343, 397
Enlightenment, 29, 93, 109, 134,

171, 231. 233, 237/., 242/., 261/.,
311, 317, 323, 325, 327/., 380

Entertainers : acrobats, 244 ; actors,

58, no, 137, 155, 244, 443;
athletes, ibid. ; buffoons, in,
137. 155. 443 ; cetayikas, 443 ;

clowns, III, 137, 155, 244,

443 ; comedians, in, 443 ;

court-bards, no, 443; dancers,

58, no, 137, 155, 244, 254,

443 ; 4i*nbaras, 58 ; drum-
mers, 58, III, 244, 443 ; dvist-

valas, in, 137, 155, 244, 443;
gunavartas, 443 ; jugglers, 14, no,
443; musicians, 20, no, 174,

254 ; paHcavatukas, in, 244,

433; reciters, in, 244, 443;
singers, in, 443; tumblers, in,
443 ; valanjakas, 58 ; wrestlers,

58, no, 137, 155, 244, 254, 443
Envy, 208

Epistemology, 67
Equanimity, 60, 384, 423
Eternalism, 449
Eunuchs, 124
Exertion, 141, 147, 186, 189, 360,

380

Face-powder, 3
Faculties, 52, 62, 65, 69 /., 121

178 /.. 376, 395. 407. 415. 426
Faery. 73, 85
Falsehood, 208, 256
Fancies (kalpdni), 395
Fans, 377, 447
Fast-days, i, 206
Faults, 51
Fear, 25, 108, 121, 341
Feeling, 53, 324, 329 /., 331 /., 334,

397. 447 ff-

Festivals : full moon, 180 ; of

Pu§ya, 235 ; of the
'

Shell ',

381 ; of Ti?ya. 235
Fetters {grantha), 446
Fever. 25. 120
Field of good conduct. 51
Fire, sacred, 140, 144, 147, 151. 156.

160. 206, 211, 427, 433, 438, 445/.
Five fingers mark, 302
Five Monks, the, 313, 328 ff.

Five musical instruments, 22, 221,

223
Five strands of sensual pleasures, 34,

108. 136. 157, 172. 184, 200, 203,

207, 221, 225, 253, 418
Flags, 22, 174. 262 /.. 314. 451
Flood (ogha), 190, 271 /., 382 n.

Food and drink : barley-meal, 14,

153 ; condiments, 14, 73, 124,

260 ; curds, 14 ; curry, 259 ;

fish, 74, 85 ; fruits, 40 passim ;

ghee, 153, 160, 292, 404 ; ginger,
112 ; honey, 73, 82, 130, 139,
148, 153. 291 ; junket. 178 ;

mead, 72, 82 ; meat, 74, 85, 124 ;

mustard, 160 ; rice (gruel), 14, 76,
79, 88, 124, 260, 360 ; roots, 40
passim ; sweetmeats, 138, 153,
170, 260 ; toddy and spirits, 257.
See also under Trades and Occupa-
tions.

Forbearance, 191, 221, 266. 354 ff.,

367 /.. 442.
Form, material, 53, 256. See also

Body.
Four Aryan Truths. 246. 324, 335,

342, 374. 379. 409- 413
Four Assemblies. 53
Four Great Continents. loi. 106.

374. 377
Four Great Kings, 292, 301, 304 /.,

309. 430
Four Great Treasures, 380 /.
Four grounds for recognising a
Buddha, 375 n.

Four strivings, 119
Freed, freedom, 25, 134, 219, 237,

270, 272, 310 /., 317, 326. 341,
417. 419

Friendship, 273, 369
Fruition. 343

Gain and honour, 266 /., 346
Garlands, 3, passim
Gateway, arch over, 174, 222

Gautama, a brahman sect, 412 n.

Gentleness, 191, 266, 395, 400
Ghosts, world of, 242
Giriyagrasamaja, a fair. 58
Gold, 33, passim ; rule against

accepting gold and silver, 402, 405"
Golden Rule," 385

Good fortune, 368 /.
Good luck, verses of, 293 ff.

Good man, the, 368/.
Good works, 423

Grasping, 324, 448 ff.

Gratitude, 369/.
Great Man (Mah&puru^), 134, 374,

376, 407, 426. 439
Greed, 385 /.

Grief, 25, 120, 250, 272, 331, 333,

449/-
, ^

Groups and orders, 273
Guru, 57
Gurupatraka, a bra.hman sect, 412 n.

Gymnasium, 37, 73

Harmlessness, 368, 385, 395
Hatred, 133, 208, 341, 370
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Heaven, 17, 42, 44, 107, 136, 191,

194, 217/., 234 n.. 246, 257, 343,

355. 367. 370. 409. 413- See also

Brahma's world

Hell, 41, 43 /., 56, 209, 218, 240 ff.,

263 /., 327. 337, 358, 359, 367.

383. 385. 456#
Hemp, 360
Hempen cloth (rags), 54 /., 57, 162,

299 ff-

Heretics and heresies, 48, 61 n., 66,

306 /., 350. 382, 391. 400. 413.

449. See also Belief, false

Hermitages, 40, 43, 130, 138 ff.,

148 ff., 360/., 379, 432, 452
Hindrances (nlvarandni) , 401
Holidays, 173
Home life, 49, 103, 173, 210, 212 ff.,

216, 251, 404, 406
Hope, 107
Horoscope [jatakarrna), 252
Horses, 17, passim ; of Sindh, 459
' House of the Faithful ', 206
Household priest, i, passim
Householder, young {sndiaka), 205,

215, 217, 220, 259
Householder's duties, 173

'

" Hum-hum ", 315
Humility, 385
Hunchbacked women, 2 ff.

Hunting, 15, 127, 132, 153

"
I ", 208, 330, 333, 335

Ignorance, 68/., 197, 449/.
Ill, 61, 240 /., 244, 254, 324, 329 /.,

331 /- 334. 382, 397. 400. 407.

418, 449 /., 458
Ill-will, 208, 385, 422 /.
Illusion (maya), 419
Immortal, the, 63, 234, 307 /.,

317 /., 380, 438, 442
Impassibility (prairabdha) , 272
Impermanence, 52, 59, 235, 254,

331 /•. 334. 382, 406, 418, 447 /.

Incense, 137, 145, 155, 244, 254,
265, 435

Indexes {nighantu), 451
Individuality [ndmai-rupa) , 397, 400,

449
Indra's column, 219
Inn, 394
Insects : bees, 83, 130 ; fire-fly,

120 ; gadfly, 98, 100 ; gnat, 98,
100

Insignia of royalty, 119
Instruction, 311
Intentness, 208
Intoxication, 197, 256
Investigation of the world, 310, 395
Iron, 74, 241
Ivory, 59, 73, 132, 451

Jatakas : Kusa, i ; of the Bull, 26 ;

of the Monkey (i), 28 ; of the

Monkey (2), 30 ; Punyavanta,
31 ; Vijitavin, 39 ; Five hundred
merchants, 70 ; Udayin, 103 ; of

the Crow, 122 ; of the Female

Elephant, 126 ; NalinI, 136 ;

Padumavati, 148, 168 ; Rahula,

167 ; Gangapala, 178 ; Maha-

Govindiya, 193 ; Dharmalabdha,
274 ; Ajiiata-Kaundinya, 344,

346 ; Five Monks, 350 ; Ksanti-

vadin, 354 ; ^arabhanga, 358 ;

Ya^oda, 414 ; Asthisena, 419 ;

Three Kasyapas, 434 ; Arindama,
450

Jealousy, 208, 367
Joy, 69, 208, 269, 287, 290, 371

Kalpa, auspicious, 233, 267, 321 n.,

322
Karma, 68 /., 89, 96, 150, 162,

165 #., 179, 267, 289, 310/., 344,

372, 414, 419, 434, 458
Kindness [nidhydpana) , 51

King : absence of, causes drought,
42 ; duty of, 167 ; the true,

381 /. ; universal, loi, 106, 171,

243. 374. 411. 451 /• ; counsellors

of, 1 01, passim ; steward of,

200 ff. ; treasurer of, 40, 42 /.

Kingdom, the prosperous, 32, 40,
122, 347, 379, 434, 451

Knower of the field, 398
Knower of the world, 134, 375, 407,

426
Knowledge, 53, 120, 197, 210, 213/.,

216, 219, 221, 240 ff., 266 ff.,

310, 317, 325 /., 329, 333, 335,

343, 397
Knowledge and conduct, 134, 399,

407, 426
Ksatriyans (nobles), 171, 179, zo^ff.,

220, 236, 282
Kusa grass, 7, 211, 437

Ladder (metaphorical), 424
Lamentation, 331, 333, 449/.
Last existence, 58, 99, 175, 251, 256,

374, 404, 408, 415, 436
Lay follower (updsaka), 257
Leader of the world, 96 ff., 100, 331
Learned man (srofriya), 66, 397, 399
Light of the world, 63, 92, 135,

232 /., 235, 265, 267 /.

Lodging, 14 [pratihaya), 35 (ohdra),

38
Logic, 70, 311
Lokottaravddin, 199 n., 301 n., 462
Longing, 196, 419
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Lotus-pool, lo, passim
Lotuses, 1 1 , passim ; the magic

lotus, 1 66 ; spring up in a girl's

footsteps, 150
Love (sneha, maitrd, etc., premna),

53. 133. 143. 219, 247, 355, 370,

422/.
Lusts, 195, 231, 251, 259, 261, 269,

366. See also Defilement

Mddhyamika, name of a sect, 449 n.

Magic, 65, 70, 106, 115/., 119, 186,

234. 270 jy., 298, 314, 355, 359/.;
362, 375, 409/.. 426 #.

Magic gem that transforms appejir-
ance, 23 j5^.

Magic, mind-reading and instruction,

3"
Magic pill, 6 /.Mahdsdnghikas, 462
Mantras, 205, 215, 380
Market-place, 34 /., 109, 390
Marriage rite, 145 /., 155
Massage, 140
Mastery of the powers, 55, 333, 335,

373 /-. 377. 379, 401. 409. 414 /•.

424. 433. 438
Mathematics (? nik^eparia), 189, 394
Matted-Hair Ascetics, loi n., 416/.,

425 ff; 436
Mean, the, 323, 449
Meanness (kadaryatd), 208
Medicine : biliousness, 298, 344,

377 ; flatulence, 139, 361 ; hum-
ours, 148 ; obstetrics, 139, 149,
158

Meditation, 139, 141, 147 /., 168,

175, 186, 208, 221, 249, 271 /.,

310. 343. 359 ff-. 371. 375. 380.

387, 423, 432, 436/., 451
Meditation of pity, 205 /.

Memory of former lives, 70, 133,

175, 311, 406
Merit, 31 fi'., 39 ff-, 58, 103, 150, 179

(field of), 246, 250 (field of), 275,

279, 288, 310, 345, 396, 401, 409,
413, 415 (field of), 420, 434

Meritorious gift (deyadharma), 300,
427

Metamorphosis, i, 23 /., 270 /., 373,
411 /., 425, 431

'

Milk of human kindness ', 356 /.

Millstone, 7
Mind, 52, 62, 65, 69, 178, 376, 407,

418
Mind-reading, 134, 311, 426/., 445,

448
Mindfulness, 31, 51 /., 119, 310
• Mine ', 333, 335
Miracle (prdtihdrya) , 115, 133, 242,

410/.

Mirror, 36, 187
Mnemonics, 180, 394, 405
Moderation in eating, 47, 197, 253,

387
Modesty, 53
Money, 22, 33 ff., 57, 181 ff.. 189.

248. 319. 372. 374. 379. 389. 402
Monk(s) : blessings of, 454 /. ;

chapter of, 237 ; right conduct
for, 173, 271, 384 /., 419 ff. ;

seniority among, 177, 246 ; three

grades of, 47 ; the true, 395, 419,
423 /. ; to be honoured, 122 ;

to travel alone, 416 ; to eat in

threes, 46
Monument of the world, 262, 267
Moon and sun touched by seer's

hand, 186, 189, 410
Moral precepts, 51, 254, 256 /.,

355, 420, 437. 451
Morality, 208, 221, 246, 266, 311,

355. 368 /., 383, 409, 413, 442
Mortification, 323
Music, 14, 59, 74, 157, 435
Musical instruments : bhan^aka, 74;

bhramarikd, 408 ; cymbal, 74, 85,
III, 223, 253, 408, 439, 443 ; dar-

dura, 408 ; drums, 74, 85, 98,
100, 114, 120, 174, 223, 225, 439,
444, 453 ; fife, 244, 253 ; flute,

74, 85, III, 160, 223, 225, 408,
443 ; guitar (? ekaddiikd), 74, 85,
III, 408, 443 ; horn, 85 ; lute,

14. 33. 74. 85. 160, 223, 225, 253.

259, 408 ; mahatl, 408 ; nakula,

74, 85, 259, 408 ; natta, 155 ;

sindhava, 74, 85 ; sugho^aka, 74,

408 {see also trumpet) ; tabour, 74,

85, III, 114, 120, 224, 255, 408,
439. 443. 453; tam-tam, iii,

137, 244, 453; tambourine, in,
137. 155. 244, 254, 443 ; trumpet,
III, 160, 223, 225, 439, 443;
tuna, III, 408 ; vddiia, 408 ;

vallakigunakd, 85 ; vallakitula, 85;
vikiitaka, 408 ; yella (?), 443

Musicians, 20, no, 174, 254. See
also Entertainers

Naked Ascetic, 316 ff.

Nirvana, 63/., 152, 196/., 238, 240,

253 /. 256, 259, 303, 323. 350,

388, 415, 422 /., 438
Novice {hrdma^iera) , 257
Numeration, 180, 394
Nuns, 48 n.

Obstacles {parigha), 220

Offerings : to Great Brahma, 207 ;

to the dead, 172 ; to the worthy
{daksiniyd), 150, 299, 415
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Oil (sesamum), 22, 34, 139, 150 /.,

404
Ointments, 22, 34, 37, 73, 118, 259.
Old age and death, 92
Old age and grief, 287
Old age, death and disease, 240, 406
Old age, fear and grief, 92
Open air, 49
Opportunity for development, 53
Ordination, 67, 95, 176 /., 256 ff.,

373 /•. 376. 384. 401. 414. 424.

432/

Palaquins, 174, 451
Palm-trees of precious substances,

221 /., 225/., 228/., 314
Pass away (parinivartati) , 98, 226,

229, 232, 438
Passion, 60, 104, 121, 190, 217, 236,

269, 272, 283, 303, 306, 381, 408,
419, 422/.

Passion, hate and folly, 264, 274
Passionlessness, 196, 303, 324, 370,

397
Patched cloak {pilotika), 49, 54
Path, the, 238
Peace, 66, 240, 272, 350, 442
Penance (tapas), 190, 433, 438, 445,

446
Perception, 53, 69 /., 324, 329 /.,

331 /- 334. 447 /
Perfection (pdratnitd), 221 n.

Perfumes, 72, 134, 180, 254
Perplexity, 62, 64, 197, 394
Phantoms, 41 /., 43/., 425/.
Phonology, 451
Plough, 49, 50, 62, 65
Polygamy, 213/.
Powders (cosmetic), 73, 254
Praise and blame, 121, 385
Pratimok^a, 51 «.

Pratyekabuddha(s), 25 /., 59, 6i ».,

165 /, 178 /., 344 /., 406, 415
Prayers to devas, 9, 71, 81, 205,

402/.
Precious stones, 8, passim ; flowers

of, 98, 100, 237
Pride, 177, 196, 268, 272, 395, 400,

419
Probationer [sakara'^iya), 53
Punishments, 19, 148, 159, 161 /.,

169, 245, 247. 249
Purana, 33
Purity (of morals), 51, 208, 212, 399

Reading, 180

Rebirth, 17, 25, 41 /., 56, 58, 98,

136, 180, 241 /., 263, 267, 269 /.,

286, 289, 299, 302 ff., 324, 332,

334. 337. 350. 371 /•. 395 /•. 404.

415, 446. 448, 458
Reckoning with the fingers (mudra),

180

Recluse(s), 16, 40, 41. 66, 93, 108,

114, 138, 178, 186 /., 223, 225,
229. 243, 269 ff.. 297, 320, 323.
328, 359, 361. 367. 391. 396 (the
true) 397, 404, 419 (the true)

Reconstitution, 67 jf/.
'

Reeking odours ', 208 /.

Release, 52, 66, 117, 120 /., 134,

310 /.. 395. 407. 423 /•. 448
Relics, 297
Religion, two extremes of, 323
ReUgious life, duties of, 173
Renunciation, 49, 62, 104, 117, 163,

208, 212 /., 238, 243, 251, 300,
318. 324, 346, 350, 355, 377, 423

Restraint, 51 /., 239, 415, 424, 431
Ritual {kaitabha), 451
Root of virtue (merit), 58, 103, 150,

175. 179. 231, 289, 291, 299 /.,

345, 404, 406, 415, 433
Rugs, 73, 119, 147

Sacred cord, 258
Sacrifice, 211, 351/., 402, 428, 438,

445/-
Sage, the true, 384/., 399
Samskdras, 53, 303, 324. 329, 331 ff..

447 f-

Sangha, 47, 224, 226, 256, 267, 297, 437
Sattarasavaggiya, Buddhist sect, 58 n.

Seer(s) (risis), 40, 43, 127, 138 ff.,

148 ff'., 168 ff., 186, 189 ff.. 355.
359 ff; 375 ff: 380 ff., 432 /., 436,
451 ^; odour of, 365

Self, 69 /., 329 /- 333 ff: 382, 436.
447 /. See also dtman.

Self-control, 53, 66, 1 19, 236, 239 ff.,

254. 256, 316. 368, 376, 407. 426
Self-sacrifice, 123, 324, 350 ff.

Senses, (desires) pleasures of, 17,

46, 60, 103 /., 182, 185 ff.. 200,
202, 207, 212, 217, 240 /., 253,
260. 271 /., 303, 323, 359. 361.

370. 377. 387. 408, 417 /•. 424.
440. 445, 452, 455, 458 ff.

Senses, guarding door of, 51 /., 253
Senses, peril of pleasures of, 197,

355, 420, 451
Sensorial states, 96, 202
Seven generations, 107
Seven pieces : head spUts into, 114 ;

threat to cut up a person into,

17. 19. 50
Seven treasures of a king, 106, 121,

234. 374. 377. 4"
Shrines, 19, 50, 223, 290, 294 /., 402
Silver, 40, passim

21
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Sin (papa, atyaya, angaria), 52, 66,

190. 210. 212, 216, 395 ff., 399,

.421. 431
Six flavours, 74
Skandhas, 24, 53, 92, 251, 269, 286,

324. 371. 375
Skeleton, idea of, 59
Skilled man (patidita), 398
Slaves, 20 /.. 40, 49, 57, 173, 374,

379. 389. 402, 442
Snares, 95, 269, 416 ff.
Social status, 114 «.

Solitude (seclusion), 103, 108, 196,

205, 208, 268, 345, 387, 424, 454
Soothsayers {naimittd), 60, 115, 375
Speculation, 303
Speech, polite, 311, 368 ; rude, 367
Spells, 218, 270 ff.

Sphere of ill, 218, 343, 415, 435
Sport, 180

Steadfastness, 51, 119, 310, 396
Sterling man, 397
Stream, the, 243, 303, 306, 343, 395
Striving (prahdna), 320, 397, 413.

See also Four strivings
Stumbling-block (antardya), 144,

404, 460
Substrates of rebirth, 53 «., 270 /.,

302, 446. See also Attachment
Successful man, the, 368 /.

Sugata, 50, 107, 122, 134 /., 176,
239, 248, 269 ff., 305 /.. 375, 406,
414. 425 /•. 431. 447

Sunshade, 9, 117, 174, 262, 314, 377
Super-knowledges, 55 (six), 70 (five),

139, 141, 147 /., 168, 175, 186,
188, 234, 311, 317, 359 ff.. 375.
378, 380, 409 (three and six),

432, 436, 451
Suttanta. x, 120 n.

Sydmaka, a grain, 360
Sympathetic joy {mudutd). 423

Tame, to, 25, 53, 395, 401, 413, 431.
See also Self-control

Tathagata, 46/., 49. 54, 63, 93, 95,
109, 114, 134 /., 175 ff., 179,
194 #. 220^., 267, 305, 321, 323,
338 /.. 375 /•. 384. 406, 426, 432.
434 ; ten powers of, 65. 98, 134,
376. 407. 426

Telepathy, 410
Thirty Monks, the, xi, 372 ff.

Thought, applied, 208, 272 ; rejec-
tion of sensed objects by. 52 ;

sustained, 208
Three knowledges, 55
Three miracles of conversion, 133
Three palaces, 405
Three refuges, 256, 297, 450

Three super-knowledges, 409
Time, right, 137, 258, 320
Toothpick, 168

Topes, 297/., 435, 438
Touch, 449
Town-councillors, loi, 114, 284, 391
Trades and occupations : bankers,

111, 443; barbers, 73, 95, 113,
175 /•. 187 /., 259, 444 ; bark-
sellers, 444; barley-factors, 112,

443; boatmen, 113, 319, 424,
444 ; cake-factors, 112; cloak-

sellers(?), iii, 443 ; cotton-factors,
112, 443 ; cowherd, 418 ; curd-

factors, 112, 443; fishermen, 161;

fragrant-earth sellers, 113, 444;
fruiterers, 112, 443 ; ghee-sellers,
112, 443; ginger-sellers, 112;
goat-herd, 288 /. ; goldsmiths,
111, 443; grass-sellers, 113;
honey-sellers, 112, 443 ; jewellers,
112, 443 ; Aan^M-sellers, 112, 443 ;

koidvikas, iii, 443 ; laundrymen,
113 ; merchants (sea-going), 70,

107, 274, 347, 351, 460 ; miners,

113, 444; oil-sellers, 112, 443;
perfumers, 32, iii, 143 ; powder-
sellers, 73, 254; root-sellers, 112,

443 ; sailors, 113, 444 ; shrub-
sellers, 113, 444 ; sugar-factors,
112, 443 ; sweetmeats-factors, 112,

443 ; treacle-factors, 112, 443 ;

tricksters, 113, 444; twig-sellers,

113, 444; washer-women, 299;
water-sellers, 112 ; wheat-factors,
112, 443 ; wood-sellers, 113

Traditional lore {itihdsa), 451
TraidatKfikas, a brahman sect, 412 «.

Training, 52/.
Trees and shrubs : acacia, 75, 86 ;

banyan, 180, 347, 405, see also

Banyan Grove ; bhavya, 84, 314 ;

bhl§ma, 98, 100 ; bottle-gourd,
81 ; bread-fruit, 84, 314 ; cam-

paka, 83, 118, 262; citron, 84;
coconut, 84, 314 ; coral-tree, 97,
100 ; elephant-tree, 84 ; fig-tree,

84 {fippala), 63 (udumbara) ;

hog-plum tree, 84 ; iron-wood

tree, 84 ; jasmine, 83 ; jlvaka, 83 ;

jujube, 3 ; kakubha, 302 ; kalpa-
vrik^a, 44 n. ; karamarda, 83 ;

karex^a. 83 ; kdrl, 83 ; kdrlra, 99 ;

kdvdra. 83 ; keiara, 98, 100 ;

kitfisuka. 84 ; kffrikd, 290 ; ku-

lattha, 83 ; kulavaka. 83 ; lakuca,

314; lime-tree, 84; mango, 11,

84, J
1 4, see also Mango Grove ;

manju^aha. 98, 100 ; mucilinda,

84 ; myrobalan, 298 ; pdlevata,

84, 314 ; palm-tree, 13, passim ;
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palm5n-a, 83 ; punndga, 83 ; ro-

camdna, 97, 100 ; rose-apple tree,

115, 117, 314; sal-tree, 13, 83,

250, 440 ; samaniagandha, 98, 100;

sandal-wood, 33, 73, 98, 100, 118,

249, 262, 413 ; silk-cotton tree,
81 ; talisa, 83 ; tamdla, 84, 98,
100 ; tilaka, 83 ; trumpet-flower,
83 ; vakula, 83 ; vdrsika, 83 ;

vilvdra, 84 ; vine, 84 ; walnut, 84
Tribulation (upayasa), 331, 333,

449/-
Twice-born, 152

Veyydkarana, x, 120 n.

Vigilance, 47, 141, 147, 186, 189,

360, 380
Voting, 171
Vriddhairdvaka, a brahman sect,

412 n.

Wanderer(s), 61 ff., loi, 243, sSg ff.,

399 (the true). 413
Water-game, 355
Way, the, 121, 196 ff-, 212, 234,

303, 306, 317, 325 (Aryan eight-

fold), 383, 413, 458
Way out (nihsarana), 51
Weapons, 18, 20, 74, 86, 88, 121, 347
Wind, not caught in a net, 17, 55,

108, 121

Wisdom, 31 /., 119, 368 ff., 385
(wise man)

Wish (sankalpa), 185
Women, right attitude to, 254
Women ascetics, 146, 163
World, evolution of, 239, 241 n.

Worlds, three-thousand, 109, 340 ;

sixty-one universes of, 337 ;

countless thousands of, 337
Writing, 180, 394, 405
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(Titles of works in italics. Pali works cited in footnotes are not listed.

See list of Abbreviations)

Abhayapura, 226
Abhinnabha, 320
Abhipa^ya, 295
Agni, 428
Ajita Ke^kambalin, 380
Ajfiatakaundinya, 344 j5^.

Alambu§a, 295
Alinda, 2 ff.

Amritodana, 172
Ananda, ^5 ff.. 172, 220 ff., 244,371
Anathapinda, 219, 371 (Ancltha-

pindika)
Anga, 204, 440/.
Anglrasa, 108, 367
Aniruddha, 172 «.

Anjanaka, 32 j5^.

Antaragiri, 61, 442/. (Antagiri)
Anuradha, 295, 335
Anuruddha, 172
Anusivana, 301 ,

Aparagaya, 315
Aparagodanika, 374
Aparajita, 294
Apsarases, 59, 85, 120, 299
Abhibhuyala, 320
Arada Kalama, 312
Arati, 26g ff.

Ardra, 293
Arindama, ^$0 ff.

Ari?ta, 295
Arjuna, 359, 366/.
Arthadar^in, 231/., 235/.
A^a, 296
A$adha, 295, 335
Asita, 375 «., 379/.. 384
A§le§a, 293
Asmaka, 204, 361
A§oka, xxi
A^oka Grove, 230
Assaji, 61 n., 135 n.

Asta, 296
A§tamaka, 362 ff., 370 /., 371

(A§taka)
Asthisena, ^ig ff.

Asuras, 133 ff., 136, 195. 198 /•.

239, 242/., 265, 309, 328, 352, 462
A^vajit, 135 n.

Aivakin, 135, 320, 330
A^vinl, 296
Atisurya, 320
Atyuccagamin, 231 ff., 236/.
Avalokita Siitra, 2t2 ff.

Avanti, 204, 379
Avici, 241, 263, 327, 337, 358, 367,

383. 456

Bahuputraka, 50
Bamboo Grove, 45, 61. t'^ff., 94
Banyan Grove, 100 ff., 133 /., 137,

175. 244, 256
Basham, A. L., 316 n.

Beal, S., 167 n., 168 n., 289 n., 381 «.,

394 «•

Benares, i, 32, 118, 122, 127, 138,

141 ff., 163, 166, 178 /., 204,
275 ff: 313 /- 323 ff: 355 ff:
372 ff.. 376, 379 /•. 388. 394. 401.
414, 416 ff.

Bhaddiya, 172 «.

Bhadraka (Bhadrika), 320, 330, 333
Bhadrika, a Pratyekabuddha, 415
Bhadriya, 172 w.

Bhagavati, 240
Bhaglratha, 455
Bhallika (Bhalliya), xxi, 290 jQ^.

BharanI, 296
Bhattika, 172
Bhiji, 295
Bhimaratha, 362 ff., 370, 372
Bhujanga, 92
Bimbisara, see 6reniya Bimbis&ra
Brahma, 71, 75, 120, \q\ff., 205 j5^.,

243, 250, 262, 304 ff., 338 /.. 355,

370 ; immortal world of, 206,
208 ff., 212, 217, 231, 250

Brahma-devas, 120, 147, 315, 328
Brahmadatta, king of Kampilla,
37/- 151 ff: 359/-

Brahmadatta, king(s) of Benares,
122. \%o ff., 283/.

Brdhmatias, 452
Buddhaghosa, xiii, 61 «., no n.,

204 n., 271 n.

Buddhavicirna, 321
Burnouf, E., 158 n., 421 n.

Cala, 57 n.

Campa, 204
Campaka, xxiii

Candagiri, 127, 130
Candra, 167 ff.

Capala, 294
Caturmaharajika-devas, 217, 309,

315. 328

472
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Chalmers, Lord, 305 n., 312 n.

Chandaka, 94/., 250
Childers, R. C., 252 n.

Citra, 294
Cullavagga, xv/.
Cunda, brother of f^ariputra, 57 n.

Cunda, a Yaksa, 319
CundadvJla, 316, 319

Danavas, 92, 135. 353
Dandakin, ^6i ff., 366/.
Dantapura, 204, 359, 362
Davids, Mrs. Rhys, 64 n., 69 «.,

96 n., 107 n., no «., 113 «., 305 n.,

312 «., 313 w., 315 n., 316 «.,

323 «., 326 «., 385 «., 423 n.,

424 «.

Davids, T. W. Rhys, 52 m., 191 n.,

199 «., 204 n., 206 M., 298 «.,

305 n., 313 w., 316 n.

Deer Park, 313 /., 323 ff., 376, 379.
380, 388, 394, 416 ff., 421

Devadatta, 47 «., 172, 174, 177
Devapura, 228
Dhanista, 296
Dharma, 57
Dharmalabdha, t.j^ ff. 1

Dharmapada, 151, ^Z^ff.
Dharmaranya, 436
Dhritara^tra, 294
Dipamkara, xviii, 229/., 231 /., 234,

2367.
Dipavati, 229
Dirghanakha, 70
Dirghayu, 458 /.

Di^a, 71, 81

Di^ampati, 193, 100 ff.

DraupadI, 295
Dronavastuka, 374
Dusprasaha, 337

Edgerton, Frankhn, xiii, xvjy., xviii,

xxiij5^., 6 «., 7 n., 8 «., 9 «., io«.,
II n., 14 w., 16 «., 19 «., 23 «.,

26 «., 29 «., 36 «., 40 M., 41 «.,

43 n., 44 «., 46 n., 47 M., 48 «.,

52 «., 54 «., 58 «., 59 w., 61 «.,

65 n., 67 «., 70 n., 71 M., 72 «.,

75 *^-. 77 **•> 78 «-, 79 «., 82 «.,

85 «., 87 «., 89 n., 91 «., 93 «.,

94 n., 96 «., 97 n., 104 «., 106 «.,

III n., 112 «., 116 n., 118 «.,

121
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138. 141, 148, 249, 359 ff.. 375,

377 /., 442
Hirl, 296
Horner, I. B., xxvi, 45 n., 46 n.,

47 «., 48 n., 51 n., 58 n., 69 «.,

97 «., loi n., no n., Ill n., 112 n.,

113 M., 114 n., 119 «., 172 M.,

173 «., 215 «., 226 n., 227 «.,

231 «., 242 n., 246 n., 251 n.,

254 «., 272 «., 273 n., 297 n.,

300 «., 302 «., 305 n., 312 n.,

313 «•. 315 »•. 316 «•. 317 «•.

320 n., 323 n., 326 M., 327 n.,

365 »»•. 372 «•. 388 n.. 392 n.,

393 »*•. 398 «., 417 «•. 424 w-.

425 n.. 446 n., 452 n.

Ik^vSku, iff., 236/., 339
IladevI, 296
Indra, xix, 6, 117, 256, 344, 364, 370
Indradhvaja, 221 ff.

Indratapana, 221 jf.

Jambudvlpa, 71 /., 75 ff., 276 ff.,

301, 351. 374
Jambunada, 263
Jayamitra, 322
Jayanti, 294
Jeta Grove, 219
Jinendra, 228/.
Johnstone, E. H., 315 n.

Jumna, 197, 362
Jye§tha, 295
Jyotin, 267
Jyotipala, 200

j^f^.

Kailasa, 296, 400
Kakubha, 302
Kakuda Katyayana, 380
Kala, 287
Kalabha, 355 #., 366/.
Kalasutra, 456
Kaligodha, 172 «.

Kalinga, 204, 359, 362, 380, 434
Kalodayin, see Udayin
Kamandaluka, 319
Kamavacara-devas, 217, 262

Kampilla, 25, 33, 151, 155, 164, 359
Kandha, 319
Kanthaka, 118, 250
Kanyakubja, 15

Kapilavastu, 49, 93 ff., 134, 137,

175. 243 ff.

Kapitthaka, 361
Karttika, 76, 88/., 180

Ka^i, 32, 122, 127, 129, 131, 133,

138, 141, 163 /., 178, 185 /., 191,

204, 275, 315, 339, 347 ff., 355
KaSika, 372/.
Ka^yapa, a Buddha, 382/.

Ka^yapa, disciple of the Buddha,
45#-. 231. 233, 236, 238. 287, 322

Ka^yapa, a seer, 1^8 ff., 360
Kasyapa Purana, 380
Katyayana, 379
Kaundinya (

= ^arabhanga), 368
Kaundinyagotra, 226
Kau^ika, 42, 195, 198 /., 304

(Ko^ika), 403
Kern, H., 46 n., 78 «., 104 «., 107 n.,

172 n., 198 n.

Ke^asthahn, 298
Ke^in, 76 ff.

Ketu, 267
Ketumati, 230
Kinnaras, 60, 75, 130, 152, 181 n.,

265, 462
Kirtika, 291
KoUta, 57
KoHya, 96
Konakamuni, 231, 233, 236, 287, 322
Konow, S., 376 n.

Kosala, 100, 3^6 ff., 374, 422
Krakucchanda, 231, 233, 236, 287
Krakutsanda, 322. See also Kra-
kucchanda

KrikI, 163/.
Krisna, 295
Krittika, 293
K?antivadin, 354 ff, 367
Kukkula, 367, 457
Kumbhandas, 75, 264, 295
Kunapa, 457
Ku^a, XV, xix, xxiv, i ff.

Ku^adruma, 9, 14
Kusuma, 267
Kuvera, 71, 81, 296

LaksimatI, 295
Lamotte, E., 308 n.

Latthivana, 61 n.

L6vi, S., xiv, 46 n.

Lin-h Kouang, xvi

Lohitavastuka, 319
Luders, H., xvi

LumbinI, no

Madraka, 8, 13

Magadha, 45. 93, 244 «., 306 ff..

422, 442
Magha, 294
Maghavan, 364
Mahabhdrata, 358 «.

Mahadeva, see Makhadeva.
Maha-Govinda, 193 ff.

Mahanama,
(i) one of the Five Monks, 320,

330. 333
(2) Ya§odhara's father, 26, 147
(3) Amptodana's son, 172/.
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(4) a denizen of another Buddha-
field, 337

Mahaprajapati Gotami, 116, 126,

129, 133, 137 /., 147, 245 ff.

Mahdvaddna, x/.
Mahdvagga, xiii

Mahdvastu, i'x.ff-, 239
Mahaya^a, 228

Mahendra, 434/.
Mahendraka, 15 ff.

Mahismati, 204
Mahoragas, 462
Maitrayani, 373
Maitreya, 230, 233, 236 /., 267, 322
Maitrlyasa, 322
Makhadeva, 452
Malla, 250
Mandavya, 148 j^.

Mara, 25, 26 ff., 242 «., 243, 261,

262, 266, 269 ff., 286, 328, 340,
370, 378, 416 ff.

Markata, 379
Maskarin Gosalikaputra, 380
Mathura, ^Sg ff.

Matisara, 103
Maudgalyayana, 56 ff., loi /., 244,

257 ff: 371
Maung Tin, Pe, 386 n.

Maya, 25, 107, 237
Meru, future Buddha, 267
Meru, mount, 340, 354
Milindapanha, xvii

Mi^rakesi, 295
Mithila, 40, 167, 169, 204, 380, 451
Morris, R., 454 n.

Mriga, 293
Mrigi, 172
Mucilinda, 134, 242, 287, 289
Mula, 295
Miiller, M., 421 «., 423 n., 437 n.

Mus, P., 456 n.

Nadikasyapa, loi /., 433 ff.

Nadin, 315
Nagas, 62, 65, 75, 87, 98, 100, 152,

178, 264 /., 287 /., 295, 315, 327,
335. 340. 352, 357. 396 (the true

Naga), 430 (malevolent), 461
Nairaiijana, 288 /., 303, 305, 427,

432, 439
Nalaka, 379 j5^.

Nalanda, 56
Nalikera, 359, 366/.
Nalini, i^^ ff.

Namuci, 242, 378
Nanda, 129
Nandana, park of devas, 74, 82, 85
Nandana, son of Sukrodana, 172
Nandika, 172
Nandini, 294
Nandiraksita, 294

Nandisena, 294
Nandottara, 294
Narada, 400
Narayana, 12

Narikela, see Nalikera

Narmada, 320
Nirgrantha Jnatiputra, 380
Nirmanarati-devas, 217, 262, 309,
315/328

Nyagrodha,
(i) goat-herd, afterwards a deva.

(2) a deva

Nyanatiloka, 69 n.

Oka, 404
Oldenberg, H., xiij^^.

Ozene, 379 «.

Paduma, 227
Padumavati,

(
1
) daughter of a seer, 1 48 j5^.

165 /jf.

(2) a deva, 296
Padumottara, 231/., 234. 236/.
Pancala, 25, 154, 164
Panca^ikha, 193/., 2ioj5^.
Panikhata, 300;^.
Paranirmitava^avartin-devas, 217,

262, 309, 315
Parvata, 400
Pausa, 206

Phalguni, 294
Pisacas, 12 «., 14 n., 264
Pi^acinis, 159, 279
Pischel, R., 47 n., 164 n.

Potana, 204
Prabhasvara-devas, 120

Pradyota, 267
Prajapati, S ff.

Prajiiavanta, 32 j^''.

Pratapana, 263
Prithivi, 298
Prithivipala, 322
Prithivipasyin, 322
Prostapada, 296
Punarvasu, 293
Punyavanta, 31 j5^.

Puramdara, 364
Purna, xii, 373 ff.

Purvavideha, 374
Puspa,

(i) former Buddha, 434/.
(2) future Buddha, 267

Puspavati, 224/.
Pusya,

(i) former Buddha, 231, 233,
235/. 238, 434. 435 n.

(2) a constellation, 235, 293

Raga, 273 n.

Rahu, 134, 242
Rahula, 138, iby ff., 242 j^.
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Rajagriha, 45, 50, 56/., 60, 6r, g^ff.,

193/.. 218, 344, 439^.
Rak§asas. 11 «., 15 n., 28 «., 02 264

285
^'

Rak?asls, 71 n., 159, 275 n., 279, 296
Ra^trapala, 39
Rati. 274
Raurava, 263, 456
Renu, 200 ff.

Revata, 57 m.

RevatI, 296
Risipatana, 313/., ^2^ ff.

^i§ivadana, 342. 373 /., 376, 379 /,
„388, 394, 415 #•. 421
RohinI, 96, 293
Roruka, 204
Rupasarl, 57 n.

Rupavanta, 32 ff.

Sabhika, 388 ff.

6acl, 364
Sahampati, 305 n., 378
Sahanjanl, 138, 1^1 ff., 360
Sahasradharma, 57
6akra, xxi, i

j^r., 2zff., 41 j^r., 71, 75^
117 /., 120. 194 ^., 239 ff.. 250,
298, 300, 304 /., 362 ff., 403 /.,
408, 425. 461

Sakti^ula, 359, 367

|akyamuni (
= Gotama), 234, 237, 239

Sakyamuni, former Buddhas, 229
231 /., 236 /.

Sakyans, 93 ff.. 170 ff., 245. 248 ff.

Sampratapana, 456
Sanatkumara, 339
Sanghata, 263, 456
Saiijaya-Belatthiputta, 61 n.

SanjayantI, 362
Saiijayin-Vairatiputra, 60, 64, 92 /.
Sanjlva, 263, 456/.
Sankhamedl, 320
Santu§ita, 305
Sarabhanga, xxi, 358 ff.

Sarathipura, 319
6arl. 57
6ariputra, 39, 56 ff.. 96, gS ff., loi,

244. 256 ff.. 372
Sarvabhibhu,

(1) former Buddha, 231 /., 234,
236. 237

(2) future Buddha, 320
Sarvajaya, 320
Sarvarndada, 239 j^.

Sarvamitra, 320
Sarvapa^yin, 320
Sarvaprabha, 322
Sarvarthasiddha, 109, 171, 251, 374
Sarvasiddhartha, 322
Satabhi^, 296
^atadharma, 57

Satyamaha, 105
Satyanama, 107
Satyavardhana, 103
Sdvitrl, 427
Senapatigrama, 299, 416, 427
Senart, xx, passim
Siddhartha, 115
Siddhartha, 294
^ikharadhara, 342
6ikhin, 96 j^., 227, 233, 236, 238
Sua, 301

Silpavanta, 32 ff.

Siluksa, 298, 301
Simha, 267
Simhapura, 434
Sitnhapurl, 229
Sindh, 85, 459
Sirasahvaya, 224/.
6irl, 296
6irlmatl, 295
Sisupacala, 57 n.

6iva, 71, 81

Skanda, 71, 81

Somadatta, 105
Sovira, 204
Squirrels' Feeding-place, 61, 63/., 94
^raddha, 296
6ravana, 295
^ravasti, 219
Sreniya Bimbisara, xii, xviii, 93 n
, 439 ff: 462
Srona, Sronaka, 451 ff.

Sronakotivim^a, 39
Sthulananda, 48, 57
^ubhesthita, 295
Sudariana,

(i) former Buddha, 227 /.
(2) future Buddha, 320
(3) Naga king, 315

Suda^ana, 8 ff.

Sudaya, 320
^uddhavasa-devas, 262, 313 ff.

^uddhodana, xi, g^ ff.. 122, 136 /.,

147/-. 165, 171 #., 177, 191, 237,'

^ 243 ff.. 374
Sudharma, 57
Sugrlva, 320
Sujata, 291
Sujata, 291
^uklodana, 172
6ukra, 295
6ukrodana, 172
Sumanas, 341
Sundarananda, 39, 171
Sunirmita, 305
Sunetra, 267
Suparnas, 98, 100

Supar§va, 123 j^.

Supa^yin, 320
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Supatra,
(i) former Buddha, 226/.
(2) name of a crow, 123 ff.

Suprabhata, 295
Suprabhayaka, 295
Suradevi, 296
Suras, 85, 237, 344
Surya, 167/.
Suvarnas, 87, 315
Suvi^uddha, 295
Suvyakrita, 295
Suyama, 304/.
Suyama-devas, 84
^vati, 294
^vetavalaka, 394

Taksa^ila, 381
Tantri, 269 j^f.

Tapana, 263, 456
Tebhatika Jatilas, loi «.

Thomas, E. J., xvi, 51 «., 290 n.,

312 «., 313 «., 323 «., 380 n.

Tisya,
(i) former Buddha, 57, 231, 233,

235 #•
(2) a constellation

Tonehara, see Ujjhebhaka Tone-
haraka

Trapusa, xxi, 2go ff.

Trayastrimsa, i, 5 ; devas of, 117,

194 ff., 217, 238, 262, 282, 299,

309, 315. 328, 364, 370, 403. See
also Trida^a

Trenckner, V., 47 n., 89 n., 164 n.,

198 n.

Tridasa, 17
Tripitaka, xi

Tusita, 262, 377 ; devas of, 217,
262, 309, 315, 328, 342

Udayin, g^ff., 102 ff., 122, 126
Udraka Ramaputra, 312
Uggata, 362 j^r., 370/.
Ujjeni, 379 n.

Ujjhebhaka TonehSraka, 379, 384
Ukkala, 290
Ulukapaksikabhagini, 413
Upacala, 57 «.

Upadhana, 172
Upadharma, 57
Upaka,

(i) a Naked Ascetic, 315 n., 316 j5^.

(2) a priest's son, 180 ff.

Upala, 226

Upali, 175 ff.

Upirdhakakasika, 372 /.

Upasena, 57 n., 61 ff., 102, 432/.
Upatisya (

= ^ariputra), 57, 65,

258/.
Uruvilva, 299 j^., 315, 416, 439
Uruvilvaka^yapa, loi /., 425 ff..

433 ff: 436. 445 /•

Uttara, 379 ff.

Uttarakuru, 76, 79, 355, 374

Vairocana, 320
Vairocanaprabha, 320
Vaisravana, 71, 73, 81, 103
Vaitarani, 457
Vajji, 422
Valahaka, 88 /.

Valaya, 223, 225, 229
Valuksa, 298
Vangata, 57 n,

Varana, 401
Varsavalahaka-devas, 314
Varuna, 71, 295
Va^ala, 315
Vasava, 85
Va^avartin-devas, 304 /.

Va^istha, 106, 366
Vaspa, 320, 330, 333
Vatsa, 361, 363 #.
Veda{s), 57, 220, 380, 389, 420, 451
Vedangas, 375, 393
Vemacitrin, 134, 212

Venuvana, 61 n. See also Bamboo
Grove

Videha, 41, 48, 167, 169, 172, 204, 451
Vighusia. 361 /.

Vijayanti, 294
Vijitavin, 40^.
Vindhya, 380
Vinipata, 288

Vipa^yin, 231, 233, 235 ff., 238
Virudhaka, 75, 81, 87. 295
Virupaksa, 295
Viryavanta, 32 ff.

Visakha, 294
ViSvabhu, 231 n., 233, 236, 238

Waldschmidt, E., x
Watt, Sir George, 112 «.

Weber, A., 78 n.

Windisch, E., viii, 272 n., 302 ».,

320 n., 329 «., 410 «., 417 «., 429 n.

Winternitz, M., 51 w.

Woodward, F. L., 315 n.

Yajfiadatta, 359/.
Yaksas, 75, 87, 92, 98, 100, 121, 264/.,

285, 296, 304/., 327, 335, 352, 357
Yama, 71, 81, 89, 295, 441, 457
Yama-devas, 217, 262, 309, 328
Yaioda, xi, 401 ff.

Ya^odhara,
(i) wife of Buddha, 25, loi, 116,

126, 137/., 147/., 165, 247 j5^.

(2) a deva
Ya^omati, 295
Ya^ottara, 231 j5^.

Yastivana, 61, 442/.



INDEX III. SANSKRIT WORDS
Some Sanskrit words discussed in the notes, with some Pali equivalent

or related words in brackets.

Akilanta (id.), 301
Agha (id.). 16
Accha (id.), 314
Ajanya (ajai\fla), 118

Ajaneya, 128

Attavanija, 443
Anvati, 140
Atha khalu, xi/., xvii

Anigha (id.), 399
Anirya, 235
Anubhoma (homa), 44
Anurjaka (anujja), 15
Anotrapa (anottapa), 10

Anopa (anupa), 318
Antamasato (antamaso), 95
Apatrapya (ottappa), 53
Aparoksa (aparokkha), 312
Apasavyikaroti, 316
Appeti (id.), 282

Aprativanlya (appativa^Iya), 338
Apragbhara (apabbhara), 338
Apratiharya (appatihariya), 51
Abhicchadana, 125
Abhitunna, 272
Abhidhya (abhijjha), 52
Abhivijnapayati, 337
Abhisahrita, 213
Abhyavakasa (abbhokasa), 49
Abhyaciksati (abbhacikkhati, 26)

Amuga (id.), 386
Alabu, 71
AUnda, 14
Alukha (id.), 49
Alpakisarena (appakasirena), 30
Alllna (id.), 15

Alllpiyati, 72
Avatara (ot5,ra), 27
Avavada (ovSda), 51
Avidha, 14
Avetya (avecca), 396
AsSta (id.), 15
Asita (id.), 387
Aha

(
= aham), 44

Agamya (agamma). 64
Agrivanlya, 112

AcchSda, 33
Acchadayati, 36
Acchaya, 450
Ajaniya (ajaniya), 127
Anatti, 461
Attapa(?). 182

Adi^ti, 421
Aragayati (arSdheti), 416
Arupayati (aropeti), 393
Aroceti (id.), 341
Aryyaka (ayyaka), 253
Ahnga, 74
Aviddhaika, 112

Asamprata, 4
Aslyati (id.), 89
Ahvaya (avhana), 386

Itaretara (itarltara), 346

Ukkarika, 153
Unha (id.), 156
Utuka (id.), 73
Utkhalati (upakkhalati) , 218

Utpada (uppada), 384
Utsanna (ussanna), 395
Upaka (id.), 246
Upavusta (upavuttha), 2n
Upasthihiyati (upatthahlyati), 22

Upo?adha (uposatha), i

UUa. 116

Rimini, nom. pi., 40

Ekamsa (ekamsa), 21

Ekina, II

Erita (id.), 365
Elapatra, 380
Eluka (elaka), 19

Ehipa^yika (ekipassika), 196

Okaddhati (id.), 28

Okasta, 23, 301, 430
Okara (id.), 355
Ograhaka (uggahaka), 370
Otareti, 175
Orasa (id.), 55
Olumpika (id.), 113
Osareti, 400, 455
Ohara, 35

Aupanayika (opanayika), 196

Kanthika, 247
Kanduka, 112

Karkataka, 174
KalopI, 455
Kaiavastu, 357
Ka^i, 372

478
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Kisara, 235
Kupsara, xviii

Kelayati (kelayati), 149
Keva (kivant, klva), 231
Kosavika, iii

Ksinita, 166

Khayita, 76
Kheiuka, 244

Ganika, 391
Gunavarta, 443
Gopitaka, 14
Gosthika, 372

Cakrika, no
Catulayati, 160

Cetayiica, 443

Chorayati, 17, 19

Jamatika (jamatar), 141

Jamatuka (jamatar), 23
Jinati {id.), 94
Jugutsu (jiguccha), 440

Dimbara, 58

Taddhu, 112

Tapana, 158
Tayin, 108, 406
Trevimsat (tevisa), 226

Thavita, 127
Thina {id.), 272

Dardura, 408
Dani, xi/., xvii

Dvistvala, in

Nakula, 74
Natta. 155
Nikujita, 440
Niksepana, 394
Niruha, 218
Nirvida (nibbida), 323
Nisida (nisada), 7
Niharati {id.), 431
Naigama (negama), 101

Naivasika (nevasika), 31

Pacchimaka (id.), 225
Pancavatuka, iii

Patijagareti (patijaggati), 156
Paiipatika {id.), 177
Patimodaka, 222

Paiisandheti (patisamdahati), 68
Parikuddaleti, 289
Parigha (paligha), 220

Paritasyati (paritassati), 72
Paripurati, 353
Parilehati (lehati), 140
Parivisati {id.), 141

Parivena, 390
Parihara {id.), 64
Paritta (paritta), 58
Parovara {id.), 385
Paryadapana, 421
Paryapunati (paryavapnoti), 53
Pallana, 153
Panisvarika, in
Pani, 292
Pari, xviii, 451, 460
Pingala, 380
Pidhiyayati (pithiyati), 23
Pilotika, 49
Purima(?), 113
Pusta, 113
Pupika (puvika), 112
Prithu (puthu), 30
Pelalaka (pela), 113

Peyala (peyyala), 198
Posa {id.), 369
Paunarbhavika (ponobbhavika), 324
Praccopaka, 444
Pratikritya (patigacca), 10

Pratijna (patiiaiia), 380
Pratikiila, 222

Prati^aya, 14
Pratisamvida (patisambhida), 70
Pratyanubhasati, 393
Pradesa (desa), 46
Pradhvopaka, 112

Prapafica (papaiica), 397
Prabhangunata (pabhangura,
pabhanguna), 331

Prasrabdha (passaddha), 272
Prasta, 161

Prastarika (patthara), in
Prahanavant (padhanavant), 397
Prageva (pageva), 240
Pratimoksa (patimokkha), 51

Prathujjanika (pothujjanika), 323
Pranta (panta), 127
Prasadika (pasadiya), 360
Plavana, 151
Pharati {id.), 121

Phalaka, 223
Phalika, 222
Phasu {id.), 47

Bahulin, 271

Bhuri {id.), 325
Bhramarika, 408

ManesT, xviii

Marsayati, 188

MahatT, 408
Muduta (mudita), 423
Murdha, 29
Melleti, 129
Motthika (muttbika), 444
Moham (mogham), 433
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Ya§ta (yittha), 123

Ruccha (lukha), 179
Rocati (id.), 60

Rosina(?), 112

Ro?yana(?), 444

Langhaka (id.), iii

Lagnati (laggati), 125
Lahu (id.), 2

Lukha (id.), 363

Vaniggrama, 156
Valanjita, 264
Varika, 112

Vigraheti (viggahita), 278
Vijihati (id.), 457
Vitt3Jeti, 124
Vilulita (id.), 130
Visarjayati (vissajjeti), 205
Visartha, 352
Vltisarayati (vltisareti), 46
Vira, 368
Vutta (id.), 358
Vuddhi (vuddhi), 22
Vusta (vuttha), 316
Vethayati (vetheti), 389
Vedhati (id.), 327
Velambaka, iii

Vesteti, 173
Vaitalika (vetalika), no
Vaistarika (vittharika), 227
Vopasamati (upasamati), 368
Vyakutsana, xviii, 441

INDEX
Vyavahati, 430
Vyuhanta, 340

^akatamukha, 204
6ateti (id.), 383
^aiina, 260
6uve (sve, suve), 35
^ekheti (sekha), 157
^obhika (sobhiya) in

Sakaranlya (id.), 53
Sanklyati (id.), 35
Sacet (id.), 46
Santata (santhata), 78
Santana (id.), 353
Sarati (id.), 272
Sahavrata (sahavyata), 217
Sardham (saddhim), 45
Simhasapltha, 6

Sukhuma, 54
Sughosaka, 74
Sumbhaka, 67
Suvrata, 395
Sekhita 389
Sonda (id.), 221

Sopavasika, 75
Sopanlya, 97
Sopina, 78
Sovatthika (id.), 293
Sauratya (soracca), 191

Hastokta, 106

Hisana, 80

He$tliato (hetthato), 77
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